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FOREWORD

The Hamzanama ('Adventures of Ha mza') tells the fabulous exploits of its eponymous hero, Hamza,

the uncle ofthe Prophet Muhammad. The tales, replete with monsters and giants, heroes and villains,

appearto have originated in Iran and spread from thereto regions as widespread as Anatolia and

Indonesia, wherethey were often recited in populargatherings.even intothetwentieth century. The

Hamzanama found, however, a monumental expression in what was one of the grandest manu-

script commissions of all time. Produced in the mid -sixteenth century for the Mughal ruler of India,

the Emperor Akbar, while he was stiilin his teens, the Hamzanama comprised a remarkable total of

1,400 images, each of huge size. The scale ofthe undertaking is even more impressive as the paintings

wereamongtheearliest products of a fledgling imperial studio which ha messed the talents of Indian

artists to that of emigres from Iran. Above all the large paintings projected the narrative vigor ofthe

stories, and captured the immediacy ofthe oral presentations they were intended to accompany.

For a manuscript of such acknowledged importance, it is surprising that this is the first exten-

sive study of its pages since the long out-of-date publication by Heinrich Cluck in 1925, and

the exhibition it accompanies the first to bring together many of the finest and best-preserved

examples ofthe approximately two hundred extant Hamzanama pages.

In this catalogue, the entries for individual paintings are intended to help viewers follow the crea-

tive logic of several known painters' narrative and compositional choices and explorethe nuances

of their working methods. A series of essays establishes the political and artistic context of this

remarkable commission, reconstructs its overall organization, and analyzes the multi- layered

physical structure of the painted folios. The exhibition, too, is designed to evoke the flavor of some

of the Hamzanama's colorful tales by means of translation, description and performance.

Begun nearly a decade ago, this project is the culmination of the commitment and efforts of an

international group of collaborators to whom the Freer Gallery of Art and Arthur M. Sack ler Gallery

owe tremendous gratitude. MiloC. Beach, former Director of the Freer and Sackler galleries, played

a pivotal role in the genesis and evolution of the project; we are indebted to him. h-lis boundless

enthusiasm for Mughal painting and intense pursuit of scholarly excellence gave a shape and

direction tothe projectthat shinesthrough in this presentation.

Thomas W. Lentz, the galleries' former Deputy Director and current Director of the International

Art Museums Division, Smithsonian Institution, administered the early phases of the project with

foresight and sensitivity; through his efforts the primary team was brought together, the initial

studies oft he paintings for exhibition were organized, and the ground work for this project was laid.

Thegalleriesareespecially grateful tothe MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied Arts/Contemporary

Art, Vienna. No serious exhibition or study of the Hamzanama could be accomplished without its

participation. The late Dr. Hanna Egger, former Deputy Director, championed the project through its

early development; we regret that she is unable to see the fruit of her labor. Dr. Peter Noever,

Director, was supportive from the project's inception and committed considerable MAK resources

toward its completion, including the generous loan of twenty-eight pages from its collection. In the

Library and Graphics Collection, Dr. Raina Id Franz, Curator, contributed an essay to this catalogue

and lent his administrative and curatorial expertise, while Kathrin Pokorny-Nagel, Department

FHead, continues to contribute ongoing administrative support tothe exhibition. Manfred Trummer

and Beate Murr, assisted by Anka Schaning, executed the conservation ofthe paintings.

Becauseofthe ra rity of extant Homzonomo pages, we owedeepgratitudetoall ofthe lenderstothe

exhibition. Their generosity in ma king their paintings available for travel enables the rich presentation
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offered at each ofthe exhibition venues; elsewhere in this volume they are acknowledged individually.

Professor John Seyller admirably rose to the dual demands of author and curator. His work here

and in his many other publications provides the most thorough understanding of the development

of Mughal painting to date, and many of his conclusions have forced reconsideration of long-

accepted assumptions and enlivened the debate.

Dr. Ebba Koch enriched this book with her discussion ofthe cultural climate of Akbar's court and

his patronage of the arts, while Dr. Wheeler Thackston contributed expertise even beyond his

remarkabletranslations ofthe Hamzanama texts contained in this volume.

Atthe galleries, Massumeh Fa rhad. Associate Curator of Islamic Art, coord mated the presentation

ofthe exhibition and provided invaluable curatorial expertise to both the catalogue and installation.

Debra Diamond, Assistant Curator of South and Southeast Asian Art, contributed curatorial oversight

in the early phase of installation planning. Through their considerabletalents, Dennis Kois, Head of

Design and Production, and Rebecca Lepkowski, Graphic Designer, brought both elegance and vitality

to the installation and its didactic materials. Lynne Shaner, Head of Publications, edited the didactic

text with utmost care and provided helpful counsel on the catalogue production. Rebecca Gregson,

Associate Registrar, coordinated the myriad registrarial details of a complex exhibition. The rich

educational programs complementingthe presentation were conceptualized and administered by

Ray Williams, Head of Education, and Joanna Pecore, Exhibitions Liaison. But perhaps no one person

atthe galleries worked longer or more diligently to make this exhibition and catalogue a reality

than Cheryl Sobas, Exhibitions Coordinator, who from beginning to end brought a keen senseof crea-

tivity, analysis, and disciplined planning to a host of challenges, ranging from complex negotiations

with lendersand venues to the securing of photography and permissions for the catalogue.

This catalogue admirably conveys the spirit and dynamism ofthe paintings, and we are grateful

to the team at Azimuth Editions for producing a book that so effortlessly marries the popular and

the scholarly. Special thanks are due to Julian Raby and Alison Effeny who structured and edited

the volume, and to Misha Anikstfor his work on the design; and to Lorna Raby at PJ Print for the

exquisite color reproductions and print.

The support and cooperation ofthe staff of the other exhibition venues is gratefully acknowl-

edged, in particular; atthe Brooklyn Museum of Art, its Director Arnold Lehman, Amy Poster, Curator

of Asian Art, and SeniorConservatorof Paper, Antoinette Owen, who played a critical early role in the

project by conductingthe initial conservation survey oftheVienna pages, by providingtreatment

proposals and generously sharing her expertise with the MAK staff; atthe Royal Academy of Arts,

London, Professor Phillip King, President, Sir Philip Dowson, former President, Emeline Max, Head of

Exhibitions Organization, and Isabel Carlisle, Deputy Exhibitions Secretary; and atthe Museum

Rietberg Zurich Dr. Albert Lutz, Director, and Dr. Eberhard Fischer, Senior Director.

We are deeply indebted to Lee and Juliet Folger/The Folger Fund. Lee Folger provided early

and immediate financial support for the catalogue and additional support for the installation, his

natural enthusiasm forthe project having been augmented by recent travels in Central Asia and

Iran. The Starr Foundation provided a generous grant, with additional funding provided by the

Friends ofthe Freer and Sackler Galleries. We are also grateful forthe grant of an indemnity by the

Federal Council on the Arts and the Humanities.

Vidya Dehejia

Acting Director
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INTRODUCTION

John Seyller

The Hamzanamo ('Story of Hainza') is, literally and figuratively, a fabulous book, one that has

enthralled many different audiences since its creation in sixteenth -century India. Its appeal is

direct and immediate, and requires no schooling in the refined conventions ofthe more customary

literary and artistic fare of the Mughal court. Unlike the standard classics of Persian poetry, whose

virtue lay in subtleties of metaphor and rhyme, or Mughal dynastic histories, which blend prosaic

fact with high-flown propaganda, the Hamzanama is a popular collection of action-filled stories

that recount in straightforward, vernacular language the exploits of legendary heroes. Born of the

tradition of Persian oral literature that regaled predominantly illiterate audiences around nomadic

campfires and in urban coffee-houses, the fantastic tales of the Hamzanama so captured the

imagination of the young Mughal emperor Akbar (r. 1556-1605) that he recited them personally,

and commissioned his fledgling painting workshop to make its first major project a spectacular

illustrated copy of the text. The Hamzanama is by far the most ambitious of all manuscripts illus-

trated at the Mughal court, absolutely dwarfing contemporary projects in both size and scope.

Whereas most illustrated manuscripts can easily fit in one's hand and include only a dozen or so

images, the Hamzanama originally comprised 1,400 folios more than two feet high, each painted

in a manner that combines passages of unprecedented boldness with others of fine detail. By its

scope, size, and execution, then, the Hamzanama lends itself to two very different kinds of viewing

experience: one, as part of a public recitation dramatized serially by a professional storyteller, the

other as the focus of a more intimate perusal of its illustrations,

THE LEGEND OF HAMZA

The tales of Hamza form one of the oldest and most popular romances of the Persian world. Said to

have been commissioned originally by one Hamza ibn Abdullah Khareji (d. 828-29), the

Hamzanama's basicoutline isthoughtto have been established in Iran even earlierthan Firdawsi's

celebrated tenth-century epic, the Sho/moma ('Book of Kings'), with which it shares some anecdotes

and verses.^ Unlike the Shahnama. however, the Hamza romance remained largely within the oral

tradition. As it was told and retold over the centuries, it became known in many different versions,

in many different languages, including Arabic, Urdu, Turkish, Georgian, and even Malay.-' Even

when one particular version happened to be copied out, it never became codified. Thus, there is no

standard text to which one can turn to trace the loosely organized narrative, which takes many an

unpredictable turn, and is enhanced with optional episodes. The number of sections, for example,

varies even amongthe Persian versions ofthe Hamzanama, rangingfrom sixty-nineto eighty-two.^

This narrative elasticity does much to keep oral performances fresh and vibrant, but it greatly com-

plicates the reconstruction ofthe Hamzanama manuscript that is the focus of this book. Similarly,

although every effort has been made to coax the present selection of illustrations into a number of

coherent story lines, circumstances compel some episodes to stand practically alone. In these cases,

our expectation of a sustained narrative development should yield to the spirit ofthe romance tradi-

tion, which prizes a good yarn above all, no matter how it fits into the overall narrative scheme.

Like other popular Persian romances, the Hamza legend has a historical figure at its core. In this

case, it is Hamza ibn Abdul-Muttalib, the paternal uncle ofthe Prophet Muhammad and purport-

edly his 'milk brother,' having been suckled by the same nursemaid. Hamza, who was born in

Arabia about 569, initially rejected Muhammad's teachings, but converted to Islam about 615. He

thereupon became one of thefaith's most stalwart champions, and figured prominently in the
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glorious victory of Bad r in 624^ In 625, he died at the battle of U hud, when an Abyssinian named

Wahshi struck him down while he was engaged with another opponent. Hamza's extraordinary

valor and the ignominious defiling of his corpse have burnished his memory in the popular imagi-

nation as both heroand martyr. The Hamza legend also features the nearly contemporaryfigures

of the Sassanian ruler Anoshirvan (r. 531-579) and his minister Buzurjmihr. This nominally locates

at least some of the collections of stories in the sixth and seventh centuries. But anachronisms

abound, and some parts of the story are colored by the penchant for the fantastic developed in

medieval Islam. Many of these picaresque interpolations seem to have been inspired by another

figurenamed Hamza, one Hamza ibn Abdullah, who lived in the region of Sistan in Iran inthelate

eighth and early ninth centuries and who led the struggle against the caliph Ha run a hRas hid

(r. 786-809).-* Although this second Hamza was much less orthodox in his religious orientation, he

did venture further afield. Over time, then, the two Hamza figures appear to have been conflated

intoan idealized and Persianized combination of righteous bravery and piety.The Hamza romance,

therefore, is neither a biography of a single historical individual nor an account of the spread of

Islam, but a collection of wildly entertaining stories something in the order of The Thousand and

One Nights or the lore of Robin Hood.

The Hamzanama is, above all, a tale of heroes, foremost of whom is Hamza himself. Persian

heroes are typically handsome, courageous, chivalrous, strong, and proud, buttheir list of virtues

reallystopsthere.-'Theyarenotparticularly intelligent and a I most never pa use for any sort of philo-

sophical reflection, so other characters are introduced to complement the king or champion: the

vizier offers him wise counsel, and an ayyar, a kind of resourceful spy,faithfully does whatever dirty

work is necessary. The ayyar is usually delegated to baffle, torment, or execute enemies, sullying

tasks a hero personally avoids as much as possible. When a hero is compelled by duty to take the life

of an opponent, he does so only after giving him ample opportunity to submit and convert. The

same complementary pairingof personalities occurs among the women whom a hero encounters.

Princesses are inevitably beautiful and virtuous, and are the objects of fleeting but honorable

romantic attachment (Hamza, for example, marries a Greek princess), butthe women who partici-

pate in the most dangerous activities are usually their clever handmaidens (see cat. 60, 61, and 66).

Similarly, a hero's primary opponents are often kings or princes in their own right, complete with

their own ministers and ayyars. Naturally, they are not nearly as capable or handsome as the

heroes; indeed,they tend to be artless in thought and oversized in physique. Sometimes defeated

brawny opponents become a hero's staunchest allies, as is the case with Landhaur, an imposing

Moorfrom Ceylon (Sri Lanka) who is carried away by a demon (cat. 25), and Umar Ma'dikarb, who

displays the heft and sturdiness of Friar Tuck (cat.40).

Most characters assume sobriquets or names that reveal their nature. - This standard device,

which announces the figure's basic identity to the audience, is used for major and minor characters

alike. Hence, Hamza is often referred to as Sa hi b-Oi ran ('Lord ofthe Auspicious Conjunction'), while

the archfiend Zumurrud Shah occasionally has 'the Wayward' or 'the Lost' appended to his name.

One of Hamza's ofl'spring. Prince Badi'uzzaman ('Wonder of the Age,' cat.42), has his glorious fate

writ in his very name, whereas typically fearsome adversaries, Marku' Boar-Tooth (cat.41) and Ra'im

Khun-Asham ('Ra'im Blood-Drinker,' cat.39), have their reprehensible behaviors indelibly tagged by

theirs. A friend lyc?j/j/or goes by an epithet that highlights his speed or stealthiness, such asSonghur

Balkhi ('Falcon of Baikh,' cat. 58, 64) or Sabukpay ('Fleet of Foot,' cat.58); conversely, a hostile ayyars
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seditious nature or deviant appearance is conveyed by a nicl<name such asShahrashob ('Disturber

of the City,' cat. 30, 34) or Kajdast ('Crool<ed Hand,' cat. 66). Women are always lauded fortheir

beauty and grace, whether they trade upon their royal station or streetwise wiles. Accordingly, an

opposing princess-turned-heroine bears the appellation Ma la k Ma h ('Angel Moon,' cat, 63), while

even a hardened female operative iselevated bythe monikerof Khosh-Khiram ('One Who Walks

Elegantly,' cat. 66).

The collection of Hamza stories begins, as these popular romances generally do, with a short

section describing eventsthatsetthestagefortheappearanceofthecentral hero. Inthiscase,the

place is Ctesiphon in Iraq, and the initial protagonist is Buzurjmihr, a child of humble parentage

whodisplays both a remarkable ability to decipher ancient scripts and great acumen in political

affairs (see fig. 13).' By luck and calculated design, Buzurjmihr displaces the current vizier, and

attaches himself first to the reigning king, Oubad, and then to his successor, Anoshirvan.

Nonetheless, a bitter rivalry has been seeded, for the widow of the wicked dead vizier bears a son

she names Bakhtak Bakhtyar, and he in turn becomes a lifelong nemesis of both Hamza and

Buzurjmihr. The latter soon relates a vision to Anoshirvan that a child still in embryo m Arabia will

eventually bring about his downfall; Anoshirvan responds in Herod-like fashion, dispatching

BuzurjmihrtoArabia with an orderto kill all pregnant women. Emerging unscathed by thisterrible

threat are Hamza and Umar Umayya, who is destined to be Hamza's faithful companion.

Unlike most Persian heroes, Hamza is not born to royalty, but is nonetheless of high birth, the

son of the chief of Mecca. An auspicious horoscope prophesies an illustrious future for him. Hamza

shows an early aversion to idol-worship, and with the aid of a supernatural instructor, develops a

precocious mastery of various martial arts. He soon puts these skills to good use, defeating upstart

warriors in individual combat, preventing the Yemeni army from interdicting tribute to

Anoshirvan, and defending Mecca from predatory - but not religious -foes. Anoshirvan learns of

these sundry exploits, and invites Hamza to his court, where he promises him his daughter Mihr-

Nigann marriage. The girl is thrilled at this match, for she has longyearned for Hamza, and has had

one soulful but chaste evening with him.

Eirst, however, Anoshirvan sends Hamza to Ceylon to fend ofl'a threat from La ndhaur, and thence

onto Greece, where Bakhtak Bakhtyar has insidiously poisoned the kings against him. Hamza, of

course, proves his mettle in these and other tests, but his marriage to Mi hr-Nigar is forestalled bythe

treacherous Costa ham, who arranges her nuptials with another. Hamza is seriously wounded in

battle with Zubm, Mihr-Nigar's prospective groom, but recovers to ally himself with some fairies,

supernatural creatures engaged in their own struggle against elephant-eared demons known as

the Oaf on the prom iseofthe fairies' assistance against his opponents. Hamza prevails again, and is

rewarded with some legendary weapons, a three-eyed horse produced bythe union of a demon and

a fairy, and the hand of a fairy named Asma, with whom he has a daughter. Though life among the

fairies presents untold pleasures and challenges, it does not slake Hamza's desire for Mihr-Nigar, to

whom he vows to return. True to his word, he does so in Tangiers, albeit after eighteen long years,

and eventually Hamza and Mihr-Nigar are married. Such a long interlude among the fairies seems

capricious at first, but it is hardly so, for it was all prophesied for Hamza upon his birth.

While Hamza and his allies navigate various shoals of courtly intrigue, they also wage a pro-

longed waragamst infidels. Although the ostensible goal of these conflicts is to eradicate idolatry

and convert opponents to Islam, the latter is usually related with little fanfare at the end of the
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episode. Champions often proclaim their faith in God as they take to the battlefield, and sometimes

reproach unbelievers for failing to grasp that the Muslims' past military success is primafacie evi-

dence of the righteousness of their cause, hlowever standard and overtthis proselytizing is in the

formal triumphant speeches in the text, surprisingly few religious references are admitted into the

illustrations of the Hamzanama manuscript. The most explicit is a painting in which idols fall tothe

ground and sea creatures churn the sea m delight atthe birth of the Prophet (cat. 22), Another work

shows Hamza returning home to greet hisfather at Mecca, a holy city identified visually by the Ka'ba.

Having vanquished adversaries and tracked down long- lost loves in their own region, Persian

heroes roam about, often undertaking long voyages to foreign lands to find new sources of adven-

ture. To judge from the many paintings in which seafaring ships appear, the favorite means of

travel was by ocean, to destinations as far-flung as Greece, the Caucasus, India, Ceylon, and

Abyssinia. Although Hamza in fact never leftthe Arabian peninsula, in legend he arrives at an end-

less series of strange lands, a staple feature of entertainment in popular romances.-' In these exotic

locales, which are often described as islands, Hamza and his companions come across many a

marvelous creature, such as witches, demons, and dragons. They frequently manhandle their

adversaries, of course, but sometimes they are able to convert them simply with intimidating dis-

plays of their physical prowess, whether unleashing a deafening roar or singlehandedly hoisting

an elephant overhead (cat, 52). Even heroes falter occasionally, however, so many a story is devoted

to imprisonment, both feigned and real. Sometimes a hero's friends liberate their imprisoned

comrade from purportedly inescapable fortresses or dungeons by conventional means, such as a

tunnel; atothertimes.theydoso with theaid of magic formulas hidden in the most unlikely places,

such as among the feathers of a slam bird. There is magic aplenty in this world of heroes. It regu-

larly produces miraculous escapes from tight spots by heroes and their enemies, whether in the

form of sudden flight on thousands of magical flying urns (cat. 57), or that of deus ex machina: a

helping hand reaching down from the clouds to save a rascal from the clutches of his foes (cat. 69).

In short,the strange, occasionally bizarre nature of the stories often begsthe audience to suspend

disbelief an actfew listeners are inclined to resist.

Despite its widespread popularity throughout the Islamic world and particularly in India, the

Hamzanama is presently known only in two manuscripts made in the subcontinent. One, with 189

paintings, was produced in the mid -fifteenth century in one of the Muslim kingdoms of northern

India.-' Nothing about this earlier manuscript predicts the narrative choices and astounding visual

impact of the magnificent copy commissioned by Akbar a century later, Zumurrud Shah, for exam-

ple, is conspicuouslyabsentfrom the Sultanate manuscript, butfigures prominently in the Mughal

one. The small illustrations of the fifteenth-century work are simply conceived and executed, with

a few rudimentary figures crowding out almost all other elements in each composition. Similarly,

when shortly after the completion of the Hamzanama project Akbar ordered an illustrated copy of

a very comparable popular romance, the Darabnama ('Story of Darab'), he did not call upon the

imperial Mughal workshop to create anything beyond the ordinary, either in the size of the manu-

script or in the technical quality of its illustrations."-' Hence, it seems apparent that while the

performance tradition of this type of text raised the possibility of a large-scale manuscript format,

it was the exceptionally auspicious conjunction of a dynamic and visionary patron and the very

recent assembly of talent from the furthest reaches of the rapidly expanding Mughal empire that

occasioned this monumental work.
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THE INTELLECTUAL AND ARTISTIC CLIMATE AT AKBAR's COURT
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FIG 1

Thefirst six rulers ofthe Mughal dynasty-the 'Great Mughals' asthey were known in the West-

were all fascinating and singularly gifted individuals, and among them Akbar (1542-1605) has been

regarded as the most outstanding, even by thinkers who are critical ofthe notion of kingship and

its impact on society (fig.i),^ More has been written on Akbar's reign than on any other period of

Mughal history; only the interest devoted to his great-grandson Awrangzeb (1618-1707), the last of

the Great Mughals, who isseen as his negative counterpart and under whom the empire began

to disintegrate, comes close. Akbar has become such a popular subject of research and has been

studied from so many different angles not only because of his personality and dynastic context but

also because his reign covered perhaps one ofthe most dynamic periods in Indian history, a time of

profound social, intellectual and religious transition. Students of Mughal India have increasingly

become interested in the manner in which Akbar dealt with these developments and was

influenced by them. In India it is felt that his own influence reaches into our times; he has been

considered afoundingfatherofthe Indian nation, a unifierwho brought large parts of the subcon-

tinent together under a single government. Akbar's tolerant stance toward all religions, striving

in particular to reconcile his Hindu and Muslim subjects, has lost none of its exemplary appeal,

especially today, in times of increasing communal tension.
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Dynastic group portrait of

Akbar between his son

Jahangir and his grandson

Shah Jahan. to whom he

transfers the Timurid crown

From the Minto album.

Painted by Bichitr. Mughal,

1630-31. 29.77 X 20.5 cm.

Chester Beatty tibrary,

Dublin. MS. 7, no. 19.

Flg2

Dynastic group portrait of

Timur between Humayun

and Babur. to whom he

hands his imperial crown

From the Minto Album.

Painted byCovardhan.

Mughal, circa 1630.

38 X 27 cm. Victoria &

Albert Museum, London,

I.M. 8-1925.

Akbar has not failed to capture the imagination of the West. In eighteenth-century Europe,

when the 'Great Mughal' had become a synonym for oriental absolutism, Akbar even appeared in

opera; he lent his name to a tyrant king in Zem/ra, composed by Pasquale Anfossi after a libretto by

G acta no Sertor and staged inVeniceini782.Attheendofthe twentieth century, Akbar became

known to a wider Western public mainly through the arts patronized by him, which were featured

in several general exhibitions on Mughal art.'

akbar's antecedents

When Akbar came to the throne in 1556 at the age of thirteen, there was little to foretell that by the

end of his reign m iGosthe Mughal empire would extend from Kabul tothe Deccan and from the

Arabian Sea tothe Gulf of Bengal, and that the Mughal padshah or badshah (commonly translated

as 'emperor') would have become the third player in the 'triumvirate of giants of South and

Southwest Asia, the Great Turk [the Ottomans], the Great Sufi [the Safavids], and the Great

Mughal.'-' Indeed, Akbar's reign began inauspiciously: his father Humayun (1508-1556) had

famously died from a fall down the stairs of his library, having only recently returned to Delhi from

exile in Iran to wrest back from his rival Sher Shah Sur the Mughal dominions in India which had

been conquered by hisfather Babur (fig. 2).

Fig.3

The capture of Sultan

Bayezid 1 of Turkey

Mughal, circa 1680.

39.3 X 23.8 cm. The British

Library, London, Oriental

and India Office

Collections, Johnson

Album 1, no. 2.
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After movingfrom Samarkand via Kabul into India, Babur (1483-1530) had vanquished the Delhi

sultanate in 1526, with the Zafarnama literally in his hands. In that work, completed in 1424-25, the

historian Sharafuddin All Yazdi had described and extolled the conquests of Tim ur, Ba bur's famous

ancestor, whohad taken Del hiini 398. Timur, or Tamerlaneashewasknownin the West, had

brought large parts of Asia, from Samarkand to Anatolia, under his sway in a neo-Mongolian drive

of conquest. Living up to his Latin nickname, Onentis terror, he had won himself the favor of Europe

at the battle of Ankara in 1402 by defeating Sultan Yildirim Bayezid so devastatingly that the

Ottomans were kept from taking Constantinople for another fifty years. The Mughal s always felt

superior to the Ottomans because of the humiliation of Bayezid, whom Timur had captured and, so

the historical rumor goes, taken in a cage on his way back to Samarkand (fig. 3), using him as a step

when mounting his horse.^ The Ottomans could not improve their reputation in Mughal eyes even

when they claimed, wrongly of course, to have conquered Vienna, as the Turkish admiral Sidi All

Reis did when a shipwreck brought him tothe court of Humayun in 1554.'

The Mughals were at all times more closely engaged with the Safavids, the descendants of the

Sufi shaykh Safiuddin andthethird Muslim superpower m Asia, not only becausethey weretheir

immediate neighbors but also because as shahs of Iran they were the heirs of the ancient kings of

Persia, the Achaemen ids and Sassanians, who had long since been accepted by Islam as model

rulers and exemplary kings. Persian was the language of the Muslim courts of Asia, and Persia nate

culture formed the life of the ruling elite at those courts and in the cities.

As the latest of the three superpowers to emerge, and as an elite minority ruling over a vast ter-

ritory of peoples of different creeds and cultures, the Mughals were particularly driven to legiti-

mate themselves, and they relied above all on their impeccable Turko-Mongolian lineage. Ba bur's

claimtothetitleand status of poc/s/ioh was bolstered by the fact that hedescended notonlyfrom

Timur but also, on his mother's side, from the even greater pan-Asian force, Chingiz Khan, who in

turn had inspired Timur. The attitude of the Mughals toward Chingiz was ambivalent: on the one

hand, they were proud of their Chingizid blood; on the other, they preferred to be associated with

the more recent and more refined Timurids. Forthe people of India, however, they remained 'the

Mongols' {Muggula. Mugala);"' the Europeans followed suit and gave them the dynastic title Grao

Mogor, Groote Mogul, Grand Moghol, or Grossmogul.

Timur's sons and successors had established a splendid courtly culture of Persia nate orientation

centeredfirst at Samarkand and then, toward the end ofthe fifteenth century, at Herat in present-day

Afghanistan; it was reflected by smaller Tim u rid principalities like that of Fa rghana, where Babur

was born. But this background does not explain Babur's astonishingcareer as an adventurer and ruler,

nor how he became the author of the Baburnama (probably begun around 1494), an outstanding

autobiography at any time, but in particular for a Central Asian prince of the sixteenth century. He

comments with candor and in almost Proustian detail on wide- ranging subjects, from his youthful

infatuation with a boy in his encampmentto his peregrinations and campaigns in Central Asia and

India to the flora and fauna of newly conquered Hindustan.' Babur's matter-of-fact, rational

approach seems to have laid the foundation for Akbar's thinking, in which reason was the driving

force, and it remained a characteristic of the Mughal dynasty in general, at least until Awrangzeb.

In Hindustan, as the Mughals called northern India, Babur overthrew the Lodi dynasty (1451-

1526), the last rulers of the Delhi sultanate which had shrunk throughout the fifteenth century

while regional sultans asserted themselves. Especially in areasfarfrom Delhi, such as Bengal and
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Kashmir (which was always a place a part), the sultans had presented themselves as rulers in Indian

terms and had interacted with the local societies and cultures.*

The Mughal horizon widened further with Humayun's exile in Iran, where he took refuge with

ShahTahmasp in 1544. This involuntary sojourn intensified the Mughals' contact with Persian culture

and inspired the distinctly eccentric Hu may un to further enrich the Mughal myth of kingship,

which he had begun to develop in India, with borrowings from ancient Persian concepts. It seems

that his intentions were widely known: Mulla Abdul-Oadir Badauni tells us that when Humayun was

inMashhadin 1544, a pilgrim whispered in his ear ' "So! you are again laying claim to omnipotence!"

This was a reference to the circumstance that Humayun used generally in Bangala [Bengal] to cast a

veil over his crown, and when he removed itthe people used to say, Light has shined forth."'

Thus Humayun associated himself with Indian and Iranian practices of sun-rulership and with

the old Iranian concept of the divine effulgence of the king, none of which was forgotten in Islamic

times. The learned theologian, poet and moralist Da van i, for instance, who visited Persepolis in

1476 with SultanKhalil,the son of the Turkman ruler Uzun Hasan, claims that the mythical Persian

king Jamshed, after having constructed Persepolis

had caused a golden throne, studded with shining jewels, to be placed on the columns ... and

sat on it in state. At sunrise he ordered the throne to be turned towards the Sun, and the eyes

of the onlookers were dazzled by the brilliancy. Saying that they beheld two suns, one in the

sky and the other on earth, they knelt down ... and thenceforth he was surnamed Jamshid, his

name being Jam and shid meaning 'Sun'.^°

The concept of divinely illumined kingship was to become a leadingidea intheMughal myth of

rulers hi p. Back in India, Humayun must have thought of the legendary carpets and throne of the

Sassanian Khusraws when he designed a large cosmological carpet of concentric rings on which

hiscourthadtositaccordingtoorigin and rank,withtheemperor'likethe5un' in the center."

AKBAR AS UNIVERSAL RULER

Realizing that the concept of divinely illumined kingship was also part of Indian tradition, Akbar

elaborated on Humayun's associations between the ruler and the sun; he appeared at sunrise like a

traditional Indian king or a Hindu deity for public viewing [darshan) and his subjects prostrated

themselves before him. He even went so far as to pray to the sun, as his heavenly counterpart

(fig. 4).'- Jahangir (1569-1627) and Shah Jahan (1592-1666) were to develop further the idea of

Mughal sun-rulership, which was abolished by the orthodox Awrangzeb because he disapproved

of it as un-lslamic. It is possible that these ideas reached the court of Louis xiv and inspired him to

formulate his own version, which provided the myth of European absolutism.

Such multicultural concepts held a special attraction for the Mughals in their attempt to legiti-

mate themselves as padshahs of a highly diverse empire: the very status of a ruler might work as a

unifying factor equally if not more important than his religion orcultural background. In India,

Muslim rulers had long since been integrated into the social order of the Hindus; they were treated

on the same terms as Indian kings, even as mythological heroes or gods. This phenomenon can be

observed particularly in Bengal from the early fifteenth century onward,'- and in Kashmir at about

the same time. The historian Shrivara Pandita, who completed the section of the Rajatarangini

written by Jon a raja, compares Sultan Zaynulabidin (ShriJainollabhadina, r. 1420-70) with Indra
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and celebrates him as 'an incarnation of Vishnu, '^^ In the sixteenth-century Sanskrit work

e/ianuc/ioncira-c/ior/ta/SahiSrimad-Akabbara (Akbar)' is projected as Rama.^-' From the disapproving

Badauni we learn that his emperor lent an open earto such associations;

Brahmans collected another set of one thousand and one names of 'His Majesty the Sun,'

and told the Emperor that he was an incarnation, like Ram, Krishna, and other infidel kings.^''

The Mughal myth of kingship acquired a distinct Sufi dimension when Akbar was declared the

Perfect Man (/nson o/-/;om/7) who establishes Universal Peace [sulh-ikul] between Muslims and

Hindus." From one who sought the blessings and support of Sufi saints, of Shaykh Salim Chishti of

Fatehpur Sikri and of Shaykh Mu'inuddin Chishti of Ajmer, Akbar became a spiritual authority in his

own right. Thus the old dichotomy between the power of Sufi saints and the worldly authority of

the sultans was resolved in the imperial person of Akbar. To this end his alter ego, friend, advisor,

biographer, and (as Richard Eaton has put it) principal ideologue, Abu1-Fazl (1551-1602) idealized

even the historical Akbar in a neoplatonic construct: every one of his apparent actions underlies
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The Emperor Akbar

praying toward the sun

Mughal, circa 1590.

11.5 X 6.5 cm. Keir

Collection, London.

Fig.5

Portrait ofAkbar

Mughal, perhaps early

17th century. 13.3 x 13 cm.

The British Library, London,

Oriental and India Office

Collections, Add. Or. 1039.

a true spiritual meaning. This gives h\sAkbarnama (1589-95), despite its aim of historical authen-

ticity, a mystical and mythical dimension.

Akbar not only associated himself with historical, mythical and spiritual kingship to strengthen

his own authority as a ruler, but also widened this frame of reference and sought access to the con-

temporary family of rulers of the world. He states this explicitly in a letter, still little studied, which

hewrote in i582to King Philip 11 of Spain, whom he tried to win over to an alliance against the Ottomans:

we are, with the whole power of our mind, earnestly striving to establish and strengthen the

bonds of love, harmony and union among the population, but above all with the exalted tribe

[ta'ifa, here better 'family'] of princes [sultans], who enjoy the noblest of distinctions in conse-

quence of a greater (share of the) divine favour, and especially with that illustrious represen-

tative of dominion, recipient of divine illumination and propagator of the Christian religion,

who needs not to be praised or made known [i.e. Philip]; (and this decision is) on account of our

propinquity, the claims whereof are well established among mighty potentates, and acknowl-

edged to be the chief condition for amicable relations.

But Akbar did not come to the family of kings as a humble supplicant. In a letter of 1594 to Shah Abbas,

he admonished the Iranian ruler for his intolerance in religious matters, and he expressed the opinion

that his own stance toward different religions and cultures gave him the rightto rule abovethem all:

as it has been our disposition from the beginning of our attaining discretion to this day not to

pay attention to differences of religion and variety of manners and to regard the tribes of

mankind as the servants of God, we have endeavoured to regulate mankind in general.^-'

Akbar implied that he was superiorto rulers like Philip 11 orShah Abbas, becausethey accepted only

one religion and acted merely within one culture while histolerance gave himthe moral authority

to take care of all mankind. Thus he was a true universal king.

AKBAR S RELIGIOUS POLICIES

On the political level, Akbar unified large parts of India in several military campaigns, bringing

Malwa (conquered 1562), the Rajput states (1561-69), Gujarat (1573), Bengal (1576), Kashmir (1586),

and Khandesh (1601) under Mughal rule and securing the northwestern frontier by recapturing

Kabul and Oanda bar (1595). At the same time, the emperor (fig.5) and Abu1-Fazl sought to consolidate

the political unification by a policy of cultural reconciliation. Religion was a main issue in this project.

Akbar had a deep personal interest in spirituality, which he tried to reconcile with Mughal

rationalism. He first identified with Islam, with Sunni orthodoxy, but, frustrated by the diverging

opinions of the ulama. he established in 1575 the Ibadatkhana ('House of Worship'), where an

increasing range of religions was discussed, with Shiites, Hindus, Parsis, Jains, and Christians all

participating.-" But Akbar wanted to explore beyond the interpretations of the preachers and

decided to have the source books of different religions translated into Persian, the language of the

Mughal court and empire. He established a translation bureau {maktab khana) fo( which every talent

was recruited, even such unwilling ones as Badauni, who had entered court service at the end of

April 1574 and who, when ordered by Akbar to translate Sanskrit texts, hoped that God would allow

that'thetranslation of atheism is not atheism.'-'

Akbar went even further in his search forthet rue religion, natural to allmen,andinthe late
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1570S started a Kaspar Ha userian experiments He had children brought up in a secluded house with

nurses who were not allowed to talk to them, to find out whether they would speak on their own

and in what language, and 'what religion and sect these infants would incline to, and above all

what creed they would repeat.'-'The project failed tragically when 'afterthreeorfouryearstheyall

turned out dumb' -some ofthe children even died. This experiment bespeaks the Mughal empirical

approach (which wasto take a turn toward natural history in Akbar's son, Jahangir) but it also has a

longtradition among kings and appeared at diflTerenttimes in different cultures,-'

In 1578, Akbar's comparative religious studies acquired a new dimension; he asked the viceroy of

Goa 'for two learned priests who should bring with them the chief books of the Law and the

Gospel'; in 1580, the first Jesuit mission reached the Mughal court, bringing a long the latest and

most prestigious edition of the Biblethen available in Europe, the Royal Polyglot Bible, which had

been sponsored by Philip 11 of Spam and published by Christophe Plantin in Antwerp between 1568

and i572,The Jesuit fathers joined the religious 'think tank' at Akbar's court in the misguided hope

of converting him to Christianity; they misunderstood Akbar's pre-Enlightenment interests

because these did not fit into their mono-religious thin king (fig. 6).-'^

Eventually Akbar accepted all religions, perceiving reason as their common truth, as he tells us in

his own words in his letter to Philip ii:

As most men are fettered by bonds of tradition, and by imitating the ways followed by their

fathers, ancestors, relatives and acquaintances, everyone continues, without investigating the

arguments and reasons, to follow the religion in which he was born and educated, thus

excluding himself from the possibility of ascertaining the truth, which is the noblest aim of the

human intellect. Therefore we associate at convenient seasons with learned men of all religions,

thus deriving profit from their exquisite discourses and exalted aspirations,-'-'

One would like to know how Akbar's ideas were received at the court of the Most Catholic King

Philip II, the promoter of the Spanish Inquisition. Even Akbar knew the king as a 'life giver to the

Christian laws (muhyi-yi marasim-i 'Isawi)' and the Jesuits -with whom he discussed an embassy

that would take the letter to Philip -would have informed him about the uncompromising attitude

of the Spanish Habsburgs toward other religions duringthe reconquista of Spam. Philip's father,

Emperor Charles v, had allowed an entire cathedral to be built right in the middle of the eighth-

to-tenth-century Great Mosque of Cordoba, as a visible sign that Spam had been wrested from the

Muslims. Akbar would have been better understood by thinkers like Lord Herbert of Cherbury (1583-

1648), the father of English deism and a contemporary of Descartes. Lord Herbert commended a

'natural' religion, demanded and established by reason common to all men, and capable of finding

universal acceptance.

The Polyglot Biblethatthe Jesuits had broughttothe Mughal court had been created out of an

interest similar to the one that had driven Akbar to ask for it, namely to obtain an authentic and

reliable text, but the two rulers' ultimate motivations were, of course, different. The Polyglot Bible

wasto be the one and final Catholic answer to the host of translations into vernacular languages

with which Protestant reformers had flooded Europe. Plantin himself had a vested interest in pub-

lishingthe Bible because he hoped thus to free himself from accusations of heresy. The publisher

was a member of the Family of Love, one of the sects which had come into being in the spiritual

climate heralded by the proclamations of Luther and Calvin; their creed held up universal love
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or charity as the supreme doctrine and dismissed all religions and religious establishments as

superfluous.-"

A kindred spirit reigned at the Mughal court, which was deeply influenced by the ideas of the

great Spanish Sufi thinker Ibn al-Arabi (d. 1240), who wrote:

My heart has become capable of all forms.

It IS a meadow for gazelles and monastery for Christian monks.

A temple for idols and the pilgrim's Kaba.

The table of the Law and the book of Koran.

I profess the religion of Love, and whatever direction

Its steed may take, Love is my religion and my faith.-'

An inscription composed by Abu"l-Fazl for a temple at Kashmir reflects these thoughts:

O God, in every house I see people that seek you, and in every language I hear spoken, people

talk about you.

Infidelity [Lufr] and Islam walk on your way and say, 'He is one, without companion.'

If it be a mosque, people remember you with holy calls, and if it be a church [kalisa], they ring

the bell out of desire for you.

Oh the arrow of your love - the heart of the lovers is its target ...

Sometimes I withdraw to a monastery [dair], and sometimes I stay in a mosque, but it is you

whom I search from house to house.

Your servants have no dealings with either infidelity or Islam; for neither of them has access

behind the curtain of the submission to you.

Infidelity to the unbeliever, and religion to the orthodox.

The smell of the rose petal belongs to the heart of the perfume-seller.

This house was erected for the purpose of binding together the hearts of the Unitarians of

Hindustan, and especially the worshippers of the Deity in the region of Kashmir,

By order of the Lord of the throne and the crown, the lamp of creation. Shah Akbar ...

He who looks at this building with insincerity and destroys it should first demolish his own

place of worship; for if we look at the heart, we must bear with all men, but if we look to the

external [lit. water and clay], [we find] everything proper to be destroyed.-''

This questioning of established religions and institutions at the Mughal court did not represent

an isolated elite moment; it reflected ideas widespread in sixteenth-century Indian society, pro-

pagated by Sufi orders and bhakti sects. Eugenia Vanina has tried to draw a parallel between these

movements and the sects which came into being in Europe during the Reformation, and to explain

their differences and points of connection.-"-'' One difference is certain: in sixteenth-century Europe

these ideas never rose to an imperial level.

HISTORIOGRAPHY

Akbar's search for truth and the authentic text also determined the particularly intense phase

in Muslim history writingthat he sponsored. This was dominated by Abul-Eazl's great history of

his own reign, the Akbarnama. An essential source of inspiration was the Chingizid and Timurid

tradition of historiography, at the beginning of which stood the monumental ll-Khanid Mongol
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world history of Rashiduddin Fazlullah entitled Jami'uttawarikh, 'one of the greatest achieve-

ments of historical research of all time,' Ata Malik's history of Chingiz Khan, the Tarikh-i

Jahangusha, completed in 1260, was also well known at the Mughal court. Sharafuddin Ali Yazdi's

history of Timur which had served Babur as a guide to conquering Hindustan, the Zo/ornomo, was

highly influentiaL From India, there wasthe historiography of the sultans of Delhi, which had had

its best moment under the Tughluqs in the fourteenth century, and the famous Rajatarangini, the

Sanskrit history ofthe kings of Kashmir, which was written bythe Kashmiri Brahman Kalhana in

1148-49 and continued by several authors until some years after the annexation of Kashmir by

Akbar in 1586, Akbar recognized this as an outstanding historical work full of important notions

about Indian kingship and had it translated by several scholars, including the ever- reluctant

Badauni. "

The purpose ofthe close collaboration between Akbar and Abu'l-FazI was to relate universal

history to Akbar, to document his lineage, and to establish him as an exemplary historical truth.

The Tarikh-i Alfi was compiled on the emperor's orderfrom 1585 onward as a comprehensive his-

tory ofthe Muslim world, from the death ofthe Prophet to Akbar's time, commemorating the first

millennium of Islam, The history ofthe house of Timur was put together in the Tarikh-i Khandan-i

Timunyya {circa 1584-86) and Babur's mer^ioirs were translated by Abdurrahim Khankhanan

from Turkish into Persian (1589). The hasisfor the Akbarnama was the day-to-day documentation

ofthe Record Office, established bythe emperor in 1573-74, but members ofthe imperial house-

hold were also ordered to put on paper what they remembered about the early days of the

dynasty. Akbar's old aunt Gulbadan Begam wrote about Akbar's father in her l-iumayun-nama

(1591-92), Humayun's ewer-bearer Jawhar Aftabchi came forth with his Tazkirat ul-Waqi'at

(1586-87) and Bayezid Bayat, who served both Humayun and Akbar, was made to dictate his

memoirs, Tazkira-i l-lumayun wa Akbar {-i<^gi). to a clerk of Abu'l-Fazl's while supervising the royal

kitchen. Although Turkish was their native tongue, these two writers had to submit their

accounts in Persian.

THE DOMINANT LANGUAGE

This emphasis on Persian was new in India, Akbar was the first among the Muslim rulers of

Hindustan to declare formally that Persian was to be the language of administration at all levels.

Here, the Mughal s difl'ered from the earlier sultans of India who had shown greater involvement

with Indian languages. In the pre-Mughal period Hindavi had been used as a semi-official

language bythe Lodis and Surs,-''and in Kashmir, the enlightened Sultan Zaynulabidin had studied

Sanskrit in order to understand the C/ta Govinda andto read the Vedas himself.-'' Akbar's insistence

on Persian sheds a new light on his tolerance and translation policy. While he abstained from

imposing a dominant religion on India, he imposed instead a non-Indian language, which, as

MuzafFar Alam has suggested, becamethe mam instrument of Mughal inculturation and domi-

nance of Hindustan and even 'acquired a kind of religious sanctity for the Muslims.'-'' Only those

who spoke and read Persian could participate in the Mughal system and through the medium of

Persian the diverse Indian cultures and religions were brought into the imperial fold. This system-

atic appropriation is comparable to the large-scale translation sin to Arabic undertaken by the

Abbasids in the ninth and tenth centuries ad, through which knowledgeofthe ancient world came

intothe House of Islam.
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ARCHITECTURE

Akbar's efforts at religious and cultural reconciliation, in particular between his Hindu and Muslim

subjects, have been used to explain the arts created for him, especially architecture. Akbar built

more and on a larger scale than any Indian ruler before him. We owe to his patronage the great

Mughal fortress palaces of Agra (1564-1 570s) and Lahore (completed 1580), the suburban residence

FatehpurSikri with its monumental mosque (1571-85), and Humayun's tomb at Delhi (1562-71), to

namejustthe most outstanding architectural achievements of his reign. It is, however, not quite

clearto what extent Akbar was personally interested in architecture; Abu1-Fazl has remarkably little

to say about it, and Antonio Monserrate, chronicler of the first Jesuit mission to the court of Akbar,

refers to it only as an occasion for Akbar to demonstrate his physical prowess, when he mingled

with his builders and carried blocks of stones. The official Akbari view on architecture can be

obtained from Muhammad Arif Oandahari, another historian, who claimed that Akbar designed

partsof Fateh pur Si kri, and who represented the architecture of his emperor as a testimony to his rule:

a good name for kings is [achieved by means] of lofty buildings .... That is to say the standard

of the measure of men is assessed by the worth of [their] building (imarat) and from their

high-mindedness is estimated the state of their house.

... Whosoever saw the spacious expanse of that place [makan] and the arrangement of orna-

ment [nuzhat] of that edifice [bunyan] [the Agra fort (fig. 8)] found the affairs of the kingdom

and means of authority in full accord with this order and the high and low, in consonance with

allegiance and obedience.

These statements justify the interpretation of Akbar's architecture as a 'I ithic expression' of his

policies. But art historians have too easily drawn an equation between theforms of Akbar's archi-

tecture and his Weltanschauung. A common practice, which goes back to British notions of the

nineteenth century, is to describe arches and vaults as 'Muslim' and brackets and beams as 'Hindu,'

and their common use in one building as an expression of Akbar's tolerance.

Abu1-Fazl saw the use of Indian forms rather in regional terms: hetellsusthatthe buildings of

the Red Fort of Agra 'were built m the beautiful styles of Gujarat and Bengal.'^'' Gujarat in particular

had, as no other region of India, absorbed older local forms in its Muslim architecture. Thus the

Gujarati buildingtypes and forms adopted in Akbari architecture could be read as 'Hindu,' if one

wanted to disregard their historical development. A particularly telling example comes from the

so-called Astrologer's Seat at Fatehpur Sikri (fig. 9). Its prominent caterpillar [ilika-valana] brackets

are a characteristic element of the architecture of Gujarat and thus they have caused this pavilion

to be cited frequently as evidence of the direct imitation of Gujarati Hindu or Jain religious archi-

tecture. But the structure has a much closer forerunner in an Islamic building in Gujarat, the muk-

abbar k\osk in the courtyard of the Jam i' Masjid in Cam bay, constructed in 1325 (fig. 7). This means

that in the Astrologer's Seat Akbar's builders were making reference to what they considered a

transculturally successful regional style of India. Another Indian style which was highly influential

on Akbari architecture wasthe ornamental sandstonetradition of the early Delhi sultanate. It had

gone out of fashion duringthefourteenth and fifteenth centuries in Delhi but continued uninter-

rupted in provincial centers like Bayana or Kannauj, creating an architectural heritage from which

early Mughal buildings could draw inspiration.-"^'

We may want to regard Akbari architecture as a testimony of his rule, but it seems more likely

Fig.7

Mukabbar kiosk in the

courtyard of the Jami'

Masjid, Cambay, Gujarat,

completed in 1325

Fig8

Agra fort, 1564-15705.

Fig-9

The so-called Astrologer'"

Seat at Fatehpur Sikri,

1571-76,
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that its intention was to bring 'the regional' on to a supra -regional, imperial level. Selected styles

and forms from Hindustan were merged with the building principles and forms of Tim u rid Central

Asia. These components were given new emphasis by magnified proportions, by a new approach to

structural logic, reflected in decor and detail, and, at least in the heartland of Mughal building acti-

vities at Delhi, Agra, and Fatehpur Sikri, by the unifying medium of red sandstone, which hadahigh

symbolic value. Red had been the colorof kings since ancienttimes and was also used exclusively

for imperial Mughal tents. In India, old shastric texts, such as the Vishnudharmottara (probably

eighth century), recommended red stones for the bui Id ingsofthe/:s/iotr;yos, the warrior and kingly

caste, and white for brahmins, the priestly caste. By adopting red sandstone as their preferred

building material and by highlighting it with white marble, the Mugha Is revived a practice of the

early sultans of Delhi and associated themselves architecturally with those they considered their

counterparts, the uppermost ranks in the Indian social hierarchy. Since red sandstone had royal

FIG 8 FIG 9

properties in both the Muslim and Hindu traditions, it worked, ifwe may make this cross-disciplinary

comparison, even better than the Persian language as a unifying, appropriating element.

PAINTING

Humayun's stay in Iran had a decisive impact on the formation of Mughal painting. By the time he

was to leave the court of Shah Tahmasp In 1544, his host had repudiated the interest in painting of

his youth, and thus Humayun was ableto bring back to India some ofthe outstanding masters who

had worked on the Shah's great illustrated manuscript, the Shahnama-i Shahi. which had been

completed m the late 1530s. Often known as the Houghton Shahnama afterthetwentieth-century

collector, but now more fittingly referred to as the Shah Tahmasp Shahnama. it is considered by

many art historians to be the greatest masterpiece of Persian painting (see cat. 2). The Iranian

painters MirSayyid Ali and Abdul-Sa mad joined Humayun in 1549 in Kabul, where he resided before

his return to Hindustan. Later, under Ak bar, they became the leading masters of the Mughal court

atelier in which a large number of artists created a specific Mughal style, bringing together Persian,

Central Asian, Indian, and European paintingtraditions.-"
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Abu1-Fazl discusses Akbar's patronage of painting in more detail than his architecture and

draws attention to the personal interest the emperor took in this art^ Abdul-Samad himself

instructed the young Akbar in drawing,*' and later, as emperor, Akbar supervised the work of his

painters on a regular basis. He also spoke repeatedly in defense of painting, which, in contrast to

architecture, was a controversial art. Abul-Fazl's reports reflect the ambivalent attitude of Akbar's

court to painting, and even he can not free himself entirely from the traditional bias of Muslim trea-

tises on calligraphy and painting when he gives preference to the written word. In an intriguing

argument he begins m almost post-modern terms anticipating Saussure's notions of 'sign,'

'sign ifier,' and 'signified,' continues on a neoplatonic, post-Tridentine note in conceding that paint-

ing, especially European naturalism, may serve as a means to recognize a higher truth, and ends

with the superiority of writing;

A picture [surat] leads to the form it represents [khodawand-i khwud. lit. 'its own master'] and

this [leads] to the meaning [ma'ni] just as the shape of a line [paikar-i khati] leads one to let-

ters [harf] and words [lafz] and from there the sense [mafhum] can be found out. Although in

general they make pictures [taswir] of material appearances [ashbah-i kauni], the European

masters [karbardazan-ifirang] express with rare forms [ba-shigirf suratha] many meanings of

the creation [basa ma'ani khalqi] and [thus] they lead those who see only the outside of things

[zahirnigahan] to the place of real truth [haqiqatzar]^ htowever, lines [khat. writing, calligraphy]

provide us with the experiences of the ancients and thus become a means to intellectual progress,-^'

Painting was most acceptable when it appeared in connection with the word and thus illustrated

books were traditionallythe preferred contextfor painting in Islamic culture. The rich production

of books at Akbar's court went hand in hand with their illustration, and producing 'miniatures' for

manuscripts was the mam occupation of Akbar's court atelier. We also have evidence of figural

wall-painting, which made its appearance in Islamic societies over the centuries under 'image

friendly' patrons. Akbari wall-paintings are preserved in Maryam's House at FatehpurSikrI, and we

learn that great miniaturists of Akbar's court atelier practiced this art, even in non-imperial build-

ings. Abdul-Samad, who eventually became the second director of the Hamzanama project, painted

'with his own blessed hand [ba dast-i mubarak-i khud]' the private apartment [kbilwat khana] of

the house of Khan-i A'zam Mirza Aziz Koka (d. 1624) situated inside the Agra fort.^-

In Akbar's painting studio artists from different regions of India worked together, and Abu'l-FazI

takes painsto pointouttheexcellenceofthe Indian masters. The Hamzanama project dominated

the studio's early years, and in its production we observe the trend toward merging various painting

traditions, Persianate, Central Asian, regional Indian, and European to produce what was, for a book,

a format on a monumental 'imperial' scale, a development com parable to that seen in architecture.

Besides the Hamzanama, Akbar's artists produced paintings for the mam works of the imperial

scriptorium, illustrating several texts more than once. The focus was first on stories and romance,

the Tutinama (circa 1565-70), Duwal Rani wa KhizrKban (1568), and Darabnama {circa ^S77-So);

then on historical works, the Tarikb-i Khandan-i Timuriyya {circa 1584-86), Baburnama (1589),

Akbarnama (1596-97), and the Chingiznama (1596); and then on translations of works of Sanskrit

literature, the Mababbarata {Razmnama. 1584-86), Harivamsa {circa 1585), and Ramayana

(1588-91), to name only the principal projects. At all times special interest was taken in the Persian

classics, the Gulistan, the Kbamsa of Nizami, and the Anwar-i Subaylr The last of these belongs to a
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genre known as the 'Mirror of Princes,' which consisted of political theories, often expressed by

fables with a d idactic content. The Amvor-zSu/ioy// was illustrated several times -in 1570, c/rco 1575,

and 1596-97 -and was rendered by Abu1-Fazl into simplified Persian prose as the lyar-i Danish and

illustrated c/rco 1594. This book of animal tales, which m Arabic is known under the title Kalila wa

Dimna, had an astonishing history. It goes back to an Indian source, the Panchatantra, and became

an unparalleled
1
nternational success as a guide to wise and correct behavior, especially that of rulers.'^-

AKBAR AND THE HAMZANAMA

It remains to try to place Akbar's patronage of the Hamzanama within the intellectual and artistic

climate of his court, whose activities were Intended to establish Akbar as a universal ruler through

political and cultural integration on all possible levels in a complex interaction between the

regional and supra-regional.

His involvement with the fictional story of Hamza demonstrates the young Akbar's personal

interest in the fantastic and a historical, which stands in contrast to the emphasis on reason and

search for historical truth of his mature years. He thought differently from Ba bur, for whom the

Hamzanama served as an example of literature he disliked, 'contrary to good taste and sound rea-

son. '^^ Even Abu'l-FazI, in his preface to the translation of the Mahabharata. warns his readers

about the fantastic and fictitious aspects of this work.-^- BadaunI for once was of the same opinion

as Abu1-Fazl when he compared the Hamzanama ironically with the Ramayana:

Hence it is evident that these events are not true at all, and are nothing but pure invention,

and simple imagination, like the Shahnamah, and the stories of Amir Hamzah, or else it must

have happened in the time of the dominion of the beasts and the jinns - but God alone knows

the truth of the matter.^"

Akbar's openness toward the less rational aspects of life also manifested itself in his actions,

when as a young man he hunted obsessively and risked his life byjumping on the back of an ele-

phant gone wild, or when he allowed Abu1-Fazl to record for posterity in the /A/>'bornomo that befell

in a trance (or an epileptic fit) in the forest during a hunt in 1578,

Akbar also made his court a haven for poets, and Mughal poetry cameto its real flowering during

his reign. Akbar was the patron of Ghazali Mash had 1 (d. 1572-73) and Fayzi (d. 1595-96), poets, who,

despite being attached to the court, wrote in their own right and not as humble court servants, as

did the later eulogists of Shah Ja ban; Akbar's commander-in-chief Abdurrahim Khankhanan

patronized the great Urfi from Shiraz (d. 1590) and Naziri (d. 1612/13). It was only at the end

of Akbar's reign that Abu'l-FazI could report on atriumphant note: 'As the foundation of poetry

has been placed on fancy and fiction, H.M. pays less regard to It.
'-^^ Abu'l-FazI did not see that in

engaging'fancy and fiction' Akbar proved himself more of a universal man than Abul-FazI had ever

conceived him to be.
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THE ORGANIZATION AND USE OF THE HAMZANAMA

John Seyller

With every known volume of the Mughal Hamzanama manuscript broken up, and the opportunity

to view more than two or three pages at onetime now a rarity, it is easy to lose sight of the original

scale and function of this remarkable work. We can, however, reconstruct the way in which the

Hamzanama was organized and used bytheMughals by gleaning information from scattered

literary references and the long-overlooked physical evidence of folio construction and size, folio

numbers, inspection notes and seal marks on the paintings themselves.

LITERARY REFERENCES TO THE HAMZANAMA

The limited set of contemporary literary references to the Hamzanama agree on most aspects of

the manuscript: its physical size, the number of paintings per volume, the key artists employed,

and the rate of production. But these same sources contradict each other on a few important

points, notably the number of volumes and the dates of production, and have thereby provoked

some longstanding scholarly disagreements. To resolve these discrepancies, one must assess the

authority of each writer, and measure the accuracy of his statements against the facts that can be

verified now.

The earliest reference to the Hamzanama, or Oissa-i Amir Hamza ('Story of Amir Hamza') as it is

always known in contemporary texts, is the Nafais al-Maasir ('Riches of Glorious Traditions'), a

commentary on poetry and a compendium of biographies of poets written by Mir Ala a I- Da wla

Oazwini. The author belonged to a distinguished family of scholars. His father, Mir Yahya Hasan i

Sayfi, was an eminent court historian for Bah ram Mi rza, the brother of Shah Tahmasp, but was

imprisoned in his old age because his enemies impugned him for being a Sunni; his elder brother,

Mir Abdul-Latif, seeing the harsh new religious climate in Iran, fled to India at Humayun's invita-

tion. By the time he reached India, the young and unlettered Akbar had acceded to the throne and,

receivingMir Abdul-Latif with honors, quicklyaccepted him as histutorand confidant.'

Mir Ala al-Dawla himself, who is recorded as being in Oazwin m ah 971 (ad 1563-64), made his

move to India shortly before ah 973 (ad 1565-66), when he commenced the Nafais. The autograph

copy of the text uses chronograms to give the dates of inception, ah 973 (ad 1565-66), and comple-

tion, AH 979 (ad 1571-72).- An eight-folio addendum to the manuscript, written on different paper

but apparently in the same hand, recounts the events of a campaign in Gujarat that transpired

after the completion date, that is, ah 980 to n Muharram 981 (ad 1572-15 May 1573). A concluding

section of forty-six folios offers a hagiographica I tribute to Akbar. On the final folio (335a), below

the chronogram and a separate numerical date of ah 979, is a three- line note written in Arabic; it

states that 'Nizam b. Ahmad Dihiawi wrote some sections of the book on 8 Rabi' 11 980 [18 August

1572] in the city of Ajmer.'-' On the opposite side of the final folio is a note indicating that the book

was presented to Akbar for his approval, which, it is postulated, must have been before the emperor

left Ajmerfor Gujarat on 22 Rabi' 11 (1 September 1572).-* Thus, it appears that the text inthe main

portion of the manuscript was written between ah 973 and ah 979 (29 July 1565-25 May 1571), and

that the section by Nizam b. Ahmad Dihiawi and the author's marginal notes throughout the manu-

script were penned later, that is, between ah 980 and ah 981 (i4May 1572-22 April 1574).

These admittedly involved chronological details are important because Mir Ala al-Dawla makes

two crucial series of remarks about the Hamzanama in a biographical entry on the painter Mir

Sayyid Ah, who also wrote poetry under the nom de plume of JudaT The first, which appears in the

body of thetext, is asfollows:
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It is now seven years that the Mir has been busy in the royal bureau of books (kitab khana-i 'ait),

as commanded by His Majesty (f]ozrat-;o7o) in the decoration and painting of the large compo-

sitions (taswir-i majalis) of the story of Amir Hamza [qissa-i amir hamza), and strives to finish

that wondrous book which is one ofthe astonishing novelties that His Majesty has conceived of

Verily it is a book the like of which no connoisseur has seen si nee the azure sheets of the heavens

were decorated with brilliant stars, nor has the hand of destiny inscribed such a book on the

tablet of the imagination si nee the discs ofthe celestial sphere gained beauty and glamour with

the appearance of the moon and the sun^ His Majesty has conceived of this wondrous book on

the following lines^ The amazing descriptions and the strange events of that story are being

drawn on the sheets for illustrations in minuscule detail and not the subtlest requirement of

theart of paintinggoes unfulfilled. Thatstory will becompleted intwelve volumes, each volume

consisting of one hundred leaves (waraq): each leaf being one yard' (zar') by one 'yard,' contain-

ing two large compositions (majlis-i taswir). Opposite each illustration, the events and incidents

relative to it, put into contemporary language, have been written down in a delightful style. The

composition of these tales, which are full of delight and whet your fancy, is being accomplished

by Khwaja'Afau I la h, the master prose stylist (munsh/) from Oazwin, Although, during the afore-

said period, thirty painters, equal to Mani and Bizhad, have constantly been devoted tothetask,

no morethan four volumes have been completed. One can imaginejustfrom that its grandeur

and perfection. May God bring their work to completion under the sublime and majestic shade.'

A marginal note beside this entry (datable, as we have seen, to between May 1572 and April 1574)

provides further information;

At present, the Mir having obtained permission to go on Haj, the task of preparing the afore-

mentioned book has been assigned tothe matchless master Khwaja 'Abd al-Samad,the painter

from Shiraz; the Khwaja has greatly endeavoured to bring the work to completion and has also

notably reduced the expenditure."

In sum, these statements, written while the Hamzanama project was still underway, indicate that

the manuscript was ordered by Akbar; that it would eventually consist of twelve volumes of one

hundred folios each, with each folio containing two paintings, presumably one to a side; that the

accompanying stories were composed by Khwaja Atauliah; that these scenes were being realized

by thirty painters, that in seven years of labor only four volumes were completed; and that Mir

Sayyid All, having obtained permission to undertake the pilgrimage to Mecca, was ultimately

replaced as supervisor by Abdul-Samad.

A second comprehensive account of the Hamzanama is provided by Muhammad Arif

Oandahari in a text known alternatively in two incomplete and corrupt copies as the Tarikh-i Akbari

('History of Akbar') or yor/i/i-; Qonc/o/ior/ ('History of Oandahari').^ Muhammad Arif was less inti-

mately involved with Akbar; indeed, for much of his career he was attached to MuzafFar Khan, a

prominent noble who spent most of his time in Bihar and Bengal until his death in ah 988 (ad 1580).

Most ofthe work was written by ah 986 (ad 1578-79), as established by the last date mentioned in

one copy of the text and the present tense used for events of that year, but upon Muzaffar Khan's

demise, Muhammad Arif made some changes and rededicated the text to the emperor.

Muhammad Arif draws upon his predecessor's work, as was customary for most historians ofthe

time, but supplies some newdetails aboutthe Hamzanama:
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The emperor is a designer of marvels since he has ordered that ofthe story of Amir Hamza {qissa-i

amirhamza), which has 360 tales, each tale should be illustrated with large compositions {majalis).

Closetoone hundred matchless painters (musawwir), gilders {muzahhib), illuminators (naqqash).

and binders (mujallid) are working on that book. The size {qat') ofthat book is one 'meter' and a half

{yak gaz-o-nim-i shar'i): its paper is imbued with colours; its borders have floral designs {jul-kdn)]

and between two sheets of paper a sheet of dioutar cloth has been placed to make it more perma-

nent. All the pages are illustrated and gilded. It has been ordered that munshis possessing unique

eloquence and a sweettongue should narrate the entire story in measured and rhythmic prose and

that mercury-paced fine calligraphers should put it down in the book. In spite of this, in every two

years, one volume is prepared; and on each volume close to one million ton/co-/-s;j/d/i arespent.°

From Muhammad Arif, then, we learn that the Hamzanama contained 360 stories; that almost

one hundred artists of various specializations were set to work on the project; that the paper was

colored; that the borders were decorated with floral designs; that a layer ofcoarse cloth was inserted

between two sheets of paper to strengthen each folio; that multiple narrators composed the

stories; that it took two years to complete one volume; and that the total expenditure for each

volume was about one million tanka-i-siyah.

The last two points require further explanation. First, although Muhammad Arif wrote after Mir

Ala al-Dawla, he maintained the latter's estimation that the volumes were being produced slowly,

that IS, at the rate of one volume every two years, a statement that Mir Ala al-Dawla him self had

emended in his marginal note. Moreover, in the later of the two copies of Muhammad Arif s text, this

line IS crossed out, as if in recognition that it was no longer true.'-' Second, Muhammad Arif's estimate

of the cost of producing a volume is instructive, though again it probably should be revised in light

of Mir Ala al-Dawla's remark that Abdul-Samad had reducedthe production cost of a Hamzanama

volume. With one million tanka-i-siyah equivalentto 50,000 rupees and one hundred folios in each

Homzonamo volume, the cost of each folio - including material and labor for text, illustration, and

borders-averages 500 rupees. In some respects, this lofty estimate is notsurprisingfora bookofthis

size and exalted reputation, yet it far exceeds the valuations assigned to all individual Mughal paint-

ings, which a re typically 5-20 rupees for paintings approximately one-eighth to one-quarter the size

of i-iamzanama illustrations, and easily outstrips even the costliest of Mughal manuscripts of any

period."- This latter comparison is particularly noteworthy because the Homzonomo lacks the one fea-

ture that determines almost every high valuation: truly fine writing by a well-regarded calligrapher.

Abu1-Fazl, historian and advi sor to Ak bar, refers to the i-iamzanama twice in his chronicles of

Ak bar's reign. In the Akbarnama. the official court history of Akbar's lineage and reign begun in

1589, he mentions that the emperor relaxed to the stories after capturing wild elephants in the

thickforests near Narwar in 1564.

Next morning when the world-warming sun had sate on the throne of the horizons, H. M. the

Shahinshah with the desired prey in his net and the cup of success at his lip sate on that auspi-

cious throne and graciously ordered his courtiers to be seated. Then for the sake of delight and

pleasure he listened for some time to Da rbar Khan's recital of the story of Amir Hamza.^'

IntheAln-i Akbari ('Annals of Ak bar'), a voluminous description of the various institutions of Akbar's

reign completed in 1598, Abu1-Fazl includes the Hamzanama in his discussion ofthe art of painting:
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As this art has gained in status more and more masterpieces were prepared. Persian bool<s of

both prose and poetry were decorated and a great many large and beautiful compositions

{majlis) were painted. The story of Hamza [qissa-i amir hamza), put into twelve volumes, has

been illustrated {rang-dmez kardand), and magic making masters have painted fourteen hundred

astonishing pictures of as many incidents [mauzV]^'-

Thus, writing approximately a quarter-century after Mir Ala al-Dawla, but with all the resources of

the imperial archives at his disposal, Abu'hFazI concurs with the former's tally of twelve volumes,

but confuses the situation by adding that there were 1,400 illustrations in all. This formulation

departs from the two earlier accounts, each of which had one hundred folios per volume.

Abu'l-Fazl's contemporary and rival, Badauni, wrote Muntakhab'uttawankh ('Selected

Chronicles'), an unofficial and often critical accountof Akbar's reign. In one section dated to the end

of AH 990 (AD1582), Badauni describes with somedistasteAkbar'sdecisionto haveafamous Hindu

religious text, the Mahabharata, translated into Persian. He prefaces the emperor's rationale for

doing so -to have felicitous and spiritually important works made accessible in his name- with

these remarks:

WhenhehadhadtheShahnamah,andthe story of Amir Hamza, in seventeen volumes tran-

scribed in fifteen years, and had spent much gold in illuminating it, he also heard the story of

Abu Muslim,and theJami'-il-Hikavat, repeated, and it suddenly came into his mind that most of

these books were nothing but poetry and fiction; but that, si nee they were first related in a lucky

hour, and when their star was m the act of passing over the sky, they obtained great fa me."

Elsewhere, in a biographical account ofJudal (Mir Sayyid All), he describes the Homzonomo in this way:

The story of Amir Hamza in sixteen volumes was illuminated and completed under his supervi-

sion. Each volume of it fills a box, and each page of it measures a yard wide by a yard long, and on

each page is a picture."

Badauni, then, augments the earlier computation of twelve volumes to sixteen and even seven-

teen volumes. That he not only deviates from the total given by Mir Ala al-Dawla and Abu1-Fazl, but

also provides two different numbers in his own chronicle, suggests that he is not an entirely reli-

able source for the precise details of the project, with which he was apparently little concerned.'

'

Indeed, Badauni provides many fewer details than the other authors do. Aside from mentioning

that the paintings were a yard square, a description matching early ones, he makes but three points.

The first is that the Homzano/Da was completed under the supervision of MirSayyid All, something

completely at odds with Mir Ala al-Dawla's detailed marginal remark that Mir Sayyid All was

replaced as supervisor by Abdul -Sa mad. The second is that each volume filled a box, an observation

that may be a clue asto howthe volumes wereorganized and stored (for which, see below). But it is

Badaum's third poi nt- that the Homzonoma was transcribed over fifteen years -that has emerged

as the most crucial of a 1 1, for it factors in every estimation ofthe absolute dates of production.

A seventeenth-century author, Oati'i,does not offer a full physical description ofthe Hamzanama

in his Majma" al-Shu'ara Jahangirshahi ('The Poets of Jahangir'). His essentially biographical

remarks, however, contain three pertinent points about the Hamzanama. According to Oati'i, the

calligrapher Mir Husayn al-Husayni (also known as Mir Kalang)^- 'worked together with Mir Dauri
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and HafizMuhammadAminto"writethestory of Hamza which I [Oati'i] had made and finished

and brought into bound volumes, and they displayed their tine writing.'"'^ As An nemarieSchim inel

notes, this statement by the elderly Oati'i contradicts Mir Ala al-Dawla's claim that Khwaja

Ataullah, a fellow native of Oazwin, composed the Homzonc/mo. It also namesthree ofthe calligra-

phers whoactually copied out the text of the manuscript, and describes the volumes as 'bound.'

The final Mughal literary comment on the Hamzanama is by Shah Nawaz Khan, the author of

the Mcasir al-Umara ('The Feats of the Commanders'), a biographical compendium of Mughal

nobles begun in 1742 and completed in about 1780. In the entry for Darbar Khan, the Iranian-born

professional storyteller associated earlier with the Hamzanama, Shah Nawaz Khan relates with

some distress that Darbar Khan and Akbar regarded each other with such affection that the story-

teller asked to be buried like a dog at the emperor's feet, a wish that Akbar granted by having a

domed tomb built for him. He continues:

Though Akbar did not possess fully the arts of reading and writing, yet he occasionally com-

posed verses, and was versed in history; especially he was well acquainted with the history of

India. He was very fond of the story of Amir Hamza which contained 360 tales. So much so that

he in the female apartments used to recite them like a storyteller. He had the wonderful inci-

dents of that story illustrated from beginning to end of the book and set up in twelve volumes.

Each volume contained one hundred folios, and each folio was a cubit (z;ra) long. Each folio

contained two pictures and at the front of each picture there was a description delightfully writ-

ten by Khwaja 'Ata Ullah Munshiof Oazwin, Fifty painters of Bihzad-like pencil were engaged, at

first under the superintendence of the Nadiru-l-mulk HumayCinshahi Saiyid 'All J udai of Tabriz,

and afterwards under the superintendence of Khwaja 'Abdu-s-Samad of Shi raz. No one has

seen such another gem nor was there anything equal to it in the establishment of any king. At

presentthe book is inthe Imperial Library.'"'

Writing from a vantage point nearly two hundred years removed from the Hamzanama project.

Shah Nawaz Khan had no possibility of independent information, and relied most heavily on Mir

Ala al-Dawla's account. Accordingly, he reiterates the earlier author's formulation of twelve vol-

umes of one hundredfolioseach, with two paintings per folio. He increases the number of painters

involved inthe projectfromthirtytofifty, an emendation recorded already in one copy ofthe Nafais

al-Maasir}''^ He does, however, add one valuable tidbit of information, that is, that the Hamzanama

was still inthe imperial library. As one scholar has noted, this impliesthatthe Homzonomo was not

seized bythe Iranian king Nadir Shah when he sacked Delhi in 1739.-''

This point IS complicated by a Persian source, Nama-yi Alam^Ara-yi Nadin written by

Muhammad Kazim, who specifically mentions the Hamzanama d^nd the magnificent Kuh-i Nur

diamond as the most prized possessions acquired in the campaign in Delhi. A recent scholarly

study summarizes the relevant passages of this Persian source in this way:

And there is some new physical data, such as 'each folio measured V/i x 3/4 royal cubits, and was

set in pasteboard [muqavvd].' Above all, we get some notion of the value placed onthe Tales

[Hamzanama], \Nhen we readthat with the volumes packed on two camels for shipment to Iran,

the Emperor sent his Grand Vazir with a special plea for their return. The conqueror was wel-

come to all his treasures, but he begged to be spared the loss of this book. The Shah was gracious

in his reply: 'Ask but the return of all your treasures, and they are yours -but not the Amir Hamzeh I'

''
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Given the complexity of the project, it is not surprising that these various literary sources provide

descriptions of the making of the Hamzanama that differ in details. These details can, however, be

corroborated, qualified or contradicted by the physical evidence of the surviving folios. The folios

also carry evidence crucial to the dating of the project, which is a topic the literary sources do not

address explicitly.

THE PHYSICAL EVIDENCE OFTHE HAMZANAMA

All the literary sources agree that the Hamzanama folios were large, with all authors but

Muhammad Kazim using a single measurement (lyard, on Vizar', i.e., meters) for both height and

width, thereby implying that the folios were square or nearly so. Even the largest of the surviving

folios (cat. 38), measuring 88.8 by 73 centimeters, falls well short of these absolute dimensions, and

only folios that obviously have been cut down from their original size approximate a square. Thus,

it appears that either the dimensions cited by various authors were intended only to convey

extraordinarily large size without pretense of exactness, or that the borders have been substantially

reduced from their original form. As Antoinette Owen demonstrates in her essay (pp. 281-2), the

margms-which were themselves covered with colored paper-are attached tothe mam support

ofthe folio in an unexpectedly complex way, and all show signs of having been trimmed. This alter-

ation probably explains the absence of the flora I borders mentioned by Mir Ala al-Dawla, and per-

haps even his description ofthe pa per ofthe Hamzanama as being colored. It is more likely that this

latter description refers tothe paper on which the text is written. Mostfolios, of course, havetext

on the reverse written on cream-colored paper decorated with flakes of gold, but several folios

ostensibly from the early volumes ofthe manuscript have panels of text written on strips of blue or

pale-green paper placed above and below the painting." Likewise, although Mir Ala al- Da wla's

remark that there were two paintings to a folio is generally dismissed as a simple error, it may

well have some basis in fact. At least one Hamzanama folio has a painting on each side, and several

others (e.g., cat. 19) have nothing but plain pa per on their reverse.-^' In light ofthe laminate structure

ofthe folio described by Owen, this may be the result ofthe cloth-backed sheet of paper on which

the following text was written having been stripped away from the painted sheet. A more likely

explanation, however, is that some of these folios once had a second painting on their reverse, and

that a dealer separated the addorsed paintings in order to maximize his opportunity for commer-

cial gain. In short, Mir Ala al-Dawla's remarks often seem to be informed by an awareness ofthe

Hamzanama in its early phase, a point implied by the contemporaneity of his statements: 'It is now

seven years that the Mir has been busy and 'the story will be completed in twelve volumes.'

One standard observation about the Hamzanama in the literary sources is that each of its

volumes had a hundred illustrations. This is corroborated bya series of numbers written in black

immediately below most illustrations and in red abovethe penultimate line of text on the reverse.

These numbers do not follow the traditional manner of foliation, that is, with each folio bearing a

single numeral, and the numerals arranged in consecutive order. Instead, a given painting and the

text on the preceding folio bear identical numbers. For example, one folio (cat. 30) has a painting

numbered '3' and the following text numbered '4'; the painting on the next folio in the manuscript

(cat. 31) is numbered '4' and the text on that folio is numbered '5.' Thus, the true unit ofthe manu-

script was not a single folio, but the painted scene and its accompanying text, which appear on two

separate folios.
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No folio bears a numeral above 100, but several numerals -2, 6, 10, 14, 15, 23, 26, 68, 74- appear

on as many as three separate folios. This confirms that each volume was foliated separately from

one to one hundred. The sole occurrence of the latter, in the MAK-Museum of Applied Arts/

Contemporary Art, Vienna (b.i. 8770/18), has the number 100 written in red on the central dev's

right leg; on the reverse, where on an earlier folio a page of text would normally follow, there is a

blank field impressed with three seals. This suggests that this was indeed the last folio of the set,

which consisted, as Mir Ala al-Dawla claimed,of too folios. Conversely, two folios (MAK, b.i. 8770/1 and

8770/20) commence with a blank field on which seals are impressed and inspection notes a re written,

and follow with a page of text that is apparently the beginning of a new volume (figs n and 12).

Thus far, then, MirAla al-Dawla has been proven reliableon nearly every count. This pattern

changes, however, with the number of volumes, which Mir Ala al-Dawla had claimed would be

twelve, a projected total later repeated as the factual end result by Abu1-Fazl and others. Among

the many inscriptions on the aforementioned initial pages are two inspection notes that begin,

respectively, 'eleventh volume' (fig.nb) and 'thirteenth volume' (fig. 12a). These notes, therefore,

provide unequivocal evidence thatthere were, infact.at leastthirteen volumes inthe manuscript.

Acknowledgingthis evidence, and followingthe reconstruction putforward in 1925 by Heinrich

Cluck, most scholars have accepted Abu'l-Fazl's statement that there were 1,400 pictures, and,

excusing as an error his contradictory one that there were just twelve volumes, have concluded

thatthere were actually fourteen, each with a hundred folios.

Although the issue ofthe absolute dates of the Hamzanama project is not addressed as such by

any of the contemporary Mughal chroniclers, it has vexed modern art historians for almost a half-

century. Some have entertained the possibility that the project commenced during the reign of

Humayun, but most scholars concurthat Mir Ala al-Dawla's mention of 'His Majesty' {hazrat-i a'ld]

can only refertothe reigning sovereign, Akbar. Hence. the earliest possible inception date of the

project is February 1556. the date of Akbar's accession. Beyond this, however, great controversy

ensues, fueled often by unabashed speculation aboutwhentheyoungemperor's level of maturity,

state of mind, or success in military and political matters might have made the project most likely.

One position, developed in the 1960s and argued forcefully thereafter by Karl Khandalavala and his

followers, posits a chronological framework of 1567-82; another, formulated about ten years later

by Pramod Chandra, uses literary evidence far morejudiciously to propose dates circa 1562-77.'"'

Khandalavala,for example, takes without any justification whatsoever Badauni's mention of 1582

as the terminus ad quern of the Hamzanama. and by subtracting fifteen years from that date,

arrives at a starting date of 1567 But at the heart of each of these two positions is the date of the

Nafais al-Maasir, and more specifically the date from which the seven years taken to produce the

first four volumes should be reckoned. If one uses literary sources a lone, there is little hope of deter-

mining this point with the kind of precision that most scholars now seek.

Fortunately, new evidence found on the manuscript itself helps to clarify the issue of the

Hamzanama's chronology. In 1993, this author recognized that a number on one illustration

(cat. 24), previously misread by Cluck as '672' and understood by him to be an unprecedented three-

digit painting number (i.e., the seventy-second painting of volume 6), should actually be read as

'972.'-- Written beside the flaming tripod in the lower center of the painting, this number 972 did

not seem to be a painting number, for there was already one ('74') in the usual position in the bor-

der below the painting; moreover, written just below the three-digit number was another number
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('6'; fig.io). The number 972 therefore appeared to me to be something else altogether; a date in

the Hijra calendar corresponding to August 1554-July 1565, It might be objected that the putative

date appears withoutthe word 'year' [sana], customarily written directly below nearly all numeri-

cal dates; indeed, one scholar has recently proclaimed that a date onsuchan elaborate manuscript

appearing in anyform but a proper monumental inscription is utterly implausible.-'' In my opinion,

however, this position places excessive faith in the applicability of orthodox practice in Persian

manuscripts to workshop customs in Mughal India, and ignores the unparalleled amount of infor-

mal documentation written directly on the painting fields of all sorts of imperial manuscripts.^'

The number 6 written nearby, ignored altogether by Cluck, must be nothing other than a vol-

ume number. It is, in fact, one of six known examples of the volume number being written on the

painting field immediately below a painting number.-" In this case, the appearance of a volume

numberon a dated painting proves exceptionally important, for it provides exactly thefirm point

of reference that literary sources do not. If we accept Mir Ala al-Dawla's statement that only four

volumes were completed in the first seven years of the Hamzanama project, and count backward

from this secure date of 1564-65, we arrive at an inception date of no later than mid-1558. Given

that this dated painting appears well into volume 6, when according to Mir Ala al-Dawla the rate of

production accelerated, we should push back the starting date slightly further, to late 1556 or, as

seems more likely, ah 965 (October i557-October 1558).--' This latter date tallies reasonably

well with the earliest possible one calculated seven years from the stated commencement of

the Nafais in ah 973 (1565-66), that is, ah 966 (October 1558-October 1559). Thus, we conclude that

the Hamzanama project was begun about a year and a half after Ak bar acceded to the throne, and

continued for fifteen years until ah 980 (ad 1572-73), the probable date of Mir Ala al-Dawla's

FIG 10
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marginal comment about Mir Sayyid All being replaced by Abdul-Samad as supervisor.

In light ofthe unusual placement and form of this date, an intriguing series ofthree black marks

on another painting (cat. 28) merits consideration as another fortunate instance of painterly

graffiti. Under magnification, the tiny marks, which are written obliquely beside the rightmost

bear in the foreground, seem to be too deliberate to be accidental effects; indeed, they resemble

the numbers 975, albeit somewhat malformed and generously spaced ones.-'' If this reading is cor-

rect, the three numbers very probably represent the Hijra date corresponding to 1567-68. Given

that the seven volumes (7-14) were produced in theyears between 1565-66 and 1572-73, we can

calculate an approximate production time of twelve months per volume. By this reckoning, cat, 28,

dated ah 975 (ad 1567-68), or three years after a painting late in volume 6 (cat. 24), would fall in

volume 9 or volume 10. By extension, volume 11 - the volume to which most extant paintings

belong- would have been executed throughout 1569 and 1570.

It IS surprisingly difficult to determine the narrative order ofthe Homzonomo's many stories and

thusto reconstruct the position of mostsurvivingfolios in the original manuscript. The text itself

offers little help in this regard, for unlike such classical Persian texts as the Bustan and Gulistan of

Sa'di, the Hamzanama does not divide its narrative into discrete and individually numbered stories.

One cannot even depend absolutely on apparent chronological progression, for one illustration of

Figii
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Eleventh volume. On the

date of 27 ZiTHijja year 9

[20 June i665] transferred

from Rafi'ullah to Ala al-Din.

Inspected on 22 Shawwal

year 5 [28 December 1610],'

Seals of 'Oabil Khan,

khanazada-yi Alamgir

Padshah 1097 [1685 86],

Kifayatullah Khan year 7.'

Fig. lib

Detail of inspection

inscription in Fig.ii:

'Eleventh volume. On the

date of the seventeenth

of the month of Shawwal

year 5 [23 December 1610]

was transferred from

Muzaffaruddin to

Mu'inuddin The sum of

the cost of adding repairs.'

the events occurring at the birth of the Prophet Muhammad (cat. 2 2), who shared his childhood

with Hamza, seems unrelated stylistically to other paintings associated with the four early

volumes. Sometimes, however, one can use narrative elements in combination with inscnptional

evidence to assign a given painting to a particular volume. Occasionally, this placement has

Significant ramifications for the manuscript as a whole. Cat. 24, for example, illustrates the murder

of Hamza's son Oubad. A profusely illustrated mid^fifteenth-century Hamzanama manuscript

produced in northern India (see p. 17) forgoes the scene of the murder itself m favor of one illustrat-

ing Hamza's wife Mi hr-Nigar mourning her dead son.-^ Three folios later, another small painting

features U mar searching for Hamza at the grave of Mi hr-Nigar, who has evidently relinquished

her life in grief. In one of the rare coincidences of the two manuscripts' illustrations, the Mughal

manuscript illustrates U mar beholding the corpseof Mihr~Nigar.' 'The narrative and physical prox-

imity of the mourning scene to the one of Ou bad's murder indicate that this painting of U mar's

discovery of Mihr-Nigar's body must also belong to volume 6. Yet this folio has two lines of text

written on paper affixed above the illustration, a feature thought to be present only on folios from

volumes 1-4, that is, before the physical structure and format of the folios assumed their most

commonly found form. Thus, there does not seem to have been a sharp break in the format at the

end of the first seven years of production, as is commonly assumed.

THE USE OF THE HAMZANAMA

The format and size of the Hamzanama suggest how the manuscript was used at the Mughal

court. The text, written on cream -colored paper flecked with gold, has one feature strikingly atypi-

cal of Mughal manuscripts. Each page of text has nineteen lines. For the most part, these lines are

written in a respectable manner, with proper spacing between individual words and lines, the lat-

ter the result, it seems, of lines scored into the paper to guide the calligrapher. Yet a number of

folios show noticeable compression in the last line ortwo, and sometimes have additional pas-

sages -occasionally as much as a full line -crowded below the final regular line and even wrapped

around its left end. This decidedly ungainly effect must have been driven by narrative concerns, for

it is completely at odds with the highly codified aesthetics of Islamic writing, which, no matter the

proficiency of the individual calligrapher, always mandated a harmonious rhythm of spaces

between individual letters and wordsaswellasamong separate lines of text. This situation is com-

pounded by the fact that the story on each page of text never continues uninterrupted onto the fol-

lowing page, but only resumes in summary after a new introductory phrase. Thus, it is clearthat

each folio -or to be more precise, each unitof text and image on consecutive folios -was effective-

ly a separate entity with in the manuscript, and superseded usual ma nuscript-wide considerations.

As we have seen, the designers of the Hamzanama arrived at the distinctive format of a full-

page painting backed by a full page of text only afterthe project had been underway for at least

seven years. They may have understood that the separate production of text pages and paintings

would be more efficient and thus less costly, as Antoinette Owen suggests, or recognized thatthey

could augment the already large size of the painting field if they abandoned the small panels or

strips of text on the painted side of the folio. It is, however, most likely that the change in format

was precipitated bythe gradual realization thatthe moretraditional manuscript format-that is,

with text above and below the painting- was ill-suited to the actual function of the Hamzanama

folios; to support or enhance the recitation of Hamza's adventures at court. By contrast, the later
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arrangement, in which text and illustration were physically separate, must have had obvious prac-

tical advantages. A professional storyteller such as Darbar Khan could read aloud the colorful

narratives from one pageof text while an assistant of sorts could hold up the paintingfor all to see,

and another point out the relevant details in the accompanying illustration. As with great music or

poetry, no two performances ofthe tales of Amir Hamza would have been the same, for it is almost

certain that the renowned storytellers at court did not read verbatim the rather tersely described

actions related in the text. Instead, they must have referred to them only as a narrative guide-

line, embellishing certain characters and situations as they pleased, a point confirmed by the wide

variation in narrative coverage among the many different copies ofthe text.

Yet these entertaining public performances cannot have been the only way in which the

Hamzanama paintings were used. Although many Mughal sources discuss the number of discrete

volumes, only Oati'i mentions that the volumes were bound; this observation is presently unsup-

ported by physical evidence, such as a wider outer margin, indicating that the folios were originally

bound."' This was probablya pragmaticdecision,fora binding would have made public recitations

and displays impractical and handlingthe gathered folios an unwieldy, even onerous experience.

Once more, it seems that we should take Mir Ala al-Dawla at his word, and accept his statement

that each set of a hundred folios was stored in a box, perhaps protected bysomethingapproximat-

ing an oversize portfolio.

Even unbound, the painted folios are so large that a seated individual would be hard-pressed to

see them well as he held them in his hands; in the case of royal viewers, this inconvenience must

have been mitigated by servants who physically handled the paintings. Nonetheless, the artists

seem to have designed and executed the paintings with an intimate viewing distance in mind, Mir

Ala al-Dawla notes with pride the minuscule detail in which the illustrations are rendered, and

lauds them as examples ofthe most sophisticated kind of painting. These comments are borne out by

the formal observations in the individual entries that follow in the catalogue, many of which dwell

on subtle visual passages measuring no morethan a centimeter ortwo across. Thus, in mostfor-

mal respects, the Hamzanama illustrations are simply enlarged versions of contemporary Mughal

painting. In fact, the only concession the painters really made to situations m which audience

members would be seated several meters away from the illustrations isthattheyfeatured more

large-scale, organizing forms than do other Mughal paintings ofthe period.

Scattered across the otherwise plain side of the initial folios of volumes 11 and 13 are a series of

notes and seals that record the date of inspection and documentthetransfer of the volumes from

the custody of one imperial librarian to another (figs na, 12b). Such notes, which are found on the

fly-leaves of most manuscripts that once belonged to the imperial library, a re exceedingly formula-

ic in nature. They usually contain a precise date and month, chosen from either the traditional

Islamic calendar orthellahi calendar used by Ak bar, a regnal year, andthenamesofoneor two

librarians. By correlating these dates to the named librarians, we can chart the times at which the

manuscript was brought out for official inspection overthecourseof a century.

It IS clearthatthese official library inspections do not denote actual royal viewings. Neverthe-

less, an analysis ofthousands of such notes demonstratesthatthe most precious manuscripts

were inspected most frequently, sometimes as often as once a year.-'^ Despite the Hamzanama's

contemporary renown, however, the manuscript was inspected relatively infrequently. Because

the record of inspection shows that forthe most part volumesn and 13 were inspected intandem.

Flgl2
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Applied Arts/ Contemporary
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FIG 12

year 34 [equivalent to]

14 ZiTHijja [13 September

1589]. Inspected on the date

of the 20th of the month of

the llahi month Amurdad

year 7 [31 July 1612],

Thirteenth volume.

Inspected on 15 Zi'l-Oa'da

year 49 [29 February 1705]

[Certified by] the slave

Abdullah. It happened

that on the date of

27 Zl'l-Hijja year 9

[20 June i566] transferred

from Rafi'ullah to Ala ahDin

Seals of Amanat Khan

Shah Jahani year 5,

1042 [1632-33], Oabil Khan,

khanazada-yi Alamgir

Padshah 1097 [1685-86].'

.4

one can reasonably assume that a single librarian would normally have been able to account for

the presence of all fourteen volumes over a day or two.- ' The earliest documented inspection

occurs only on 3 Mihr.the equivalent of 14 Zi1-0a'da, of year 34 of Akbar's reign, a date correspon-

ding to 13 September] 589. Although this date is too late to shed any light on the date of the manu-

script itself.thegap between it and the probable completion of the manuscript in 1572 should be

seen more as a reflection ofthe developing custom of recorded inspections than as an indication of

the infrequent use of the volumes. Later, however, the situation changes. Against the backdrop of

increasingly regular inspections of manuscripts during the reigns of Ja ha ngir (1605-1627) and

Shah Jahan (1628-1658), the meager number of notices garnered by the Ha/nzonomo throughout

the seventeenth century -the early years of Jahangir's reign seemgthegreatest number of inspec-

tions and Awrangzeb's reign (1658-1707) the fewest - strongly suggests that imperial enthusiasm

for these kinds of tales and paintings had waned significantly since the dawn of Akbar's reign. In

many ways, this relative disfavor comes as no surprise, for the later emperors and their courts

differed from Ak bar as much in character as in aesthetic taste, with physical vigor and cultural

ebulliencegradually giving way to more cerebral and calculated manners and more conspicuously

refined styles.
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THE HAMZANAMA MANUSCRIPT AND EARLY MUGHAL PAINTING

John Seyller

In many ways, the Hamzanama is the key to all early Mughal painting. The sheer scale ofthe project

made it a kind of crucible of workshop organization. The imperial order to produce a huge, multi-

volume manuscript required the painting workshop to establish the mechanisms to ensure a

steady supply of sheets of pa per of unprecedented size, to have accomplished storytellers compose

and competent calligraphers copy out hundreds of sheets of text on separate pieces of decorated

paper, and to assemble the text and illustrations in a timely and permanent manner. All these

activities were, however, relatively routine tasks familiar to any painting workshop, including the

royal Safavid atelier in which Mir Sayyid AliandAbdul-Samad had been junior members before

they came to India. Yet nothing in the experience of these two Iranian-born artists could have pre-

pared them for the far more formidable task of recruiting and retraining a large number of Indian

artists, whose hereditary skills emphasized qualities quite unlike the linear forms, fine execution

and finished surfaces featured in Iranian art (see cat.i).

An examination of other early Mughal works, both those sponsored by Humayun at Kabul and

Delhi and by Akbar in the first years of his long reign, makes clear the galvanizing role that the

Hamzanama played in the development of the Mughal style. The few paintings commissioned by

Humayun in the first half of the 1550s (cat. 5-7) are essentially akin to contemporary Safavid works;

indeed, apart from a slight increase in the suggestion of volume, the most noticeable difference is

one of clothing fashion, as figures are shown wearing a turban type invented by Humayun or a

jama, a distinctive tun ic-l ike garment worn only in India. This is to be expected, for these small-

scale works are either ascribed or attributed to the six known Iranian artists present at Humayun's

two courts, where they presumably worked on paintings individually.^

Although Mughal paintingcan besaidto mirrorgenerallythe personality and tasteofthe reign-

ing emperor, the specific timing of discernible shifts in style bears a more tenuous relationship to

the patron. There was, for example, little change in Mughal painting in the immediate aftermath

of Akbar's accession in 1556, as can be seen in a painting ostensibly dated to the first year of his

reign (cat.g) or another made about five years later (cat. 8a). One might argue that Akbar was still

too young to possess or display a pronounced personal taste, or too weak politically during the

regency of Bayram Khan to impose it on his painters, but such an argument merely tailors the

description of political conditions to fit a hypothetical model of patronage. To my mind, a more per-

suasive line of thinking abandons the assumption that painters responded to their patron in every

aspect of their craft, and sees the art of painting in more pragmatic terms. In cat. 8a, for example,

Mir Sayyid All builds upon his personal repertoire of forms, characterizing an elderly figure only

slightly more natural istica I ly than he had another greybeard depicted when he worked for Shah

Tahmasp (cat. 3), or a youthful figure made when he painted under the aegis of Humayun (cat. 5).

These three works together present a more coherent picture of Mir Sayyid All's gradual personal

development as an artist than ofthe momentous artistic philosophies of three different patrons.

Opportunities for individual artists to demonstrate such subtle and personal growth were

limited or obscured by the massive scale of the Hamzanama project, which crowded out all others

until the mid -1560s and necessitated a high degree of collaboration among artists. To meet the

greatly increased demand for paintings, the workshop expanded from fewer than a dozen artists

to over thirty. Akbar might have followed his father's lead and stocked his workshop with still more

Iranian-born artists, who, in the mid -sixteenth century, were ever in search of more stable and

lucrative employment; instead, to judge from the many Indian names mentioned in contemporary
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Acquisition Program, and

Dr. Arthur M. Sackler,

S1986.398.
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literary sources and actual ascriptions, he directed his master painters to seek out local Indian talent.

Despitethegradual influx of artists unfamiliarwiththe normsof Iranian painting, thefirstfewvol-

umes of the Hamzanama are dominated by Safavid pictorial conventions. In a work dating to c;rco

1560, for example, the artist conceives the palace as an absolutely flat backdrop, with every architec-

tural form but the staircase in the lower right set parallel to the surface of the painting (fig. 13). Unlike

Mir Sayyid All (cat. 3) and Abdul-Samad (cat.2), this anonymous artist, whose style suggests training in

theShirazi idiom, delineates hisforms so tentatively that the wide chamber becomes little more than

a series of symmetrical forms and dainty patterns, includingtypically Iranian filigree on the back wall

and spandrels And while most major domes in later Hamzanama paintings are covered with bold,

occasionally flamboyant tiled patterns (for example, cat.20), a feature that gives them an assertive, if

not always fully three-dimensional presence, this artist overlays the pairof white domes with a large

Persia nate scrollwork design, effectively placing them on the same plane as the adjacent foliage and

sky. The relentless compositional symmetry, maintained in the matched set of half-open doorways

and cypresstrees and even in the central position ofthe small-scale protagonists, underscoresthe

generally conservative nature of this early Hamzanama effort.

By the middle volumes ofthe project, which date to about 1565, all this changes. In one illustration
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FIC 14 FIG 15

from volume 7 (cat. 26), the architecture is still beset with patterns, most strikingly in the long,

flower-filled cartouches along the top of the ramparts and the gleaming, diamond-shaped

machicolations below them, and more typically in thetilework running the height of the bastions.

Nevertheless, the fortress displays the Mughal artist's growing concern with volume and space.

The gate towers, for example, are rendered as hexagonal forms visibly projecting on either side of

the drawbridge. Likewise, the large covered chamber in the upper center is shown obliquely, so that

it intrudes conspicuously into the courtyard before it and encloses a sleeping figure. The landscape,

too, diverges noticeably from Safavid models. Although it continues to feature the pastel-colored

outcrops ubiquitous in Iranian painting, it has replaced their abstract, sinuous curves with knobby,

space-defining earthen forms. Within a matter of a few years, these forms are still more loosely

painted and more vigorously outlined. Finally, this artist, like many of his peers, begins to incorpo-

rate details from the Indian environment he observes all around him: roots sprouting from tree

limbs and snaking unremittingly toward the ground, a brushwood fence ringing a modest cluster

of huts, and villagers slumbering on rope-strung cots.

By the time the last few volumes of the Hamzanama were finished, in the years around 1570,

the birth of a distinct style was complete. Recently fashioned Mughal architectural forms -deep
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Fig.14

The deceitful wife ejects

the procuress after blacken-

ing herface

Attributed to Shravana.

Mughal, circa 1565-70.

10,2 X 10 cm From the

Tutinama. f.Gjb The

Cleveland Museum of Art,

Gift of Mrs A Dean Perry,

1962.279. Sy.b.

Fig-15

The rejuvenated old man

and the daughter of the

King of the linns take leave

of the King of Kings

Ascribed to Banavari.

Mughal, circa 1565-70.

11.5x10 cm. From the

Tutinama. f 50b. The

Cleveland Museum of Art,

Gift of Mrs A Dean Perty,

1962,279.50 b.

FIG 15a

Fig 15a

Detail of marginal

ascription on f. 50b

of the Tutinama.

The Cleveland Museum

of Art, 1962 279. 50. b.

sandstone eaves, extravagantly knotted brackets, and coiling foliate bases and capita Is -crop up in

a representative illustration from volume 11 (cat. 64). The cast of characters takes a decidedly local

turn, so that swarthy complexions and native Indian clothing styles, from four-pointed jamas to

loincloths and dhotis, appear here and become more commonplace throughout the manuscript.

Beyond this, the figures strike animated poses and have recognizable expressions absolutely

unknown in either Iranian or pre-Mughal Indian painting. Artists improvise a host of new com positions

and descriptive effects, experimenting with the possibilities of suggesting deep vistas, depicting

figures directly from behind or nearly so, and rendering the volume of limbs and garments with

ever greater acuity. This painting demonstrates that the palette has also metamorphosed, with

the unmodulated, pastel colors of Iranian art now constituting only part of a palette more varied in

hue and tone; standard colors such as bright orange or red are supplemented by greenish black in

the upper right, the deep brown of the low courtyard wall, and the shaded blue of the central

figure's lower garment. Many of these features were loosely inspired by European works of art,

examples of which had begun to trickle into the imperial court as gifts from solicitous missionaries

and ambassadors. Such foreign material was known elsewhere in the Islamic world, but never

before had it been received so eagerly and adapted so creatively as it was at the Mughal court.

Thus, in no more than a decade, Mughal artists forged a new and distinctive style. Writing in the

A'in-i Akbarl some thirty years later, Abu'l-FazI lauds the formulation and later refinement of

Mughal painting as marvelous accomplishments, on a par with the achievements of a legendary

Iranian master and wondrous European artists, and beyond anything India had ever known. He dis-

cusses painting in terms of absolute quality, both in material and expressiveness, and never as a

calculated vehicleof cultural fusion. In typical fashion, Abu'l-FazI credits Akbar as being the catalyst

for every positive development in painting.

Drawing the likeness (shabih) of anything is called fosw/r (painting, pictorializing). Since it is an

excellent source, both of study and entertainment, His Majesty, from the time he came to an

awareness of such things [i.e., his childhood] has taken a deep interest in painting and sought its

spread and development. Consequently this magical art has gained in beauty. Avery large num-

ber of painters has been set to work. Each week the several daroghas [superintendents] and

bitikdiis [clerks] submit before the king the work done by each artist, and His Majesty gives a

reward and increases the monthly salaries according to the excellence displayed. His Majesty has

looked deeply into the matter of raw materials and set a high value on the quality of production

ipaida'i). As a result, colouring has gained a new beauty (rang-dmezi husn^i digar paziraft). and

finish a new clarity [safdhd rd dbru-i tdza padld shud). Such excellent artists have assembled here

that a fine iTiatch has been created to the world-renowned unique art of Bihzad and the magic

making of the Europeans (ahl-ifarang). Delicacy of work (ndzuki-i kdr). clarity of line [safdl-i

nuqush), and boldness of execution {sabdt-i dast. lit., stability of the hand), as well as other fine

qualities have reached perfection, and inanimate objects appear to have come alive. More than

one hundred persons have reached the status of a master and gained fame; and they are numer-

ous who are near to reaching that state or are half-way there. What can I say of India! People had

not even conceived of such glories; indeed, few nations ofthe world display them (such glories).

-

These remarks also relate the manner in which painters had their works presented and remunerated.
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as well as the formal criteria by which paintings were judged. These qualities are considerably

more varied and sophisticated that the sheer miniaturism praised so often, and can readily be dis-

cerned in many Hamzanama illustrations.

Abu1-Fazl continues with some invaluable biographical information about the foremost artists

of the atelier.

Among the forerunners on this high road of knowledge {agahi) is Mir Sayyid 'AIT of Tabriz. He

had learnt a little from his father. When he obtained the honourto serve His Majesty and thus

gained in knowledge, he became renowned in his profession and bountiful in good fortune.

Next there is Khwaja 'Abd al-Samad,the shirin qalam (lit., sweet pen/brush) of Shi raz. Though

he knew this art before he joined the royal service, the transmuting glance {iksir-i binish) of the

king has raised him to a more sublime level and his images have gained a depth of spirit. Under

his tutelage many novices have become masters. Then there was Daswanta, the son of the

palanquin-bearer [kahdr), who was in the service of this workshop and, urged by a natural

desire, used to draw images and designs on walls. One day the far-reaching glance of His

Majesty fell on those things and, in its penetrating manner, discerned the spirit of a master

working in them. Consequently, His Majesty entrusted him tothe l<hwaja. In just a short time he

F,g.i6

As a child at play. Timur

assumes the role of king

From the Tarikh-i Khandan-

Timunyya. f.ib. Designed

by Dasavanta, painted by

Jagajivana Kalan. Mughal,

circa 1584. 27.3 X 17.9 cm.

Khuda Bakhsh Oriental

Public Library, Patna.

The wise thief thwarts

the efforts of thefoolish

monkey sentinel to stab the

ants on the King's breast

From the Anwar-i Suhayli.

f iggb. Attributed to

Dasavanta. Mughal, 1570.

27.7 X 21.5 cm. School of

Oriental and African

Studies, University of

London, ms.10102.
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FIG 19

became matchless in his time and the most excellent (sar-dmad-i ruzgar), but the darkness of

insanity enshrouded the brilliance of his mind and he died, a suicide. He has left several master-

pieces. In designing [tarrdhi), painting faces (chihra kuslnd'i), colouring [rang-dmezi), portrait

painting {mdnind nigdri), and other aspects of this art, Basawan has come to be uniquely excel-

lent. Many perspicacious connoisseurs give him preference over Daswanta.'

Here, too, Abu'l-FazI describes the emperor as being responsible for the change in stylethat

came over Mir Sayyid All and Abdul-Samad, described as gaming 'a depth of spirit,' and for the

discovery of Dasavanta's hitherto unrecognized talent. The chronicler predictably cites Ak bar's

tutelage as the reason for Dasavanta's excellence, but attributes the artist's suicide to insanity.

The terse comparison of Dasavanta and Basavana implies that at least some members of the court

routinely examined paintings with an eye to the identity of their makers and exercised some criti-

caljudgmentoftheirwork (see cat. 8a, 8b).

Using literary references to the Safavid atelier and the abundant documentation of the prac-

tices ofthe Mughal studio from about 1577 on, scholars have surmised that in each case one master

wasputinnominal charge of the library and atelier, and probably assigned given projects or even

individual manuscript illustrations to certain teams of artists; it is widely assumed that since Mir
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Sayyid Ali was director of the Hamzanama project, he was also the overall director of the atelier,-^

Once the initial allocation of work was made, the designated project supervisor chose the subject

of the individual illustration, conceivably - but not probably - in consultation with the patron. In

Mughal India, this information was conveyed to the artists assigned to execute the painting either

through direct oral communication or by brief notes written onthepaintingfield;inthe latter

instance, the artists were supposed to paint over the notes as they did their work, but occasionally

failed to do so.-' In most manuscripts, the painting was a collaborative effort, usually with the more

senior or talented artist designing the composition, and the more junior one doing most of the

actual coloring or painting." In many cases, however, the designer also supplied prominent pas-

sages, suchasthe central figures, a habit documented sporadically in some extended ascriptions

and discerned frequently in individual paintings in which there Is an obvious shift In style.

Available documentation Indicates that many Mughal artists, including several of those fea-

tured in this selection of Hamzanama paintings, had careers lasting on average aboutthirty years.'

Occasionally, a painter's career could extend well beyond this, as Is demonstrated by two paintings

in the exhibition (cat. 2, 18) that bracket the sixty-five-year career of Abdul-Sam ad. Most artists

developed distinctive idiosyncrasies overthe course of their careers and consistently used most of

them in their work. These are often what must seem to be very minor details: certain facial types

and hair fashions, preferences for particular colors or degrees of tonal contrast, the means of sug-

gesting corporeality, and the structure of rock formations. Scholars learn to recognize these subtle

distinguishing differences, and try to gauge each artist's creative latitude.

Only one Hamzanama painting bears anything resembling an ascription. Nearthe bottom of a

riiuch-restored painting in the Fondation Custodia, Pans, the name All is written in white. While it

is tempting to take this as an indication that Mir Sayyid All personally executed at least part of this

work, the atypically abbreviated name and the unusual placement of the ascription make it

extremely unlikely. A few individual paintings and manuscript illustrations from the 1550s and

1560s bear ascriptions to individual artists (for example, cat. 7, 8a, 10, and 11), but It seems that this

Information did not become a regularfeature of the documentation on Mughal manuscripts until

the late 1570s, when it first appears on the Darabnama (see below). The unprecedented effort to

record officially the names of the individual artists responsible for each painting coincided with

elaborate workshop procedures instituted to impose a certain standard of quality on every part of a

given manuscript. In most cases, this standard seems to have been determined primarily not by the

type of literature (historical, poetical, religious) represented by the text ofthe manuscript, but by a

prior decision to produce a physically sumptuous, ordinary, or even lackluster book, much as a modern

publisher might do. To ensure that an especially high level of quality would be maintained, for

example, a supervisor might select a certain kind of paper, a particularly accomplished calligrapher,

and a group of elite painters and illuminators, and offer them a lenient schedule by which they

were expected to complete their work. Thus, to identify and understand the creative choices made

by a particular artist working on the Hamzanama or another contemporary manuscript, we must

measure them against the backdrop of both the unique characteristics of a given project and the

stageof development of Mughal painting.

The manuscript that overlaps the Hamzanama most significantly is the Cleveland Tutma ma,

dated circa 1565-70. To judge from the approximately one dozen ascriptions written informally in

the lateral margins of illustrated folios, the small paintings were done by artists working individually.

Flg20

Krishna arrives in

Duryodhana's court as a

nnediator

Folio from a Razninama

manuscript. Designed and

painted by Jagana. Muglial,

circa 1584. Size unknown.

Maliaraja Sawai Man Singli

II Museum, Jaipur, A.0.1729.

20 (after Banerjee 1978,

fig.244).

Flg.21

Bahram Cur demonstrates

his hunting prowess to Fitna

From a Khamsa of Nizami

manuscript, f184b. Ascribed

to Mah Muliammad.

Mughal, circa 1585-90.

8.2 X 6.3 cm. Keir Collection,

London.
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Several of these ascribed paintings afford a clear glimpse of the very beginning of the careers of

some well-known artists, notably Dasavanta and Basavana (cat.io, n). Our understanding of the

style ofthe manuscript is complicated by thefactthat Mughal artists painted over many illustra-

tions rendered in an earlier Sultanate style/' In some cases, the new paintings are in a wholly Mughal

style, and point directly to the attribution of contemporary works in the Hamzanama (for example,

cat33, 66). Conversely, some other ascribed paintings in the Tutinama (figs 14 and 15) show vestiges

ofthe underlying illustrations. In these instances, we must differentiate the facia I features peculiar to

an individual Mughal artist from the compositional and surface effects created by the underlying

Chandayana-style illustrations;''- only then can we usethem asthe basisforfurtherattributions.

Dasavanta'stwo very painterly illustrations in the Tutinama lead directly tothe attribution of a

few paintings in the Hamzanama and indirectly to a good number more. These newly attributed

works are a major addition tothis master's known oeuvre. which had been limited to a few draw-

ings, a single, jointly painted illustration in the Khuda Bakhsh Library Tarikh-i Khandan-i Timunyya

(fig. 16), and a series of collaborative efforts in the long-inaccessible manuscript ofthe Razmnama

in Jaipur, the last project in which he participated before his death." The Hamzanama paintings

(for example, cat. 59, 64), in turn, allow us to recognize Dasavanta's handiwork in another contem-

|iorary manuscript, the Anwar-i Suhayli of 1570, in the School of Oriental and African Studies,

University of London (fig. 17). Here, then, workingaloneon an ambitious illustration in a high-quality

manuscript, Dasavanta employs many forms seen in his works in the Hamzanama - an arcade

below an open chamber, a blazing torch, a bold tilework pattern, brushy foliage, heavily modeled

clothing, and an intensely focused facial expression featuring an eye with a large, dark pupil. The

subject ofthe illustration calls for a night-time scene with a limited number of figures, and the

original layout of the manuscript compels him to incorporate the text panels above and below into

the architecture forming the core ofthe expanded painting field, but otherwise Dasavanta's work

in this illustration is stylistically indistinguishablefrom his Hamzanama contributions.

The profusely illustrated Darabnama m the British Library, dated circa 1577-80, which rises

above an average level of quality only occasionally, is the first Mughal manuscript to have formal

ascriptions written below nearly all its illustrations.'- Because the manuscript postdates the

Hamzanama bylessthana decade and its medium-sized miniatures were apparently made by

artists operating individually, the manuscript is one ofthe most useful sources of visual documen-

tation of the artists involved in the Hamzanama. On the basis of these illustrations (figs 18 and 19),

artists such as Jagana and Mithra,the latter little known from contributionsto subsequent manu-

scripts, can be readily associated with distinctive figure and facial types that appear throughout

the Hamzanama (for example, cat. 68). Similarly, the large, jointly produced illustrations in the

ia\pur Razmnama of 1584-86 flesh out the work ofthese same artists and demonstrate the consis-

tency of their personal styles; in a few examples a single artist, Jagana, was charged with both the

design and the execution of a painting, making it a particularly valuable touchstone of his work

(fig.2o). Finally, there IS Ma h Muhammad. A minuscule ascription in the corner of one painting

(cat. 14) reveals Mah Muhammad's inclination to work in an elegant and somewhat Persianate

style. As we trace certain forms from this work to a very different kind of scene (cat. 15), and match

them to others found in a solo painting in a tiny copy of the Khamsa of Nizam 1 (fig.21), we discover

that this hitherto obscure artist played an unexpectedly prominent role in the Hamzanama, a

masterpiece whose legacy is both its grand vision and collaborative realization.
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SELECTED ARTISTS OF THE HAMZANAMA

John Seyller

Fig.22

Ascribed to Basavana (active circa 1565-98)

Shahpur, who helped Tahrusiyya search

for Darab, tells her that all the slaves have

been sold (detail)

Mughal, circa 1577-80. Darabnama.

British Library, Or. 4615, f.34a.

See also cat 8b, 10, 11, 20, 27, 30, 32, 33, 35,

66, 68, 76, 80, 81, and 82.

Fig.23

Attributed to Lalu (active circa 1565-85)

The old man eats of thefruit of the Tree

ofLfe. but drops dead (detail)

Mughal, circa 1565-70. Tutinama,

Cleveland Museum of Art, 62 279 78.3,

f.78a.

See also cat 41.

Fig.24

Attributed to Dasavanta

(active circa 1565-84)

The parrot cautions heryoung on the

danger of playing withfoxes (detail)

Mughal, circa 1565-70. Tutinama.

Cleveland Museum of Art, 62.279.32.3,

f32a.

See also cat. 25, 31, 36, 42, 44, 45, 47, 53, 54,

58. 59, 63, 64, 69, 71, 73, 79, 83, and 86.

Fig-25

Ascribed to Kesava Kalan (Kesava Dasa)

The water maiden's husband, insane with

Jealousy because of her lovefor Mihrasb,

tears their children 's bodies apart in front

of her (detail)

Mughal, circa 1577-80. Darabnama.

British Library, Or. 4615, f46a.

Fig.26

Ascribed to Kesava Dasa

(active circa 1565-96)

Elephant and rider (detail)

Mughal, circa 1585. Rijksmuseum,

Amsterdam, MAK 521.

See also cat. 28, 29, 48, 52, 55, 56, 60, 61

77. 78, and 85
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Madhava Khurd

Mahesa

Ascribed to Madhava Khurd

Darab unties Humay s bonds after he

defeated Kuh Asa and his men (detail)

Mughal, circa 1577-80. Darabnama.

British Library. Or 4615. f.ioia.

See also cat. 38. 40. S7. 59. 62, 72, and 79

Fig.28

Designed by Basavana, painted by

Tara Kalan (active circa 1565-96)

Akbar watches a fight between two

bands o/sanyasis at Thaneswar. Ambola,

Punjab (detail)

Mughal, circa 1586-87. Akbarnama.

Victoria & Albert Museum, I.S. 2-1896

61/117.

See also cat. 82, 83, and 85.

Fig.29

Ascribed to Shravana

(active circa 1565-1600)

Shapur returns to his house tofind

it ransacked (detail)

Mughal, circa 1577-80. Darabnama.

British Library, Or. 4615, f.37a.

See also cat. 23-25, 27, 30, 36, 42, 43, 45,

47. 51. 53. 57. 65, 69, 70, 71, 72, 74, 77. 79,

82, 83. and 84.

Fig.30

Ascribed to Mahesa

(active circa 1565-99)

Darab and his son watch one of the boats

accompanying them being wrecked off

the Arabian coast near

Mt Uman (detail)

Mughal, circa 1577-80. Darabnama,

British Library, Or. 4615, f.gob.

See also cat. 22, 26, 39, 43, 46, 49, 52, 65,

70, and 71.
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1 KRISHNA DEFEATS TRINAVARTA, THE WHIRLWIND DEMON

Page from a dispersed

Bhagavata Parana series

India, possibly Matliura region,

c/rco 1525-40

18.4 X 23.9 cm,

FreerGalleryof Art,

Smithsonian Institution,

Washington, oc; Purchase

F1987.4

Published: Michell 2000, fig, 7;

Seylleri999,fig, 1, Beach 1992,

pl,B.

This striking painting belongs to the earliest known

illustrated series of the Bhagavata Parana, a devo-

tional text which celebrates the wondrous events of

the life of Krishna, a popular incarnation of the god

Vishnu. Here Krishna is shown defeating Trinavarta,

oneof many demons dispatched to kill him. Assuming

the form of a violent whirlwind, Trinavarta sweeps

the child Krishna up into his vortex even as he blinds

all those around him with great gales of dust. But

Krishna prevails, as he inevitably does, bychokingthe

formless demon and smashing his lifeless body to

theground,

Krishna, whoseyouth and divinity are indicated by

his short stature and blue color, is shown twice: once

atthe apex ofthe demonic funnel and again before

his relieved mother, presumably in the aftermath of

this cataclysmic struggle. The use of repeated figures

to relate sequential events in a continuous narrative

IS a device found throughout this series and indige-

nous Indian painting generally.

The widely dispersed Bhagavata Parana series

IS regarded as a landmark of pre-Mughal Indian

painting for the sheer number and variety of its illus-

trations Its provenance and date are still a matter

of some controversy, but most scholars agree that

the series was made in northern India, perhaps in

Rajasthan or the vicinity of Mathura, about 1530,

Elements of thetradition it represents, the so-called

Chaurapanchasika style, appear in several Hamzanama

paintings, and thus establish the persistence of this

general style inthei56os,

Oneof its principal characteristics is a highly com-

partmentalized composition, often organized pri-

marily by schematic architectural and arboreal forms

and arbitrary fields of color. The concern for overall

design overshadows an interest in fine draftsman-

ship. Paint, while normally applied carefully, as in the

elaborate patterns on the wo men's skirts, is some-

times allowed to flow freely, a tendency seen vividly

here in the vibrant strands of color in the whirlwind.

Above all, it is the female figure type that lives on in

early Mughal painting. The Indian aesthetic taste for

images of women endowed with rhythmic gestures,

voluptuous proportions, angularfacial features, and

a large, leaf-shaped eye apparently captured the

fancy ofa numberof Mughal artists, forthey happily

introduced such sensuous local beauties into paint-

ings with few other overtly Indian passages.

2 THE ASSASSINATION OF CHOSROES PARVEZ

Folio 742b from the

Shah Tahmasp S/io/inomo

Attributed to Abdul-Samad

Iran, Safavid dynasty, c/rco 1535

Painting 28.4x27,3 cm,

folio 47 X 31 cm.

The Metropolitan Museum

of Art, New York,

Giftof ArthurA, Houghton, Jr„

1970 (70,301,75)

Published: Dickson & Welch

1981, pl,26o; Welch 1979, no, 39;

Welch 1972, pp,i84-87.

Like so many others grown fond of power, the

Sassanian kingChosroes Parvez loses sight of justice

and drifts slowly into tyrannical behavior, Fventually,

the supporters of Prince Shiruya depose him and

place him under house arrest. They prevail upon

Shiruya to dispatch him once and for all, Shiruya

reluctantly pays off a thoroughly uncouth man.

Ml hr-Hurmuzd, to carry out the reprehensible deed.

The assassin catches Chosroes attended by a single

page. Theformerking.tryingto forestall his impend-

ing fate, orders the page to bring some articles to be

used in prayer services, but the naive youth does

exactly as he istold and returns without seeking out

guards who could save his master, Chosroes solemnly

says his prayers, all the time knowing that death is

now inevitable. Once he has finished, the assassin

leapson him and stealsthe lifefrom his body.

This work IS the sole painting attributed to Abdul-

Samad in the Shah Tahmasp Shfl/inomo, the most

ambitious and magnificent of all Safavid manu-

scripts,^ It embodies Abdul-Samad's early style, of

which thetechnical precision and somewhatformu-

laic nature were to undergo a marked change soon

after he began to work for Humayun and Akbar,

Here, for example, his figures are relatively expres-

sionless, no matter whetherthey are gripped by sleep

or an assassin's hand. Similarly, for his architecture

Abdul-Samad favors brilliant surface pattern over

spatial definition; indeed, the only passages that lack

intricate patterns are those that have been left

unfinished, namely, the seven uninscribed blue

panelsoverthedoorway, window, and chambers, and

the shockingly stark blue, green, and red forms

behind the murderer and his victim,- The open-faced,

planar construction and densely patterned surfaces

contrast with those of courtyards seen through-

out the Hamzanama, which habitually have space-

enclosing outer walls and gateways, occasional

respites from patterns, and generally largerfigures,

1 The attribution to Abdul-Samad is made by Welch

(i972,p,i84),

2, Mihr-Hurmuzd's face and arms also remain

unfinished.
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3 A SCHOOL SCENE

Amid the bustle of schoolboy activities, a school^

master beats a pupil for presuming to occupy his

place during a temporary absence, a transgression

implied bythe verses written inthe cartouches ofthe

carpet on which the master sitsJ Such punishment

must be routine,for only the adult standing behind

the master casts an eye in its direction. The students

busy themselves with their lessons and chores,

which include boiling rags to make pulp, kneading it

to make paper, "dyeing and drying individual sheets,

and burnishing a sized and trimmed folio. Elsewhere,

aprincely figure holds u pan inscribed book, a pupil

squats to wash his hands, and a muezzin calls the

faithful to prayer from the rooftop.-

Mir Sayyid All accommodates these varied but

stock activities in a brilliantly compartmentalized

composition. He uses complementary colors and pat-

terns, for example, to balance the two equally sized

portions ofthe courtyard, and a bifurcated landscape

and tall plane tree to answer the colors and shapes of

theformal architectural screen and dome.

This painting, thought by many scholars to be

a detached page from a royal Safavid copy ofthe

Khamsa of Nizam i,- has emerged as a key document

in Mir Sayyid All's oeuvre. It not only bears the

painter's signature, written in a minute hand on a

sheet of paper held by a student dressed in pur pie,

but also provides a virtual checklist of his most dis-

tinctive forms and devices. Among these are figures

inwhomthe whites ofthe eyes are visible around

tiny pupils, a pronounced taste for meticulously ren-

dered patterns, and the appearance of thematically

related verses on books and carpets.

1. The verses bythe poet Hafiz aretransliterated and

translated by Melikian-Chirvani (1998, p.44): 'You

cannot rest excessively in the place of great ones /

Unlessyou have prepared the paraphernalia of great-

ness / Ifyou leave your lot in the tord's care Hafez /

[You shall often lead the good life with the good for-

tune given by the Lord.]' Very similar imagery occurs

in a Bukharan manuscript of Shah wa Darvish of

Hilali dated ah 972 (ad 1564-65) in the Keir Col lection.

2. Accordmgto Melikian-Chirvani (1988, p.44), the

inscription reads; 'I saw a beauty to whom the master

gave a pitcher [of wine] at a time of penury - He

looked at her/his face and forgot what he meant to do.'

3. British LibraryOr. 2265, dated 1539-43.

4. Though read and noted earlier.thesignature was

first published in Melikian-Chinyani 1998, p.40, and fig.io.

Signed by Sayyid All

Iran, Safavid dynasty,

c/rco 1540

Painting 27 x 15.1 cm,

folio 37.2 X 23.9 cm.

ArthurM.SacklerCallery,

Smithsonian Institution,

Washington, dc; Purchase-

Smithsonian Unrestricted Trust

Funds, Smithsonian Collection

Acquisition Program, and

Dr.ArthurM.SacklerS1986.221

Published:Grabar& Natif 2001,

fig.23;Seylleri999,fig.2;

Melikian-Chirvani 1998, figs 9-12;

Beach 1992, fig-8; Lowry, Beach,

Marefat&Thackstoni988,

no.412; Lowry & Nemazee 1988,

no.30; Lowry 1987, p.50: Binyon,

Wilkinson & Gray 1933, pl.ciii-A.

4 THE ANGEL OF DEATH ATTACKS SHADDAD AS HE DISMOUNTS IN THE GARDEN OF IRAM

Fewseriesof paintings in the Islamic world can match

the Hamzanama illustrations in sheer size. One

prominent exception is a dispersed Falnama manu-

script, the most sumptuous copy of a text allegedly

composed bythe Shia Imam Ja'far al-Sadiq and used

for divinations. This manuscript was made for the

Safavid ruler Shah Tahmasp shortly after 1550, just a

fewyears before Akbar's painting workshop under-

took the Hamzanama project. This Falnama is much

smaller in scope - only about thirty paintings are

known - but it is closely related to the Hamzanama in

overall structure and figure scale. The book was

organized sothat a full-page painting was followed

bya pageoftextdescribingtheomen,a relationship

between text and image reversed inthe Hamzanama.'

This scene, which appears in several later copies of

the Falnama, depicts a demonic creature attacking

King Shaddad. Unlike cat. 19, this is not a demonstra-

tion ofva lor in the face of adversity, but ofthe ruinous

consequences of hubris. Shaddad, it seems, became

obsessed with the idea of creating a garden so splen-

did that it would rival Paradise itself. Once this garden

of Iram is complete, Shaddad arrives on his horse and

starts to dismount. Nosoonerdoes he set one foot on

theground than God dispatches the angel of death to

smite him with a club, thereby exacting swift and

fatal retribution for his vain and impudent challenge

to divine supremacy in all matters.-

The painting illustrates this portentous subject

with marvelous directness. Hurtlingthroughtheair

and seizing Shaddad by the throat is the angel of

death, rendered here as a spotted c/ev/-like creature,

albeit without the customary horns, tails, and claws.

He breathes fire, something no ordinary devcan do,

and brandishes a club ablaze with the wrath of God.

Behind him is the blasphemous garden, filled with

trees laden with sweet-tasting fruits and inhabited

by wondrous half-human birds. Shaddad, his mounted

companions, and the figures taking refuge in the

towerareall conceived as large-scale and absolutely

flat forms, and are all variations of a distinctive facial

type associated with Aqa Mirak, to whom this entire

series has been attributed.^

1. Milstein, Ruhrdanz & Schmitz 1999, p.6o. Barbara

Schmitz believes that the manuscript was originally

bound.

2. I am indebted to Karin Ruhrdanz for information

aboutthe subject ofthis scene.

3. Stuart Gary Welch in Falk 1985, pp.94-99,

Foliofrom a Falnama

manuscript

Attributed to Aqa Mirak

Iran, Safavid dynasty,

c/rco 1550-55

Painting 59 x44.8cm,

folio 59.3x44.8 cm.

ArthurM.SacklerCallery,

Smithsonian institution,

Washington, DC; Purchase-

Smithsonian Unrestricted Trust

Funds, Smithsonian Collection

Acquisition Program, and

Dr. Arthur M.SacklerSi986. 252a

Published: Lowry, Beach,

Marefat&ThackstonigSS,

no.170; Lowry & Nemazee, pi. 30.
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5 BAHRAM CUR PREPARES FOR A FEAST

Folio 169a from a Khamsa

of Nizami (detail)

Attributed to Mir Sayyid All

Afghanistan, Kabul, Mughal

dynasty, c/rco 1551-53

Paintingg. 5x11.3cm,

folio 25 X 17cm.

Bibliotheque nationale

de France, Pans,

Ms Smith-Lesouef 216

Published: Richard 1997, no.ioi;

Richard 1994, pl.viii.

Not in exhibition

This damaged copy of a classic Persian poetical text

is one ofthe rarest works of all early Mughal painting

Although its colophon is missing, several features of

this manuscript establish that it was made in Kabul,

where Humayun set up court in November 1545,

when he first wrested control of the city from his

brother and rival, Kamran; notwithstanding a few

temporary lapses in control, Humayun maintained

Kabul as his base of power until November 1554,

when he began the campaign to retake his former

territories in India. The Khamsa's ten illustrations

generally display an accomplished Persian style,

although to judge from certain details of costume,

one realized by several different artists. One illustra-

tion is ascribed to Mawlana Da rvish Muhammad, a

painter named by the chronicler Bayezid Bayat as

one of a small coterie of artists in Humayun's service

but whose work is otherwise undocumented. Other

illustrations-especiallythisone-may be associated

plausibly with Mir Sayyid All, who, together with

Abdul-Samad, began to work for FHumayun soon

after September 1549.'

In two illustrations, an enthroned figure wears a

conical hat with a square base, a distinctive type of

headgear purportedly invented by Humayun. The

first ofthese,thefigure of Nawfal inthe paintlngon

folio n2a, has been given the visage of Humayun,

whose features and pointed beard are recognizable

from a painting dated ah 960 (ad 1553) intheGulshan

Album, the much-studied Princes of the House of

Timur, and later dynastic portraits.- The second is the

figure of Bahram Gur shown here. Rather than

appearing as a mature ruler, as he normally does,

Bahram has a decidedly boyish face and body; in

fact, the figure strongly resembles the young prince

Akbar, who was born in 1542 and is portrayed in a

very similar manner in the aforementioned Culshan

Album painting, when he would have been nine

years old. Thus, it seems that two artists flattered

their patron and his son by using the time-honored

visual conceit of incorporating their likenesses in

illustrations of a literary text.

One specific feature of this painting suggests the

hand of Mir Sayyid All. The carpet on which Bahram is

seated is shown folded into quarters, and has verses,

largely illegible but tentatively identified as by the

poet Hafiz, written in red in cartouches along its bor-

der. This device recurs m much of Mir Sayyid All's

work, notably cat. 3 and 7.

1. Thisdate is provided byAbu1-Fazl,A/rborA/omo,i,

p. 252. Melikian-Chirvani (1998, p. 31) argues that

these two artists were actually received by Humayun

in Shawwal 959 (September-October 1552). He

asserts that this date must be more accurate

because Bayezid claimstocite itfrom a letter sent by

Humayun to the ruler of Kashgha rand shown to him

by Abdul-Samad in 1590-91. Can by (1998, n. 3), how-

ever, lends credence to the 1549 date by noting that

Abdul-Samad was captured by Kamran for several

months in ah 957 (ad 1550-51), but returned to

Humayun byAH 958 (AD1551).

2. The Khamsa fo\\o is reproduced in Richard 1994,

pi. VII. The Culshan Album painting by Abdul-Samad

IS published widely, most recently in Elgood 1994,

fig. 8. The British Museum painting known as Princes

of the House of Timur is published extensively in

Canby 1994.
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6a A VIZIER DELIVERS THE PETITION OF MIR MUSAWWIR TO HUMAYUN

This much is certain: a dark-skinned, bespectacled

man wearing an Indian-stylejama and turban holds

a scroll with a long inscription; this petition men-

tions the aged Mir Musawwir, alludes to his son (Mir

Sayyid Ali), and addresses His Majesty. Beyond this, a

lively controversy breaks out, with some scholars

accepting the identification of the sitter as Mir

Musawwir and asserting that the artist is his son,

and othersforging new interpretationsthat contend

that either Mir Musawwir is portraying himself or a

third party presenting his petition.' As will be seen,

the determination of the precise circumstances under

which this painting was made affects our under-

standingof paintingduringthe reign of Humayun.

So proticient a painter was Mir Musawwir that

Humayun was happy to solicit his services, offering

to send Tahmasp the great sum of a thousand

tumans if he would release the artist.- Humayun

could reasonably expect a positive response, for as the

Safavid chronicler Budaq-i Munshi-yi Oazwini wrote,

the painter was already in disgrace. Budaq then fol-

lows up with this statement; 'It is thus that the Mir's

son, who had become better than his father, went

earlierto India, and the father followed him there,'"'

In this light, the contents of the scroll's inscription

become perfectly intelligible;

Petition from the old and long time slave, Mir

Musavvir; It is a great honourto reportthat it has

been a while since this slave's son (i.e. Mir Sayyid

'All] has entered the services of Your Majesty. It

IS hoped that he will become the subject of

munificence. [As for me], I am hopeful to start my

journey soon and join Your Majesty's services.

God willing, the shadow of your radiance [shall

protect us forever].''

Because Mir Musawwir acknowledges that Mir

Sayyid All had joined Humayun some time earlier,

the pictorial petition must postdate late 1549 by

at least several years; because the artist addresses

Humayun, it must predate January 1556 by at least a

few months, for there is some evidence that Mir

Musawwir did, in fact, work briefly for Humayun.

5

Melikian-Chirvani's recent alternative interpretation

of the painting as a self-portrait of Mir Musawwir

falters on several points. First, the subject's dark skin

is a conventional indication of an Indian identity, and

was not used for persons of Iranian birth. Second, it

does not explain why the figure wears Indian dress

and how the curling scroll shows signs of exposure

to European art -something that, by Melikian's own

account, was not known in Iran or Kabul at the time

-

if MirMusawwirwereyetto reach Humayun's court,

as the inscription clearly states.- The most likely sce-

nario, therefore, is that Mir Sayyid Ali, whose name is

ascribed in the lower margin, composed the text of

this address on his father's behalf. Being a clever

artist, he then incorporated this written petition into a

skillful yet humble visual one, perhaps even arranging

forthe painting to be delivered to Humayun by the

very advisor depicted therein. This scenario also means

that the painting retreats in date from the 1560s,

when the Hamzanama project was well under way,

to the final year of Humayun's reign, when the fledg-

ling Mughal atelier was still being organized and its

production was limited to a handful of paintings.

1. The extensive publication history of this painting

IS reviewed critically by Melikian-Chirvani (1998,

pp. 39-40, and n. 31-33); and Soudavari999, pp. 50-51,

and n. 18-25. I had not absorbed these new argu-

ments at the time my own recent publication of this

painting (Seyller 2000) wentto press.

2. AShah Tahmasp Shah nama illustration (f.5i6b)

signed by Mir Musawwir and dated ah 934 (ad

1527-28) IS reproduced in Welch (1972, p. 169).

3. Budaq-i Munshi-yi Oazwini.Javahir al-akhbar, a

manuscript copied in 1576, as cited in Soudavar 1999,

p.50.

4. Soudavar 1999, p.50.

5. Welch attributes to Mir Musawwir two paintings

in the La I bha I Collection /(/lomsaof Nizam i, which, by

most scholars' reckoning, is the only known manu-

script other than the Bibliotheque nationale Khamsa

of Nizam i (cat. 5) to have been made for Humayun;

Chandra 1976, pp.189-90.

6. Melikian-Chirvani 1998, pp.38-40.

Ascribed to Mir Sayyid Ali

India, Mughal dynasty,

c/rco 1555

12 X 11.1 cm.

Musee des arts asiatiques-

Cuimet, Pans No 3619, Ib.

Published: Seyller 2000, fig. lO;

Soudavari999, pl.xvd; Melikian-

Chirvani 1998, fig. 8; Elgood

1994, fig. 5; Verma 1994, pi. X LI I;

Okada 1992, fig. 68; Pal 1991,

p.viii,fig. 1; Okada 1989, no.25;

Dickson &i Welch i98i,fig.245;

Welch 1979, no. 81, Stchoukine

1929, pl.iia.
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6b A SCHOLAR WRITING

Ascribed to Lala

India, Mughal dynasty,

c/rco 1590-1600

12 X 6,4cm.

Museedesartsasiatiques-

Guimet,Paris36i9,ic

Published: Verm a 1998, fig, 12;

Okada 1989, no.44; Stchoukine

1929, no, 51,

The compiler of this album page wittily juxtaposed

the older image of an aged petitioner (cat, 6a) with

this portly scholar, Theformer leans forward solici-

tously and holds a scroll addressed to a superior,

whilethe latter, a self-contained mound of a man,

hunches over a weighty tome and takes up his pen for

his own satisfaction, Apartfrom presenting a con-

trast in character, the two paintings demonstrate

the fundamental change that Mughal painting

underwent in the second half ofthe sixteenth century.

Mir Sayyid All's elegant petitioner remains essentially

a flattened form, an effect accentuated by the suppli-

cant's implausibly torqued pose, solidly colored

jama, and smooth contours, as well as by his isola-

tion against an abstract ground. By comparison, Lala,

whole name is ascribed in the lower border, dwells

upon his scholar's sheer bulk. The artist envelops his

figure's broad body with a heavy fur-lined cloak

rendered with a halting line, a streaky wash, and a

real interest in texture, and encircles his three-

dimensional hands and feet with generous sleeves

and folds. Once he extended the figure's general

amplitude with two plump, lightly tinted bolsters,

Lala's interest seemsto haveflagged. Forthe setting.

he musters only two sketchy segments of a carpet

border, a slender tree daubed with undefined blos-

soms, and the faint suggestion of an arching hill.

Lala, an accomplished and prolific artist, often

resorts to this half-colored manner, which was par-

ticularly in vogue in the 1590s. His figure style is easily

recognized in the scholar's narrow eyes, knitted

brow, and taut faciallines, which combine to lend

many of his characters a somewhat weary and dis-

tracted expression even when it is not entirely appro-

priate to their station or action. By contrast, the

figure's remarkably full hands and feet are hardly in

keeping with this artist's work. Although Mughal

artists occasionally applied light washes of white

paint to correct or refine their forms as they worked,

it is quite possible that the whitened passages on the

hands and feet are signs thatthese darkly outlined

features were enhanced when the painting was

mounted not long after it was made. It seems that at

this time, too, some other parts of the painting -

notably the lines along the scholar's left shoulder,

the lower edge of the book, and the bottom of the

sash - were strengthened, and the lines of the robe

were carried into the right margin.

7 SELF-PORTRAIT

Signed by Sayyid Ali

India, Mughal dynasty,

1555-56

Painting 19.1 x 10.5 cm,

folio 31.6 X 20 cm.

Los Angeles County

Museumof Art,

Bequest of Edwin Binney,3rd,

M. 90. 141.1.

Published: Melikian-Chirvani

1998, fig. 1; Elgoodi994,fig,6; Pal

1993, no.45; Okada 1992, fig. 69;

Welch 1990, fig. 13; Brand &

Lowry 1985a, no. 6; Dickson &

Welch 1981, fig. 248; Welch 1979,

no.74; Chandra 1976, pi. 64;

Welch 1973, no. 52; Binney 1973,

no.10;G rube 1968, no.90.

This exquisite portrait is a landmark of early Mughal

painting. Its youthful subject initially seems ordi-

nary, for sixteenth-century Iranian painting abounds

with such images. Its importance stems from the

information supplied by two formal inscriptions

placed in the composition. Lying between a scroll

and a pen and inkwell, implementsthat collectively

suggestthatthefigurehad donethe writing himself,

isatablet inscribed above: 'Atthetopofthe writing

tablet, it is written in gold: "The master's tyranny is

better than the father's kindness." '' The inscription

below reads: 'Sayyid All, the rarity of the realm of

H u may un Shah, painted this.' By virtue of its location

and phrasing, this second inscription must be under-

stood as a signature, still an exceedingly rare indica-

tion of authorship at this point in the history of

Iranian painting.-' Moreover, the epithet Mir Sayyid

Ali uses implies that Humayun was the reigning

emperor. The logical inference, therefore, is that Mir

Sayyid All completed the painting for hlumayun

before that ill-fated ruler fell to his death on 28

January 1556. To judge by the sitter's Indian dress and

the style of the painting, which displays greater

figural volume and a more spatially advanced setting

than work executed at Kabul in the early 1550s (for

example, cat. 5), this portrait was probably done not

long after Humayun and his artists had reached Delhi

inAugu st 1555. 'Inshort, it servesasthe bench mark

for Mughal painting on the eve of Akbar's accession

and the inception of the Hamzanama project.''

While most authors have taken the subject to be

generic, one has recently proposed thatthis painting

IS actually a second self-portrait of Mir Sayyid Ali, ^ an

interpretation supported by the probable meaning

of the first inscription, which plausibly alludes to the

artist's training by his father, Mir Musawwir.

1. Melikian-Chirvani 1998, pp.36-37.Th1s reading varies

significantly from that offered by Martin Dickson in

Dickson & Welch 1981, 1, pp.190-91: 'On the frontis-

piece of his mind he has written, "Better a forceful

masterthan afatheroverkind."'

2. It omits the title Mir, which would never be used

when referringtooneself.

3. In his generally convincing argument for this date,

Melikian-Chirvani (1998, p. 38) cites the European-

inspired form of the scroll, which, he believes, was

never known in Kabul.

4. Due to an editorial oversight, a painting in the

Bellak Collection was erroneously attributed to Mir

Sayyid All in Mason 2001, no. 13.

5. Melikian-Chirvani 1998, pp. 34-37,
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8a SEATED SCHOLAR

In both theme and form.this image of a middle-aged

scholar seated pensively before a bookstand com-

plements the scene of astrologers mounted beside it

(cat, 8b). A man again stares at a book, apparently

now without any of the urgent expectation that

it will yield simple answers to immediate predica-

ments. The assorted writing Implements and carry-

ing cases make their way into this world, too, but

pale before a lectern and a pile of cushions, as if the

reader has settled in for a prolonged session of pon-

dering moredifficulttexts.

The two drawings also represent very different

points along the spectrum of Mughal naturalism.

This drawing, ascribed to Mir Sayyid All in the lower

margin, has many glimmers of naturalism, from the

position of the head cradled wearily in one hand

to the sense of weight conveyed by the left arm

stiffened for support. Despite these touches, the

drawing is still dominated by a rhythmic, even calli-

graphic line, manifested most obviously in the great

curves of the legs and right arm, as well as in those

of the sashes and jama folds covering the feet. And

when the artist wishes to renderthe folds of the deli-

cately colored shawl where it is thrown over the

scholar's shoulders, he does so with utterly schematic

forms. By contrast, in Basavana'sworksometwenty

years later (cat. 8b), these same features become

pliant and irregular, with attention directed more to

the substance of a form than to its shape or outline.

Both drawings were much admired by the Mughals

themselves. In the case of this contemplative scholar,

this high regard Is indicated bythe word oia/wo/ ('first

class') written faintly in the lower right corner.

The dearth of documentation of Mir Sayyid All's

work in India makes it difficult to date this drawing

with any certainty. It compares reasonably closely in

style to cat. 7, but the greater facial expressiveness

suggests a slightly later date, probably during the

years when Mir Sayyid All faced the burden of dlrect-

ingthe enormous Hamzanama project.

Ascribed to Mir Sayyid All

India, Mughal dynasty,

c/rca 1560-65

14x9.5cm.

Musee des arts asiatiques-

Guimet, Paris EO 3577 B

Published: Seyller 2000, fig. 9;

Melikian-Chirvani 1998, fig. 17:

Okada 1992, fig.70: Okada 1989,

no. 27; Zebrowski 1983, no.i8.

8b PRINCE AND ASTROLOGERS

What does the future hold for us? As prince and pau-

per alike have pondered this age-old question, they

have often enlisted the aid of astrologers, who

assure their clients that their individual fates can be

discerned in the alignment and movement of the

celestial bodies. European travelers attest that the

practice of consulting astrologers to glimpse the

future was wildly popular in Mughal India. At the

royal level, this observation is borne out In most illus-

trated historical manuscripts, for almost every scene

celebratlngthe birth of a royal scion Includes a pas-

sage in which astrologers chart his horoscope.

This drawing depicts a young prince seeking

answers to more immediate quandaries. Seated in a

palatial chamberfestooned with heavy swags and

attended by a page, a sword-bearer, two attendants,

and a pet monkey, the plumed figure waits intently

for the leader of a motley troupe of astrologers

to make his prediction. This venerable soothsayer

surely will not disappoint. Having gathered some

arcane charts and instruments—a scroll presumably

containing lists of cryptic omens, an inkwell, a pen,

and an hourglass- he now points with all gravity at a

rotating ring dangling from a short chain. A young

assistant consults a book, probably a copy of the

Diwan of Hafiz or the Koran, while a more senior col-

league becomes so anxious that he raises not one,

but four fingers to his mouth.

Afragmentary ascription to Basavana in the lower

right corner confirms an attribution of this compel-

ling scene to Basa van a, the most perceptive student

of human nature in all of sixteenth-century Indian

painting. The prince and his puckered-mouthed

pages are less strongly characterized than we nor-

mallyexpect of Basavana, perhaps becausethe artist

recognized that their tender age and lost profiles

madefortooclean a slatefor his usual humanizing

traits. By contrast, his assorted soothsayers could

hardly be quirkier or more interesting in counte-

nance. Whatever their expression, all the figures are

rendered with marvelous volume, achieved largely

by means of soft contours and carefully observed

texture and shading.

Despite these many fine features, this drawing

was rated as second class in quality, as is indicated by

the numeral 2 written belowthe central figure and

again directly above the ascription. The anonymous

eva I uator singled out the chained monkey as still less

accomplished, and inscribed a number 3 (third class)

immediately beside it.

Ascribed to Basavana

India, Mughal dynasty,

circa 1585-90

14.9 X 11.7cm.

Musee des arts asiatiques-

Guimet, Pans EO3577A

Published: Melikian-Chirvani

1998, fig.7 (detail); Okada 1989,

no.29.
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9 AKBAR DRIVES A BULLOCK CART

Attributed to Abdul-Samad

India, Mughal dynasty,

dated [96]4, ad 1556-57

Painting 8,9 x 17cm,

folio 9,2 X 17,6 cm,

Privatecollection

From the outset, it is apparent that this hitherto

unpublished scene is very early in date. The figure

style is still exceedingly Persianate, and the bullocks

and the cart they draw are crisp forms set against an

almostentirely plain ground. The subject is, at first, a

bit enigmatic: a handsome, richly turbaned youth

with a golden-handled whip in hand driving a team of

piebald bullocks. The vehicle he guides appears to be

a utilitarian one, for it features large, solid wheels, a

long, flat platform extending well beyond the wheel

base, and a driving or sitting area surrounded on

three sides by an intricate wooden screen, but other-

wise left open. Much of the platform is covered with a

fine pictorial carpet, depicted as though folded in half

with a scene of a mountedfigure hunt ing deer in each

quadrant. Behind it stands a slender, dark-skinned

figure, who holds a plumed object with an oval base

in his hand even as he lookstoward the driver.

The overall impression of royalty is corroborated

by the inscription oriented vertically in the upper left;

it reads, 'Portrait of His exalted God-abiding Majesty

at the beginning of royalty, year [-]4,'' This, then, is

Akbar shortly after his accession in February 1556, an

interpretation supported by the royal driver's obvi-

ous youth. But why is Akbar shown driving an empty

bullock cart? The answer may lie in the elusive year

noted at the end ofthe inscription, which becomes

somewhat unclearasitrunsacrossthethinblack

border and possibly also under the adjacent gold

band. If the word beneath the nur^ierals is sana

('year'), as would be customary, then enough of that

word is cut off or obscured to allow for a second and

third digittothe left ofthe clearly written number4

The most logical date would be AH 964 (November

i555-Octoben557), in fact, the beginning of Ak bar's

reign,- If, however, the marktothe immediate left

oftheblacklineisnonumberatall.then the year

stands at [regnal yearj 4, or March 1559-March 1560,

The appeal of this reading is that the image suddenly

acquires a specific rationale, that is, to commemo-

rate the presentation to Akbar of a bunch of fine

bullocks, described as 'unequal led and fit for the royal

hunting equipage,' by Shaykh Muhammad Chaws in

exactly that year.^ One serious objection tothistidy

coincidence is that dates formulated in regnal years

were not used until after ah 992 (ad 1584), when they

were applied retroactively in historical texts. Thus,

if it IS a regnal year, it would follow that the inscrip-

tion was added well after the painting was made, a

scenario that would accord well with the retrospec-

tive quality ofthe phrase 'at the beginning of royalty'

(i,e,, his reign).

Whatever its exact date, this painting of a bullock

cart designed and outfitted fortransporting chee-

tahs to the hunt may safely be attributed to Abdul-

Samad,'* The dark hair, slanted eyebrows, pointed

chin, and slender, compact body of Akbar strongly

resemble those of the young prince and many of the

courtiers in Abdul-Samad'sfamoustreehouse paint-

ing of i553intheGulshanAlbum, as we llassome

of the original attendants in Princes ofthe House

ofTimur-

1, The Persian reads 'surat-i hazrat a'la, khallada

'llahu mulkahu. dar avayil-i padishahat sana [-]4.'

1 am indebted to WheelerThackstonfor histhought-

ful exposition ofthe substance and date of this

inscription,

2 The digit beside the 4 is overwritten with the

numeral 2 with an abnormally small upper element,

but there is evidence ofthe bowl ofthe number 6

beneath andtothe left of this overwritten number,

3, Akbar Noma, 2, pp, 133-34, One might also note the

existence of a similar old-style painting by Abu'l-

Hasan of c/rco 1605-10 showing a young Akbar being

driven in a canopied vehicle drawn by two bullocks;

the painting, whose location is unknown, is repro-

duced in Mehta 1926, opposite p,64,

4, For comparable carts shown carrying cheetahs,

see Seni984, plsioand39,andArnold&Wilkmson

1936, pi, 25,

5, For reproductions of these paintings, see cat, 5,

n,2.
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10 THE MONKEY IS SLAIN SO THAT HIS BLOOD CAN BE USED TO CURE THE AILING PRINCE HE HAS BITTEN

The earliest painting ascribed to Basavana is this

illustration from the Tutinama, a collection of color-

ful stories recounted by a parrot to his mistress

Khojasta night after night to keep her from straying

during her husband's long absence. This painting is

the third of five illustrations accompanyingthe story

ofthefifth night, whichtellsofthe misfortune that

arises inevitably when creatures of dissimilar

natures associate with one another. In this case,

despite the protestations of his own kind, a monkey

skilled in chess befriends a prince. One day.the mon-

key makes a rude gesture during a chess match and

deeply embarrasses the prince before his friends.

The annoyed prince whacks the monkey with a

chesspiece, and the monkey retaliates by biting him

onthehand.Soontheprincefallsdirelyill.Whenit

seems that the prince is at death's doorand noordi-

nary medicine can save him, a doctor recommends

that the offending monkey be killed and his blood

applied to the infected wound.

Basavana juxtaposes the bedridden prince with

the fatal bloodletting required forthe proposed rem-

edy. The sallow prince, who wears a vacant expres-

sion and an odd, European-inspired head covering,

weakly lets hisarm hangdowntoallowan attendant

to take his flagging pulse. Basavana demonstrates

his early receptivenessto European art in the subtle

modeling of the prince's sheets, which cling to the

patient like a shroud, and m the more conspicuously

voluminous rendering of the upswept bedchamber

curtains. In this painting, this three-dimensional

quality is still absent from his figures' clothing,

which differs from other work in this manuscript

only in the unusual brown used forthe executioner's

jama. The figures' faces, however, are marked

already by Basavana's distinctive soft features, a

quality created bythetinyoverlappingstrokes used

to define both the eye and eyebrows aswellasthe

fuzzy facial hair. Together with the black-streaked

sky and the brushy foliage of one tree, these are the

first hints of Basavana's longstanding interest in the

expressive possibilitiesof painterly effects.

Folio 33bfrom a Tutinama

manuscript

Ascribed to Basavana

India, Mughal dynasty,

c/rco 1565-70

Paintingiyxii.zcm,

folio 20.3 X 14 cm.

The Cleveland Museum of Art,

Giftof Mrs. A Dean Perry,

i962.279.33.b

Published: Okada 1992, fig. 73;

5imsan978, pi. 7; Chandra &
Ehnbom 1976, no. 56, pi. 13.

11 THE HUNTER SELLS THE MOTHER PARROT TO THE KING OF KAMARUPA

Basavana's second ascribed painting in the Tutinama

comes nearthe end ofthefifth night's story A mother

parrot, who earlier had told her nestlings the cau-

tionary tale of the chess- playing monkey, now finds

that they have not heeded her and have continued to

consort with some foxes. When a wildcat devours

the baby foxes, the mother fox blames the parrot

family and plots retribution. The fledglings are even-

tually caught in a hunter's net, but save themselves

by feigning death as their mother had instructed

them sothatthe hunter discards them. The mother

parrot, who istaken intheirplace, persuadesthe hun-

ter that she is more valuable alive than dead, for she is

well-versed in the medical arts and can cure any dis-

ease. The hunter agrees and sells her to the king, who

is afflicted by leprosy. Under the parrot's care, the king's

leprosy begins to abate, but when she tricks him into

freeing herfrom hercage,shefliesoffand leaves the

cure half-done. With this conclusion, the parrot relat-

ing the tale to his mistress assuages her by advising

that she should hasten now lest her own love affair

be I eft similarly undone. Alas, as usual the par rot's

story has gone on so long that dawn has come, and the

would-be unfaithful woman must wait another day

beforeshecan slipouttoconsummate her affair.

This painting demonstrates Basavana's unsurpas-

sed ability to render mass and texture. The hunter's

tunic is not a flat color overlaid with schematic sug-

gestions of folds atthe waist and cuffs; rather, it is a

pale bluethatthe artist has lightened in some parts

and darkened in others to convey a sense of rounded

form. Similarly, Basavana uses paint and crosshatch-

ing so subtly that the hunter's scarf changes imper-

ceptibly from white to grey, and reads convincingly

as a roughly woven fabric.

Like other artists who contributed to the Tutinama.

Basavana incorporates some elements of the under-

lying Chandayana-style painting into his updated

version ofthe scene. He keeps some ofthe ornamental

passages, such as the white cornice, the floral valance,

and the stepped gold band overhead. Conversely, he

paints over many other parts, including the framing

columns and the kiosks above, and obscures the

pavilion's original interiorwith athick layer of gold.

One telltale sign of the original com posit ion is the

three swords extending into the text area; these

have no rationale in the present scene, and must

have belonged to a different set of courtiers.

Folio 36b from a Tutinama

manuscript

Ascribed to Basavana

India, Mughal dynasty,

c/zTO 1565-70

Paintingio.i xio.5cm,

folio 20.3 X 14cm.

The Cleveland Museum of Art,

Giftof Mrs. A Dean Perry,

1962. 279. 36.

b

Published: Brend i999,fig.4;

Verma 1994, pl.iv; Okada 1991,

fig.i; Schimmel & Welch 1983,

fig. 5; Verma 1978, pl.i I; Beach

1976, fig. 2; Lee & Chandra 1963,

fig.34; Welch 1963, no.3A.
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12 THE merchant's DAUGHTER ENCOUNTERS A WOLF AND A THIEF ON HER WAY TO

FULFILL HER VOW TO THE GARDENER

Folioggbfrom a Tutinama

manuscript

India, Mughal dynasty,

c/rco 1565-70

Painting 11.1 x 10.2 cm,

folio 20.3 X 14cm.

The Cleveland Museum of Art,

Gift of Mrs. A Dean Perry,

1962. 279,99,

b

Published: Simsari978, pLi8;

Chandra & Ehnbom 1976,

no. 52, pi. 10.

On the twelfth night, the parrot counsels his mis-

tress to discern the real character of her paramour

before she commits herself to an affair. As with most

stories in this profusely illustrated manuscript, one

illustration is dedicated to the parrot addressing

Khojasta, anothertotheframing story, and several

more to the encapsulated tale. This painting repre-

sents the last phase. A merchant's daughter comes

across a perfect flower in a garden. She asks the gar-

dener if she may have it, but he repliesthat it is price-

less, and can be had on only one condition: that she

give herself to him on her wedding night before she

consummates her marriage with her bus band. The

woman promises to do so, and pluckstheflower. On

her wedding night, she persuades her husband to

accept her arrangement by saying that an honorable

person must keep her promises. On the way to her

rendezvous, she encounters a wolf The wolf looks at

her with ravenous eyes, but she declares that he

must not devour her until she fulfil Is her promise, for

otherwise she would be dishonored. Next, she is

intercepted by a thief, but she dissuades him, too,

from waylaying herbypointingoutthatheshould

not cause her to violate the vow that her husband

and the wolf have already allowed her to honor.

When, in the following illustration (cat. 13), the

woman finally meets the gardener again, she pro-

claims that she is ready to abide by her promise. The

gardener, however, has grown devout and wise, and

declines to exact his carnal recompense, saying 'If I

pick a rose from another's garden, others will covet

my garden.'

Thispaintingisoneofasmallgroupof Tutinama

paintings made by artists trained in the indigenous

Indian tradition represented by cat.i and painted

over a Chandayana-style illustration of circa 1540.

The rowof highly schematic trees is common to both

older traditions, but here these are tempered by

Mughal clumps of grass at the base of their trunks

andthebluesky painted over the original gold one. In

a gesture to the emerging Mughal style, the artist

has rounded slightly the faces of the merchant's

daughter and her companions, and has applied a

thin coat of pa int to the thieves to give them a sem-

blance of volume. This layeringof paint often results

in a somewhat murky surface, as it does here.

13 THE MERCHANT S DAUGHTER ARRIVES TO FULFILL HER PROMISE TO THE GARDENER

Folio 100b from a Tutinama

manuscript

India, Mughal dynasty,

c/rco 1565-70

Paintingg.g xio.2cm,

folio 20.3 X 14cm.

The Cleveland Museum of Art,

Gift of Mrs. A Dean Perry,

1962. 279. 100.

b

Published: Beach 1992, fig. 13;

Beach 1987, fig. 5; Verma 1978,

pi. II I; Krishna i973,fig.4; Lee &

Chandra 1963, fig. 25: Welch

1963, no.3B.

The final illustration of the story of the twelfth night

shows the merchant's daughter prepared to make

good on her promise to surrender her virginity tothe

gardener in paymentforthe perfect blossom she had

coveted. The gardener, identified by the spade rest-

ingonhisshoulder, raises his handin address and

tells the woman to return home and never burden

her husband again with such affairs again.

Like most Mughal painters, this artist does not

insist on absolute consistency in a figure's costume

or complexion in consecutive illustrations. In this

case, however, he also arbitrarily increases the num-

ber of the daughter's com pan ions from two to three,

even though this required further changes to the

underlying Chandayana-style scene. Examination of

the painting under infra-red light reveals that the

painter not only reworked three women and the gar-

dener in face and dress, but also added the leftmost

figure; this, in turn, compelled him to truncate the

tree above her, which previously extended to the

lower edge of the painting. To maintain composi-

tional balance, he shortened the trunk of the right-

most tree by covering its lower halfwith grass and

tile, an alteration visible even tothe naked eye. He

retains the foliage of the original screen of trees, but

now fronts it with three plantain trees. These more

typically Indian plants crop up in several Ttamzanama

paintings, notably cat. 59 and 76, where they are ren-

dered in more muted tones and are usually set in

much more naturalisticenvironments.

Few Chaurapanchasika-style features survive in

such unalloyed fashion in the Homzanamo. This sug-

gests that while a few artists trained in this older

style were allowed to maintain it in their work on

projects as modest as this Tutinama manuscript,

new recruits to the imperial workshop were generally

obliged to embrace the emerging Mughal style or to

seek employment elsewhere.
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14 AN AYYAR LEADS A ROYAL HORSE

The figure leading this dappled grey steed is no ordi-

nary groom putting his master's horsethrough its

paces. Battle-axe in hand and daggertucked in belt,

he is much too heavily armed for such mundane

matters. Wiry and whippetlike, he is perfectly

outfitted for speed and stealth. He is, in fact, an oyyor,

a kind of spy shown skulking about in many a

Homzonomo illustration, here brought out in the open

for a solo performance. /\yyflrs never ride, sothe richly

caparisoned horsemust bethatofa princeoramir.

The ayyar's delicate features, the elegant linear

rhythms of the horse, and the stone-strewn land-

scape have led some scholars to attribute this paint-

ing to Abdul-Samad,' In the lower right corner,

however, is a minute ascription to Mah Muhammad,

an artist heretofore little known in Mughal painting.

His only other ascribed works - illustrations in the

Khamsa of Niza mi (fig. 21) in the Keir Collection and

the Akbarnama in the Victoria and Albert Museum -

exhibit the same Persia nate figure style, though in

those slightly later paintings it istinged by Mughal

modeling." The landscape of the Kei: Khamsa illus-

tration is stippled and less barren, but features dis-

crete stones scattered beside a stream in much the

same mannerasthey appear here.

The Khamsa painting, in turn, supports the attri-

bution of several important early paintings to Mah

Muhammad, most notably a much-published depic-

tion of Prince Akbar hunting deer.- Spindly figures

and some faces, such as that of the man by the

stream and the doll-like ones elsewhere, recur in the

Khamsa illustration. Jagged rocks with distinctive

white internal highlights appear in both works, and

in an illustration from the Anwar-i Suhayli of isjo. a

paintingthatshould be attributed to Mah Muhammad

as well." The combination of attenuated forms and a

dark green ground streaked with loosely painted yel-

low tufts also connect Mah Muhammad with cat. 15,

and with a painting of a doe suckling its fawn.

^

1. Canby 1998, p.i6; Dickson & Welch 1981, p.199.

2. Victoria & Albert Museum, London, I. S. 2-1896,

no. 50/117. This painting, which dates fromthe mid-

1580s, IS unpublished.

3. Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, PD 72-1948,

published in Beach 1987, frontispiece.

4. School of Oriental and African Studies, London,

Ms. 10102, f 93bi Seyller i986,fig.i6.

5. San Diego Museum of Art, 1990:272; Beach 1987,

fig.32.

Ascribed to Mah Muhammad
India, Mughal dynasty,

c/rco 1570-75

16.4 X 24.7 cm

The Metropolitan Museum of

Art, Fletcher Fund, 1925. (25.68.3)

Published: Canby 1998, fig. 5;

Kossak 1997, no.io; Schuiz 1914,

1, pi. p.

15 BATTLE SCENE

This painting gives a good idea of how the

Hamzanama might look if it were produced on a typ-

ical miniaturescale.Alltheelementsofa regularbat-

tle scene are here-the ranks of charging horsemen,

the large ridge dividing the com posit ion into discrete

zones, and the fortified city. The visual effect, of

course, is completely different; one easily takes in the

composition in a single glance, and beginsto regard

the figures as so many antlike forms rather than as

characters with their own stories to tell. At this scale,

too, the precision of detail usually breaks down, and

remains beyond the technical ability of many

Mughal artists.

In this battle scene by Mah Muhammad, the ele-

gance of his ayyar and horse (cat. 14) has become

daintiness, the former crispness of paint and color

has grown soggy and muddled, victim of both minia-

turism and the irregular painted surface below.' Mah

Muhammad had considerable skills, but it took the

perspicacious supervisors of the Hamzanamato rec-

ognize how bestto make useof histalents.

Indeed, Mah Muhammad's work is evident in the

Hamzanama, albeit not in any whole painting, nor

even in any part involving primary figures, his weak-

est suit. Rather, he is assigned to paint architecture,

where pattern and fantasy can compensate for

sometimes faltering draftsmanship and a tenuous

senseof pictorial space. Many fortresses, of course,

have similarfeatures; indeed, one Hamzanama illus-

tration by another artist (cat. 63) uses a gateway cut

off again by a darkly outlined intrusive ridge and

framed by nearly identical hexagonal towers. Yet

Mah Muhammad's architectural ensembles are con-

spicuously more naive and boxy, and typically lack

the rich detailing that sustains visual interest and

gives substance to domes, courtyards, and defensive

openings. These qualities are particularly pro-

nounced in cat. 26 and 55, both of which are also

attributed tothis artist.

1. This painting, like many in the group of early paint-

ings divided between the British Museum and the

Fitzwilliam Museum in 1948, was painted over an

earlier image; the result is an unusually murky surface.

Attributed to Mah Muhammad

India, Mughal dynasty,

circa 1570-75

Painting 22.4x13.2 cm,

folio28. 8x18.gem.

The British Museum, London,

194810-9,076
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l6 PILGRIM

Attributed to Mukunda

India, Mughal dynasty,

c;rco 1570-80

19 xi2.8cm.

The British Museum, London,

19837-27^01

Published: Rogers 1993, fig. 10;

Brand & Lowry 1985a, no.40;

Christie's, London, i3Junei983,

lot 44.

Frornasearlyasi55i,when Akbarwasstill in histeens,

hetook an interest in spiritual seekers, both Muslim

and Hindu, Abu'l-FazI recordsthat

In his abundant carefulness he [Akbar] soughtfor

truth among the dust-stained denizens of the

field of irreflection - and most of the really great

study it underthis disguise -and consorted with

every sort of wearers of patched garments such

asjogis, sanyasis and qalandars.and other solitary

sitters in the dust, and insouciant recluses. From

their outward ways and conversation he got at

their real natures,^

This striding pilgrim IS one of the earliest depic-

tions of these captivating dervishes. The painting

shows a fully colored figure trudging alone across an

otherwise plain compositional field, a serpent-headed

staff in one hand and a mendicant's bucket in the

other. For one who has purportedly renounced

worldly ways, the figure is ostentatiously festooned

with golden earrings, necklaces, bracelets, chains,

bells, and tassels. He wears a heavy fur-trimmed

jama in a peculiar manner, closed at the breast by a

golden clasp and left open below this to expose an

ample belly. Although one author has proposed that

the source of such subjects is albums compiled in

Iran,- the bulky sleeves and fluttering shawl actually

suggest a connection with European images, per-

haps simply atthe level of physical oddities.-

The pilgrim has an unusual countenance, with a

plump face, tousled hair, rounded blue eyes, and a

crinkly mouth. Many of these features reap pear in

another, albeit lightly colored, image of an ascetic

with a pet sheep ascribed to Mukunda, and support an

attribution to this artist.* The schematic modeling of

the garments and the large, blockish, heavily out-

lined hand also recur in Mukunda's paintings in the

1595 Khamsa ofNizamiintheBritish Library.^ One

damaged Hamzanama painting shows a giant

named Sar Fa rangi wearing ajama openinthesame

fashion and exhibiting similarly thick limbs and

hands.'-' This suggests that Mukunda, a prolific and

highly regarded artist, was also involved in the

Hamzanama project.

1. A'in-i Akbari,^,p.2^6.

2. Rogers 1993, p. 31.

3- See, for example, Europeans Embracmg (Los

Angeles County Museum of Art, M. 83. 105. 20), pub-

lished in Pal 1993, no.53, which also seems to be by

Mukunda.

4. For this painting, now in a private collection, see

London 1982, no.267.

5. Fols 184b and 318a; Brend 1995, figs 23,42.

6. Victoria & Albert Museum, London, I.S. 2511-1883.

See Reconstruction, no. 32.
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17 JAMSHED WRITING ON A ROCK

Jamshed, an ancient Iranian king credited in legend

with the rock-cut marvels of Persepolis, is shown

kneeling with pen and inkpot in hand as he prepares

to inscribe a small unadorned rock face in the wil-

derness.^ While this subject, which is described in

the couplets above the painting, has few visual pre-

cedents, Jamshed was a staple exemplar of royal

wisdom m Persian literature. It is possible that

Abdul-Samad was asked to concoct a scene with

Jamshed as a visual paean to Akbar's grandfather

Ba bur, who refers to Jamshed 's act in his memoirs.-^

Abdul-Samad isolates a young Jamshed on one

side of the composition, his golden raiment setting

him off from the gloomy environment all about

him. The rocks-one of Abdul-Samad's mostdistinc-

tive features - display many of the contradictory

impulses of his late style. Most of his peers would use

the sharp, linear outlines that bindthe rocks' flicker-

ing shapes to define a series of large, unified forms.

In Abdul-Samad's work, however, those rocky forms

dissolve into small nodules with muted striations

and a stippled surface; only edges silhouetted

against the sky or a distant background preserve the

crispness of the landscapes of his Iranian heritage.

Internal segmentations are thus paradoxically both

geometric and soft, and never create the sense of vol-

umethatmore painterlytreatmentsdo.This particu-

lar painting also exhibits a palette tempered heavily

with a darktonality, with bright, unmodulated color

relegated to a few compact areas on the clothing of

figures placed atthecomposition's periphery,

Abdul-Samad's penchant for precisely painted

forms IS well suited to the figure scale employed

here; at this miniature size, the technically impres-

sive amount of delicate detail in face and gesture

morethan compensates for its inhibited expression.

1. Soucek 1985, p. 164. For the classical literary expres-

sion of this association, see Wickens 1974, p. 30.

2. See Baburnama, p. 135. Wheeler Thackston has

suggested that the Timu rid crown worn by Jamshed

might serve to associate him with Ba bur (personal

communication).

Pagefromthe Album of

Jahangir

Ascribed 'painted by Abdul-

Samad S/i/nn Oalam in his great

old age, dated [regnal]year 32,

correspondingto996 [ad2

December 1587-9 March 1588]'

Painting without border

decoration 33.3 x 20.8 cm,

folio 42x26.5cm.

Freer Gallery of Art, Smithsonian

Institution, Washington, dc;

Purchase F1963 4

Published: Beach 1994, p. 26;

Das 1994, fig.3; Rogers 1993,

fig.ii; Okada 1992, fig. 5i; Beach

i987,fig.44; Soucek 1985, p.i66;

Beach 1981, no.i6d; Beach 1982,

fig.5; Dickson & Welch 1981,

fig-254.

l8 TWO CAMELS FIGHTING

This painting, a closecopy of an original composition

by Bihzad, embodies the legacy ofthe Persian master

whose work became the nominal standard of quality

for Mughal painters from this time on.' Bihzad's

painting had probably entered Mughal hands shortly

before Abdul-Samad made this copy about 1599, for it

wa s included in the maj est icGulshan Album being

compiled at exactly this time. Abdul-Samad's version

of the camel fight has been dated variously from 1570

to 1599, a chronological range that testifies to the

overriding conservatism of his style. But in the dedi-

catory inscription above this painting, the artist

efl'ectively dates it by mentioning his age, which, at

eighty-five, surpasses even the 'great old age'

inscribed on his 1587-88 painting ofJamshed (cat. 17);

At the age of eighty-five, when his energies were

sapped and his vision dimmed, the halting brush

of this broken painter made this as a remem-

brance for his wise and ingenious son, Sharif Khan,

who IS fortunate enough to have been chosen for

the blessing of the Merciful God. May his life be

prolonged. Illustrated by Abdul-Samad.

-

Abdul-Samad undoubtedly realized that his reprise

of Bihzad's composition would inevitably bejudged

against the master's work. Reversing the compo-

sition, Abdul-Samad makes minor adjustments in

the heads and legs of the fighting camels so that the

balance of power shifts in favor of the beasts. The

enraged camels now joust in earnest, and their unper-

turbed keepers make only a half-hearted attemptto

control them with rope and stick. The Mughal artist

dedicates a proportionately greater amount of the

composition to the landscape, and frees the newly

meandering horizon from the shape and rhythm-of

the camels' backs. The result is a scene more natura-

listic in action and space, albeit without the com-

pel ling lateral tension of Bihzad's composition.

The earliest ofthe eight Mughal inspection notes

and seals on the reverse dates from 1637." The paint-

ing wasgivenaMughal valuation of Rs. 30, ahigh

but not extravagant a mount for an animal painting.

1. For Bihzad's painting, made about 1525, see Bahari

i997.figi20.

2. As translated by Bahari (1997, p. 21 6), This trans-

lation differs m one crucial detail from that put

in Brand & Lowry 1985a, no. 58, where the slightly

damaged firsttwo words are read as 'this master and

shaykh' ['in ustad wa shaykh) rather than 'at the age

of eighty-five' [darsmn-i hashtddwa panj).

3. Theseal isthatofAbdul-Rahman, 'servant ofShah

Jahan Padshah Ghazi.year 11.' Other Mughal docu-

mentation follows closely in date, and ends in the

first yearofAlamgir's reign (1658-59).

Ascribed to Abdul-Samad

India, Mughal dynasty,

orcfl 1599

18.8 X 22.4cm.

Private collection

Published: tentz & Lowry 1989,

fig. 109; Fischer& Goswamy

1987, no.19; Brand & Lowry

1985a, no-58; Fa Ik 1985, no. 121;

Souceki985, p. 165.
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CAST OF CHARACTERS Mihrdukht

Landhaur

THE ARMY OF ISLAM

Afsar Banu

A princess with wliom Prince Hamid

Ruby-Tunic falls in love

Alamshah Rumi

('the Greek') One of Amir Hamza's sons

Anoshirvan

Sassanian emperor of Iran,

Amir Hamza's father-in-law

Ashqar

Amir Hamza's three-eyed, winged

horse, born of a demon and a pen

Asma

A fairy who marries Amir Hamza

and helps him in his struggle

Ayjil

One of Amir Hamza's brothers

Baba Junayd

Arghus's jailer, now retired and

running a caravanserai

Badi'uzzaman

One of Amir Hamza's sons

Buzurjmihr, Khwaja

Anoshirvan's wise vizier

Hamid Ruby-Tunic, Prince

(La'l-Oaba) One of Amir Hamza's sons

Hamza

Son of Abdul-Muttalib, historically

the paternal uncle of the Prophet

Muhammad. He is the hero of the

Hamzanama. in which he is referred

to by his titles, Amir and Sahib-Oiran

('Lord of the Auspicious Conjunction')

Hurmuz

Anoshirvan's eldest son, the crown

prince of Sassanian Iran

Ibrahim, Prince

One of Amir Hamza's sons

Khosh-Khiram

Daughter of Malak Mah's nurse,

a female ayyar

Khusraw

Son of King Jamshed of Takaw

Khwarmah

A princess, daughter of the enemy

Malik Oimar and beloved of Prince

Ibrahim

Landhaur

Son of Sa'dan, the king of Ceylon, a

warrior companion of Amir Hamza

Mahiya

Maidservant of Sher Banu, who acts

as an ayyar for Prince Ibrahim

Malak Mah

Daughter of the enemy King Na'im

and the beloved of Prince Sa'id

Farrukh-Nizhad

Mihrdukht

Daughter of the enemy Malik Tayhur

and plucky wife of Prince Hamid

Mihr-Nigar

Anoshirvan's daughter, who marries

Amir Hamza and bears him Oubad

Misbah

A grocer who assists Amir Hamza's

ayyars

Muqbil

Amir Hamza's adoptive brother

Nu'man, Khwaja

One of Amir Hamza's ayyars

Oasim, Malik

('the quick-tempered') King of the

west, ally of Amir Hamza

Oubad

Son of Amir Hamza and Princess

Mihr-Nigar

Oubad

Son of Sa'd Padishah and Amir

Hamza's great-grandson

Sa'd Padishah

Amir Hamza's grandson

Sa'id Farrukh-Nizhad

A prince and ally of Amir Hamza

Sanawbar Banu

Sister of the enemy TahmaspAnquil

who falls in love with Amir Hamza

Solomon

The biblical king who commanded

all creatures on the earth. The

'Solomonic court' refers to Amir

Hamza's court.

Songhur Balkhi

One of U mar's ayyars

Tul Mast

Son of Salsal the Zangi, one of Amir

Hamza's ayyars

Umar

Son of Umayya Zamiri, loyal comrade

of Amir Hamza and the greatest

ayyar of the age, often referred to as

Khwaja Umar and Baba Umar

Umar Ma'dikarb

Aformer opponent of Amir Hamza,

now a stalwart, sometimes comical,

warrior companion

Yazak the Cathayan

(i.e. from China) One of Umar's

companions

Zambur

One of Prince Ibrahim's ayyars

INFIDELS AND ENEMIES

Arghus, Malik

King of Takaw, ally of Zumurrud Shah

Bakhtak

Anoshirvan's evil vizier and counselor.

He is perpetually hostile to Hamza

Iraj Nawjavan, Malik

Leader of the Iranian fire-worshippers

Mahus

An enemy ayyar

Mazmahil

A surgeon from the sorcerer-held

city of Antali

Marzuq

King of the Franks (Europeans)

Nimrod

A Zoroastrian

Shahrashob

An enemy ayyar who abducts Amir

Hamza

Zarduhusht

Zoroaster, leader of Iranian infidels,

considered the foremost of sorcerers

Zumurrud Shah

(Gumrah, 'the Lost') King of the east,

a gigantic, perennial enemy of Amir

Hamza

Ashqar
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19 HAMZA FIGHTS THREE DEVS

Volumeand painting

numberunknown

India, Mughal dynasty,

0^01562

64x55.5cm

Private collection

Publislned:Fisclner&

Goswamy 1987,

no.7;Fall<i985, no.i20

Like genii or peris, devs (demons) figure in many tales in Islamic literature, and pose the same kind of other-

worldly challenge to those who aspire to be heroes among men. Although they are essentially anthropomor-

phic, devsare hideous in every respect, from their menacing fangs and antlerlike horns to their hairy, spotted

bodies and wickedly sharp claws. Most wield weapons readily available in nature -clubs, boulders, and the

like- but some manage to procure huge maces or daggers, and brandish them easily to demonstrate their

prodigious strength. All heroes must confront these c/evs at some time. Most often they dispatch them from this

earth, but truly far-seeing ones suchasKing Solomon a re able to harnesstheir energy in tasks that benefit all.

These imposing devsare still far from that rehabilitated state. They lumber through the landscape and

threaten to pin the hero, probably the young Hamza, against a tree. One has drawn so near that he has part of

Hamza's tunic in his grasp, and now pre pa res to pulverize the mortal with an enormous mace. But Hamza

demonstrates his pluck by clutching his assailant's beard and stepping in side the arc ofthe mace swing so that

he can bury his dagger in the dev's chest. He seems to have mastered this maneuver, for he has already stag-

gered the still largerdei/intheforeground. That one nowswoons, blood pouringfrom his disemboweled

abdomen, his bladed mace lying abandoned at his feet. A third dei/ advances heedlessly across a stream, bran-

dishing with both hands what remains of a not her type of kistin mace. (Attached byachaintooneendofthe

long handle is the mace's globular head, its once-golden surface now thoroughly effaced but its circular out-

line still clear at shoulder height.) A cudgel and horn hang from the sash tied about his waist and fastened with

a large lobed buckle.

Theartistembellishesthesecreatures With whimsical details. All de\/s have shaggy breasts and limbs, but

theone dying here hasdistincttuftsof hair sprouting I ike epaulets from his shoulders. His bluish counterpart is

aided in the fray by his own dragon-headed tail, and the pinkish dev has no hope of shedding his comical

appea ranee so long as he has mismatched eye-rims and a single fang issuing from the center of his lower 1 1 p. All

three dei^s wear breeches or skirts, and have developed knobby protuberances on their knees and elbows from

crawling about on all fours.

This painting must belong to one ofthe early volumes ofthe Homzonomo. The folio has been stripped ofthe

text on the reverse, a feature common to most extant paintings from the initial volumes. It also has a strongly

Persia nate style. The devs.for example, are considerably flatter than the corresponding demon in cat. 25, and

read primarily as large two-dimensional shapes embedded in a carefully constructed compositional pattern.

The ground is an unmodulated fie Id of green interrupted only occasionally by a well-placed flower or two. Most

old-fashioned of all a re the remarkably flat and sharp-edged rocks tidily lining both sides of the narrow stream

and lying by Hamza's legs. Such unnatural rocks, which resemble nothing so much as lit hic shards, a re found

frequently in Safavid art, and almost never in early Mughal paint ing. They a re the strongest indicationthatthe

painter had substantial training in the Safavid idiom.

There were, of course, very few painters in the Mughal workshop with such experience. Mir Sayyid All and

Abdul-Samad both incorporated thekindofplanetreeseen here in paintingsmade over their respective

careers, but in every case the tree trunk has a smoother texture and more elegantly outlined contours. Hamza's

face is abraded, but the eyes are clear enough to be distinguished from those in Mir Sayyid Ali's figures.

Similarly, the sharp-edged geometric rocks, which recur along streams in several of Mir Sayyid All's paintings,

I nclud ing 4 Sc/100/ Scene (cat. 3), a re strung together with much less rhythm here.
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20 HAMZA CONVERSES WITH HURA THE GENIE WHILE A DRAGON APPROACHES

Attributed to Jagana

and Basavana

Volume unknown,

painting number4i,

textnumber42

India, Mughal dynasty,

C//-CO 1565

Painting67,5 x 51 3cm,

folio 73-8 X 57 9 cm

Caption cropped

Victoria & Albert Museum,

London, I.S.1505-1883

Published: Stronge2002,

pi 3, p,i6; Beach 1987.

fig.43,Topsfieldi984, pl,6;

Hamza-nama, pi. 3, Pinder-

Wilsonefo/, 1976, no.5;

Glijckig25,fig,8,

1. Reproduced in Seylien994,

figs 24-25,

One indication of the increasingly fantastic quality of the Hamza legend is the numberof stories in which

Hamza consorts with pens (or fairies) and genii, supernatural beings who sometimes attend King Solomon.

Normally, the relationship is a mutual ly beneficial one, with Hamza period leal ly assist ingthe fairies in their

ongoing struggle against the devs, and the fairies returning the favor by taking the Amir's side in battles

against his mortal enemies. In this case, however, the relationship is put to the test by Hura the genie, who for

unknown reasons arranges for a dragon to carry off Ha mza's right-hand iman U mar. Hamza sees this abduc-

tion and recognizes Hura's complicity m it, but says and does nothing. Hura, who is surprised by Ha mza's pas-

sivity, asks him why he did nothing to stop the dragon. Hamza deftly replies by praising Hura and his lineage,

and stating that he knows that they would never do anything bad. With this subtle reproach, he lets Hura know

that he is fully aware that the genie had orchestrated the entire matter; the embarrassed Hura makes amends

byarrangingtohaveUmarandAyjilbrought back quickly and discreetly, and then orders his servants to prepare

a great banquet in their honor.

This illustration appears at the point when the dragon IS still waiting to pounce on U mar. Hamza sits

politely before a male genie, presumably Hura, while his com pan ion, U mar, gestures excitedly toward the lurk-

ing dragon. Other winged female pens gather around the small pavilion. Two frothily spotted devs - presum-

ably the rehabilitated, sympathetic variety - tear asunder some unfortunate creature, in the process

soaking the ground with blood and strewing it with the severed limbs and head of a human, A great rocky

screen meandersaround two small tern pies and cordons ofl'a third, more resplendent one and some on lookers

intheforeground.

Jagana, whose dist I nctive facia I style is manifested in the large white eyes and the prickly hairs of Ha mza's

sculpted beard and U mar's mustache (see, for example, cat.35 and 50), casts Hamza as a demure figure who,

despite the long golden sword he carries, sits with his head bowed slightly and his hands crossed gently on his

lap. Umar, by contrast, is the picture of agitation, his neck craning nearly as far and as actively as his wildly ges-

ticulating arms. Seated to the side of the pavilion and addressing the Amir is Hura, his face now too flaked to

indicate gender, but his body lacking the small, high breasts seen on the accompanying fairies. The pavilion

itself IS decorated with the usual carpet and vessel-filled niches, but its oddly turned corner, truncated carpet,

andthegleamingtilesof its wraparound platform demonstrate Jagana 's penchant for bringing exuberance to

his architectural forms. The foreground temple has a spectacularly patterned dome, crenel lations outlined in

white, and narrow inlaid bands set in a checkered pattern, all recalling architectural forms found in several

other works attributed to this artist (cat.35, 61 and 74).

Although the per/s are peripheral to the com position and action, they still attract a fair amount of attention.

Their large and flamboyantly colored wings surely contribute to this effect, but the faces that have survived

intact are also noticeably more sensitively painted than those of the protagonists. Indeed, the per/ whose face

IS framed by the body of the spotted red dev along the left edge of the painting has all the hallmarks of

Basavana: almond-shaped eyes with small pupils, softly brushed features, and a subtly colored headdress This

attribution to Basavana, which can be extended to all the pens in this painting, suggests that the contempo-

rary pens shown in a painting in the British Museum are also by this master.' Other features by Basavana here

includethe soft, painterly rocks studded with barren stumps, and the lively rendering of the dragon coiled

around the outcrop in the upper right. The trees, conversely, are much too flatly conceived and blandly colored

to be his work, and are almost certainly that of Jagana.
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21 HAMZA ROUTS MARZUO AND CONQUERS THE FORTRESS OF THE FRANKS

Hamza travels far and wide, compelling infidels everywhere to accept Islam, On one occasion, his conquests

take him far to the west, where he encounters the Franks, the name by which Europeans were known m

medieval Islam, Two paintings from volume 6 depict the believers' encounter with Marzuq,the Prankish king.

The first (painting no,2) shows Khwaja U mar, who, having been captured by Marzuq, is secretly negotiating his

freedom with his jailer, one Zangawa,'The second is this painting, numbered 34 beside the lowermost rock

alongtheshore.

"When the ill-starred Ma rz uq fl ed from the fortress, the prmces of the age, the champions, and the

Sahib-Oiran killed many Fa rangis that night. The fire of battle blazed forth. The next day the Sahib-Oiran

was informed. He entered the fortress and met his sons, warriors, and champions and showed great

kindness to the warriors, ,,, q Fa rangi, Marzuq 's nephew, fled to the sea with his household and family,"

This illustration depicts several concurrent events in the capture and evacuation of the fortress. In the fore-

ground, a number of oversized soldiers rush through the gateway while some smaller ones wait behind a low

ridge. In the courtyard fronted by a confusing stack oftowers, battlements, and walls, and bounded diagonally

by a wall surmounted with large white crenel lations. Ha mza's forces behold the sprawling corpses ofthe last

ofthe enemy holdouts. It is nighttime, and Hamza himself has not yet arrived, points established by the blazing

torches and confirmed by the first few lines of the following text. Instead, this mop-up operation is being

directed bythe mountainous UmarMa'dikarb, whostandsclosesttotheenemy,the position always reserved

for the allied leader. Disconsolate Frankish womenfolk witness the spectacle of defeat from a gallery above. In

theadjacent courtyard, the systematic pi under of the fortress has already begun, as Ha mza's men methodi-

cally remove and pass along chest after chest of booty. Meanwhile, Marzuq's forces flee with all they can. An

armed soldier wearing a foreign hat ushers a group of Frankish women out a second gateway toward two

waiting boats. Seated at the prow ofthe larger boat is Marzuq himself wearing a foreign hat and a great sword

and supervising the loading of his prized horse. The other boat, apparently reserved for royal women and

their be longings, contains two women dressed in white burqa's huddled between an enclosed litter and a

chest of goods.

To feature all these separate activities simultaneously, the artist has employed an unusually busy and com-

plicated composition. Walls banded with bright and assertive patterns zigzag across the center, and patterns

of every type and color jostle for visual attention elsewhere In some instances, such as the wall running diago-

nally a long the shore, structural elements are downplayed in favor of decorative ones, so that the luminous

floral band alongthe top ofthe ramparts actually dwarfs the wall proper. Figures often must squeeze- into this

world, as do, for example, the huge horse and two figures passing through the lower gate, or the eight figures

filling the central courtyard. This conspicuousdis parity in sea leisasu re signth at oneartistlaidout and exe-

cuted this mazelike environment, and another supplied the major figures.

Because every face in this work has been repainted, albeit with a finer and more careful hand than usual, the

identity ofthe latter artist can not be deter mined. The of her artist, however, iscertainly Ma h Muhammad, who,

in fact, used a similar composition and miniaturized scale in cat, 60, This attribution is supported by many

architectural features, most notably thetightlygeometrictowers and the honeycomb pattern on the red dado

pa nel in the up per right. Of her elements also connect this painting with cat,75. which is attributed to Mah

Muhammad, These include the delicate whorls on the water, here reduced to a pattern of unprecedented den-

sity, a discretely colored strip of land along the water's edge, and widely scattered rocks overlaid with a single

large whiteswirl.-

Thetexton the reverse has one exceptional feature: in addition to the usual nineteen lines, there are long

panels oftext written on blue pa per applied to both lateral edges ofthe page,'

Attributed to Mah

Muhammad

Volume6. paintingnumber34,

textnumber35

India, Mughal dynasty,

f//-cai565

Painting66, 5x55cm,

folio 69,2 x57,8cm,

The al-Sabah Collection, Dar

al-Atharal-lslamiyyah, Kuwait

National Museum, LNS 297 MS

Published; Grube 1971, color

pl,49; Blocheti930, pLxxxi;

Blochet 1928, pLcLxxxviii,

1, Collection of Ramesh

Kapoor,See below.

Reconstruction, no, 30, Two

other illustrations, presum-

ably from the same volume,

alsoinvolvethe Franks:

Victoria & Albert Museum, l,S.

2516-1883 (painting number 5)

and I S 2511-1883 (painting

number 6); these are repro-

duced in the Reconstruction,

nos 31 and 32, respectively,

2, Manyoftheseformsalso

appearin Victoria & Albert

Museum, I. S. 1517-1883 (see

Reconstruction, 00,150). which

mayalso be attributed in part

toMahMuhammad,

3, Thisfeaturealsoappears

on Victoria & AlbertMuseum.

I.S.1519-1883,
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22 AT THE BIRTH OF THE PROPHET, TEMPLE IDOLS FALL AND THE SEA DRIES UP

Attributed to Mahesa

andMukhlis

Volume unknown,

painting numbergG,

text numbergy

India. /VAuglial dynasty,

c/rco 1565

66,5 X 51.3cm

Caption; 'Idols a re overturned

in the temple and the open

sea dries upon account of

the birth of His Holiness the

Prophet'

Victoria & Albert Museum,

London, I. S. 1509-1883

Published: Stronge 2002,

pi, 15. p 31 ;
Homzo-namo, pl.y;

Staude 1955a. fig.i; Clarke 1921.

ph

1 The body types, angular

gestures.jomo patterns,

and rocks I ink this work to

Mahesa's efforts in cat.26

and cat 49

The triumph of Islam is a leitmotif of the Ham za legend. It is expressed in some stories in the use of the oath

'sun-worshippers,' and briefly at the conclusion of many others when an offending idolator converts or is pun-

ished for his recalcitrance. In one illustration in the Mughal manuscript, the rivalry among actual religions is

given more attention whenHamza desecrates a Zoroastrian temple (cat. 73). This painting, however, makes

explicit the new order that the advent of Islam ushers into the world. The caption relates that the birth of the

Prophet Muhammad in Mecca, the most sacred city of Islam, has astonishing repercussions: idols fall head

over heels in a worship hall and the seabed rises and drains the sea. The text describing these and other events

has vanished, and the following passages begin a sepa rate ta le featu ri ng Hurm uz. They do, however, preface it

with a few sentences describi ngHamza's appointment of Hurmuz to Anoshirvan's throne, and Ha mza's

engagement and marriage to Mihr Guhartaj at Mecca. Thus, successive stories jump from an event from

Ha mza's childhood - the birth of his childhood companion Muhammad-tooneof his early adulthood, sug-

gesting that the geographical connection is paramount here. This example reminds us that the stories of the

Hamza legend are often linked by elements of her than chronological time, which has a much stronger grip on

our own sense of events than it ever did in the realm of myth

The composition is divided in two distinct parts, each apparently by a different artist. One part depicts a

crowd of men gathered a long the seashore. They point excitedly toward the disappearing water, where a veri-

table menagerieof aquatic creatures thrashes about on the muddy sea bed. The first artist. Mahesa, makes it

clear that this IS no ordinary scene of the sea teeming with life; he depicts the entire bodies ofthe fish and

marine animals -often be I ly up - rat herthan showing them ha If- hidden by water, and he forgoes all indica-

tions of waves and ripples.^ This remarkable sight, then, is presented as a sign of a m iraculous event, the geo-

logical equiva lent ofthe irrevocable religious upheaval. As ifthe plight ofthese forlorn denizens ofthe sea were

not bad enough already, an iconoclast later defaced their heads, as he did to most living creatures depicted in

the other Hamzonomo paintings acquired in nineteenth -century Kashmir.

The remainder ofthe painting, by Mukhlis, illustrates the self-destruction ofthe idols. Four large paintings

of idols -a II frontal, heavily garlanded, and seated in an Indian manner - have plummeted from their niches

and are now inverted, a position that indicates their religious capitulation. The images lean against a large

framed nicheandtheside walls of atiled courtyard, a formulaic bit of architecture bearing only a meager

resemblancetoactual Indian temples. Two nearby worshippers reacttothis cataclysm with predictable dis-

tress; outside the front gate, whichhasahigh threshold, as Indian temples normally do, five more devotees

weep and wail at the sight ofthe rubbleto which their gods have been reduced.

Mukhlis's hand is evident in the heavy, schematic folds ofthe idolators' garments as well as in many archi-

tectural details. The latter can be as subtle asthe half-shaded bricks or as obvious as the exaggerated white

highlights left on nearly every architectural member. Theflorid ornamentation ofdomes and neckings and the

generally tipsy quality ofthe densely packed buildingsarealsocharacteristicof his work.
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23 ALAMSHAH CONVERSES WITH OUBAD

Missives bearing alarming news a re featured prominently in tine Hamzo/iomo. In some cases, the letters or

scrolls are intercepted by an oyj/or. allowing for a hero's narrow escape or an unexpected turn of fortune; in

other instances, they are delivered as Intended and set off a more developed chain of events. This scene oftwo

princes, Ala mshah and Ou bad, excitedly discussing the contents of a scroll falls into the latter category. The

preceding text is missing, and the caption below is now partially damaged, but the text following the illustra-

tion suggests that it IS the news contained in this scroll that spurs Ala mshah to rush off to a city named

Kharishna. Ala mshah insists that he must undertake this journey alone, but he eventually allows Prince Sa'd

and Luh rasp to accompany him. When he reaches Kharishna, where the Franks have laid waste to his former

home, he rediscovers a secret tunnel dug precisely for such perilous circumstances, and there meets up with

his cowering mother and distressed former servants.

To emphasize the dram a induced by this disturbing letter, the artist isolates the two princes in the center of

the crowded composition. One prince grasps the scroll and talks animatedly, his hand raised to head level. The

other prince leans forward to grab his wrist, clearly with the intention ofcompel ling him to relinquish the letter

so that he may verify the news himself. Although Mughal artists often included real information on such

painted letters (see, for example, cat. 3, 6a, and 7), this artist was content to simulate text with a few lines of

pseudo-writing.

As in the following painting (cat-24), a huge hexagonal canopy overtops the central action. Here, however,

the artist has not shunted away to the pen meter the seemingly numerous supporting poles; instead, he stag-

gers them in an experimental configuration that simultaneously obstructs the viewof the two princes and

floutsthe standards of even Mughal visual logic.

If this environment has a few structural shortcomings, it com pounds them witban anomaly in its brilliant

decorative scheme. The princes sit on a narrow flora I carpet with an exceptionally broad and exuberant foliate

border, a feature that Shra van a uses in most of his works in the manuscript. Beyond this central horizontal

band of carpet is what appears to be a tiled hexagonal platform. This reading raises a problem of material. On

the one hand, it would be wholly impractical to set up such a platform each timethe court pitched its tents, as it

obviously has done here. On the other, this kind of star pattern isfoundonno other carpet in the whole of the

Hamzonomo. Moreover, the same foliate border used for the centra I carpet runs a round both the front and rear

edges of this larger violet area, which it could not if the latter were truly a raised platform (see, for example,

cat. 77), We must conclude that this incongruity of pattern and material is the result of a rare miscommunica-

tion between artists working on different parts of a given painting.

From work elsewhere in the manuscript, we can surmise that Shravana contributed the canopy, carpet, and

foliate borders, and a second artist, Banavari, supplied all the figures, the tiled surface, the surrounding tent,

and the outcrop in the lower right. Although an iconoclast attempted to obscure all the faces, he applied the

muddy paste too lightly or incompletely on some figures, and these survivors all have faces like those found in

Banavan's other works. More telling a re the slender, compact bodies and delicateyomo patterns." Banavari is

accomplished in his own way, but he often overlooks refinements that Shravana never fails to make. In this

scene, for exam pie, Banavari constructsthetent so that the upright stays that are visible in the upper right fan

out from the center ofthe painting, and the crisscrossing ones meet in haphazard fash ion; in Shravana 's hands

(cat, 24), these same elements are marshalled to the true vertical and form a powerful, regular pattern.

Attributed to Shravana

and Banavari

Volume 6. painting number 50^

India, Mughaldynasty,

c/rco 1565

67.5x51.2 cm

Caption: 'Aiamshah converses

with Oubad about the affair...'

Fitzwilliam Museum,

Cambridge, PD, 203-1948

Published: Beach 1987, pi 61

1. The number49 is written

very faintly below the name

of Oubad in the lower center

margin.

2. Seecat.48forthe

identification of this artist.
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24 AN AYYAR MISUNDERSTANDS ANOSHIRVAN'S ORDER AND MURDERS

qUBAD IN HIS SLEEP

Attributed to Shravana, dated

AH 972 (July 1564-July 1565)

Volume 6, painting number74

India, l\Aughal dynasty

69.1 X 50.5cm

Victoria & Albert Museum,

London, 1,5,1508-1883

Publislned:Stronge2002,

pl.7,p.22anddetail5pl,8,

p.23; Walken997,fig.35

{detail),5eyllen993, figs 1-2;

Hamzanama, pi. 6; G luck 1925,

fig.ii.

1. Seylleri993,pp 502-505-

Life has few sorrows greater than the loss of one's child, particularly when one knows that it was both needless

and preventable. Ha mza, who takes pride in his steady nature, suffers this bittertragedy asdeeply asany in his

life, and shows an emotional depth rarely intimated or fathomed.

How it all came to pass is somewhat unclear. The text that precedes this illustration is missing, and that fol-

lowing it is abraded in parts, but enough remains to deducethis: it begins when an ayj/or named Rug-Ear hears

Shah Anoshirvan- Ha mza's father-in-law -speak of a certain handsome youth. Rug-Ear badly misconstrues

his remarks, and, proceeding as if in a trance, murders the beautiful Prince Ou bad. Ha mza's second son, in his

bed. Once his assassin's knife has caused theyouth to roll up the carpet ofexistence,the oyyons beset by a rush

of contradictory I mpulses, thinking, on the one hand, of the acclaim he expects he will be given by Anoshirvan

and on the other, of the terrible end he has brought to a life in full blossom. Rug-Ear bundles up Ou bad's sev-

ered head, and rides backto Anoshirvan 's camp. When he deposits his bloody trophy at the feet of Bakhtak

Anoshirvan's minister, even that wicked one isdismayed. Anoshirvan, dumbstruck that this vile deed was com-

mitted purportedly at his instigation, is overcome with sorrow, and he dutifully sets out to inform Ha mza

Meanwhile, Ha mza has already had a premonition of his son's death:

"From thefire in his heart came such a cry thatfirefell into all people.

In short, the Sahib-Oiran's camp was like doomsday and the leaders, commanders, and princes garbed

themselves m mourning for that sapling of the garden of martyrdom, putting on clothing as black as

night."

Once the meaning of his dream is confirmed, hisgrief deepens to despair, a state expressed most poignantly

when Ha mza removes from his head the uselesscrown that, for all the glory it conferred, could do nothing to

avertthiscruelfate.

Shravana, who painted most, if not all, ofth is work, depicts the dastardly murder itself Into a spacious tent

compound, manned laxly by dozing sentries, slips Rug-Ear. His target sleeps peacefully on a hexagonal bed

raised up and backed with thronelike features and sheltered by a sumptuous canopy. Rug-Ear creeps up and

quickly draws his knife against Ou bad's exposed throat, the prince, awakened by the pain of the first cut, jerks

awake and makes a brief but futile effort to resist.

Shravana fleshes out this core act ion with many engaging details. He furnishes the prince's domain with an

elaborate set of steps, an assortment of luxurious candlesticks, and an exquisite carpet. The throneback is

wonderfully extravagant, both in the strikingly innovative pattern on its dome and the now-defaced dragon-

headedfinia Is that protrude from its sides. Overhead hovers a magnificent canopy, its golden top adorned with

scenes of a dragon and other mythical creatures; around this runs the distinctive foliate design that recurs

throughout Shravana's work. Further out in the compound is a red chest of armor; on it rest two golden vessels

capped with what appear to be two inverted translucent jade drinking cups. Even the tent itself is made attrac-

tive by the attention the artist gives to the rhythm of upright and crisscrossing stays against the brilliant white

cloth. Finally, a measure of human interest is provided by the guards. In mostcases,they cradle their weapons,

their constant companions, but one figure in the lower right corner has put duty aside for the night and allows

his infant son to nestle against him.

In the lower center ofth is painting is the rarest of all documentation in the Hamzanama: a date. This one,

which reads as 972 [Hijra], corresponding to ad 1564-65, is particularly valuable because it is accompanied by a

volume number, 6. Together these numbers support a red at ing of the entire ma nuscript to c/rco 1557-72, five

years earlierthanhad previously been thought.'
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25 LANDHAUR IS ABDUCTED IN HIS SLEEP BY A DEV

So brave and magnanimous is Hamzathat he regularly transforms an inexorable foe into a staunch supporter.

The Arab champion U ma r Ma'dikarb, for example, is shown being vanquished by Hamza in one painting early

in the manuscript, but converts to Islam and becomes Hamza's loyal lieutenant,^ Landhaur. thegiganticfigure

depicted here, travels a more colorful road to Hamza's side. Soon after the premature death of his father,

Sa'dan.the king of Ceylon (Sri Lanka), his mother dies of grief, and the infant Landhaur is forced to spend his

first sixyears living at the gravesite. He istaken from there by his uncle, who sends him to an island inhabited by

a herd of elephants, who adopt Landhaur as one of their own and sustain him with their milk. Hence, forthe

rest of his life Landhaur is rarely far from his elephant mount.

More strife ensues. Landhaur quarrels first with his uncle and later with his cousin. Eventually U mar is sent

to his court to goad him into battle, and does so by stealing his crown. Finally, Landhaur encounters Hamza,

who defeats him in a seventeen-day-long wrestling match and imprisons him. In the meantime his cousin con-

verts to Islam, and prevails upon Hamza to release Landhaur from prison. A grateful Landhaur immediately

convertsto Islam and Hamza'scause.

This striking illustration has lost its text, both on the reverse and presumably in the blue area above the

painting, but it shows the kind of peril that even a brief lapse in vigilance can bring.- A weary Landhaur has

drifted off to sleep on a luxurious, if dangerously portable bed. Seeing this, a fearsome white dei/ seizes the

opportunity to press his advantage and snatches Landhaur, bed and all, almost certainly to bear him to

confinementorworse.

Dasavanta uses a figu re sea le well-suited to the struggle of titans. The c/ei/ best rides nearly the entire com-

position, and carries effortlessly a low bed that now extends slightly beyond the lateral edges. Like most devs,

he has flaming eye-rims, fangs, horns, and spots. The artist also adds a few flourishes, girding the c/ev with a

serpentine belt, and complementing the belled bracelets adorning the demon's arms and legs with a jangling

bell on each of the two horns - odd apparel, it seems, for one engaged in stealthy abduction. Most of all,

Dasavanta injects new life into this familiar creature by playing freely with paint, so that the dev's spots seem

simultaneously to hover above and lurkbelowhisskin,andhismaneand beard are both matted and scraggly.

Dasavanta allows his collaborator, Shravana,tofillinthe dev's kilt with one of his precise floral patterns.

Shravana does so with a pattern featuring a bright blue ribbonlike form, a pattern he applies elsewhere

to canopies, carpets, and architectural bands. Dasavanta completes the form with a thick, modeled edge-

somethingthat Shravana neveruseson hisown.

The same blending of work occurs on the dev's sleeping victim. Dasavanta is surely responsible for

Landhaur's broadly conceivedjamo and the voluminous sheets, while Shravana suppliesthe bed's golden mer-

lons, fine inlay, and brilliantly patterned pillow. Landhaur'sflat and heavily painted features and hair have been

repainted in moderntimes.

The landscape IS simple, a prudent choice for a composition dominated by two huge forms. At the same

time, its pink ground and regular pattern of tufts are throwbacks to a purely Persianate tradition, an effect

continued in the schematic flamelike foliage a long the left edge and the ornamental arrangement of yel-

low-tipped leaves on either side of the dev. The only overtly Mughal landscape feature is the small-lobed rocks

with dark internal markings, a distinctive element used by Shravana in cat. 51.

Attributed to Dasavanta

and Shravana

Volumeand painting

number unl<nown

India, Mughal dynasty,

drco 1565

59.3x45.2 cm

MAK-Austrian Museum of

Applied Arts/ Contemporary

Art, Vienna, B.i. 8770/19

Published: Eggen974, pi, 5;

Eggen969,pl.i;Glucki925,

pl.3

1. Ashmolean Museum,

Oxford, 1978.2596; Topsfield

1994, no. 1.

2. Thedimensionsofthe

painting, together with

thecroppingofthe horizon

and the dev's feet, indicate

that the painting has been

trim med on at least two sides.
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26 BASU BEHEADS NAMADPOSH, DISGUISES HIMSELF, AND CAJOLES HIS

WAY INTO ACRE CASTLE

Attributed toMahesa and

Mah Muhammad

Volume 7, painting number lo,

text number 10

India, Mughal dynasty,

circa 1^66

Painting 66.1 x 52cm, folio

74x5g.2cm

Victoria & Albert Museum,

London, I. S. 1520-1883

Published: Stronge 2002, pl.i2,

p.17; Hamza-nama, pl.i8; Cluck

1925, fig.30; Clarke 1921, pi. 7.

1. Homzonomo, Victoria &

Albert Museum, London, I.S.

]^\o-]SS^.Anwar-iSuhay!i.

School of Oriental and African

Studies, University of London,

MS 10102, f 174a; Two Birds.

Gulshan Album, Gulistan

Library, Tehran, no.i. The first

painting is published in Egger

1978, pi. 8, and below.

Reconstruction, no.i44;the

second is published in Welch

1985, no.93a, where it is attrib-

uted toBasavana.

2 The bodytypes, modeling,

and palette are also in keeping

with Mahesa's work.

The game that spies play is a ruthless one, with stakes as high as life itself. Hamza'sspyBasu clearly wins this

round. He waylays one of his counterparts, Nam ad posh ('Clad in Coarse Material'), and murders him not far from

Acre Castle. Basu ison a mission to release Pah lava n Karb.and rightly surmises that Na mad posh has informa-

tion that will help him complete the rescue.

"... when Basu cut off Na mad posh 's head and buried it in the ground, a letter fell from Na mad posh 's

belongings. Basu read the letter, and when he learned the contents of the letter, he put on Namadposh's

clothes and departed. Although Na mad posh was tall, and Basu was short, nonetheless he got himself

somehow to the gate of the Acre fortress in the middleof the night and cried out, 'Open the gate. I have

comefrom Pahlavan Oaran.'

'Who a re you?' asked the castellans.

'lam Na mad posh the oyyor,' he said. When they heard that it was Namadposh, they opened the gate

and let Basu in. They saw that he was not Nainadposh, but he was wearing Namadposh's armor Once

again, to make certain, they asked him who he was.

'I am one of Nainadposh's servants,' he said. 'Never mind who I am. Take me to Gurgana, and I'll tell him

who I am.'"

Hecontinuestoweavethis web of deceit when he is brought before Gurgana, telling him unverifiable stories

that lead him to postpone Karb's execution for a few days. By good fortune, Gurgana orders him to guard the

prisoner Karb lest some tricky oyyor try to rescue hirn, which, of course, is exactly what Basu himselfhas in mind.

This illustration is one of the few images in early Mughal painting to make use of continuous narration, an

approach that allows a single figure to be depicted several times within one composition. Accordingly, Basu is

shown once kneeling beside the ambushed Namadposh, and again outside the castle gate. There, Basu, whose

stolen furry tunic is decidedly not too long, hails the guard, who leans out from his high watchtowerto reply. In

the upper right corner, the plumed and enthroned figure of Gurgana is given the news ofthe spy's arrival.

One element only marginally related to the story but prominent in the painting is the domestic com pound in

the lower right. Its nominal function is to establish the time of night -already clear from the torches blazmg

inside the fortress and the schematic dark-blue stars in the sky - but it a I so a I lows the artist to provide a glimpse

of village life, where a watchdog barks at a passing stranger and a man dutifully tends his flock even as he dozes

on a huiTible bed. A particularly unusual detail is the rough brus hwood fence e nclos 1 ng the cluster of huts; this

ubiquitous feature of village India appears m only three other Mughal paintings ofthe period, all apparently the

work ofthe same artist.^

Given the obliteration of all the faces, it is difficult to attribute most of the painting with any certainty.

Nonetheless, several ancillary features suggest that the lower half of the scene was painted by Mahesa.The

most telling ofthese are the insubstantial, pastel -colored outcrops that billow up like puffy clouds before the

fortress: these resemble in many ways the ridges found in cat.46 and 49, both attributed to Mahesa,-' The con-

tours of the rocks in those works are strengthened with thick, darkly colored outlines, whereas the ones here

conspicuously lack that feature. The outline appears to be a convention developed only once the Hamzanama

project was well under way, for it is absent from all paintings belonging to the early volumes ofthe manuscript.

In this respect, the numbers 7 and 10 inscribed on the wall of the hut to the rightof stacked water jars take on

added importance.forthey are an informal record ofthe volume and painting number of this illustration, posi-

tioned lessthan halfway through the project.

The remainder ofthe painting was added by Mah Muhammad, an artist who supplied the architectural

backdrops for many a scene. His trademark conventions are everywhere: the precariously stacked gate towers,

the tiny, highly abstracted machicolations, and the boxy, slightly disjointed architectural forms. The in habi-

tants of his architectural creations rarely merit much interest, but the poignant scene of a mother tenderly

cradling her child in the area above the tree is a welcome except ion to this tendency.
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27 A LEVIATHAN ATTACKS HAMZA AND HIS MEN

Every seafarer can tell gripping stories of the awesome mysteries of the deep, when an unfathomable force or

terrifying creature came so close to snuffing out his life that he vowed right then and there neverto venture far

from the safety of dry land. This spectacular leviathan, soenormousthat an entire ship could disappear into its

maw, issurelythestuffofsuch lore.

Without its caption and preceding text, the illustration has lost its original identification, but there are

enough references in the following text that we can at least determine the destination toward which these

heroes are sailing. The fourth line of the damaged text on the reverse of this painting introduces a physician

named Mu hand is, who attends Ki ng Ah ras Saturn-Brow.^ Ah ras goes to investigate a formidable army that has

somehow made its way to the shore ofthe island he rules. When he does, he meets Hamza, and the two swap

stories about certain trees of legendary height and power. Eventually, Hamza urges Ahras to convert to

Islam; Ahras agrees todosoonlyifHamzacan defeat him at wrestling, thereby tacitly acknowledgingthat

spiritual righteousness normally manifests itself as physical superiority." The result ofthe contest is therefore

beyond doubt.

Before Hamza can even reach the kingdom of Ahras, however, heandhismen must overcome the fearsome

obstacle that looms before them. Their seafaring ships are so large that they fill more than half the composi-

tion, but still they are dwarfed by the huge monster suddenly rising upfrom the depths ofthe sea. The champions

use every conceivable weapon to try to stave off the scaly beast. Hamza, dressed in orange and occupying the

most prominent position in the center most ship, has just let fly an arrow; in light ofthe Amir's legendary

prowess and the arrow's trajectory, it must bethis very arrow that has struck the enraged monster directly in

the right eye. A prince to Ham za's left takes aim at t he ot her eye, while U mar whirls his sling about and prepares

to launch a paltry stone at the creature's snout. Other supporters attack with traditional weapons -spears,

swords, maces, and tridents -but at least two men fire muskets and a not her tries out a newfangled crossbow.

Although every face has been reworked in a style drier and more precise than any known in this period, the

repainting appears to follow the original underdrawing, leaving most figures - particularly those in the flank-

ing ships -with the highly animated poses and expressions reminiscent of Shravana's figures in cat, 51 and 69,

Conversely, the brownish color of U mar's turban and the soft, voluminous treatment of those worn by Hamza

and the prince indicate the hand of Basavana.asdothe painterly form soft he two billowing sails. The const ruc-

tion details ofthe ships themselves also resemble those found in another of Basavana's works (cat. 30). And

with the possible exception of Dasavanta, it is difficult to imagine another artist conceiving such an inventive

form asthe long, leering wolfish prow ofthecentral ship.

But even such captivating forms as the two animate prows pale before the living behemoth that confronts

the heroes. Other paintings (cat. 34 and 36) include roughly similar creatures, which are actually based upon a

kind oflndian alligator known as a ghariyal.- This creature, however, is a type of indigenous Indian crocodile

called a s/yo/isor, which, as Emperor Ba bur recorded in his memoirs, could grow as largeasfourorfiveyards and

whose toothy snout was more than half a yard in length."* Both lizard- 1 ike creatures are depicted with rounded

ears, streamers, and a spiny ridge, but the s/yohsor is often shown with fangs projecting like horns from the

front ofthe snout.- Indeed, Basavana himself features an identical s/yo/isa/- bearing down onNuruddahrin

cat. 80. But in this case, Basavana, like many a fisherman, is unwilling to let even impressivefactsget in the way

of a good story, and exaggerates the scale with such relish that an already fierce sea creature becomes the

whopperof all Mughal painting.

Attributed to Basavana

and Shravana

Volume unknown,

text number 69

India, Mughal dynasty,

arcoi567

71 X 55.5cm (detail on pp.2-3)

Privatecollection

Published: Christie's,

New York, 3 October 1990,

lot 28.

1. Althoughaviziernamed

Muhandis is mentioned in

cat. 62, the painting and text

numbers ofthe preceding

illustrations precludean

immediate connection with

this one, and suggest that it

does not belong to volume 11.

2 TheBerlin manuscript

(see above, p. 17) contains an

illustration (f293b) in which

Hamza wrestles the ruler of

Shatar, which is probablythe

name ofthe island ruled by

Ahras

3. Seef3g4boftheBritish

Library Baburnama, repro-

duced in Suleiman 1970, pi, 73,

4 Baburnama,

5 Suleimam970, pl,72.
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28 ZUMURRUD SHAH FALLS INTO A PIT AND IS BEATEN BY SUSPICIOUS GARDENERS

Attributed to Kesava Dasa,

possibly dated ah 975

(July 1567-June 1568)

Volume unknown, painting

number! 5, text nunnber 16

India, Mughal dynasty

68.9 X 54.7 cm

(detail on pp. 102-103)

Victoria & Albert Museum,

London, I. S. 1516-1883

Published: Stronge 2002,

pL2i, p,35; Hamza-nama, pl.14;

5tchoukinei929, pLv; Cluck

i925,fig,42;Clarkei92i,pli2.

Zumurrud Shah, king of the east, suffers many adversities in his long struggle against Hamza, but none more

abject than the punishment inflicted on him by a handful of ordinary gardeners. This illustration falls in the

middleof a very entertaining story. We pick it up in the text that follows the painting:

"The narrator says that when Zumurrud Shah [was attacked by the men who] leapt from ambush and

beathimsenselesswithsticksandclubs,hecriedout, 'Friends, I amjust a wayfarer. I entered this garden

unknowingly, I have notyettouched anythingthat I should suffer such a fate.'

'Fellow,' they said, 'we thought that a bear was responsible for the ruination of our garden, but you are

a desert ghoul that hascomeand wrecked this garden everyday.'"

Zumurrud Shah, who is thoroughly perplexed by this thrashing, plaintively proclaims his innocence, and the

gardeners grant him a temporary reprieve. Shaken and sullied, he era wis out of the pit, and dec la res that he

IS the lord of the east, the son of La hut Shah. Taking such a grandiose identity to be an outrageous lie, the gar-

deners become irate and start to assail him with whips. A cowed Zumurrud Shah quickly disavows his claim,

and, after being poked and prodded relentlessly, submits to being bound with chains and locked in a barn.

There, his tribulations continue. When the gardeners' cattle return for the evening, they are none too pleased

to find an intruder occupying their stalls. One cow tears at him with her horn, shredding his nose. Then, while

Zumurrud Shahtries to salve his wound, another stops by and unloadsa pile ofdungon him!

Kesava Dasa illustrates this tale with great economy and wit. Once again, Zumurrud Shah dominates the

composition by virtue of his enormous size,even though the artist cleverly conceals most ofhishugebulkin

the pit. Four angry gardeners assault the giant with sticks,asthetextspecifies, while the fifth wields a spade as

a sign oftheir collective occupation. The object oftheir wrath has been stripped of his usual regal ornaments,

and IS now graced only by a pairof bloody welts. Beyond a zigzagging garden wall lies the source of the forbid-

den fruit; neatlytrellised grapevines, a tall date palm, and assorted other vegetation. Finally, in the foreground,

hidden from the gardeners by a spreading tree and rocky screen, are the guilty bears, not just one but a whole

family, the female playfully with holding a piece offru it from one cub while another looks on with amusement

from the crook of the tree.

Thereare many indicationsthat Kesava Dasa was responsiblefor most, if notall ofthis painting. Zumurrud

Shah's face is the most obvious, its large eyes, grimacing expression, and wispy beard being enlarged versions

ofthe features ofthe distressed ayyann cat. 5 5. Familiar, too, are the giant's hands, which have fine, elongated,

and somewhat rubbery fingers. The trees and vegetation also show signs of being Kesava 's handiwork. The

bark of the tree sheltering the bears, for example, is rendered with the same distinctive contoured striations

found on Umar's shorts in cat. 55; similarly, the fine grasses ringingthe pit appear in both cat. 55 and 56. Even

the rare date palm has a counterpart in theformer work.

This illustration is marred slightly by the repaintingof four of the five gardeners' faces, which have un bur-

nished, greyish complexions and thinly drawn features.

One highly intriguingfeature ofthis painting is a series ofthree black marks -apparently numbers- written

obliquely beside the rightmost bear. These tiny numbers are somewhat malformed and generously spaced,

but ifthey are what they seem, that is, the numbers 975, they probably represent a Hijra date corresponding to

AD 1567-68. Like the other date in the manuscript (that of ah 972/AD 1564-65 on cat.24),this one is written and

placed so informally that it should be regarded as the most fortunate kind of painterly graffiti.
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29 A HERO KILLS A DEMONESS

The subjectofth IS dramatic painting is an elusive one, for neither the text that precedes this illustration nor its

caption has survived. The following text is also of little use in this regard. It begins with a brief account of

Zumurrud Shah's dispirited retreat to Mushtarisar, one that takes him through the dangerous Zaranqa Valley,

where he meets upwithanoldally, Ta'usShah,Agreat ambush eventually ensues, and Oahir Oahraman -

another of Zumurrud Shah's trusted confederates -IS killed. All this is witnessed by Umar,who, in the conclud-

ing lines, hastens back to Hamza to tell him the news. Thus, there is no textual indication whatsoever that the

figure shown dispatching this demoness is Ham za,^ Moreover, although the hero sports three plumes in his

turban, signifying his high station in life, he is much too young and active to be Hamza, who is normally

depicted as bearded and stately.

Whatever his identity, the stout hero is making short work of the vile creature who has ventured out of a

darkened cave in thecenter of a rocky landscape. She is dressed In ordinary woman's clothing, which clings

enough at the bodice to reveal a sagging breast, a standard trait of crones and witches. Her predatory and sav-

age nature is also conveyed by her tangled, wild hair. More overtly demonic are her flaming eye- rim, bony nose,

bared teeth, and spiky tongue. Yet it is her hairy, wolfish ears that a re featured most prominently, one being

adorned with a tiny golden earring and the other, now somewhat abraded, being seized by her resolute oppo-

nent. The bloody slash mark across her back signals that he has already landed one devastating blow. Now,

havingyanked the demoness's headtoward him, he raises his sword high and preparestodellverthe mortal

strike to her neck. Seven unarmed onlookers scattered around the scene watch this spectacle with amazement.

This painting is surely by Kesava Dasa,oneofthe most eminent artists In the Mughal atelier. Signatu re fea-

tures of his work are everywhere. Most obvious is the face of the demoness herself, which shows the same

explicit expressiveness that Kesava uses for all his antagonists (see cat. 55). Her dress, heavily modeled with

broad, painterly strokes and edged with an undulating black line, also recalls Umar's cloak in the afore men-

tioned painting. The rocks are again flattened and smooth, with dark contour lines binding their Irregular oval

shapes. Even the trees a re fa miliar, both for their straight, I it he trunks and precise, vibrant foliage. So is the

ground itself, divided abruptly into a dark foreground marked with greyish tufts, and a light, nearly plain

middle zone.

By far the most distinctive feature of this palntingisthesky. Most contemporary Mughal paintings limit the

sky to the uppermost fifth ofthe com position, and render it as an expanse of blue streaked with white or gold, a

convention adapted from European painting. Here, however, in the knotted, pinwheeling, flamelike clouds the

artist has invoked a tradition with roots inlslamicpaintingasoldas the fifteenth century, and an origin as dis-

tant asChina.Heisnot content to superimpose this motif on an otherwise plain sky; instead, he uses it In con-

cert with an extremely streaky ground, so that the electrifying energy of the clouds reverberates in the darkest

and most jagged portions of the blue sky.

Attributed to Kesava Dasa

Volumeunknown, painting

number 9, text number 10

India, Mughaldynasty,

c/>ca 1567

67 x50.5 cm

Victoria & Albert Museum,

London.lS 1513-1883

Published: Stronge 2002, pi. 9,

p.24;Guy&( Swallow 1990,

no.46; Hamza-nama, pl.ii;

Cluck 1925, fig.g: Clarke 1921,

pl.g.

1. In Homzo-nomo the scene

is identified as Hamza killing

the demon 0am If while U mar

watches. Umar, perhaps

the most easily recognizable

figure inthe wholeofthe

Hamzanama. is certainly

absent.
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SHAHRASHOB ABDUCTS HAMZA, WHOSE COMPANIONS SEARCH

FOR HIM IN TAKAW
CAT 30-33

This story is set in Sabayil, a city recently captured by Hamza and the place where

he, Oasim, Badi'uzzaman, and Landhaur are all to be married. Some of the infidel

inhabitants of Sabayil turn outlaw, includingthe spy Shah rashob, who sneaks

back intothe city in disguise and meets up with an opportunistic moneychanger

named Mazhub. Shahrashob abducts Hamza by the shore, stows him heavily fet-

tered ina boat,andfleestotheeast.

U mar comes across Hamza's horse, Ashqar, grazing in a spot where there is evi-

dence offoul play. Seeing Mazhub loitering nearby, Umar accuses him of complicity

in Hamza's disappearance, a charge Mazhub vociferously denies. The resourceful

U mar has ways of extracting the truth, however, and frightens one of Mazhub's

slaves into revealing that Shahrashob kidnapped Hamza, and that Mazhub, along

with some roughnecks aptly named Nimrod, Larghay Chain-Chewer, and Sharif b.

Beast-Cham, was indeed a willing accomplice, Umar orders Mazhub hanged for his

deceit, hastily outfits a boat, and with Yazak the Cathayan sets sail in pursuit of

Shahrashoband hiscaptive.

Meanwhile, a different boat - manned by Hamza's brother Ayjil and son

Alamshah, and Tul Mast- is sailing toward Sabayil. Despite the best efforts ofthe

sailor Yun us, the boat is blown thoroughly off course, finally landing at Takaw,

where Malik Argh us rules and Hamza's archenemy, Zumurrud Shah, is rumored

to be afoot. Once the com pan ions a re in the town, Yunus makes his way to a cara-

vanserai and asks for a room. The innkeeper, one Baba Junayd, begins to turn him

awayfor want of space, but changes his mind when Yunus confides to him that

his friends reek of money, and those who accommodate them will surely be per-

fumed by It. The travelers take a room over the gate, and Tul asks the proprietor to

store some goods for a while. Next they need a money-changer, and are intro-

duced to Khwaja Nu' man, a merchant who by chance has helped Hamza before

and is known to Alamshah. He reveals his identity to Alamshah in private. Soon

afterward, he shares his good news with Baba Junayd, who has his own compli-

cated reasonsto be gladdened bythe presence ofthe Iranian heroes.

While wa iting for news of Hamza, Ayj 1 1, Alamshah, and Tul Mast go in disguise

to see Mahlaj, a much-heralded champion, perform feats of great skill for Malik

Argh us, the king of Takaw. He charges a camel weighed down with heavy bags of

sand, impales it with his spear, and flings it over his shoulder. Next Mahlaj strikes

a huge plane tree with such force that the tip of his spear passes completely

through it and splits it. Another champion shows off his extraordinary facility

with the bow, and like Mahlaj, boastfully calls outfor someone to try to match

him. Alamshah steps forward. Not only does he have the strength to draw the

bow, he casually fires three arrows clean through the massive tree; he then breaks

the bow in his hands and contemptuously casts it aside. Not to be outdone, Ayji I

strolls over to the tree and extracts the spear with one mighty heave. He smashes

the lance against the colossal rock with such force that it sinks intothe ground

with the spear embedded in it. At the sight of these astounding feats, a wave of

admiration ripples through the crowd, but the presence of these formidable but

unknown champions alarms Zumurrud Shah.

Detail of CAT 30
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30 DURING HAMZA's WEDDING TO THE DAUGHTER OF HIS FRIEND PRINCE UNUG,

HAMZA IS ABDUCTED BY SHAHRASHOB AND STOWED IN A BOAT

Attributed to Basavana

andShravana

Volumeii, painting

number 3. text number

4

India, Mughal dynasty,

c/rca 1570

674 X 51 8 cm

(detail on pp 106-107)

Caption: 'Shahrashob seizes

theAmirand , puts him in

a boat'

MAK-Austrian Museum of

Applied Arts/ Contemporary

Art, Vienna, 6,1,8770/45

Published: Eggeri974, pi. 13;

EggengGg, pi 4; Betz 1965,

coverand pi, 8: Cluck 1925, pi. 7.

1 Infairness.itshouldbe

said that Umar is one of those

figures, andishabitually

depicted with a whippetlike

body and face.

The first extant illustration of the eleventh volume of the Hamzanama has come to us without the benefit of

the text that immediately precedes the painting, but the narrative on the first text page of the volume, the

damaged caption, and the text on the reverse together provide a more than adequate account of the events

that unfold in this scene: the kidnapping of Ha mza by the infidel spy Shahrashob and his removal to the enemy

kingdom ofTakaw by boat.

Nearly half the painting is occupied by a large boat launched by two straining oarsmen. At its midsection,

and indeed, the center of the com posit ion, is a figure dressed in a brilliantyellowjo/noand a glowingly plumed

turban, his left arm resting on an enormous red sack. By position and color, he IS clearly the linchpin ofthe trio of

armed men, and he alone actively gestures toward the shore. There, the largest and most brightly garbed of

three men answers his beckon, while the flan king figures tend to a horse and camp paraphernalia.

In the context ofthe episode described m the caption, the key figures can be readily identified; Shahrashob

bids farewell to his accomplice Mazhubas he steals away in his boat, and his bundled cargo is none other than

Ham za. Finally, the dappled stallion pawing the ground in the up per right Is recognized as no ordinary horse,

but Ha mza 's steed Ashqar, a mount distinguished if not by his crimson coloring, then certainly by his magical

third eye.

In most tellings of the story, this is surely how the narrator would use the illustration. But one can easily

imagine that the painting could be adapted to otherinterpretations, so that the boatload of figures would be

U mar's newly provisioned rescue vessel, and the figure on shore his ally Sa'd. It is even conceivable that this

same image would be used to accompany both episodes, whether recited on one night or two. One point is that

malefactors in these Hamzanama illustrations are rarely marked with an obviously villainous appearance, and

even some major protagonists have few identifying visual attributes.^ Another, further^reaching one is that

the inexplicitness of most figures and settings In the manuscript is matched well with a collection of stories

With a constant general storyline but an infinite number of episodic options.

Many elements in this painting recur throughout the HamzanamaJUe rocks are rendered typically with

dark but thin outlines and a slightly muddy pastel coloring. The trees vary mainly in the shape and color of their

trunks and in the form of their yellow-tipped leaves. Most figures' faces are shown in three-quarter view and

are easily categorized into a limited number of types. Jamos are uniformly colored, flat forms overlaid with

medallions in gold, with schematic folds markingthe cuffs, waist, and hem. This repertoire of forms is so stan-

dard that the work of an individual artist can be discerned only at a much subtler level I nth is case, for exam pie,

the broad, tapering faces and tiny eyes signal the wo rk of Shravana, as do the relatively large medallions on

severa I figu res'jomos.
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31 UMAR SETS SAIL IN SEARCH OF HAMZA

Attributed to Dasavanta

and Banavari

Volume 11, painting

number 4, text number 5

India, Mughaldynasty,

c/rco 1570

67.1 X 52 cm

Caption: 'U mar boards a ship

and goes on account ofthe

Amirand,.'

MAK-Austrlan Museum of

Applied Arts/ Contemporary

Art, Vienna, bj. 8770/47

Published: Eggeri974, pi. 14;

Eggerigeg, pl.5;Glucki925,

pl,8.

Two short sentences atthe very end of the preceding folio, describing U mar and Yazakthe Cathayan asthey

begintheir rescue mission, inspirethis illustration:

"In short, he took ten slaves and six months' provisions, and he charged Sa'd, saying, 'Whenever news of

the Amir arrives, arm you rselfand come as quickly as possible.' Saying this, and bidding farewell to the

kings and champions, he and Yazak the Cathayan got in a boat. The sails were trimmed, and they set

outonthesea."

Whenthetextonthereverseofthisfolioresumes with an account of a sea journey, one naturally assumes that

it will be the next installment of U mar's escapades. Instead, the reading audience eventually surmises that the

narrator has shifted abruptly to a new story, about another boat with a different crew, which is adjoined to the

previous one because both 1 nvolve sea travel. The remamderofthe text recounts the second crew's adventures

in the city of Takaw, which form the subject ofthe next painting.

The juxtaposition oftwo essentially similar images of a boat departing invites comparison of the nuances

that the artist has added to a standard type of scene. Standing beside the bright mast and backed by an anxious

crew, Umar uses a two-handed gesture of supplication to express his indebtedness to the 'kings and champi-

ons' gathered atthe shore, test the focus on Umar be diminished, no one among those luminaries is singled

out by dress or pose; rather, their collective presence before a city underscores the royal sponsorship of U mar's

expedition, and lends it a propitiousness that the handful of nondescript figures seeing off Shah ras hob in

cat. 30 can never bestow upon the spy. So, too, does the open display of the lavish fittings of U mar's vessel

-

from the golden ewer and mound of assorted weapons at his feet to the magnificent sail billowing directly

above his head-contrast with the furtiveness implied by Shahrashob's rudely bound cargo. The distinction

between meritorious and base action is extended even to so stock aMughalfigureasthe boatman at each

stern. Attired in regular clothing, U mar's pilot blends in easily with the figures behind him, and does not inter-

vene between the ayyarand his well-wishers; Shahrashob's seafarer wears but a scanty loincloth, and stands

outfor it.

Much of the painting is given overto water, which here becomes an expressive element, as it does so often

in this manuscript. Mughal painters had developed this irregular convention for water only within the decade,

and they seemed eager to flaunt the mesmerizing power of its eddies and swirls whenever circumstances

allowed. They intuitively recognized that its dark color and random visual texture provided relief from the flat

patchwork offorms in dense figura I groups. In this painting, Dasavanta exploits the spatial implications of this

contrast in color and visual texture to particularly great effect, so that Umar, garbed in brilliant red and isolated

against the dark churning sea, is made all the more prominent.

Indiateems With animals, a fact that Mughal artists rarely left out oftheir paintings. While the four fish

exploding out ofthe sea add life and rhythm to its surface, the trio of goats grazing nonchalantly beside and

behind the tree in the upper right are probably nothing more than an artist's fond recollection ofthe quiet

sightsofvillage life.
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32 AYJIL, ALAMSHAH, AND TUL MAST ARRIVE AT TAKAW AND SELL GOLD AND JEWELS TO

KHWAJA NU'MAN, WHO RECOGNIZES ALAMSHAH AS A FORMER FRIEND

When Alams hah and his companions reach shore, they stash their boat, change into some local clothes, and

slip into town.

"Yunus took them to an inn, which the comrades entered boldly and then sat in a corner Yunus wentto

the aged innkeeper. When the old man saw him he asked him how he was. Yunus asked for a room in the

inn.Theold man said, 'People have taken over the inn. There is no room.'

'There is a group of nobles,' Yunus said. 'It would be worth your while to let them in.' He accepted and

gavethem a chamberoverthegate."

The travelers decide to sell some of their valuables for cash, and to this end Yunus and Baba Junayd contact

Khwaja Nu'man, a wealthy merchant who manyyearsearlier had aided Hamza and befriended Alamshah.

"By chance he had landed here and acquired untold wealth, for which he was well known in the city.

Baba Junayd wentto him and said, 'A group of merchants are selling gold and jewels.'

In short, he took Khwaja Nu'man to the comrades' chamber, and when Nu'man 's eye lighted on

Alamshah Nawjavan, he recognized him, but hesaid nothing, waitingfora better opportunity."

The illustration stages th is encou nter m the upper right ofthe com posit ion, but prefaces it with the hubbub

of a caravanserai where weary travelers and their animals settle down cheek by jowl for the night. Each

vignette becomes an opportunity for narrator and painter to comment on the business of life. Some horses

bury their heads in feed bags. A traveler dozes off beneath a makeshift tent, goods and weapons hard by his

head and feet. A servant laysout a grainy banquet for two resting came Is, while men behind him bustle about a

pairof trunks. Other travelers converse before a dark gateway and staircase. Above, in the tight quarters where

the red-clad Nu'man meets Alamshah and his companions, the air is heavy with secret dealings. The architec-

ture creates much of this climate, as dark brick walls encroach upon the unframed chamber from both ends.

The figures, too, a re close-packed in the chamber, and Tu I assumes such gigantic proportions that he threatens

to burst through the lowparapet at even the slightest shift of his weight.' Two smaller figures on an adjacent

corridor huddle together as a muezzin issues the evening call to prayer from a kiosk rooftop.

All this activity occurs with m an unusual composition. Rather than em ploying the customary level view into

an open -sided courtyard or an elevated view over the walls of a gated compound, the artist frames the scene

with an uninterrupted low brick wall in the foreground and two contiguous eaves above. This construction

fosters a senseof intimacy as the audience is permitted to peer down into the cloistered space from a nearby

vantage point.

The innovative composition is the first sign of the handiwork of a master artist, but there are many other

indications. Typically, they are concentrated on the key figures in the illustration. In this case, they include the

gauzy rendering of the white scarf around Nu'man's shoulder, the rounded contours of hisjama, the excep-

tionally fine d rawing of his feet, the rich brown color of Ayjil's turban, and the luminous modeling of Tul's

sea rletyomo. All these features point unmistaka biy to Basavana, the only Mughal artist able or inclined to draw

and paint in this manner.-^ Similarly, the faces of all four named figures are strongly characterized, as

Basavana's normally a re; to realize the level of accomplishment here, one need only glance at the vapid expres-

sions of the assistantsto their left, surely the work of another painter, in all likelihood Ban a van. But Basavana

often expanded his role in collaborative work beyond the designanda few key features, and one can easily see

his touch in the camels' lithe necks and bristly hair, the fluid modeling ofthe green sheet covering the slumber-

ing figure, and the plumed figure in blue behind the camels. This figure's face bears a profound resemblance

to thek I ngi none of Basavana's ascribed paintings in the Tutinama (cat.n). Banavari, by contrast, seems

to havea relatively restricted range of figures, best represented here by thetwofigures isolated againstthe

blackened gate.

Attributed to Basavana

and Banavari

Volumeii, painting

number 5, text number 6

India, Mughal dynasty,

c/rco 1570

67.6 X 51 8 cm

Caption: 'Ayjil.Alamshali,

and Tul Zangi are recognized

by Kliwaja Nu'man inthe

cityofTal<aw'

MAK-Austrian Museum of

Applied Arts/ Contemporary

Art, Vienna, b. 1.8770/41

Published: Eggen974, pl.15;

Egger 1969, pi. 6, Cluck 1925,

pl.g.

1. One minortechnical

feature worth noting here is

the faint label with Tul's name

which IS inscribed above his

hand;thisisarareexample

in this projectof a supervisory

note left forthe artist, prob-

ably to ensure that Tul, who

is identified as a Zangi

(Ethiopian) in the caption,

would begiven appropriately

darkskin.

2. Many ofthese features

are found, for example, in

Basavana's ascribed work in

the Darabnama in the British

Library, London,f 34a; Welch

1978, pi 5.Seefig 22on p 52,

above
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33 ZUMURRUD SHAH WITNESSES THE PROWESS OF MAHLAJ, WHO THRUSTS HIS SPEAR

THROUGH A TREE

Attributed to Basavana

and Jagana

Volume 11, painting

numbers, textnumbery

India, Mughal dynasty,

c/>co 1570

67.3 X 52.1 cm

Caption: 'Mahlaj displays

hisskill beforeZumurrud

Shah and makes [his] spear

passthrough atree'

MAK-Austrian Museum of

Applied Arts/ Contemporary

Art, Vienna, 6,1,8770/42

Published: Eggeri974, pi. 16;

Glucki925, pi 10-

1 Both thesefigures and

Mahlaj are identified bytiny

labels written ontheirsleeves.

2 Aparticularlyclosecom-

parison is the king in an illus-

tration from a dispersed

Gulistan of Sa'di dated 1596.

The painting is reproduced

in Pah993, no 57.

3. Forthetreehousescene

attributed to Basavana in the

Diwan ofAnwari of ^s8S, see

Schimmel & Welch 1983, pi. 2.

Word spreads of a festival at which various champions will perform feats of great skill for Malik Arghus, the

kingof Takaw, in his lovely spring garden. Ayji I, Ala mshah, and Tul Mast, who take pride in their own strength

and skill, are naturally interested in this spectacle, and maketheir way tothe site in disguise.

"The name of the garden was Fay za bad. Two arrow shots away a pavilion had been erected, and there

Zumurrud Shah, Hurmuz, and all their officers sat mounted while many people were standing. Opposite

the pavilion was a huge tree, and at the base ofthe tree was a slab of stone weighing nearly three or four

thousand maunds.

Mahlaj mounted a horse and began to exhibit his skill in spear-throwing. A came I stuffed with sand

was brought, and Mahlaj charged it and planted his spear into its side in such a way that it passed

straight through. Then he picked up the camel and its load and hurled it over his head. A cheer arose from

the people. Next he speared the tree so hard that it split in two.

'My tord,' said Mahlaj, 'if anyone can pull this spear out ofthe tree, he will have performed a real feat.'"

Recognizing the dramatic possibilities of the last lines of the text, the artist depicts the mounted Mahlaj in

mid-strideas he plunges his lance into the tree. In the foreground is the sprawling corpse ofthe hapless camel,

tongue lolling and blood trick ling from its leg. The sandy ballast lashed tothe camel's saddle was obviously no

protection against Ma hiaj's prodigious might; it has come undone and been cast aside along with a tent, a

ewer, and a now use less feed bag. Zumurrud Shah, finger raised to his mouth in amazeinent, witnesses the

spectacle from a viewing box designedfor one giant alone; his host, Malik Arghus, the bearded figure in ye I low,

and Arghus'sson,the plumed youth beside him, look on from ordinary positions below.' At the base of the tree,

in the corner opposite Zum u rr ud Sha h, is the 'slab of stone weighing nearly three or fourthou sand maunds.'

Observing the events from an in conspicuous position between the tree and left edge of the painting are the

three Iranian heroes. Tul has resumed normal proportions, no small trick of a disguise, and the plumed figure,

either Ayji I or Ala mshah, has shed the beard he wore in the previous illustration.

Ma hiaj's extraordinary feat has inspired a painting of uncommon boldness. By his very size, Zumurrud Shah

has an unsettling effect on any composition, one enhanced here by the juxtaposition of his huge head with the

siTia Her and more decorative forms around him. The real visual attraction of the painting resides in the plane

tree. It is more than simply big; it offers a compelling contrast between the painterly surface of its broad, grey-

ish trunk and the precise forms of its colorfully bifurcated and speckled five-pointed leaves. The tree must have

been considered sufficiently resplendent to represent a named garden, for the site is bereft of plantings other

than the loosely rendered, long, yellow tufts of grass.

This work, too, contains some features that support an attribution to Basavana. Foreinost among these is

Zumurrud Shah 's face, which has the narrowed, focused eyes, thin but hairy eyebrows, and sensitive modeling

found in many figures by that artist.- Moreover, Zumurrud Shah's scarletjomo is practically identical to Tul's in

the previous illustration. Similarly, the sprawling ca me lis consistent with Basa van a 's versions of these beasts

in both form and texture. Basavana even reuses the plane tree, a I belt on a much smaller scale, in a later com po-

sit lon.Mn that instance, the trunk is very similar, but the leaves lack the flamboyant coloring seen here. The

bright leaves, skeinlike tufts of grass, and treatment of most figures suggest that Basavana designed this

Hamzanama painting, but left much ofthe detailing to a collaborator.

Tojudge from the strong resemblanceof Ma hiaj's face to those of several guards standing to the left of

Hamza in cat, 35, that collaborator was Jagana Many of the figures here demonstrate his penchant for notice-

ably broad bodies, a trait seen again in cat.6T Both paintings also feature a wide architectural floral band with

golden half-medal I lons; in this painting,that element appears immediately below Zumurrud Shah's box.
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THE CAPTIVE HAMZA AND HIS ALLIES MEET UP IN TAKAW
CAT 34-37

Two of Malik Arghus's operatives, Kliwaja Baklityar and Malik Kamyar, greet

Shahrashob's three henchmen - Nim rod, La rghay Chain-C hewer, and Sharit b.

Beast-Chain - at the water's edge, and are subsequently informed that

Shah rashob holds the Amir captive. They re I ay the news to a delighted Arghus,

who orders the drums sounded- Ayjil.Alamshah, and Tul Mast learn the cause of

this morbid celebration, and vow to rescue Hamza at all cost.

Ha mza is led on a chain to the cou rt. Zumurrud Shah commands Hamza to

prostrate himself, but Hamza defiantly proclaims that he will do so before God

alone. Zumurrud Shah orders him killed, but is dissuaded by Arghus on the

grounds that a public killing might provoke those Iranian champions who had

just exhibited their awesome might. Zumurrud Shah agrees and orders

Shah rashob to escort Hamza personally to prison, a place so daunting and dread-

ful that no escape is possible. By chance, the cortege passes bythe caravanserai of

Baba Junayd, wherethe Iranian champions continue to reside. Hearing the com-

motion, Tul looks out the window and seesthe Amir, captive yet proud, but he and

his companions can do nothing for the moment.

Shah rashob takes Hamza into the prison, and warnsTa mat the jail keeper not

to let anyone else in; Ta mat swears that nooneotherthanhissons ever have or

everwill enter, inadvertently disclosing how prison security could be breached.

Hamza reminds everyone just how dangerous he is by kicking asidetheenormous

stone capping the dungeon. Once he is lowered into the dungeon, he meets a

youth who has languished therefor eighteen years and whotellshimthatheis

Khusraw,sonofJamshed,the legitimate king of Takaw. Hamza promises the

incredulous Khusraw that one day he will free him and install him on the throne

that is rightfully his. This development links Khusraw'sfateto Hamza's, and gives

Baba Junayd, wholongagowasensnarled inthe events leading to Khus raw's

imprisonment, a stake in Hamza's liberation.

Meanwhile, Ala ms hah learns of Hamza's remarkable feat in prison, and excit-

ed ly plans to tight all of Takaw to spring him. Nu'man counsels prudence, and

advises them to fetch Hamza's army first, Yunus, the sailor who had guided the

triotoTakaw, volunteers to return toSabayil toseek help. By a twist of fate, Umar,

lost at sea for two months, is now sailing in exactly the opposite direction. Sarraj,

the pilot of U mar's boat, climbs the mast to check his course and sees another

boat approaching. As it draws near, Sarraj realizes that at the helm is none other

than his brother, Yunus. The two brothers embrace, and Yunus tells Umar of

Hamza's imprisonment. Yunus continues his mission to Sabayil, and Umar

presses on toward Takaw. At last he espies a huge mountain and fort, where he

will soon discover a new ally to aid him in the last legof his quest.

When Umar lands, he is taken before Mikal Long- Bow, an old champion who

expresses a wish to help Hamza even before he hears Umar's story. An informant

arrives with news ofHamza and Khusraw in prison, and advises Umar to proceed

to Takaw by boat. Umar is instructed to stay in the caravanserai, which is both

close to the prison and run by Baba Junayd, a man who sympathizes with the

prince's cause. Umar does as he is told. At Takaw, where he pretends to be a mer-

chant, Umar is escorted by a customs official to the caravan serai of Baba Junayd,

where he has his money and politeness hurled back in his face. Finally, a cha-

grined Nu'man personally ofl'ers Umar two rooms, and thus comes to know

a not her of Hamza's friends.

Detail of CAT 35
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34 SHAHRASHOB REACHES TAKAW WITH HAMZA BOUND IN CHAINS

Attributed to Mukhlis

Volume 11, painting

number 8, text numberg

India, Mughal dynasty,

aVco 1570

67.2x51.7 cm

MAK-Austrian Museum of

Applied Arts/ Contemporary

Art, Vienna, b 1, 8770/48

Published: Eggeri974, pl.17,

EggerigGg, pl,7;Gluck 1925,

pi.ii.

The sequence of ill ustratiorns is disrupted slighfly by a lacuna of one folio, which in all likelihood was illustrated

with one of the heroic exploits described above. Even without the ensuing page of text, the thread of the story

iseasytopickupagainasthe separate tales of Alamshah and his com pa nions and Shah rashob's abduct ion of

Hamza finally converge on the outskirtsofTakaw. This painting has lost its caption, butthe subject is identified

in the opening lines ofthe textthat follows the illustration.

"When they met Khwaja Bakhtyar, Malik Kamyar, Nimrod, Larghay Chain-Chewer, and Sharit b. Beast-

Chain and explained the Amir's situation to them, Bakhtak praised Shahrashob. Then they got out of the

boat, mounted, and took the news to Malik Argh us, Bakhtak said, 'Malik Argh us, good news for you:

Shahrashob Ayyar has the renowned Amir Hamza in chains and has brought him by sea with Nimrod,

Larghay Cha I n-Chewer, and Sharit b. Beast-Cham.' The infidels rejoiced and ordered the drums of glad

tidingstobe sounded"

Meanwhile, Arghus and Zumurrud Shah rush to the shore to behold Shahrashob disembarking with a

manacled Hamza.

The painting depicts Shahrashob and his men as they set foot on the beach atTakaw. Shah rashob's get-

away boat has become a flotilla of skiffs, an artistic elaboration that allows the key figures to be spread across

the composition. Wearing his shield on his back, a habit common among oj/j/ors, Shahrashob strides across a

gangplank from the centermost boattoembraceoneof Argh us's operatives, or possibly Argh us himself. Two

henchmen behind Shahrashob, armed but less remarkable than their names, stand stoically in the water. A

crowd of onlookers has gathered between the shore and the walls of Takaw. Still arriving in the largest of the

boats IS Hamza, his head downcast, his manacles plainly visible to all. Lest there be any confusion about the

prisoner's identity, someone has written /^/D/f^C/s/iM/orC/rC Amir, the conqueror of provinces') on his sleeve.

Balancing his boat is another one advancing from the left, its visual weight increased by an elaborate canopy

and wooden baldachin. Likewise, a toothy sea monster, its glowing yellow scales now partly abraded, has been

added to animate the sea and complementthesizeand position ofthe oar blade.

Mukhlis casts an attentive eye on the assorted boats, and particularly on their fittings. Essentially decora-

tive elements such as the inlaid canopies and the hierarchically colored yaktai Is fluttering from the prows are

outnumbered by meticulously described functional items including rope oar locks, the bundle of mooring rope,

and the cord yoking the two smaller skiffs.

This painting resembles another appearing slightly later in the volume (cat. 38) in many respects Most

obvious isthe distinctively elongated pattern ofwaves. Many of the facial types inthetwo paintingsare

exceedinglyclose.asarea number of architectural features and patterns.
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35 SHAHRASHOB LEADS HAMZA TO PRISON AND TUL MAST RECOGNIZES THE AMIR FROM

HIS ROOM IN THE CARAVANSERAI OF BABA JUNAYD

The dastardly Shah rashob now furnishes his kind of spectacle: a shackled Hamza paraded from the shore to

Malik Arghus's palace. When they arrive there, the furious Hamza sits down,

"Zumurrud ShahturnedtotheAmirand said, 'Come, prostrateyourseifl'

The Amir said. 'You dog! I have prostratedtothe Almighty who created the eighteen thousand worlds,'

In short, many words were exchanged between the Amir and Zumurrud Shah, In the end Zumurrud

Shah ordered the Amir to be killed, but Dastur the vizier whispered in Arghus's ear, 'If Zumurrud Shah

had any sense, he would not have lost his kingdom. This man is the leaderofthe whole army of Iran and

Turan, and the champions ofwhom you have heard so much are in this man's service. Now, order this

champion to be sent to prison so that we may see how battle-worthy his men are. Whenever you want to

have him killed, it will be easy enough,'"

Shah rashob takes hold of Ha mza's chains and, surrounded by a huge armed guard, leads the Amir through the

city and past BabaJunayd'scaravanserai, where his would-be rescuers see him.

"Tul Mastopened the window and saw Shah rashob holdingtheAmir'schain with three or four thousand

men around the Amir holding naked swords to prevent the champions from making a rescue attempt.

The Amir was walking like an enraged lion and a furious elephant. The champions sighed in despair,

unableto help."

The prison to which Hamza is taken is a domed mountain with a deep dungeon capped by a mammoth stone.

"The circumference ofthedomewasa hundred and eighty cubits, and the thickness ofthe walls was forty

cubits. Inside a pit had been dug, and on top ofthat was a stone that took four hundred men to lift by ha n

-

dies that had been attached to it. Ittookforty men to movethedoortothe dome, and when it was closed it

made such a noise that everyone in the city could hear it."

The artist focuses on the human drama near the end of this account of Hamza's humiliation. Standing in

relative isolation in the center ofthe composition is Hamza. head up. but hands shackled and suspended from

another chain around his neck. He is tethered to two particularly sinister figures. Shah rashob in the lead and

Bakhtak bringing up the rear. A throng of guards surround the prisoner, their swords and daggers brandished

against any who would dare approach. They surge across a courtyard and through a city gate, and fan out In

bothdirections. At every door and window ofthe caravan serai a re astonished onlookers, purportedly including

Ha mza's friend. Tul Mast, though anyone who even remotely matches his previous description is absent.

Unlike the previous caravanserai scene, this painting draws its energy from subtle variations on a very

restricted set of activities. Soldiers mill about, theirturned heads directing attention every which way, and their

upraised swords creating a staccato rhythm across the com position. From their tiny cubicles, the caravanserai-

dwellers, heads bobbing as they gape, have much the same effect, A large portion of the paint on Hamza's face

has flaked off. but that surface loss is compensated bythe exquisite underdrawing.

Theguardsexhibita very distinctive and coherent rangeoffacialtypes.Theeyesaretypicallyvery round and

have remarkably bright whites. The mustaches are still moredistinctive. thick and winglike in shape and bristly

in texture, and often with upturned flaring ends. Indeed, some figures, notably the one directly behind Hamza

or the guard dressed in red in the upper center, sport such impressive mustachesthatthey function as signa-

ture features. The recurrence of this combination offeatu res throughout the illustration allows us to attribute

most ofthe actual paintingto Jagana.a major artist active in the late 1570s and 1580s, for he is named as both

the designer and painter of two illustrations in the Jaipur ^ozmnomo with an absolutely identical range of

faces (see fig,2o),^ The irrefutable connection between this Hamzanama illustration and Jagana's work some

fifteen years later demonstrates how little the basic elements of artists' personal styles in the Mughal atelier

changed overtime. Though Ha mza's face is damaged, enough re mains of his nose and eye to indicate that

another well-documented artist, Basavana, supplied his face and torso.
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36 HAMZA'S friends send YUNUS the sailor for HELP; HE MEETS UMAR, AND DIRECTS

HIM TO TAKAW

Attributed to Dasavanta

and Shravana

Volumeii, painting

numberio.text numbeni

India, Mughaldynasty,

c/rco 1570

66.8 x51,8cm

(detail on pp 116-17)

MAK-Austrian Museum of

Applied Arts/ Contemporary

Art, Vienna, B.L 8770/54

Published: Eggeri974, pl.ig;
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Seealsofig.24on p 52, above.

Three diverge rnt narrative threads are woven together in the next installment of the text. The Iranian heroes

vow to rescue Hamzafrom prison, but Khwaja Nu'man advises them to seek reinforcements first.

"Someone will have to besenttothe Amir's army,' said he.

'Who'stogo?'theyasked.Yun us the sailor agreed to go. Getting the boat out of the sand, he got in the

boat and set sail in the direction of Sa bay 1 1.

As for Umar, Yazak.and Sarraj the sailor, they were lost for two months. Oneday Sarraj climbed up to

the top of the mast and saw a ship with one man in it. When it got nearer, he saw that it was his own

brother. The man recognized Yunus and came to Umar. Sarraj told his story, and Yunus recounted the

story ofthe Amir. Umar rejoiced and sent him on his way while he himself proceeded until a huge moun-

tain andfortresscame into view. Umar rejoiced"

The artist illustrates the chance encounter of the two complementary rescue missions, an episode

described briefly at the very end ofthetext on the preceding page. But rather than presenting a close-up view

of the vessels and their inhabitants, asisdonein the two embarkation scenes, he pulls back to depict the two

boats on a vast sea. He sets Umar, the protagonist of the illustration, atthe very edge of the composition, and

aligns him with the two brothers, both ofwhom are labeled. Another sailor, perched on the makeshift crow's-

nest of a mast so tall that he is only half the size of his shipmates, looks toward the huge mountain, the land-

mark mentioned in the text. Standing atop that mountain is an equally small figure gesturing toward a city in

thefardistance Thus, the artist links m a great arc the separate actions ofthe episode-the two brothers meet-

ing, Umar learning of Hamza's whereabouts and charting a new course, and the lookout's sighting of the

mountain and fort.

The bu I kofthe com position is dedicated to topographical matters. The sea surges all around, often forming

loose interlocking whorls but neverfalling into predictable patterns. The mountain rises up in great muscular

lobes, its surface scumbled as if ground down by geological forces, its contours crevassed with broad, wet

streaks of black paint. More striking still a re the trees at the very center of the image. These are not the densely

patterned, precisely painted trees seen in most of Mughal painting. They a re expression istic flurries -daubed

with blue, flecked with yellow, shot through with eerily fractured branches. This painterly exuberance spreads

across the straits, where a com pact fortress is engulfed by a forest of equally splashy trees. This wild setting is

the backdropfor a miniature and absolutely unrelated sceneof a goatherd minding his goats. I nth is scene, too,

the artist shows a lively touch: some goats amble a bout, one strains to reach the fresh growth above him, and

two others rear to butt heads. The goatherd, crook in hand and a heavily modeled cloak about his shoulders,

strides out of the com posit ion.

Such a boldly designed and executed painting comes along but rarely, and is a testament to an extra-

ordinary creative vision. Only Dasavanta consistently designed paintings of such compositional originality,

and only he and Basavana ever used paint with the spontaneity seen here A pair of paintings ascribed and

attributed to Dasavanta in the rut/noma have both these qualities, as well as a matching set offigu re types.'
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37 BABA JUNAYD IS RUDE TO UMAR AND TURNS HIM AWAY FROM THE CARAVANSERAI

DESPITE NU'MAN's ENTREATIES

Volume 11, painting

number 11. text numben2

India, Mughal dynasty,

c/cco 1570

Painting68 5 x 53cm,

folio7ox54cm

FreerGalleryof Art,

Smithsonian Institution,

Washington, DC,

Purchase F1981, 11

1. MAK-Austrlan Museum of

Applied Arts/ Contemporary

Art, Vienna, B. 1. 8770/60,

See Reconstruction, no. 54.

U mar, disguised as a merchant, arrives at Takawand asks for direct ions to the caravanserai of Baba Junayd; he

is accompanied there by a customs officer. They find the innkeeper seated on a girthing platform outside his

caravanserai. Theofficer makesthe introductions

"The customs man came and greeted him, saying, 'This is a good man. Give him a good place.'

'Fellow,' he cried out, 'am I a servant ofthe customs officer? How am I to find any room here?'

The customs servant said, 'Khwaja, we have spoken and heard. The rest is up to you. 'This he said and

departed.

Umar came forward and said hello. Baba replied with a frown. U mar threw a handful of gold before

Baba and said, 'We havecomeoutof loveforyou.'

'Am I a beautiful youth that you would come to see me?' replied Baba. 'I can do nothing for you. Pick up

your gold and go in peace, for there is no room ' Umar left the caravanserai, seeing that Baba Junayd was

in a bad mood.

Nu'man saw a merchant standing there with many well-laden animals, and Baba Junayd was being

rough with the merchant

'Baba, what's wrong?' asked Nu'man.

'This man is looking for a place to stay,' he said, 'and I have no room. No matter how many times I tell

him, it doesn't do any good.'

Umar stood up. Nu'man saw him and bowed. [Nu'man] was ashamed and said, 'There is no reason to

be rude to people. Sir, I will give you a room.'"

The artist uses the occasion of an exchange of caustic banter to present two aspects ofthe caravanserai. On

a low platform outside his establishment sits Baba Junayd, one shoe kicked off and leg drawn up, surveying

with a jaded eye all that drifts by. FHe extends one hand, fingers splayed, near the face of a bearded man framed

by a blackened door. The identity of this figure whose entreaties are being rebuffed so adamantly is uncertain.

It may be Umar, the ostensible protagonist of the story, because he stands before a string of pack animals, a

detail mentioned specifically in the text. It is, however, more probably Khwaja Nu'man, whose bout with Baba

Junayd is recounted in the penultimate line of text, the most common location for the passage chosen for illus-

tration. Indeed, the portly figure looks more the prosperous merchant than Umar ever could, even in his best

disguise. In all likelihood Umar is actually the solicitous figure to the right, whose mustachioed face, lean body,

and shield are more in keeping with the oyyor's persona.

But these figures tell only part ofthe story. Camels and horses heavily laden with trunks, carpets, and bun-

dles wait patiently opposite Baba Junayd, providing a sense of the caravanserai as a way station for all and

sundry as well as some relief from its statically composed and starkly detailed facade. From a chamber above

the gate, where not coincidental ly Ala mshah and his friends reside, two figures look down on the altercation.

At this level, demarcated by a densely decorated architectural band and a brightly colored balustrade, the inter-

nal world ofthe caravanserai comes into view. People go about their business -feeding animals, preparing

food, bargainingfor goods- without pretense or drama, an effect created largely by the even, un hierarchical

distribution offiguresandthe lack of a potent architectural frame.

This illustration has suffered much surface abrasion, primarily in the tilework of the courtyard and in the

now thinly painted clothing, and the faces ofthe scene's most prominent figures have been repainted in a

dessicated style. Nonetheless, it is clear that even in its original condition the work was much more bland in

composition and execution than the earlier caravanserai scene (cat. 32). Thus it is particularly surprising that

the composition is repeated almost exactly in the very next illustration, in which Shah rashob comes to inter-

rogate Baba Junayd a bout the Iranian troublemakers rumored to be staying in the caravanserai, and gets a

tasteof Baba J unayd's gruff manners.^
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38 HAMZA AND UMAR EXCHANGE INSULTS WITH CHAZANFAR AND CHALLENGE HIM TO

BATTLE OUTSIDE THE FORTRESS OF ARMANUS

This painting begins a sequence of eight consecutive illustrations that demonstrates the idiosyncratic nature

of most narrative choices. Although the text of the preceding folio has not been located, it is clear that the

scene depicted here is recounted in the second andthird lines on the reverse of this painting, Ghazanfar, who

presidesoverthefortressofArman us, catches sight of Ha mza and Umarasthey reconnoiter the terra in around

the bastion. Perched safely in a high tower and emboldened by wine, the insolent Ghazanfar begins to heap

invective on the two strangers.

"U mar cursed him in return, butthe Amir said, 'Ifyou area man, come down and let us grapple to see

who will win a match of courage.' This displeased Ghazanfar, and he immediately went down from the

tower, andasheapproachedthe Sahib-Oiran he aimed a blow with his sword at the Amir's head. As the

sword was coming down the AriTir stretched out his champion's hand and tightened his grip on the

pommel of his sword, and as he attacked he drew his sword and said, 'Take this!' Ghazanfar raised his

shield over his head. The Amir reached underthe shield, grabbed hiscollar, andpulledhimdowntohis

knees With hisother hand the Amir reached for the dagger in his belt, lifted Ghazanfar from the ground,

lifted himup, andthenhurledhimtothe ground so hard that his vile body layflat.The Amir then tied his

hands and neck. Still Ghazanfar refused to give up and cursed repeatedly."

Thewily Umar cuts out Ghazanfar's tongue and forces him to swap armor with Hamza. In this disguise, Ha mza

proceeds toward the fortress, loudly proclaiming that he, Ghazanfar, is returning with the defeated Hamza in

tow. Once Ghazanfar's compatriots open the gates, Hamza reveals his true identity with a great shout, where-

upon his army rushes m to vanquish Ghazanfar's allies, con vert the city's inhabitants, and erect a mosque.

Hamza'sarchrival.thegiant Zumurrud Shah, flees the scene to fight another day.

Mukhlis, the designer of this painting, elects to depict the war of words ratherthan the ruse and its

inevitable aftermath. Approaching from the right is Hamza, the very picture of valor as he sits astride a

magnificently caparisoned horse, his spear raised proudly. Umar, ever Ha mza 's advance man, scurries before

him, brandishing a battle-axe inonehandandaslinginthe other. These postures leave no doubt about the

figures' relative status. But Madhava, a portrait specialist asked to do these two figures, further reinforces

Ha mza 's pre-eminence by isolating his head and torsoagainstthechurning waters around the fortress; con-

versely, he works with Mukhlis to relegate Umar to a subordinate role by placing himjust within the confines of

the strip of land before the moat. Both protagonists fix a cold stare on Ghazanfar, whose taunting demeanor is

conveyed by his pointing finger and menacing mace. All three figures have clenched mouths, hardly the

expression expected in a situation in which catcalls are being flung back and forth. Butthe Mughal penchant

for visual description never really extended into the realm of nua need facial expressions; instead, even the

finest Mughal painters of this time were content to use the more easily visible and understandable language

of gesture to establish the emotional complexion of their subjects. In this case they could certainly rely on the

narrator to stand in for the protagonists and regale the audience with a series of well -chosen insults.

The real excitement of this painting comes not from the three central figures, but from the fortress itself,

which crackles with tension. The sense of instability begins at its base, which is staggered at an impossibly

acute angle and seems to hover above the frothy moat and foliage. It continues with the stronghold's ram-

parts, which, divided into abruptly dislocated sections and festooned with gaudily contrasting machicolations,

are more like parts of a sliding puzzle than those of a defensive structure. And it culminates in the dizzying

patchwork of brilliantly tiled pavilions and courtyards beyond the walls. The pavilion that frames Ghazanfar,

for example, not only has a four-sided canopy rising incongruously from a six-sided base, it IS also thrust for-

ward so bizarrely by the kaleidoscopic patterns around it that Ghazanfar appears to levitate over the walls of

hisfortress. Mughal realism manifests itself sporadically; thedrawbridge,forexample, is rendered down to

every detail of its hinges, clamps, and hooks. For the most part, however, the fortress is the stuff of architectural

fantasy. Resting atop the insubstantial, mazelike tiles of the central tower block is a large pavilion, its heavy

eaves supported precariously by just three slender brackets. Mukhlis further confounds the viewer's under-

standing of pictorial space by aligning the eaves with niche-filled uprights of exactly the same col or, thereby

constructing a strong, visually closed form that has no conceivable counterpart in reality. Finally, the painter

ensures that there is no relief from the chock-a-block design by filling in virtually all the remaining space with

pairs of flags and crowds of onlookers. The result is a composition abuzz with giddy agitation, a fitting back-

dropforthe impendingconfrontation between Ghazanfarand Hamza.
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39 ZUMURRUD SHAH REACHES THE FOOT OF A HUGE MOUNTAIN AND IS JOINED BY

RA IM BLOOD-DRINKER AND YAOUT SHINING-RUBY

Attributed to Ma hesa

Volume 11. painting

number 21, text number 22

India, Mughal dynasty,

C//-C0 1570

Painting 67.9x51,1 cm,
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Caption: 'Zumurrud Shah
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mountain where he isfound

by Ra'im Blood-Drinkerand

YaqutShining-Ruby'

Brooklyn Museum of Art,

Museum Collection Fund,
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The fast-paced and highly involved narrative described in the preceding text affords a raft of colorful and

attractive illustrative choices: a young hero entombed alive, a romantic ploy that leads to the seizure of a fort, a

series of individual battles, and the confiscation of Zumurrud Shah's treasury. This artist, Mahesa, bypasses all

these to present instead the lamentable fate of Zumurrud Shah in the wake of this frenzied activity. Taking his

cue from one short phrase in an episode described in the second and third lines of text on the reverse of this

folio, he shows the giant resting in the shadow of a towering mountain, where he consoles a few key members

of his distressed entourage and begins to plot his next course of action.

"When Zumurrud Shah the Lost came out a lone from the battlefield and traveled until it was night, he

was on the road that night. The next day too he was on the road In brief, he traveled for eight days, and

on the ninth day he came to the foot of a mountain that was so high it was level with the celestial sphere.

He dismounted and spent that day beside a spring hunting meat. The next day Blood -Drinker and

Shining Ruby arrived and joined Zumurrud Shah. On the third day the amirs all gathered, and nearly a

hundred thousand menjoined him .

."

Although Zumurrud Shah and the mountain are featured very prominently, the actions of his band of followers

are relatively ambiguous, so much so that even though the painting's position in the manuscript was known,

its subject was never identified properly. Recently, however, extensive conservation work has uncovered most

ofthe original caption describing the scene, so that there can no longer beany doubt a bout the subject.

The giant dominates the painting by virtue of his central position, hulking orange mass, and toothy gri-

mace. The guys of the canopy behind him frame four minions, each expressing his discomfiture in a different

way: one prostrates himself, another tears athisturban.athi rd sinks to hiskneesandmuffies his sobs ina

shawl, and a fourth buries his head in the long tresses of Zumurrud Shah's beard. These male responses are

complemented by the less ostentatious reactions of a gaggle ofwomen huddled beneath the large canopy, its

once pristine white surface and delicate pattern soiled and patched as a sign ofthe ignominy of defeat. Mahesa

exploits the large canopy as an organizing compositional device, one simultaneously amplifying Zumurrud

Shah's massive face and crown and concealing the base of the mountain, thereby accentuating the latter's bil-

lowing height. He subtly alters the mood of the scene with auxiliary features. Disregarding the surrounding

passages ofthe text, which notethesolitudeof Zumurrud Shah's first day beside the mountain and describe a

resurgent martial spiritthereafter, the artist nudges a stationary scene of solace into one of weary, ongoing

retreat by filling the upper corners with villagers driving their livestock and a woman fleeing with her babe

bornealoftina basket.

Like many Hamzanama illustrations, this one was partially repainted at some point Zumurrud Shah has

undergone the most significant repair. His forehead has been slathered with a new layer of paint, as have his

heavy jet-black beard, hands, and the thick sash about his waist. The figure paying homage to him has also

received a new face. Most of this Is not obvious from any distance overarm's length, but it becomes clear under

both magnification and ultra-violet light. Onlythree ofthe ancillary figures were retouched at all, but happily

this was done with a careful hand,sothattheirfacesareentirely consistent with original ones.
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THE SIEGE OF NOSHAD

CAT 40-44

Zumurrud Shah retreatsto Noshad Fort, where he receivesthe homageof Anquil

Demon-Nurturerand his countless legions. Zumurrud Shah still fears Hamza

and is mollified only when Anquil ofl'ers to reinforce the defenses of the already

treacherous rocky mountain pass leadingtothecity.His men dig a complicated

seriesof channels that flood the narrow road and encircle the fort and two out-

posts with an untraversable moat.

Having located their enemy, Ha mza's forces set up camp on the other side of

the water but the defenders refuse to engage them. The next day, however. the

enemy champion Marku' Boar-Tooth rides out to fight all challengers, killing or

wounding each one. On the third day of fighting, suddenly and unexpectedly, he

is defeated by a mysterious young knight whose identity is concealed by a veil.

The champion chases down Marku"s frightened supporters and they jump into

the sea. Only later does Hamza learn that the champion is a prince named

Kay ha n b. Rustam, who is kidnapped by Marku"s immediate allies byway of

revenge.

Despite Kayhan's victory, the waters around Noshad continue to thwart

Hamza'sforces. A massive naval expedition is mounted, but is repulsed by a bar-

rage of stones. Finally, other princes decide to take matters into their own hands.

Ha mza's son. Prince Bad I'uzza man, hides himself in a trunk and has it thrown

intothe sea; Malik Oasim immediately leaps into the sea and starts to swim after

the trunk. By clinging to a tree, the latter saves himself and finds the source ofthe

river in a garden, where he is discovered by a beautiful girl who immediately falls

in love with him. Although she isthedaughterof oneofthefort'sdefenders, he

tells her his mission and she becomes a Muslim.

The next day Oasim makes his way into the heart of the enemy lines. He

responds to an insolent soldier by manhandling him before Surkhab, the com-

mander of the garrison. Surkhab is duly impressed bythis show of strength, but

when he IS told of Oasim 's identity and how hecametoNoshad,heis so over-

whelmed by his resolve that he converts to Islam along with thousands of his

men Meanwhile, Badi'uzzaman has been washed ashore readytodo battle. He

kills several opponents and converts hundreds of others. The exploits of these

two princes bring about the surrender of the garrison to Hamza'sforces, who are

welcomed with much fanfare.
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40 IN SEARCH OF ZUMURRUD SHAH, HAMZA AND HIS FRIENDS REACH THE NOSHAD

PASS AND MEET UMAR MA'DIKARB

The text near the end of the preceding folio (cat^g) recounts the initial survey ofthe seemingly impregnable

defenses at Noshad by Hamza's lieutenant U mar Ma'dikarb;

'.^^ on the way was a river that was difficult to cross other than by a bridge, and on both sides ofthe river a

tunnel had been dug, Watertumbled down from the top ofthe mountain, and it was so rocky that no

one could traverse it. In olden times there had been no road through the rocks, but a road had been cut

so that it was possible to go easily along the edge of the water, Facingthis road a fortress had been built,

and when the fortress was manned it was difficult to cross the water. Behind the fortress another gate

had been constructed and another tunnel cut such that water from the moat ofthe fortress spilled into

thetunnelandthen entered a garden where buildings had been constructed. When the water leftthere

It went to the skirt of a second fortress and then to the landsof Noshad. Anquil said,'Beeasy of mind.

The road by which you have come cannot be traversed by all the armies ofthe world ifwe so choose,'"

The narrative ends abruptly with a night skirmish, and some messages being exchanged. Surprisingly,

though the image represents the remarkable terrain described in considerable detail in the text on cat. 39, the

episode actually depicted corresponds to a few lines on the reverse of this painting. This moment IS, as the cap-

tion informs us, whentheoyyorUmarjomsthestaiwartMa'di and Hamza himself in beholdmgthe awesome

site. Hamza masses his forces at the water's edge and sounds the battle drums in an effort to draw out the

enemy, but to no avail. The drawbridge ofthe outpost remains raised, and the defenders refuse to engage

Hamza and his men.

This painting is unique in the Hamzanama because it preserves a clue as to how Mughal artists really knew

what to paint. The text ofthe Hamzanama is written in straightforward Persian and most Mughal artists were

probably capable of reading the relevant passages, but they were never compelled to do so. Instead, they relied

on oral instructions or cursory prescriptive notes written specifically for them by various supervisors or clerks

involved in the project. Such notes are found on a number of sixteenth-century Mughal manuscripts, but this

example is the very earliest known note in all of Mughal painting.' It reads: 'The Amir and Umar come before

Umar Ma'dikarb at the edge of the sea. There should be a mountain on two sides. The water should cover

the entire path. On the top ofthe mountain is another path blocked with stones.' The unpainted cloth beneath

the inscription and the very language ofthe note - 'there should be'- make it clear that it was written before

the execution ofthe painting, and was simply overlooked by the artists and marginator when they completed

thepainting.

Banavari, the designer ofthe painting, heeds his supervisor's recommendations. He places the three pro-

tagonists and an unidentified princely figure- perhaps Oasim- prominently in the foreground, and dutifully

depicts a river encircling a promontory fortified With a pairof portals. A second artist, Mah Muhammad, has

the larger ofthese portals stand oddly apart from any structure whatsoever, apparently construing it merely

as the mechanism supporting the drawbridge. The moat is rather too narrow to cause much consternation,

particularlyfor a figure as expansive as Ma'di, and Mah Muhammad's boyish defenders thronging the oppo-

site shores seem more apprehensive than their thwarted attackers.

But these slightly illogical details would certainly have been forgiven by contemporary viewers, who had

little expectation of a painting with a coherent sense of space, Yetthis IS precisely what the team of artists was

trying to achieve by diminishing the scale ofthe figures as they receded intothe distance. Such a concern with

pictorial space was both novel and ambitious, but remained essentially peripheral to the narrative thrust of

the painting. The real appeal of the illustration lay in the slyly comical presentation ofthe very different physi-

cal types in Hamza's small band ofcompanions and the drumbeat of anticipation among the ranks of Anquil's

soldiers. The surgingforms and scumbled surfaces ofthe rocks in the foreground heighten the excitement of

the scene and link the two ha Ives ofthe composition.

A third artist, Mad hava Khurd, painted Umar and Umar Ma'dikarb, and redid the face, hand, and cape

ofthe prince. Madhava Khurd typically gives his figures larger and darker features and more naturalis-

tically rendered hands; m contrast to Banavari, he rounds off his forms by applying rich, black lines to their con-

tours, an efl'ectseen most clearly here in the rotund shoulders and belly of Umar Ma'dikarb and in the hem of

Umar'scloak,-
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41 A VEILED YOUTH SUDDENLY APPEARS AND SPLITS MARKU' BOAR-TOOTH ASUNDER

The enemy cannot resist the lure of Ham za's army forever. When day breaks, a fearsome champ ion named

Marku' Boar-Tooth orders the outpost's drawbridge lowered and rides forth onto the plain, brazenly calling for

a challenger. One champion after another responds to the call, but each is thoroughly trounced in turn. With

each triumph, Marku' grows more impudent, cruelly taunting one wounded opponent as he retreats, 'God-

worshipper, where a re you going? Stay where you are. I'm coming!' In a righteous world, such blasphemy does

not go unpunished for long:

"... then, without warning, by God's command and infinite grace, a young veiled hero stepped forth.

Entering the field, he stood in that infidel's path. The treacherous guebre aimed a sword blow at

the veiled youth's head, but the prince raised his shield, and as the sword came down, he grabbed the

guebre's wrist. Try as he might, the guebre was unable to wrest hishandand sword from the youth's

grasp. With one swift motion he pulled the sword from his hand and said, 'Take thatl'The guebre raised

his shield over his head, but the warrior struck him so hard across his middle that, despite all his armor,

he was cut in two. All the guebre's men hurled themselves into the water and ran away"

The dramatic culmination ofthis sequence of events is narrated in a few lines of text nearthe very bottom

on the precedingfolio. Yet the writing does not end after the usual nineteen lines, but continues in two partial

I inesoftext that a re squeezed awkwardly into the narrow space below the last regular line. Surprisingly, these

additional sentences describe a new phase of activity, beginning with the resentment that Marku"s imme-

diate allies harbor for Kayban b, Rustam, who has been revealed as the veiled hero, and ending in the kidnap-

ping ofthe youth by a spy in their employ.

"When Marku' was killed, Surkhab and Zarnab became angry and wrote a letterto Anquil. At this point

NawrozAyyar came from Anquil and said. 'Let me across the wall. Perhaps I can achieve something.'

Thus they did. By night he went to Kay ban's tent, rendered him unconscious, and stole him away."

That the text was extended in such an ungainly manner demonstrates the indifference accorded the physical

layout ofthetext in this manuscript; that this narrative extension was unrelated to the subject of the ensuing

illustration underscores the flu id nature ofthe relationship between text and illustration on consecutive folios.

Mukhlis presentsa relativelycomprehensivesummaryofthe narrative. Theyoung champion is positioned

prominently, his veiled face practically at the center of the com position. Located to the left and slightly below

him IS Marku', blood spewing from his innards and streaming over his dangling head. The artist casts this gory

spectacle asthe simple triumph of good over evil; whether by design or by accident, he omits Ma rku"s fateful

incapacitation, showing his sword plainly unencumbered and Kayhun without a shield. Likewise, he com-

presses the sequence of events so that three soldiers flounder in the sea while the veiled knight is still busy

splitting Marku' asunder. Other warriors mill about, their helmetless heads and gaping mouths leaving no

doubt that the fight has gone out ofthem. The result is an i mage ofa solitary champion wreaking havoc among

a more numerous enemy.

The composition repeats the key features of the distinctive terrain of the Noshad Pass. One foe clambers

acrossthe drawbridge, which his compatriots hasten to ra ise; this detail simultaneously evokes Ma rku"s sortie

and funnels the chaotic action in the foreground back toward the outpost. The promontory is rendered in

essentially the same manner, and is once more shown encircled by water and bracketed by a pairof outposts. In

this case, however, the larger outpost abuts the edge ofthe painting, and the scale ofthe figures in the distance

is reduced more gradually. The work is generally livelier than the preceding illustration. This efl'ect is due in

large part to the meandering flow of figures, but the particularly brilliant patterns of the caparisons and

painterly treatment ofthe rocks also impart a vitality to the surface.

Mukhlis, who may have designed the painting, supplied a II the figures up to the drawbridge. Although the

coarse features ofthe fleeing soldiers function as attributes oftheir mean nature, Mukhlis habitually endows

all his figures with wide-open eyes and expressive facial markings, and gives volumetotheir clothing with

heavily conventionalized folds; all these elements also appear in cat. 58. The prominent use of yellow and the

garish bands of the caparisons are later repeated in another work (cat.62). A second artist, La I u, who is known

from five ascribed paintings and two attributed works in the Tutinama, seems to have provided the figures

abovethedrawbridgeand beyond.'

Attributed to Mukhlis

and Lalu

Volume 11, painting number 23

India, Mughal dynasty,

c/rco 1570

67.5x51.8 cm

Caption 'Aveiledyouth

arrivesandslaysMarku'

Boar-Tooth'

MAK-Austrian Museum of

Applied Arts/ Contemporary

Art, Vienna, b 1 8770/37

Published: Eggen974. pl.25;

EggengBg, pl.13; Gluck 1925,

pl.ig.

1. Foli057ib,75b,8ib,83b,

and 84b a re ascribed to Lai u:

folios 78a and 84a are attrib-

utedtohim byChandra

Thefiguresoffolio78a

(see fig.23) compare parti-

cularly closelytothose

abovethe drawbridge here.
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42 BADl'UZZAMAN ENCASES HIMSELF IN A WATERTIGHT TRUNK AND HAS IT THROWN

INTO THE SEA AROUND NOSHAD FORT; MALIK OASIM SWIMS AFTER IT AND REACHES

ENEMY TERRITORY

Attributed to Dasavanta and

Shravana

Volume 11, painting number 24

India, Mughaldynasty,

Ofco 1570

67.5x51.5 cm

(details on pp.140-41)

MAK-Austrian Museum of

Applied Arts/ Contemporary

Art,Vienna, B.I. 8770/50

Published: Eggeri974, pi 26;

EggengGg, pi 14; Betz 1965,

pl.9;Glucki925,pl.20

1. Folio 67a, published in

Seylleri992,fig.io.

Ha mza's son. Prince Bad i'uzza man, em barks on a clandestine mission, kept secret even from Hamza.to breach

the waters surrounding Noshad Pass and ultimately direct the capture of the fort. He has himself encased in a

watertight trunk and orders it thrown into the sea. Malik Oasim learns of this courageous action, and imme-

diately matches it with one of his own. Forgoing even the rudimentary vessel launched by Bad i'uzzaman, he

leaps into the sea and starts to swim after the trunk. The currents are soformidablethat Oasim soon begins to

flail and gasp for air. He catches hold of a tree bobbingon the waters; resourcefully using it as a makeshift kick-

board, he propels himselftowardthesafetyof a cove. He proceeds down a long submarine passageway. When

he emerges, Oasim finds himself in an exquisite garden resounding with the laughter of beautiful maidens. He

confides his plan to one especially comely maiden, and she converts to his cause and religion.

The artist selects an episode in the middle of this tale of peril and persuasion. As the wooden chest contain-

ing Bad i'uzza man is swept uncontrollably downstream, Oasim thrashes about in the white water, seemingly

buoyed by its foam. Danger abounds. A crocodilian monster menacingly approaches Badi"s trunk with teeth

bared and plumes of water issuing from its snout. Oasim, whose trousers a re the same bright red as the trunk,

labors mightily against the current, an action the painter wittily mimicks with a sea tortoise paddling in the

opposite direction. One peculiar detail is that Oasim swims with sword in hand, apparently a last-minute

in vent ion by the artist. Faintly visible on either Side of the blade IS a narrow, double-pronged brown form. To

judge from its length - it extends just beyond the shore -and color, this pentimento is not a vestige of an earlier

sword, asone would normally expect, but the tree to which Oasim is supposed to cling as he grows fatigued.

The painterevidently decided to eschew this textual ly accurate detail in favor of a sword, an impractical attrib-

ute to be sure, but one more in keeping with Oasim's essential bravery.

The composition is an innovative one. By allocating morespacetothe waters around Noshad Pass and free-

ing them from their previously horizontal channels, the painter lendscredibility to their daunting expanse and

turbulence.Yet he intuitively understands that this story, I ike all Homzanomo tales, IS still driven by figures, and

he takes measures to ensure that they remain large enough to be easily readable. The primary beneficiary of

this decision is Oasim, who seems practically within reach of the opposite shore as soon as he leaves his well-

appointed tent. Likewise, the dozingguards atthefamiliar outpost of Noshad Pass become vulnerable pre-

cisely because they are so close and large. The artist often flaunts his visual acuity, describing such poignant

features as their drowsy expressions and relaxed positions as well as such superfluous details as the dama-

scened sword of the uppermost guard and the wood gram and string latch ofthe drawbridge.

The nocturnal scene of Oasim's camp is incidental to the action, but the nervous astonishment of his atten-

dants at his dramatic escapade provides a telling contrast to the state of un watchfulness below. Here again

the artist supplies some attractive flourishes, ranging from the elaborate rigging of the stand holding Oasim's

quiver and sheath to the flamboyantly streaky pattern on the mace- bearer's brown jomo. The thick, wet, black

contours of the rocks lining the sea are most unusual, and help provide a measure of distance between the two

major features of the forbidding terra in.

Together With the very original composition, these stylistically divergent features point to a collaborative

effort by two artists who are recognizable from their work in other Hamzanama paintings. The overall design

and the details of the painterly rocks and Oasim's heavily modeled red pants are probably the work of

Dasavanta. The remainder of the painting is by Shravana, an attribution supported most centrally by the

strong resemblanceofOasim'sfacetoafigure in a Tutinama illustration ascribedto him.' Likewise, thefacial

andfigure style of the guards, and particularly the pronounced red highlighting on theyellowjoma worn by

one guard and on the lowergarment of the mace- bearer in Oasim's camp, recur in another Homzonomo paint-

ing attributed to Shravana (cat.47).
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43 BADI'UZZAMAN EMERGES FROM THE TRUNK, SLAYS SOME OPPONENTS,

AND CONVERTS ZARNAB

Attributed to Mahesa

andShravana

Voiumeii, painting

number25,text number26

India, Mughal dynasty,

circa 1 570

Painting67.2 x 51 1 cm,

folioyg.s X 54cm

Caption: 'Badr emerges

from atrunk, kills many

[people], and makes a Muslim

of Zarnab'

Cincinnati Art Museum,

GiftofJohn W, Warrington,

1948 192

Published: The Dictionary

o/Art,vol,i5,fig,259,

Smart & WalkengSs, no,i,

Comstocki925, p.350;

Culin 1924, frontispiece.

1 Smart& WalkerigSs,

pp.14-15.

Meanwhile, Badi'uzzaman makes landfall in his own way. When thetrunk containing hinn washes ashore,

curious bystanders pry open its lid. Badi'uzzaman springs from his confinement and brandishes his sword,

ready to kill or convert all in his path. He does not have to wait for long. A startled on looker, one Khizrim, demands

to know his name. Badi'uzzaman proclaims that he IS Ha mza's son

"When he heard the name Badi'uzzaman, Malik Samaruq was startled and said, '0 Iranian, what are you

saying?' And so saying, he aimed a sword blow at Bad i'uzza man's head, but Badi'uzzaman rushed for-

ward, stretched forth his warrior's hand, and grabbed his wrist and the pommel of his sword With one

heroic movement betook the sword from his hand and said, 'Take that I' He raised his shield, but Badi'

struck him in the head, and the sword went through his skull as though it were a ripe gourd and split him

in two down to his belt. A groan came from that guebre as befell. Just then his brother Kiaruq came and

wielded his sword. The prince responded and dispatched him to hell too. There were three hundred men

With him,and they all converted to Islam."

Now Zarnab hears the news ofBadi'uzzaman's arrival and advances toward hitm. Bad I'uzza man's first local

convert, Khizrim, urges Zarnab tojoin him in embracing Islam. Zarnab will have none of this, at least until he

sufl'ers defeat at the hand of Badi'uzzaman.

At this point, about halfwaythrough thetexton the previous page.the story switches pace and protagonist.

The outpost fa I Is unceremoniously to Bad i'uzza man's forces. Hamza learns of its capture, but is also apprised

that Kayhun and Oasim are nowhereto be found. Buteventhen Oasim is making hiswaytowardthe heart of

the enemy's ranks and the triumphant conversion of Surkha b, the commander ofthe garrison.

From this spectrum of events the artist singles out Badi'uzzaman's defeat of Zarnab, his major adversary

Though more slightly built than his opponent, the young prince advances from the right -always the direction

of power -and enjoys the advantageof higher ground. The pa inter extends this visual advantage by the calcu-

lated useof two compositional devices. The first is the placement of the red trunk that had borne Badi' across

the sea and now lies before him. The trunk, a veritable perspectival conundrum, serves as Badi'uzzaman's

defining attribute, of course, but it also boosts himupinthe composition by occupying the space between

him and the water's edge. The second device is the rocky outcrop behind the two figures. Mughal artists

habitually use such features to screen distracting views into the distance. This painter follows suit, focusing

attention on the figures by filling the background with a large undulating ridge, a schematic palace, and

a spreading tree But these elements are manipulated still further. It issurely by design that the outcrop fans

outward to its greatest height and breadth directly be hind Badi'uzzaman, physically aggrandizing him as

it does. And while the rendering of rocks is often idiosyncratic, the pastel-colored, thinly outlined, and flat

outcrops seen here were almost certainly given this form to provide an unobtrusive backdrop for the con-

frontation of Badi' and Zarnab.

The other elements in the painting play decidedly secondary roles. The two upended and bloodied figures

a re the two brothers Badi' slew before Zarnab appeared on the scene. They a re also an unambiguous sign ofthe

fate that awaits those who dare resist, and pave the way for the bloodless capitulation of Zarnab and his

numerous compatriots. Although Badi'uzzaman's sword is raised against a weaponless Zarnab, the combat is

undoubtedly over; the gesture merely indicates the immediate impetus for Zarnab to convert, a decision

whose sincerity is signaled by his undisturbed plumed turban. Witnessing all this are a host of sea creatures,

some glowering from a safe distance and others oddly floundering underfoot. The water itself is overlaid with a

striking and apparently unique design ofwhitened serpentine crests.

The painting was formerly associated with Mahesa; this seems correct, for Mahesa appears to have been

responsible for the composition and most of the figures.' It is likely that Shravana added Zarnab and the

onlookers to his left.
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44 MALIK SURKHAB, THE GOVERNOR OF THE GARRISON OF NOSHAD FORT,

SUBMITS TO HAMZA

With curious redundancy.thetext precedingthis illustration devotes nearly half a page to a more elaborate

retellingofOasim's arrival at the barrier. There, Oasim sees Malik Surkhab seated on a throne and boldly makes

his presence known to him, A brawny bodyguard intervenes, but Oasim collars him and dashes his brains out.

Another guard rushes forward. Oasim wards off his blow and slices him in half Now that he has Surkhab's

attention, he exclaims, 'What say you of that God who brought me to this barrier and of the victory I have

achieved?' A duly impressed Surkhab professes his belief in that God.

Afterfeting Oasim for days on end.Surkhabgreets Amir Hamza himself Ha mza grants him a robe of honor,

and Surkhab reciprocates with the key to the barrier. The remainder of the text relates how Umar Ma'dikarb

and legionsof soldiers triumphantly pass through the long-contested garrison, install themselves on the terri-

tory it guarded, and a re joined by a host of illustrious kings and princes, including the world-conquering Amir.

"The next day the champions and heroes of the army of Islam set forth with thirty thousand of their

relatives. When the overseer of the court had crossed, the next day the sultan of the western throne

and Mundhir Shah of the Yemen crossed with two hundred thousand men. Behind them came

Prince Nuruddahr and Malik Oasim's men. After them the kings ofthe east likeJamshed Golden-Quiver

and Khwarshed Golden-Quiver crossed with two hundred thousand men. The next day Prince

Badi'uzzaman's men and the princes of Mazandaran like Shah Shams and Shah Badr crossed with eighty

thousand men. The next day Khwaja Umar'soyyarscrossed with their treasury and cam p. The next day

the Amir's ministers crossed with the ladies ofthe harem, and the next day Alexander's drum and the

instruments ofthe royal band all crossed. The world-conquering Amir crossed with his renowned sons

and army and camped on the other side ofthe barrier."

Despite thefact that the text describes Surkhab's submission tothe Amir in the most summary manner, the

artistchoosesthisepisodeasthesubjectof his illustration. He probably does so because it both epitomizes and

personalizes the conquest ofthe Nos had Fort and reinforces H a mza 's status as vanquisher of infidels, a role set

aside during the many episodes in which Badi'uzzaman and Qasim occupied the limelight. With such general

considerations in mind, the painter pays little heed tothe specific details of the submission. Forgoing the

exchange of the robe of honor and the key tothe garrison, he expresses the idea of welcoming supplication

with one novel feature and one standard gesture. As Surkhab is ushered beforethe bearded Hamza, he stands

in the middle of a long red cloth unrolled by one of his retainers. The action, of course, is the medieval equiva-

lent of the red carpet treatment, and is intended to grace Ha mza 's entry into the fort. Hamza magnanimously

shares the cloth with his newsub|ect,and permits him totouch his head to his foot, a servile gesture long a sign

of respect mthe Indian subcontinent.

Once morethe key action transpires attheverycenterofthecomposition. tocation, however, is not every-

thing in this case, for nearly every other element in the painting contributes to the compositional focus on

Surkhab and Hamza, Surkhab, for example, is dressed in a gleaming all-whitejama, a color that contrasts

sharply with the black of his turban and cape even as it adjoins Ha mza 's equally brilliant leggings. Onlookers

also do their part, with a few in the foreground glancing and gesticulating toward the Amir and his humbled

subject.On the whole, even the landscape cooperates, its primary ridges converging in a V-shaped configura-

tion directly behind Surkhab's adjutant.

Some details are less obliging and draw attention only to themselves; the most notableof these arethe

puffy outcrops that billow up on either side of the barrier, the conspicuously shaded clustered colon nettes of

the portal, and the regularly spaced, fuzzy tufts in the foreground. Another aspect ofthe collaboration involved

in this project is revealed in thetreatmentofthe various faces. Two members of the garrison rendered i n three-

quarter view are shown with their further eye projecting slightly beyond the shape of the face. This discreet

feature is a holdover from pre-Mughal traditions, and dies out almost completely by the end of the

Hamzanama project; most of the other soldiers have wide-set almond-shaped eyes, a facial type associated

with Banavari (see cat, 48). By contrast, the faces of Surkhab and Hamza are far more finely painted, and are

almost certain ly the work of Dasavanta,the master who designed the painting. Dasavanta favors large, dark

facial features, particularly pupils, and is practically alone in his use of white as a real color.

Attributed to Dasavanta

and Banavari

Volumeii, painting

number 26

India, Mughal dynasty,

circa ^s^o

67.2 X 51.4cm

(detail on pp.i32-33)

Caption: 'Surkhabcomes

out from the barrier and

places his head atthefoot

ofthe Amir'

MAK-Austrian Museum of

Applied Arts/ Contemporary

Art, Vienna, b.i. 8770/34

Published: Eggen974, pl.27;

Eggengeg, pi. 15; Betzi965,

pl.iO;Glucki925,pl.2i.
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TAHMASP ANOUIL DOES BATTLE WITH HAMZA AND HIS MEN

CAT45,46

Aided by U mar, who uses trickery to enter the enemy fortress of Salija, Hamza's

army defeats and converts to Islam all its inhabitants. Next, Hamza prepares to

challenge the might of the Indian giant Tahmasp Anquil. One champion,

Marzban, engages the giant in single combat but is overwhelmed by his oppo-

nent's size and strength. He has to be rescued from certain death by Umar, who

once more puts to use the sling that he carries with him wherever he goes. The

stone he flings hits Tahmasp on the temple, allowing Marzban to escape and

fight another day. Tahmasp rebounds to terrorize the allies until Hamza himself

takesthefield.

Having inflicted serious woundson Hamza and devastation among hischam-

pions, Tahmasp Anquil begins a new round of battle with the Amir's army. One

champion after another falls before him. As the carnage mounts, the inhabitants

of Mecca pray for deliverance from the Indian scourge, A champion named Satur

launches a two-hundred-pound club at the giant, but the demon thwarts the

attack by catching hold of the mace. More battles follow, and the number of mar-

tyrs reaches four hundred. Finally, Oasam al-Abbas rides out from Mecca. As he

takesthefield, heofFers prayerstothe Prophet and then snatches Tahmasp's

weapon. The alarmed giant tries to ward ofl'the coming blow with his shield, but

Oasam al-Abbas lands it with such force that it smashes Tahmasp's head and

shatters every bone in his body. The believers let out a great shout, the armies

withdraw, and Hamza showers praise on Oasam al-Abbas.
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45 UMAR SLINGS A STONE AT THE GIANT TAHMASP, AND SAVES ONE OF HAMZA'S HEROES

FROM HIS CLUTCHES

Attributed to Dasavanta

andShravana

Volume 11, painting

number 28, text number 29

India, Mughal dynasty,

c/rco 1570

66,3x51 8cm

(detail on pp.146-47)

Caption: 'Tahmaspfights with

Marzban and Umar [flings]

a stoneat Tahmasp's head'

MAK-Austrian Museum of

Applied Arts/ Contemporary

Art, Vienna, b.i. 8770/49

Published: Eggeri974, pl.28;

Glucki925,pl 22.

With Ha mza's permission, Umar sets out for Sal ij a Fortress, where he hopes to free the kidnapped Kay ha n b.

Rustam. On the way, he meets an old woodcutter. Umar extracts some information from him, incapacitates

him With some drugged fruit, and uses his identity to enter the fortress. That night, he creeps up on the sleep-

ing guards, blows a knock-out drug uptheirnoses. and rescues Prince Kayhan - all in a day's work. Thereupon

Ha mza's forces convert the entire garrison, and prepare for the coming showdown with Tahmasp Anquil, This

event is forestalled, however, by the arrival ofTa'us Shah and his four hundred thousand men. Hamza

d ispatches some princes to I ntercept Ta'us Shah, but pointed ly excludes Ma Ilk Oasim, known to have an impul-

sive nature, sending him instead to look for some chests of Ha mza's armor that have accidentally fallen into

the sea (seecat,48)

The end of this story coincides with a missing folio. The text on the reverse of this illustration introduces a

new series of skirmishes. The most colorful of these involves the miraculous arrival of Ibrahim, Ha mza's love-

child with the princess ofthe fairies, from the heavens on a throne borne by demons Hamza happily greets his

offspring and enlists him in his cause.

This illustration now stands without benefit of its accompanying text. Nevertheless, its subject is easily

understood both from the pithy caption and the straightforward act ion. Apparently Tahmasp is on the loose

again, this time bearing downonachampion.Marzbanbyname.whohaslittlehope of contesting the giant

With either strength or guile. So overmatched is this hero, in fact, that Tahmasp has dispensed with his armor,

weapons, and mount. Barefoot, he rumbles oafishly after Marzban. catching hold of his steed's tail with one

hand and wrenching the champion's shoulder with the other. Two horsemen-onewith his own shoulder

turned in side out -join in the chase, but do nothing to abet either hunter or prey. Many more soldiers gape

from the safety of a nearby ridge. Intothisfray springs Umar. Like David before Goliath, he wields his sling with

unerring accuracy. His projectile smites Tahmasp on the temple, causingthe brute's head to recoil and his hair

to stand on end.

Even before one parses this painting, the re is a sense of dramatic excess that points unmistakably to

Dasavanta. Tahmasp is not centered and static; he lunges from the side of the painting and paws the air. He is

huge, of course, but this figure is far more dominant than his counterpart in the following illustration (cat,46)

because he is modeled so ma rvelously and colored so extravagantly. Despite his wound. Tahmasp's face is

stonily impassive, a metaphor Dasavanta encourages by placing a rock of equivalent size and shape almost

directly before the giant's head. Yet his thick hair flies wildly, and h\sjama has burst open. Umar, his nettlesome

opponent, stands resolutely in the opposite corner, wearing the same brilliant and streaked colors, albeit on a

much reduced scale.

Dasavanta gives all three central characters his trademark features: large black pupils, a prominent nose,

and a rosebud mouth. He displays an acute awareness of texture on objects ra ngi ng from the fluffy yaktai I

pompoms on Marzban's horse to the prickly stumps beside Umar, And he seems to revel in high color contrast,

most obviously between the acidic yellow of Tahmasp's pants and the b lac kish-green ground, but also within

individual forms, notably the flamelike foliage in the left foreground. The intensity of the painting abates only

slightly in the passages contributed by Shravana, who provides the peripheral figures and ornate tents.
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46 OASAM AL-ABBAS ARRIVES FROM MECCA AND CRUSHES TAHMASP WITH A MACE

In a new round of battle, Tahmasp decimates Hamza's champions. When the earth is stained with the

blood of four hundred martyrs, the hero Oasam a l-Abbas rides out. He snatches Tahmasp's weapon and

strikes him dead.

This illustration shows a youthful Oasam a I -Abbas pitted a gainst the titanic Tahmasp. Tahmasp is no

stranger to the pictorial stage; he is, In fact, featured In no lessthanfour of nine consecutive Illustrations, a run

finally brought to an end by his demise in this scene.Mn his three earlier appearances -nearly all resulting in

victory -Tahmasp thunders In from the right, twice riding across a composition with onlookers taking cover

behind a similarly sloping horizon. Once Tahmasp simply seizes his opponent by the arm, but on the other two

occasions he brandishes an enormous cleaverlike broadsword. Here, he has lostthe advantage of direction,

and pitches forward from the left. His vanquisher, Oasam a l-Abbas, advances on a camel, an unusual mount

which, together with the white cloth looped about his face, is meant to Indicate his Arab origins. For once

Tahmasp's opponent is able to counter his fearsome sword with a doomsday weapon of his own. With the

colossal mace described in the text, Oasam a l-Abbas smashes Tahmasp -not on the head, as is specified, but

on the leg. This change was probably occasioned not because the artist was unaware of the textual account,

which, after all, is very short and direct, but because he preferred to embed the huge mace within the form of

Tahmasp's body and horse and thereby lea vet he giant's face intact. To set offthe mace from Tahmasp's armor

and his mount's caparison and to accentuate their physical collision, the artist runs one big golden stripe

across its silver surface, a directional contrast strengthened accidentally by the blackened appearance that the

silver has assumed overtime.

This painting can be attributed to Ma hesa. The most obvious connection is Tahmasp's face. This youthful

facial type IS large and smooth in shape, its flattened pursed mouth and rounded eyes combining to form a

somewhat vacant expression. It appears in a number of works ascribed to Ma hesa,' and recurs in the figure of

Tahmasp in at least one other illustration in this series, thus suggesting that Ma hesa designed and painted

much ofthese of her works as well. ^ Other elements a re equally distinctive. Ma hesa habitually uses an oversize

polka-dot pattern for his studded tunics, as he does here on Tahmasp and previously on the figure of Ma'dikarb;

even the markings of the two figures' helmets are identical. He renders riiany forms as large, flattened shapes,

a tendency exemplified most clearly here in the discrete shapes of the two tunics and the caparison of

Tahmasp's horse. Ma hesa 's landscape typically consists of puffy rock forms organized into large, broadly

conceived arcs. His onlookers, with their boxy faces and thin features, represent some of his most typical

figure types.

Attributed to Mahesa

Volumeii, painting

number36,text number37

India, Mughaldynasty,

c;/-co 1570

Painting68 x 52cm,
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Caption: 'Oasam Abbas arrives

on the battlefield and defeats

Tahmasp with a mace blow'
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Kramnsch 1986, no. 8; Dim

and 1948, p.6,fig 1.

1 MAK,\/ienna,B 1.8770/49

(cat.45), 8770/30, 8770/8 and

this work; five ofthese illustra-

tions have not been located.

2. British Library, London,

Dorafcnomo, fF.5a-b, and

British Library, Baburnama,

f 453a.

3. MAK, Vienna, B.I. 8770/30.

In the other painting (8770/8),

Tahmasp's face has been

entirely repainted.
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47 SANAWBAR BANU WELCOMES PRINCE OASIM AND THE CHAMPIONS OF

IRAN AND TURAN

Attributed to Shravana

and Dasavanta

Volumeii, painting

number 39, text number 40

India, Mughaldynasty,

0^01570

PaintingGy 5 x 51 5cm,

folio784 X 52 2 cm

Los Angeles County Museum

of Art, From the Nasli and

Alice Heeramaneck Collection,

Museum Associates Purchase,

M.yS.g.i.

Published: Pal 1993, no 46,

Heeramaneck 1984, pi, 141;

Pahg82,pl,i

1. Ontheothersideofthis

double-sided folio (f 67a) is a

painting ascribed to Shravana,

rendered in exactly the same

style. The paintings' profound

similarity and the workshop

habitof assigning multiple

paintingson a singlefolio

to one artist make for a defini-

tive attribution,

2, Folio 37a, published in

Titleyi983, p 196 Seefig,29

on p,53, above.

The story lurches a bit now, as if often does, but Ha mza continues to be done in by conniving spies and rescued

just as often by his own resourceful oyyors In his latest escapade, Ha mza is sprung from Noshad Fort by his two

oyyo/'s, Yazak and BarakhFarangi.and together they exact bloody and (naterial revengeon the vizier who sanc-

tioned his imprisonment. Now comes one of the quiet interludes when Ha mza or one of his heroes periodically

enjoys the pleasure offairer company.

Such IS the case in this illustration, as Ha mza 's men are welcomed by Tahmasp's sister, a beauty named

Sanawbar Ban u. The circumstances of this rendezvous are unclear. Two text pages earlier, U ma rand Hamza's

men meet Sanawbar Banu in the aftermath of their looting of Noshad.

"She told him all about her loveforthe Amir, saying, 'U mar, that night, when I was struck by the arrow of

love for the Sahib-Oiran, I came to the city and converted nearly four hundred people to Islam, Then,

when I heard that the ayyors of Iran had come to this city, it occurred to me that they had come to rescue

the prisoners. Of course there would be guards at the prison gate. I came and found you I ike this.'

Sheoffered Umara placetostay."

U mar accepts her offer, and leads h is oyyars to the safety of her house Withthisthestory breaks off, and after a

gap of one folio, resumes on the reverse of this painting, which has lost its caption. On this page of text

Sanawbar Banu IS mentioned thrice: first when she is described as being eager to capture the ayyars who do

Hamza's bidding, again in lines 11-12, when she receivesthechampionsat her house and gives them armor, and

a third time when Hamza sends her a note. That Sanawbar Banu greets Hamza's champions more than mid-

way through the text followingthe painting suggests that this is not the passage being illustrated. It is more

likely that this action is merely congruent with the now-missing one, perhaps describing a return visit to her

house. In any case, the somewhat contrary actions described above imply a certain opaqueness to her charac-

ter, sothat both Hamza and hisfoes solicit her assistance.

The artist adds many flourishes to a standard scene of greeting. One hero, probably Malik Oasim, leads his

men into the courtyard. The troupe rush through an ornate, obliquely set, three-di mens lona I gateway, a detail

that simultaneously a I lows the heavily armed followers to mass and to present their faces to the audience. One

maidservant spreads a red cloth before the plumed figure, a gesture seen earlier in less domestic circum-

stances (cat.44) and one aboutto be repeated here The central group is completed by Sanawbar Banu herself,

who extends both hands in we I come. An inexplicably huge fire blazes froma single candlestick hovering

beside the low platform, and flasks and fruit-laden bowls fill the niches ofthe pavilion wall.

But the feature that most sets this painting a part from other Homzonoma illustrations isthe assortment of

females, all ofwhom are clearly derived in both face and body from indigenous Indian types (see cat. 1). Early

Mughal paintings exhibit considerable variation in their adaptations of this square-headed, voluptuous type,

particularly in the Tutmama, where one painting firmly attributed to Shravana provides an exact match to the

woman holding a candle (see fig. 14).^ With this initial clue to the artist's identity, one can discern Shravana's

handiwork throughout this painting. For example, the oblique arrangement of the architecture, unusual m

Mughal painting of this period, occurs in one of Shravana's works in the British Library Oorabnomo.' That paint-

ing also features a narrow-eyed, bearded figure with a strong resemblance to the soldier holding the pin wheel

shield, and several tilework patterns seen here. The male figures here have notably broad bodies dressed in flat

jamas overlaid with large gold medallions; their faces, similarly wide a ndunmodeled, have thin eyes and wiry

mustaches. The recurrence of these same elements in a painting four folios (and two extant paintings) later

-

intheMAK-Austrian Museum of Applied Arts/Contemporary Art, Vienna, b.i. 8770/27 -supports another attri-

bution to Shravana, and bolsters the idea that artists often worked on nearly consecutive series of paintings in

the Hamzanama.

Shravana seems to have completed nearly all of this painting. He left to his collaborator, Dasavanta, the

faces of the two primary characters, the lead champion and Sanawbar Banu. The former is extremely close to

Dasavanta'sfigureof Umar in cat,36, and the latter has a more elegant profile, a larger solid black pupil, and a

more painterly surface than the other women in this scene. There is, in fact, physical evidence that Sanawbar

Banu's face was inserted after the painting was virtually complete, for a round the woman's brow and nose is a

kind of painted corona that disrupts ever so slightly the carpet pattern behind the figure. This type of portrait-

like insertion, commonplace in later Akbari painting, is not to be mistaken for repainting, which occurs here

on lyonthe right half ofthe centra I hero's face and on the entire face ofthe maidservant holding a double torch.
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48 ARCHAN DEV BRINGS THE CHEST OF ARMOR TO HAMZA

Having received armor from Sanawbar Banu, tine cliampions split up, some staying in Noshad and others set-

ting out to join up with HamzaThe latter contingent, headed by Malik Oasim, reaches the edge of the sea. A

casket containing Hamza's armor had accidentally fa lien into the water at that site, and Oasim, whose epithet

is the quick-tempered bloodshedder, is now sent by Hamza to retrieve it.

"When the courageous Prince Malik Oasim reached the edge of the sea, he summoned all the sailors in

the vicinity, gathered them together, and said, 'Go into the sea and bring out the chest of armor. 'They

entered the sea at Prince Malik Oasim 's command and swam all through the water, but they could not

locate the chest. Finally,they emerged and said, 'There is a demon called Aflagh hereabouts. Ifyou sum-

mon him, he will come and get your chest out.'

Malik Oasim went, seized the demon, and brought him back. The demon went into the sea and brought

out the chest. Putting the chest on the demon's head, Malik Oasim took it back to the Amir's camp."

This adventure, told in four lines at the end ofthe preceding text page, is summarized in one line at the beginning

ofthetextonthe reverse of this painting. This narrative pattern, one seen often in the manuscript, a I lows the nar-

rator to remind the audience ofwhere things stood at the conclusion ofthe previous session of recitation.

"When the kingof the west, Malik Oasim theOuick-Tempered, placed the box of the Amir's weapons on

the demon's head and brought ittotheSahib-Oiran, it was afternoon when he reachedthe Amir, and all

the warriors cheered the prince."

This Mughal artist knows a good story when he sees one. He seizes upon the captivating image of a demon

bearing a chest of weapons on its head, and makes it the largest, most central, and most extravagantly colored

element in his painting. Such an arresting motif easily epitomizes both the illustration and the story, but it is

howthe artist fleshes out the scene that ultimately conveys something larger stilfthe very essence of visual

storytelling \ r\ the Hamzanoma. See this image and retell the story. Half-naked sailors dragooned to locate the

submerged chest, a boat made a va liable forthe search, warriors with their weapons -arrows, a sword, and

even a musket - prepared to press on to Hamza's camp, an oyj/or agitated at the sight of the demon, and a

figure prostrate in supplication to his master-all these elements are, or can be, part ofthe story. Physically con-

joined but tempora I ly incohe rent, they embody a manner of visual storytelling known as the synoptic mode of

narration. The sailors, for exam pie, a re shanghaied so that they can conduct the search; it makes no sense for

them to remain bound after they havefailedandthetaskhas been assigned to the demon. Similarly, the

demon does not a rise from the sea with the chest on his head; Oasim puts it there, presumably after the demon

has returned to dry land. Even the identity of the central figure in orange is in doubt. If he is Oasim, who is the

figure prostrated before him? If he is the Amir, as the caption would have us believe, why isheshown young

and beard less for the first time in the manuscript?^ These questions beg a logical and precise sequencing

absent from this painting and from the Hamza legend generally. What matters more is the complementary

pairingof prince and demon, dignified and unrestrained behavior, civilized and uncouth men. What the audi-

ence IS meant to take from this memorable and entertaining painting is the message of heroic and righteous

action and its foil, no matter the order in which the imagery is considered and the story played out.

The artist responsible for much of the detailing of this compelling painting is Sana vari, an artist known

from his contributions to several contemporary manuscripts. As seen herein the three captive sailors and their

fur-clad guard, Banavari's faces have one exceedingly unusual feature: their almond-shaped eyes have heavily

painted whites outlined completely in black, and, like goggles, project slightly beyond both the plane and con-

tour of faces seen in three-quarter view." By contrast, the central figure has narrower and darker eyes, and

much more ambitiously modeled clothing. In fact, in face, hands, and dress, he resembles the orange-clad

figure on the mountaintop in cat. 85, one of several figures in that painting attributed to Kesava Dasa.This, in

tu rn, suggests the prostrate figure IS also the work of Kesava Dasa, who probably designed the painting as well.

The abrupt devision between thedarkgreengroundandthepurplearea beyond, and the smooth, painterly

tree trunk are also indications of Kesava Dasa's handiwork.

Attributed to Kesava Dasa

and Banavari

Volumeii, painting

n um ber 40, text n um ber 41

India, Mughal dynasty,

circa ^s^o

Painting 67.5 x 52.5cm,

folioyg.i X 63.3cm

Caption; 'Arghan Dev brings

the chest of armor to the Amir'

Brooklyn Museum of Art,

Museum Collection Fund, 24.47

Published: Poster efo/. 1994,

no. 22; Chandra i989,fig.2; Pal

i983,M2;Glucki925,fig.48.

1. Another minordiscrepancy

is the name ofthe demon,

which IS specified as Aflagh in

thetext, butgiven as Arghan

inthe caption

2. See.forexample, his

ascribed worksinthe

Tutinama {f. 50b, fig. 13), and

in the Jaipur ^ozm/ioma

(AC 1716, 1717, 1803, and 1804);

these lastfour paintings

are published in Hendley 1884,

pls26,27,i04,andi05
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THE BATTLE OF SHISAN PASS

CAT 49-51

Hamza is told that the winter snows will block his travel through Shisan Pass, a

place near Noshad, where a vast dam was built long ago by demons working at

the command of King Solomon. The dam holds back the waters of a mountain val-

ley and is plugged at the bottom by a huge brass ball on a chain. To lift the heavy

plug and release the water into the desert below, it takes hundreds of men to

wind the chain on a wheel at the top ofthe dam. Kayhur Dev, a descendant ofthe

demon builder, nowcontrolsthedam.

When they reach the pass in the spring, Hamza and his men a re confronted by

the army assembled by Zumurrud Shah. Kayhur Dev rides out to attack them

mounted on a rhinoceros and unseats the first hero to challenge hirn. Now Oasim

rides forth, sword in hand. Kayhur strikes Oasim with his sword; Oasim retaliates

with his own, missing Kayhur but severing the head of his rhinoceros. Kayhur

grabs Oasim's horse, causing it to rear up violently and Oasim to leap to safety.

Kayhur then tears Oasim's horse to pieces and begins to devour it. Without their

steeds, both warriors retire forthe night.

The next day a foe named Tayhur kills and wounds many of Hamza 's heroes.

The following day, Hamza girds himself for battle andjoinshismenintheir

assault. Tayhur attacks. Quickly, and with no elaboration whatsoever, Hamza

subdues him and has him bound. Hamza offers him a chance to convert, and

Tayhur accepts. The next day, Tayhur asks and receives permission to enlist his

brother.too; once alone, he climbs up to the Shisan Pass, apparently renounces

his conversion, and seizes control of the pass. Hamza's princes lead a charge to

regain the pass, but are beaten back by a barrage of stones, and retire for the

evening. Now Tayhur resorts to insidious environmental warfare. With his

demonic strength, he cranks the wheel to dislodge the brass ball from its place at

the base of the dam. A great torrent sweeps downhill and completely inundates

Hamza's camp, drowning many there, including one noted champion named

Hardam Devana.

Kayhur steals into Hamza's camp and beheads two champions as they sleep.

When the murders are discovered in the morning, Hamza's oj/j/ars try to track the

killer but without success. That night, Kayhur decapitates Prince U mar Gorzad.

Umar continues the search with redoubled energy, and his scouting takes him to

the Shisan dam, where he discovers a large band of infidel soldiers. Umar returns

to camp and gets reinforcements, among them Oasim, Badi'uzzaman, Alamshah,

Landhaur.andTuI Mast. Finally, a battle breaks out, and Alamshah, seeing Tayhur

atop the dam, splits him asunder and cuts the chain holding up the huge ball.

Detail of CAT 49
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49 IN THE BATTLE FOR SHISAN PASS, PRINCE OASIM DUELS WITH THE GIANT KAYHUR,

AND BEHEADS HIS RHINOCEROS

Attributed toMahesa

Volumeii. painting

number44,text number45

India, Mughaldynasty,

o>coi570

67.4x50.8 cm

(detail on pp.156-57)

MAK-Austrian Museunn of

Applied Arts/ Contemporary

Art.Vienna, B.I. 8770/52

Publislied: Eggen974, PL34;

Eggengeg, pi. 21; Gluck 1925,

pl.28

1 Thisyouthfultypeisseen

in two ascribed paintings in

the Darabnama. fF.goa-b

See fig. 30 on p 53, above.

Here begins the story of a formidable place, the Shisan Pass, and the battle for control ofthe dam there, an

engineering marvel that brings life or death. H a mza learns that in ancient times it was an inhospitable desert,

but that it adjoined a mountainous valley watered by a large river. King Solomon, recognizing the possibilities

ofthis terrain, ordered the host of demons at his command to build a dam in the valley so that water could be

delivered to the desert below. One demon, Shisan Dev by name, took on this colossal task, and with the help of

thousands of demons, completed it in five years. The dam is said to operate in this manner. At the bottom of

thedam,halfa league in breadth and four hundred cubitsinheight,isaholedugbyanotherdemon,Aad

Man-Eater. This hole is plugged by a huge brass ball fastened to a chain, and that chain is wound about a wheel

atthetop ofthe dam. So huge is that wheel and so heavy that ball that four hundred men are required to turn

the crank to lift the plug. When they do, I ife-giving water pours from the reservoirontothe valley below. One of

Shisan Dev's descendants, Kayhur Dev, maintains control ofthe dam to this day.

In the spring. Ha mza and his men set out for this fa bled and strategic place. When they arrive at the dam,

they see a vast army assembled there at the instigation of Zumurrud Shah, The mighty Kayhur charges out on a

war rhinoceros and unhorses the first champion sent to oppose him.

"Oasim came out. Both reached fortheir swords. Oasim took a blow from Kayhur and aimed a blow with

his sword at him. Kayhur ducked, and the sword landed on the rhinoceros's neck, severing its head.

Kayhur grabbed the leg of Oasim's horse, and anyone otherthan Oasim would have fallen from the

horse. When Oasim saw this, he leapt from his horse. Kayhur tore the horse apart, put the horse's leg in

his mouth, and started to chew it. The men on both sides stood still. When night fell they withdrew."

Now a war rhinoceros is no ordinary sight, even in the Ha/nzonomo, and Mahesa takes full advantage ofthe

beast's uniquely menacing form and color. A large Kayhur rumbles in from the right, his shield sliced in two,

presumably by the blow that beheads the rhinoceros. As the left half ofthe shield fa lis to the ground, Mahesa

keeps it exactly aligned with its mate so that the pairof brilliant white shapes bracket the dark and bloody neck

ofthe enraged rhinoceros, the high point ofthe scene. Once again, the artist deviates from the text as he substi-

tutes weapons at will, giving the brutish Kayhur a mace. Unlike his former battle scene (cat.46), which is domi-

nated by a truly gargantuan figure, here Mahesa surrounds the featured combat with supporting warriors,

someskirmishingintheforeground,andotherssoundingdrums,trumpets, and cymbals in the rear. He uses a

banyan tree to separate the opposing forces in the background, but positions it so that its trunk and sinewy

roots also reinforce the com positional axis that passes through the rhinoceros's neck.

This painting fleshes out Mahesa's personal style. His faces continue to be his most easily recognizable fea-

ture, the youthful type represented by Oasim complemented here by a grizzled Kayhur with a fuzzy handlebar

mustache.^ His landscape repeats the pastel colors and rhythmically curved ridges of an earlier composition

(cat. 39), the latter on a scale in keeping with the medium-sized combatants. There is some continuity in motifs,

such as the parasol-like yaktai I standards, seen also m cat.46. Even the palette becomes familiar over time, as

Mahesa consistently uses patches of red andyellowas visual accents.
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50 TURNING THE WHEEL ON THE SHISAN DAM, TAYHUR RELEASES A TORRENT THAT

FLOODS HAMZA'S CAMP AND DROWNS HARDAM DEVANA

Attributed to Jagana

Volume 11, painting

number 45, text number 46

India, Mughal dynasty,

orco 1570

67.9 X 51,8cm

Chester Beattytibrary,

Dublin, 01.1

Published: Leach 1995,

no,i.202,colorpl,ii; Leach

1986, fig.lOA; Arnold

&Wilkinsoni936,2,pL2,

The next day more battles ensue, with a foe named Tayhur inflicting many casualties on Hamza's forces. Many

champions volunteer to face this enemy, but the following day, Hamza himself prepares to fight alongside

them. Tayhur attacks, blaspheming all the way,

"When the wind swept the field clear of the dust, the two sides looked at each other until Tayhur,

mounted on his steed, entered the field. After displaying his prowess, he headed for the lines of the army

of Islam and shouted, 'God-worshippers, know that the god ofthe east has fated your death at my hands.

Fareyou well!' As he said this, from the army of Islam the world-conquering Amir halted on his steed and

said, 'Come intothefield ofcombat and show meyouroyyor'shat.for after me no one Will come into thefield.'

In short, theAmirspurred his horse into thearena and cameopposite Tayhur. Throughthegraceofthe

Creator he sent that infidel from thefield bound handsandneck.andhe returned to Solomon 'stent,

where hetookoffthegarbof battle and washed the dust and blood ofthe field from his hands. After that,

he ordered a party given during which Tayhur was brought in and offered a chance to convert to Islam."

Tayhur agrees and is i^ewarded, but the next day, on a mission ostensibly to win over his brother, he reneges on

his conversion, and seizes control ofthe pass once more.

"Tayhur turned the crank, and the rock rolled away from the mouth ofthe hole, and a deluge of water

poured down so that all the ground was engulfed. Many men were lost Of those of name, Hardam

Devana was drowned. Such an up roar a rose in the camp that the Amir imagined that soldiers had

attackedthecamp,"

This dramatic illustration brings into play the earlier description of the Shisan dam and its ingenious

floodgate. The narrow gorge across the pass has been sealed with a brick dam, edged in cut stone, and topped

with ornamental tiles. Placed to one side is the colossal wooden crank used to raise and lowerthe circular brass

plug. The artist shows the mammoth brown stopper exposed completely, with a dark oval space around it, to

indicate that the waters have been unleashed deliberately. Curiously, however, he does not depict Tayhur, the

culprit responsible for this catastrophe, probably to keep the focus on the dam mechanism and the deluge. To

do this, he uses an extreme close-up view, sothatthe water gushing from the base ofthe dam occupies not

onlythe center ofthe scene, but nearly a third ofthe entire composition. Nearly every detail speaks to the sheer

furyofthe waters. A camel strains to keep its head above water, a man grabs hold of a small tree to avoid being

swept away, and others struggle to save kin and kine. Beside a half-submerged tent a giant bobs by. Only on the

left does the situation seem less dire; there, one tent still stands, and one warrior hastimeto salvage his quiver.

Everything, from peopleto rockstothedam itself, is writ large

The artist responsibleforthistumultuous scene is Jagana. Many Mughal painters give their figures slightly

projecting eyes, but Jagana makes his figures' eyes round and relatively small in proportion to their faces. He

renders their features with a crispness often lacking in other artists' characters, this quality can be seen here,

for example, in the neatly delineated mustaches and beardsofthesoldier holding his quiver a loft, or the figure

below him leading a horse from the surging waters. Jagana shows no interest here in contemporary Mughal

experiments with European -de rived modeling. The faces and clothing of every figure are unabashedly flat,

with modeling limited to the kind of minimal and formulaic convention seen at the gathers at the waist ofthe

figure in the lower left. Similarly, the colors are absolutely unsullied by tonal shading, with the result that this

scene of utter devastation is rendered with an oddly cheery palette.
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51 ALAMSHAH SLAYS TAYHUR AND CLOSES THE SHISAN DAM

Afterthis straightforward episode, which is not summarized atthe beginningofthefollowingtext page as is

often the case, the story returns abruptly to Kayhur, now described as an aj/yor rat her than as a dev. He steals

into Ha mza's camp, and slipping by the dozing guards, beheads two champions.

"When it was nightand the Amir Sahib-Oiran was contemplative, an alarm broke out in the camp of the

army of Islam. Kayhur got \i\sayyar's paraphernalia together and got himself across mountain and cliff

to the army of Islam. As black night fell and the sky once again became a stage for the hosts of Ethiopia,

the oj/yor ofthe night vengefu I ly cut ofFt he head ofthe Bah ram ofthe day."

The murders are discovered when morning comes, and an aggravated Hamza orders hisoj/yorstotrytotrack

the killer. Their efforts are fruitless. That night, Kayhur exacts his bloody toll once more, this time decapitating

Prince U ma rGorzad. Hamza directs an infuriated Umarto redouble the search.

"Finally, when he reached the barrier, he thought, 'One can getthroughthis way.' When he was near the

barrier, he sawthat nearly two hundred fully armed men were standing with torches. Umar came

and got seventy renowned champions of the Amir 5a hi b-0 Iran likeOasim,Badi',Alamshah,Landhaur,

Ma 1 1 k. a ndTu I Mast. When these came, battle broke out. Tayhur was on top ofthe barrier. Ala mshah split

him in two and ..."

With this act, the text on the preceding folio ends; when it resumes on the back of this painting, it mentions

in the space of little more than one line Kayhur delivering the severed heads of his victims, his brother reporting

the death ofTayhur,theseizingofthedam,theblockingofthe water, and the severing ofthe chain. Thereafter,

it recounts a new and prolonged round of battles.

LiketheearlierdoubledepictionofBaba J unayd's caravanserai (cat.37), this composition repeats virtually all

the major elements of the preceding painting. The gorge and dam, the crank and ball, the torrent and its vic-

tims-all these recur in the second painting with negligible change. Indeed, the major difference between the

imagery of the two illustrations resides in the inclusion of Ala mshah, who scrambles up the rocks on the right,

and Tayhur, who lies well outofstri king distance of Ala mshah but has already been sliced in two. Fewer sou Is

flounder in the water, and conversely more figures have the physical luxury of gaping at Ala mshah on one side

and Tayhur's bloody corpse on the other. But the brass stopper remains raised and the torrent rages unabated.

The fundamental similarity of the two illustrations raises questions about how this particular pair of

images would have been used in recitations. The two paintings could conceivably be viewed in close sequence,

asthecauseand remedy of a terrible disaster, without regardtothe long digression that occurs between the

two episodes at the dam. Yet if this had been the intention, the text could easily have been rearranged to

accommodate this, with Tayhur's demise much preceding the unrelated seriesof a ssassi nations carried out by

Kayhur. Instead, it seems that the story was written down in its present arrangement precisely so that the

same scene would be depicted twice, for in each case the subject illustrated is described atthe very bottom of

thetext page.

Indeed, one wonders if these twinned images were a kind of informal competition between two artists, for

despite their many compositional and narrative similarities, these works are surely by different hands. This

artist, Shravana, pullsfurtherawayfromthecataclysm.andgenerally uses a smaller scale. His figures a re much

more voluminous and hairythanJagana's, and theirjomos are decorated with the medallion patterns exhib-

ited in his earlier works (cat.42 and 47). His rocks are also closely related to those in one earlier work (cat. 42),

with heavy shading applied around each rectangular facet within the larger outcrops; these more three-

dimensional forms encroach upon the torrent both laterally and spatially, inadvertently diminishing its sweep

and power.

Attributed to Shravana

Volume 11, painting number 46

India, Mughal dynasty,

circa ^S10

Painting69 x 52.2cm,

folio83.7x67cm

Caption: 'Alamshah cuts

the chain ofthe wheel in

two [and blocks the water]'

The Cleveland Museum of Art,

GiftofGeorgeP. Bickford,

1976.74

Published:Clevelandi998,

p.171; Lee 1994, colorpl.18;

Leach 1986, no lO; Czuma 1975,

no.45; Welch 1973, no. 53;

Blocheti928, pl.189.
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52 LIFTING AN ELEPHANT SINGLE-HANDED, FARRUKH-NIZHAD SO ASTONISHES TWO

BROTHERS THAT THEY CONVERT TO ISLAM

Attributed to Mahesa

and Kesava Dasa

Volumeii, painting

number 47, text number48

India. Mughal dynasty,

c(/-co 1570

67,2 X 50,6 cm

Caption: Two brothers lift

an elephant on the field and

Farrukh-Nizhad goes and

lifts an elephant and converts

themto Islam'

MAK-Austrian Museum of

Applied Arts/ Contemporary

Art, Vienna, b. 1.8770/26

Published: Eggen974, pi. 35:

Eggerigeg, pi. 22; Cluck 1925,

pl.29.

As the two armies vie for supremacy. Ha mza seeks honor for the slain and retribution for the wicked. The ever

capable U mar steals back the severed heads of the assassinated champions, and then, catching the fiendish

Kayhur off guard, burns him with naphtha. Aad Man-Eater comes out for battle, and spurns Ha mza's demand

that he convert to Islam, an act that in this legend inevitably augurs imminent defeat or death. Princes, among

them Ha mza's sons Ibrahim and Bad i'uzza man, prove their mettle in a series of individual combats against the

backdrop of vast legionsand throbbing war drums.

It IS not long before Aad gets his first comeuppance. Two of his warriors, brothers named Jang^Fil

('War-Elephant') and Sarab-Eil ('Mirage-Elephant'), swagger onto the battlefield.

"One brother took an elephant by its front two legs and the other brother held it by its back legs, and they

hurled it i nto the field. After that they set out for the Amir's army, saying, '0 God-worshippers, can any of

you perform such a feat on the field of battle?' Wit nessmg this feat, the soldiers were astonished.

Suddenly a cavalier emerged from the army of Islam.

Not a horse but an eagle he spurredforth.

Not a blade but a crocodile he wielded.

And he entered the field and faced the two brothers, saying, 'What have you done? Two people, one

elephant...

whatsayyou?'

'Let us see,'they replied.

Prince Sa'id Farrukh-Nizhad grabbed the elephant by the chain a round its waist. As the two armies

watched what was transpiring on the field of battle, that courageous one mentioned the name of the

God of the world, seized the elephant and swung it around the field .... Thedrumsof rejoicing were

sounded in the army of Islam, but Sa'id Earrukh-Nizhad slammed the elephant down on the ground so

hard that its body was crushed. The two brothers came forth and sincerely became Muslims at the hand

ofthe prince."

Mahesa knows enough to let the fantastic action speak for itselfi He fills the entire center of the com-

position With the elephant, tipping him forward just enough to alert the viewers that the creature appears

here in extraordinary circumstances. Only after taking in this spectacle do we catch sight of the diminutive

Farrukh-Nizhad as he performsthe ultimate power lift. Mahesa disregards the textual specification that

Farrukh-Nizhad grasp the chain girding the elephant, a decision he probably made to avoid the artistic prob-

lems of drawing the elephant at the angled view that this would necessarily entail. Directly opposite the

elephant's head stand the two newly humbled brothers, whose broad faces and bulky, inflated bodies recall

thoseof Mahesa's figure ofthe giant Tahmasp in cat.46. They ex press their astonishment and contrition with a

well-established gesture of surprise, a gesture one brother doubles, a p pa rent ly for emphasis.

The remaining elements echo the centra I forms and actions. The arc ofthe boulder-studded ridge and even

the bend in the trunk of the central tree are designed to parallel the forms ofthe elephant and the brothers.

Likewise, the small horse and groom and the pool of water are inserted to fill otherwise disturbingly vacant

spaces in the foreground. The soldiers looking on from beyond the ridge provide the requisite battleground

audience, but do not complete the com position in the usual way. Instead, a second billowing ridge and a buffer

zone of blue-grey paint are added behind them. The result is a remarkably awkward solution to the corner, one

never used again in painting of this period. In effect, Mahesa painted himself into the corner by predicating

everything, particularly the left half ofthe ridge, on the brothers and the elephant.

Ironically, the centerpiece ofthe painting, the elephant itself, is not Mahesa's work. It is rather the creation

of an artist with a profound interest in naturalism, as is evident in the elephant's subtly colored trunk, ragged

ear, and thick, supple skin.Thesefeatures.together with their rich, painterly surface, identify the collaborator

as Kesava Dasa, who, in fact, made and signed a very similar elephant palntingabout a decade later (see fig. 26).

Kesava probably strengthened the contours of the original ridge and added the second layer of rocks. He also

brought his naturalistic touch to a few minor elements as well, notably the heavily modeled trunk ofthe

writhing tree, and the feathery grasses at its base and around the pool. He repeats these three features in three

other works catalogued here (cat.55, 56,and 85).
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53 THROUGH UMAR's TRICK, AMIR HAMZA, LANDHAUR, UMAR MA'DIKARB,

AND ZUMURRUD SHAH ARE PLACED BOUND BEFORE LAKMAN'S THRONE

At many times in many places, Umar and Zumurrud Shah are pitted against one another, each doing his wily

best to outwit his foe and foil his designs. Here, Umar pulls ofFone of his more outrageous ploys. The preceding

two pages have been lost, and so we know nothing of the details of his deceit. We can, however, surmise from

both the painting and the following text that what is shown is an elaborately orchestrated spectacle involving

Lakman, king of the Zangis, and a number of his followers. In the Hamza legend, Zangis (Ethiopians) are por-

trayed as exotic tribal people, so it would be a particularly humiliating experiencefor Zumurrud Shah to be held

at their mercy.

The text that follows the painting supplies the aftermath of this ruse. Hamza rewards Uriiarfor his action,

accepts the homage of takman and grants that Zangi control of some distant territories, and takes the oppor-

tunitytochastiseZumurrud Shah.

"Zumurrud Shah the tost and the black-faced infidels were summoned to be given advice, but no

matter how much hestressed his points, itwasof no use.

What profits advice to the black-hearted? An iron nail will notgo into stone.

'Ifthey had bound me byforceof manliness and chivalry,' said Zumurrud Shah, 'the advice would have

had an affect on my heart. Butyou.oj/yor, bound methrough trickery. All this talk is of no use.'

'Actually,' the Amir said, 'what Zumurrud Shah says is not untrue. Take the bonds from Zumurrud

Shah's and the other infidels' hands and feet.' As ordered, theme n rushed to re I ease them, andthe

infidels were released and went to their homes."

The painting presents the culmination of U mar's ruse. Seated on a luxurious throne set beneath a large

plane tree is a black-skinned, white- bearded figure, apparently Lakman, the Zangi king. Pressing close to him

are his subjects, many clutching maces and other weapons, all garbed flamboyantly in the hides of tigers and

leopards. Before the enthroned figure are many captives whose handsareboundwithrope. Evenundersuch

circumstances Hamza is accorded theplaceofhonor, andsitsonafine carpet before some open books and

writing implements. Three other captives are recognizable by their distinctive physiques: Landhaur,the huge,

black-skinned figure on the left; Umar Ma'dikarb, the roly-poiy creature in orange; and Zumurrud Shah, the

familiar bearded nemesis. Each ofthese figures, includ ing the Amir, has a small label written on hisjama or tur-

ban. This identifying device is important because one other figure is labeled as well: the enthroned king, who is

named as Umar in an inscription between his body and right arm. If this means what it seems, then Umar, who

often carries out his skulduggery in disguise, has really outdone himself.

The figu res t h emselves a re a mongthe liveliest in the whole of the tiamzanama. The Zangis crane their

necks and screw their faces into quizzical expressions; one particularly memorable figu re distractedly sticks his

arm completely through a knothole in the plane tree. Hamza is stoic, as usual, but most of the other captives

squirm and squeal. And finally there is Zumurrud Shah, wearing jewels in his long beard and a perplexed

expression on his face.

The masters who created this memorable scene are Shravanaand Dasavanta. Shravana's genius is mani-

fested most vividly here in his figures' highly animated expressions and original poses. See. forexample.the

assortment of characters with which he fills the lower right corner: a plump, docile figure with an oversized

handlebar mustache; a toothy, weasely figure strain ing forward with hisjomo torn open; and a youth who

turns outward to glance knowingly at the audience. He also supplied the fine in lay pattern of the throne and

the foliate border ofthe carpet on which Hamza is seated.

Dasavanta. who probably conceived the scene as a whole, handles paint in a distinctive manner. In general,

heislessfluidthan Basavana.a difference evident when one compares the faces ofZumurrud Shah in this

painting and in cat. 33. Similarly, the trunk ofthe plane tree in Basavana's painting is loosely and convincingly

modeled; this one is more decorative, its mottled markings seemingly pulled taut across aflatforminaman-

ner seen later in Dasavanta's one ascribed painting in the Tarikh-i Khandan-i Timuriyya (see fig. 16). Dasavanta

often resorts to stippling, a technique used to great effect here in the Zangis' hats and cloaks. Conversely, in the

centerofthe paintingShravana laysdown a carpet offlatgreen, an efl^ect rarely created by other artists.

Attributed to Dasavanta

and Shravana

Volume 11, painting

number 50. text number 51

India. Mughal dynasty.

circa ^s^o

67.8 X 51.1 cm

(detail on pp 14-15)

MAK-Austrian Museum of

Applied Arts/ Contemporary

Art. Vienna, b.i. 8770/6

Published: Beach 1987. fig. 64;

Eggeri974,pl.36:Eggeri969,

pi. 23; Staude 1955a, fig.4;Gluck

1925.fig.27.
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54 MISBAH THE GROCER BRINGS THE SPY PARRAN TO HIS HOUSE

This illustration of an impromptu meeting between Mis bah the grocer and thespyParranhasnoobvious

explanation now, for the text that once preceded it is missing and the text that follows alludes only to Parran in

a very oblique manner. Nonetheless, a textual passage on an illustration five folios before this one relates

Ha mza's concern about the sudden disappearance of his son. Prince Ibrahim, as well as U mar's dispatch of

Parran, one of Ibrahim's spies, to discover his whereabouts. Further remarks establish that an enemy ayyar

named Firoz had kidnapped Prince Ibrahim from his bed and had taken him to the Mihratia Fortress. Malik

Sadaj Kohi, Ibrahim's initial jailer, is eager to test the handsome youth's fabled strength, and so challenges him

to a wrestling match, but makes Ibrahim swear that should he win, he would submit to imprisonment once

more. The honorable Ibrahim agrees, and quickly displays his physical superiority. An alarmed Sadaj comes

away from the match with a heightened appreciation ofjust how formidable his prisoner can be.

This illustration picks upthe story when Parran reaches thecity where he believes Ibrahim is being held. He

somehow encounters Misbah the grocer, a believer in a city of infidels and something of a clandestine opera-

tive in his own right. The caption below the painting indicates that Misbah has brought Parran back to his own

house, almost certainly to discuss plans to free Ibrahim from prison. Indeed, the text that follows describes the

counter-measures Malik Oimar and his spies take to ensure that no one can possibly liberate Ibrahim. Misbah

later becomes involved in the search for another of Hamza's allies, Malik Bahman (cat. 58), and is finally

rewarded for his devoted service by being made chief of police.

For a grocer, Misbah has quite an imposing presence. Even with his legs drawn up beneath h im, the custom-

ary manner of sitting, he towers over his visitor and the servants ringing the courtyard. Parran, crouching

before Misbah and speaking animatedly, looks every bit the seasoned spy; he wears a rakish fur cap on his head,

a tigerskin cloak over his bareshoulders, alonghornacrosshisback, andamplegoldenchainsabouthisneck

and ankles. Misbah's house shows no sign of his regular occupation; instead, it is crisscrossed with spy para-

phernalia of every sort, from swords and shields to arrows and pelts. Most of the surround ing figures have

already aval led themselves ofthis stock, and one young follower worriedly clutches a musket, among the earli-

est depictions of this newfangled weapon in Mughal painting. By contrast, only two figures attend to the lavish

platters and flasks set on and a round the brilliant red cloth in the center ofthe courtyard.

Dasavanta's hand is seen in many parts of the painting. Most obvious are Misbah and Parran, the one given

a voluminousjama and a deep black-green scarf with streaky gold high lights, the other characterized strongly

and rendered in an adventurous back-turned view. As in cat. 59 and cat.64- both scenes involving spies

-

Dasavanta emphasizes the courtyard's crisp geometry by framing it with an absolutely flattened doorway and

a wall comprised of repetitive niches, and by filling it with an exceptionally assertive octagonal tilework pat-

tern. He continues this tendency to maximize contrast in the chamber itself using a pure white wall both to sil-

houette the figures and to set offthe ornamental display of weapons. The vibrant foliage of the tree in the

upper right is also typical of his work

The other figures are by Mithra, an artist who played a secondary role in a number of paintings in this

volume. His figures have noticeably ova I faces with large, dark features, and often assume strikingly apprehen-

sive expressions. Several figures have had their faces partially or entirely repainted, most conspicuously

Misbah and the soldier in white in the lower right.

Attributed to Dasavanta

and Mithra

Volumeii, painting

number 52, text number 53

India, Muglial dynasty,

c(>co 1570

Painting67.5x 52.2cm,

folio 70.8 X 54.9 cm

Caption: 'Misba In thegrocer,

wlnowas a Muslim, brings

Parran ayj/onnto Ills own

house'

The Metropolitan Museum of

Art, Rogers Fund, 1924. (24.48.1)

Published: Kossaki997, no. 7;

Welch 1987, no. 102; Bowie 1970,

no. 124, Dimand i948,fig.2.
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55 UMAR WALKS AROUND FULAD CASTLE, MEETS A FOOTSOLDIER AND KICKS HIM

TO THE GROUND

Attributed to Kesava Dasa

and Mah Muhammad

Volumen, painting

number 55, text number 56

India, Mughal dynasty,

c/rco 1570

Paintlng67,3 x 51 3cm.

folio73 X 56.5cm

Caption: 'Umar walks around

the outside of Fulad Castle,

sees a footsoldier, and con-

cealing himself, gives him a

kick, and thefootsoldier, who

was an oyyorof Fulad, falls'

The Metropolitan Museum of

Art, Rogers Fund, 1923, (23,264.2)

Published: Brand & Lowry

1985, no 11; Dimand i948,fig.3.

1. See.forexample.the

paintingof St. Matthewthe

Evangelist, signed by Kesava

and datedi588, Bodleian

Library, Oxford, MS Douce

Or.a.i,f4ib;Topsfieldi994,

no, 5 (color).

Now Umar demonstrates the other skill that his job requires. Sent out on a reconnaissance mission around

Fulad Castle, Umar hears a stranger approaching. FHe hides until the armed footsoldier is before him and then

ambushes him, knocking him to the ground with one powerful kick. Umar pounces on him, and sitting on his

chest, threatens to kill him. The pertu rbed footsoldier, an aj/yor named Haybat, pleads for mercy;

" 'Khwaja Umar, don't kill me, for I will render you good service. I will showyou the way into the castle.'

Khwaja Umar rejoiced a nd took the oyyor to the Amir. When the Sa hi b-Oi ran asked him about himself,

he said, '0 prince, if you mount I will showyou the way.' The Amir Sa hi b-Oi ran mounted with a group of

champions with that ayyar in front. He led them to the foot of a mountain and showed them a tunnel,"

Hamza immediately puts the ayyar's information to good use. He proceeds down the tunnel that the oyyor

revealed, and pops up in the middle of Fulad Castle, where he touches off a great commotion. The lord of the

castle, Fulad Aad, learns from his vizier that the intruder is Hamza, a hero without equal, one for whom no task

is too difficult. With this unstoppable figure in their midst and his followers at the gate, the vizier advises Fulad

Aad to abandon the cause of Zumurrud Shah and to convert to Islam, This Fulad Aad does gladly. All the people

of his domain convert as well.

The ambush itself, which must be the act described at the very end of the preceding page, is depicted with

great flair and narrative economy, Umar, for whom weapons are normally superfluous, holds his battle-axe

behind him as he scuttles across the brightest part ofthe com position in pursuit of his victim, whose escape is

cut ofl" by a stream. The unlucky oyyor sprawls helplessly before his attacker. He is clearly panic-stricken; his

expression is anxious, his turban has come utterly undone, his shoe has fallen off, and his arrows lie beside him

like so many porcupine quills shed in vain. In the background is Fulad Castle, where a lone woman watches

from a window placed incongruously in the middle of its wails.

This dramatic scene is the work of Kesava Dasa, Kesava Dasa was particularly enamored of European-style

modeling, an effect used selectively here, as it typically is throughout his work, to convey the deep, voluminous

folds in U mar's fringed robe and the clinging, body-revealing quality of his running shorts. It is probably no

coincidence that Kesava chooses to dress Umar in a deep blue, the color worn by many religious figures in

European painting, and one that he employs often in his later work, ^ Both figures also have the long, narrow

nose and tight, dark features that Kesava habitual ly favors m his facia I types.

Much of the appeal of this painting stems from the luxuriant landscape, which belies the sinister mood

ofthe episode. Some details, such as richly textured, whitened tree trunks, and the feathery, spider I ike tufts

of grass, a re familiar from Kesava 's previous Hamzanama painting (cat, 52), Others, such asthe dark sward

a long the stream and the date palm tree, are new to his work. Still others come into view only after some-

time. The brace of partridges resting in the very center of the painting, the peacock and peahen roosting dis-

creetly above them -these bits of closely observed nature bring moments of vitality and joy to even the most

violent of scenes.

The upper part ofthe painting appears to have been done by another artist. The castle is presented as a con-

glomeration of boxy forms, a far cry from both the rich naturalism seen below and the spatially complicated

citysca pes that Kesava designs in his later works. One notable departure from this formulaic quality is the

bulbous base of the turret, rendered as a streaming thin wash quite unlike the even, opaque forms behind it.

And when we realize that the patch of paint beside the base describes no form in nature, but only serves to blur

the trans it ion between the grove in which Umar fells his oyyor counter part and the architecture of Fulad

Castle, we see how two artists could cobble together their separate contributions to produce a painting of this

size and complexity. The architecture has the same naive quality as Mah Muhammad's other efforts in this

vein, and should be attributed to him.
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56 ISKANDAR FINDS THE INFANT DARAB IN THE WATER

Theconversion of Fulad Aad sets in motion eventstliat bring botli deatli and deliveranceto Hamza's family. As

Ha mza prepares to marry off one son at the newly converted city, he sends for SanawbarBanu, who, because

she is pregnant with hischild, istotravelfrom Noshad by sea,

"She started out in a boat, but the heavens rumbled and an adverse wind arose. The whole sea became

so stormy that the boat crashed against a cliff and sank. Sanawbar Ban u got onto a raft, and her labor

pains began. She brought forth a son on the raft. She had a jewel from the Am iron which his name was

engraved. She bound the jewel to the infant's arm, wrapped him up in a piece of cloth, and died three

days later. The child remained on the raft for two more days. The raft floated until it reached the island of

Siquliya, where all the people were worshippers of water, Siqulshahwastheking,andhe possessed

three thou sand leaguesof land. The re were several wise men in attendance upon the throne, and he was

a worshipper of water and did not obey Zumurrud Shah,

However, there was a fisherman in that city named Iskandar, It was his ha bit to go to the edge of the

sea to fish from morning till evening, and thus he lived and passed his time. By chance, one day he was

busyfishing when from a distance his gaze fell upon a raft. When he looked carefully he saw the raft

coming into view, and there was something wrapped in cloth on it. At once he stripped, bound his loins,

pronounced the name ofthe One God, jumped into the sea, and swam out. When he reached the raft, he

took hold ofthe raft and swam back to the shore. When he opened the bundle, he saw that it was a crying

babe. His heart melted. He kissed the child with love and affection, took it into his arms, and adopted it as

his own child, giving it the name of his own father, Da rab. Then betook ithomeand entrusted it to his

wife. She was child less, but she was very desirous of having children, so she took the child in her arms,

and at once milk flowed into her breasts. Thus she began to raise the child."

Kesava illustrates the poignant moment when Iskandar looks into the eyes of the helpless Da rab. To

enhance the drama, he shifts this moment backward m time so that the babe is still adrift on the waters.

Likewise, he moves the encounter to the shallow waters just beyond the shore, a decision that allows him to

include a heap of nets and baskets that identifies Iskandar as a fisherman. It also gives him an opportunity to

show Iskandar wading rather than swimming, a pose that reveals nearly all of Iskandar's muscular body.

Becausethis concise group offorms occupies no more than a third ofthe painting, Kesava is free to fill the

remainderofthescene with whatever pleases him. He begins by constructing a low screen of rocks and thick

trees in an arc parallel to that of the shoreline. He staggers this screen a bit at a spot just above Iskandar, and

uses that resulting bright space to introduce a highly developed genre scene: a shepherd lazily coaxing a mot-

ley flock home for the night, an ensemble preceded bysomewomendoingdaily chores. The city to which they

all return is a gaudy architectural patchwork, an element absolutely irrelevant to the narrative, but an effective

counterpoise to the relatively open and drab area of grass and water. And finally, there a re the animals: two

jackals nipping at each other, two partridges shrieking at intruders, and a lone chipmunk scurrying to safety,

Kesava again invokes his favorite effects and forms, Iskandar's body, for example, displays a subtle muscu-

lar articulation unknown m comparable figures, such as the scantily clad boatman in cat, 30, 'The infant is

wrapped in heavily modeled swaddling, here made red to set it off from the dark raft and sea. The sea itself is

studded with flotsam and aquatic life. The latter en livens the waters, of course, but also adds to the young cast-

away's perils. Considerable care is exercised even in the most minor details, Kesava, for instance, originally

included four ducks to the left of Iskandar's outstretched hand, but later painted them out because they

diluted the encounter between Iskandar and Da rab. The artist also indulges his keen interest in various tex-

tures, manifested most strikingly in the decayed surface ofthe blasted stump on the right.the coarse weave of

the shepherd's cloak, and the raised stippling ofthe white sheep's wool.

Once more he lets another painter supply the architectural backdrop. This time, however, Kesava does not

merely run his ponderous rocks over parts ofthe buildings and the people before them, he also interpolates an

entirely new building: the finely detailed white temple in the upper left. He even dabbles in the sky, which

changes from aflat blue to a streaky blue-black -a favorite color of his -at exactly that point.

Attributed to Kesava Dasa

Volume 11, painting

number 56, text number 57

India, Mughal dynasty,

c/z-ca 1570

Painting 68.5 x 52 cm

Caption: 'Iskandar finds a

raft... [and on it sees] Da rab,

Hamza's son'

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston,

Horace G.Tucker Memorial

Fund and Seth Augustus Fowie

Fund, 24.129

Published: Boston 1982,

no, 165; Coomaraswamy 1930,

p,i6, pl,l:Comstocki925, p,357,

1, Anexceedinglysimilar

figureappears in oneof

Kesava's ascribed paintings

in the Darabnama {f.46a);

OkadaiggS, p.88,fig.4.

Seefig.25on p. 52, above.
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57 ZUMURRUD SHAH FLEES WITH HIS ARMY TO ANTALI BY FLYING THROUGH THE AIR ON

URNS SENT BY SORCERERS

Attributed to Shravana

and Madhava Khurd

Volumeii, painting

number 58, text number 59

India, Mughal dynasty,

circa 1 570

67.1 X 52cm (detailson pp 6-7,

176-77)

Caption: 'Severalthousand

urnsappearandallthe

soldiers of Zumurrud Shah

sitonthem'

MAK-Austrian Museum of

Applied Arts/ Contemporary

Art, Vienna, b.i. 8770/28

Published: Brend 1993,

pi XXXVII; Beach ig87,fig.40;

Eggeri974,pl.38;Eggen969,

pi. 24; Staudei955b,fig.27;

Glucki925,pl3i-

1. Thissamearabesque,

which hasdistinctive crab-

like foliateforms.appears in

cat. 23, 42, 47, 67, and 74, as well

as in MAK, Vienna, b.i 8770/22

(Reconstruction, no.84);the

last ofthese is a joint effort

by Basavana and Shravana.

2. Compare his work in the

Dorobno/no, especially ff.27a,

74a, and 101a (see fig. 27 on

p. 53, above). In every case, he

depictsa kingwiththesame

type of crown worn here

by Zumurrud Shah Folio74a

IS published in Schimmel &
Welch 1983, fig.6.

The story returns again to Zumurrud Shah, the resilient archfiend, who once more must flee before Hamza's

might. He headsfor Antali, a city ruled by Malik Zarduhusht (Zoroaster). Informed of Zumurrud Shah's inten-

tion to take refugethere, Malik Zarduhusht calls together in council hundreds ofthousands of sorcerers. They

knowthat while Zumurrud Shah professes the wrong religion, they have heard that Hamza accepts Islam as

the only legitimate religion. Concluding that Hamza poses a greater threat to their power,they agree to wel-

come Zumurrud Shah to Antali and do everything possible to thwart Hamza. For sorcerers, of course, this

involves incantations. To neutralize Hamza, no novice in the art of magic, they cast a spell upon him so that he

can remember neither spells nor counter-spells, and then conjure up fantastic illusions to terrify his followers.

Hamza is helpless until a sympathetic sorcerer appears before him and tells him that he must kill the sorcerer

Iblistobreakthe spells' power. When Hamza does this, the tide of battle turns against the sorcerers.

Zumurrud Shah learns of these unexpected developments while still on his wayto Antali, which the sorcer-

ers have protected with a forcefield of spells.

"How are we going to get past the talismans!'' asked Zumurrud Shah.

'I will send soimeone and inform them ofyour approach,' he said. He made a bird of clay, wrote a letter,

tied it to the bird's wing, worked his magic, and made itfly to Antali.

Two days laterthey saw that several jars had appeared. Zumurrud Shah and all his commanders, horse-

men, and soldiers were sat on the jars, and offtheyflewintotheskytoward Antali. The next day when the

sun in the orient lit up the ancient world, several thousand jars appeared in the sky, and all of Zumurrud

Shahthe Wayward's horsemen and soldiersweresittingonthejars.Thewholecityof Antali was festively

decorated, strange and fabulous shapes weremade, andfine carpets were laid. Then, when Zumurrud

Shah stopped at the gate to Malik Zarduhusht's house, sorcerers gathered all around Zumurrud Shah to

welcome him and escort him intothe palace, wherea banquet was given in his honor."

What a spectacle! Prideof place in this unlikely airborne cavalcade is given to Zumurrud Shah, who soars so

high that he flies over a tall tower and bursts out the top of the composition. Although the huge urn he

bestrides has been outfitted with saddle and stirrups, Zumurrud Shah betrays his uneasiness by flailing his

arms and opening his eyes wide in amazement. Nonetheless, he is the very picture of composure by compari-

son to his soldiers. One clings wild-eyed to makeshift reins even as one companion clambers aboard behind

him and another peers intothe vessel. A warrior in the upper left tentatively pioneers the sport ofjug-walking.

In the center right, still another rider performs a rodeo move as he tries to maintain control of his rambunctious

red standard. And in the lower right corner, one particularly hapless rider has managed to get himself wedged

into his urn, an act whose stupidity he acknowledges With a sheepish look.

Because this scene has so many wonderfully inventive expressions and details, one naturally thinks first of

the most original Mughal painters, Dasavanta and Basavana, as its likely creator. Yet the painting is actually by

Shravana, an artist whose earlier works in this catalogue (cat.42 and 47) are considerably tamer. Nevertheless,

Shravana's hand is recognizable in manydetails:the brutish squared browofthefiguretothe left ofthe tower,

the focused eyes and tight mustaches, thejamas' patterns and selective modeling, the palette, and even the

broad foliate pattern on the neck of the urn in the lower right. ^ Some creditforthis fanciful scene must also go

to the original author ofth is tale, for who could fa 1 1 to be inspired by such outlandish whimsy?

Zumurrud Shah is executed in a rnarkedly different style. His large, dark, and rounded features rival those of

Basavana's figures in sensitivity, but the eyes are more languid, the lips fuller, and the beard wetter than the

cor responding features of Basavana 's Zumurrud Shah (cat. 33). This figure is, in fact, by Madhava Khurd, an

artist recognized as being so gifted in rendering faces that he was often called upon to add special faces to col-

laborative works.- Here, he supplies the entire figure of Zumurrud Shah as well as the thick, buoyant clouds,

which,on the evidence ofthe forms they overlap, were apparently the last element to be painted.
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58 HAMZA'S spies, sent to locate the missing MALIK BAHMAN, SNEAK INTO THE CITY

OF qiMAR, WHERE THEY KILL THE SLEEPING GUARDS

Malik Ba h ma n, a former enemy who converted to Islam, is sent to negotiate the surrender of Oi ma rand his city.

He, however, is swayed temporarily from his mission because he meets a beautiful maiden with whom he

passes time in feast and dalliance. After Malik Bahman has been gone a while, rumors begin to circulate that he

was among those killed in a recent battle. Hearing these rumors, Oimar plots to use them to his advantage, and

deceptively proclaims that Malik Bahman is dead indeed, for he had ordered him killed for his reprehensible

behaviorw h lie he was at Oi mar's court. News ofMalikBahman's purported death spreads rapidly, causing

consternation among Hamza'sarmy, which is led bySaid Farrukh-Nizhad, he of elephantine strength (cat. 52).

Some of Hamza's informants in the city are asked to confirm Malik Bahman's death, but they cannot, and

reportthatthere is a suspicious lackof physical evidence. Oimar knows why this is.of course, and orders a night

watchman named Setamsal to scour the city for Malik Ba h ma n. Sim 1 la riy, two of Hamza's spies, SonghurBa I khi

and Sabukpay Eki, learn of the situation and resolve to find out the truth. That night they make their way to an

unguarded section ofthe city walls. Using a rope to scale the tower, they creep into the city and si it the throats

of the guards sleeping nearby. They do not get far, however, before they run into Setamsal 's patrol. Songhur

leaps to an adjoining rooftop and escapes, but his mate is not so fortunate. As he jumps, the edge of the roof

gives way, and befalls into captivity. When the murdered guards are discovered, Sabukpay is taken to prison

and put in the same cell as Prince Ibrahim, Hamza's son.

Dasavanta, the designer of this painting, takes a minor detail from a routine act of espionage - a spy

clandestinely entering a city -and makes it the focus ofthe scene. He does this by isolating the rope-climbing

spyagainsttheonly relatively plain area mthe painting, and by giving him a shield with a loud pattern.

More important, he lavishes attention on this figure, so that the spy wears a fiercely determined expression, his

body hangs heavily, his feet catch hold of the rope in a practiced manner, and the rope responds to every

straining limb. Only after we pause to admire this ayyar's stealth and skill do we notice that his fellow spy is

already among the sleeping sentinels, holding a severed head aloft as his first trophy and readying a sickle to

continue his bloody harvest. The rest ofthe witless guard detail, their faces and bodies contorted in sleep,

sprawl comically across the brightly tiled watchtower and courtyard.

Contrasting with this ruthless and cluttered environment is the tranquil and luxuriant stand of trees out-

side the fortress walls. The burgeoning vegetation, rendered with a vigorous but controlled brush, is clearly

intended to be an expressive, if not narrative, part ofthe painting. The charming animals, from the pair offoxes

to the monkeys grooming each other, to the par rots flitting among the trees, leaven the scene still further.

These two different environments were shaped by a complementary team of artists. Dasavanta laid out the

composition and painted the two spies, who stand out from the other figures by style as well as by action.

Dasavanta 's handisvisibleinthe hairy, animated faces of both spies and in the daubed modeling ofthe lower

one's blue garment ' He also contributed the marvelous trees and animals, some of which appear in a virtually

identical style in his ascribed painting in the Tutinama- The other painter, Mukh I is, supplied the guards and

their slightly ungainly courtyard. Here, as elsewhere, Mukh I is attempts to model his figures' faces by su per-

im posing faint wrinkles and folds of flesh on them. He models clothing with a similarly heavy-handed con-

vention, an effect particularly conspicuous in the greenjomo ofthe recumbent sleeping guard.

Attributed to Dasavanta

andMukhlis

Volumen, painting

number 65, text number 56

India, Mughal dynasty,

c/rco 1570

67.6x51.1 cm

(detail on pp.180-81)

Caption:'Songlnur Balkini and

Sabukpay Eki come [and] witln

a lassoentertliefortofOimar'

MAK-Austrian Museum of

Applied Arts/ Contemporary

Art. Vienna, b. 1.8770/25

Published:Welchi978.pl.i;

Egger 1974, pl.40;Egger 1969,

pl.26, 5taudei955b,fig.29;

Cluck 1925. pi. 33.

1. Thelattercomparesvery

closely to the treatment of

thesailincat.36

2. Seecat.36. n.i.
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THE ABDUCTION AND LIBERATION OF KHWARMAH
CAT 59-61

Thevillain QimarfleestoTawariq, whence hesendsout his spy Ma h us to discover

the plans of the Muslim forces led by Sa'id Farrukh-Nizhad^ Mahus learns that

Oimar's former vizier, Khwaja Bihbud, wants to rejoin his master, and together

they hatch a plot to release from prison Oa I mas, Oimar's cousin, and kidnap

Khwarmah,Oimar'sdaughter,who hasfallen in lovewith Prince Ibrahim. Having

achieved this, Mahus persuades Bihbud that the most efFective way to smuggle

Oalmas, Khwarmah, himself, and his wife out ofthe city is to conceal them all in

chests. Mahus has the four large trunks loaded onto camels outside an inn, a sight

that arouses the suspicion of Zambur.oneof Hamza's spies. Because Zambur is

alone, he is unable to compel the guards to divulge the contents of the question-

able cargo, so he hastens to report the situation to Ibrahim. Ibrahim comes to

investigate with a large number of soldiers, but they arrive too late: the caravan

has departed already, and with it the cherished Khwarmah.

Khwarmah is held in Tawariq, and the allies ask Ibrahim's spy Zambur to find

her. S her Banu volunteers her maid Ma hiya to accompany him. Posing as man

and wife, riding two donkeys loaded with fruit, she and Zambur arrive in Tawariq

and find the house of a female doctor, Ustad Khatun. Mahiya makes the doctor a

present ofthe fruit she has brought, and persuades hertotake her as a patient. By

night Zambur discovers where Khwarmah is held, but is arrested by a group of

guards led byoneGharrad.Theguardsaresodrunkthatthey hang Zambur up by

his feet before falling asleep. Mahiya finds them in this state, recognizes Zambur,

and cuts him down. She then kills all the guards except Gharrad, whom she

strings up in Zambur's place.

Mahiya now uses gentler means to get to Khwarmah. She charms Ustad

Khatun into letting her accompany her on her rounds, which, Ustad Khatun

brags, include tending to Khwarmah in the luxurious setting of Malik Na'im's

ha rem. When the eunuchs and queen ask why Ustad Khatun has brought this

new woman with her, she fobs them off with claims that the stranger is her sister

or relative, and sometimes helps her with her work. As Mahiya enters Khwarmah's

chamber with Ustad Khatun, Khwarmah recognizes her and gives her a knowing

smile. She quickly makes an excuse to have Mahiya remain with her that night.

Once they are alone, the two women update each other on Khwarmah's

confinement and the plans for her rescue.

Meanwhile, Malik Na'im'sson.Ghazanfar, is hopelessly in lovewith Khwarmah.

Seeing his despair, his mother orders her spy Tarmas to drug Khwarmah, abduct

her from Tawariq and take her to Khurramabad, where Ghazanfar can marry her.

Once again Zambur and Mahiya set out to rescue her. Posing as a fortuneteller,

Zambur tells Ghazanfar that his sister is so well-versed in magic that she can pre-

pare a potion that will make Khwarmah love him. When Ghazanfar arranges for

Khwarmah to meet Mahiya, the two women again collude, this time with the

result that Ghazanfar is drugged and thrown intothesea,and Zam bur and Mahiya

smuggle Khwarmah out of Khurramabad. To escape, they must cross a desert,

which blisters Khwarmah's feet. Zambur obtains a horse for her by murdering a

sleeping enemy agent, on whom he discovers a letter authorizing the forced mar-

riage between Ghazanfar and Khwarmah. Zambur ultimately leads the brave

party to Ibrahim's camp, where the prince is blissfully reunited with his beloved.

Detail of CAT 60
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59 MAHUS THE SPY PERSUADES KHWAJA BIHBUD TO HELP HIM SPIRIT AWAY OALMAS

AND KHWARMAH, OIMAR'S NEPHEW AND DAUGHTER

Attributed to Dasavanta,

Jagana.andMadhava Khurd

Volumeii, painting

number 66, text number 67

India, Mughal dynasty,

circa 1 570

67. 8x51.5cm

Caption: 'Khwaja Bibhud

putsOalmasand Khwarmah

in a trunk on the advice of

Mahus Ayyar'

MAK-Austrian Museum of

Applied Arts/ Contemporary

Art, Vienna, 8,18770/33

Published: Eggeng74, pl,4i;

Betzi965,plii;Glucki925,

pl,34.

The plot thickens now, SonghurBalkhi manages to free SabukpayEki and Prince Ibrahim from prison, an action

that soon leads to the city's capture by the forces of Sa'id Farrukh-Nizhad and the flight of Oimar to Tawariq.

The villainous Oimar dispatches his spy Mahus back to the city of Zibarjadnagar, where Ibrahim is now in

charge. There, Mahus overhears Khwaja Bihbud.Oimar's former vizier, trying to devise a plan to rejoin and

please his master. Mahus enters and proposes a daring plan to extract Oalmas, 01 mar's cousin, from prison

andtodrugand kidnapKhwarmah,Oimar'sdaughter,whohastaken upwith Prince Ibrahim,

"After several days he arrived and released Oalmas, took him to Bihbud, and said, 'I'm going to bring

Khwarmah.'Hewent, Khwarmah was in a garden asleep on a throne, so he went over the wall into the

garden, rendered her unconscious and took her to Bihbud,

'0 ayyar,' he said, 'in one night you have done something no one has ever done,'

'0 khwaja.' he said, 'now one must go,'

'Howshould wego?' heasked.

'I will put you in a chest, the wife in another chest, Khwarmah in another chest, the cousin in another.

Then I'll load the four chests and putthose who are loyal toyou in a certain caravanserai.'

Bihbud said, 'That's a good idea. 'And they set out to execute that plan."

Dasavanta takes some license With the action described in the caption and last line of text. Four figures are

already stashed in trunks, and two more stand beside them. Mahus, the mastermind of this operation, is pre-

sumably the central figure in violet exhorting Bihbud as he dumps the stupefied Khwarmah into the trunk on

the right. The alert woman opposite is Bihbud's wife, Theyoungfigure in blue must be Oalmas, identified once

as Oimar's cousin and another time as his nephew. The occupant ofthefourth trunk, the heavyset figure in red,

seems to be an interloper, for if Bihbud himself is to be among the stowaways, then one trunk should still be

empty. Indeed, it appears that the artist did not trouble himself much with the headcount described in this

somewhat confusing story, and simply filled the four trunks mentioned in the text With four figures, a solution

more satisfactory on a visual level than on a strictly narrative one.

No matter who they are, the figures are characterized With remarkable acuity, particularly for a scene with

little overt drama Khwarmah's face, though damaged, is convincingly addled, her body, with one arm pulled

uncomfortably back, is believably limp. Even heryellow robe is modeled with such fluiditythat it seems to wrap

about her like a shroud. On Oalmas, Dasavanta takes the modeling to still more compelling extremes, streak-

ing the blue robe relentlessly with wet, white highlights in a manner later madefamous by El Greco. No less

engaging IS the corpulent figure, who, already filling the trunk to capacity and still awaiting the I id, twists his

mouth to the side in an expression conveying both apprehension and skepticism. This figure, however, is the

work not of Dasavanta, but of the figure specialist Madhava Khurd. Here, again, the figure is outlined with a

wet, black line; his eyes are more rounded than those of Dasavanta'sfigures ever are, and his left hand is notice-

ably plumper and more three-dimensional than any other figure's in the painting.

Dasavanta devotes the remainderof the scene to a courtyard and garden, two of the most common ele-

ments in Mughal painting, Dasavanta, however, infuses these standard features with uncommon boldness.

He positions brackets and eaves below the chamber, for example, but the resulting visual rhythm of that fore-

ground area is so exciting that the structural incongruity becomes a mere afterthought. He gives the tilework

pattern such geometric and coloristic strength that it pulsates; indeed, it advances so much that the chamber

appearsto recede into it. Similarly, he makes a normally innocuous golden vessel swell to oversized dimensions

and shake with a surfeit of energy. Likewise, the garden he creates Is both orderly and vibrant, tied to the rest of

the architecture by the framing red fence, and given emphatic regularity by the rank of plantain trees. For the

ground, Dasavanta selectsoneof his favorite colors -a greenish black -to heighten the contrast with the

bright flowers and beaded yellow buds ofthe cypress trees.

Some ofthe architectural details, notably the trilobed pattern and shaded brickofthefront wall, the blue

band along the roofline, and the dome ofthe rooftop kiosk, are the work ofJagana,
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6o THE SPY ZAMBUR BRINGS MAHIYA TO TAWARIO, WHERE THEY MEET USTAD KHATUN

Once the allies know that Khwarmah is being held inTawariq by Bih bud, they ask Ibrahim's a_yj/o/-Zambur to

retrieve her. He is willing, but fears that the infidels will kill her if they know that he is near, Ibrahim suggests

thatthey askSher Banufor her advice.

"She said to the person who had been sent, 'I don't know, but I have a woman in my service who has no

equal in trickery and sneakiness. She says that if someone goes with her she will go into the city and get

word of Khwarmah,'

...She said to summon Ma hiya. 'Get two donkeys,' she said. 'Load one with fruit and the other with

supplies.' Mahiya put her veil over her head and got on a donkey and set ofl'with ZamburtoTawariq.

When they got there Zam bur asked whereto go. 'Take me around the city lane by lane,' she said

Suddenly a man appeared with a donkey on which sata woman. The woman was wailing.

Mahiya said to Zambur, 'Ask what is wrong with her and where she is going.' He asked.

'lam Ustad Khatun,' she said, 'and I am a medicine woman.'

Mahiya wentwith her."

The designer of the painting sets the encounter ofthe two couples on a dusty byway of Tawariq. Mahiya

andZamburarrivefromtheright,theirdonkeysconspicuously laden with the provisions specified in the text.

Mahiya looks back at her accomplice as she gestures toward the oncoming woman. That woman is a narrative

deviceof sorts, for she inadvertently provides Mahiya with a cover and leads the oyyar couple to a safehouse.

But she is also introduced to serve as Ma hiya's personal foil. She, too, rides a donkey, but one driven by her

actual husband. Unlike Ustad Khatun, who is both distressed and compassionate, Mahiya is all insincerity and

subterfuge, the epitome ofthe female operative.

The designer elects to use an unusual composition, with the road angling precipitously through the town.

This feature probably reinforces the fortuitous nature ofthe meeting, but it also poses insurmountable

dfficultiesfor the second member ofthe team of artists. The two couples are relatively large and solid, as the pro-

tagonists m these illustrations are wont to be. The framing buildings, however, are entirely dWerent in scale

and substance. They assume lilliputian dimensions, with whole rooftops and kiosks measuring little more than

a donkey's pace. Their tiled su rfaces tip and teeter m ramshackle fash ion; the two steeply angled rooftops

below Ustad Khatun, for example, cap no defined building, and the staircase before them leads nowhere.

These qualities, of course, are not new to architectural representations \r\the Hamzanama. but they never

appear in buildings placed so obtrusively in the foreground. This architectural confection is. in fact, the work of

Mah Muhammad, whose contributions m other Homzonomo paintings are at a safe removefrom the action.

The painter ofthe four protagonists, who presumably also blocked out the composition, is probably Kesava

Dasa.Thedonkeysarelivelyandstrongly modeled, and the bags of fruit borne by Zambur's animal are ren-

dered with exceptional depth. More tellingly, the potted tree in the upper center, which so obviously stands out

from the remainder of the painting that it must be his work as well, has the same dense structure, three-

dimensional foliage, and feathery grasses about it as some of the vegetation in a slightly earlier joint work by

Kesava Dasa and Mah Muhammad (cat.55). The major figures, who would normally confirm such an attribu-

tion, are of little use here, for three ofthe four have been almost entirely repainted.

Attributed to Kesava Dasa

and Mah Muhammad

Volumeii, pamting

number 69, text number 70

India, Muglnal dynasty,

circa T^^o

Painting 68 x 51.6cm,

foli074x 57 2cm

(detail on pp.182-83)

Caption: 'Zambur Ayyar

leadslWahiya Intothecity

mounted on a donkey'

The Metropolitan Museum

of Art, Rogers Fund, 1923

(23.264.1)

Published: Dimand i948,fig.4.
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6l MAHIYA FREES ZAMBUR, BEHEADS HIS SLEEPING GUARDS, AND SUSPENDS GHARRAD

IN HIS STEAD

Attributed heretoJagana

and Kesava Dasa

Volumen, painting

number 70, text number 71

India, Mughal dynasty,

circa 1 570

Painting67. 5x51.8cm,

foli077,6x 62.5cm

Caption: 'Mahiya cutsofF

the heads ofthe guards, frees

Zamburand hangs Gharrad

upsidedown in his place'

ArthurM.Sackler Museum,

Harvard University Art

Museums, Francis H. Burr

Memorial Fund. 1941 292

Published: Harvard 1996,

p 143; Brand 1987, fig. 7,1;

Schroeden94i, p no.

Once Mahiya reaches Ustad Khatun's house, she presents herwith the fruit she has brought and cajoles her

into treating her alleged depression. That night she urges Zam bur to sneak out to try to discover Khwarmah's

whereabouts. He does, but runs Into a patrol headed by a guard named Gharrad. The guards seize Zamburand

interrogate him. He persuades them that he is a simple stranger headed home, but they are so drunk that they

boisterously string him up by his feet. They leave him hanging inthis position while they succumb to sleep.

"As for Mahiya, she saw that it was late and she was waiting for Zam bur to return. When a longtime had

passed she got upset. She put on her veil and boots and went outside the house, looking all through the

marketplace until she came to that place There she saw that someone was suspended upsidedown and

a group of men had been drinking wine. The utensils ofthe party were scattered, and the participants

were lying all over the place. She went forward and, recognizingZambur, she set him free. Then she drew a

knife from her belt and cut off the heads of all Gharrad's companions. She hung Gharrad up in Zambur's

place and went back home with Zam bur."

Jagana organizes this gruesome scene m a predictable but effective manner. Placing Mahiya, the heroine of

thestory,attheverycenterofthecomposition, heshows heractively slittingthethroatof a guard. All but one

ofthesprawlingfigures have met the same fate at herhand. That figu re, whomust be Gharrad, has been

spared because Mahiya has something special in mind for him. Hanging upsidedown in a blackened doorway

directly above Mahiya and further aligned with the central gateway below is Zam bur. Mahiya will soon avenge

his humiliation byforcing his tor menter, Gharrad, to take his place.

While much ofthe preceding illustration (cat. 60) suffers from a debilitatingfussiness,this scene is invigo-

rated by the sense of largeness that pervades virtually every element. The massacred guards,for example, are

big,flatshapes placed strategicallyaroundthecourtyard.theirsolidlycoloredjamas breaking uptheexpanse

of patterned tilework behind them. Similarly, the hexagonal kiosk to the left expands powerfully into the court-

yard, an effect enhanced by the huge starburst pattern of its tiled roof. Even the blue panels flanking Zam bur

haveoutsized half-medallions and flowers. All these features connect the painting with Jagana 's earlier paint-

ings in the volume (cat. 35 and 50). Many ofthe tile patterns actually repeat those found in the former painting.

The obvious exceptions to this bright and basic style are the two crucial figures, Mahiya and Zam bur.

Mahiya'sface, likethat of her immediate victim, has been repainted. Nonetheless, the voluminous rendering of

red sleeves and orange lower garment and even the fringe on her green tunic point to the hand of Kesava Dasa.

This IS corroborated bythe hangingfigure of Zambur.whoseskillfullydrawnfaceandfeetand highly developed

modeling strongly recall Kesava's figu res in other paintings in this section ofthe manuscript (cat. 55 and 56).
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62 HAMZA'S son IBRAHIM TEARS AN ARM OFF AS THE ZANCI

In the midst of all this conniving comes a very brief martial interlude. Malik Na'im's vizier, Muhandis, proposes

to wreak havoc among Ibrahim's forces by releasing a fearsome Zangi from prison, where he is sent period i

-

ca I ly for eating people Na'im agrees, and sends out As the Zangi to carry the fight to the God-worshippers, The

Zangi begins to decimate Ibrahim's men, but he soon runs into the formidable Ibrahim himself, who quickly

tears him to pieces With this hulking figure dispatched posthaste, the story returns to affairs of the heart, this

time describing how Na'im's son Ghazanfar pines away for the captive Khwarmah,

The text provides no clue as to how Ibrahim kills As the Zangi, Left to his own devices, the painter Mukh I is

simply invents a scene of grotesque carnage, with Ibrahim I itera I lyrippingtheZangi's arm completely away

from his body. In this, he repeats a form he employed in an earlier scene (cat. 41). He a I so constructs the com po-

sition in a similar manner, isolating Ibrahim and As the Zangi centrally and framing them with a congruent

screen of rocks. In this case, however, he packs both sides of the composition with clusters of soldiers, who

probably represent opposing armies, but are equally astonished at the slender Ibrahim's display of brute

strength. Mukh lis shows some interest in varying his views of figures, as, for example, the drummer seen

directlyfromtheback,orthefrontalfigureslightly below him with a broad, squashed nose. Most of all, Mukh I is

revels in pattern, typically making it so strong, so colorful, so relentless that it drowns out subtler volumetric

and tactile effects.

Recognizing that Mukh I is was merely competent in faces, the supervisor assigned the faces and hands of

the two key figures -Ibrahim and As the Zangi - to a figure specialist, Madhava Khurd. To discern Madhava's

style IS to ad mi re it. The round-eyed Ibrahim, for example, bites his lip, as he wrenches the Zangi's arm from his

body. Likewise, Madhava captures with inimitable nuance the Zangi's nappy hair, glazed eyes, and corncob

teeth. Both hands are muscular and three-dimensional, qualities appreciated most fully when one compares

the blockish hands or strandlike fingers of the soldiers to the right.

Mukh I IS also supplies the architectural backdrop to the scene. His whimsical forms are familiar by now, but

heretheyare more minuscule than ever, and collectively pitch precariously to the left. The artist resorts to

somewhat forced transitional devices to integrate the two parts of the composition. On the left, for example,

the ramparts end where the camel begins, but Mukh I is makes no efl'ort to adjust the radically different scales

heisusing to rformsset at approximately the samedistance.lnthe center of the composition, Mukhlis

obscures the entrance to the fort with a painterly ridge, one that billows so high, in fact, that it extends over

much ofone of his already completed soldiers.

Attributed to Mukhlis

and Madhava Khurd

Volumeii, painting

number7i,text numberys

India, Mughaldynasty,

c/fco 1570

675 x51.7cm

Caption:'lbrahimtearsat

Asthe Zangi'

MAK-Austrian Museum of

Applied Arts/ Contemporary

Art, Vienna, b.i 8770/21

Published: Eggeri974, pl.44;

EggengSg, pi 29: Giucki925,

Pl37-
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ALLIED SPIES SEEK OUT AND FREE PRINCE SA'ID FARRUKH-NIZHAD

CAT 63-65 T

A mere glimpse of the dashmg Said Farrukh-Nizhad causes Malak Mah. the

daughter of King Na'im and 5a rv Banu.to surrender her heart to him. She dons a

warrior's armor and engages him for a time in battle, but he desists when he dis-

covers that his opponent is a beautiful woman. The two retire from the field

together; after a prolonged absence, Farrukh-Nizhad finally returns to his camp.

Theenemy spy Mahlal abducts Farrukh-Nizhad, who is eventually trans ported

to Aqiqnagar where Malik Taysun has him imprisoned, Malak Mah sets out to

rescue her beloved and encounters Ha mza's spies SonghurBalkhi and Lulu, who

are on the same mission. This rescue party is joined by two more of Ha mza's spies

-Ja Ida k, and the woman Khosh-Khiram, In Aqiqnagar Malak Mah, lagging behind

the others, is snatched from the street by an old hag -later revealed to have been

a sorceress -and disappears before her companions have time to turn around

During their explorations in the town, SonghurBalkhi and Lulu meet two mer-

chants, actually followers of a famous local spy, Baba Bakhsha World-Traverser,

He supports their cause and gives them information, but that night neither team

of spies is able to break into the prison where Farrukh-Nizhad is being held.

Finally, with t he tacit approval of S ha' ban, a sympathetic wine-seller, they pour a

knock-out drug into the drink served to the prison guards. Soon after, the ayyors

go to the prison, where the guards are thoroughly incapacitated. Then, as the text

tersely recounts, the ayyars cut off their heads, free Sa'id Farrukh-Nizhad, and

smugglehim intoBaba Bakhsha'sestablishment,

Detail of CAT 64
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63 PRINCESS MALAK MAH JOINS HAMZA'S SPIES IN THE SEARCH FOR SA ID FARRUKH-

NIZHAD, BUT IS AMBUSHED BY A SORCERESS

Attributed to Dasavanta

andMukhlis

Volumeii, painting

number 73, text number 74

India, Mughal dynasty,

c/fco 1570

68 X 50.8 cm

(detail on pp.196-97)

MAK-Austrian Museum of

Applied Arts/ Contemporary

Art, Vienna, B.I. 8770/36

Published: Eggen974, pi 46;

Eggeri969,pl.3i;Glucki925,

Pl39-

With one longstanditig separation brought to a happy end, and a brief battle concluded in victory, the story

returns to the tribulations of that other star-crossed couple, Sa'id Farrukh-Nizhad and Mala k Mah. Sa'id

Farrukh-Nizhad is transported to Aqiqnagar, where Malik Taysun orders him imprisoned again. Meanwhile,

Hamza's spies -SonghurBalkhi, Lulu, Jaldak, and Khosh-Khiram -join Malak Mah in her search forthe prince

Asthey reconnoiterthe streets of Aqiqnagar, Malak Mah falls slightly behind. Her lingering soon has ruinous

consequences. An old hag leaps out from behind a tree and snatches Malak Mah by the hair, clasping the other

hand over her mouth so that she cannot call for help. The spies eventually turn around to check on Malak Mah,

but she has vanished into thin air,the victimof a sorceress's wiles.

The drama of abduction - a sudden, usually violent change of circumstances - undoubtedly appealed

to many Mughal artists, for it offers the bewitching combination of latent apprehension and blood-curdling

terror. Dasavanta, however, never makes the latter too explicit, as Kesava Dasa does, for example, in the spy

whom Umar accosts in cat.55. Instead, Dasavanta mutes the victim's expression, enticing the audience to

imagine and vicariously experience the spine-tingling dread and rush of emotion for themselves. Here, he

begins by shifting the kidnapping to an innocuous place beyond the city walls. He reduces the squad of spies

from fourtotwo, and shows both professional oj/yors, Songhur and Lulu, proceeding with grim-faced delibera-

tion. A tree placed centrally at the very edge of the painting sequesters these two from Malak Mah, who

becomes vulnerable to the hag's predations. The sorceress seizes Malak Mah, disguised as a young man but

still clearly female, in the manner described by the text, yanking her hair and stifling her cry. She then drags her

off in the opposite direction.

The figures bear all the hallmarks of Dasavanta's personal style. His oyyors are closely related by facial type

and amount of modeling to their counterpart Umar in cat. 36. The alarmed Malak Mah is convincingly

disheveled and wide-eyed, an expression particularly well-suited to Dasavanta's habit of making the pupils of

his figures' eyes larger and more thickly painted than normal. The sorceress's gnarled features would normally

be still more distinctive, but appear to have been obliterated, as often occurs in the manuscript; in fact, they

wereneverfinished.astheclearcontoursof her bony profile and the detectable underdrawing of her hair and

eyes attest. Most distinctive of all is the hag's robe, a strident shade of green modeled emphatically with wet,

painterly streaks. This effect is imitated by another painter, Mukhlis, in one of Dasavanta's collaborative efforts

(cat. 58), but in less adept hands becomes drier and more formulaic. As usual, Dasavanta makes the natural

environmenta vibrantand invitingone, with rustlingtrees and watchful birds.

Beyond the ridge and trees isthecityof Aqiqnagar, which is the work of Mukhlis. Many of the forms repli-

cate those found in cat.58. Beyond the outer walls is a thicket of domes and roofs, the former mushrooming

from unseen courtyards, the latter tilting at every odd angle. The colorfully dense and still ensemble is a wel-

come change of pace from the open but disturbing action in the foreground.
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64 SONGHUR BALKHI AND LULU THE SPY ARE RECEIVED BY BABA BAKHSHA, A FORMER

SPY LIVING IN AOIONAGAR

Songhur Balkhi and Lulu return totheircaravanserai in hopethat Malak Mah might liaveturned upthere, but

their comrades have no news of her. They decide that they will need some knock-out drugs to use in their res-

cue of Sa'id Farrukh-Nizhad.and reckon that they can obtain them most readily from one of the wine-sellers in

town. They maketheir way toa pleasant-looking wineshop, and install themselves at a well-situated table.

Before long, the proprietor escorts two merchants to their table and introduces them as disciples of Baba

Bakhsha World-Traverser, a veteran spy living in the city. The four begin to converse, and soon the merchants

disclose that they belong to a cell of spies given the mission of freeing Sa'id Farrukh-Nizhad, and they have

come to procure some knock-out drugs. Delighted at this convergence of missions, Songhur and Lulu reveal

thatthey are Iranian spies, but caution against being seen together in public for too long. At this, the four spies

retire to Baba Bakhsha's establishment. It is a spy's paradise, stockpiled with weapons of all sorts and staffed by

youths honing their skills in guerrilla warfare. Songhur and Lulu are brought before Baba Bakhsha, a grizzled

but still vital man. Baba Bakhsha em braces them, kisses them on the forehead, and offers them food and wine.

Because this standard scene of greeting makes modest narrative demands, Dasavanta is able to concen-

trate his inventive powers on the colorful characters who frequent this den of spies. Songhur Balkhi leads the

small delegation of Hamza's spies into Baba's lair. Baba Bakhsha remains seated, and greets Songhur by clasp-

ing both hands a round his. Although Baba Bakhsha is said to have been in the business of spying for some

seventy years, he is still physically iriT posing, with muscular arms marked with ritual burns, a hairy chest

crisscrossed with heavy chains, and a full, black beard untouched by age. Other attributes - his coiled pose, the

reddish fur and heavy ornaments gathered about his waist, the wicked dagger protruding from his belt, the

exotic fur-trimmed cap, and, of course, histigerskin mat- make Baba Bakhsha exude a dangerous, slightly

savage quality. He also accrues power from his equally formidable coterie of spies, cloaked in furs and outfitted

with similar weapons and chains, as well as from the assorted shields, swords, and skins hanging before a

brilliant white wall. Dasavanta accentuates both the contours and volumeof Baba's arms and legs with a pro-

nounced but nua need brownish outline, and models selected articles of clothing with deep, European-inspired

streaky folds. He also casts the backturned figure in the foreground in the lost-profile view, a radically new view

in Mughal painting.

Dasavanta brings together several other signature features. The small, scantily dressed boy in the fore-

ground and the of her preparing bhang beneath the banyan tree are closely related to several figures in one of

Dasavanta's few ascribed works. ^ He introduces for no apparent reason two huge water vessels and an over-

sized golden vessel, the latter complete with glowering duck heads, a feature found on a prow in one of his

earlier paintings (cat.36). Predictably, too, his figures usually have large pupils and feet with a splayed big toe;

likewise, the unmodulated greenish black seen earlier in cat. 59 recurs here as well.

Some of the secondary elements of the painting were left to Mukhlis. Among these are Hamza's four spies

(save for Songhur Ba I khi's head), the wavering cubic tilework pattern of the courtyard, and much of the extra-

vagant architectural ornament. Many ofthese features relate to ones found in cat. 58.

Attributed to Dasavanta

and Mukhlis

Volume 11, painting

number74,text numberys

India, Mughal dynasty,

circa 1 570

Pa1nting68.4x52.1cm,

folio78.4x52.2cm

(detail on pp.192-93)

MAK-Austrian Museum of

Applied Arts/ Contemporary

Art, Vienna, b. 1.8770/59

Published: Welch 1978, pi. 3:

Eggen974,pl.47, Cluck 1925,

pl.40.

1. Ho/y /Men, Royal Library,

WindsorCastle,RCIN

1005039,1 24b. See Beach

i982,flg.io.
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65 THE AYYARS, LED BY SONGHUR BALKHI AND LULU THE SPY, SLIT THE THROATS OF THE

PRISON GUARDS AND FREE SA'ID FARRUKH-NIZHAD

Attributed to Shravana

and Mahesa

Volumeii, painting

numberys.text numberyS

India, Mughal dynasty,

c/Vco 1570

684x52.1001

Brooklyn Museum of Art,

Museum Collection Fund,

24.46

Published: Dehejia 1997,

fig.195; Posteref o/. 1994,

no. 24; Chandra 1989, fig 3;

Welch 1963, no 23.

The pace of the story slows now. Baba Bakhsha entertains Songhur and Lulu for a while, all thetime swapping

information with them a bo utHamza and of hers. That night Songhur and Pa r ra n Ayyar approach the prison

where Sa'id Farrukh-Nizhad is being held. They think that they see an opening when they see the guards drink-

in g. They are, however, soon challenged by four men dressed in black, who, it turns out, a re Baba Bakhsha's

operatives. Together they survey the prison, but making no inroads that night, they return to report to the

Baba. Ever optimistic, Baba Bakhsha promises that once the prince is liberated, his takiyya will be a safehouse

that noone will suspect. Now they resume their plan to poison the guards' wine.

"Th ey ca me and ke pt Sha'ban bu sy u nt il the pri son guardsca me. Sha' ban said to Songhur, 'Go bring

wine from that special vat for the menofAhsha World -Traverser, who is now the warden ofthe prison.'

Songhur mixed a knock-out drug into the wine and gave it to them. They fell unconscious. The ayj/ors

came to the prison gate and cut the guards' heads off, rescued Sa'id, and took him to Baba Bakhsha's

takiyya. Baba hidthe prince.Thecompanions wenttothecaravanserai and informed Khosh-Khiram and

Jaldak.They rejoiced."

The illustration depicts the long-awaited liberation of Farrukh-Nizhad. Although the text indicates that the

guards had fallen unconscious and implies a ruthless slaughter, the artist shows a vigorous skirmish between

equally balanced squads of guards and ayyars. Jheayyars have clearly bested their foes, with three guards

down and two others put to flight. Five prisoners still wear chains, but Farrukh-Nizhad, the plum pish figure in

orange, is clearly the focus of both the composition and the ayyars' efforts. FHealoneisshown frontally and

thoroughly manacled, and he alone is actively being freed by an oyyar wielding hammer and tongs

The designer, Shravana, uses the architectural setting to establish the frenzied tempo of the scene. As m

cat.47, he placestheforeground wall of the courtyard flush againstthe lower edge of the painting, butskews

the standard composition soone wall juts abruptly to the right, a feature that probably inspires -or even

requires -the two fleeing guards. Accordingly, the front and rear entrances are aligned on the diagonal, along

which, not coincidental ly, Farrukh-Nizhad and his liberatorappear. And the blackened doorway on the left pro-

vides an ideal backdrop for the most dramatic incident ofthe rescue, the cleaving oftwo guards.

Shravana also exercised his prerogative to execute the mam figures in the com posit ion. The broad and

somewhat bland face of Sa'id Fa rrukh-Nizhad, for example, compares very closely to those of the figures at

the gateway of cat. 47. The two figures immediately above Farrukh-Nizhad have been repainted, but most

of the other figures are by Mahesa. Ma hesa's draftsmanship is sometimes weak, asitismthelumpishbacks

and impossibly turned heads ofonefleeing guard and the prisoner in yellow above him. When Mahesa applies

yellow paint, he thins it out so much that it approaches a tinted white. Similarly, he is inclined to decorate

hisfigures'jamos with a tiny gold pattern. Perhaps the subtlest trademark is his renderingof eyes, which habit-

ually have a narrow gold rim aroundthe black pupil. (See, for example, the four figures in the lower right.)

That none of these features is visible from any distance greater than arm's length is a sure indication that the

paintings were made with the expectation that they would also be scrutinized under much more intimate

conditionsthan the nightly public recitations.
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THE ESCAPADES OF PRINCE SA'ID FARRUKH-NIZHAD

AND KHOSH-KHIRAM

CAT 66, 67

MalikTaysun immediately holds Baba Bakhsha responsible for Sa'id Farrukh-

Nizhad's rescue and sends his spy Kajdast to confirm his suspicions. The prince is

spotted moving around the takiyya and Malik Taysun attacks it. Eventually

Farrukh-Nizhad escapes by means of a secret tunnel, but Taysun discovers his

new refuge and launches yet another attack. Kajdast assures Taysun that he will

kidnap Farrukh-Nizhad before the night is out. He does so, and Taysun vows to

behead Farrukh-Nizhad the next day before the fortress. His vizier, however, pro-

poses a more nefarious plan, that is, to send Sa'id to the island of Ki'al Man-Eater,

who devours anyone who strays into his territory. Kajdast is sent to accompany

him. Once on the island, Ki'al does indeed threaten to eat the prince, but he is

saved by Barghal, Ki al's daughter, who has fallen in love with him. He promises

that he will marry her as soon as he sees his parents, and to facilitate this Barghal

helps him escape from the island.

Meanwhile Khosh-Khiram, a female ayyar who is the daughter of Princess

MalakMah's nurse, has set out to find Farrukh-Nizhad. By chance she meets the

prince and Barghal, and they continue their journey together until Barghal is

killed bya panther.

At last Sa'id Farrukh-Nizhad and Khosh-Khiram arrive at a palace, which they

enter. Two girls a re wrestling on the roof They turn out to be Mala kMah and Sheda

Banu, both confined to the palace by a sorcerer's spell. Malak Mah rejoices when

she sees Sa'id Farrukh-Nizhad, and the lovers tell each other their adventures.
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66 KHOSH-KHIRAM BEHEADS KAJDAST, A SPY OF MALIK TAYSUN

Attributed to Basavana

and Mukhlis

Volumen. painting

number 77, text number 78

India, Mughal dynasty,

c/>co 1570

67,5 X 52.1 cm

{detail on pp,202-203)

Caption: 'Khosh-Khiram

beheads Kajdast Ayyar'

MAK-Austnan Museum of

Applied Arts/ Contemporary

Art, Vienna, b. 1,8770/43

Published: Eggen974, PI48;

Egger 1969, pi. 32: Cluck 1925,

pl.41.

When news of Sa'id Farrukh-Nizhad's escape reaches Malik Taysun, he immediately suspects that Baba

Bakhsha was involved. He dispatches one of his spies, Kajdast ('Crooked Hand') by name, to surveil Baba

Bakhsha's house. He does this and soon glimpses Songhur Balkhi moving about the complex with Farrukh-

Nizhad. Kajdast reports this to Taysun, who launches a heavily armed assault against that place. Fighting

continues for sometime, but Baba Bakhsha eventually persuades Fa rrukh-Nizhad to make use of a secret

tunnelthatwill take him far from danger, Taysun, however, discovers the fortress to which Farrukh-Nizhad has

retired, and leads a still la rger army there. Again the battle rages, Taysun 'sown son defects to Sa'id's army.

"However, when Taysun entered the fortress, word came from Kajdast, saying, 'Do not grieve, for tonight

IwillkidnapSa'id.'Hewentintothecampand kidnapped him. However, when he brought Sa'id to

Taysun, he said for him to be kept under watch. They sent twenty thousand men against the camp of

Islam. When they came the Muslims had gone into the fortress. They pulled back. Malik Taysun said,

'Guard Sa'id, and tomorrow we'll cut his head off in front of the fortress.' His vizier said, 'He should be

sent to Ki'al Man-Eater's island, for if a stranger appears, they will eat him.' They sent a messenger and

also said to Kajdast, 'You go too
'

"

At this point, the story is interrupted by one missing folio. When it resumes on the reverse of this painting, Sa'id

is at Ki'al's island, and is threatened with the prospect of being eaten alive, both figuratively and literally, by

Kfal's daughter, Barghal, who has amorous designs on him. Khosh-Khiram, the daughter of the nurse of Mala k

Mah, heads a small rescue miss ion. The caption of the painting summarizes the intervening narrative, and

indicatesthat it is Kajdast, the enemy oyyar, who has metthe ignominiousfateof being beheaded outsidethe

fortresswalls.

Basavana, the designer of the painting, isolates Khosh-Khiram as she plows across an especially verdant

landscape. She brandishes a bloodied knife with one hand, and clutches her grisly trophy with the other In her

wake lies the upended carcass of Kajdast, identified as an enemy agent by his discarded battle-axe and shield.

She returns undercover of night to the citadel, where guards slumber blissfully unaware other heroic but

gruesome act of reprisal. Basavana constructs the luxuriant landscape around these two figures. He clears a

large enough space for Kajdast's death spasms, and makes that space part of a meandering path leading back

to the fortress. He elevates Khosh-Khiram within the composition by the outcrop below her, and frames her by

a corresponding light rock cluster above. He uses trees to constrict the view of the citadel's gateway and to

block the lower and visually uninteresting sections of its walls.

Basavana executed practically the entire lower port ion of the painting. The most telling element is the

central figure of Khosh-Khiram, whose softly modeled red robe recalls Zumurrud Shah'sjama in cat. 33, and

whose eye dWers subtly from that of Dasavanta's figure ofSanawbar Banu in cat.47 Similarly, Kajdast's orange

and blue garments show the pronounced modeling favored by Basavana. Conversely, while the oyyor's hair is

fine and unruly, his expression is rather more blissful and ill-composed than one would normally expect from

Basavana under such circumstances. Elsewhere, Basavana repeats from cat. 33 the luminous and broadly con-

ceived rocks, the animated foliage, and the paint-splashed tufts of grass.

His collaborator in this painting was Mukhlis, who rephrases from cat.58 his bastion occupied by sleep-

ing guards. Once again, something is awry with Mukhlis's architecture: small, streaked domes rise from ill-

proportioned towers, torqued windows float oddly before the walls they pierce, and tilework patterns become

half-hearted gestures to geometric regularity. Basavana salvages this section by supplying the figures. This

becomes apparent first from the guards' clothes, which have stronger contours, more painterly folds, and

smaller patterns than Mukhlis is capable of executing. Still subtler features, such as the wispy hair and the

elaborate configuration ofthe outer ear, also corroborate Basavana's active involvement in this section.
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67 SA'ID AND KHOSH-KHIRAM ARRIVE AT A CASTLE AND SEE TWO GIRLS

WRESTLING ON THE ROOF

Ki'al's beautiful cannibalistic daughter, Barghal, continues to press Said Farrukh-Nizhad to satisfy her appetite

for love, but Sa'id fends her off by insisting that he will marry her as soon as he sees his parents.

"Barghal was beside herself with love for the prince. Smiling, she waited patiently until it was night.

She went to the prison gate, killed all the guards, rescued Prince Sa'id Farrukh-Nizhad, and took him to

her house, where she said, '0 prince, I have given my heart toyou. Marry me.'

^Ay beauty,' said Sa'id, 'whenever I see my mother and father, I will grant your wish.' Barghal

was patient.

The next day the guards went to Kial and said, 'tast night your daughter came to the prison, killed all

theguards,and madeaway withthe prisoner,'

Ki'al summoned his daughter and asked her about it. She said, 'Yes, when he was brought before you

and you ordered him to be roasted, I was greatly inclined toward him. I keptyou from doing it. Last night I

went and took him out of prison, roasted him, and ate him.' Kfal accepted this."

Finally, Barghal helps Sa'id escape so that they may visit his parents together. They sneak away that night

and ride until dawn, when they happen to meet Khosh-Khiram, perched in a tree above their resting place.

Khosh-Khiram explains that she was searching for Sa'id, but ran afoul of some Zangis, who devoured her com-

panion but missed her because she had dim bed that tree. The three journey on, but a panther enters their

campandkillsBarghal.

Trusting God to guide them, Sa'id and Khosh-Khiram come upon a magnificent building with an open gate.

They enter and see two girls, Malak Mah and Sheda Banu, wrestling on the roof Malak Mah rejoices when she

sees Sa'id Farrukh-Nizhad, and the two lovers excitedly recount the strange events that brought them to this

place, Malak Mah tells him that she was kidnapped because a sorceress mistook her for a man, and was then

placed under a spell, evidently one that prevents her from leaving. Her companion, Sheda Banu, the daughter

of Malik Na'im, is under the sway ofthe same spell, albeit for different reasons. The text ends here, but the lines

that follow this painting describe how the sorcerer responsible for the spell, Karkara Jadu, attacks Sa'id. Once

Sa'id dispatches him, the girl recalls a clue to breaking the spell, and soon the quartet are on their way.

This charming painting presents something of a narrative enigma. Most of the scene is given over to a

building described only as being lofty and having two entrances, one open and the other closed. The remainder

shows two horses waiting in the courtyard while Sa'id Farrukh-Nizhad and Khosh-Khiram watch the two girls

tussle. The text indicates this struggle as tersely as possible, and offers no explanation for how it is related to

thespellcastuponthetwogirls, unless, of course, it isthe inevitable result of cabinfever.

Howeverthe supervisor decided upon the specific moment to be illustrated, he certainly picked the right

artistforthetask.Shravana, whose variety of work in the Homza/iomo establishes him as one of the most

accomplished artists of the atelier, produces an absolutely scintillating architectural environment. It begins

with the courtyard tiles, which form a dense and even pattern. The two-storied building runs a staggered

course across the courtyard, with potentially harsh junctures softened by strategically placed horse heads. To

the right lies a brilliantly colored orange wall with defensive openings, a peculiar feature for a wall enclosing a

domestic compound. Still stranger is the red fence- normally used to delineate gardens- placed atop that

wall, and yet accidentally passing over the corner of an eave. In the center of the building proper is a darkened

entrance flanked by a series of cartouches and niches, the latter filled with decorative glass and ceramics in a

manner seen earlier in cat.47. The building Itself is a harmonious combination of pinkish planes, rhythmic dark

openings, and delicate floral bands, all executed with a precision found in the work of few other artists. The

intricatefloral pattern is extended tothe rooftop as a carpet, the border ofwhich isfilled with Shravana's trade-

mark crablike foliate forms.

^

In this luscious setting, the figures are practically an afterthought; indeed, this is literally true, for there is

evidence that at least part of Sa'id was painted over the carpet border. Shravana seems to have supplied the

figure of Khosh-Khiram, but another artist, Mithra, added Sa'id and the two girls.- Mithra, an artist heretofore

known only from his work in the Dorafcnomo, favors rounded, doll-like faces with doleful eyes, and smooth

forms with little modeling.'' It was apparently his decision to make the wrestling girls slighter and younger, for

elsewhere in the manuscript Malak Mah is shown as a full-grown woman.

Attributed to Shravana

and Mithra

Volumeii, painting

number 78, text number 79

India, KAughal dynasty,

circa 1 570

Painting67.6 x 51.3cm,

folio79 X 63.5 cm

Caption: 'Sa'id arrives with

Khosh-Khiram on the roof

of a castle and sees two girls

whoare wrestling'

Freer Gallery of Art,

Smithsonian Institution,

Washington, DC;

Purchase, F1960. 14

Published: Beach 1981, no, 5a.

1. For other occurrences of

this pattern, see cat. 57, n.i.

2. Khosh-Khiram isa slightly

more graceful version ofthe

central figure in f67b of the

Tutinama (fig.14) Essentially

identical are her eye and

profile,thecolorof her cloth-

ing, and even the form of her

bangles andjewelry.

3. See, for example, his

ascribed works on fF.i2a, 65b,

117a (fig.i9)and 117b ofthe

Darabnama
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68 MAHUS THE SPY WHISPERS SOMETHING TO MALIK OIMAR

Attributed to Basavana,

Mithra.andMukhlis

Volumeii, painting

number 80, text number 81

India, Mughal dynasty,

circa 1 570

Painting75 x 56cm,

folio 79x63,2 cm

Caption: 'MahusAyyar

whisperstoOlmar'

Rare Book Department,

The Free Library of

Philadelphia, M2

Published: Kramrisch 1986,

no.7; Comstock 1925, p, 354;

Philadelphia 1924, 00,77,

1. Darabnama. f jb

2. MAK, Vienna, B.I. 8770/22

and 8770/58. See Recon-

struction, nos84andioo.

Sa'id leads the allies \ n\o battle, where he is victorious despite the enemy's much greater numbers. When

Tayfur is wounded, all looks bleak for the infidels, but Malik Na'im and Oimar arrive with massive reinforce-

ments to replenish their armies and rekindle hope. Now it is Sa'id who is threatened with defeat. The tide turns

again in the allies' favor when Malik Bah man comes and throws his own huge army into the fray.

A new round of battles begins when Ki'al Man -Eater joins the infidel forces, seeking to avenge the kid nap-

ping of his daughter, Barghal,forwhich he holds Sa'id culpable. Kial challenges Sa'id in individual combat, but is

dealt a mortal wound by the prince.Theenemy conclude that they should pursue a two-pronged strategy: com-

mit all their vast legions at once and eliminate either Prince Ibrahim or Prince Sa'id Fa rrukh-Niz had. They order

Ma h us the spy to kid nap one prince. He dispiritedly admits that this is well-nigh impossible because the Cod-

worshippers are alerted to this sort of clandestine activity, and rues the untimely end of the last ayyor, Kajdast,

who had been sent out onsuchamissionBoth strategies fa 1 1 Oi mar is, in fact, taken prisoner and brought

before Prince Ibrahim. He converts to Islam, but insincerely. Oi mar's treacherous heart is exposed one day when

SonghurBalkhiobservesOimarlisteningtoMahusthespy whisper in his ear. When Songhur appears, the cap-

tive leader quickly gets rid of Ma h us, a tacit acknowledgement of complicity. Songhur informs Ibrahim of this

suspicious behavior, and Ibrahim quickly imprisons Oimar.

Basavana, who probably designed the composition, places a relaxed and well -stuffed Oimar beneath a

large canopy at the center of a busy tent com pound. Ma bus, the enemy operative, si inks up to the false convert.

Oimar leans back and cocks his head slightly to the side as the spy whispers newsof his former confederates.

Songhur Balkhi, who should be lean and mustachioed ifayyonconography holds true to form, does not appear

amongthe many oblivious retainers lining both sides ofthe zigzaggingtent wall s. Those on the inside ostensi-

bly wait in attendance, but actually pay little heed toOimarasthey converse animatedly among themselves;

those on the outside are occupied with their animals and other responsibilities. Basavana fills the remainder of

the composition with an assortment of decorative architectural elements and steeply pitched canopies. The

result is a sense of visual hubbub raging around the du pi icitous and imperturbable Oimar.

Basavana painted only a few passages in this work. He is certainly responsible for Oimar, whose face and

body are the most perceptively characterized in the entire painting. It is likely, too, that he also executed the

figu re ofMa bus, though that oj/j/ar's face has beencompletely repainted. And one recognizes Basavana's hand

in the rough trunk and bright, oversized leaves ofthe plane tree, a feature seen earlier in cat. 33.

One collaborator, Mithra, supplied most of the remainder of the painting. His personal style is most easily

identified by his figures, whose bodies a re smooth and compact, and whose faces a re often marked by ungainly

turbans and profiles and noticeably big, dark eyes. Mithra uses the lost-profile view for one figure, the atten-

dant dressed in blue beside Ma bus. Many other unusual facia I types, notably those ofthe retainers in the upper

right and some at the base of the tree, are modern replacements. Other details corroborate Mithra 's involve-

ment. The geometric pattern on the low throne recurs in an ascribed illustration in the Darabnama} Mithra

also favors certain colors, such as the deep mustard yellow edged in red along the central canopy, a color and

modeling convention he repeats from one horse's saddle covering in cat. 67. Unlike Shravana or Basavana, both

ofwhom painted similar tent scenes earlier m the manuscript, Mithra dispenses with the vertical stays in his

tent wall, which becomesaflatexpanseofa red much brighterthan is normally seen.
-'

The third artist, Mukh I is, seems to have done only the architecture in the upper left. The abruptly tapering

tower, pronounced ribs and lobes ofthe domes, and exaggerated use of white in architectural detail connect

this section with architectural passages in his other works, especially cat. 58.
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69 A SORCERER REACHES DOWN FROM THE HEAVENS AND ABDUCTS KHWAJA BAKHTAK,

WHO IS DISGUISED AS UMAR

News of Oi mar's imprisonment reaches Malil< Na'im and Malik Taysun, tine infidel commanders. Again, their

distress is assuaged by a massive influx of reinforcements, this time led by Ma ha bat Boar-Tooth, Great clashes

ensue, with Malik lays un eventually falling before Farrukh-Nizhad.and Ma ha bat Boar-Tooth and Malik Na'im

being captured by Prince Ibrahim, The latter convert sincerely, and Aqiqnagar, the site of so much intrigue,

becomes Muslim as well. All this action transpires far from U mar, who is apparently being held at Castle Ayina,

Ever resourceful, he escapes by climbing down from the castle's heights on a bit of si Ik fastened to a dove sent

by one of his com patriots,

Withthiscunningdescent,thestory IS interrupted by a missingpage. When the text resumes, an altogether

different story is underway, ItisclearthatUmarhas demonstrated his wily supremacy yet again, for Khwaja

Bakhtak, Anoshirvan's evil vizier, has just been dropped at Zumurrud Shah's door, Bakhtak is unknowingly

made over to resemble Umar, andthusisnot recognized as an ally by Yaqut Shah, But Sabukpay, Hamza's spy,

who himself must be incognito, knows precisely who this figure is. To torment Bakhtak, a longtime opponent,

he counsels Yaqut Shah to dismiss Bakhtak's protestations of his true identity and to order him beaten and

imprisoned. Then Sabukpay departs, sweetening his revenge by indirectly letting on that this ruse was all

U mar's handiwork. The vindicated Bakhtak is released from prison, and tells his story of marvels and woes to

the assembled sorcerers, who concede once more that they have been outdone by Umar.

The intervening painting shows the kind of sorcery that Umar had to surpass. Although the circumstances

of the battle are unknown, the participants and the resolution are among the most fantastic in all the

Homzanomo, Soldiers thunder in from the left, magicians from the right, both threatening to overtake a slen-

der figure trapped between them. Suddenly, and unbelievably dramatically, their quarry escapes from their

clutches - not by his own doing, but by the graceof a deus exmachina: a disembodied hand reaching down

from the clouds. As the hand grabs the disguised Bakhtak by the collar and snatches him into the air, everyone

gasps with astonishment.

This miraculous ascent, which neatly complements U mar's own earlier descent, is hardly the only mind-

boggling feature of the scene. The sorcerers spur on no ordinary mounts, but lions and tigers and wolves; they

wear snakes as necklaces and wield them as whips and reins. Their human counterparts have more common-

place accouterments, but even their pennants, trumpets, and standards are invested with exceptional energy.

The mastermind behind this visionary scene is surely Dasavanta, His hand is evidenced most conspicuously

in the heaven-bound Bakhtak. Although his face has been damaged, the heavy modeling of his cloak and

sleeves and the taut reddish outlining of his legs match those of Dasavanta's figures in other illustrations,

particularly cat, 58 and 64. Among the other details that also typify his work are the elaborate mu It 1 leveled

standard fin iai in the left center, the gently scalloped ridge below, and the dark green area between the two

groups offigures.

But most of the actual pa intmgofthe scene should be credited to Shravana, Again this artist demonstrates

his ability to render highly animated faces, a quality seen most notably in the centermost sorcerer mounted on

a lion, Shravana can also be distinguished from Dasavanta by some truly minute features, such as the elabo-

rate scrolling ofthe outer ear, and smaller pu pi Is ofthe eyes. The upper la ndscape strongly recalls that of cat, 51,

and even the colorful scrolled clouds are merely formalized versions of those permeating his other scene of

an airbornejourney (cat. 57).

Attributed to Dasavanta

and Shravana

Volumen, painting

number 82,text number 83

India, Mughal dynasty,

c/ /-co 1570

67.1 X 50.8 cm

{detail on pp.212-13)

Caption:'Ahandappears

and plucksthefalsified

Umarfromtheearth'

MAK-Austrian Museum of

Applied Arts/ Contemporary

Art, Vienna, B.I. 8770/55

Published: Eggen974, pl.so;

Glucki925,pl,42
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UMAR ASSUMES THE GUISE OF MAZMAHIL THE SURGEON

CAT 70, 71

After his victory over the cities of Aqiqn agar, Tawar iq, and Zibarjad n agar, Ham za

sends U mar on a mission to locatethewhereaboutsof his captured champions in

the sorcerers' city, Antali, On the way there with a band of ayyars. Umar meets

Mazmahilthe surgeon, who is returning to his home city of Antali after a long

absence. Umar, who never fa lis to seize a fruitful opportunity, gives Mazmahil

some raisins laced with a powerful drug. After Mazmahil succumbs to this

poison, Umar hides his immobilized body away from the road, and dons his

clothes. Then, selecting one ofthe ayyars as his squire and sending the others on

ahead, he proceeds toward Antali, where he passes himself off as Mazmahil.

Umar's disguise is so good that he is greeted warmly by Ma zmahil's wife,

servants and friends. First he gives the surgeon's goods to his accomplice and

borrows more money from hiswifeandchildrenand hisfriendsamongthe

city's merchants. Next, Umar resumes Mazmahil's medical practice, offering

treatment for every sort of malady afflicting the many sorcerers of Antali. His

medicine, however, comes from h\s ayyar's bagof potions and poisons, and in two

days his quackery exacts its deadly toll on the lot of unsuspecting patients. As the

sorcerers drop I ike flies, Umar sneaks out of the city, awakens the still-drowsy

Mazmahil, and sends him home. Imagine his reception Una spate of anger at

their relatives' deaths, the survivors assail the real Mazmahil, and haul him before

Zumurrud Shah and Bakhtak. When these two hear the details of this new scam,

they recognize it as another of Umar's chicaneries, and grudgingly admit that

they have been outfoxed by him yet again.
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70 UMAR, DISGUISED AS THE SURGEON MAZMAHIL, ARRIVES BEFORE THE

CASTLE OF ANTALI

Attributed to Shravana

andMahesa

Volume 11, painting

number 83, text number 84

India, Mughal dynasty,

c/>co 1570

Painting 67.3 x 51,2 cm,

folio 79 X 53,4cm

Caption: 'Umar in the guise of

thesurgeon Mazmahil arrives

before the castle of Antali'

Freer Gallery of Art,

Smithsonian Institution,

Washington, DC;

Purchase, F1960 15

Published: Beach 1981, no. 5b.

1. Beachi98i,pp.65,85,87

Hamza receives the good news that his forces have been victorious in one city after another. The joy of this

moment is clouded, however, by the uncertain fate of some of his champions who are still being held prisoner

by the sorcerers. Hamza orders Umar to find out what he can about them so that they can be freed, Umar duti-

fully sets out for Antali with a band of ayyars. He meets a lonely traveler heading that way and engages him in

conversation. The traveler identifies himself as Mazmahil the surgeon, and tells Umar that he has been away

from his home in Antali forthree years.

"Umar put his hand into his breast and gave Khwaja Mazmahil the surgeon a handkerchief full of

raisins. 'I had gone to the village to buy fruit.' he said. 'I left my men thereto bring [what I bought].

I myself set outfor home.'

Mazmahil took the raisins, ate them, and fell unconscious. Umar hid him in a place that was not gener-

ally trafficked and wherethe army and servants would be safe. He took on his form, and Yakdam.oneof

the oyyors, disguised himself as a rein-holder Umar set out The rest of the ayj/ors went to the villages,

bought loads of fruit, hired pack animals, loaded them up, and entered the city of Antali."

Playing upon the appeal of another ruse by Umar, that masterof disguise, Shravana features Umar as the

ersatz doctor, and shows him trotting toward the gates of the city of Antali preceded by a single bulky ayyar^

There is no sign of the waylaid Mazmahil. Instead, Shravana fills the remainder ofthe foreground with a screen

of rocks whose contours rise and fall to frame U mar's head and mount and to open a sightl me to the gate.

Shravana gives these rocks the same internal rectangular facets as his outcrops in cat. 51, but he forgoes the

heavy shading around them so that the entire area reads as thin and light, and flows readily into the pinkish

ramparts of the city. By contrast, he impedes physical access to the portal with a large tree, one he makes dense

enough to function as a visual obstacle by overlaying a blackened patch with dark green leaves rimmed in

white, a type of tree he uses to similar effect in cat.47and 67.

There are many indications that Shravana also designed and painted the architecture. He sets the fort's

entrance at an acute angle, as he does in cat.47, and accentuates the zigzagging rhythm of the ramparts and

roofs with strong decorative bands, a trait also seen in cat. 67. More particularly, those bands are adorned not

only with a delicate floral design, but also with one consisting of a solid blue star alternating with a triple-

starred cartouche, a feature occurring only in his work (cat.67). And throughout the city, the patterns of the

mason ry cou rses a nd ti lework exh i bit all the crispness that one has come to expect in Shravana 's architecture.

His collaborator is Mahesa, an artistto whom the painting had previously been attributed.' Mahesa was

charged with peopling the city that will soon be ravaged by U mar's snake-oil remedies. He responds to this

assignment with a number of figures who tower over the city they inhabit. Many are occupied with unusual

activities -a goatherd surveying his world from a rock, a wife fanning her sleeping husband, an old man carry-

ing his grandchild, and a sorcerer and sorceress wearing cobras coiled about their necks. Despite this kind of

inventiveness, Mahesa never really manages to breathe life into his figures. Their gestures are invariably stifl".

their faces habitually flat, and their expressions rarely more animated than a pair of knitted eyebrows. While

this muted quality was becoming a conservative trait as early as 1570, it was certainly an acceptable manner for

long after that, as Mahesa's prolific career attests.
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71 UMAR, DISGUISED AS MAZMAHIL THE SURGEON, PRACTICES QUACKERY ON THE

SORCERERS OF ANTALI

When Umar, disguised as Mazmahil the surgeon, reaches Antali, he fully expects that he will have to live by his

wits, for he has no idea where he is going. Luck is with him. Some merchants catch sight of 'Khwaja Mazmahil,'

and quickly spread the news of his return, much tothedelightofthose who missed him during his long sojourn

in Akhtam. His friends complain that they have suffered because the Cod-worshippers have broken all their

spells, and nowtheydreadtheattackof Umar, who will surely try to free some ofthe champions imprisoned by

ZumurrudShah. 'Khwaja Mazmahil' commiserates with them, and bemusedly asks what sort of person this

Umar is. He declines all food anddrink,claimingthatheisobservingafast.Thenheisusheredtohishouse,

where his servants, his family, and his 'wife' greet him with open arms. To the woman's alarm, 'Mazmahil'

again turns down all refreshment, feigning stomach problems, but that night beds her anyway.

The nextday Umar asks his qyyar squire, here called Kulbad lraqi,totaketo market the goods brought by the

real Mazmahil's caravan, and prevails upon his family and friends for further cash advances. Kulbad plays

along with all this, and absconds with a sizable sum.

"[Next, 'Khwaja Mazmahil'] had it heralded that anyone who had a pain should come to be treated.

People flocked to him because in Antali all were sorcerers, and toothaches, headaches, earaches, sore

eyes and feet were common. There was not a single skilled physician. When they heard that Mazmahil

the surgeon had come, all gathered around him.

In short, everyone who had a pain told him about it. He gave them medicine out of his ayyar's satchel,

and two days later they all died. The Khwaja left Mazmahil's house m the middle of the night, woke

[the real] Khwaja Mazmahil up, and gave hirn his horse. The man went home, but he was attacked by the

people, who were shouting, 'He gave our relatives medicineand killed them!'

'Friends,' heyelled, 'I have no knowledge of this. I have just come home after an absence of three years.'

But they dragged h im to the house of Malik Zarduhusht and cried out against him. ZumurrudShah

heardtheircriesandsaidto Bakhtak, 'Summon Khwaja Mazmahil.'When he came in, he was asked

about what was happening, and he explained. They realized that it was Umar. The merchants also cried

out, 'He borrowed a lot of money from us.' It did no good The news spread throughout Antali."

This painting obviously builds upon the previous illustration. The walls of Antali again trace a zigzag path

across the com posit ion, this time commencing at a much lower point so as to open up more space in the court-

yard. The towers flankingthe gate are battered as before, and the two smaller towers are replicated in every

detail. Even the golden merlons and solid decorative cartouches are repeated. Together with the precisely ren-

dered patterns found in the carpets, screens, and tilework of the courtyard, these features are asuresignthat

Shravana has reconstructed his architectural setting.

He isjoined by a pairof artists. Dasavanta probably designed all thefigures, someof whom are brought by

anguish and agitation to a level of expression rarely seen in Mughal painting. A pained old woman being com-

forted by her daughter, a screaming younger woman cradling one child and restraining another, and Umar

himself checkingthatthefrail turbaned man before him still has a pulse-all these exceptionally inventive

figures spring from Dasavanta's fervent imagination. In other cases, he draws figures from his own idio-

syncratic repertoire: the round-faced on looker -a European-inspired figure on his way to becoming a minor

stock character, a dozing greybeard, a rudely clad laborer beforethecity gate, and a diminutive goatherd mind-

ing his flock. Surprisingly, Dasavanta actually completes few ofthese figures, turning that task over to an

infrequent collaborator, Mahesa. Mahesa rises to the occasion, and exaggerates facial features for expressive

effect. Thus, it appears that Mahesa executed at least the face of every figure in the courtyard but Umar,

the two sandy-haired (and thus European- inspired) children, and the frontal onlooker. The others have the

angular noses, crinkled brows, and sketchy ears that Mahesa habitually imposes on many of his figures. In this

example, Mahesa renders folds in cloth with a harsh convention. The contrast between Mahesa and

Dasavanta becomes evident in a comparison ofthe seated patient's turban with the screaming woman's two-

tiered purple dress, or in one of the dirtily striped white cloths draped a round the turbaned patient with the

wetter, more subtly streaked white shawl of Umar. That Dasavanta would bother to add strikingly painterly

garments to the three figures seated behind Umar even though he I eft the faces to Mahesa underscores the

very fld/ioc nature of collaboration in this manuscript.

Attributed to Dasavanta,

Shravana, and Mahesa

Volume 11, painting

number84,text numberSs

India, Mughal dynasty,

circa 1 570

Painting68x52.4cm,

folioyS.yx 63.5cm

(detail on pp. 214-15)

Caption: 'Mazmahil practices

medicine on the sorcerers'

Brooklyn Museum of Art,

Caroline H. Polhemus Fund,

24.49

Published: Blair& Bloom 1994,

fig 362, Poster etal. 1994,

no.25; Chandra 1989, fig.4;

Brand&(Lowryi985, noi2;

Khandalavala i983,fig.i;

Welch 1963, no.2B; Dimand

n.d., pl.i; Comstocki925, p. 348.
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72 ZARDHANG KHATNI BRINGS A RING TO MALTAS THE PRISON KEEPER

Attributed to Shravana,

Mithra.and Madhava Khurd

Volume 11, painting number 86

India, Mughal dynasty,

circa isjo

67,5 X 51,6cm

Caption: 'Zardhang Khatni

bringsa ringto Maltastlie

prison keeper'

FreerGalleryof Art,

Smithsonian Institution,

Washington, oc. Purchase,

Fi94g 18

Published: Heeramaneck 1984,

pi, 139; Beach 1981, no. 5c;

Ettinghausen 1961, pi 2.

1. These include Zardhang,

two ofthe three attendants

above thegreybeard inthe

lower right, the gateway sen-

tinel, and the guard dressed

in an ochrejomo.

2, IS. 2-1896 55/117, Sen 1984,

pl.40.

Like many modern ad venture stories, t he Hamzonama makes for many a gripping tale by repeatedly putting its

heroes in harm's way. Sometimes the heroes prove their innate superiority by overcoming their formidable

adversaries by sheer strength orderring-do, but many othertimesthey are rescued from imprisonment and

apparently certain death when their dull-witted captors a re tricked or manipulated by a resourceful oj/yor.

This painting has lost its accompanying text, and its caption is now obscured by a modern border. An old

photograph m the possession ofthe Brooklyn Museum of Art, however, documents both the caption and the

painting number. The caption identifies the scene as Zardhang Khatni, an oyyor also mentioned in cat.31 and

84, giving a ring to Maltas the prison keeper, presumably as a kind of a distraction or bribe to help secure the

release of the two prisoners depicted intheupperleft.Thepaintingnumber(86)enablesu5to refine this

identification. The text following a painting numbered 84 (cat. 71) concludes with a passage indicating that all

Hamza's champions are being locked up in Zarduhusht's black pit, from which no escape is possible. Thus,

allowing for the story to develop a bit in the intervening (and now missing) folio, we can reasonably conclude

that this painting belongs to volume 11 and illustrates the rescue of Ha tnza's champions.

The focus of this lively painting is the corpulent Malta s, complacently awaiting with open palm the tribute

to which he has grown accustomed. Zardhang understands the meaning ofthis common gesture of desire and

greed, and prepares to press a small golden ring into the prison keeper's outstretched hand. The beneficiaries

ofthistransaction aretwo prisoners whoare havingtheirshacklesand bindings undone by twoguards. Other

guards rush about in obvious agitation, a state contrasted with the placid demeanor of the courtiers huddled

together below Maltas. Lounging outside the compound's gateway isonelast guard, his sword and shield

hanging from the doorframe, a sure sign of their infrequent use.

The overall design ofthe painting can be attributed to Shravana, whose penchant for dense and finely ren-

dered architectural patterns is seen throughout the composition. This includes even the outer towers, an area

where architectural details are not normally developed to such a degree. As might be expected, some specific

forms and patterns are repeated from earlier works by this artist; among these a re the golden merlons to the

right of the prisoners, the red dadotilework depicted in cat. 71, and the flattened cushion domes featured in

cat. 65. Shravana a I so en livens the area outside the walls with a pair of vigorous trees

Nearly all the figures were supplied by Mithra. His ova I -headed, large-eyed figures are fa mi liar from two

other works not much earlier in this volume (cat. 54 and 68); indeed, one guard holding a sword and shield in

the upper center is identical to a courtier in the lower right of cat.68. A few figures, notably the guard behind

Za rd hang wearing an app re hensive expression on his stubbled face, go we II beyond type. Still other faces

displaytheflatsurface,daintyfeatures,and vacuous expressions that a re the ha 1 1 mark of later i-epamting.'

By far the most compelling figure is Maltas, While the primary figure of a scene often fell to the designer of

the painting, in this case the indolent prison keeper was assigned to Madhava Khurd. This portrait specialist

makes Maltas ample in every respect, from his thickset neck to his generously overhanging belly and lumpish

feet. Rather than emphasizing mass by strengthening the contours ofthe body, as he usually does, Madhava

accentuates Maltas's rotund form by girdingthe rolling expanses of dark skin on the torso and arms with

tautly stretched gauzy white cloth, and then bunching that same material elsewhere so that it becomes thick

and opaque. Shravana does, in fact, paint a similarly bulging dark-skinned figure in white in the Akbarnama

manuscript in the Victoria and Albert Museum', but one look at the more dryly drawn clothing and less sen-

sitively rendered face in that later painting suggests that he is merely redeploying a figure his colleague

had Invented inthis painting.
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73 HAMZA BURNS ZARDUHUSHT's CHEST OF ARMOR AND BREAKS THE URN

WITH HIS ASHES

Like many legends, the Hamza romance draws freely upon actual historical personages and events, embellish-

ing some with fanciful details and combining others into instructive, if anachronistic tales. Thus it is that Malik

Zarduhusht, known throughout the world as Zoroaster, a major religious leader of the sixth century bc, enters

the Hamza legend, which ostensibly recounts the exploits of a figure who lived more than a thousand years

later. Zarduhusht's role in the realm of myth, of course, is to personify one strain of religious resistance in Iran

to Islam. In this, he finds himself allied with Zumurrud Shah, an idolater, with whom he hasclashedinthe past.

Earlier references to Zarduhusht establish that he dwells in Antali (modern Anatolia), where he isthe chief

sorcerer. So potent is his own sorcery and so commanding his presence that even Zumurrud Shah defers to him,

first soliciting his perm ission to visit the city ofAnta I rand then prostrating himself bareheaded before him.

Zarduhusht has two daughters. One, called Malaka, had earlier used her own powersof magic to infiltrate

Hamza's camp; upon being discovered by him, she converted to Islam, and promised to use her sorcery only to

ensure his conquest of Antali. Zarduhusht's other daughter, known as Saradiq the sorcerer, is neither soyoung

nor so compliant, and dies at Hamza's hand. Although the text describing this event is now missing, Saradiq's

fate is related by her daughter. Ma nut, when she reveals to Hamza the identity ofthe woman he hasjust slain.

As always, Hamza rewards the sincere and punishes the unrepentant. Even though she is distraught at the

death other mother and the destruction of her grandfather's relics. Ma nut readily accepts Hamza's invitation

to convert and marry one of Hamza's officers. Other sorcerers spurn this gesture of clemency, andareboundin

chains and led away to be executed. One who does fare well when Hamza occupies Zarduhusht's palace is

Khwaja Ma zmahil, the hapless surgeon (see cat.71). In recompense for the misery visited upon him by Umar,

Hamza appoints him governor of Antali.

Thecaption identifiesthesubjectofthis illustration as Hamza immolatingthe armor chest of Zarduhusht

and smashing an urn, presumably containing his ashes, on the ground. Zarduhusht's spirit, depicted in

the form of a faceless warrior, rises from the flames and dissipates. Thus, Hamza simultaneously dese-

crates a Zoroa stria n fire-temple, and weakens the fervor of Zarduhusht's followers by obliterating all trace

of his physical remains.

Despitethis violent action, Hamza is shown typically steadfast, holding a small rectangular object -perhaps

a mirror - before his face as if to shield it from the conflagration. True to form, Umar responds more actively,

twisting his head about to look back toward Hamza even as he points to the shattered urn at his feet. The

scene's emotional temperature peaks with Ma nut, who gesticulates frantically with herarmsandstaresin

anguished disbelief at the ongoing catastrophe. But Dasavanta, the principal artist of this work, carries

through the drama even in her clothing; her voluminous blouse, for example, clings to reveal her pendulous

breasts and rides up to ex pose her stomach. These a re sure signs that Ma nut is, after a 1 1, still a sorceress, a I belt a

sympatheticonewhowill soon be rehabilitated.

Conversely, Dasavanta makes it clear that the sorceresses manacled together opposite Manut have

no redeeming virtues whatsoever. He does so by stigmatizingthem as crones with misshapen profiles, snout-

like noses, elephantine ears-truly some ofthe most hideous features of early Mughal painting. Only occasion-

ally does he invoke such stock demonic features such as flaming eye-rims and discus-sized earrings.

Less flamboyant are Hamza's men, who, huddled together behind a ridge, are overshadowed by

the snarling dragon standard above them and the writhing, heavily textured chenartree beside them. They are

the work of Mukhlis, an artist whose figures have dark features and usually animated expressions. Forthe

splendid fire-temple, Mukh I IS repeats the cubic tilework pattern ofthe courtyard of cat. 64 and the magnificent

dome from cat. 58.'

Several faces in this painting now have quite indistinct features, thisisnotanoriginal effect, but the result

ofthe removal of previously repainted features sometime aften937.

Attributed to Dasavanta

and Mukhlis

Volumeii, painting

number 88, text number 89

India, Mughal dynasty,

circa 1 570

Painting57 9 x 51 4cm,

79.4x63.3 cm

Caption: 'The Amir burns

the chest of Zarduhusht..

and throws [hisurn]to

theground'

The David Collection,

Copenhagen, 72/1988.

Formerly in the collection of

the Art Institute of Chicago.

Published:von Folsach 2001,

no. 56; Sotheby's, London, 15

Aprih985, lot 478, Cluck 1925,

p. 152, pl,47; Culm 1924, p. 142.

1. Mukhlis producesyet

anotherverslon ofthisdome

and the brightly shingled

eave surrounding it in another

Hamzanama painting (MAK,

Vienna, B.I. 8770/40), pub-

lished in Eggeri974, pl.37and

Reconstruction, no.85
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74 KHURSHEDCHIHR FREES HAMID

Attributed hereto Jagana

and Shravana

Volume 11, painting number 89

India, Mughal dynasty,

c/rco 1570

67,3 X 50 8 cm

Caption: 'Khurshedchihr

knocks out the prison guards,

cuts offtheirheads, and

frees Hamid'

Arthur M.Sackler Museum,

Harvard University Art

Museums, PrivateCollection.

Published: Harlei986,fig.299;

Welch & Beach 1965, no.4;

Welch i959,fig,i.

Duririg a hunt. Prince Ham id, the son of Malik Oasim, grapples vvith a veiled rider who tries to take the gazelle

he has captured. The defeated rider removes her veil to reveal her resplendent beauty, and identifies herself as

Khurshedchihr ('Sun Cheek'), the princess of the kingdom of Venus, The two naturally grow enamored of each

other. Ham id's handsome countenance, however, also catches the attention of Khurshedchihr's mother, who,

having been told by her daughter that the radiant youth was a slave, offers to buy him on the spot.

Khurshedchihr declines, and begins a love affair with the youth. Mean while, the king notices the absence ofthe

queen and princess, and dispatches an ayyar to discover their whereabouts. The ayyar's report provokes

the kmgto send two Zangisto kill Ha mid. They meet an untimely end at the hand of Ha mid, but another oyj/or

succeeds in kidnapping the prince. The king orders Ha mid thrown into prison

"The next day when the mother and daughter came before the king and informed him, the girl grew

impatient and said, 'O queen, this Zangi they have entrusted with Ha mid is in love with me. Ifyou so

order, I Will go kill him and release Ha mid.'With permission she set off. When she came she rendered

everyone unconscious.cut the Zangi's head off.and rescued Hamid."

Jagana knows how to introduce some variety into a well-established compositional type. As usual, he

isolates the protagonists, this time in a standard pavilion placed to one side of the courtyard. To avoid the

potential monotony of a symmetrical composition, he places the high gateway in the opposite corner and sets

it obliquely within the composition. The wall that is contiguous with the gateway now dips downward, and

eventually angles upward; at this juncture Jagana inserts a massive bastion, a form that by virtue of its rounded

shape and dark color simultaneously breaks up the uninteresting stretch of flat ramparts and establishes a

visual axis lea ding back to Hamid. The artist then manipulates the sprawling bodies of the six slaughtered

guards so that they fill nearly every part of the tiled courtyard; the largest guard answers the size and visual

weight of Khurshedchihr and Hamid, and two other victims overlap the base of the pavilion just enough

to temper the strong geometry of the setting.

tike most artists, Jagana consistently draws upon his own personal repertoire of forms. As in cat. 61, his

guards are simple, flattened shapes,and their clothes are either overlaid with an unobtrusive pattern in gold or

are left altogether plain. Jagana reuses some poses from that same painting, casting both the large guard in

orange and the figure dressed in pink and blue in positions virtually identical to those used earlier. He maintains

the strong tilework pattern ofthe courtyard used in both cat. 35 and 6i,as well as the convention of shading the

bricks of the outer wall. Other architectural details are more distinctive, particularly the pronounced oval ring

a round the necking on the gateway supports, and the black-and-white inlay a round each gateway panel.

Jagana'scollaborator is Shravana, who supplied the figures ofKhurshedch I brand Hamid, as well as the area

immediately around them. Khurshedchihr's rounded, thickset face compares closely to those of thefeimale

attendants in cat.47, and the unusual forest-green color of her clothing recurs in many of Shravana 's works.

Hamid's face and neck have been repainted in modern times, but hisjama shows the same limited modeling

that Shravana applies to nearly all his figures. Finally, there is Shravana's penchant for large foliate forms,

found both in its customary position in the carpet border and on the capitals and bases ofthe slender columns.
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THE TRIBULATIONS OF MIHRDUKHT

CAT 75, 76

Mihrdukht is a beautiful young woman searching for her husband, Prince Ha mid.

Disguised in male attire, she attracts the interest of the princess Afsar Banu. One

day.whileaccompanying Afsar Banu on a hunt, Mihrdukht rides after a gazelle

and becomes separated from the princess's retinue. Finally she finds herself lost

and alone at the seashore, A boat passes by, but the captain refuses to pick her up

until she offers her horse in payment. The boat sinks in a storm, and only

Mihrdukht manages to make it to an island. When rescue finally does come, it is

again a mixed blessing, for the rowboat that stops for her is occupied by one old

man and four youths. The youths quickly see through her disguise and begin to

press their affections on her. Mihrdukht, of course, wants none of this, and

devises a plan to rid herself ofthem. She proposes that she shoot an arrow onto

the shore, and declares that whichever ofthem retrieves the arrow will have her

as the prize. Now Mihrdukht will soon have occasion to display her accuracy with

the bow, but here she is more concerned with raw distance. Shoot she does, and

thefouryouths run off afterthe bride-winning shaft. Mihrdukht has planned all

a long to usethis opportunity to escape, and now appeals to the kindly old man to

help her. Seeing a chance to teach theyouths a lesson, he readily agrees and rows

the boat away, leavingtheyouths forlorn and frustrated.

Many vicissitudes later, Mihrdukht finds herself besieged by suitors once

more. Again she uses her skill with a bow to select the most worthy. Only one man

meets her challenge -to fire an arrow through a small ring suspended at the top

of a high tower-and he provesto be her missing husband. Prince Hamid.

Detail of CAT 75
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75 TO RID HERSELF OF FOUR SUITORS, MIHRDUKHT PROMISES THAT SHE WILL HAVE

WHOEVER IS FIRST TO RETRIEVE AN ARROW, BUT ESCAPES IN A BOAT WITH AN OLD MAN

Attributed to Banavari

and Mah Muhammad

Volumen. painting

numbergi.text number 92

India, Mughaldynasty,

c(/-co 1570

67.1 X 51.2cm

{detail on pp 226-27)

Caption: 'Mihrdukht shoots

the arrow and sends the

footmen to retrieve [it]

whileshegets in a boatwith

an old man and escapes'

MAK-Austrian Museum of

Applied Art/ Contemporary

Art.Vienna.B, I 8770/32

Published: Beach 1987, fig 4i,

Welch 1978, pi. 2; Eggeri974,

pl.54iEggeri969,pl.33;

Comstocki925, p.353;Betz

1965, pl.i3,Gluckig25, pi, 44,

Mihrdukht, on a quest to find her husband, Hamza's son Prince Ha mid, is traveling disguised as a young man

A lovely princess, Afsar Ban u, takes pity on the wayworn youth, and invites Mihrdukht to stay with her a while.

One day the princess Invites Mihrdukht to join her in hunting gazelles. Afsar Banu soon brings down her

gazelle, butMlhrdukhtchases hers withoutsuccess,

"When Mihrdukht had gone very far In the chase, night fell on the plain. She kept on going until daylight,

when she had reached the edge ofthe sea. There was a ship sailing by, but no matter how much she cried

out,the ship would not turn back. However, when she proiinised her horse to the captain, he brought the

ship around, and Mihrdukht gave him her horse. She got on the ship, but then the sea became turbulent.

The sea was asfull ofwater as a crying eye. and the people were in a situation as bad as that ofthe pupil

The ship struck a rock and broke apart. All were drowned, but by chance Mihrdukht clung to a piece

of wood floating on the surface. After two days she reached the shore. She thanked God and went onto

theislandAsshelookedaroundshespieda rowboat in the distance. There were four young men and

oneoldmaninthe boat. When they got out of the sea and their eyes fell upon Mihrdukht and they

realized that she was a girl, they all desired her and started fighting over her. Mihrdukht saw that the

old man in their midst was saying nothing, but was attempting to stop them from fighting. 'Friends,'

said Mihrdukht, 'there IS no need to fight. I will shoot an arrow, and I will accept whoever brings it back

first. 'They agreed to this."

The narrator says that Mihrdukht was an extremely good archer. The young men turned to Mihrdukht

and said, 'All right, shootthe arrow.' She shot, and theyoung men ran ofTafter it. The old man turned to

Mihrdukht and said, 'My beauty, what a re you planning?'

'I thought I would get in the boat and escape,' she said. The old man was highly pleased by this.

Mihrdukht got into the boat, and they set out."

Mihrdukht's reprieve is all too temporary, however, and she soon stumbles into yet another misadventure.

But that, as the narrator says, is a story for another day.

Banavan,thedesignerofthe painting, illustratesthisfetchingtale with a simple, even naive composition.

Employing a very large figure scale to emphasize each of the six characters, he shows the four youths, each

dressed in a different bright color, racing inland. It does not appear that they will be occupied for long. The

youth in blue, who holds the end of hisjomosothat hecan run unimpeded, is already within arm's reach of one

arrow, and his counterpart in red has set his sights on a second. The other two youths hotfoot it in other direc-

tions. Meanwhile, Mihrdukht and the old man have already begun to head out to sea. The old man is armed

with bow and arrows, but Mihrdukht, whose archery shot sets everything in motion, has dispensed with her

own bowand iscontentto pointtoward hersuitors' frenzied search.

Before Banavari executed the figures, he turned the painting over to Mah Muhammad, who supplied most

ofthe landscape, Mah Muhammad, whose work to this point inthisvolumehas been generally limited to

architecture, accentuates the curving shoreline wit ha dark green zone that flares out at the bottom ofthe

compositionjust enough to accommodate the figure ofthe youth in red. He overlays this area with dense stip-

pling, an old-fashioned technique rarely seen in the Hfl/nzonoma. He also punctuates it with five very schemat-

ically isolated rock clusters -one for each ofthe youths plus another to mask the base of the greyish tree trunk

at the top -and garnishes them with a ringof leaves and large red flowers. His trees a re formulaic, with roots

ending abruptly and knot holes placed more artificial ly than ever.

Banavari conceives his figures as flattened shapes, a trait most conspicuous in the youths' solidly colored

jannas. but most memorable in the single breast protruding from Mihrdukht's. The water is truly inspired.

Flotsam, fish, and snakes sporadically break up its surface, but for the most part the water forms whorls as

delicate as soap bubbles. Finally, Banavari probably also strengthened the upper reaches of the landscape,

and, perhaps in a sly allusion to theyouths' randy disposition, included four insatiable goats.
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76 MIHRDUKHT SHOOTS HER BOW AT THE RING

Many a maiden's hand IS won by a suitor who demonstrates his worthiness by performing a feat of great

strength or ski I L Mi hrdukht, who earlier used her prowess in archery to throw her four youthful admirers off

track, now devises a different sort of challenge for a new group of suitors. Standing on the balcony of a lofty

pavilion, she takes aim at a small ring dangling from the mouth of a golden bird installed at the top of an impos-

ingly tall tower. With incredible ease, she lets fly an arrow with such unerring aim that it passes cleanly through

that ring. Only one who can match this, she declares, will ever earn my affection!

Because this painting has been shorn of its caption and text, we have no idea how many suitors tried their

hand atthis challenge and failed. Inevitably, however, a champion emerges from the pack and succeeds where

all others have gone awry. The situation is complicated by the fact that Mi hrdukht is married, though cruel fate

has kept her a part from herhusband,Hamid,formonthsonend.Trueenough,ahandsomeyoungmanfiresan

arrow exactly as Mi hrdukht herself had done, and comes to claim her as his prize. When he appears before her,

however. Mi hrdukht swoons as she recognizes him, for he is none of her than Ha mid!

This climactic story is told in two largely identical scenes. The first captures Mihrdukht as she draws

her bow. Her immediate attendants buzz at the audaciousness of her challenge, but the three maidservants

lingering outside the pavilion entrance seem oblivious to the ongoing drama. One man, almost certainly a

watchman who has momentarily stepped inside the compound, looks up at the golden target; another, prob-

ably a disheartened suitor, glances over his shoulder as he flees. The second illustration repeats the setting of a

garden pavilion, altering only the location of the entrance and some minor architectural details.^ Now the

dashing Hamid addresses Mihrdukht, but she has fallen in shock at his sudden appearance. Consternation

spreadsthroughoutthe garden, where five unsuccessful suitors gape at the momentous reunion, and outside

the compound wall, where Hamid's groom waits anxiously with the prince's stallion.

The sequential illustrations are executed by two different teams of artists. Basa van a, who seems to have

designed this painting, creates a spacious garden by reducing the size of its walls, and by introducing a distant

side wall at an oblique angle.- His painterly touch is apparent in both the spreading plantain tree and the pair of

palm trees, whose forms complement that of the soaring tower in different ways. Mihrdukht herself has a

slightly more blockish head than Basavana's later images of women in profile, but also his distinctly narrow

eye, subtle wisp of a smile, and gauzy veil; this combination strongly recalls Basavana'sfigureof Khosh-Khiram

in cat. 66. A second artist has clearly supplied the other women on the balcony, for their flattened faces and

large,globular breasts are entirely unlike those features in Basavana's work.

To judge by the a ppea ranee of many fa mi liar architectural patterns, this second artist isJagana. He uses his

favorite trilobed pattern twice on the garden fountain, and again outlines the doorway panels with a black-

and-white inlaid border tikewise, he repeats from thedadoand gateway of cat. 35the intricatecubic pattern

on the balcony balustrade and the interlocking arrow-headed pattern of the outer wall. The exuberantly wavy

patterns on the capitals and bases of the slender sandstone columns have no precedent in Jagana's work,

but are probably the most striking manifestation of his decorative interests.

Attributed to Jagana

and Basavana

Volume 11, painting number 95

India, Mughal dynasty,

c/rco 1570

67.8 X 52 cm

Collectionof Howard Hodgkin

Published: Filippii9g7, no.i;

Beach & Topsfield 1991, no.i;

Barrett & Gray 1963, p.76;

Glucki925,fig.37.

1. MAK, Vienna, B.I. 8770/31;

reproduced In the

Reconstruction, no 111; Egger

1974, pl.55.lt IS attributed

heretoMukhlisand Banavarl.

2. He usesvery similar

compositions In the Jaipur

Ramayana (AG 1936 and

AG 1940), and fills them with

comparabletrees and flowers.
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77 PRINCE HAMID THRASHES MAHVAL

Attributed to Shravana,

Mukhlis.and Kesava Dasa

Volumei2, painting

number 2, text numbers

India, Mughal dynasty,

circa 1 571

58 x52 cm

Fitzwilliam Museum,

Cambridge, PD.204-1948

Published: London 1982,

no. 235 (unillustrated).

Although the text and caption describing this scene have been lost, the following text and painting number

provide enough clues to allow us to identify its hero and villain and to situ ate the illustration in the manuscript.

In the opening lines, Prince Hamid vows to heapfurtherabuseon an opponent if he does notdoasheistold.

That opponent seems to be Mahval, one ofthe henchmen ofMalikKhizranshah, the ruler of Nuriya. Soon after^

ward. Ma hva I reports to Khizranshah and urges him to avenge his humiliation. Khizrans hah readies two

hundred thousand men to teach the in so lent Ira mans a lesson, a ndHamid answers by amassing similarly

vast legions. Before the battle is joined, however, Hamid sends an emissary to Khizranshah with an ultimatum

toconvert. Afsar Banu, Khizranshah's daughter, comes to court dressed as a man, and impudently rejects the

emissary'sdemand.Thearmiesclashthenextday On the following day, Afsar Ban u takes the field wearing

a veil, and finally en counters none other than Hamid himself. She removes her veil, thereby revealing her

great beauty, and Hamid is hopelessly smitten

The reintroduction of Afsar Banu relates this episode to cat. 75, in which Ham id's plucky wife, Mihrdukht,

is befriended by Afsar Banu. That painting, number 91 of volume ii, appears toward the beginning of a series

of stories Involving Mihrdukht; this one, eleven illustrations later, rounds out this sequence of events by con

-

triving a suddenly amorous relationship between Mihrdukht's long-lost husband and her erstwhile com pan Ion.

Before befalls into his new roinantic adventure, however, Hamid has other affairs to settle. Ma hva I has

ap pea red at the CO u rt of Hamid, and evidently has spurned his order to submit to Ha mza. A fight breaks out.

The brawny Ma hva I draws his sword on the unarmed Hamid, but the prince leaps up and catches hold of his

wrist before the brute can land a blow. Then, knocking him to the ground, Hamid plants his foot on the infidel's

throat, grabs his ear, and threatens to rip it from his head. Ham Id's attendants look on with astonishment

as Mahval pleadsfor mercy.

This lively scene IS the joint effort ofthree artists. Shravana, who probably designed the overall composition,

is responsible for the courtyard and much ofthe splendid pavilion. He applies his trademark foliate border to

the carpet and even to part of the throneback. Beyond this, he supplies the carpet, throne, fence, eaves, and

unusual trefoil merlons, the last oftheseappearingonly once in cat. 67. Curiously, he allocates the remainder of

the pavilion to Mukh I is, an artist with a penchant for bold and sometimes exuberant forms. From cat. 58 and 64,

we recognize Mu kh I is's hand In the stark pavilion base, the florid capitals and bases of the clustered columns,

the flaring supports of the miniature domes, the pi n wheeling a rrowheaded tiles of the rooftop, and the

magnificent and utterlyflat central dome itself

Having delegated this much ofthe backd rop to Mukhlis, Shravana can concent rate on the figures. He again

resorts to his favorite figure type: men with plump faces, tapering chins, broad bodies, andjamas with over-

sized patterns; all these features a re found in many of his earlier works, notably cat.45 and 47. As accomplished

as these figures are, Shravana yields the two key figures engaged in the rough-and-tumble scuffle to a third

artist. This is Kesava Dasa, who seemsto have a special affinity for subjects involved in violent confrontations.

Ham Id's face has flaked off, but the color and weave of his turban, the modeling and pattern of hisjama, and

the fine drawing of his feet are all unmistakable indications of Kesava 's handiwork. Similarly, Mahval bears a

strong resemblance to Haybat, the enemy oyyor in cat. 55, and to Zumurrud Shah in cat.28. Kesava completed

the painting with dark, brooding trees, strongly outlined rocks, and a streaky sky.
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78 ZUMURRUD SHAH IS HURLED INTO THE AIR BY MALIK IRAJ

The vainglorious Zumurrud Shah, whoconstantly seeks to exercise his dominion over all the world, gets more

thanhehad bargained for in the figure of Malik Iraj, a sun-worshipper who hasyet to throw in his lot with

the gigantic sovereign. At Faranghushia, a city near the boundaries of the Darkness, Zumurrud Shah goads

the young Iraj into a fight that he knows he will surely win. Iraj answers the call, however, with unimaginable

ferocity and strength. First, he savagely rips the trunk right ofl^ Zumurrud Shah's elephant, causing the beast to

spew blood all over the courtyard. Then, catching hold of the massive giant, he hurls him 120 cubits into the

air. Zumurrud Shah plummets to the earth, where he lands with a thunderous crash in a heap of dust. At this

sight, I raj's troops let out a tremendous roar of acclaim and his drummers strike up a frenzied beat. Even as

Iraj completes his humiliation of Zumurrud Shah by bindingthe bewildered giant, Zumurrud Shah uncharac-

teristically acknowledges his worthy opponent with gestures and words of approval.

"Zumurrud Shah looked andsawthatallthe people of the city of Faranghushia were standing on the

tops of tall buildings, on the mountains, on the walls of Alexander's garden, and on the hills, and when

theirgazefell uponthatadeptwarrior, they begantoshout. Malik Iraj bowed his head."

Zumurrud Shah does not stop there. Instead, seeing Malik Malakut shower Iraj with gold, he extols Iraj

as Hamza's equal, calls him 'son,' and awards him vast tracts of land in the east.

"Zumurrud Shah said, 'My son Iraj, I ofl'er you my congratulations. As a reward I give you thirteen

thousand leagues of the kingdom of the east.' So saying, he extended his hand, took the ring from his

finger, and gave it to Malik Iraj. Seven times he kissed the ground, and then he put the ring on his finger."

Iraj accepts these honors graciously, and puts his city at Zumurrud Shah's disposal.

Kesava Da sa, who designed the composition, exults in the dramatic details of this episode. He shows a

compact Iraj, legs widespread to increase his thrusting ability, lifting his colossal opponent high above his

shoulders, a pose obviously reminiscent of the rendering of Farrukh-Nizhad's display of heroic strength

(cat. 52). Zumurrud Shah's huge crown fa I Is to the ground, and parts of the balustrade, broken by his flailing

limbs, shatter on the tiled courtyard. These details conflate Zumurrud Shah's precipitate ascent and descent,

showing boththecauseand effect ofthegiant's ignominiousdefeat.

For unknown reasons, the faces of Zumurrud Shah and Iraj have suffered an exceptionally concentrated

loss of paint. Yet the underdrawing of both figures is so accomplished that the absence of pigment in these

areas hardly detracts from the visual impact of the work. Fxhibiting again his predilection for explicit,

animated expressions, Kesava details Zumurrud Shah's gaping mouth, bushy eyebrows, deeply wrinkled

eyes, and even individual strands of hair on his mustache and pate. All that remains of his normally full beard,

now too thin to cover even the vertical lines of the wall behind him, is a dark fringe of black paint studded

with tiny jewels. Kesa va st re n gt hens the con to urs and folds of Zumurrud Shah's greenjomo with rich,

thoroughly blended streaks of black paint; the result is a tangible sense ofvolu me well beyond the rudimentary

modeling employed by most of his contemporaries. More schematic is his rendering of Zumurrud Shah's

hands, which a re flattened, glovelike shapes with a pronounced stylized curve running from the index finger to

the thumb. Conversely, he achieves the same level of naturalistic mastery in this spectacularly bloodied, albeit

docileelephant, ashedidin cat. 5 2, once more taking note of such features as the deep folds of skin around

theeyeandthespeckled pink patchesontheforehead andear.

Once Kesava had established the architectural framework of the composition and sketched the figures of

Zumurrud Shah, I raj, and the elephant, he turned the painting over to M it hra, who supplied the assorted

retainers and architectural detailing. Mithra I ikes to deploy his figures in bunches, a device used to particularly

strong effect in the five attendants cowering m and gawking from a narrow doorway. His figures often have

conspicuously rounded faces, an appearance exacerbated by their distinctively flattened circular turbans.

Despite his preference for this idiosyncratic type, Mithra produces a convincing range of facial expressions,

from the puffed-out cheeks ofthe trumpeters to the wary glances ofthe attendants below.

Attributed to Kesava Dasa

and Mithra

Volume unknown, painting

number 65,text number 66

India, Mughaidynasty,

c/rco 1567-72

66.2x51.4cm

The British Museum, London,

presented by the Rev. Straton

Campbell, 1925-9-29-02

Published: Rogers 1993, fig. 5;

Seylleri992,fig.i2; Pinder-

Wilson etal. 1976, no. 12,
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79 BADI'UZZAMAN FIGHTS IRAJ TO A DRAW

Attributed to Dasavanta,

Shravana.and Madhava

Khurd

Volume unknown, painting

number 95. text number g6

India, Mughal dynasty,

orca 1567-72

67.3x51.1 cm

(detail on pp.238-39)

MAK-Austrian Museum of

Applied Arts/ Contemporary

Art, Vienna, b.i, 8770/9

Publislied: Egger 1974, pi. 59;

EggengGg, pl.37; Staude

1955b, fig.34;Glucki925, pl.49.

Battles in the Hamzanama regularly turn on individual combat. Most often, a named champion from among

the God^worshippers vanquishes an infidel
;
occasionally, the cherished son or brother of a prominent figure is

martyred at the hand of a truly formidable foe. Rarest of all is a fight to the draw, in which the two opponents

are equally matched in strength if not in righteousness. Such is the case in this illustration, which comes late in

one volume but has been separated from the story leading up to the encounter it depicts. Nevertheless, the

textthat follows the illustration provides an adequate summary of the scenario.

"When Malik Iraj Nawjavan fought with Prince Badi'uzzaman until night, hesaid.'O prince, I had always

heard from tandhaur b. Sa'dan praise ofyour bravery and courage Now that I have seen your fist, it is

clear to me that you are a hundred times morethan what they said,"

I raj specifically mentions the plaudits ofi'ered in the past by tandhaur, so it is only natural that the gigantic

stalwart from Ceylon makes an appearance on Bad I'uzza man's side. I raj is no ordinary foe. He expresses his

desire to battle all of Hamza's sons, not out of spite or arrogance, but apparently to test their mettle. Indeed, so

well-mtentioned is Iraj that he invites another of Hamza's sons. Prince Alamshah, to his tent in peace, accords

him the seat of greatest honor, and professes his profound love and respect for him. Nevertheless, he bristles

at Alamshah 's gentle suggestion of capitulation to Ha mza.

"Alamshah said, 'I raj, the prince of the men of the wo rid has come near, and he is the center of the cir-

cumference of the men of the world. He has been ruling and conquering for ninety, nay a hundred years

now, and his life has come to its end He has a desire for Iran also. If he is respected, it will be well.'"

Even Iraj'schivalrousafFection for Alamshah has its limits when hisown rule is challenged.

The painting reflects the parity between the two warriors. Badi'uzzaman advances from the right, the

position of power, and thrusts his sword close to I raj's head, but these are temporary advantages in a combat

that will have no clear resolution. Although Badi'uzzaman is fa ryoungerthan his bearded foe, the artist ren-

ders him his equal in size. Shravana distinguishes the combatants by using complementary colors for their

tunics and trappings, and by contrasting the patterns on their caparisoned mounts. To accentuate the busily

detailed figures, he sets them against dark turf splashed liberally with yellowish tufts, and fills the foreground

With large-lobed rocks.

Thus far, the painting packs more charm than power. This changes in the figure of tandhaur, which,

with that of his gargantuan elephant, looms ominously over the horizon like a dark storm cloud, tandhaur him-

self shows no inclination to intervene on the prince's behalf Holding an elephant goad monehandanda
leopard-headed jeweled mace in the other, he watches the combat with no trace of emotion. His elephant is

another matter. With its trunk, tusks, and body obscured by a ridge, the elephant initially appears as a black,

inanimate form; only the large golden eye, with a menacing glare, identifies this hulking shape as an elephant

of mountainous size.

Such a radical shift in scale is almost certainly the handiwork of Dasavanta, In addition to the overall design,

he contributed the central outcrop, a dynamic form that seems to recoil before Landhaur's brutish elephant.

Its scumbled surface, contrasting coloring, and forceful outlines recall Dasavanta's equally painterly rocks

incat,36and42.

The figures themselves show the facial types and expressiveness typical of Shravana's work, parti-

cularly cat. 57. Other minor elements repeat forms encountered earlier in paintings by Shravana, notably the

standard in cat. 57 and the horse m cat.67. To judge from tandhaur's rounded eyes and hands and the strength-

ened out lines of his tunic, another artist, Madhava, was called upon once again to supply a single gigantic figure

(as in cat. 57). Madhava did this with characteristic verve, and added the two figures behind the elephant

foreood measure.
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80 THE PROPHET ELIAS RESCUES NURUDDAHR FROM THE SEA

The sea imperils many a figure in the Hamzanama. most often when a storm overwhelms the ship in which

they have taken passage- Rescue, when it comes at a II, IS a favorite narrative device to introduce chance

encounters, sometimes with an unlikely rescuer- whether a humble fisherman or four youths -and at other

times with the bewitching inhabitants of the island where the nearly drowned figure inevitably finds safety.

Thesetopoi climax in this scene depicting the rescue of Prince Nuruddahr(' tight of the Sea') by a Muslim

saint, Ellas,

The text that precedes this illustration is missing, but the circumstances that led up to Nuruddahr's

predicament are conveniently reiterated in the passages that follow the painting. From these, we learn that

Nuruddahr, who elsewhere is named asthe son of Prince Bad i'uzzaman, used to sit at the baseof a tree where

men gathered daily to behold his marvelous beauty,' Among these admirers was an infidel girl, the daughter of

one Kayvan Buland-Rifat,Oneday she istold by a demon, later identified asAndarut,thatonthe previous night

he had kidnapped Nuruddahr and thrown him into the sea,-^ The girl in turn relays this disturbing news to

U mar, who is concerned both for Nuruddahr's safety and for the recalcitrance it causes in Pah lava n Karb

Di lava r, who declares that until Nuruddahr IS located he is reneging on his promise to send an emissary to

Ha mza. For once, however, the resourceful U mar is not called upon to resolve this predicament. Instead, as

the text recounts in a matter-of-fact manner;

"When the demon threw Prince Nuruddahr into the sea, St, Ellas the prophet took him out of the water,

Nuruddahr wound uponan island,"

The painter approaches the story with remarkable narrative terseness. He forgoes an image of the abduc-

tion it self, and, omitting the demon altogether, concentrates on the miraculous appearance of E has. This

prophet, whose sanctity IS indicated by his flaming aureole, glides supernatural ly across the water's surface.

As he does, he looks back toward Nuruddahr, extends the end of a filmy scarftoward him, and tows the tiger-

ski n-clad prince to shore.

To accentuate the drama of the rescue, the designer sets the interaction of prophet and prince in the midst

of a large expanse of sea. As usual, the painter animates the water with a tempest-tossed surface as well

as with a menacing s/ya/iso/- and several leaping fish. Beyond this maritime world of turbulence and danger is

an exceptionally luxuriant landscape where weaver birds nest, peacocks strut, andjackals salivate.

This much -reproduced painting has been attributed to as many as four unidentified painters working

together, as well asto Mir Sayyid All and Miskin. but many features actually point to Basavana asthe artist

res po nsible fo r most, if not all of the pamting,'^ The face of Elias, for example, is nearly identical to that of

Zumurrud Shah in cat, 33, Likewise, the heavy modeling of the prophet's robes, the palpable texture of

Nurudda hr's fur cap, and the prince's so mewhatEuropeanized facial features a re all recur rent qualities

in Basavana's work at a time when few other Mughal artists were sensitive to these physical effects.

The landscape also shows many signs of Basavana's hand. Some forms, such as the date palm at left, the

very brushy foliage in the upper right, and the wet tufts of vegetation, a re found only in paintings by Basavana

and Dasavanta; others, such as the heavily painted and knotted trunks, the distinctively shaped yellow-edged

leaves, and the large white flowers superimposed over the central rocks, are recognizable from Basavana's

other wo rksinthe Hamzanama, not ably cat. 66, It is quite possible that an other artist supplied the three

peacocks, for a round each ofthem Is an area where the ground, foliage, or plumage has been altered to accom-

modate the superb bird.

Attributed to Basavana

Volume unknown, painting

number 85, text number 86

India, Mughal dynasty,

c/>co 1567-72

Painting 67.4x51.3 cm,

folio73.6x57.gcm

(detail on pp. 254-55)

The British Museum, London,

presented bythe Rev Straton

Campbell, 1925-9-29-01

Published: Rogersi993,fig.i5;

Okadai992,fig.7ii Brendiggi,

fig.150; Welch 1985, no.gi;

Losty 1982, no. 54; Bussagli

1976, fig. 11; Pinder-Wilsoneto/.

1976, no.ii;Stchoukinei929.

pi. VI; Arnold 1928, frontispiece.

1. This genealogical reference

appears on the text following

cat.79.

2. Thetextfollowingcat.81,

two folios after this illus-

tration, referstoAndarut's

involvementinthedis-

appeara nee of Nuruddahr.

3. Rogersi993,p.45, Welch

I985,p.i5i.
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8l THE WITCH ANOARUT TIES MALIK IRAJ TO A TREE, TRANSFORMS HERSELF INTO A

YOUNG MAIDEN, AND TRIES TO SEDUCE HIM

Attributed to Basavana

and Mukhlis

Volume unknown, painting

number67(a mistal^eforSy),

textnumberSS

India, Muglnal dynasty,

c/Vco 1567-72

Painting674x 51.7cm,

folio74.7 X 58.5cm

Caption: '.. Anqarut

Victoria & Albert Museum,

London, I. S. 1512-1883

Published: Stronge 2002, pl.13;

Hamza-nama, pl.io; Wilkinson

1948, pl.2; Gluck 1925, fig.40;

Binyon & Arnold 1921, pl.2;

Clarkei92i,pl4

Beauty, which so often opens marvelous possibilities to those graced by it, sometimes has unforeseen nega-

tive consequences as well. Thus it is with Malik Iraj, a young king of legendary beauty who has the misfortune

of being snatched up by a witch nam edAnqarutJadu and deposited on an island. When she be holds this

handsome creature up close, Anqarut is overcome with lust, and devises a plot to satisfy her desires. Using

sorcery, she bindsthefairyouth to a tree, and then disappears. When she returns, it is in the guise of a beauti-

ful fourteen -year-old maiden. She begins to sweet-talk him, floating ever more cloying blandishments in his

direction. I raj asks one simple quest ion: 'What is your name?' Anqarut says it, and I raj realizes that he is truly

being bewitched and turns firmly away. Such spurning en rages the eager suitor, and she hurls curses at him,

finally hissing that Iraj may be more receptive once he has languished in captivity for a while.

The hours go by slowly. At nightfall, Anqarut comes to make another pass at Iraj. Now it is Iraj whose ire

is up. He vows to rid himself of this witch once and for all, and with a spell consisting of one unmentionable

word, he does.

"When It was night she lit many candles and lamps and bedecked herself in extraordinary clothes

and went to Iraj. She began towailandsaid, 'Defiant one, look into myfaceandgazeupon mewith

kindliness. I am thirsty; you are the water of life. What would itcostyou to sprinkle one drop on me?'

Iraj cursed. He became angry and said, 'O sun-worshipper, I will do something to you that will be

spoken of ever afterward.' He spoke a name. Dust arose. When Iraj opened his eyes he found himself

floating on a raft in the middleof an endless sea. He was dumbfounded."

Basavana envisions the first of these tortured exchanges occurring at treetop level. Iraj is perched high in a

large almond tree, his hands and neck lashed to its spreading branches. Anqarut takes up a position in a smaller

tree nearby, and makes her overtures from a luxuriously tiled platform of her own fabrication. Her heavy scarf

and huge golden earring a re the first danger signs, for these a re normally worn only by sorceresses and witches.

She also wears some unusual apparel: a very generously sized, heavily modeled, fur-lined cloak with two short

sleeves and two long, the latter suspiciously unused. And, despite all her magic, she clearly has failed in her

attempt to remake herself into a comely maiden. Although both figures were defiled atone point, enough of

the u nderd rawing ofAnqa rut's face is clear to indicate that this witch has been u na ble to hide the unga inly fea-

tures and behavior of her ilk- she even talks with her tongue hanging out I Iraj is rather bland by comparison.

Still soyoungthat he lacksfacial hair.and dressed in ratherdrabclothesand a low-slung, undetailed turban, he is

remarkable only for his exceptionally bulky physique. Nonetheless, he is the bright spot in the thick forest, and

Anqarut cannot keep hereyesoff him.

Basavana invests this isolated place with so many expressive forms that it efl'ectively functions as a charac-

ter in the scene. The two trees, for exam pie, are set upas a complementary pair: a lightly colored, twisted trunk

for her, and a rich brown, straight one for him. The silvery green foliage, too, isalternately compact and expan-

sive, spare and dense. The rocks are irregular, mottled, and worn rather than the strong, smooth shapes

preferred by Kesava Dasa. Even such an inconsequential passage as the decaying ground cover in the lower

right becomes an opportunitytoexperiment with the effects of paint, and Basavana contrasts random daubs

of the brush with the brighter and more controlled flowers nearby. In this respect, this work by Basavana sur-

passes even his other efl'orts in this vein (cat.66 and 80).
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82 ASAD KARB LAUNCHES A NIGHT ATTACK ON THE CAMP OF MALIK IRAJ

Combat sometimes occasions a special Icind of frenzy, wlien men can no longer remember winy or against

whom they must fight, but are compelled by some unspeakable primal rage to lash out blindly against every-

one and everythmg around them. Such morally ambivalent violence is relatively rare in the Hamzanama.

in which rather clear distinctions between the righteous and the depraved are the norm.

The text that describes the circumstances of this scene of carnage IS now missing, but both the caption and

the text that follows mention a night raid carried out by Pahlavan Asad against Malik Iraj's camp. Asad leads

the attack against Iraj, a sun-worshipper, albeit one with persistent sympathy for Hamza's cause. But the dark-

ness that ostensibly provides cover for Asad's men also causes them to lose sight of reason, and the raid soon

degenerates intoa bloodbath:

"...when the benighted infidels opened their eyes and recognized each other, they saw that strangers in

their midst were as rare as God's love was among them. They had killed so many oftheir own that it was

beyond reckoning,"

Asad himself leaves the scene and does not return to his fortress that night, and thus IS spa red Iraj's wrath

the next morning.

For a scene purportedly depicting wanton violence, this illustration has a curiously placid quality. Soldiers-

including two only semi-dressed to indicate that they have been roused from their beds -fight in close

quartersamidclustersoftents, but their numbers are quite modest, and there IS no sign whatsoever of ram-

pant bloodletting. For the most part, the warfare seems routine, as soldiers inside and outside the fortress

exchange volleys of arrows and musket fire. Indeed, some actions -a man winding his turban in the lower left

or another grasping the reins ofa donkey in the center of the painting- are remarkably mundane. The setting

contributestothe paradoxical sense of order, counteracting hintsof rough-and-tumblecombat with stabiliz-

ing tents and fortress walls. And occupying the center of the composition isthemounted Asad, who, despite

his raised sword and the approach of an enemy soldier, is the very pictureof aloof composure.

The handsome Asad represents a youthful, princely type found throughout the Homzanamo manuscript;

his closest counterparts are the orange-clad figure of Oasim /Ha mza in cat.48 and the mounted Farrukh-

Nizhad in another illustration attributed here to Basavana.^ Like the aforementioned Farrukh-Nizhad, this

figure of Asad is dressed in a sensitively modeled orangejoma, has a long sword suspended from his belt by a

golden Cham, and tenders the reins of his horse at chest height. The two faces are exceedingly similar, the only

difl'erencebeingthat Asad's features appear more delicate, an impression conveyed by his lightly rendered

eyes and wispy hair, and probably accentuated by the considerable surface abrasion in the area. A better-

preserved example of this same figure type, the spear-holder dressed in green at lower left, corroborates

Basavana's involvement in this painting. The artist probably supplied the billowing rocks and the tree at the

right, the latter graced bytwo superb herons.

The familiar designs ofthe tents and trappings of Iraj's camp are strong indications that they are the

workofShravana, an artist who collaborated with Basavana on two other camp scenes.^ Most of the figures,

however, can be attributed to a third artist, Tara, whose styleatthistime isdocumented in an ascribed paint-

ing in the Tutinama:'' and who later collaborated with Basavana on two paintings in the /\/cbomama manu-

script in the Victoria and Albert Museum (fig.28).*Tara likes figures with ample and often unruly mustaches

and beards; he also uses large, glaring eyes and bared teeth to create an impressive range of explicit and

energetic expressions.

Attributed to Basavana,

Shravana.andlara

Volume unknown, painting

number 11, text numberu

India, Mughal dynasty,

drco 1564-69

68.2 X 51.5cm

Caption; 'Asad attacks Iraj at

night and assails [his army]

with arrows'

The Metropolitan Museum of

Art, Rogers Fund,igi8. (18.44.1)

Published: Kossakiggy, pl.8;

NewYorkigyo, no,i59;Grube

i966,fig.94; Lukens 1966,

pp,44-45,fig.59;Comstock

i925.p.354.Glucki925,f^g.38.

1 MAK, Vienna, B.I. 8770/46,

published in Eggeri974, pl.42,

and the Reconstruction, no.89.

2. MAK, Vienna, B.I. 8770/22

a nd 8770/58. See Reconstruction,

nos 84andioo.

3. Folio6ob,Simsari978,

pl.13, and Beach 1992, fig. 9.

4. Victoria & Albert Museum,

London, I.S. 2-1896, nos 17/117

and 61/117 (see fig.28 on P-53.

above); Sen 1984, pis 20 and 44.
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83 hamza's heroes fight in support of oasim and badi'uzzaman

Attributed to Shravana,

Dasavanta.andTara

Volume unknown,

painting number2

India, Mughal dynasty,

0^01564-69

68.2 X 51.5cm

Caption: 'The heroes of

the Amir fight in support of

Oasim and Badf

'

The Metropolitan Museum of

Art, Rogers Fund, 1918 (18.44.2)

Published: Schimmel & Welch

1983, p.44; New York 1982,

no.i2ii Comstocki925, p. 352;

Cluck 1925, fig 29.

For reasons unknown, a brawl has broken out, suddenly pitting Badi'uzzaman, Hamza's son, against Malik

Oasim, the kingof the west. Oasim is normally a loyal ally, and elsewhere (cat.42) risks everything to rescue -or

perhaps to outdo - Badi'uzzaman. But Oasim can never hold his fiery nature completely m check, and regularly

succumbs to hot-headed outbursts, a ha bit that earns him the epithet 'the quick-tempered bloodshedder.'The

text that follows refers to this episode only in the most tangential way. As Oasim emerges from this place of

unexpected strife, he gazes upon a magnificent fortress; opposite it is a tree with a wondrous throne at its base.

Sitting on the throne and basking in its splendor, he reflects ruefully upon the day's events, the stinging words

of FH a mza and Badi'uzzaman resounding in his ears, and mutters mordant ly, 'You see that in the end this Arab

took the part of his own son.'

In the painting, the two rivals grapple with each other in a tiled courtyard swarming with feisty participants

and alarmed onlookers. The composition is organized by standard means: an elevated throne rests at the center

of a hexagonal platform covered by an elaborate canopy. Six poles mark the perimeter of the platform on two

Sides. This arrangement hasthe virtue of neatly framing Badi'uzzaman and Oasim, but also causes the designer

to skew the hexagonal platform quite radically. This distortion is tempered on the right by another throneback

and several encroaching figures, and ultimately weighs little in a composition of such pervasive architectural

symmetry and figura I balance.

Unlike cat. 82, this illustration really does convey a sense of fury, Badi'uzzaman and Oasim lunge at each

other, each wielding a dagger with deadly intent. To their left, two equally oversized opponents carry on in the

same manner, one trying to slash his assailant with a huge dagger wh lie the other viciously grabs hold of his

ears. In the lower right, three more pairs of foes attempt to throttle or impale each other. The centermost

figure, identified as UmarMa'dikarb by his sheer girth, has relinquished his mace to tear at his enemy's hair;

Umar, standing at the lower left, uncharacteristically stays out ofthe fray.

Many decorative features of the scene, including the canopies, thrones, carpet, and tilework, can be attrib-

uted to Shravana; he even repeats elements as distinctive as the steel-grey coloring ofthe platform, a color also

usedexceptionally intheflapsofatent incat.82.Dasavanta'shand is evident in the dramatically posed figures,

particularly the two huge combatants on the left, Umar Ma'dikarb, and Umar. Although the faces of the two

princes in the center have been lost to abrasion, the color oftheir turbans and the modeling ofthe orangejomo

also point to Dasavanta. The remaining figures have equally interesting expressions and hair, but most have

smaller pupils, coarser eyebrows and facial hair, and more flatly rendered clothes than Dasavanta's types.

These figures thus appear again to be the work of Tara. The rowof cypress trees arrayed against a flat green

ground isfeatured sooften in Dasavanta's paintingsthatthis passage must be credited to him as well.
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84 FARID OBSERVES A DRUNKEN SCENE

After all the Hamzanama episodes featuring admirable heroism, marvelous rescues, and clever ruses, the

q uotid ian a nd outright com ica I qua I ityofth is scene of una bashed drunkenness comes as something of a relief.

Neither caption nor preceding text has survived to identify the scene, and the illustration appears only tan-

gential ly related to the following text, whose o pe ning lines me nt ion three fig u res, Kulbad,Zard hang, and

Fa rid. The first two a re later identified as oyj/ars, who a re typically slender in build and armed with a battle-axe.

One ofthese ayyors is probably the half-naked, discreetly armed figure standing just inside the entrance to

this well-appointed building; the other is still negotiating admission with the door guard ian. By this reckon-

ing, Fa rid, a geomancer, is the stalwart, plumed figure gesturing toward aservantfillingavatwithliquid

sustenance. Fa rid 's luck in gaining an entree to the wealthy Bibi Dilgusha's house prompts Zardhangto pro-

pose the following scheme. While Fa rid diverts the dev guards, Zard hang will steal the jewel box from the

woman's house. Zard hang's goal is the wealth itself, but Farid has something longer lasting in mind. When all

the local geomancers are summoned to use their powers of divination to locate the missing jewel box, Farid

alone is successful. Farid asks the grateful BibiDilgushaforno reward.only the opportunity to serve her again.

Ifwe do not know what initially brought the trio to this place, which may be a tavern or possibly the house of

Bibi Dilgusha, we certainly cannot fail to notice the unseemly activities that go on here. Although many

Hamzanama illustrations have touches of gen re, these are normally set unobtrusively in one corner or a not her.

Not so here. Near the very center ofthe painting one agitated man bowls over another, no small feat given the

latter's gluttonous girth. Another reveler hunches over, facing away from these two: his stupefied expression

and loosenedjama and pants indicate that he Is so inebriated that he is oblivious to everything around him,

and now can muster only enough concentration to relieve himself, or, as he probably sees it, to water the

flowers of the carpet underfoot. Nearby, awomanmindswhatmustbea local still, hooked up to two medium-

sizedjars.Thejars, flasks, and cups around her suggest that there is a ready supply of and demand for the intox-

icating home-brew. Some men on the balcony set out to prove both. Turbans undone and faces buried in deep

drinking cups, two figures huddle together in gleeful intimacy. One companion slakes his thirst in earnest,

while another, evidently a more unconventional spirit, dances uninhibitedly as a servant deli vers another round.

Such ribald goings-on must have amused contemporary audiences, which by all accounts we re mo re

abstemious than most modern ones. They clearly delighted the artist, Shravana, who indulges in buffoonery

in several of his other works (cat. 57 and 69). Shravana shows his hand in many other ways, hiere he gives

his figures the same astonishing range ofexpression as he did m the aforementioned works, but models

their clothes with noticeable restraint, limiting darkened folds mostly to gathers at the waist or hem. Above all,

he brings an unmistakable crispness to all kinds of pattern, whether on clothes, carpets, or architecture. This

quality pervades most of the painting, particularly the center. It falters, however, in those peripheral portions

that Shravana turned over to his collaborator, Mah Muhammad. The vertical mortar lines of the compound's

front wall, for example, lapse into wavering rows, and the back wall of the balcony suddenly slips from the

horizontal of the compositional grid. Walls are left a stark white, as in cat.55 and 60, an effective choice in

some passages, but certainly not in others, such as the adjoining courtyard at the upper right or the plain gate-

way surround. Add to this the miss ha pen centra I dome and the flat blue sky, and we appreciate Shra van a 's

inspiration and technical mastery all the more.

Attributed to Shravana

and Mah Muhammad

Volume unknown,

painting number74

India, Mughal dynasty,

0/^01567-72

67.8 X 51.4cm

The British Museum, London,

given by P.C.Manukand

Miss CM. Coles through the

National Art Collections Fund,

1948-10-9-065

Published: Titleyi983, fig 66;

Pinder-Wilsonet 0/1976,

no. 14.
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85 MALIK IRAJ CAPTURES UMAR AND PLACES HIM BOUND ON A TALL PILLAR;

UMAYYA DECEIVES IRAJ, AND FREES UMAR AT NIGHT

Attributed to Kesava Dasa

andTara

Volume unknown, painting

number 88. text number 89

India, Mughal dynasty,

c/rco 1567-72

68 x51,1cm

MAK-Austrian Museum of

Applied Arts/ Contemporary

Art, Vienna, 6,1,8770/13

Published: Eggen974, pl,58;

Eggeri969,pl,36;Staude

1955b, fig. 35; Cluck 1925, pl-48.

1. It IS ironicthat an activity

disparaged here as a sign of

godlessness was later prac-

ticed by Akbar himself For an

image of Akbar engaging in

solar worship, see the essay

by Ebba Koch (pp. 21-22 and

fig, 4. above).

2. Darabnama.f.gsb;

Cleveland Museum of Art

Tutinama,f^6ob, published

in51msar1978.pl. 13.

As the text that follows this illustration relates, U mar has been caught snea king a round the camp of Malik I raj,

Knowingthe ayyar's resourcefulness and having no escape- proof dungeon at hand, I raj orders his men to bind

Umartightly and place him on a small platform atop a tall pillar, where his every movement can be observed.

Meanwhile, the allies not iceth at Umar is missing, and dispatch Umayya to look for him. Umayya discovers

Umar's whereabouts, and passes himself off as one with only I raj's best interests at heart:

"When Malik Iraj paid homage to the Amir, Umayya said, 'Malik Iraj, why areyou heed less ofthe fact that

the enemy are pressing you from left and right? You should be arraying your troops because it will not

be long before Hamza the Arab and all his champions and sons will be upon you, and now that you have

captured Umar Ayyar, take heed that you not allow him to escape, for he is the mainstay of Hamza 's

army. Ifyou command me, I will go and keep watch over that thief and hold him upstairs,'"

Iraj is swayed by the ostensible prudence and generosity of this offer and agrees. Once Umayya has mounted

the tower, he interrogates Umar. and the ayyar, recognizing a friendly face, responds with delight. Under veil

of darkness, Umayya releases Umar from his bonds, and the two descend the tower by lasso, whereupon

they make their way back to the court of Malik Oasim, At daybreak, the men guarding Umar realize that their

prisoner has somehow vanished from his roost, and alert the dismayed Iraj.

In the absence ofthe caption and preceding text, it is difficult to gauge just how much imagery the artist has

invented. The illustration shows the bearded Iraj, bareheaded and hands raised in prayer, venerating the sun

from a mountain summit.^ Behind this sun-worshipper stands a handsome youth - presumably Umayya -still

wearing his plumed turban but having shed his shoes in deference to the sanctity ofthe site and ritual. Two

tonsured and barefoot monks, their earlobes distended as signs of their renunciation of material life, make

thelongtrekupthe mountain, all the time sweeping the ground and air before them with a flywhisk and fan

lest they tram pie or inhale even the tin lest of living creatures. An agitated throng of soldiers and onlookers

stare at Malik Iraj, many mimicking their leader's gesture of devotion. Above and apart from all this is Umar,

hands crossed and bound, perched on a minuscule platform atop a tower so tall that its base lies beyond

the edge ofthe composition.

Kesava, who probably designed the illustration, certainly painted the three key figures, the pair of monks,

and some ofthe landscape and sky. The most telling figure of all is Iraj, whose facial features and tousled hair

appear in Kesava's other works, notably cat, 55. And though the resplendent solar designs on I raj's robe a re

surely its most dazzling feature, the garment's deep blue color and blackish contour modeling are unmistak-

able signs of Kesava's hand, tikewise, Umayya's noticeably dark eyes and hair and the rippling but weighty hem

of hisjomo recall Sim liar elements in many ofthis artist's figures. Other fa miliar effects a re the painterly surface

and contours of the monks' cloaks and Umar's tunic and shorts, the loosely rendered tufts lining the pathway

and mountaintop clearing, the decidedly columnar treatment ofthree tree trunks, and the richly scum bled sky.

The figures below are clearly by a secondary artist. The lone woman in the lower right is nearly identical

to one in an ascribed Darabnama painting, and the excited men have the same hairy faces, bulging eyes,

and schematically modeled clothes asTara's ascribed painting in the Tutmama-
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86 UMAR SLAYS A DRAGON WITH NAPHTHA

In Islamic culture, few encounters become the stuff of legend more readily than the battle of a solitary hero

against a dragon. Is there a sterner test of valor than to confront the most fearsome creature to spring from the

dark recesses of the human imagination? Persian literature offers rich and varied descriptions of dragons,

likeningthem to gigantic worms, amphibians, or serpents, and attributing to them slender wings, fiery breath,

noxious venom, and hair as long and deadly as lassos, ' Persian and Mughal painters draw upon all these literary

embellishments and invent yet more They concoct dragons in nearly every color of the rainbow, scaling some,

striping others, and dappling the rest. They embellish them with colorful muzzles, flam ingeye-rims, antler-like

horns, menacing hackles, and leonine legs and claws. Like most nightmarish creatures, dragons make their

lairs in dank, foreboding places, and lurk in mountainous ravines, caves, and wells.

So it IS with this magnificent beast, one of the finest dragons in all of Islamic art. He dwells in an utterly des-

olate place, a terrain pocked with deep circular pits, its barrenness relieved only by a few tree stumps whitened

by sea ring blasts and poisonous vapors. Into this land stumble U ma rand his menThey are on yet another mis-

sion, this time to deliver two letters, one from Oitanush Shah's own daughter, the other from Hamzato

Oitanush urging him to convert to Islam and to yield to Umar, Before they can reach Oitanush's capital, how-

ever, they must pass through this hellish environment and neutralize its terrifying guardian. As usual, Umar's

wiles are his greatest asset. From his oyyor's furry bagoftricksUmarwhipsoutavialofnaphthaandhurlsit

at the dragon, incinerating it on the spot. Then Umar presses onto Bedakdasht;

"The people took Umar inside, where Oitanush was seated on the throne, and there was an idol of gold

placed on a bejeweled throne, A voice came from the idol, saying, 'Umar, where have you come from?'

Umar gave Oitanush's daughter's letter, and it was read out In it was written: 'He rescued me from the

clutchesofthedemonHamza the Arab, This ayyar has expressed his love for me, I have sent him toyou

thatyou may not leave him alive,'

"

The ayyar \s spared only when Baalbek, Oitanush's ally, convinces him to keep Umar alive long enough to

lure Hamza, too, to his death. Thus Umar lea rnsth at human treachery is more dangerous than even the most

formidable of creatures,

Dasavanta, the designer of this sensational painting, dramatizes the sit nation by giving over almost all the

com position to Umar and the dragon. On the right looms the snarling dragon, its gleaming white skin studded

with irregular blue spots, its wings and wattle streaming behind it, and its mouth thrown open ferociously

wide. Opposite a tiny Umar stands knee-deep in a pit, armed with only a woefully small battle-axe and vial.

Suddenly, the dragon is engulfed by fire. Golden flames rise from its forelegs, snout, and crest, simultaneously

contrasting the creature's resplendence with the blackish gloom all a bout, and blurringthetrans it ion between

its precise contours and the roughly painted surface ofthe landscape.

The confrontation is witnessed by a throng of soldiers taking cover beyond a very dark ridge. Their sheer

numbers, minute scale, and joyous acclaim transform the scene from a solitary act of bravery to a righteous

spectacle,They a re clearly the work of a not her artist, Tara, who also contributed to cat, 85, Tara's figures are

lively enough, but their faces are noticeably awkward, an impression conveyed primarily by the very large and

narrow-set whites oftheir eyes, Dasavanta, on the other hand, repeats his figure of Umar almost exactly from

cat, 3 6, an illustration that also features rocks painted with the same breathtaking freedom seen here m

the boulders and stumps.

Attributed to Dasavanta

and Tara

Volume unknown, painting

number 75, text number 76

India, Mughal dynasty,

circo 1567-72

61,9 X 51.2cm (detailon p. 11)

IV\AK-Austrian Museum of

Applied Arts/Contemporary

Art,Vienna, B.I. 8770/15

Published: Beachi992,fig,i6;

Eggen974,pl8;Eggeri969,

pi 3:Gluckig25,pl,6,

1, Titleyi98i,pp,3-7,
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RECONSTRUCTION OF THE HAMZANAMA MANUSCRIPT

John Seyller

All known folios from the Hamzanama are

listed, but only those not shown in the catalogue

above are illustrated in black and white here.

An asterisk denotes an item illustrated in color

in the mam catalogue.

VOLUMES 1-5

Ri

Abu Buzurjmihr Hakimfinds a book

written in unusual script (Creek) and brings

it to learned rven to have it deciphered.

56.8 X 484 cm. The British Museum,

tondon, 1923-1-15-03.

R2

Anoshirvan lays thefoundation ofCtesiphon

at an auspicious hour.

62.4 X 49.2 cm. Arthur M. Sackler Gallery,

Smithsonian Institution, Washington, dc.

Purchase - Smithsonian Unrestricted Trust Funds,

Smithsonian Collection Acquisition Program,

and Dr Arthur M. Sackler S1986.397.

Published: Lowry, Beach, Marefat & Thackston

1988, no.38.

R3

Khwaja Buzurjmihr takes leave of his aged

mother to go out in the world and seek redress

of hisfamily's adversity.

66.3 X47 cm. Arthur M. Sackler Gallery,

Smithsonian Institution, Washington, dc;

Purchase - Smithsonian Unrestricted Trust Funds,

Smithsonian Collection Acquisition Program,

and Dr. Arthur M. Sackler S1986.398.

Published: towry, Beach, Marefat & Thackston

1988, no.39.

R4

Emissaries bring tilesfrom the destroyed

provinces ofKhaybar and Chin to Anoshirvan

as signs of their ruinous rule.

61.4x47.9 cm. MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied

Arts/Contemporary Art, Vienna, b.i. 8770/2r.

Published: Egger 1974, pl.i; Cluck 1925, pl.i.

R5

Anoshirvan sends his general Purashk Sassan

against Bahram. the son of the ruler ofDjinn,

into battle against the Turks.

59 X47.1 cm. MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied

Arts/Contemporary Art, Vienna, b.i. 8770/2V.

Published: Beach 1987, fig.45; Egger 1974, pi. 2,

Cluck 1925, pi. 2.

R6

Hamza kills a lion on the way to visit Anoshirvan

at Mada'. Soon after Hamza's arrival, Mihr-Nigar

falls in love with him. He then breaks in a magic

horse, is rescued by Buzurjmihr, and gams

honors with Anoshirvan.

Painting number 87, text number 88.

65.2 X 51.8 cm. Victoria & Albert Museum,

London, I.M. 5-1921.

Published: Stronge 2002, pi. 11, p. 26; Beach 1987,

fig. 65; Hamza-nama. pi. 27; Cluck 1925, fig. 3.

R7

Hamza overthrows Umar Ma'dikarb in battle.

Text number 88 (?). 67 x 49.3 cm. Ashmolean

Museum, Oxford (EA 1978.2596, Reitlinger Gift).

Published: Fiarle & Topsfield 1987, no. 82;

Cluck 1925, p. 26, fig. 2.

R8

Hamza sits on the defeated Umar Ma'dikarb, but

orders his men to spare Umar Ma'dikarb's forces.

55.7 X48.7 cm. The British Museum, London,

1923-1-15-02.

R9

The meeting of Khurshed Taban and Kaukub.

Faint number 95 in the lowertext area. 68 X48 cm.

Cowasji Jehangir Collection, Mumbai.

Published: Khandalavala & Chandra 1965, color pl.A;

Sotheby's, London, 7 February 1949, lot 43. opp. p. 4.

R10

Hamza is savedfrom a booby-trapped bathhouse

when Umarfoils the plot by having the elephant

pull the bathhouse pillar in a different direction so

that the perpetrator, Malik Yunas, is crushed instead.

58 X 53.6 cm. MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied

Arts/Contemporary Art, Vienna, b.i. 8770/4V.

Published: Egger 1974, pi. 3; Cluck 1925, fig. 5.

Rii

Umar and Umar Ma'dikarb lead Hamza's

forces in battle in the Caucasus mountains.

70 X 55 cm. Department of Museums, Museum

and Picture Gallery, Baroda, lA 338.

Published: Doshi 1995, p. 57; Gangoly 1961, pl.i;

Goetz 1944-45, PU-

R12

Peris and demons attack Hamza.

64.5 X 56.8 cm. Fine Arts Museums of San

Francisco, Achenbach Foundation for the Graphic

Arts, Gift of Dr. William K. Ehrenfeld, 1984.2.50.

Published: Ehnbom 1987, p.45,fig.4; Ehnbom 1985, no.4.
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•Ri3 (cat.19)

Hamzafights three devs.

64 X 55.5 cm. Private collection.

Published: Fischer & Goswamy 1987, noj;

Falk 1985, no, 120.

R14

The Queen of the Fairies surveys the battle.

Signed 'All' at bottom, 69,9 x 50,6 cm.

Fondation Custodia, Pans, 1974-T.i.

Published: Bernus-Taylor 2001, no. 183;

Gahlin 1991, pl.i.

Ri5

The Peri Rashid orders demons to rescue

Hamzafrom a pit.

71 X 55 cm. Keir Collection, London.

Published: Bernus-Taylor 2001, no. 184;

Robinson, Grube, Meredith-Owens &

Skelton 1976, color pi. 29.

R16

Landhaur. Prince ofCeyion, rides on an

elephant carried by a dev.

68.2 X 51 cm. The British Museum, London 1951-4-7-01.

R17

Landhaur and Umar converse outside Hamza's

tent while he learns of Quran'sfiight.

Painting number 26, text number 27. 68.3 x 51 cm.

San Diego Museum of Art (Edwin Binney 3rd

Collection). 1990.274.

Published: Binney 1973, no.ii.

R18

Umar and Zubin meet after Umar had written

Zubin a letter to askforgivenessfor his faults.

74 X 61 cm. Location unknown. Ex-Goenka Collection.

Published: Palais Galliera, Paris, 19 June 1970, lot 85.

R19

Hamza escapes imprisonment in the Caucasus

with the Queen of the Fairies.

Attributed to Mukhlis. 64x46.5 cm. The Nasser

D. Khalili Collection of Islamic Art, mss 978.

Published: Leach 1998, no. 2; Fischer & Goswamy

1987, no.95; Falk 1985, no.119; Falk & Digby 1979,

n0.1i; Christie's, New York, 25 May 1978, lot 102.

R20

Hamza marries the daughter ofFandun Shah,

the King of Greece, who converts to Islam.

56.9 X 55.5 cm. MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied

Arts/Contemporary Art, Vienna b.i. 8770/4r.

Published: Wade 1998, fig.162; Egger 1974, pl.4;

Gluck 1925, fig. 6.

R21

Courtiers attend afigure seated on a throne

in a landscape; a horseman rides across the

foreground while a slender man brings refresh-

ment to a beggar beside a tree.

54x47.1 cm. Bahari Collection, London.

Published: Sotheby's, London, 22 May 1986, lot 135.

'R22 (cat.25)

Landhaur is abducted in his sleep by a dev.

Attributed to Dasavanta and Shravana.

59.3 X 45.2 cm. MAK-Austrian Museum of

Applied Arts/Contemporary Art, Vienna, b.i.

8770/19. Published: Egger 1974, pi. 5; Gluck 1925, pi. 3.

R23

Hamza kills the leader of the Qaf people

who have elephant ears.

Attributed to Dasavanta. Painting number 100

in red on central dev's right leg; seals on blank

page on reverse. 69.3 x 51.9 cm. MAK-Austrian

Museum of Applied Arts/Contemporary Art,

Vienna, b.i. 8770/18.

Published: Egger 1974, pi. 6; Gluck, pl,4.

R24

Hamza'sfriend Landhaur, the gigantic Moor

from Ceylon, frees his grandsonfrom prison

in the city ofAfruqiya.

70.4 X 53.1 cm. MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied

Arts/Contemporary Art, Vienna, b.i. 8770/12V.

Published: Egger 1974, pl.ii; Gluck 1925, fig.19.

R25

Hamza's son and Mlhrafroz, the daughter of the

King of the Franks, are surprised and warned by

frightened birds in the king's Garden of Love.

63 X 53.7 cm. MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied

Arts/Contemporary Art, Vienna, b.i. 8770/i2r.

Published: Egger 1974, pi. 12; Gluck 1925, fig. 20.

R26

Khwaja Umar comes to Isfahan at the

palace of Ku Ibad Iraqi, meets Kulbad. and

quarrels with him over gambling.

69 5 ^ 53 cm. Museum of Fine Arts, Boston,

Denman Waldo Ross Collection, 06.129

Published: Coomaraswamy 1930, pp.16-17, pi. 11.
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R27

Khwaja.- greets Tabiq (?) Khan outside a city.

68 X 48 cm. Location unknown.

R28

Hamza enters a city and enquires in tine

bazaar tofind the ruler's court.

70 X 55.5 cm. Keir Collection, London.

Published: Robinson, Grube, Meredith-

Owens & Skelton 1976, 3, pl.108.

VOLUAAE 6

*R29 (cat.83)

l-iamza's heroesfight in support of

Oasim and Badi'uzzaman.

Attributed to Shravana, Dasavanta, and Tara.

Painting number 2. 68.2 x 51.5 cm.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,

Rogers Fund, 1918 (18.44.2)

Published: Kossak 1997. no. 8; Schimmel &
Welch 1983, p.44: New York 1982, no.i2i:

Comstock 1925, p. 352; Gluck 1925, fig. 29.

R30

With the aid of the traitor Zangawa,

Khwaja Umar escapes at nightfrom the

camp of the European infdel Marzuq.

Volume 6, painting number 2 inscribed on

the red tent wall in the foreground. 68 x 51.8 cm.

Collection of Ramesh Kapoor.

Published: Sotheby's, New York, 16 October 1996,

lot 86.

R3T

Hamza receives an envoy ofOitanush Shah,

who asl<sfor help against the Franl<s.

[Volume 6], text number 6. 67.7 x 51 cm

Victoria & Albert Museum, London, I.S. 2516-1883.

Published: Stronge 2002, pi. 5, p. 19; IHamza-nama,

pi. 26; Staude 1955a, fig. 2; Gluck 1925, fig. 15.

R32

Mesluqfights with the giant Sar Farangi and

is dashed to the ground, in the meantime, at the

order ofHamza, a Frank fortress is taken and

their camp is sacked.

Attributed to Mukunda. Painting number 5

(probably a mistake for 6), text number 7.

67.8 X 51.8 cm. Victoria & Albert Museum,

London, I.S. 2511-1883

Published: Hamza-nama. pl.2i; Gluck 1925, fig. 16.

R33

On the march to Elbrus. Hamza's son Rustam

is wounded in a duel with Malafard, one of

Marzuq Shah's subjects.

69 X 52.1 cm. MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied

Arts/Contemporary Art, Vienna, b.i. 8770/11.

Published: Egger 1974, pl.io; Gluck 1925, fig. 17.

'R34 (cat.2i)

Hamza routs Marzuq and conquers the

fortress of the Franks.

Attributed to Mah Muhammad. Volume 6,

painting number 34, text number 35. 66.5 x 55 cm.

The al-Sabah Collection, Dar al-Athar al-lslamiyyah,

Kuwait National Museum, LNS 297 MS.

Published: Grube 1971, color pi, 49;

Blochet 1930, pl.xxx.

R35

Hamza disarms a Rumi (Greek) princess.

Text number 43. 67.6 x 50.8 cm. Felton Bequest,

1978, National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne,

Australia, AS 12.1978

Published: Galbally 1987, p. 238, pl.9.1; Guy 1982,

fig.i; Sotheby's, London, 17 July 1978, lot 73.

*R36 (cat.23)

Alamshah converses with Oubad.

Attributed to Shravana and Banavari.

Volume 6, painting number 50 67 5 x 51.2 cm.

Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, PD. 203-1948.

Published: Beach 1987, pi. 61.

*R37 (cat.24)

An ayyar misunderstands Anoshirvan's

order and murders Oubad in his sleep.

Attributed to Shravana. Dated ah 972 (July

1564-July 1565). Volume 6, painting number74.

6g.i X 50.5 cm. Victoria & Albert Museum,

London, 1.5. 1508-1883.

Published: Stronge 2002, pi. 7, p. 22 and

details pi 8, p 23; Walker 1997, fig. 35 (detail):

Seyller 1993, figs 1-2; Hamza-nama. pi. 6;

Gluck 1925, fig. 11.
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R38

Umar comes to lookfor the corpse of Mihr^Nigar.

Attributed in part to Shravana. 63,5 x 59.9 cm.

Collection of Catherine and Ralph Benkaim.

Published: Palais Galliera, Paris, 19 June 1970, lot 86.

*R39 (cat-26)

Basu beheads Namadposh, disguises himself

and cajoles his way into Acre Castle.

Attributed to Mahesa and Mah Muhammad. Volume

7, painting number 10, text number 10. 66.1 x 52 cm.

Victoria & Albert Museum, London, 1.5. 1520-1883.

Published: Stronge 2002, pi. 12, p. 27; Hamza-nama,

pl.iS; Gluck 1925, fig.30; Clarke 1921, pl.7.

VOLUME 7

R40

The King of Kalud receives a prisoner.

Volume 7, painting number 14, text number 15.

68.7 X 50.8 cm. The Art and History Trust.

Published: Grabar & Natif 2001, fig.24; Soudavar&< Beach

1992, no.134; Sotheby's, London, 17 July 1978, lot 74.

R41

Battle of Mazandaran.

Volume 7: painting number 38, text number 39.

68.5 X 50.6 cm. Library of Congress, Washington, dc,

1.91.154.188.

R42

Having been cursed, Bahram allows a retainer to

torture Khwaja Bakhtyar by plunging his head into

afountain.

Text number 55. 67 x 51 cm. Manuscripts Division,

Department of Rare Books and Special Collections,

Princeton University Library, Islamic Manuscripts,

3rd series, #305.

*R43 (cat.27)

A leviathan attacks Hamza and his men.

Attributed to Basavana and Shravana. Text

number 69. 71 x 55.5 cm. Private collection.

Published: Christie's, New York, 3 October 1990, lot 28.

R44

Hamza's son Shirafgan reaches an enchanted

building and shoots a bird before it. In the bird's

feathers hefnds a note containing the magic

formula to open the building, and thus is able to

free Hamza's heroes.

Painting number 67, text number 68. 67 x 50.9 cm.

MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied Arts/

Contemporary Art, Vienna, b.i. 8770/57.

Published: Egger 1974, pi. 52; Gluck 1925, fig-36.

VOLUMES 9-10

•R45 (Cat.28)

Zumurrud Shah falls into a pit and is beaten

by suspicious gardeners.

Attributed to Kesava Dasa. Possibly dated ah 975

(July 1567-June 1568). Painting number 15,

text number i6. 68.9 x 54.7 cm. Victoria &i Albert

Museum, London, I.S. 1516-1883.

Published: Stronge 2002, pi. 21, p. 35; Hamza-nama,

pi. 14: Stchoukine 1929, pl.V; Gluck 1925, fig.42;

Clarke 1921, pi. 12.

VOLUME 11

*R46 (cat. 30)

During Hamza's wedding to the daughter of

hisfriend Prince Unug, Hamza is abducted by

Shahrashob and stowed in a boat.

Attributed to Basavana and Shravana. Volume 11,

painting number 3, text number 4. 67.4 x 51.8 cm.

MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied

Arts/Contemporary Art, Vienna, b.i. 8770/45

Published: Egger 1974, pi. 13; Gluck, pl.7

*R47 (cat.31)

Umar sets sail in search of Hamza.

Attributed to Dasavanta and Banavari, Volume 11,

painting number 4, text number 5. 67.1 x 52 cm.

MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied Arts/

Contemporary Art, Vienna, b.i. 8770/47.

Published: Egger 1974, pl.14: Gluck 1925, pi. 8.

*R48 (cat. 32)

Ayjil. Alamshah, and Tul Mast arrive at Takaw

and sell gold andjewels to Khwaja Nu'man, who

recognizes Alamshah as aformerfriend.

Attributed to Basavana and Banavari. Volume 11,

painting number 5, text number 6. 67.6 x 51.8 cm.

MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied Arts/

Contemporary Art, Vienna, b.i. 8770/41.

Published: Egger 1974, pi. 15; Gluck 1925, pi. 9.

*R49 (cat.33)

Zumurrud Shah witnesses the prowess of

Mahlaj. who thrusts his spear through a tree.

Attributed to Basavana and Jagana. Volume n,

painting number 6, text number 7. 67.3 x 52.1 cm.

MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied

Arts/Contemporary Art, Vienna, b.i. 8770/42.

Published: Egger 1974, pi. 16; Gluck 1925, pi. 10.

*R50 (cat.34)

Shahrashob reaches Takaw with Hamza

bound in chains.

Attributed to Mukhlis. Volume 11, painting

number 8, text number 9. 67.2 x 51,7 cm.

MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied Arts/

Contemporary Art, Vienna, b.i. 8770/48.

Published: Egger 1974, pi 17: Gluck 1925, pl.ii

'R51 (cat.35)

Shahrashob leads Hamza to prison and Tul

Mast recognizes the Amirfrom his room in

the caravanserai ofBaba Junayd.

Attributed to Jagana and Basavana. Volume 11,

painting number 9, text number 10. 68.1 x 51.6 cm.

MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied Arts/

Contemporary Art, Vienna, b.i. 8770/35.

Published: Egger 1974, pi. 18; Gluck 1925, pi. 12.

*R52 (cat. 36)

Hamza'sfriends send Yunus the sailorfor help;

he meets Umar, and directs him to Takaw

Attributed to Dasavanta and Shravana. Volume 11,

painting number 10, text number 11. 66.8 x 51.8 cm.

MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied Arts/

Contemporary Art, Vienna, b.i. 8770/54.

Published: Egger 1974, pi. 19; Archer 1960, pi. 18:

Gluck 1925, pi. 13.

'R53 (cat.37)

Baba Junayd is rude to Umar and turns him away

from the caravanserai despite Nu'man's entreaties.

Volume 11, painting number 11, text number 12.

68.5 X 53 cm. Freer Gallery of Art, Smithsonian

Institution, Washington, dc: Purchase F1981.11.

R54

Fire-worshippers and Shahrashob come to the

caravanserai ofBaba Junayd and searchfor Hamza's

friends, who catch sight of themfrom above;

Baba Junayd denies that thefriends are there.

Volume 11, painting number 12, text number 13.

67.5 X 51.8 cm. MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied

Arts/Contemporary Art, Vienna, b.i. 8770/60.

Published: Egger 1974, pi. 20.

R55

Tarut shows Umar the prison in which the

Amir is confined.

Volume 11, painting number 13. Location unknown.

Ex-Mi n ken hot collection.

Published: Dimand 1948, pl.i.

R56

After the arrival of Umar, the threefriends dig

a tunnel to prison andfree Hamza and Khusraw,

the son of the legitimate king of Takaw.

Volume 11, painting number 14. 67.5 x 51.4 cm.
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MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied Arts/

Contemporary Art, Vienna, b.i. 8770/29.

Published: Egger 1974, pl.2i; Gluck 1925, pl.15,

R57

During afight in the caravanserai, Umar tal<es

out a dagger and cuts offShahrashob's nose

and tongue because he had insulted Hannza.

Volume 11, painting number 15. 66,8 x 51 cm,

MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied Arts/

Contemporary Art, Vienna, b.i, 8770/53.

Published: Egger 1974, pl,22; Gluck 1925, pl.i6.

•R58 (cat,38)

l-lamza and Umar exchange insults with

Ghazanfar and challenge him to battle

outside thefortress ofArmanus.

Attributed to Mukhlis and Madhava Khurd.

Volume 11, painting number 19, text number 20

yi-S ^ 55-3 cm. The Seattle Art Museum,

Gift of Dr. and Mrs. Richard E. Fuller, 68.160.

Published: Beach 1992, pl.C; Heerainaneck, pl.140;

Seattle 1973, no.36; Comstock 1925, p. 356;

Phildadelphia 1924, no. 81.

R59

Following thefeeing Zumurrud Shah, Umar

meets the enemy ally Manzur Kamran, surprises

him in his sleep, cuts off his beard, and robs him.

Attributed to Mukhlis. Volume 11,

painting number 20. 67.7 x 51.4 cm.

MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied Arts/

Contemporary Art, Vienna, b.i. 8770/23.

Published: Egger 1974, pi. 23; Gluck 1925, pi. 17.

•R60 (cat. 39)

Zumurrud Shah reaches thefoot of a huge

mountain and is joined by Ra'im Blood-Drinker

and Yaqut Shining-Ruby.

Attributed to Mahesa. Volume 11, painting

number 21, text number 22. 67.9 x 51.1 cm. Brooklyn

Museum of Art, Museum Collection Fund, 24.48.

Published: Poster et al. 1994, no. 23; Chandra

1989. fig 1

*R6i (cat.40)

In search ofZumurrud Shah. Hamza and hisfriends

reach the Noshad Pass and meet Umar Ma'dikarb.

Attributed to Banavari, Mah Muhammad, and

Madhava Khurd. Volume 11, painting number 22.

67.8 X 51.9 cm. MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied

Arts/Contemporary Art, Vienna, b.i. 8770/39.

Published: Egger 1974, pi. 24; Staude 1955b, fig.31;

Gluck 1925, pl.i8.

*R62 (cat.41)

A veiledyouth suddenly appears and splits

Marku' Boar-Tooth asunder.

Attributed to Mukhlis and Lalu. Volume 11,

painting number 23. 67.5 x 51,8 cm. MAK-Austrian

Museum of Applied Arts/Contemporary Art,

Vienna, b.i. 8770/37.

Published: Egger 1974, pi. 25; Cluck 1925, pi. 19.

*R63 (cat.42)

Badi'uzzaman encases himself In a watertight trunk

and has It thrown into the sea around Noshad Fort,

Malik Oasim swims after it and reaches enemy territory.

Attributed to Dasavanta and Shravana. Volume 11,

painting number 24. 67.5 x 51.5 cm. MAK-Austrian

Museum of Applied Arts/Contemporary Art,

Vienna, b.i. 8770/50.

Published: Egger 1974, pi. 26; Gluck 1925, pi. 20.

*R64 (cat.43)

Badi'uzzaman emergesfrom the trunk, slays

some opponents, and converts Zarnab.

Attributed to Mahesa and Shravana. Volume 11,

painting number 25, text number 26. 67.2 x 51.1 cm

Cincinnati Art Museum, Gift of John W.

Warrington, 1948.192. Published: The Dictionary

of Art. vol.15, fig. 259; Smart & Walker 1985, no.i:

Comstock 1925, p.350: Culm 1924, frontispiece.

'R65 (cat.44)

Malik Surkhab, the governor of the garrison

ofNoshad Fort, subm its to Hamza.

Attributed to Dasavanta and Banavari. Volume 11,

painting number 26. 67.2 x 51.4 cm. MAK-Austrian

Museum of Applied Arts/Contemporary Art,

Vienna, b.i 8770/34.

Published: Egger 1974, pi. 27; Gluck 1925, pi. 21.

•R66 (cat.45)

Umar slings a stone at the giant Tahmasp, and

saves one ofHamza 's heroesfrom his clutches.

Attributed to Dasavanta and Shravana. Volume 11,

painting number 28, text number 29. 66.3 x 51.8 cm.

MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied

Arts/Contemporary Art, Vienna, b.i. 8770/49.

Published: Egger 1974, pl.28; Gluck 1925, pi. 22.

R67

Ibrahim, son of Hamza, comes to battle seated

on a throne borne through the sky by demons.

Volume 11, painting number 29. 67.5 X45 cm.

Chester Beatty Library, Dublin, 01.2.

Published: Leach 1995, no.i. 203; Arnold &

Wilkinson 1936, 2, pl.i; Gluck 1925, fig. 26.

R68

Tul Mast, the son ofSalsal the Zangi. isfayed

alive at the order of Tahmasp.

Attributed to Shravana. Volume 11, text number 31.

66.6 X 52 cm. The British Museum, London,

1966-4-16-01.

Published: Beach 1987, pi. 3.

R69

The giant Tahmasp captures Tul the Zangi

and Farrukhsawar (the knight).

Volume 11, painting number 31, text number 32.

67.1 X 50.9 cm. MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied

Arts/Contemporary Art, Vienna, b.i. 8770/30.

Published: Egger 1974, pi. 29; Gluck 1925, pl.23.

R70

The giant Tahmasp battles Hamza.

Volume 11, painting number 34, text number 35.

66.2 X 51.3 cm. MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied

Arts/Contemporary Art, Vienna, b.i. 8770/8.

Published: Egger 1974, pl.30; Gluck 1925, pi. 24.

R71

Before the city of Ghururiyya, the disguised

Umar meets a stranger during his search for

Hamza, fights him and discovers letters that

reveal Hamza's whereabouts.

Volume 11, painting number 35. text number 35 (?).

67 X 49.5 cm. MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied

Arts/Contemporary Art, Vienna, b.i. 8770/24.

Published: Egger 1974, pl.31; Gluck 1925, pi. 25.

*R72 (cat.46)

Oasam al-Abbas arrivesfrom Mecca and

crushes Tahmasp with a mace.

Attributed to Mahesa. Volume 11, painting

number 36, text number 37. 68 x 52 cm.

Philadelphia Museum of Art, Gift (by exchange)

of the Brooklyn Museum, 1937-4-1.

Published: Orientations. 17, no. 2, February 1986,

p. 57; Kramrisch 1986, no. 8; Dimand 1948, p. 6, fig.i.

R73

Two of Hamza's spies, Yazak and Barkh Farangi,

push into the Noshad Fortress tofree Hamza,

who had been betrayed.

Volume 11, text number 38. 65 x 49.2 cm.

MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied

Arts/Contemporary Art, Vienna, b.i. 8770/16.

Published: Egger 1974, pi. 32; Gluck 1925, pi. 26.
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•R74 (cat47)

Sanawbar Banu welcomes Prince Oasim and

the champions of Iran and Turan.

Attributed to Shravana and Dasavanta. Volume n,

painting number 39, text number 40, 67.6 x 51.5 cm.

Los Angeles County Museum of Art, From the

Nasli and Alice Heeramaneck Collection, Museum

Associates Purchase, MjS.g.i

Published: Pal 1993, no46; Pal 1982, pLi.

*R75(cat.48)

Afghan Dev brings the chest of armor to IHamza.

Attributed to Kesava Dasa and Banavari.

Volume 11, painting number 40, text number 41.

67.5 X 52.5 cm. Brooklyn Museum of Art,

Museum Collection Fund, 24.47.

Published: Poster et al. 1994, no. 22; Chandra 1989,

fig. 2; Pal 1983, M2; Gluck 1925, fig.48.

'R76 (cat.49)

In the battlefor Shisan Pass, Prince Oasim duels

with the giant Kayhur, and beheads his rhinoceros.

Attributed to Mahesa. Volume 11, painting

number 44, text number 45, 67.4 x 50.8 cm.

MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied Arts/

Contemporary Art, Vienna, b.i, 8770/52.

Published: Egger 1974, pi, 34; Gluck 1925, pi. 28.

*R77 (cat.50)

Turning the wheel on the Shisan Dam,

Tayhur releases a torrent thatfoods l-lamza's

camp and drowns l-lardam Devana.

Attributed to Jagana. Volume 11, painting

number 45, text number 46. 67.9 x 51.8 cm.

Chester Beatty Library, Dublin, 01.1.

Published: Leach 1995, no. 1.202, color pl.ii; Leach

1986, fig.ioA; Arnold & Wilkinson 1936, 2, pi. 2.

*R78 (cat.51)

Alamshah slays Tayhur and closes the Shisan Dam.

Attributed to Shravana. Volume 11, painting

number 46. 69 x 52.2 cm.

The Cleveland Museum of Art, Gift of George

P. Bickford, 1976.74.

Published: Cleveland 1998, p.171; Lee 1994, color

pl.i8; Leach 1986, no.io; Czuma 1975, no.45;

Welch 1973, no. 53; Blochet 1928, pi. 189.

•R79 (cat.52)

Lifting an elephant single-handed, Sa'id Farrukh-

Nizhad so astonishes two brothers that they

convert to Islam.

Attributed to Mahesa and Kesava Dasa.

Volume 11, painting number 47, text number 48.



67.2 X 50.6 cm. MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied

Arts/Contemporary Art, Vienna, bj. 8770/26.

Published: Egger 1974, pi. 35; Cluck 1925, pi. 29.

*R8o (cat.53)

Through Umar's trick, Amir l-iamza, Landhaur,

Umar Ma'dikarb, and Zumurrud Shah are

placed bound before Laknnan's throne.

Attributed to Dasavanta and Shravana.

Volume 11, painting number 50, text number 51,

67.8 X 51.1 cm MAK-Austrlan Museum of Applied

Arts/ Contemporary Art, Vienna, b.i. 8770/6.

Published: Beach 1987, fig. 64; Egger 1974, pi. 36:

Staude 1955a, fig.4; Cluck 1925, fig. 27,

*R8i (cat.54)

Misbah the grocer brings the spy Parran to his house

Attributed to Dasavanta and MIthra.

Volume 11, painting number 52, text number 53.

67.5 X 52.2 cm. The Metropolitan Museum of Art,

New York, Rogers Fund, 1924. (24.48.1)

Published: Kossak 1997, no,7; Welch 1987, no.io2;

Bowie 1970, no. 124; Dimand 1948, fig. 2.

•R82(cat.55)

Umar walks around Fulad Castle, meets

afootsoldier and kicks him to the ground.

Attributed to Kesava Dasa and Mah Muhammad.

Volume 11, painting number 55, text number 56.

67.3 X 51.3 cm. The Metropolitan Museum of Art,

New York, Rogers Fund, 1923. (23.264.2)

Published: Brand & Lowry 1985, no.ii; Dimand

1948, fig3-

*R83 (cat.56)

Iskandarfinds the infant Darab in the water.

Attributed to Kesava Dasa. Volume 11, painting

number 56. text number 57. 68.5 x 52 cm. Museum

of Fine Arts, Boston, Horace C. Tucker Memorial

Fund and Seth Augustus Fowie Fund, 24.129.

Published: Boston 1982, no, 165: Coomaraswamy

1930, pi. I; Comstock 1925, p. 357.

R84

During the battle against the magicians of

Zarduhusht, Aswad Piyada. the Queen of

Zarduhusht. comes to Hamza at night, offers

her help, and is converted to Islam.

Attributed to Basavana and Shravana.

Volume 11, painting number 57, text number 58.

67.6 X 52 cm. MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied

Arts/Contemporary Art, Vienna, e.i. 8770/22.

Published: Cuy 1982, fig, 2; Egger 1974, pi. 37;

Cluck 1925, pi. 30.

*R85(cat.57)

Zumurrud Shahfees with his army to Antali by

fying through the air on urns sent by sorcerers.

Attributed to Shravana and Madhava Khurd.

Volume 11, painting number 58, text number 59.

67.1 X 52 cm. MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied

Arts/Contemporary Art, Vienna, b.i 8770/28,

Published: Brend 1993, pLxxvii; Beach 1987,

fig.40; Egger 1974, pi, 38; Staude 1955b, fig. 27;

Cluck 1925, pl.31.

R86

Hamza'sfriend King Bahman goes to the city of

Oimar to seek Hamza's son Ibrahim. The king is

supposed to have been poisonedfatally, but is

rescued instead, and is led out of the city by Oimar.

Volume 11, painting number 64, text number 65.

66.8 X 51,2 cm. MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied

Arts/Contemporary Art, Vienna, b.i. 8770/40,

Published: Egger 1974, pi, 39: Cluck 1925, pi, 32,

*R87(cat.58)

Hamza's spies, sent to locate the missing Malik

Bahman, sneak into the city of Oimar. where

they kill the sleeping guards.

Attributed to Dasavanta and Mukhlis, Volume 11,

painting number 65, text number 66, 67,6 x 51.1 cm.

MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied Arts/

Contemporary Art, Vienna, b.i. 8770/25.

Published: Welch 1978, pl.i; Egger 1974, pl.40;

Staude 1955b, fig. 29; Cluck 1925, pi. 33,

*R88 (cat.59)

Mahus the spy persuades Khwaja Bihbud to

help him spirit away Oalmas and Khwarmah.

Oimar's nephew and daughter.

Attributed to Dasavanta, Jagana, and Madhava

Khurd. Volume ii, painting number 66, text

number 67, 67.8 x 51,5 cm, MAK-Austrian Museum

of Applied Arts/Contemporary Art, Vienna, b,i,

8770/33,

Published: Egger 1974, pi 41; Cluck 1925, pi, 34,

R89

Malak Mah, the daughter ofSarv Banu and King

Na'im. goes out at night disguised as a man-, she

arrives at the Muslim camp at night, sees Sa'id

Farrukh-Nlzhad. andfalls in love with him.

Attributed to Dasavanta and Mukhlis, Volume 11,

painting number 67, text number 68, 67,7 x 51,6 cm.

MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied

Arts/Contemporary Art, Vienna, e 1, 8770/46,

Published: Egger 1974, pl,42; Cluck 1925, pi. 35.

R90

Tofree Sa'id Farrukh-Nizhadfrom imprisonment,

Malak Mah kills Afshar Zangi, but is quickly taken

away by two of Hamza's spies, Songhur Balkhi

and Lulu.

Volume 11, painting number 68, text number 69,

67,6 X 51.9 cm, MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied

Arts/Contemporary Art, Vienna, b,i. 8770/44.

Published: Egger 1974, pl.43; Cluck 1925, pi. 36.
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•Rgi (cat.6o)

The spy Zambur brings Mahiya to

Tawariq. where they meet Ustad Khatun.

Attributed to Kesava Dasa and Mah Muhammad.

Volume 11, painting number 69, text number 70.

68 X 51.6 cm. The Metropolitan Museum of

Art, New York, Rogers Fund, 1923, (23.264.1)

Published: Dimand 1948, fig.4.

*R92 (cat.6i)

Mahiyafrees Zambur, beheads his sleeping

guards, and suspends Gharrad in his stead.

Attributed here toJagana and Kesava Dasa

Volume 11, painting number 70, text number 71.

67.5 X 51,8 cm. Arthur M. Sackler Museum,

Harvard University Art Museums, Francis H. Burr

Memorial Fund, 1941.292.

Published: Harvard 1996, p. 143; Brand 1987, fig.7.1;

Schroeder 1941, p. 110.

•R93 (cat.62)

IHamza's son Ibrahim tears an arm offAs the Zangi.

Attributed to Mukhlis and Madhava Khurd.

Volume 11, painting number 71, text number 72.

67.5 X 51.7 cm. MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied

Arts/Contemporary Art, Vienna, b.i. 8770/21.

Published: Egger 1974, pl.44; Cluck 1925, pi. 37.

R94

Mahiya and Ibrahim 's spy Zambur enter the

fortress of Khurramabad disguised as a doctor

and a prophet to rescue Princess Khwarmah.

They drug Chazanfar. the son of Malik Na'im.

and his people and throw them into the sea

Attributed in part to Bhavani. Volume 11,

painting number 72, text number 73. 68 x 51.6 cm.

MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied

Arts/Contemporary Art, Vienna, b.i. 8770/38.

Published: Egger 1974, pl.45i Betz 1965, pi. 12;

Cluck 1925, pi. 38.

*R95(cat.63)

Princess Malak Mah joins Hamza's spies in

the search for 5a' id Tarrukh-Nizhad. but is

ambushed by a sorceress-

Attributed to Dasavanta and Mukhlis, Volume 11,

painting number 73, text number 74. 68 x 50 8 cm.

MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied Arts/

Contemporary Art, Vienna, b.i. 8770/36.

Published: Egger 1974, pl.46; Egger 1969, pl.31:

Cluck 1925, pi. 39.



'R96 (cat.64)

Songhur Balkhi and Lulu the spy are received by

Baba Bakhsha, aformer spy living in Aqiqnagar.

Attributed to Dasavanta and Mukhlis, Volume 11,

painting number 74, text number 75. 67.5 x 51.6 cm,

MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied

Arts/Contemporary Art, Vienna, b,i, 8770/59.

Published: Welch 1978, pi. 3; Egger 1974, pl.47;

Cluck 1925, PI40,

•R97(cat,65)

The ayyars, led by Songhur Balkhi and Lulu the

spy. slit the throats of the prison guards and

free Sa'id Farrukh-Nizhad-

Attributed to Shravana and Mahesa, Volume 11, paint-

ing number 75, text number 76. 684 x 52.1 cm. Brooklyn

Museum of Art, Museum Collection Fund, 24,46

Published: Dehejia 1997, fig, 195; Poster et al. 1994,

no, 24; Chandra 1989, fig, 3; Welch 1963, no, 2a,

*R98 (cat, 66)

Khosh-Khiram beheads Kajdast, a spy ofMalik Taysun.

Attributed to Basavana and Mukhlis, Volume ii,

painting number 77, text number 78, 67,5 x 52,1 cm,

MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied Arts/

Contemporary Art, Vienna, b,i, 8770/43,

Published: Egger 1974, pl,48; Egger 1969, pi, 32;

Cluck 1925, pl,4i,

*R99 (cat, 67)

Sa'id and Khosh-Khiram arrive at a castle

and see two girls wrestling on the roof.

Attributed to Shravana and Mithra, Volume ii,

painting number 78, text number 79, 67,6 x 51,3 cm.

Freer Gallery of Art, Smithsonian Institution,

Washington, dc; Purchase Fi96o,i4,

Published: Beach 1981, no, 5a,

Rioo

In front of the tent ofMalik Bahman, Sa'id

Farrukh-Nizhad's sons meet and embrace.

Volume 11, painting number 79, text number 80,

67,6 X 51,7 cm, MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied

Arts/Contemporary Art, Vienna, b 1, 8770/58,

Published: Egger 1974, pl,49; Cluck 1925, fig 28,

*Rioi (cat,68)

Mahus the spy whispers something to Malik Oimar.

Attributed to Basavana, Mithra, and Mukhlis

Volume 11, painting number 80, text number 81,

75 X 56 cm. Rare Book Department, The Free

Library of Philadelphia, M2.

Published: Kramrisch 1986, no. 7; Comstock 1925,

p.354: Philadelphia 1924, no. 77.

'R102 (cat.69)

A sorcerer reaches downfrom the heavens and

abducts Khwaja Bakhtak. who is disguised as Umar

Attributed to Dasavanta and Shravana. Volume 11,

painting number 82, text number 83. 67.1 x 50,8 cm,

MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied Arts/

Contemporary Art, Vienna, b,i. 8770/55.

Published: Egger 1974, pl.50; Cluck 1925, pl.42.

*Ri03 (cat.70)

Umar, disguised as the surgeon Mazmahil.

arrives before the castle ofAntali.

Attributed to Shravana and Mahesa. Volume 11,

painting number 83, text number 84. 67.3 x 51,2 cm.

Freer Callery of Art, Smithsonian Institution,

Washington, dc. Purchase Fi96o,i5,

Published: Beach 1981, no.5b.

*Ri04 (cat. 71)

Umar, disguised as Mazmahil the surgeon,

practices quackery on the sorcerers ofAntali.

Attributed to Dasavanta, Shravana, and Mahesa.

Volume 11, painting number 84, text number 85.

68 X 52.4 cm. Brooklyn Museum of Art, Caroline

H. Polhemus Fund 24.49.

Published: Blair & Bloom 1994, fig. 362; Poster et al.

1994, no. 25; Chandra 1989, fig.4; Brand & Lowry

1985, no. 12; Khandalavala 1983, fig.i; Welch 1963,

no.2B; Dimand n.d., pl.i; Comstock 1925, p. 348,

*Ri05 (cat.72)

Zardhang Khatnl brings a ring to Maltas

the prison keeper.

Attributed to Shravana, Mithra and Madhava

Khurd. Volume 11, painting number 86. 67,5 x 51,6 cm.

Freer Callery of Art, Smithsonian Institution,

Washington, dc; Purchase Fi949,i8,

Published: Heeramaneck 1984, pi, 139; Beach 1981,

no.5C; Ettinghausen 1961, pi, 2.

*Rio6 (cat,73)

Hamza burns Zarduhusht's chest ofarmor

and breaks the urn with his ashes.

Attributed to Dasavanta and Mukhlis, Volume n,

painting number 88, text number 89, 67.9 x 51,4 cm

The David Collection, Copenhagen, 72/1998. Formerly

in the collection of the Art Institute of Chicago.

Published: von Folsach 2001, no. 56; Sotheby's,

London, 15 April 1985, lot 478; Cluck 1925, p. 152,

pl.47; Culin 1924, p. 142,

*Ri07 (cat, 74)

Khurshedchihrfrees Hamid.

Attributed here toJagana and Shravana,

Volume 11, painting number 89, 67,3 x 50,8 cm.

Arthur M, Sackler Museum, FHarvard University

Art Museums, Private Collection,

Published: Harle 1986, fig,299; Welch & Beach

1965, no,4; Welch 1959, fig,i,

R108

A stranger named Hamraq-Tamraq orders Hamza's

son Hamid, who has just married Mihrdukht, the

daughter of the enemy Malik Tayhur, tofollow

him. Hamid obeys and wanders into the wilderness,

while Mihrdukht searchesfor him.

Volume 11, painting number 90, text number 91,

67 5 ^ 51.7 cm, MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied

Arts/Contemporary Art, Vienna, b,i, 8770/56,

Published: Egger 1974, pi, 53; Cluck 1925, pl,43,

*Ri09 (cat,75)

To rid herself offour suitors. Mihrdukht promises

that she will have whoever isfrst to retrieve an

arrow, but escapes in a boat with an old man.

Attributed to Banavari and Mah Muhammad,

Volume 11, painting number 91, text number 92,

67,1 x 51,2 cm, MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied

Arts/Contemporary Art, Vienna, b,i, 8770/32,

Published: Beach 1987, fig,4i; Welch 1978, pl.2;

Egger 1974, pi. 54, Cluck 1925, pl.44.

*Riio (cat.76)

Mihrdukht shoots her bow at the ring.

Attributed to Jagana and Basavana. 67.8 x 52 cm.

Volume 11, painting number 95. Collection

of Fioward FHodgkin,

Published: Filippi 1997, no.i; Topsfield &

Beach 1991, no.i; Barrett & Cray 1963, p.76;

Cluck 1925, fig.37,

R111

Hamid arrives at Mihrdukht's palace

Attributed to Mukhlis and Banavari, Volume 11,

painting number 96, text number 97, 68 x 52 cm,

MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied Arts/

Contemporary Art, Vienna, B,i, 8770/31,

Published: Egger 1974, pi, 55; Cluck 1925, pl,45,

VOLUME 12

•R112 (cat,77)

Prince Hamid thrashes Mahval.

Attributed to Shravana, Mukhlis, and Kesava Dasa.

Volume 12, painting number 2, text number 3.

68 X 52 cm. Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge,

PD. 204-1948.

Published: London 1982, no.235 (unillustrated).
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VOLUME 14

R1I3

Umar kills Zumurrud Shah-

Mam figures attributed to Dasavarnta. 70.5 x 53 cm.

Collection of Catherine and Ralph Benkaim.

Published: Palais Galliera, Paris, 5 December 1970,

lot 54; Blochet 1930, pl.xxix.

R114

Umar brings Hamza the ring ofZumurrud Shah

as a sign of his death.

Painting number 40, text number 41, 67.1 x 51.2 cm.

MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied

Arts/Contemporary Art, Vienna, b l 8770/51,

Published: Egger 1974, pl.6i; Cluck 1925, fig 44^

R115

Hamza. Landhaur, Umar Ma'dikarb, and Sa'd die

in the battle at the Uhud Mountain near Medina,

and Hamza is buried properly by the Prophet himself

Text number 91. 68 x 52.1 cm. Victoria & Albert

Museum, London, 125-1882.

Published: Hamza-nama. pl.i; Cluck 1925, fig.45.

PAINTINGS FROM UNIDENTIFIED VOLUMES

(Listed alphabetically by institution, then by

accession number.)

R116

4 mounted warrior is beseeched by a warrior

whose horse lies dead.

67.5 X 51.9 cm. Curriculum Support Fund

Purchase 1999.19, Collection University of

Virginia Art Museum.

Published: Christie's, London, 15 October 1996, lot 31.

Rny

An elephant attacks afortress.

60.3 X42. 8 cm. Bharat Kala Bhavan, Varanasi 5401.

Published: Marg, 11, no.3, June 1958, cover.

R118

Battle scene.

66.4X 58.5 cm. Bharat Kala Bhavan, Varanasi 54/143,

Published: Krishna 1981, color pl.4.

*Rii9 (cat. 80)

The Prophet Ellas rescues Nuruddahrfrom the sea.

Attributed to Basavana. Painting number 85, text

number 86. 67.4X 51.3 cm. The British Museum,

London, presented by the Rev. Straton Campbell,

1925-9-29-01.

Published: Rogers 1993, fig-15; Okada 1992, fig.71;

Brend 1991, fig.150; Welch 1985, no.91; Losty 1982,

no.54; Bussagli 1976, fig.ii; Pinder-Wilson etal. 1976,

no. 11; Stchoukine 1929, pl.vi; Arnold 1928, frontispiece.

•R120 (cat.78)

Zumurrud Shah is hurled into the air by Malik Iraj.

Attributed to Kesava Dasa and Mithra. Painting

number 65, text number 66. 66.2 x 51.4 cm.

The British Museum, London, presented by the

Rev. Straton Campbell, 1925-9-29-02.

Published: Rogers 1993, fig.5; Seyller 1992, fig. 12;

Pinder-Wilson etal. 1976, no. 12.

*Ri2i (cat.84)

Farid observes a drunken scene.

Attributed to Shravana and Mah Muhammad.

Painting number 74. 67.8 x 51.4 cm.

The British Museum, London, given by P.C. Manuk

and Miss CM. Coles through the National Art

Collections Fund, 1948-10-9-065.

Published: Titley 1983, fig.66.

R122

Battle scene.

68 X 52 cm. The State Hermitage Museum,

St, Petersburg, VP-no3.

R123

Temple scene.

70 X 53.3 cm. Collection of Howard Hodgkin.

Published: Filippi 1997, no.2; Chandra & Ehnbom

1976, no. 24: Mclnerney 1982, no.i.

R124

Hamza meets the three daughters of the

Byzantine emperor.

61.5 X46. 8 cm. Keir Collection, London.

Published: Robinson, Grube, Meredith-Owens

& Skelton 1976, 4, pl.30; Gluck 1925, fig.7.

*Ri25 (cat.82)

Asad Karb launches a night attack on the camp

of Malik Iraj.

Attributed to Basavana, Shravana, and Tara.

Painting number 11, text number 12. 68.2 x 51.5 cm.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,

Rogers Fund, 1918. (18.44.1)

Published: Kossak 1997, pi. 8; New York 1970,

no. 159; Grube 1966, fig.94; Lukens 1966, fig. 59;

Comstock 1925, p. 354; Gluck 1925, fig.38.

Ri26

Umar is taken prisoner on the march to

Abyssinia and is thrown over the wall, but is

saved miraculously with God's help.
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69.3 X 52-5 cm. MAK-Austrian ^Auseum of Applied

Arts/Contemporary Art, Vienna, b,i, 8770/3,

Published: Egger 1974, pl j; Cluck 1925, fig.27.

R127

Hamza's son Badi'uzzaman and Kharatish

fight a duel in which the giant Zangi is wounded.

Text number 39. 68.5 x 51.1 cm. MAK-Austrian

Museum of Applied Arts/Contemporary Art,

Vienna, b.i. 8770/5.

Published: Egger 1974, pl.51; Cluck 1925, fig. 35.

R128

l-iamza rushes in to help a nnan he believes to be

Umar, but discovers the man is only an impostor.

Text number 98. 67.5 x 50 cm. MAK-Austrian

Museum of Applied Arts/Contemporary Art,

Vienna, b.i, 8770/7.

Published: Egger 1974, pl.6o; Cluck 1925, pi. 50.

*Ri29 (cat.79)

Badi'uzzamanfights Iraj to a draw.

Attributed to Dasavanta, Shravana, and Madhava

Khurd. Painting number 95, text number 96.

67.3 X 51.1 cm. MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied

Arts/Contemporary Art, Vienna, b.i. 8770/9

Published: Egger 1974, pi. 59; Staude 1955b, fig. 34,

Cluck 1925, pl.49.

Ri30

Hamza's son Alamshah Rustam frees Khurshed

Khawari. the daughter of the King of the East,

from a demon.

Text number 84 (?). 67 x 51.3 cm. MAK-Austrian

Museum of Applied Arts/Contemporary Art,

Vienna, b.i. 8770/10.

Published; Egger 1974, pi. 9; Cluck 1925, fig. 14.

*Ri3i (cat.85)

Malik Iraj captures Umar and places him

bound on a tall pillar; Umayya deceives Iraj,

andfrees Umar at night.

Attributed to Kesava Dasa and Tara. Painting

number 88, text number 89. 68 x 51.1 cm.

MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied Arts/

Contemporary Art, Vienna, b.i. 8770/13.

Published: Egger 1974, pl.58; Egger 1969, pi. 36;

Staude 1955b, fig. 35; Cluck 1925, pl.48.

R132

Irajfghts against Hamza'sfriend Asad, who has

beheaded Awjan and throws the head in Iraj'sface.

Text number 80. 68 x 51.2 cm. MAK-Austrian

Museum of Applied Arts/Contemporary Art,

Vienna, b.i. 8770/14.

Published: Egger 1974, pl.57; Cluck 1925, pl.47.

*Ri33 (cat.86)

Umar slays a dragon with naphtha.

Attributed to Dasavanta and Tara. Painting

number 75, text number 76. 61.9 x 51.2 cm.

MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied Arts/

Contemporary Art, Vienna, b.i. 8770/15.

Published: Beach 1992, fig. 16; Egger 1974, pi. 8;

Egger 1969, pi. 3; Cluck 1925, pi. 6.

R134

During the war against King Iraj. a sun-

worshipper, a Muslim herofights a duel against

a gigantic black warrior astride a rhinoceros.

Text number 67. 67.7 x 51,2 cm. MAK-Austrian

Museum of Applied Arts/Contemporary Art,

Vienna, b.i. 8770/17.

Published: Egger 1974, pi. 56; Cluck 1925, pl.46.

R135

A camp is looted near the market ofZamud al-Nigar.

66.5 X 49.5 cm. National Museum, New Delhi

72.774-

Published: Daljeet 1999, p. 26.

R136

A heroine forcibly enters a jail to liberate heroes.

68 X 52.6 cm. Arthur M. Sackler Gallery,

Smithsonian Institution, Washington, DC;

Purchase - Smithsonian Unrestricted Trust Funds,

Smithsonian Collection Acquisition Program,

and Dr. Arthur M. Sackler S1986.399.

Published: Lowry, Beach, Marefat & Thackston

1988, no.40.

R137

Malik Iraj flees his camp.

Text number 70, Folio 68.2 x 53 cm. The al-Sabah

Collection, Dar al-Athar al-lslamiyyah, Kuwait

National Museum, LNS 298 MS.

Published: Crube 1971, no. 227; Blochet 1930, pl.xxx;

Blochet 1928, pl.cxc.

R138

Harvza subdues some demons.

Text number 13. 68 x 52 cm. Sarabhai Foundation

Museum, Ahmedabad.

R139

A prince bestows a gift outside a city gate.

Text number 16. 69.1 x 51.6 cm. Staatliches

Museum fur Volkerkunde, Munich, 77-11-312.

Published: Beach 1987. fig. 56; von Bothmer 1982,

color pi. 12.

*Ri40 (cat.2o)

Hamza converses with Hura the genie while

a dragon approaches.

Attributed to Jagana and Basavana. Painting

number 41, text number 42. 67.5 x 51.3 cm.

Victoria & Albert Museum, London, I.S. 1505-1883

Published: Stronge 2002, pi. 3, p.i6; Beach 1987,

fig.43; Topsfield 1984, pi. 6; Hamza-nama. pi. 3;

Pinder-Wilson et al. 1976, no.5: Cluck 1925, fig. 8.

Ri4i

Prince Alamshah Rustam falls in love with

Mihrafroz and afeast is given in a garden pavilion.

Text number 59. 67.5 x 51 cm. Victoria & Albert

Museum, London, I.S. 1506-1883.

Published: Verma 1994, pl.ii; Hamza-nama, pl.4.

Cluck 1925, fig-iS; Clarke 1921, pi. 5.
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Ri42

Umar and hisfriends set Hannza free, but

pieces of l^amza's sl<in are torn off with the

camei's si<in in which he had been hidden.

Text number 25. 68-9 x 537 cm. Victoria &

Albert Museum, London, I.S. 1507-1883,

Published; l-lamza-nama, pi. 5; Gluck 1925, fig. 13.

*Ri43 (cat.22)

At the birth of the Prophet, ternpie idols

fail and the sea dries up.

Attributed to Mahesa and Mukhlis. Painting

number 96, text number 97. 66.5 x 51.3 cm.

Victoria &i Albert Museum, London, I.S. 1509-1883.

Published: Stronge 2002, pi. 15, p.31; l-lamza-nama,

pi. 7; Staude 1955a, fig.i; Clarke 1921, pl.i.

R144

Hamza's scout KawsadI searchesfor his lost

steed, butfinds it being devoured by a lion,

while Zumurrud Shah sleeps nearby.

Text number 15. 68 x 52.3 cm. Victoria &

Albert Museum, London, I.S. 1510-1883.

Published: iHamza-nama, pi. 8; Cluck 1925, fig.41;

Clarke 1921, pi. 11,

R145

Hashim and Idaris, Hamza's sons, deliver

Hamza's campfrom unbelievers

Text number 9. 69 x 52.2 cm. Victoria & Albert

Museum, London, I.S. 1511-1883.

Published: Stronge 2002, pi. 10, p.25; Hamzamama,

pi 9; Cluck 1925, fig. 23; Clarke 1921, pi. 10.

*Ri46 (cat.8i)

The witch Anqarut ties Malik iraj to a tree,

transforms hersefinto a young maiden, and

tries to seduce him.

Attributed to Basavana and Mukhlis. Painting

number 67 (a mistake for 87), text number 88.

57.4X 51.7 cm. Victoria & Albert Museum,

London, I S. 1512-1883.

Published: Stronge 2002, pi. 13, p.27; Hamza-nama,

pl.io; Wilkinson 1948, pi. 2; Cluck 1925, fig.40i

Binyon & Arnold 1921, pi. 2; Clarke 1921, pl.4.

'R147 (cat. 29)

A hero kills a demoness.

Attributed to Kesava Dasa. Painting number 9,

text number 10. 67 x 50.5 cm, Victoria &

Albert Museum, London, I S. 1513-1883.

Published: Stronge 2002, pi. 9, p. 24, Cuy &

Swallow 1990, no.46; Hamza-nama, pl.ii;

Cluck 1925, fig. 9; Clarke 1921, pi. 9.

R148

In search ofHamza, Umar arrives at a house where

prisoners are being beaten with thefoot of a

donkey; Umar sets hisfriendsfree andfinds Hamza.

Attributed to Shravana. Painting number 23,

text number 24. 66.8 x 51.6 cm. Victoria & Albert

Museum, London, I.S. 1514-1883.

Published: Stronge 2002, detail pi. 16, p. 32;

Hamza-nama, pi. 12; Verma 1978, pl.i; Gluck 1925,

fig. 33; Clarke 1921, pi. 8.

R149

In Khwaja Ashob's garden, Badi'uzzaman abandons

himsefto love and is overheard by the spy Kashdum.

Painting numberio, text number 11. 56.6x51.4cm.

Victoria & Albert Museum, London, I.S. 1515-1883.

Published: Hamza-nama, pl.13; Cluck 1925, fig.31.

R150

In Hamza's absence, fire-worshippers attack

his camp, but their attempt to land afeet

at night is repelled.

Attributed to Mah Muhammad.

Painting number 2. 67.5 X 50.5 cm.

Victoria & Albert Museum, London, I.S. 1517-1883.

Published: Hamza-nama, pi. 15; Gluck 1925, fig.32.

R151

Thefight with thefire-worshippers continues.

Disguised as a bird-seller, the spy Thayir meets

the chained Fazlanshah.

Attributed to Mukhlis. Text number 30. 66.3 x 51 cm.

Victoria & Albert Museum, London, I.S. 1518-1883.

Published: Stronge 2002, pl.i8, p.33 and detail

pi. 19, p. 32; Hamza-nama, pl.i5; Cluck 1925, fig. 34.

R152

Hamza goes to Mecca with a great entourage

and greets hisfather.

Painting number 43, text number44. 66.4X 50.5 cm.

Victoria & Albert Museum, London, I.S. 2509-1883.

Published: Hamza-nama, pi. 19; Cluck 1925, fig.4;

Clarke 1921, pi.

2

R153

Hamza,found in prison, rends his bindings, and

Umar slays the traitorous woman responsible

for Hamza's imprisonment.

Painting number 43, text number 44. 66.9 x 51.2 cm.

MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied

Arts/Contemporary Art, Vienna, b.i. 8770/27.

Published: Egger 1974, pi. 33; Cluck 1925, pi. 27.
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Ri54

With Hamza's support. Rustam and

Mihrafroz preparefor their wedding feast.

Painting number 70, text number 71. 69.2 x 57.7 cm

Victoria & Albert Museum, tondon, I S, 1519-1883.

Published: Stronge 2002, pLi4, p,29, i-iamza-nama.

pi. 17: Gluck 1925, fig. 21; Clarke 1921, pi. 6.

R155

Sa'id, who hasfallen in love with Harum's

sister, sets outfor Barda' in order to win her

over by means of a valiant deed andfights

Text number 75. 66.9 x 51 cm. Victoria & Albert

Museum, tondon, I.S. 2512-1883.

Published: Hamza-nama, pl-22; Staude 1955a, fig, 3;

Gluck 1925, fig. 22.

R156

Sa'd, Hamza's strong-armed angel, dashes enemies

to the ground and leads the army to Barda', where

Hamza and the heroes recover their sight.

Painting number 23, text number 24, 66.1 x 51.9 cm.

Victoria & Albert Museum, tondon, I.S. 2510-1883.

Published: Hamza-nama, pl.20; Gluck 1925, fig. 24;

Clarke 1921, pi. 3.

R157

Umar Is received by Zumurrud Shah and

obtains a beautiful maiden. He also spies upon

the enemy army.

Painting number 26, text number 27. 67.9 x 50.3 cm.

Victoria &i Albert Museum, tondon, I.S. 2513-1883.

Published: Hamza-nama, pi. 23; Gluck 1925, fig. 25.

R158

Hamza's army battles Girang's men and kill

a giant.

Painting number 68, text number 69. 67.3 x 51 cm.

Victoria &i Albert Museum, London, I.S. 2514-1883.

Published: Hamza-nama, pi. 24.

R159

Hamza and Muqbil are captured, put into irons,

and led into the fortress ofAqqa.

Attributed to Mukhlis. Text number 7. 67 x 52 cm.

Victoria & Albert Museum, tondon, I.S. 2515-1883.

Published: Hamza-nama. pi. 25; Gluck 1925, fig. 12.

R160

Unidentified scene withfigures In a tent compound.

Painting number 30, text number 31. 65.2 x 51.8 cm,

Victoria & Albert Museum, tondon, I.M. 4-1921.

Published: Stronge 2002, pi. 6, p.20 and detail pi. 17,

p. 32; Hamza-nama. pi. 2; Gluck, fig.43.

R161

A group ofmen watch twoyouthsfight

beneath a large central tree.

Attributed to Mah Muhammad. 68.7 x 52.9 cm.

Victoria & Albert Museum, tondon, I.S, 7-1949.

R162

Hamza wrestles with Marzban Kushtiglr

before Anoshirvan.

tocation unknown. Formerly in the Museum fur

Kunsthandwerk (Kunstgewerbemuseum), teipzig.

Published: Comstock 1925, p.351: Gluck 1925, fig.io.

R163

With the help ofKhwaja Umar, Gawhar Malik

rescues Gulrukhsarfrom the clutches of the infidels.

Text number 30. 66.5 x 51.5 cm. Private collection.

R164

Landhaur battles the white dev.

Text number 51. 68.5 x 52.7 cm. Private collection.

R165

The army of Iskandar Miklan Aad takes refuge

behind a mountain during a battle with Karb.

Text number 56. 67.5 x 54.3 cm. Private collection.

R166

A prince watches a horseman gallop across a hillside.

52.7 X 47.3 cm. Location unknown.

Published: Sotheby's, tondon, 22-23 ^^ay 1985,

lot 134.

R167 (not illustrated)

Subject unknown.

tocation unknown. Formerly in the State Museum,

Hyderabad, P.1384.
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FRAGMENTS

R168

Fragment with an enthronedfigure^

20.5 X 15,6 cm. The Art Complex Museum,

Duxbury, Massachusetts, PIM-20,

R169

Fragment of a landscape.

22.2 X 15,2 cm. The Metropolitan Museum of Art,

New York, Rogers Fund, 1918 (18.76.2).

R170

An Indian idol is enshrined beside a domed building.

31.6 X 49.3 cm. Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj Vastu

Sangrahalaya (formerly Prince of Wales Museum

of Western India), Mumbai, 61.1.

R171

Unidentifiedfragment.

21.1 X 6.3 cm. Victoria & Albert Museum, London,

I.S. 170-1949, b.

R172

Unidentified fragment.

20 4 X 9 cm. Victoria & Albert Museum, London,

I.S. 170-1949, a.

R173

A guard dozes at night in a courtyard.

i6-3 X 11.5 cm. Location unknown.

Published: Sotheby's, London, 15 July 1970, lot 10.

R174

A blossoming tree grows beside a terrace.

21.9 X 12.7 cm. Location unknown.

Published: Sotheby's, London, 4 July 1975, lot 89.

R175

A woman holds thefeet of a man sleeping

m a pavilion.

25.5 X 19.1 cm. Location unknown.

Published: Sotheby's, London, 4 July 1975, lot 88.

R176

A torchbearer stands before a wall with scissors

in hand.

23.6 X 14.2 cm. Location unknown.

Published: Sotheby's, London, 12 April 1976, lot 65.

R177

A youth stands behind afence and beside a wall.

16 X 9.7 cm. Location unknown.

Published: Sotheby's, London, 2 May 1977, lot 96.

R178

Five attendants stand in a row.

20.4x17.1 cm. Location unknown.

Published: Christie's, London, 1 April 1982, lot 207;

Sotheby's, London, 12 April 1976, lot 64.

R179

A musician seated on a high pole platform

plays above an encampment.

36.2 X 50,6 cm. Location unknown.

Published: Christie's, London, 18 October 1994,

lots.
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TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF THE HAMZANAMA MANUSCRIPT
Antoinette Owen

The production of the Mughal Hamzanama manu-

script was an extraordinarily ambitious undertaking

considering the quantity and size ofthe folios. An

estimated 1,400 illustrations measuring approxi-

mately 68.5 centimeters by 53.5 centimeters (27 by 21

inches), excluding margins, were produced over a

fifteen-year period from i557to 1572. The illustrations

are also distinguished from the mainstream of

Iranian and Mughal manuscripts in that they are

painted on fabric ratherthan paper,

A brief technical summary ofthe folios in the

Victoria and Albert Museum, London, was published

by C,S, Clarke in 1921:

Each painting is executed in tempera colours and

gold on a page of cotton fabric, 28y4 inches long

and 22 inches wide, the surface of which has been

previously treated with a slip, or plaster, of lime

andguma rabic, and, whendry, polished wit ha

smooth agate. The manuscript, which appears on

the reverse side ofthe page, is written on coarse,

thin paper of poor quality, previously pasted

firmly uponthefabric'

This description ofthefolios has been accepted

and repeated numerous times since in publications

and in private correspondence, Atechnical examina-

tion, undertaken recently, ofthe four folios in the

Brooklyn Museum of Art," and a survey ofthe sixty-

one folios atthe MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied

Arts/Contemporary Art in Vienna has revealed addi-

tional information on the structure, technique and

method of production of the folios. The folios exam-

ined represent only a fraction ofthe presumed total

of 1,400, and only a bout one third of those extant,

and absolute conclusions are impossible. Nonetheless,

this new information provides a clearer picture of

folio construction and some of the materials found

on the folios provide clues that suggest their prove-

nance and past history (see below).

Onlyonefoliofrom an earliervolume, which may not

be representative, has been examined extensively, but

it provides important evidence for a change in format

during the production ofthe Hamzonoma, as outlined

below. Most ofthe folios examined are believed to be

from a later volumeor volumes and reveal a complexity

of construction far greater than previously described

by Clarkeand others. ^Theyconsist of a main support

and the remnants of a margin framework that was

applied to the painted side ofthat support (fig.31).
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THE MAIN SUPPORT

The dimensions ofthe main support are usually 68.6

by 53-3 centimeters (27 by 21 inches), with variations

in either or both directions of up to 3.8 centimeters

(11/2 inches)- On the recto, opaque watercolors and

gold paint are applied to an un pieced, plain-weave

cotton fabric. The polished ground described by

Clarke was not clearly detected on the folios exam-

ined. Extensive underdrawing m black and some-

times red IS discernible throughout the image, in

areas of paint loss as well as by examination under

infrared. On the verso, nineteen lines of text in

nasta'liq script are written in carbon ink on a sheet of

paper. The calligraphy overlays decorative gold flecks

applied tothe paper. The paper is not pieced, but is a

continuous sheet. It is difficult to determine if the

paper IS laid or wove due to the strong fabric weave

imprinted in its surface. Analysis ofthe paperfibers

in polarized light is not conclusive, but the fibers

appear to be linen or possibly hemp.* The paper is

highly polished and micro-chemical tests indicate

the presence of a starch coating.-' Horizontal lines

scored in the paper corresponding to the lines of

calligraphyarefaintly visible in raking light and prob-

ably served to guide the ca nigra pher's hand.

Examination using the microscope revealed two

additional layers of paper and fabric in the mam sup-

port, sandwiched betweenthefabric rectoand paper

verso (fig, 32). Ratherthanthetwo layers previously

described, the mam support thus consists of four lay-

ers pasted together: the cotton fabric upon which

the image is painted, an intermediate sheet of paper,

another sheet of cotton fabric, and finally the paper

upon which the calligraphy is written. There are dif-

ferences m the two cotton fabrics.'"' Examination

with the microscope reveals that the primary fabric

on which the illustration is painted is a tight weave,

without spacing between the threads, while the

sandwiched fabric is a more open weave with clearly

discernible spaces between the warp and weft

threads. A thread count of the two fabrics was

undertaken on several ofthe folios in the Victoria

and Albert ^Auseum, It showed the primary fabric

has 29-32 horizontal threads per centimeter on the

vertical axis and 27-32 vertical threads per centi-

meter on the horizontal axis; the sandwiched fabric

has 25 horizontal threads per centimeter and 22-24

vertical threads per centimeter. This four- layer com-

posite structure for the main support was found con-

sistently in foliosthoughtto be from later volumes.

THE MARGINS

The margins attached to the mam support are also

complex in structure. They a re applied to the main

support like a windowframe, formed from a single

piece of cotton fa brie from which the center has been

cut away Both transmitted light and examination

under the microscope confirm this observation. The

fabric is cotton and appears to have the same tight

weave as the primary fabric of the main support.

Prior to attachment to the mam support, this

fabric frame was originally covered recto and verso

with layers of paper, the outermost being extensively

decorated. Usually the paper on the recto was color-

fully toned or dyed while that on the verso was deco-

rated with intricate marbling. Gold flecks of varying

size decorated either or both sides. Areas ofthe mar-

gin framework verso that are normally covered by

attachment to the mam support but have been

revealed through damage are also marbled, con-

firming that the entire framework was decorated

Figs 31-33, 35 show

Afghan Dev brings the

chest of armor to Hamza

(cat.48)

Mughal, circa 1570.

67.5 x52,5 cm

Brooklyn Museum of Art,

Museum Collection Fund,

24,47,

Fig, 34 shows a detail

from Zumurrud Shah

reaches thefoot of a

huge mountain ., (cat. 39)

Mughal, circa 1570.

67.9x51.5 cm.

Brooklyn Museum of Art,

Museum Collection Fund,

24.48

Figs 36, 37 show details

from The ayyars, led by

Songhur Balkhi and Lulu

the spy, slit the throats of

the prison guards andfree

Sa'id Farrukh-Nizhad

(cat. 65). Mughal, circa 1570.

68.4 X 52.1 cm. Brooklyn

Museum of Art, Museum

Collection Fund, 24.46.

Fig3i

A computer-generated

image showing the main

support and the margin

framework.

A computer-generated

cross-section ofthe four

layers ofthe mam sup-

port (the page of calli-

graphy has been turned

to face inwards in the

illustration for purposes

of identification only).

Fig.33

A computer-generated

image showing the paper

strips prior to attachment

to the margin framework

and the main support

(in reality the strips were

applied not as a frame,

as shown, but as indivi-

dual strips which overlap

at the corners).
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Fig34

Detail showing a section

of the paper strip that

overlays the mam support

and the margin frame-

work. Note the incised

lines around the caption.

A inner edge of paper

strip overlapping main

support and decorated

with a painted band and

ruled lines

B undecorated por-

tion of paper strip.

C outer edge of paper

strip overlapping margin

framework and decor-

ated with a painted

band and ruled lines,

D excision of the dec-

orative paper around

the caption and at inner

margin edge

prior to attachment to the main support. With few

exceptions, little is left of this original paperand gold

decoration on the margins, but the residual frag-

ments found are sufficient evidence of the once

bright colors and decorative patterns. On many mar-

gins, a caption written in black ink calligraphy is

found on the recto, at the bottom nearthe center. The

caption referstothe painting immediately above.

The margins on the extant folios have all been

trimmed, some extensively. The average width of

most margins is approximately 5-6 centimeters

(2-2V8 inches). The average dimension of the folios

with margins isapproximately73,7-78.7centimeters

(29-31 inches) by 61-63.5 centimeters (24-25 inches).

Two folios in the Metropolitan Museum of Art have

margins of slightly greater width, approximately

7.6-8.9 centimeters (3-372 inches), for an overall folio

size of 82.2 by 64,5 centimeters (32V8 by 25V8 inches).

METHOD OF ATTACHMENT

The decorated margin framework was always attached

to the painted side ofthe main support. The inner

edge of the frame window overlaps the main sup-

port, usually by 0.64-0.95 centimeter ('A-Vs inch)

on all sides. To disguise this point of attachment

on the recto and verso, narrow paper strips approx-

imately 1.4 centimeters (V15 inch) in width were

applied to cover and reinforce the join between

the main support and the margins (fig. 33). The

strips actas a bridge, one edge attached tothe main

support and the other edge attached to the mar-

gin. Unlike the window margin, these narrow paper

stripsare pieced and usually overlapatthecorners.

The strips vary in color from recto to verso and

with each folio. Buff, madder, and blue-green toned

papers have been found. They were decorated with

painted bands and ruled lines following their appli-

cation. This decoration follows a consistent pattern

regardless ofthe colors used (fig. 34). Beginningfrom

the inner edge ofthe paper strip, one finds a band 0.3

centimeter (Vs inch) wide painted red, white, light

blue, dark blue or green; then an un painted portion

approximately 0.8 centimeter (Vie inch) wide; then a

second painted band 0.3 centimeter (Vs inch) wide,

usually different in color from the first. Narrow, ruled

lines in black, red, or white a re drawn on either side of

the painted bands. These extend slightly beyond the

strips on to the main support and the decorated

paper ofthe margins, confirming that the paper

strips were decorated after they were applied to the

folio. Additional ruled lines parallel totheouter edge

of the paper strips also decorate the margins,

THE STRUCTURE OF A FOLIO FROM AN EARLIER VOLUME

As mentioned above, only one folio from an earlier

volume has been extensively examined and it may

not necessarily representthe structure of all folios in

such volumes,' Nonetheless, the structure of this

foliocomparedtothatoffolios in later volumes doc-

uments a format change during production.

The main support ofthe folio examined, MAK,

Vienna, B,i, 8770/4, consists of two paintings on cot-

ton fabric attached back-to-back. Two layers of paper

are sandwiched between the paintings on fabric, and

thus the main support of this folio also consists of

four layers, though the order of the layers is different:

painting on fabric / sheet of paper / sheet of paper /

painting on fa brie. Calligraphy and painting intermin-

gle on both sidesof the folio. The calligraphy consists

of three orfour lines of script in iron-gall ink written

on sections of pa per that are pasted on tothe painted

illustrations alongthetop and bottom. Faint horizon-

tal lines are scored into these papers parallel tothe

baseline ofthe calligraphy, suggesting that they are

guidelines placed for the cailigrapher. Small prick

holesarefoundontheleftsideatthe beginning of

each line. The papers are decorated with gold specks

and sprinkles.^ The calligraphy and the gold were

applied after the paper was pasted to the finished

painting; this order of production is confirmed by

microscopic examination, which reveals bits of the

goldandtheink script extending off the calligraphy

paperand on tothe mam support.^ The original mar-

gin framework, almost completely trimmed away, is

made from a single piece of cotton fa brie from which

the center has been cut and removed.

CONDITION OFTHE FOLIOS

All the folios examined suffer some degree of paint

loss from the main support and extensive abrasion

and cutting of the margins. Cockling and undulation

ofthefolios are an inherent condition resultingfrom

the laminate structure. In general, the condition of

thefoliostendstocorrespond with their more recent

places of origin. Forexample, those folios acquired in

the nineteenth century in India, particularly from

Srinagar in Kashmir, are generally in poor condition.

Most of these are in the collection ofthe Victoria and

Albert Museum. The margins are usually almost

completely trimmed and many ofthe human and

animal faces have been obliterated and in some

cases were latercovered overwith an opaque paint

layer. There is cleavage between the laminates in

some of these folios, and some are missing portions

of the mam support. The folios acquired from Iranian

sources tend to be in better condition, although

there are exceptions that include obliteration of

faces, retouching, paint loss and interlayer cleavage

in the support. These folios include those in the col-

lection ofthe MAK that were purchased from the

Persian Pavilion atthe World's Fair in Vienna in 1873,

and those boughtfrom the estate of Reiza [sic] Khan

Monif that were sold through Anderson Gallery auc-

tions. New York, in November and December 1923

and February 1924.

A consistent feature found on thefolios in Vienna

and on the portion of folios derived from the Monif

collection which were examined is the incising ofthe

margins recto and verso with a sharp instrument in

order to remove the decorative surface papers. The

incisions usually run parallel to, and just beyond, the

ruled lines drawn on the margins, thus eradicating

all margin decoration outside the ruled lines except

for the area of the caption, a round which a small por-

tion ofthe decorative paper has been spared (fig, 34),

Another consistent feature istheapplicationofa

nineteenth-century tan wove paperoverthe abraded

margins recto and verso. In some cases the tan paper

follows the incised lines, leaving the decorative

paper strips and caption exposed, while in others it

extends uptothemainsupport, covering the mar-

gins and paper strips entirely. The incising ofthe

margins, the eradication of decorative paper, and the

application of thetan paper indicatethatthefolios,

now in separate collections, were together and

underwentthe same treatment priorto 1873 (when

the Vienna folios were acquired). It is possible that

this treatment of the margins occurred in the course

of bindingthefolios intoan album Written sources

indicate that both the Vienna folios and those from

the Monifestate were bound, probably in a European
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Fig-37

Detail showing the

misalignment of the

decorative paper strip,

exposing the edge of

the margin framework

that is normally covered.

A inner edge of paper

strip,

B inner edge of margin

framework attached to

main support.

E

A computer-generated

cross-section showing the

multiple layers of the folio,

tittle remains of the dec-

orative papers that once

covered the recto and verso

of the margin framework.

Fig.36

Detail showing the mis-

alignment of the margin

framework and of the

paper strip to the painted

edge of the main support.

A finished edge of painting.

B margin framework and

paper strip out of alignment

with the finished edge

of the painting, exposing

an unpainted section of

the main support.

C exposed fabric of main

support meant to be cov-

ered by margin framework

and paper strip: note the

underdrawing.

style.duringtheearly part ofthe nineteenth century.^"

Whilethere is little doubtthatthe bindings were not

original, the evidence for provenance provided by the

tan paper underscores the importance of thorough

documentation prior to removing any materials.

HISTORICAL DESCRIPTIONS OF STRUCTURE

It IS worth companngthe multi-component struc-

turefound intheexamined folios from latervolumes

(fig. 35) with historical descriptions of the folios.

Mir Ala al-Dawla's description of the Hamzanama

written during its production suggests that the

extant folios were once larger, and that they were

square in shape:

His Majesty has conceived of this wondrous book

on the following lines. The amazing descriptions

and the strange events of that story are being

drawn on the sheets forillustrations in minuscule

detail and notthe subtlest requirement of the art

of painting goes unfulfilled. That story will be

completed in twelve volumes, each volume con-

sisting of one hundred leaves [waraq); each leaf

being one 'yard' (zor')by one 'yard,' containing

two large compositions {majlis-itaswir)'^^

An average extant folio would require an addi-

tional 7.6 centimeters (3 inches) on the top and bot-

tom and 14 centimeters {sVi inches) on the sides to
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achieve this sq ua re dimension. Mir Al a al- Da wla also

provides insights intothe production of thefolios:

It is now seven years that the Mir [Sayyid All] has

been busy in the royal bureau of books {kitdb

khana-i 'all), as commanded by His Majesty

{hazrat-i a'la). in the decoration and painting of

the large compositions {taswir-i majdiis) of the

story of Amir Hamza (qissa-i amir hamza), and

strives to finish that wondrous book Although,

during the aforesaid period, thirty painters, equal

to Maniand Bihzad, have constantly been devoted

tothetask, no morethanfourvolumes have been

completed, ... At present, the Mir having obtained

permission to go on Haj, the task of preparing the

afore-mentioned book has been assigned to the

matchless master Khwaja 'Abd al-Samad, the

painter from Shiraz; the Khwaja has greatly

endeavored to bringthe worktocompletion and

has also notably reduced theexpenditure.^-

It took seven years to produce the first four vol-

umes, but volumes 5-14 were completed in only

eightyears,'-^ Thus the rate of production more than

doubled under Abdul-Samad. One obvious explana-

tion forthe increased production rate would bethe

change in format from folios with paintings on both

sides and only a few lines of text to those with an

illustration ononesideonlyanda full page of text on

the other. It would have been quicker and cheaperto

substitute calligraphy forthe illustration on one side

of the folio, thereby halving the number of illustra-

tions required for the same number of folios.

Whether the change in format occurred at the time

that Abdul-Samad took over the project cannot be

proved. The multiple layers of the main support and

of the margin framework suggest, however, that a

certain form of mass production was possible. By

division of labor, the preparation and possibly the

completion of each component (margins, illustra-

tion and calligraphy) could proceed simultaneously.

Certainly the highly decorated margin framework

was completed priorto its attachment to the mam
support. It IS also likely thatthe components ofthe

mam support (the illustration on fabric and the cal-

ligraphy on paper) were completed separately prior

to attachment. The two interior layers of paperand

fabric would have provided support to either or both

of these outer layers during production, A folio in the

MAK, Vienna, 6,1,8770/18, provides evidence that the

materials used in the main support were indeed

mass-produced. It has all four laminates typical of

the main support, including a paper verso prepared in

the same manner as all the other calligraphy papers

-that is, decorated with gold and scored with guide-

lines for the calligrapher-yet there is no evidence

oftextand thefoliofalls at the end of a volume,^''

Simultaneous work on the main support was not

possible with the earlier folios, thought to have been

produced under Mir Sayyid All and described above.

Because painted illustrations and text intermingle

on both recto and verso, the calligrapher had to wait

until the painting was completed and the calligra-

phy paper applied to the surface of the painting in

orderto begin his writing.

Abdul-Samad 'greatly endeavored to bring the

work [ofthe manuscript] to completion,' and assem-

bly ofthe various layers of each folio was sometimes

less than careful. Examples of haste found with

some frequency include the misalignment ofthe

window margin to the painted image and the mis-

alignment of the decorative paper strips intended to

cover the joint between margin framework and

mam support (figs 36, 37).

Muhammad Ar if Oandahari, writing at a slightly

later date than Mir Ala a l-Dawla, also gives a brief

description ofthefolios:

The emperor is a designer of marvels since he has

ordered that of the story of Amir Hamza, which

has 360 tales, each tale should be illustrated with

large compositions. [..,] The size (qaf) of that book

is one 'meter' and a half (yak gaz-o-nim-l shar'i): its

paper is imbued with colours, its borders have

floral designs {jul-kan): and between two sheets

of paper a sheet of choutor cloth has been placed

to make it more permanent. All the pages are

illustrated and gilded,

Again, the shape ofthe page is described as a

square and, since the dimensions of the mam sup-

port have evidently not changed, the 'one meter and

a half may indicate the extent to which the margins

ofthe manuscript have been trimmed There are only

two places in the structure of these folios where fab-

ric IS found between two sheets of paper. One is m
the main support, where the loose-weave fabric is

found sandwiched between two sheets of paper

(fig, 32), A 'chautar cloth' means a strong, cheap or

utilitarian cloth and seems an apt description of this

open-weave and probably cheaper fabric. The fabric

ofthe margin framework that was once sandwiched

between decorative papers is more tightly woven

and ofthe same high quality as the support for

the illustration. Both fabrics, inthemainsupportand

the margins, do serve to make these components

more permanent.

Many unanswered questions remain regarding the

folios ofthe Hamzanama manuscript Why werethey

so many and so large, and their struct u re so complex?

Were they ever bound? And how were they used at

Akbar'scourt'^^Atechnical examination of all extant

folios may offer more answers or clues. Certainly

such an examination ofthe structure of all the folios

from the earlier volumes, which was not possible

here, might allow a comparison that would provide

insight especially into changes in production meth-

ods, This brief description of only some of the folios

should serve as a basis for future technical research.

A NOTE ON THE PALETTE OFTHE HAMZANAMA PAINTINGS

A recent collaborative research project between

the Paper Conservation department at the Victoria

and Albert Museum and the Christopher Ingold

Laboratories at University College London has con-

clusively identified the palette used in three paint-

ings from the Hamzanomo for the first time.'

Raman spectroscopy-a non-destructive and non-

invasive method of pigment analysis in which the

light scattering produced by lasers helps identify

paint films -was used.' Betweenthirty and forty sites

were selected from each painting in orderto provide

as complete a representation ofthe palette as possi-

ble. The speed andeasewithwhichthisnumberof

readings could be taken compared favorably with

previously employed analytical techniques such as

optical microscopy, and the Raman method offered

greater specificity than ultra-violet examination.

The palette was found to be extensive - including

two blue pigments, indigo and lazurite (ultra-

marine), and two red pigments, vermilion and red

lead, as well as ochre, orpiment, verdigris and white

lead - and was consistent across all three folios. Both

individual pigments and pigments in admixture,

for shading and to expand the palette, were dis-

covered. Areas of over-paint on the faces of some

figures, for example, were found to be comprised of

a mixture of red lead and orpiment, A number of the

pigments found are light-sensitive or proneto degra-

dation. Large areas of greyish-blue pigment (indigo)

were found to have been overlaid originally wit ha

thin layer of yellow orpiment (arsenic sulphide) to

give a variety of shades of green. This technique was

used to paint foliage in several ofthe Hamzanama

folios in the Victoria and Albert Museum's collection,

including cat. 29. A small unaltered portion of pig-

ment along the left-hand edge indicated that the

grey-coloured foliage had once been a pale green,

but ageing had rendering the orpiment colourless.

This phenomenon has been noted previously in Dutch

Old Master paintings,^ but has not been recorded in

relation to paintings in a water-based medium.

Mike Wheeler
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'a treasure trove': THE HAnAZANAMA AND THE AUSTRIAN MUSEUM OF ART

AND INDUSTRY 1873-I9OO

Rainald Franz

On 1 January 1874, the readers of volume 100 of the

Mittheilungendes k k. Oesterreich. Museumsfur Kunst

und Industrie, the monthly magazine published by

the Austrian Museum of Art and Industry (today the

MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied Arts) m Vienna

from 1865, found an article under the title 'Purchases

atthe World Fair/' The article enumerated the items

which had been bought by the Museum and its rep-

resentatives during the Vienna World Fair, which

had been held in the capital ofthe Austro-Hungarlan

empire from 1 May until 1 Novemben873. In his Intro-

duction, the author of the article, Bruno Bucher, who

had been the editor ofthe Mittheilungen since 1870,

stressed that the purchases had been made both to

fill gaps in the Museum's collections and to secure

objects that were of absolute importance due to

their optimum technical or aesthetic quality, FHe also

emphasized the educational motives that had lam

behind variousofthe acquisitions, Hethen listed the

important objects, all numbered in groups according

to the materials of which they were made. Group

number fourteen dealt with the purchases that had

been made for the Museum's library. Bucher wrote

that the library, which had the primary purpose of

buying recent publications in the fields of fine and

applied art and making them accessible to artists

and industrialists as soon as possible, had not had

many chances to buy books at the World Fair, but

had been able to acquire some works of ancient art

which were unique oftheir kind, Bucher mentioned

'above all' three volumes of old Persian miniatures,

Illustrations of heroic poetry, executed in the second

half of the sixteenth century, calling them 'true

treasure troves of costumes, architecture, devices,

vessels, weapons etc, all richly and neatly orna-

mented.' Bucher's article was the first printed refer-

ence to the purchase of sixty miniatures from the

Hamzanama fortheAustrian Museum of Art and

Industry.

THE ECONOMIC BACKGROUND TO THE PURCHASE

The history of the Homzonamo's journey to Vienna

and its purchase for the Museum is closely con-

nected With the Austro-Fiungarian empire's strug-

gle to expand Its tradetothe Near and Far East m the

second half of the nineteenth century. The Vienna

World Fair was a means of illustrating the impor-

tance of these diplomatic and economic efforts;

'Thanks to the Vienna World Fair of 1873, knowl-

edge oftheNearandFarEastand understanding

of its importance for the empire's trade and

traffic have been spread among wide circles A

new world has been opened to the eyes ofthe

majority of visitors to the Palace of Industry

within the Prater [the former imperial hunting

ground and public park on the outskirts of Vienna],

They have found irresistible the view that the rich

treasures that the East has sent to Vienna from the

shores of Japan and China, from the heart of Africa

to the Black Sea and the banks ofthe Danube, otfer

an inexhaustiblesource of knowledgeand science,

a startmg-pointtoestablish newand prosperous

contacts in all directions. '-

The Vienna World Fair saw a wealth of pavilions

dedicated to the East that no international exhibi-

tion had seen before China and Japan had already

shown their goods atthe Pans World Fair of 1867, but

the Vienna event involved a large number of Eastern

countries for the first time. Morocco, Tunisia, Egypt,

the Ottoman empire, Iran, China and Japan took the

chance to build up political and economic contacts

with already industrialized Western nations at

Vienna,- Before the exhibition's opening Its organiz-

ers, the Austro-FJungarian Ministry for Foreign

Affairs, and importanttradesmen and industrialists

had made contact, and a special department and a

'Committee for the East and Far East' had been

established, with offices representing the Vienna

World Fair in every major town in the East. That these

efforts were successful is demonstrated by the enor-

mous subsequent impact ofthe East on Austrian

taste, a period of 'Orientalism' in Vienna which

lasted well into the 1880s, A special Museum of

Trade, later renamed the Oriental Museum, was

established at Vienna's stock exchange in 1874, headed

by the editor of the Osterreichische Monatsschriftfur

den Orient. Arthur von Scala, laterto become head of

the Austrian Museum of Art and Industry. Its first

acquisitions were goods of Eastern provenance

boughtattheWorld Fairorduring expeditions to

Japan and the East

IRAN, THE VIENNA WORLD FAIR, AND THE HAMZANAMA

One ofthe most important countries on which the

efforts of Austrian diplomats and tradesmen were

focused was Iran, Byestablishinga regularsteamship

route from Vienna to Trebizond (Trabzon) via

Istanbul (then Constantinople), Austria had a major

influence on the Iranian economy, and an Austrian

school had been opened in TehranlniS 51. Whilethe

Vienna World Fair was being planned, Austria sent a

special envoy to the town of Tabriz, the most impor-

Fig.38

The 'Persian House' at the

Vienna World Fair, 1873.
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tantcenterof trade in Iran atthattime; with the help

of trading firms already established in the country,

he succeeded in acquiring a wide range of Iranian

products to be shown at the exhibition.

Austrian traders and industrialists strongly sup-

ported Iran's showing atthe exhibition, sharing in

the financing of the Iranian pavilion (fig. 38) and the

stand in the Great Exhibition Palace. But Iran itself,

headed by Nasral-Din Shah, realizedthe importance

ofthe Vienna World Fair. In the 1870s the country had

been struck by a crisis in agriculture caused by

drought and a disease affecting silkworms, which

meant a serious economic decline, but Iran neverthe-

less made strenuous efforts to take part in the exhi-

bition. The shah himself promised to send his

fa bulous diamond, the' Da ria-nur,' for display as we II

as typical Iranian handicraft products such as car-

pets and silk-weaving, metalwork and stoneware.

Nasral-Din Shah visited Austria during the exhibi-

tion, causing great curiosity in Vienna about the

alien Eastern empire.

The official catalogue of the 'Persian Exhibition'

gave information about Iran, from its geological situa-

tion tothe political and economic system, listed the

objects shown within the Iranian section, and named

the persons and institutions who were exhibiting

theirgoods.This list included afew private individuals

from Iran and Vienna but also members of the

Imperial Persian Government and the shah's family.

One of these. Prince Alikuli Mirza, Minister of

Education, seemsto have been personally interested

in the preparations for the World Fair. The catalogue

mentions him in its preface: 'We owe special thanks to

Prince Alikuli Mirza itesad essultaneh [sic], a man of

interest in knowledge and progress, who is especially

engaged in taking up the objects offormer art and cul-

ture of his country in the collections. He sent artworks

and astronomic instruments to the Exhibition of high

value and importance.'^ Most ofthe exhibits listed in

group xxvi.on education, came from the col lections of

Prince Alikuli Mirza, who was awarded a Fortschritts-

Medaille ('medal for progress') by the exhibition's

international jury.' It seems that the prince tried to

puttogether a representative selection of works on

mathematics, philosophy, medicine, history and

poetry, combined with religioustreatises and impor-

tant examples of calligraphy. The catalogue text

made itclearthat it was 'Persia's duty to send works

by its famous authors to the World Fair ... Special

attention was given tothe selection of manuscripts,

which a re out standing due to their binding, decora-

tion or miniatures.' All but one of seventeen objects

shown in the Great Palace atthe exhibition were from

the collections of Prince Alikuli Mirza.'-' The penul-

timate item, no.458, is described as 'Hamsename,

persischer Roman mitvielen Abbildungen in 3 Folio-

Banden' ('Hamzanama, Persian novel with many illus-

trations inthree volumes')

THE HAMZANAMA AND 'ORIENTALISM' IN VIENNA

Strangely, this catalogue entry is the only evidence

that the Hamzanama was shown on the Iranian

stand in the Great Palace of Industry during the

Vienna World Fair in 1873. Although curators of the

Austrian Museum of Art and Industry like Bruno

Bucherand Jacobvon Faike acclaimed artefacts from

the East in enthusiastic essays (comparable to

German arttheorist Gottfried Semper's writings on

the purity of Indian handicrafts before the Great

Exhibition in London in 1851),' no mention of the

Hamzanama is to be found before Bucher's list of

acquisitions quoted above.

Reports on the exhibition by curators of the

Austrian Museum of Art and Industry make it clear

that Eastern arts and crafts were seen as important

patterns for a reform of Western, especially Austrian,

art industry. FaIke, who had been curator of the

Museum since its foundation I m863, wrote im873:

It IS the Orient which IS important in order to cure

the degenerated feeling for colors. The Orient

knows only flat ornament and color in art, but

both [are] so well developed that we will hardly

1ind a better teacher. It isthe Eastthat has gained

[in] reputation from World Fair to World Fair.

[From] being a curiosity at the first World Fair,

today it is the East which will change our taste for

color and will reform the carpets, tapestries and

flatware we produce.'-

It was this approach which started the Orientalist

movement in Austria afterthe World Fair. The initia-

tive to purchase the Hamzanama for the Austrian

Museum of Art and Industry with governmentfunds

only becomes understandable in this specific aes-

theticclimate.

During the period of eclecticism that dominated

Europe in the second half of the nineteenth century,

the Museum, and especially its first director and

founder Rudolf von Eitelberger, had tried to establish

the Neo- Renaissance asthe typical Austrian national

style. This became tangible in the Museum building,

opened in 1871, where the architect Heinrich von

Ferstel (1828-83) took up motifs of Italian Renaissance

architecture (fig. 39). The change in style after the

Vienna World Fair could be seen in the important

temporary exhibitions (and changes in the perma-

nent exhibition) that took place in the Museum

some years later. In 1876, the Museum organized a

major exhibition, comprising 350 objects, on Islamic
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oriental architecture and art, put together by the

architect Franz Schmoranz (1845-92), who had been

responsible for the Egyptian pavilions at the Vienna

World Fair. Schmoranz had lived in Egypt foryears,

between 1869 and 1871 working for the Khedive

Ismail Pasha on the construction of his palace in the

newly founded city of Ismail ia on the Suez Canal, and

thus had a broad knowledge of Islamic culture,

tectures were given on the topic from 1875 onward

by curators, including Von Falke. Austrian industrial-

ists such as the glass makers J. & L. tobmeyr or the

important textile manufacturers Philipp Haas &

Sons reproduced in their new products the motifs

presented in the exhibits and the Museum's own col-

lections. Teachers atthe Kunstgewerbeschule ('School

of Applied Arts') affiliated with the Museum used

Eastern objects to tram their students, future

designers for the art industry In 1883 a special

Arabian Room was opened in the Museum, assem-

bled from the remaining parts of the Egyptian pavil-

ion at the Vienna World Fair and supplementary

items made by Austrian craftsmen in the 'Oriental

Style' (fig.40).'-'

THE FATE OF THE HAMZANAMA IN THE AUSTRIAN

MUSEUM OF ART AND INDUSTRY UPTOI9OO

Given this background of an evolving 'Oriental' style

in Austria, it is not surprising that the Hamzanama.

as a 'true treasure trove of costumes, architecture,

devices, vessels, weapons,' became an important

object for the art industry. Official documents from

the time of the Vienna World Fair show that the

Austrian Museum of Art and Industry was enabled to

purchase objects like the Hamzanama by funding

from the Ministry of Education and Culture and the

Ministry of Trade, although unfortunately neither of

these can be related directly to the pure base of the

Hamzanama itself and no invoice istraceable inthe

Museum's archive.'" The art historian Heinrich Gluck

(1889-1930), who was a curator at the Austrian

Museum from 1928, published the first comprehen-

sive study of the Viennese Hamzanama folios. He

wrote that the '60 pages were bought for 2000

Gulden forthe Austrian Museum by director Rudolf

von Eitelberger in the Persian pavilion atthe Vienna

World Fair of 1873. The pages were bound 20 each in

three volumes, made of saffian leather in the

Augsburg bookbinding manner, customary in the

third decade of the nineteenth century,' but he pro-

vides no sources for his story of the purchase." In

the inventories of the library and graphics collection,

the Hamzanama shows up only in i885 as part of

the collection of books inventory, given the number

'8770' and described as 'Roman, Persischer des i5.

Jahrhunderts mit 57BI. Illustrationen. 3Bdegrfol.'

('Persian novel of the 16th century with 57 pages

of illustrations, 3 large folios'). Gluck says that the

volumes we re takenapartmtheMuseum, put into

large passepartouts and then into three boxes,

according to the order in which they had been bound

when bought attheexhibition.

The nexttrace of the Hamzanama fo\\os was in

1897, in the Museum's magazinethe Mittheilungen,

where there was a notice that thirty-nine ofthe sixty

miniatures were to be exhibited in room IX of the

Museum's permanent exhibition, where graphic

works were shown at that time. '-This new interest in

the folios may be related to a change in the director-

ship of the Museum: Arthur von Sea la, former director

of the 'Oriental Museum,' took over in the same year.

Given the interest that the purchase of the

Hamzanama folios had raised in the Museum - as

testified by Bucher's notes in 1874 -and the 'Oriental

Style'thatthe Vienna World Fair had initiated in 1873,

it remains remarkablethat no major publication on

the manuscript was produced before Cluck's book

appeared in 1925. The 'treasure trove' had become a

hidden treasureagain.

Fig. 39. Facade of the

Osterreichisches Museum

fur Kunst und Industrie

(Austrian Museum of

Art and Industry, today

MAK-Austrian Museum of

Applied Arts) by Heinrich

von Ferstel.

Fig.40. The 'Arabian Room'

at the Austrian Museum of

Art and Industry, 1897.

FIG 40
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TRANSLATIONS OF TEXT ACCOMPANYING CATALOGUED HAMZANAMA PAINTINGS

Wheeler M. Thackston

Names occurring in the Hamzanama have been transliterated

without resortingto macrons and dots under letters, which

mean littleor nothing to those who do not know how to read

Persian and are superfluous for those who do. The 'oyn of

Arabic script has been eliminated at the beginning of words,

where it has no value in pronunciation, but it has been inserted

in the middle (as in Sa'id) or at the end of words, where it

either lengthens a vowel slightly or l<;eeps two vowels from

forminga diphthong.

The majority of personal names in the Hamzanama are

ordinary names from Islamic history {Ha mza, Ibrahim, Sa'id)

or in the Persian storytelling tradition {like Zumurrud Shah,

Mihrdukht, and Farrukh-Nizhad). Even though almost all of

them have meaning {Zumurrud Shah, for instance, means

'Emerald King'), they have been left as names. The added

epithets given warriors, demons, and other characters in the

Hamzanama have been translated when they have an imme-

diately obvious meaning {'Dog-Tooth,' 'Rug-Ear,' 'Gold-Belt')

The text itself Is full of inconsistencies and variant spellings

of names, but since we rarely have enough running text from

consecutive folios to know whether or not cha racters with

similar names are actually the same person, It is impossible

toeliminatethe inconsistencies.

WMT

Each ofthefollowing translations is cross-referenced

to the catalogued painting to which it relates, or to the

catalogue entry in which it is discussed.

TRANSLATION FOR CAT.20

Volume unknown, text number 42

Victoria & Albert Museum, London, I.S. 1505-1883

The word-weigher ofthis charming story thus narrates

from ancient tellers oftales:

When the dragon appeared and Khwaja Umar, son of

Umayya Zamiri, was carried off bythedemon, the world-

conquering Amir witnessed it, butsince he wasclement

and grave, he said nothing

When Hura the genie saw this, he turned to the Amir

and said, 'How is it that you say nothing?'

'You are of a greatfamily,'the Amir replied, 'and you were

in Solomon's service Nothing bad will be done by you.'

When Hura the genie heard this, he was embarrassed and

said for Ayjil and Umar to be brought, dressed in his own men's

clothes, and taken before the Amir, Healsosummoned his

ministers of state, like Perizad the genie, Hamzad Swift-Wing,

and others, along with the demon Saradiq, who was the chief

oftheir administration along with a vizier named Azharthe

genie. They all assembled, and Hura the genie ordered a great

banquet given fortheAmir,Ayjil, and Umar. Afterthat he

summoned the vizier and discussed the capture of Pah lava n

Ayji I. Having counseled the incomparable vizier, he went to

the Sahib-Oiran, kissed the ground before him, and explained

thesituation.

When the Amir heard this, he said, 'Whatever bethinks

will be well.'

The vizier heard the reply and went before Hura the genie

to report what had happened, Hura rejoiced and ordered the

banquet to be held. When the implements ofthe banquet

arrived, a lavish party was arranged, and all the genii and fairy

musicians and singers there were came.

Whenthey began to play, the Amir turned to Umar and said.

'We would liketoheara lutetune ' A master lute player was

found, and he played. Umar sawthat he played badly. On

some pretext Khwaja Umar took the lute from his hands, cut

the strings, took out some new strings from his ayyar's satchel,

and attached them. Then he strummed the lute and played

David's tune. For words he borrowed the following two lines:

From my moon thefairies learned to show their beauty.

Were it not so. why would afairy care to show herselfl

Hura the genie praised Umar's playing and singing, saying.

'We had heard much in praise ofyou. Now we have seen and

heard butoneoutof a hundred.'

'Khwaja Umar,'saidthe Amir, 'beware lest you speak of the

learned ones of these people or oftheir cod/s lest they claim

we are up to something.'

When Hura heard this, he said, 'There will be no mu Ha

better than Khwaja Umar because the marriages of all people

are before him.'

Khwaja Umar stood up and changed his mien, taking on the

guise ofa genie cad/. Then he sat down intheSahib-Oiran's

view and wedded Hura's daughter to Ayji

I

After the banquet Hura the genie bade farewell to the Amir,

and the Amir returned to his camp with Umar and Ayji I.

The next day a group came and cried out. The Amir asked

them whatwas wrong. They said, 'We are the people ofthese

foothills, and a catastrophe has struck our village.' When

asked what sort ofcatastrophe, they said that birds the size

of ostriches with wings like snakeskin had appeared, and

weapons were uselessagainstthem. Each bird had a beak

half a yard long, triangular in shape, that would pass through

a steel shield. There were nearly six thousand ofthem, and

they were killing and eating all the cattle, sheep, goats, and

any other animal that ventured outside of the village.

The Amir went, but he could not do anything to combat

them. Then Landhaur son of Sa'dan came forth and dispatched

a few ofthem to nonexistence with his heavy mace. Finally

Umar set about hatching a plan. He asked where they drank

water. The pond from which they drank was shown to Khwaja

Umar. He poured poison into the water ofthe pond when the

birds all had gone to their nesting place. The birds drank from

the water ofthe pond and died. Umar skinned them and had

SIX thousand breast plates made.

They left that valley.

TRANSLATION FOR CAT.21

Volume 6, text number 35

The al-Sabah Collection, Dar al-Athar Islamiyyah,

Kuwait National Museum, INS 297 MS

The narrator says:

When the ill-starred Marzuq fled the fortress, the princes

oftheage,thechampions,andtheSahib-Oiran killed many

Farangisthat night. The fire of battle blazed forth. The next

daythe Sahib-Oiran was informed. He entered the fortress

and met his sons, warriors, and champions and showed great

kindness to the warriors. ...q Farangi, Marzuq's nephew, fled

to the sea with his household and family.

Let us return to the story. The Sahib-Oiran asked about

Marzuq. Prince Alamshah said, '0 lord [oftheage, we have]

searched far and wide for Marzuq, but no matter where we

looked we could not find anytraceof him because begot

intoashipand set sail.'

The Sahib-Oiran said, 'I need someone to bring news of

Marzuq.' Crocodile-Child Tayifi accepted the mission and

immediately went out. To his men he said, 'Bring me news

of Marzuq, fortheSahib-Oiran isdeterminedtofind him, and

we know that he has gone to the seven walls of Ba'iya. You

must search all ships and investigate all roads, particularly

the seven walls of Ba'iya.' So saying, he dispatched all his men

to discover where Marzuq was. Then he went to the Amir and

said, 'Many men have gone to find Marzuq
'

The Amir of Iran and Turan said, 'Put all the booty from

the fortress on the sea shore and make a list.' Then the Sahib-

Oiran [summoned] the princes Alamshah and Sa'd, who [had

gone] first into the fortress. Prince Alamshah praised Barakh

greatly, and the Amir rewarded Barakh and gave rewards to

all the soldiers. 'I want to marry Oarasi Tajdar's daughter

Mihrafrozto Prince Alamshah and Marzuq's daughter Lu'bat

Farangi to Prince Sa'd,' he said, 'and to spend several days at

the sea shore in celebration.' The commanders all voiced their

congratulations. The Sahib-Oiran said, 'Let there be brought

every rare and unusual object there is in the lands of the

Franks that have been conquered.' And he ordered the com-

mandersto bringeverytent, pavilion, and canopythey had

and set them up around the Solomonic court. Umar Ma di,

Asad Asadan.Asad Lion-Catcher, Asad Fisherman, Dulkhumar

Badmast and their brothers, as well as every huntsman, cook,

and gatekeeper there was, were all ordered to exert them-

selves with no shortcoming in making preparations for the

wedding and to assemble musicians, singers, and dancers

from all directions, and the astrologers were ordered to select

an auspicious hour.

Until thattimetheSahib-Oiran had not thought about

Oarasi and Darasi. That day he summoned them and said,

'Whatsayyou regardingthe knowledge ofGod?'

'It has been proven to us that your God is the true one,'

they said. They chose Islam and thus removed the rust of

infidelity from their hearts by pronouncingthe word of faith

and becomingsincereMuslims.TheSahib-Oiran showed

them great favor, and in thatvery assembly Oarasi approved

the marriage and gave his congratulations 'My daughter is

the prince's,' hesaid.The Amir praised him, and [at the appro-

priate] hour he ordered that Prince Alamshah [and Oarasi's

daughter] beadorned and saton Solomon'sthrone nextto

Shah Oubad Drums of rejoicing were beaten, and an order

was given for the hordes and soldiers to take their places in

the tents and pavilions around the Solomonic court Everyone

who had a skill and exhibited it was rewarded by the Sahib-

Oiran After drinks and rewards, the musicians and singers

were summoned, and silvery-limbed saqis entered as the

cries of the drinkers reverberated under the dome of heaven.

From the sounds of the singers' voices the birds of the spirits

ofthe distressed flewfrom the strictures of their cages. Many

Greek, Russian, and Circassian slaves stood on both sides,

ready to serve, and the Sahib-Oiran had provided them with

everything necessary.

For that marriage he had prepared thousands ofCreek and

Russian beauties.

mouths and pomegranate breasts, cheeks and breasts

garden after garden

After three days of celebration and enjoyment, the khutba

was recited, and the Amir took Alamshah by the right hand,

and Sheroya b. Hamza [took the girl] by the left hand and

led them to the bridal chamber.... Each one of the princes

who entered the place saw a paradise filled with houris and

palaces. In short, the princes were married, and the next day

the Sahib-Oiran, the great Amir Hamzathe Arab went to the
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bath with his warriors and champions ... Everyone presented

the gifts he had brought, and that day the Amir showed

his men much kindness and awarded them all robes of honor

as he sat in enjoyment and merriment upon the throne of

governance and rule

TRANSLATION FOR CAT.22

Volume unknown, text number 97

Victoria & Albert Museum, London, I S, 1509-1883

Mellifluous narrators and creative depictors have thus

drawn the beautifulface ofspeech with the pen ofexposition:

When the Sahib-Oiran appointed Hurmuz Nawjavan in

Anoshirvan's place and sat him on the throne of Kay-Khusraw,

the world-conquering Amirfell hopelessly in love with Mihr

Guhartaj, He revealed his secret to Khwaja Buzurjmihr, who

asked for her hand in marriage on behalf ofthe Amir, The

mighty Sahib-Oiran went to Mecca, where he prepared all

the necessities for pleasure and revelry and was married so

that, eventually, from him would come Hamza's son Jamshed,

who would be the Rustamoftheageand unique in his time

and would conquer the entire world with his shining sword,

The narrator says that when Hurmuz sat on the throne

of success with all enjoyment and happiness and made

justice and equity his watchwords, he so conducted himself

with the people that they forgot Anoshirvan's justice, When-

everatravelerappeared in his realm hesummoned him and

awarded him all sorts of kindness and honor.

One day a group of merchants came to pay homage to

Hurmuz and were informing him of the ends of the earth.

One ofthem told him ofthe kingof Canja and Barda' and

described the beauty and grace of his daughter, Mahina

Banu, and ofthe heroism and bravery of [her father,) Hardam

Devana. From afar, Hurmuz lost his heart [to Mahina Banuj.

Hesent Bakhtyar on an embassy with many gifts and

presents. Bakhtyar went to Barda' and, offering handfuls

of gold and jewels, he paid homage to Hardam. Hardam took

a fistful ofjewels and dumped them into his lap He had a

toothache. Thus spurned, Bakhtyar could not accomplish

his mission.

When Hurmuz learned of this, he sent Khwaja Abuzurjmihr

with various potions to Hardam, who was quite pleased by

this. When [Khwaja Abuzurjmihr] paid homage to Mahina

Banu, she said, 'I will belongto anyone who can best my

brother without trying to kill him.' Khwaja Buzurjmihr sent

a messengerto Hurmuzto inform him ofthisturn of events.

Hurmuz dispatched Abday LamutandTaliqtheSassanian

with twenty thousand horsemen. Those two champion

warriors, with all their legions and army, were defeated by

Hardam, and they fled in shambles, stopping nowhere, until

they stood before Hurmuz. Hurmuz contemplated this

affair and was quite perplexed. The commanders and nobles

thought the best course of action was to send the Sahib-

Oiran, other than whom no one would be able to best this

foe. Khwaja Abuzurjmihr hastened to the Sahib-Oiran.

When the great Amir was informed ofthe imminent arrival

of that wise old man, he sent his princes out to greet him.

They escorted him intotheSahib-Oiran'scampand informed

the Sahib-Oiran ofwhy he had come. The world-conquering

Amir accepted their plea on his behalf Heturnedthecamp

overto Landhaur b. Sa'dan for him to proceed slowly toward

Ganja and Barda', and Khwaja Abuzurjmihrfixed an hour

Bidding farewell to Landhaur b. Sa'dan, the commanders,

and the nobles, the Sahib-Oiran, prince of Iran and Turan set

out on foot with the fastest runner ofthe age, Khwaja Umar

Ayyar, for Ganja and Barda'. When he arrived in Ardabil.the

Amir ordered a one-day halt. Going to the bath, he rested

from the travail and hardship of the road and then put up

at a caravanserai. He went to the bath with Khwaja Umar,

wherethey washed the grime ofthe roadfrom their heads

and bodies. When they came out ofthe bath, they wandered

all around, touring the city of Ardabil, until they came to the

square. There they saw a group of people. They asked what

was happening. They were told that someone was putting on

a show. The Amir and Umar Ayyar entered the show, where

they saw Badi' with hisfoot on topof a stack of seven ingots

of red gold,claimingthat anyone who could pull an ingot

out from under hisfoot could have it, Khwaja Umar pleaded

with the Amir, who took hold ofthe corners of the ingot and

pulled so hard that the ingot flew into the air and was caught

by Khwaja Umar Badi' was astonished and said to the Amir,

'Champion, I will wrestle with you I'

TRANSLATION FOR CAT.23

Volume 6, text number 50

Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, PD. 203-1948

The narrator says that when Alamshah set out for Kharishna,

his attendants and soldiers followed along behind him,

but when they caught up with him, he forbade them to accom-

pany himand insistedthatanyonewhofollowed him would

be put to death with horrendous torture. Of course, they

all turned back. Prince Sa'd, on account of the love he bore

Alamshah, when he heardthat Alamshah had setoutfor

Kharishna alone and refused all offers of accompaniment,

his zeal was stirred and he turned his reins and headed off in

the direction of Alamshah. When Prince Sa'd caught up with

Alamshah, Alamshah refused to accept the prince's offer to

accompany him The prince begged, and finally Alamshah

agreedtolethim.

Luh rasp was informed that the prince was headed for

Kharishna, and he too was drawn thitherout of his desire

to serve the prince. However, when Luhraspcame before

Alamshah, Alamshah refused to accept him absolutely and

finally. Sa'd said, 'Lord, someone is needed to take care of the

mountsand toseetohay and grain.' Alamshah said nothing

Suddenly Zangawa appeared. Alamshah asked, 'Why have

you come?'

'I have newsof Luhrasp's ...,' said Zangawa.

'Seize him upon his return,' said Alamshah.

'Perhaps he will not return,' said Zangawa. Sa'd smiled

In short, all four ofthem set out fully armed and mounted

on swift mounts. They proceeded at a gallop toward Khar-

ishna. After several days they reached Kharishna, but there

was no sign either of a city or of its inhabitants. Alamshah

was pained by the loss of his friends and the destruction of

his home, and several tears rained from the clouds of his eyes

After a time three people emerged from the forest. When

they saw Alamshah and hiscomrades,theythoughtthey

were Farangis [and ran away], but Luh rasp caught them and

brought them back. One ofthose three was Mi lad, Kirdaws's

vizier. Alamshah recognized him and asked him about how

the Farangis had come and the difficult times that their

people had suffered Milad told Alamshah everything from

beginningto end. Together with Milad, Alamshah headed

into the city. On the outskirts of the city ... Kirdaws was hang-

ing by his neck. Milad took Kirdaws down, and Alamshah

shrouded him and buried him intheearth. Prince Alamshah

said to Milad, 'In my youth, in thecompany of my mother,

I cameacrossa tunnel. My mother told me that if a revolution

occurs in this realm I should come to this tunnel. Now, ifyou

know where our house was, I can find the tunnel,'

Milad took Alamshah to the top of a hill and said, 'This

was your house 'The prince searched beneath it and found

thetunnel. When they dug down a bit, they heard women's

voices. Rabi'a also heard the sound of digging in the tunnel.

It crossed her mind that it was a rebel. She had some poison

and was about to drink it, but the prince had a milk-brother

named Rafi'. He and some ofthe servants were about to flee

into the ruins, but Alamshah cried out, saying, 'Do not be

afraid. Have nofear When Rafi' heard Alamshah's name,

he rejoiced [and went] to Alamshah. When heopened his

eyes to the prince's beauty, he began weeping. Alamshah

wanted to embrace him, but Rafi' fell at Alamshah's feet and

kissed them. Alamshah lifted his head and embraced him,

and there was much weeping. One by one the servants came,

kissed the prince's feet, and stood before him. [They all

expressed their gratitude for having found one another
]

TRANSLATION FOR CAT.24

Volume 6, text number 75

Victoria & Albert Museum, London, I S. 1508-1883

The teller ofthe royal tale thus ...

... Rug-Ear Ayyar ... Sahib-Oiran attacked Prince Ou bad, and

that majesty... came out of the court. ... '...will raise my head

to the heights of success,' but it was in a dream that the mes-

senger of death dragged him to Anoshirvan's camp.

In short, Rug-Ear, having informed all the ayyars, wanted

to gaze upon the world-illuminating beauty of.... Hespiedthe

head of a youth of tenderyears. A sigh arose from the depths

of his being and he said, 'What hideousness... that once

again I have exterminated one of his dear sons!' Clearing his

mind of hisfearof .., he picked upOubad's head and setoutfor

Anoshirvan's camp. When he arrived he headed for Bakhtak's

quarters and placed Oubad's head on the ground in front of

Bakhtak. Bakhtak Bakhtyar had Rug-Ear bound, picked upthe

head, got on his horse, and rode ofFas fast as he could to inform

Shah Anoshirvan ofthe terrible situation. Anoshirvan wept

and wailed and commanded that Oubad's head be perfumed

with sandalwood and ambergris,and together with Khwaja

Abuzurjmihr, Hurmuz, and the commanders and nobles, both

Sassanian and Mazdakite, hesetoutfortheSahib-Oiran'scamp

Meanwhile, on the plain, the prince of all worldlings, the

Sahib-Oiran, had a dream worse than a thousand nightmares

in which he saw that the extinguished lamp ofthat youth was

drenched in blood bythe cruel machinationsofthe celestial

spheres. Involuntarily he cried out and beganto weep and wail

From thefire In his heart came such a cry thatfirefell into all

people.

In short, the Sahib-Oiran's camp was like doomsday, and

the leaders, commanders, and princes garbed themselves

in mourning for that sapling ofthe garden of martyrdom, put-

ting on clothing as black as night.

Grievingfor him, the violet drooped over; rosebuds

completely closed their lips to laughter

Walling rose to the heavensfrom the birds: as tears of

dew rainedfrom the eyes ofthe clouds.

The pine tree sat in the midst ofmud as the plane tree

beat Itselfon the head In pain.

When the terrible news reached the Sahib-Oiran, he took the

crown from his head and was beset by waves of grief saying,

Alasfor that exciting beauty: alasfor that enchanting lasso.

Alasfor that bewitching glance: alasfor that sorcerer's eye.

Alasfor that realm-conquering power; alasfor that mighty arm.

Alasforthat country-conquering arm: alasforthat champion's

wing.

The next day Khwaja Abuzurjmihr's letter arrived, and from

the contents it was known that Shah Anoshirvan had seized

Oubad's killer and the prince's head and was headed for the

camp. The Sahib-Oiran dispatched his commanders and

nobles to go out and greet Anoshirvan and escort him with

all honor to the Sahib-Oiran's assembly

Shah Anoshirvan asked politely after the Amir and his

dear son and observed forty days of mourning, after which

Anoshirvan went to Ctesiphon.... and the commanders and

princes were mightily afflicted bythistragicevent, but when

Shah Anoshirvan camped at Ctesiphon, Kaus's son Zubin

came to inquire after the shah.... He wanted to give him leave

... everyday he made arrangements and kept him. By chance

one day Bakhtak and Zubin ... in Shah Anoshirvan's assembly....

The cast ofthe celestial dice fell in Bakhtak'sfavor. Zubin

flared up in wrath and threwthe dice on the ground, saying,

'You favor Bakhtak just as the celestial sphere doesi' Shah

Anoshirvan ...

Zubin was worried by this news and contemplated ..

TRANSLATION FOR CAT.26

Volume 7, text number lo

Victoria & Albert Museum, London, I S 1520-1883

The narrator says that when Basu cut off Namadposh's head

and buried it in the ground, a letterfell from Namadposh's
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belongings. Basu read the letter, and when he learned the

contents ofthe letter, he put on Namadposh's clothes and

departed. Although Namadposh was tall, and Basu was short,

nonetheless he got himselfsomehow to the gate of the Acre

fortress in the middle ofthe night and cried out, 'Open the

gate, I have come from Pahlavan Oaran.'

'Who are you?' asked the castellans,

'lam Namadposh the oj/_yc3r,' hesaid. When they heard

that it was Namadposh, they opened the gate and let Basu

in. They saw that he was not Namadposh, but hewas wearmg

Namadposh's armor Once again, to make certain, they asked

him who hewas,

'I am one of Namadposh's servants,' he said. 'Never mind

wholam.TakemetoGurgana.and I'll tell him who lam
'

Whenthecastellanstook Basu beforeGurgana,Gurgana

asked him who he was.

'I am oneof Namadposh the oyyor's servants,' hesaid. 'I was

in his service when your letter came. When Pahlavan Oaran

read your letter he ordered that Karb be killed, and he gave the

orderto Namadposh to delivertoyou. When Namadposh left

Oaran's court, he gave methe edict and his arms and sent me

toyou."You goon ahead," hesaid, "and I'll follow you later,'"

'Where has Namadposh gotten to?' Gurgana asked.

'He had notyet come away and was still there when I set

out,' said Basu. 'I don't know whether he has departed or not,

but I do know that when he sent me hither, hesaid he would

follow in two or three days.'

'You are not Namadposh,' they said. 'Why did you say you

were Namadposh?'

'When he sent me,' replied Basu, 'he told me that when I

came to the fortress I should say I was Namadposh so that

the gate would be opened. I did as he said, and he will arrive

withintwoorthreedays, and then the truth will be learned.'

When Malik Kalud heard that an edict had been issued for

Karb's death, became before Gurgana and said, 'What do you

orderconcerning Karb?'

'He must be killed,' said Gurgana.

'In the edict it is written that Karb should be killed when

Namadposh arrives,' said Malik Kalud, 'and Namadposh

has not yet come. When he arrives we can kill Karb.'

This seemed reasonable to Gurgana, and he said, 'Let

them bring Karb so that we can torment him a bit.' Karb was

brought into the assembly hall, and Gurgana insulted and

tormented him with harsh words. Karb tolerated it and did

not reply. After a while it was ordered that Pahlavan Karb be

taken backto prison and put back in chains. As Karb was being

taken away, Basu followed behind him, saying, 'This is the one

who fought with Pahlavan Oaran. He is an enemy of Lat and

Malat. Torment him with insults and curses as much as you

can.' He danced around Karb, speaking thus. At first Karb did

not recognize Basu and kept looking at him sharply. Finally,

when Basu winked at him, he recognized him and rejoiced

at the sight of him. Basu also began to speak, telling him

everything. Karb was extremely happy. Basu accompanied

him as far as the prison. When Karb was put back in prison,

Basu went back to Gurgana and said, 'Should I go or stay''

'What did Namadposh tell you to do?' Gurgana asked.

'Namadposh didn't say anything about going or staying,'

he replied. 'All he said was that he would come after me and

when became he wouldtell me whattodo
'

'This must be a sign that you areto remain here,' said

Gurgana. 'You stay and guard Karb lest some oyyoj- or trick-

stercomeand release him from prison
'

TRANSLATION FOR CAT.27

Volume unknown, text number 69

Private collection

... in his service was a wise physician named Mu hand is He

was seated in attendance upon Ahras when the news was

brought. He turned to Ahras and said, '... so soon ..you .and

will be honored to convert to Islam.' Ahras got on horseback

with his sons and [rode] to the edge of the sea ... an army was

camped. Ahras asked, 'Who is the commander of this army?'

'Amir Hamza, 'they said, 'the Sahib-Oiran.'

'Where is he coming from and where is he going'' he asked

'From the east to the realm of darkness ..„' they said.

Ahras saw the Amir's court and set out in that direction.

Word had been taken totheAmirthatAhrasSaturn^Brow,

the king of this island, would pay homage when Ahras entered.

A chair was brought, and he sat down. After a time he asked

if Zumurrud Shah had left there, and the story of Zumurrud

Shah's getting into a boat ... was told.

The Amir asked, 'What sort of tree is it?'

'It IS a thousand yards tall, and its shadow extends for four

leagues. Athousand and one men can rest in its shade. ...the

shadow will go away. We worship this tree, and prophets

performed miracles [on account of] it. Our fathers and fore-

fathers in the time of Solomon were tree-worshippers....'

At that time, .entered through the court gate, bowed his

head under the Sahib-Oiran's gaze, and said, '0 worshippers

of heaven, any ofyour a rmy who has gone to repel the enemy

and drawn his sword, ... dagger ... will destroy utterly as easily

as pouring out water ...As long as earth and water exist may

the Sahib-Oiran and his warriors live.'The Amir listened as

they told the story of Saturn-Brow and the tree.

He bowed and said, '0 prince, in the city of Sabayil there

wasanother such tree in Zumurrud Shah's garden.'

Ahras said, 'I have heard of it, but Zarduhusht made it

The Amir offered him the chance to convert to Islam. He

said, 'I will obey the command of anyone who can defeat me

in wrestling

'

In short .. they wrestled at the foot of the tree. Ah ras went

to his quarters

The nextday ... that morning Ahras ...champions coming to

pay homage to the Sahib-Oiran arrived at the foot ofthe tree.

They saw it was a hundred times larger than what they had

heard. Ahras [wrestled] with the Sahib-Oiran ... he sincerely

became a Muslim with his sons and relatives ... asked the story.

Ahras ordered the base of the tree split open. Out came a

chest and the ring of [Solomon?] ...and put it back in its place

TRANSLATION FOR CAT.28

Volume unknown, text number 16

Victoria & Albert Museum, London, I S 1516-1883

The narrator says that when Zumurrud Shah [was attacked

by the men who] leapt from ambush and beat him sense-

less with sticks and clubs, he cried out, 'Friends, I am just a

wayfarer. I entered this garden unknowingly. I have notyet

touched anything that I should suffer such a fate
'

'Fellow,' they said, 'we thought that a bear was responsible

forthe ruination of our garden, but you area desert ghoul that

has come and wrecked this garden every day

'

Zumurrud Shah wept and wailed, saying, 'I have never seen

this place before.'

'Where a re you from?' they asked.

'Ifyou get me out of this trap,' he said, 'I'll tell you my story

'

They pulled him out, and what a sight he was: an amazing

stature like a cypress, a long beard, and very long to the waist

In several places his head had been broken, there was a lot of

dried blood in his beard, and he was suffering much pain and

discomfort.

'What IS your name?' they asked

'lam the lord of the east, Zumurrud Shah, son of Lahut

Shah,' he said.

When they heard this, they shouted at him, saying, 'You

[are just trying to trick us] with this [claim so] that you can

escape from us

'

All at once they lit into him with whips, and no matter

where Zumurrud Shah ran, they chased him and beat him

so hard that befell

'Miserable fellow,' they said, 'don't... again.'

He repented of making false claims. They carried that ass

away and put him in chains in a barn. That evening the cows

came home, and Zumurrud Shah was lying unconscious when

an enraged cow stuck its horns in the ground and mooed. By

divine destiny the horn went into Zumurrud Shah's nose and

tore it. Zumurrud Shah jumped up, and when he saw his

condition he became upset As he was weeping over his

miserable state and wretchedfate, a cowshaton him. Rub-

bing his broken head, he fell underthe cows' legs.

The next day when the rosy-cheeked sun poked its head into

bright morning.

Zaygham Blood-Drinker came near the garden and dismounted

ma pleasant meadow. An uproar began in the pass, and the

great ones ofthat place ca me out to Zaygham with gifts and

presents. They greeted him and told him the story of the bear

and the guebre. Zaygham asked that he be brought, and

when he came, what an extraordinary sight he wasi Despite

his loyalty to Zumurrud Shah, he didn't recognize him, but he

set him free. When Zumurrud Shah saw Zaygham, he was so

averseto makingfalseclaimsthat hedid not wantto make

himself known, so, fearing Hamza ibn Abdul-Muttalib's blade

he renounced his kingship and gave into his destruction. He

headed out into the wilderness and departed.

The next day, when the bea uty of the orient showed her

countenance from behind the blue curtain, and the dagger

of the sun put a rip in in the heart of the Hindu of the night,

and the tears ofthe planets rolled down over the cheek of the

Zangi ofthe night.

When at dawn the sun rose at the Omnipotent Judge's order,

by its ray at once the horizon became illuminated.

The sun suddenly showed its face over the mountains.

tike thefire that emergedfrom the dragon 's mouthyou 'd

sayJonahfell out ofthefish 's belly.

Then, from the midst of the darkness, that morning Zumurrud

Shah reached Bejeweled City, the glistening spires of which

reached the heavens.

A marvelous city appeared that would put paradise to shame,

its air as subtle as its soul.

Zumurrud Shah the Lost stepped into Bejeweled City, and

PrinceMurassa'posh.the king ofthat city, had already heard

of the defeat of the disgraced Zumurrud Shah's army. He

was armed for a campaign. Zumurrud Shah stepped into the

market. Every direction he wandered and everyone who saw

him with his strange appearance and unusual height was

amazed. By chance, Zumurrud Shah the Disgraced chanced

upon a tavern, in which, wherever he looked, there was revelry

and pleasure He came to a beer shop. Baba Lulu the beer-

seller was sitting there with a group around him, and they

were busy filling their mugs. Zumurrud Shah's gaze fell upon

Baba, and he saw that he was an amazingyouth. He offered

him a chance to bea beer-maker and put a mug in Zumurrud

Shah's hand He quaffed it and then started making beer, in

which job he continued for a time.

TRANSLATION FOR CAT.29

Volume unknown, text number lo

Victoria & Albert Museum, London, I S 1513-1883

The moneychangers of the market of poetry and the jewelers

ofthe shop of cleverness say that when Zumurrud Shah the

Lost took flight and clung to wretchedness, he decided that

he would goto Mushtarisar with greatdifficulty byway of

Zaranqa Valley, and so he dispatched Oahir Oahraman with

his treasury and all the possessions he had - which was more

than ever-together with thirty thousand brave, battle-tried

horsemen, while he himself went with his miserable fate and

broken heart.

Along the way he encountered Ta'us Shah, who had been

held prisoner by Amir Alamgir but who had been freed bythe

guebres when Tahmasp wounded Prince Sa'd and the army

of Islam was defeated. [Ta'us Shah] showed Zumurrud Shah

great favor and kindness and gave him forty thousand venge-

ful, battle-ready infidel horsemen, telling him to follow the

army and to be of good cheer.

The narrator says that Baba UmarZamiri, who wasthe most

learned of anyone in the world in the arts ofayyars. had been

sent bythe Amir of great renown to get news of Zumurrud

Shah's army. When became near Zaranqa Valley, he saw that
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nearly twenty thousand horsemen were lying in ambush.

He thought to himself that since Zumurrud Shah had given

histreasury and possessionstoOahirOahraman, itwas likely

that these men lying in ambush to the left and right were

waitingfor him. He alsothoughtthat it would bea rare

spectacle and a wonderful sight, so he went up on a hill and

waited until Oahir and his men appeared. All at once the

twentythousand horsemen sprangatthe wretched infidels.

In the midst a brave young man, in whom traces of bravery

were apparent, got himselfto Oahir and cried out to him,

saying, 'I am the person who struck Tahmasp down manfully,'

So saying, hegave Oahirsuch a blowonthe head with his

sword that the blade came out between Oahir's horse's legs.

That praiseworthyyouth took the entire contingent prisoner

and confiscated the goods and possessions.

In short, after Baba Umar witnessed this sight, he went

to Zumurrud Shah's camp. When Zumurrud Shah heard the

horrible news, he was too frightened to go forward and turned

backtoZaranqa.The keys to the fortress were turned over to

Zumurrud Shah.and the fortress was put in his charge Zumur-

rud Shah entered the fortress and then setoutfor Mushtarisar

The narrator says that when Khwaja Umar learned of this, he

turned back. Along the way he sawTa'us Shah coming. He was

completely uninformed that Zumurrud Shah was returning

by another road and that Oahir had been killed. When he

reached the valley he saw that the same twenty thousand

men were in ambush. Once again he went upon the hill to

watch and waited until Ta'us Shah arrived Battle with swords,

arrows, and axes erupted, and acts of courage were done on

both sides. Finally, however, the sameyouth who had put

Oahir to death closed Taus Shah in and started battling with

him. In the end Ta'us Shah was wounded and defeated, but he

managed to flee. They set out after him, but when Baba Umar

witnessed all this from the brave youth who had been lying in

ambush, he thought that he should notgotothe AmirSahib-

Oiran's court until he found out about him. Therefore he set

out after the youth's camp to learn who he was and where

he was going. Baba Umar had only gone a short way on their

heels when he saw two masked riders. When they saw him,

theydrewtheir swords and came on like roaring lions, headed

straight for Baba Umar He fled as fast as he could and went to

Amir Sahib-Oiran, to whom he explained everything that had

happened.The Amir set out march by march and made Azar

Koh his headquarters. The chiefs and commanders ofthat area

hastened to bring gifts and presents to the renowned Amir.
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The next day. when the rosy-cheeked sun poked its head out

into the white dawn.

The narrator says that on that morning, when Khwaja

Umar Ayyar appeared at the court of Solomon, he explained

how, when the Amir went traveling, Umar also went until he

came to the place where Ashqar was grazing. [Some men]

had pulled the Amir onto the shore and then put him in a

boat. However, as he was coming, since he passed nearthe

place where the Amir was, he saw Mazhub When Mazhub

saw Umar, hisface paled.

'Where have you been?' asked Umar.

'I have a village,' he replied.' I went therefor planting ' He left.

When Umarsawthatthe Amirhad beentaken away, his

suspicions about Mazhub were aroused somewhat. Just then

the Amir's generals arrived. Umar explained the situation to

them. They all came to the court of Solomon. Umar summoned

Mazhub. He got upset, but there was nothing he could do.

Mazhubcameand paid homagetoSa'd

'Mazhub,' said Umar, 'whotook the Amir away and where

havetheytaken him?'

'How should I know?' he said.

'You know something about this affair.' said Umar 'Tell

the truth, for it has been said

Tel! the truth thatyou may be saved. The truthfromyou:

victoryfrom the Creator.

By crookedness willyoufalhnto ruin. From all grief willyou

escape ifyou are truthful.

'

'Umar,' said Mazhub, 'ifyou covet anything, I will give you

anything you want, but do not accuse meofthis,for I am no

thiefto commit this sort of knavery
'

'Umar,' said Sa'd, 'investigate this matter so that no one

will suffer injustice.'

'Ifyou wantto hear news of the Amir,' said Umar, 'then be

patient. Otherwiseyou will havetodoasyou please
'

No one spoke

Umar said to ZardhangKhatni, 'Bring every male and female

slave you have in Mazhub's house, and seal the door to his house

'

'Where istheslave who was with you?' Umar asked Mazhub.

'At the gate of the court,' he said. He was called. The slave

was notthere

'Why did you lie?' asked Umar

'Just because,' he was saying when Zamtar Red-Mustache

entered holding by the hand the very slave Umar was lookingfor.

'How did you find this slave?' Umar asked.

'I had been given a voucher,' said Zamtar. 'In the vicinity

of Sabayil is a village called Armaniya. I changed the voucher

for cash and was leaving when I saw this slave running away

as fast as he could. It occurred to me that he might have

had a quarrel with his masterand run away. I caught him and

brought himto his master's house. Theretheytold methat

his master had been arrested and his house sealed Therefore

I brought him toyour house.'

Umar applauded him and ordered three of Mazhub's slaves

to be beheaded in the presence ofthe slave. The slave nearly

died of fright. Khwaja Umar called the slave forward, put his

hand compassionately on his head, and said, 'Come here,

slave. Tell me the truth, for you were with Mazhub. Whotook

the Amir? And where havetheytaken him?' The slave fell to

the ground and began weeping. Umar swore an oath, saying,

'Ifyoutell the truth, I won't say anything to you. Rather, I'll

makeyou rich beyondyour wildestdreams. Ifyou lie to me,

however, I'll tear the skin from your head!'

In short, the slave explained, from beginning to end, about

Shahrashob, Nimrod [Nimrut], Larghay Chain-Chewer, and

Sharit b. Beast-Chain, howthe Amir Sahib-Oiran had been

seized, how Mazhub had helped, and howthe Amir had been

put in a boat and bound with three hundred maunds of chain

around his hands and neck.

'Does anyone else knowabout all this?' Umar asked.

The slave named several of Mazhub's servants who knew

about it. Umar interrogated them too. After that, Umar

ordered Mazhub hanged atthe market crossroads in Sabayil

and his propertyand moneygiventothetruthful slave

'There is nothing for me and you to do but to get in a boat

and search the east,' Umar said to Yazak 'Perhaps we can

learn some news ofthe Sahib-Oiran.'

In short, he took ten slaves and six months' provisions, and

he charged Sa'd, saying, 'Whenever news of the Amir arrives,

arm yourself and come as quickly as possible.' Saying this, and

bidding farewell to the kings and champions, he and Yazak

theCathayan got in a boat. The sails weretrimmed, and they

set out on the sea.

Now let ussee wheretheyturn up.
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The pearl-weigher of this pleasant tale thus narratesfrom the

old storyteller

Two days after Ayjil, Alamshah, and Tul Mast got lost at sea,

the storm subsided.

'Is Sabayil near?'they asked the sailor

'My lords,' he said, 'we may have been carried ofFto a dis-

tance oftwo or three months

'

They sighed and said, 'We have no provisions in this boat.

What's to become of us?'

'We have someslaves along,' said Tul Mast. 'Wecould kill them.'

Ayjil refused toagreetothis.

'Prince,' said Tul, 'we will all die. It would be better if even a

few of us remain alive.'

When the slaves heard this, they bemoaned their fate to

God's court. God had mercy on them and took the boat across

thefaceofthewater like the wind. They reached the shore by

night and rejoiced. When it was daylight, Yunus the sailor got

out,and Itwasaround noon when he came back carrying some-

thing over his shoulders. He put it down in front ofthe com-

rades. It was bread and meat. They ate and said, 'Where are we?'

'This is the kingdom ofTakaw,' they were told, 'the capital

city of Malik Arghus. Zumurrud Shah had fled to here, and it is

rumoredthatTahmasp Anquil is coming, as is assistance from

the city ofAaq
'

'Whatshould bedone^'they asked.

'What do you think'' asked Yunus.

'Ifwe go into the city, Zumurrud Shah's men will recognize us.'

'My father used to come here a lot,' said Yunus 'Come, I'll

takeyou.'

In short, they got the boat out of the mud and dugout a

sand dune in which they hid the boat, and then they set out

for the city When they were near, Yunus said, 'It is not proper

for you to go into the city in these clothes. Give me some

money, and I'll goto buy some clothes that are of the fashion

of the people here.' They gave him money, and he left. He

brought back clothes, and they put them on and went into

thecity. There was an uproar. They stood in a corner Malik

Kamyar appeared with a large retinue

'Wherearethey going?' they asked

'A champion from Tab mas named Mahlaj is coming

with two hundred thousand men. They are going out to

greetthem,'they were told asthe men passed bythem,

Yunus took them to an inn, which the comrades entered

boldly and then sat in a corner, Yunus went to the aged

innkeeper. When the old man saw him he asked him how he

was. Yunus asked for a room in the inn. The old man said,

'People have taken overthe inn. There is no room.'

'There is a group of nobles,' Yunus said. 'It would be worth

your while to let them in
' He accepted and gave them a cham-

ber overthe gate. Yunus left and brought Alamshah and his

comrades. Baba Junayd came forth, and Tul Mast said, 'Put

these items and carpets here until our people come.' He agreed.

The next day Yunus the sailor said to the comrades, 'Maghlub

Long-Neck hascomefrom the Aaq Desert with three hundred

thousand men to help Arghus.'

'Comrades,' said Ayjil, 'we ought to think about money
'

Tul Mast gave a jewel-studded belt, andtheother com-

rades took off what sword and dagger belts they had, as well

as anything that was jewel-studded. They pounded the gold

and gave itto Yunus, saying, 'Do you know anybody who can

changethis into money''

Off he went to inform Baba Junayd, who went to Khwaja

Nu'man.

The narrator says that this was the same Khwaja Nu'man

who had giventhe Amir something to eat in a caravan on the

road to Kharishna. The caravan men had robbed him, and the

Amir had given him somejewels. In Farang he had rescued

Sa'd and had been a companion ofAlamshah atthefootof

Marzuq's throne. By chance he had landed here and acquired

untold wealth, forwhich hewaswell known inthecity. Baba

Junayd went to him and said, 'A group of merchants are sell-

inggold andjewels

'

In short, hetook Khwaja Nu man tothe comrades' chamber,

and when Nu'man'seye lighted on Alamshah Nawjavan, he

recognized him, but he said nothing, waiting for a better

opportunity Hetookthejewels and gold and sentthem the

money wrapped in a cloth.They spent a bit ofthe money on

furnishings and to rent a house, and Khwaja Nu'man gave

Baba Junayd some of the gold as a tip. Yunus made a sign, but

they did not understand it until one day when Nu'man found

Alamshah alone and made himself known. Alamshah rejoiced.
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Thus says Wahib son ofWahabJrom Mas'ud ofMecca of

exalted lineage:

When Khwaja Nu'man madehimself known toAlamshah

Nawjavan, he rejoiced and wentto Baba Junayd thecaravan-

serai owner and said, 'Baba, mayyou have your every wish. God

willing, you will benefit from these youths.'And he explained

about Ayjil, Alamshah.and Tul Mast. Baba rejoiced because

at first the governor of the realm of Takaw had been a man

namedJamshed.Hehadason named Khusraw. WhenJamshed

died, Khusraw was made governor in his father's stead Malik

Arghus was Jamshed's sister's son, and he demanded the

realm ofTakaw from Khusraw. Some time after Khusraw had

given the kingdom to Arghus, Arghus gave Khusraw a ban-

quet at which he gave him a sleeping potion and threw the

eighteen-year-old lad into a dungeon. This Baba Junayd was

the jailer. Khusraw had a tutor named Mikal Long-Bow. He

fled, and Baba Junayd accompanied him to the Zam bur fort-

ress, which was an impregnable fortification on the edge of

the sea with twelve thousand men to defend it. He closed the

road. Several times Malik Arghus sent his army, but they could

not do anything. Finally Baba got tired of being in the fortress

and sent a letterto Malik Arghus asking forgiveness for his

crime. Arghus forgave him. When Baba Junayd came out, all

he could do was to run a caravanserai, but Mikal Long-Bow

constantly sent spies to Baba Junayd and collected whatever

news there was, for he always wished that the day would

come when Jamshed's son Khusraw would be released.

When he heard the names ofthe Iranian heroes, he rejoiced,

for he had heard many good things about that nation, espe-

cially about howZumurrud Shah had fled and come to the

kingdom ofTakaw and [taken refugewith] Arghus Shah.

When Khwaja Nu'man told Ayjil, Alamshah.and Tul Mast

about Baba Junayd, the comrades said, 'If God grants it, we

will set him free.'

One day the comrades were sitting a round when an uproar

broke out. Ayjil opened the little window that gave onto the

market and saw that a man was heralding the followi ng-

'Tomorrow all the men will gather at the gate of Malik

Arghus's spring garden so that the champions can display

theirskill.'

'We would like to watch,' said Ayjil 'Tomorrow, ifGod grants

it, we will go, but we need a friend from the city to accompany

us.' Khwaja Nu'man accepted to serve.

The nextday, when the sun illuminated the world and

the sound of drums and clarions came from the gate of Malik

Arghus's court, all the people ofthe city headed out for the

gate to the spring garden. Ayjil, Alamshah.and Tul Mast

disguised themselves as merchants and left the caravanserai

with Khwaja Nu'man, headingforthegarden.Justthen Malik

Arghus and his son and officers appeared When they reached

them. the men stood in a cornerwhilethey passed. Then

they set out for the garden. There they sawthat the air. per-

fumed bythespring wind, was perfectly temperate, a garden

to be envied.

A garden better than paradise on high, which no one could

dispute.

Its redbuds were trees ofcorah Its rosebuds and pomegranate

flowers were laughing rubies

There was turquoise sand in its streams, and the water of life

coursed across Itsface.

Behind the garden was a meadow of utmost beauty

Newly sprouted greenery spread like a carpet, the subtle dew

having swept the dustfrom the path.

The name ofthe garden was Fayzabad. Two arrow shots

away a pavilion had been erected, and there Zumurrud Shah,

Hurmuz, and alltheirofficerssat mounted while many people

were standing. Opposite the pavilion was a huge tree, and at

the base ofthe tree was a slabof stone weighing nearly three

orfourthousand mounds.

Mahlaj mounted a horse and began to exhibit his skill in

spear-throwing. A camel stuffed with sand was brought, and

Mahlaj charged it and planted his spear into its side in such a

way that it passed straight through. Then he picked up the camel

and its load and hurled it over his head. A cheer arose from the

people. Next he speared the tree so hard that it split in two

'My Lord.' said Mahlaj. 'if anyone can pull this spear out of

the tree, he will have performed a real feat.' This he said, and

he dismounted
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The teller of tales of this nest ofsecrets thus cries outfrom

behind the curtain:

When Mahlaj had displayed his skill, he went before

Zumurrud Shah. Malik Arghus ordered gold poured over him.

All applauded him, and he sat on a chair. Then Maghlub Long-

Neck stretched himself to his full height and stood at the gate

tothecourt

Seven steel shields were brought, and he took a bow in his

hand and some arrows like spears He put an arrow as large

as a shovel into his bow and shot it. It passed straight through

the shields and kept on going. Everyone cheered. He sat down

and said, 'I desire that my bow be passed to each and every

champion, and let them all have a try.'

None of Zumurrud Shah's champions could draw the bow.

Maghlub Long-Neck said, 'In all the Aaq Desert, where the men

are renownedthroughoutthe world for drawing bows and

shooting arrows, no one could draw this bower shootthis arrow'

All the champions were amazed by the strength of this

infidel's arm. Maghlub Long-Neck ordered a beautiful slave

dressed in brocade to come forth and sit at the gate. Then he

tookan applefromthetableand placed itontheslave's head.

From a distance of seventy paces he shot an arrowthattook

the apple from the slave's head as the people cried out in

glee. Afterthat, Maghlub Long-Neck handed the bowto his

servant and said, 'Co stand atthe base ofthetree into which

Champion Mahlaj stuck his spear and from which the people

tried their strength. Hold the bow and stand there. Perhaps

someone amongthe squires orthe people of the city may be

found who can pull the bow.'

ToKhwaja Nu'man [thecomrades] said. 'Come, let's go to

thetree and see whether anybody has the strength to pull the

spear and the bow.' When they arrived. Ayjil saidto Alamshah.

'Brother, I will try my strength against the spear What sayyou?'

'Ifyou permit me,' replied Alamshah. 'I will try my strength

againstthe bowfirst.'

'Very well.' said Ayjil. Alamshah the Greek stepped forward

and said to the squire who was holding the bow. 'Give me the

bowsothat I can have a look at it.'

Hegave Alamshahthe bow.Thatchampion exerted him-

self and stretched it from eartoear. snapped itthreetimes,

took some arrows, putthem in the bow. and shotthem so

hard that they passed straight through the tree and stuck in

the ground up to the feathers. Once again he exerted himself

and the bow broke atthe handle, Alamshah tossed it away

and said to the squire. 'Tell Maghlub not to boast any more.'

The squire picked upthe broken bowand leftjust as Ayjil

came to the tree. Mahlaj's servants were standing there. Ayji I

reached out and grabbed the spear, heaved, and pulled it

from the tree. Then he struck it with such force against the

rock, which was lying as large as a mountain atthe base of

the tree, that sparks flew from the spear and the rock sank

into the earth. The spear sank nearly two cubits into the rock.

Ashout arose from the people, and all praised the champion.

One of Mahlaj's squires ran forward and grabbed Ayjil. saying.

'Come to Mahlaj to see what he says.'

'I'm not his servant.' said Ayjil. 'and I won't goto him,' The

squire insisted.

'Brother,' said Ayjil, 'leave us be.'

When the people who had come from the city of Takaw and

Zumurrud Shah's servants who were standing watching saw

that champion's feat, they cried out, and a group of Mahlaj's

servants surrounded Ayjil Some ofthe people came forward

and saidto Mahlaj's servants, 'Champion Mahlaj stuck his

spear and Maghlub put his bow atthe base of this tree as a

challenge, and nowthisyoung man has performed such a

feat by pulling the spear from the tree and striking the rock.

If Champion Mahlaj sawthisyoung man's strength, he should

become his apprentice.'

The servant insisted, saying, 'I will take him to Mahlaj so

that he can respond.'

The people parted as Khwaja Nu'man came forward,

saying. 'Tell that knave who has grabbed hold of Ayjil to let

goof thisyouth
'

The man refused, and Ayjil grew wrathful.
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The narrator ofthis ancient tale says:

When they met Khwaja Bakhtyar, Malik Kamyar. Nimrod.

Larghay Chain-Chewer, and Sharit b. Beast-Cham and

explained the Amir's situation to them. Bakhtak praised

Shahrashob. Then they got out ofthe boat, mounted. and

took the news to Malik Arghus. Bakhtak said, 'Malik Arghus,

good news for you; Shahrashob Ayyar has the renowned Amir

Hamza in chains and has brought him by sea with Nimrod,

Larghay Chain-Chewer, and Sharit b. Beast-Chain. The infidels

rejoiced and ordered the drums of glad tidings to be sounded.

Khwaja Nu'man was standing at the gate, and when he

heard this dreadful news he went to the caravanserai, upset

and perplexed, and told Ayjil and his companions the news.

They sighed and said. 'Khwaja Nu'man, you have been kind

and done a courageous deed. Bring us news and let us know

if the infidels make an attempt on the Sahib-Oiran's life. We
will strive as long as life remains in our bodies.'

Either let us and our brothers place ourfeet on their necks or

let us die in the attempt

Nu'man agreed and left.

When Zumurrud Shah and Malik Arghus heard the Amir's

story, they set out with H urm uz and went to the sea shore.

The guebres who were m the boat got out and joined the

retinue of Zumurrud Shah, and then Shahrashob grabbed

the end ofthe Amir's chain and pulled him out ofthe boat.

Zumurrud Shah and all the guebres cheered and wentto court,

where they took their places. Then the Amir was brought

in. The Sahib-Oiran frowned and sat down where he was.

Khwaja Nu'man had managed somehowto get himself inside

Zumurrud Shah turned tothe Amir and said. 'Come, prostrate

yourself!' The Amir said. 'You dog! I have prostrated tothe

Almighty who created the eighteen thousand worlds.' In short,

many words were exchanged between the Amir and Zumurrud

Shah. In the end Zumurrud Shah ordered the Amir to be killed,

but Dastur the vizier whispered in Arghus's ear. 'If Zumurrud

Shah had any sense, he would not have lost his kingdom.

This man is the leaderofthe whole army of Iran andTuran.

and the champions ofwhom you have heard so much are in

this man's service. Now. order this champion to be sent to

prison sothat we may see how battleworthy his men are.

Whenever you want to have him killed, it will be easy enough.'

Malik Arghus went forward and sa id. 'O emperor ofthe east,

to kill this man today would be simple, but I want to face his

army and bring him down.'

'Arghus,' said Zumurrud Shah, 'the men who made an

attack are in the city
'

'What attack?' asked Shahrashob. When he was told about

it. he sighed in despair and told the story of Alamshah. Tul

Mast, and Ayjil. and then he said, 'If they escape from here, we

will have to rethink everything lest they rescue the Amir from

ourclutches.'

'Don't worry.' said Malik Arghus 'The prison in this city is

such that if a hundred thousand men were determined to

break into it they would not be able to do it. Shahrashob. you
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go to have a look at the prison
'

He agreed and said, 'It would be good if it were ordered that

Khwaja Bakhtyar and Malik Kamyar accompany me sothat we

may discoverthe warriors.'

'So be It,' he said.

In short, the Amirwastaken awaytothe prison Bychance

the road to the prison led pastthedoor of Baba Junayd's

caravanserai, and the champions were sitting upstairs when

an uproaroccurred.TuI Mastopenedthewlndowand saw

Shahrashob holding the Amir's chain with three or four thou-

sand men around the Amir holding naked swords to prevent

the champions from making a rescueattempt The Amir was

walking like an enraged Hon and a furious elephant The

champions sighed In despair, unableto help.

Inshort.theAmlrwastakentotheprlson, which was like

a mountain of God's power with a dome above. The circum-

ference ofthe dome was a hundred and eighty cubits, and the

thicknessof the walls was forty cubits. Inside a pit had been

dug, and on top of that was a stone that took four hundred

men to lift by handles that had been attached to it. It took forty

men to move the door to the dome, and when it was closed it

made such a noise that everyone in the city could hear it
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The narrator of this ancient tale thus adorns his story:

We have described the prison. The jailer of that prison was

Tamat Bear-Breast, and he had four hundred men with him.

He had seven heads, and he was both night watchman and

jailer. A hole had been made In the stone for passingfood through

Kamyar, Shahrashob, Bakhtak, and Zumurrud Shah's

officers came. Tarut greeted them, and it took forty men to

open the gate. A strange sound could be heard that startled

everyone. The guebres who had come brought the prisoner,

and NImrod asked, 'Is this domed chamber the prison?'

'No,' said Tarut, 'there Is a pit underthe stone, and it takes

four hundred men to lift It.'

'Come,' said NImrod, 'let's try it.' No one could do it.

The Amir came forward, gave it a kick, and sent it crashing

against the wall of the domed chamber. All were astonished,

and they tied ropes tight around the Amir's waist and lowered

him Into the dungeon. Then they pulled the ropes up, and four

hundred men replaced the stone over the dungeon.

Shahrashob said to Talut, 'Beware lest you let anyone into

this prison.'

'Otherthan my own sons,' he replied, 'whocould get in?'

And they left the dome.

Now the Amir saw that opposite him was a naked youth

whose hair had grown down to his waist. He had a loincloth

around him, and his features had grown dark and drawn.

'Hello,' he said

'Come,' said the Amir, 'and sit down
'

He sat down and asked the Amir about himself The Sahib-

01 ran recounted his story from beginningtoend Then the

Amir asked him about himself.

'My name Is Khusraw,' he said. 'I am the son of King

Jamshed, who wasthe rulerofTakaw ' And he told his story.

Amir Sahlb-Oiran asked, 'How many years have you been

Inthis prison?'

'Eighteen,' he replied.

'Don't worry,' said the Amir 'God willing, I will put you back

on the throne of Takaw,'

'My lord,' he said, 'no one escapes from this prison.'

'God lsgenerous,'saldthe Amir 'Whyshouldyou be

despondent?'

The narrator saysthat Khwaja Nu'man was in that prison

when Amir Sahlb-Olran was lowered Into the dungeon, and

when the men left, Khwaja Nu'man told Yunusthe sal lor the

storyofthe Amir and his kicking the stone. Together they went

back to the Inn When they rejoined their comrades and told

them the story of the Amir being put in the dungeon, the com-

rades got excited Alamshah said, 'We must go out and do in

these worthless infidels in a way that storytellers will tell of

Khwaja Nu'man forbadethem, however, saying, 'You are

only three men. There are probably six hundred thousand

peoplelnthls kingdom.'

'Khwaja Nu'man,' they said, '"A thousand of the enemy

and we but one rider; vast numbers profit not an army
'"

'You must be patient,' said Khwaja Nu'man. 'God Is kind,

and fate will play a trick so that the Sahib-Olran may be res-

cued with ease.'

'We want to see the prison and check it out,' they said 'Per-

haps we can come up with a plan to rescue the Sahib-Olran of

the Age, the Warrior of Iran and Tu ran. Amir Hamza the Arab.'

'Thistoowlll need caution,' said Khwaja Nu'man. 'The mer-

chants who have come with NImrod and Shahrashob have

been lodged Inthis Inn, and every daythere iscommunication

through oneof Shahrashob's men.'

They summoned Baba Junayd, who agreed to help. When it

was night,they went with Nu'man to the prison gate. There

was nothlngtheycould do, 'We'll have to dig a tunnel, 'they said.

'But there Is a stone over the dungeon,' said Nu'man

'So what should we do?' they asked.

'Someone will have to be senttothe Amir's army,' said he

'Who'stogo?'theyasked,Yun us the sailor agreed to go Get-

ting the boat out ofthe sand, he got in the boat and set sail in

the direction of Sabayil.

As for Umar, Yazak,and Sarraj the sailor, they were lost

for two months One day Sarraj climbed up to the top of the

mast and saw a ship with one man in It. When it got nearer, he

sawthat it was his own brother. The man recognized Yunus

and cameto Umar Sarrajtold his story, and Yunus recounted

the story of the Amir. Umar rejoiced and sent him on his way

while he himself proceeded until a huge mountain and fort-

ress came into view Umar rejoiced
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The master narrator, whocould deceive Mani, bedecked the

bride ofspeech in this manner.

When Khwaja Umar saw the fortress, he rejoiced and said,

'Sarraj, it Is a good thing we reached an inhabited place.' Sarraj

shook his head. Khwaja Umar asked him why he was dejected,

saying, 'Commander, what is this confusion that has come

overyou?'

'This Is a bad place we havecometo,' he said

'Why?' asked Umar.

'In this fortress is a champion who Is a rebel against all

the world. Anyone who comes here loses his possessions and

his head

'

Umarsighed deeply and said, 'But you knew whyyou came.'

'At first I didn't know,' he replied, 'but when I saw it, I was

certain.'

Just then a group came down from the fortress and said,

'Champion MIkal Long-Bowsummonsyou.'

Umar picked up a jewel casket and set forth. He saw a

strange roadthat by nomeansand by no force could be [taken].

He went until he saw a castellan at the gate. He went before

Mikal. He wasan old man, firm in his powerand surrounded

by servants. His eye fell upon Umar. He rose, bowed, and

greeted him. Hetook Umar by the hand and Indicated a place

next to himself. Umar placed the casket ofjewels on the floor

and apologized [for having nothing moreto ofl^er]

MIkal recounted his story from beginningto end, saying,

'I wanttojoln the Amir. Perhaps I will succeed. Recently I have

heard that the Amir was In chains In Takaw, and I heard that

some of the heroes of Iran had seen action. I sent someone,

thin king that he might be able to find them so that together

we might do battle. However, tonight I saw In a dream that

someone was saying to me that tomorrow a ship would appear

and the owner of the ship would grant my wish Now I have

seenyou.Tell me about yourself.'

Umar rejoiced and recounted his adventures.

'I have an oj/yor who went to Takaw to gather news,' Mikal

said. 'He will return soon. You wait until becomes.'

Umar said, 'With the Amir In chains, how can I sit still?'

And justthen an oyyor was announced. He rejoiced and

recounted his story. Then MIkal said, 'What news have you?'

'From the Saffron Desert comes a ZangI with two thousand

men,' he said. 'He Is called LungZangi

'

'What news have you ofthe Amir?' he asked.

'Helsinchalnswith Khusraw.'

MIkal said, 'Meet this youth. 'And he recounted Umar's

story. [The ayyar] placed his forehead at Uma r's feet.

'Oayyar, how Is the road to Takaw and how long is it?' asked

Umar.

'Ten days,' he replied, 'but it is a difficult road. Since you

have animals you should go by sea and stay In a caravanserai

where we have a friend called Baba Junayd. We have sent

him there to spy. I go there and he tells me whatever news

there is. However, the last time I went he told me to be coura-

geous because our prince would soon be released. No matter

how much I Insisted, he would not say [more].'

Mikal said, 'Did you see the youths who made an attack?'

'No matter how much I searched for them, I could not find

them,' he said.

'Which caravanserai Is nearthe prison?' asked Umar.

'The very caravanserai where Baba Junayd is,' he replied.

'Ifyou were to come along. It would be good,' said Umar.

'You are going by sea,' he replied, 'while I go by land
'

Umar bade MIkal farewell, got in the boat, and set forth.

In five days he arrived. The customs officers stopped him and

took customs duties on Umar's goods. Umar was very pleas-

anttothem and said, 'I am a stranger Canyou show methe

way to the caravanserai?' They sent one oftheir men, and they

arrived at the door of the caravanserai. They saw Baba Junayd

seated on the girthing platform. The customs man came and

greeted him, saying, 'This is a good man. Give him a good place.'

'Fellow,' he cried out, 'am I a servant of the customs officer?

Howam Itofindany room here?'

The customs servant said, 'Khwaja, we have spoken and

heard. The rest is up to you.' This he said and departed.

Umar came forward and said hello. Baba replied with a

frown. Umarthrewa handful of gold before Baba and said,

'We havecomeout of loveforyou
'

'Am I a beautiful youth that you would come to see me?'

replied Baba. 'I can do nothingforyou Pick upyourgold and

go In peace, for there is no room.' Umar left the caravanserai,

seeing that Baba Junayd was In a bad mood.

Nu'man saw a merchant standlngthere with many well-laden

animals, and Baba Junayd was being rough with the merchant

'Baba, what's wrong?' asked Nu'man.

'This man IS looking for a place to stay,' he said, 'and I have

no room. No matter how many times I tell him, it doesn't do

anygood.'

Umarstood up Nu'man saw him and bowed [Nu'man]

was ashamed and said, 'There is no reason to be rude to

people. Sir, I will give you a room.' Hetook Khwaja Umar by

the arm and gave him two rooms. Umar dressed himself as a

merchant. Nu'man said apologetically, 'I am at your service.'

Umar said, 'Service should be rendered by us.' He unloaded

his goods and said to Yazak, 'Summon Baba Junayd and ....'
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The narrator ofthis ancient tale relates thusfrom the truthful:

Onedaythe Amir of the Arabs and Umar Ayyarwere walk-

ing around the Armanus fortress. While they were walking,

they came across the Jahannuma Tower. By chance Ghazanfar

was atop thetowerdrlnking wine with a groupof ill-starred

Infidels. When his gaze fell upon the Amir and Umar, he cursed

them loudly. Umarcursed him in return, buttheAmlrsald, 'If

you area man, come down and let usgrappletosee who will

win a match of courage.' This displeased Ghazanfar, and he
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Im mediately went down from the tower, and as he approached

theSahib-Oiran he aimed a blow with his sword at the Amir's

head. As the sword was coming down the Amir stretched out

his champion's hand and tightened his grip on the pommel

of his sword, and as he attacked he drew his sword and said,

'Takethisl'Chazanfar raised his shield over his head. The Amir

reached undertheshield, grabbed hiscollar.and pulled him

down to his knees. With his other hand the Amir reached for

the dagger in his belt, lifted Ghazanfarfrom the ground, lifted

him up, and then hurled him to the ground so hard that his

vile body lay flat. The Amir then tied his hands and neck Still

Ghazanfar refused to give up and cursed repeatedly.

U mar cut his tongue out and made the Amir look like

Ghazanfar and Ghazanfar look I ike the Amir. Then he turned

the Amir look-alike over to the Amir, who took him to the gate

of the Armanus fortress and cried out, 'It's me, Ghazanfar.

Open the gate, Hamza is my prisoner 'The infidels opened the

gate and let the Amir in. When it was daylight Amir Hamza

took his look-aliketoZumurrud Shah and a groupof guebres.

Zumurrud Shah ordered the look-alike to be killed. He was

cut to pieces on the spot. Then the Sahib-Oiran revealed his

blessed name and shouted out 'Allahu akbar\' so loud that

the Armanus fortress trembled

The Amir's army was lying in ambush. The drums were

sounded, and Badi'and Malik Oasim were there. They destroyed

the defensive wall, and Zumurrud Shah and his army fled. The

Amir conquered the fortress, overthrowing the rebellious and

establishinga mosqueand pulpit MuzaffarofArmanus became

a sincere Muslim, and the people of the city were converted

When Zumurrud Shah reached the place where his men had

been taken and learned what had happened, he got so upset

he almost went mad. He stopped there since halfthe night

had elapsed, Manzur Kamran's sons and twenty thousand

soldiers took Zumurrud Shah and all his amirs, and the next

morningthey set out forthe city of Samaria. As the sun was

rising Manzur Kamran with histhirty thousand men bowed

his head before Zumurrud Shah and knelt seven times with

glee Zumurrud Shah showed him great favor, saying, 'What

action wasthisthat you performed? Were you afraid ofthe

countenance ofthe king ofthe east?'

That guebre said, 'I was Insulted because you did not count

my men.' He apologized and took him to the city, where he

gavethem moneyand made preparations to do battle with

the Amir. He summoned Mushak Ayyar and sent him to the

Armanus fortress to get news. Mushak disguised himself as

a peasant, slung a shovel over his shoulder, and set forth.

TheSahlb-Oiran had also dispatched Umartoget news of

Zumurrud Shah, Along the way he encountered Mushak Ayyar,

'Who a re you, where a re you coming from, and where are

you going?' he asked.

'I am called Baba Musafir the gardener,' he replied. 'Two

leagues from here I have an orchard called Sarvistan I am

going to tend my orchard.' He also gave him news of Zumurrud

Shah, at which Umar rejoiced and asked for water. Mushak

brought some poisoned water and gave It to Umar Umar drank

it and lost consciousness. Mushak seized Umar and took him

toManzurKamran,

'Say nothing until I bring Amir Hamza too,' he said. Off he

went, but he was captured atthe Amir's gate by Muqbil. who

took himtotheAmir.TheAmirordered him imprisoned.

As for Khwaja Umar, he pronounced prayers forthe Prophet

and escaped his bonds. Cutting offthe beards of Manzur

Kamran and all his officers and commanders, heescaped.

Thereafter the fortunes ofthe guebres of Iran changed.
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The writer of thisfelicitous material reminds us thusfrom his

ancientfolder

When Khwaja Umarjoined the Amir, In thanks the Sahib-

Oiran freed Mushak Ayyar. Mushak went to Zumurrud Shah

and told him everything that had happened. Ashkhas

Blood-Ouaffer and A'raz Blood-Drinker and twenty thousand

renowned guebres wenttothe wall of Samaria, made itas

strong as Alexander's dam, and sat waiting.

From the other direction the Sahib-Oiran summoned

Pahlavan Muzaffar of Armanus and gave him the goblet of

ambassadorship. Hequaffed the goblet respectfully, kissed the

ground politely, and handed the goblet to the sotj/. The Amir

gave him a letter, saying, 'Hand this to Manzur Kamran and

bring back his correct reply. Remember that anyone who has

taken a letter of ours anywhere has brought back a correct reply,'

'I will do it willingly,' he said and departed with twenty

thousand men forthe wall of Samaria. When heapproached

the wall, hesaw A'raz and Ashkhas, and he went to Zumurrud

Shah accompanied by them. Zumurrud Shah ordered him

seized and strung up by a rope under his arms, and his men

were also imprisoned. When the Sahib-Oiran heard this,

he dispatched Jumhur with thirty thousand pike-bearers to

help Muzaffar He lost his way, but the next morning he

encountered Zumurrud Shah's army. Attacking, he brought

down many and battled heroically. He was wounded, and all

his men, together with his nineteen brothers, were captured

AsidefromJumhur, all were executed and their heads were

sentto Malik Bakhtar

Umarcameduringthe nightand madea good sneakattack

to rescue Jumhur, but no matter how hard he tried he could

not rescue Muzaffar. He took Jumhur beforethe Amir, and the

Amir questioned him. Then he setoff in the direction ofthe

wall When the sons of Manzur Kamran seized Muzaffar and

went totheirfathertheamir, they and their soldiers passed

by the wall of Samaria, and when they were opposite Manzur

Kamran, the sons of Adilshah came from the right wing, and

everyone to whom a letter had been sent came, arriving from

all directions and advancing Into the field. Many were killed,

Harith came out and killed him, and a pitched battle ensued

Harith was lassoed during the battle, tied up inside a coffin,

and sent to the city ofAna mila. Umar learned of this and

brought the news to the Amir, who dispatched Malik Oasim

and thirty thousand men from the rear. When the coffin

arrived in the city it was buried, and they said they would kill

Harith four days later,

Adilshah had a daughter named Turfa Banu. Shefell in love

with Harith and sent a message to herfather, saying, 'Send

me that God-worshipper so that I can take revenge on him

for my brother' He was sentto her, and she released Harith

during the night, and the two ofthem mounted fleet-footed

steeds and left the city, riding until they came to the fortress

of Sabran. The warden ofthe fortress was Azim Kohpara, a

relative of Adilshah's. He too was in love with the girl. She

sent a messengerto him to say, 'I have comeforyour sake,'

He opened the gate and letthegirl intothefortress, Harith

seized him and made the men in the fortress convert to Islam

Some of the men escaped and took the news to Adilshah. Azban

Strongform and Rajman Strongform went out, but Malik

Oasim killed them. Azim became a Muslim

Adilshah came with eighty thousand men, Umar b. Rustam

and Umar Ayyar came to reinforce Malik Oasim. Battle lines

weredrawn.Anqah Red-Mustache advanced into the field,

and so did Oasim. He killed Barraq Blood-Shedder, Ashkas

Blood-Ouaffer, Asma High-Flyer and Oila' Butterfly, Adilshah

became a Muslim out of fear and gave his daughter to Harith.

The men ofthe city were also converted.

Umar set out first to take the news. The next day they all

arrived to pay homagetothe Amir, who released Manzur

Kamran, who went out in pursuit of Zumurrud Shah, He

captured Zumurrud Shah's treasury and arms, and then he

went beforethe Amir and became a Muslim The Amir sent

out spiesto found outwhereZumurrud Shah was
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The victorious one ofthisfelicitous army thus narratesfrom

the battlefield.

When Zumurrud Shah the tost came out alone from the

battlefield and traveled until it was night, he was on the road

that night. The next day too he was on the road. In brief he

traveled for eight days, and on the ninth day he came to the

foot of a mountain that was so high it was level with the

celestial sphere. He dismounted and spent that day beside a

spring hunting meat. The next day Blood-Drinker and Shining

Ruby arrived and joined Zumurrud Shah. On the third day the

amirs all gathered, and nearly a hundred thousand men

joined him, like DarabOcean-Eye,Asaf Lion-Eater, Oahraman

Devhara, Suhayl Larghay Chaln-Chewer, Suhayl Star-Eye,

Sabah b. Silsila, Oahr b. Sabak, Simak Dragon-Catcher, Lajja

Panther-Skin, Siyah-PII Aad, Azhar Elephant-Slinger, Mazhar

Elephant-Slinger, Harz Noshirvan, Bakhtak, Gav-Lungi Cow-

Rider, Malik Kayvan, Malik Kayfur High-Star and Mihran

Blood-Drinker. When these arrived, Zumurrud Shah asked

them, 'What is the best course of action ? We have to go some-

where,' Yaqut came forward, bowed, and said, 'You have com-

manded that we goto the city of Noshad, and this road leads

tothecity of Noshad and the foot of Anquil Demon-Nurturer's

throne.' When Zumurrud Shah heard this, he was upset and

said, 'He will be angry with us because his slave was killed by

Marzu ban.' Yaqut Shah bowed again and said, 'Our allegiance

to you IS not sogreat that if his sons are killed he will refuse to

meet Bakhtar It is also known to you that in all the realm of

Bakhtar you have no supporters like Anquil Demon-Nurturer

and his sons, and at present no one is as brave and courageous

as he. When you come in full glory, it will not be manly for

them not to face you.'

Zumurrud Shah sent him a messenger and was happy.

That day the drum of good news was sounded. The next day

hecameout with three hundred thousand men and did

obeisance to Zumurrud Shah at Gulrez Spring.

Zumurrud Shah passed by the gate, and when he decamped

from Gulrez Spring and came with the king to the city of Noshad,

Anquil and his ministers came and paid homage to Zumurrud

Shah The like of Ku ,„ Tiger-Tooth, ArabI Man-Overthrower,

Muhimm Glory-Death, Ghantus Elephant-Strength, Arrad

Donkey-Forehead, Misda' Cow-Skin, Afsar Cow-Skin, Afsar's

son Mihial, Sharah'sson Mirrikh, and Mlh Ill's son Oimal came,

paid homage, bowed down before that wrong-wayed one, and

took him intothecity of Noshad, Zumurrud Shah was afraid

ofthe Amir. Anquil sent Oam-Hara to block the Amir's way.

The narrator now says thatonthe way was a river that was

diflnculttocrossotherthan bya bridge, and on both sides of

theriveratunnel had been dug. Watertumbled down from

the top ofthe mountain, and it was so rocky that no one could

traverse it. In olden times there had been no road through

the rocks, but a road had been cut so that it was possible to go

easily along the edge ofthe water. Facing this road a fortress

had been built, and when the fortress was manned it was

diflicu It to cross the water. Behind the fortress another gate

had been constructed and another tunnel cut such that water

from the moat ofthe fortress spilled intothe tunnel and then

entered a garden where buildings had been constructed.

When the water left there it wenttothe skirt of a second

fortress and then to the landsof Noshad. Anquil said, 'Be

easy of mind. The road by whichyou have come cannot be

traversed by allthearmiesoftheworld ifwe sochoose. Let

Zarnaband Surkhabgoand man the city gates' They went.

The people went out a nd set up camp on the edge ofthe water.

The next day the Amir said to Umar Ma'di, 'You go.' Jasus

brought news of Zumurrud Shah. Hedeparted.andthe

Amir set forth. However, when Ma'di arrived there he saw

no road. He dismounted and sent word to the Amir. That

night Zarnab came out and madea surprise attack. Umar

Ma'di was wounded , .came and Karb was near. He came and

captured Zarnab, and Surkhab was greatly saddened by the

captureof hiscompanion, Hesenta messengerto Anquil Shah

to report everything that had happened
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The wise and learned scribe thus adorned camphor with

ambergris:

At the time that UmarMa'dikarb's letter arrived and the

Sahib-Oiran learned of its contents, he got upset and angry

and immediately placed his foot in the stirrup, accompanied

by his ministers of state, and rode forth, Umar was at his side

until they reached the sea shore, and there they saw a gate

and wall so huge that they were astonished. Turning to Umar,

the Amir said, 'Can this wall betaken? It cannot be conquered

by force.' Turning back,they dismounted, and Alqama son of

Jumhur and Marzang b Marzban accepted to battle the wall

with their sixty thousand men. The Amir happily dismissed

them, and they dismounted on the sea shore, arrayed their

lines, and beat the battle drums. No one came out, and the

bridge was not opened across the moat

The next day the sound of drums of rejoicing came from

the wall. When it was investigated it was learned that when

Surkhab came out and went around, when h is oyycjr came

at nightand he wrotea report of hisconditiontoAnquil, He

sent Marku' Boar-Tooth with seventythousand men to rein-

force the wall. That guebre arrived on the day the drums were

sounded. When Marku' saw the army of God-worshippers

arrayed opposite, and the defenders ofthe wall standing, he

was perplexed Angrily he said, 'Lower the bridge over the

moat!' Immediately the bridge was rolled out, and when he

was in place that guebre wentout with thirty thousand men

and crossed the water. Battle drums were beaten, and when

he reached the field, he called for a contest. Several soldiers of

Islam were unhorsed by that wretch, and then Alqama came

out, but he returned wounded. Marku' went back intothe

fortress and spent that night in revelry. The next morning

when the drums were sounded he went back out into the field

and called for an opponent. Ibrahim Malik entered the arena

and returned wounded. Spies brought information tothe

Sahib-Oiran, and he em ployed them to see what the outcome

would be. He sent Landhaur's son Arshivan to assist them. The

next day Marku' Boar-Tooth went out. Marzang and Arshivan

arrived and arrayed their ranks opposite the forces of Marku'

Boar-Tooth. When his gaze fell upon that cavalier of religion,

he stood in theirway, and Arshivan also stood in his path.

They engaged in combat with spears and then with maces,

but neither one achieved a victory. Arshivan saw that he was

up against a mean guebre; no matter how hard he tried he

could not get anywhere. Finally he was wounded by Marku',

and the guebre rode off, and when he looked at the tip of his

blade hesawthatitwasdrenched in bloodand he rejoiced.

Turning around, he saw that Arshivan was going toward

his soldiers. 'God-worshipper,' he shouted, 'where are you

going? Stay where you are. I'm coming.' All at once Marzang

b. Marzban arrived with a heavy mace and said, 'You bastard,

let this wounded man go!' When Marku' heard this he turned

around, stood in Marzang's path, and aimed a blow with his

sword at that champion. Marzang was wounded, and then,

without warning, by God's command and infinite grace, a

young veiled hero stepped forth. Entering the tield, he stood

in that infidel's path Thetreacherous guebre aimed a sword

blow at the veiled youth's head, but the prince raised his shield,

and as the sword came down, hegrabbed the guebre's wrist.

Try as he might, the guebre was unable to wrest his hand

and sword from theyouth's grasp. With one swift motion he

pulled the sword from his hand and said, 'Take that! 'The

guebre raised his shield over his head, butthe warrior struck

him so hard across his middle that, despite all his armor,

he was cut in two. All the guebre's men hurled themselves

intothe water and ran away. The news was conveyed tothe

Amir, who rejoiced and sent someone after theyouth. He

was Kayhan b. Rustam.The next day became and paid

homagetothe Amir, who assigned him a place next to him-

self The prince kissed the ground politely and sat down ....

He accepted the task of taking the wall

When Marku' was killed, Surkhab and Zarnab became

angry and wrotea letter to Anquil. At this point Nawroz Ayyar

came from Anquil and said, 'Let me across the wall. Perhaps

I can achieve something.' Thus they did. By night he went to

Kayhan'stent, rendered him unconscious, and stole him away
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The embroiderer ofthe ancient tale thus adorned the stature

ofspeech:

When news of Prince Kayhan b. Rustam's capture reached

the Amir, he grew very angry. Immediately summoning

Khwaja Umar, he sent him tothe river bank at the wall, but

as he rode up and down he could find no way to get across

Returning to the Amir, he explained the situation. At that

time the lion of the forest of battle, the crocodile of the river

of Iran, Prince Badi'uzzaman, stood up and volunteered to

takethe wall. The Amir gave him leave, and he departed from

the Solomonic court. Oasim also went to assist Badi'uzzaman

The Amirsaid happily,

Mayyour labor always be distressing to outlanders.your

labor is good: may God befriendyou.

When he heard this, he kissed the ground politely and

departed.Thetwo went with sixty thousand renowned war-

riors until they dismounted next to that river that was like

a dragon's breath and contemplated how to take the wall

The next day they ordered boats to be constructed, and

several days later they were ready. Putting the warriors in the

boats, they sent them aroundthe wall. When the infidels saw

the boats, they bombarded them with heavy stones and sunk

them into the river Seeing this, Oasim and Badi' were perplexed.

Thatvery day Gumyad Man-Eater came from Anquil. The

next day he crossed the wall's moat with a troop of renowned

infidels and, entering the field, he called for combat. The lion

of the forest of Turan, the crocodile ofthe river of the east,

the brave Malik Oasim, stood in front ofthe man-eater. The

guebre fought mightily. In the end he was killed by Malik Oasim,

and his men were driven intothe river.

Badr ordered a chest constructed, and itsjoints were sealed

so that water would not enter it. The valiant Prince Badr armed

himself and ordered the lid of the chest to be fastened and the

chest to be thrown intothe river. 'The Amir should be informed,'

the attendants said. 'Don't tell him,' he said, and they complied.

When Oasim heard this dreadful news he grew pained

and contemplative, and after much thought he hurled him-

self intothe river and set out in pursuit of the chest. He swam

mightily, but he went under and was in fear of drowning

when suddenly, by God's command, he saw a tree floating on

the water. The prince got himselftothe tree, grabbed hold of

it, and got on it and thanked God. Then he reached the cavern

from which the water of the river emerged. He struggled hard

to get intothe cavern with the tree, and he paddled up the

cavern until he emerged the next morning into a garden that

would remind one ofthe garden of Paradise. Making his way

tothe bank, he pulled himself out. After drying his clothes, he

was puttingthem back on when he heard the sound of girlish

laughter. Looking up, he saw a group of girls, and in their midst

was a beauty the likes ofwhom he had never seen before

When the girl spied the shah oftheorient, shetoo was smit-

ten. The other girls became aware and asked, 'What has hap-

pened to you?' She replied.

The delight oflove has gone into myfiber and veins. I call it

love, and I would give my lifefor its pleasure.

After a while, when the girl regained consciousness, she

summoned Malik Oasim to her side and asked him about him-

self. 'Might I inquire who you are so that I may speak with

that knowledge?'

'I am the daughter of Malik Surkhab,' she said

'I am the son of Amir Hainza, the Sahib-Oiran of the age,'

said Oasim

A robe was brought for Malik Oasim. He put it on, and they

went into the palace. Wine was served, and when they had

drunk several goblets, the girl asked Malik Oasim, 'Where a re

you headed with such magnificence?'

'I have cometo takethe wall,' he said.

'How will you takethe wall without an army?' she asked.

'You becomea Muslim and see what I will dotothose people,'

said Oasim.

'Accept me asyour slave, and I will become Muslim,' she said.

'God willing,' replied Oasim,'when victory will have been

achieved I will marry you legally 'And she became Muslim.

TRANSLATION FOR CAT.43
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The assessor of this pleasing pattern thus held up a specimen of

verbal design:

When Badi'uzzaman got intothe chest and it wasthrown

intothe water, the water carried him away until the chest was

taken out of the water. When the chest was opened, he leapt

out with a helmet as brilliant as the sun on his head and a

sword and shield in his hands and set out toward Khizrim

Placing his feet firmly on the ground, he stood. Khizrim asked,

'Oyouth, whoareyou?'

'lam Badi'uzzaman, the son of Amir Hamza and scourge of

Malik Bakhtar,' hesaid.

When he heard the name Badi'uzzaman, Malik Samaruq

was startled and said, '0 Iranian, what are you saying?' And

so saying, he aimed a sword blow at Badi'uzzaman's head, but

Badi'uzzaman rushed forward, stretched forth his warrior's

hand, and grabbed his wrist and the pommel of his sword.

With one heroic movement he took the sword from his hand

and said, 'Takethatl' He raised his shield, but Badf struck him

in the head, and the sword went through his skull as though

it were a ripe gourd and split him in two down to his belt.

A groan came from that guebre as he fell. Just then his brother

Kiaruq came and wielded his sword. The prince responded

and dispatched him to hell too. There were three hundred

men with him, and they all converted to Islam. One ofthem

went to take the news to Zarnab. He set out to find Badi'uzza-

man, but Badi'uzzaman and Khizrim had also set forth to

Zarnab's kingdom to face him. When they met, battle lines

were drawn, and Khizrim went intothe field and said to his

father, 'Becomea Muslim, for I have become one.' The father

waxed angry and wounded his son. Badi'uzzaman, brave

champion ofAmir Hamza Sahib-Oiran, entered the field and

seized him, and he became a sincere Muslim.

When they went to the bridge, the men who had run away

had informed Surkhab. They made fast the gate The battle-

field on the way to the mountain was too narrow, and the

moat was a hundred cubits wide. Anyway, a messenger was

sent to the Amir, and when became next to the wall and

asked about Kayhan b Rustam,they said, 'Nawroz Ayyar Yaqut

kidnapped him ' Then the Amir asked about Malik Oasim.

'There is no sign of h im,' they said The Amir was greatly sad-

dened andfell intocontemplation.

As for Malik Oasim, hespenttheentireday drinking wine.

That night he called for his battle gear, armed himself, and

wenttothe wall, where there were many men standing. Malik

Oasim got off his horse and stood. Behind the gate he saw a

platform, so he headed for it. Malik Surkhab was seated there,

and Gabr was telling Malik Surkhab the story about Badi'uzza-

man's coming. Surkhab got quite upset over the news and said,

'I wonderwho could have led himtothe wall.'Justthen Malik

Oasim stepped forward and said, '0 malik,thesame person

who took Badi'uzzaman to the wall brought me here
'

When Surkhab heard this, he said, 'Oyouth, whoareyou

to speakthus?'

'I am the crocodile of the river ofthe east, Malik Oasim the

brave,' he replied.

Gabr Bakhtari went forward and extended his hand to grab

Oasim by the collar, but that warrior knocked his arm away
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andgrabbed him by the collar instead. Gabr went down on

both knees before the prince, who reached with his other hand

and seized Gabr's belt, lifted him from the ground, and held

him aloft forSurkhabto see. Then hespun him aroundtwice

and dashed him to the ground so hard that he lay flat. Then he

bound him by the neck. Surkhab leapt up from his place and

said.'O brave warrior, tell me about yourself and how you

cametothis wall, and in return we will do whatever you say.'

The prince explained how he came there. Then Surkhab and

his army of sixty thousand renowned guebres submitted to

Islam Surkhab's brother and his thirty thousand soldiers also

converted

TRANSLATION FOR CAT.44
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The embroiderer ofthe brocaded pattern wove a legend thus on

his China siil<:

Priortothisthe kingoftheorientdrank wine, and when

it was night he called for his weapons. Malik Oasim got

completely armed and set out forthe barrier. When he got

there, he saw that there was a bridge erected at the gate of

the barrier and on it were seated several people. On the other

side ofthe bridge were standing many people, but no one

was paying any attention to anyone else. Oasim crossed the

bridge, dismounted, and started forward. He sawthat out-

side the gate In the barrier was erected a throne, and Malik

Surkhab was sitting on the throne with a group of people

There was a famous guebre named Oamhal Dragon-Breath

First he told Malik Surkhab the story of Prince Badi"s coming

to the barrier. He was astonished and asked who brought him

to the barrier. Malik Oasim stepped forward and said, 'That

same noble one who brought him to the barrier has also

brought me.'

Oamhal Dragon-Breath stepped forward and said, '0

unlucky Iranian, what are you saying? What has come to your

mind? Doyou imagine that there is no one at this barrier who

can stopyou?' He extended his hand to take hold of Oasim's

collar. The lion ofthe east was quicker in stretching out his

lion's claw and taking hold of his collar, and he struck him

such a blowthat his skull was broken open and all his brains

spilled out on the ground, Oamhal's brother, Oamhur Blade-

Wielder, stepped infront of Malik Oasim and aimed a blow

with his sword at Oasim's head, but the prince struck the

back ofthe blade with his own sword and broke it in two.

Then he struck another blow at his waist that cut him in two

Then he faced Malik Surkhab and said, '0 guebre, what say

you of that God who brought me to this barrier and ofthe

victory I have achieved?'

Surkhab said, 'I knewthat your God was right Tell me how

you cametothis barrier.' Oasim explained how he had come.

Surkhab sincerely became a Muslim, and his ministers joined

him in convertingto Islam.

For SIX days Malik Oasim was at the barrier, and Surkhab

gave Malik Oasim many banquets, and he presented his

daughter with many spoils of battle. On the seventh day they

leftthebarrierand rejoinedtheAmirand showed the gifts he

had brought to UmarMa'dikarb. Together with Umar Ma'di

and Khwaja Umar Ayyar he brought them before the Amir.

Malik Surkhab greeted the Amir The Amir rejoiced, sum-

moned Malik Oasim, and embraced him, kissing him on the

forehead and saying, 'Well done, my son You have done an

excellent deed
'

He summoned Malik Surkhab forth and honored him with

a bestowal of royal garb. Surkhab gave the Amir the key to

the barrier. The Amirgave the keyto Umar Ma'dikarb. On that

day Umar Ma'dikarb took the banner of generalship on his

shoulder and, with his eighteen brothers of renown, thirty

thousand spear-wielding Arabs, and thirty thousand swift-

paced, raven-eyed two-humped camels [took] the Solomonic

court with four hundred tents and four thousand canopies

and crossed the barrier. On the other side ofthe barrier he saw

a hill. He charged up the hill, and a place of bucolic loveliness

appeared. He stuck his general's spear into the ground, and at

once twelve thousand strong-armed elephanteers leapt from

their Bardaian camels and prostrated themselves on the ground

At once they leveled the hill. Twelve thousand /orras/ies also

dismounted and at once set up the Solomonic court.

The next day the champions and heroes ofthe army of Islam

set forth with thirty thousand of their relatives. When the

overseer ofthe court had crossed, the next day the sultan of

the western throne and Mundhir Shah ofthe Yemen crossed

with two hundred thousand men Behind them came Prince

Nuruddahr and Malik Oasim's men. After them the kings of

the east likeJamshed Golden-Quiver and Khwarshed Golden-

Quiver crossed with two hundred thousand men. The next day

Prince Badi'uzzaman's men and the princes of Mazanda ran

like Shah Shams and Shah Badr crossed with eighty thousand

men The next day Khwaja Umar's ayyars crossed with their

treasury and camp. The next day the Amir's ministers crossed

with the ladies ofthe harem, and the next day Alexander's

drum and the instruments ofthe royal band all crossed. The

world-conquering Amircrossed with his renowned sons and

army and camped on the other side ofthe barrier.
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The narrator says:

The host ofthe banquet of peerlessness, Umar son of

Umayya Zamiri, sought leave from the Sahib-Oiran to goto

theSalIja Fortress, by saying, 'Malik Kayhan b. Rustam is

being held. If! have your permission togo there, perhaps

through your fortune I will be able to effect something 'The

Sahib-Oiran gave him leave.

Khwaja UmarsetoutwithYazakand Barakh Farangi,and

when he reached the vicinity ofthe fortress of Salija, he

saw an old man who had gathered a lot of firewood and was

bundling it up with the help oftwo youths and loading it on

donkeys. Khwaja Umar went upto him and greeted him.

Theold man replied.

'Are you a woodcutter?' Khwaja Umar asked

'Yes,'saidtheoldman

Khwaja Umarreached into the ayyoz-'s satchel and took

out a few dates and gave them to them When they had eaten

them. Umar asked, 'Where is your home''

'Inthe Salija Fortress,' hesaid

'It has been heard,' said Umar, 'that Amir Hamza's son is in

there. Is ittrue''

Yes,'saidtheold man.

'Have they killed him,' asked Umar, 'or is he still alive?'

'He is in chains,' said he

'Areyou married?' asked Umar.

'Yes,' he replied. 'These two young men you see are my sons.

'

'What is your name?' Umar asked

'Zarmina,' he said, and he also told him the names of his sons

After a few moments [the dates] the old man and his two

sons [had eaten] rendered them unconscious. Umar took them

and put them in a place no one would go. Then he disguised

himself as the old woodcutter with an axe in his hand, and

the othertwo qyyo/'s disguised themselves as the two sons.

After loading the donkeys, Umar drove them forward. Since

the donkeys had often traveled the road they went straight

to the gate ofthe old man's house. Umar entered. The wood-

cutter's old wife had prepared a meal she served him, and he

ate a few morsels When it was past midnight Umar armed

himself from head to toe and went to the prison gate. There

hesawthatall the guards were asleep, so he put a sleeping

potion intheir noses and rendered them all unconscious, and

thus he rescued Prince Kayhan. They attacked Mardas, and

he became Muslim. The men ofthe fortress also converted

to islam.

After that Khwaja Umar brought Zarmina and his sons

back and gave them much booty. Mardas stationed someone

at the Salija Fortress and then went with five thousand men

to serve the prince and Khwaja Umar, and together they went

to pay homage tothe Sahib-Qiran.

The world-conquering Amir summoned Mardas forward,

garbed him in princely raiment, awarded him much booty,

and assigned himthegovernorshipoftheSalija Fortress. He

kissed the ground politelyand said,

'Mayyour every labor be successful. May the lord ofthe world

protectyou.
'

The Amir said, 'Go arm your soldiers and come tomorrow

morning with Prince Kayhan, for I am mounting a campaign

against Anquil Demon-Nurturer.' He kissed the ground

politely and went to tend to his business

The nextday the world-conquering Amir led his army out

againstthe benighted infidel Anquil. Whenthey dismounted

opposite each other, suddenly news came that Ta'us Shah

was coming from Ta'usiya with four hundred thousand

horsemen. The Sahib-Qiran, he who puts slave ings inthe

ears of his opponents. Amir Hamza, summoned the pride of

the seven prophets of God and said, 'O rarity ofthe age, they

sayTahmasp's men are great champions, and there are some

in our camp who are hot-headed and immoderate. I hope

nothing happens that would cause us concern,'

'What should be done?' asked Khwaja Umar

'Some ofthese renowned warriors should be dispatched

to block Ta'us Shah's way,' said the Amir of the Arabs.

'It isyours to command,' replied Umar,

Immediately the Sahib-Oiran ordered Prince Alamshah.

Badi'uzzaman the brave, Hashim, and Harith to go out against

him, Healsoassigned Asad Karbtoguardthe harem, which

was in OaytuI, but the arms-bearers said, 'When the goods

were being loaded in boatsthe Amir's armorchestfell into

the water.' The Amir sent the hot-headed bloodshedder Malik

Oasim to look for the chest and armor.
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The arrayerof thisfelicitous army thus spurred his steed into

the arena:

The narrator says Hazabran Shad id had an ayyar named

Ashi'a Hazabran said, 'You can go get some ofthe God-

worshippers' scouting party and leadthem intoourtrap.

We will be waiting in ambush in the gulch.' Ashi"a accepted

the mission and set out. When he got nearthe scouts, he hit

himself on the nose with a brick and bloodied his chest. Then,

wailing and weeping, he ran to Farrukhsawar By chance.

Prince Farrukh had gone a little away from the vanguard with

five hundred men looking for a good campsite, and they had

just dismounted when the crafty oyya/' arrived. When the

prince saw him he asked him what had happened to him.

'We are merchants,' he said. 'Thieves set upon us and made

me thus. For God's sake, help me!' Then hesaid.

Injustice come to my a id,for today I see no one other than

you to respond to my plea.

'

Since the prince was chivalrous, he and his five hundred

men armed themselves and set forth as the cunning oyyor

led them forward. When he reached the gulch he ran upon

a hill and cried out the nameof Zumurrud Shah the infidel.

Hazabran and histhirtythousand men sprangfrom ambush

and blockedthe way againstthe prince of renown

'Who areyoui"' he asked.

'Whoever I am, I am the slave of God,' he answered

'You are a God-worshipper,' he said. 'To killyou would be

a deed of merit

'

Just then Ashi' a Ayyar came and told Hazabran the

prince's name.at which they grabbed their spears. The prince

warded off their blows. With every blow Hazabran writhed

like a snake, and then he reached for his cow-headed mace

and struck with it. The mace came down on the prince's head.

The prince stretched forth his warrior's hand and grabbed the

shaft ofthe mace. With one swift motion he wrenched it from

Hazabran's hand, but he too was quick to reach for his sharp

sword. The prince threw the cow-headed mace down and
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grabbed the pommel of his sword and snatched It from his

hand, saying, 'Take that!' And quickly he hit him on the head

with the sword and clove him in two down to his chest.

Even when the guebre was killed and night fell, his men

were still unaware and kept on fighting. As dawn broke,

Paykan the spy, Farrukhsawar's ayyar, went to inform the men

ofthevanguard.They came, and the guebres fled. Farrukh-

sawar sent Hazabran's head to the Amir, and the next day the

battle drums were sounded andthearmies lined upopposite

each other From the guebre army Oatil son of Zarqas came

into the field; from the Amir's army came Halahum Tezjang.

and he was martyred Kayhan b. Rustam had just stepped

forth when a throne descended from the sky and landed

besidethe battlefield, and ayoung man stepped down from

thethrone, mounted a steed, and cutthe guebre in two.

Pained by the loss of his son, Zarqas came into the field. The

youth lifted him from the ground andthen hurled himto

the ground so hard that every bone in his body was broken.

Turning to the army of Islam, he asked for a warrior. Imad

Ghamudgardan stepped forth. He was taken captive. Mamluk

Nayzadarand Isfandyar were alsotaken captive with some

others. The drums of retreat were sounded. Theyoung man

got back on his throne, and demons lifted it and carried it off

intothesky. All the soldiers were left astounded.

The next day battle drums were beaten. From the guebre

army came Gumyad Man-Eater and demanded a contest. He

martyred several warriors from the army of Islam, Once again

thethrone camefromthesky,Theyouth mounteda horse,

charged Gumyad. and cut him in two, Tahmasp wanted to

go into the arena, but theyoung man turned toward the army

of Islam and asked for a combatant. The Amir went forth

and seized him. He was the Amir's own son by Surat Peri, the

daughter of Nawroz the king ofthe fairies, and his name

was Ibrahim son of Hamza, He gave the Amir's soldiers much

booty, and the Amir asked him to dismiss the demons,

'His servants are all demons,' said Umar,

TheAmirassigned himthirtythousand men and awarded

him all the money and possessions ofthe commanders he

had captured. He dismissed his demons.

For three days there was no fighting. On the fourth day

battle drums were sounded. From the Muslims. Sahal Man-

Eater came out and was killed. Then Fazlanshah came out

and waswounded.

The Amir said to Umar, 'We have to rethink our strategy.'

'I havefound a crooked stickfor him,' said Umar, who went

to the men and said, 'Curse him.' He came into the field, and

with one blow of the stick Umar polished him off.

The drums of retreat were sounded, and the army set forth,

TRANSLATIONS FOR CAT.47
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The narrator says that the next day the Amir sat in his court

and summoned Umar,

'Brother,' he said, 'you have to go to town Maybe you can

get an idea how to help the prisoners
'

Umar bowed and departed. With him betook Yazakthe

Cathayan, Barakh Farangi, Zarda-Kattun Mazandarani, and

Sabukpay Eki and setoutfor Noshad,

When they were near the city they sat down under a tree

andsaid,'Now, in what guise should we enter the city''

Khwaja Umarsaid.'Yazakand I will gather kindling and

entertheclty.'

Sabukpay Eki and Zarda-Kattun said, 'We will go as com-

moners carrying curds and wool.'

Barakh said, 'I will go as a dervish, and we will all meet at

the crossroads.'

Asfor Gurdmard Ayyar, IramzadNaqshband.andSamum

World-Burner, they had already entered the city so that If

the oyyoz-s of Iran came to rescuethe champions, they would

selzethem. By chance, they caught Barakh at the crossroads

and discovered his oyyor's implements on him. The people

attacked and took him tothe square. Umar and the oyyo/-s

were there waiting for Barakh when they saw him in that

state. They were perplexed. Iramzad said to him. 'Ayyar, tell

me what oyyof came with you!'

'Commander.' he said, 'I came alone, Noone else came with me
'

He was put into the stocks and not released

Umar said, 'Bravo,' Gurdmard said, 'Bring him to me and 1

will make him confess,'

When it was almost night they all went home, taking

Barakh with them.

Yazak said to Umar, 'I'll followthem. Maybe I can rescue

him. But where will I find you?'

'In the shop of the people to whom I have sold wood,' he said,

Yazak set off with the ayyan. When they reached home they

entered. When it was dark Yazak got himself into the house

along with his squires, and they went onto the roof. From the

skylight he looked into the house. He saw four platforms on

which the oyyors were resting. They pulled Barakh out and said.

'Come, tell us the truth. Who else was with you
i"'

| came alone,' he kept saying

They were a bout to torture him when Yazak stuck his

head through the skylight and said, 'Friends, I came with

him.' When the ayyo/-s heard this, they all ran to the roof, but

he had let himself down through the skylight and released

Barakh. No matter where they looked on the roof, they could

not find anybody When they came down and could not find

Barakh, they were amazed. Everyone praised Yazak for this.

When it was daylight the [guards] wenttothedoorof Sartaq,

the brother of Anquil, the ruler ofthe city, and explained the

situation He laughed and said, 'You had already come when

we seized the oyyors of Iran, You caught them and lost them

for nothing. Now what doyou say?'

'Wearewarningyou to watch yourself,' they said 'Other-

wise we don't care anything about them.'

'You are telling the truth,' said Sartaq, 'We will have to do

something to catch them Otherwise we will never have any

rest, I know what to do. Those who are in custody will have to

betortured. When they a re killed, the oyyars of Iran will cease
'

'That's a good idea,'they said.

At once they wrote a report to Zumurrud Shah and Anquil

Demon-Nurturer, explaining In detail about the oyyors and

requesting an edict for killing the comrades. Giving the letter

to a swift messenger, they sent it off,

Afterthat, Pahlavan Balaghthe night watchman was

ordered to go around the city with five thousand men and to

herald, saying, 'If anyone can give news ofthe whereabouts of

theoyyorsof Iran who attacked tonight, he will be rewarded. If

later they are discovered, the house ofthe one who is harbor-

ing them will be burned and the quarter reduced to rubble
'

Meanwhile, Sabukpay Eki stood up. bowed before Khwaja

Umar, and said, '0 dagger-wielder ofthe age, rarity ofthe

time, ifyou and your comrades give me permission, I will go

out to have a look and bring back news.' All wished him well.

He kissed the ground politely and departed. He looked every-

where and listened to everybody to hear what was being

said He saw that Balaghthe night watchman and a large

contingent were heralding the following: 'Jheayyars of Iran

are In the city. Wherever they are, let It be known
'

Sabukpay broughtthis news back. They all grewdespon-

dent, and for three days they did not leave the city.
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The narrators of this beautiful story say

When Yazak the Cathayan took Barakh Farangi before the

ayyors ofthe east in that manner, they all praised him. Master

Yazak and Barakh Farangi went uptothe platform. Sabukpay

Eki was standing there waiting for Yazak. When he saw him

he grew happy and set out with them. When they reached

the laneof Sarwaz, Yazak asked, 'Where are you staying?'

'The master cook has a lodging behind the gate in .... and

he has given us a place there.' When they arrived they went

in, and everyone praised Yazak'sdeed. When it was daylight

Sabukpay went out to gather news. He saw Balaghthe night

watchman with four thousand men and a thousand ayyars ....

They were eating and and when they had eaten their food

and washed their hands, every one ofthem told a story of his

adventures. They remained at the gate for three days. When it

was the fourth night, Khwaja Umar went out disguised as a

poor old man .., a sack in his hand and his head and bodytrem-

bling. Shuffling, he went to the prison gate. He looked all

around and becameaware ofwhat wastothe leftand right.

He saw the guards sitting with lamps. When he went forward

a few steps he spied a platform, so he went up on the platform.

He saw the prison guards having a good time, sitti ng con-

versing with forty men, and they were all on the alert. When

Khwaja Umarsawthls, hecould not goanyfurther, Hesat

down where he was and thought about the comings and

goings ofthe prisoners. When sometime had passed like this,

Khwaja Umar fell asleep. After a while he awoke, aware that

someone had grabbed hiscollartightly. When he opened his

eyes he saw a man clad in black with a glove and a dagger like

a snake

'Youthlef,' he said,

'Upon our high roofan audacious one has come. On a iove

affair he has come lil<e a lion.

'

When Umar looked carefully he sawthatthere werefour

hundred other men clad in black surrounding him. Seeing

this, he sighed in desperation. He imaginedthe padishah's

oyyors. As he shook his head and wiped the tears from his

eyes, he said, '0 ayyan. go on What are you going to do with

an old man like me?'

The man who was holding Khwaja Umar by the collar

laughed and said, 'There is more to this than meets the eye,'

So saying, he pulled Umar down from the platform and said,

'You thieving oyyar, I'll never let you go!'

'Oh.' sighed Umar, 'my poor little sons and daughters will

be orphans,

'

When they searched him, they found his oyyor parapher-

nalia. 'Tell the truth,' they said, 'for the great have said

The truthfromyou thatyou gofree. Truthfromyou, victory

from the creator.

By dishonestyyou lose, but fyou are truthfulyou will escape

every grief

ifyouwantto save yourself Otherwiseyou will be killed,'

Umar saw that there was no way around telling the truth

He explained the situation.

The person clad in black wasTahmasp's sister Sanawbar

Banu Shetold him all about her loveforthe Amir, saying,

'Umar. that night, when I was struck by the arrow of love for

theSahib-Oiran, I came to the city and converted nearly four

hundred people to Islam. Then, when I heard that the oyyors

of Iran had come to this city, it occurred to me that they had

cometo rescuethe prisoners. Of course there would be

guards at the prison gate, I came and found you like this.'

She offered Umar a place to stay. He said, 'Ifyou give per-

mission, I will go inform my friends and bring them to you.'

'So be it,' she said Umar left. When he was near the house he

saw someone going with a sack on his back. Umar hid himself

in a corner. He watched the person go tothevery shop where

his friends were and give an ayyar's whistle. The door was

opened, and he went in. There he saw his friends seated with

the sack in front ofthem. When Umar went in they a II jumped

up and greeted him. Umar asked what it was. 'Barakh Farangi

went out after you,' they said, Umar asked Barakh about it,

'I went out afteryou,' he said, 'but I could not find you

I saw two men talking together. One was saying to the other

thatthe vizier was serious about finding the ayyors of Iran.

I went and cut his head off. Then I brought histhings.' So

saying, he placed the sack in front of Khwaja Umar, who

said, 'All right. Pick it up and let's go. I've found a good place

for us to stay.' They wanted to . the master cook ... said to his

men, 'Come and shut the door to your house.'They went and

shut [thedoor].They set out and traveled far. Umar led the

oyyorstothe head of Sanawbar Banu's lane, and they entered

her house
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TRANSLATIONS FOR CAT.48

Volume 11. text number 40

Los Angeles County Museum of Art, M.78.9J

The narrators and tellers of this wonderful story saythat in

the beginning Sartaq Armil wrote a letter to Anquil asking for

assistance, saying. The ayyars of Iran and Turan have staged

repeated attacks. In particular, they have killed the vizier

of thecityof Noshad and carried ofFwhat cash there was as

booty. I have even heard that there are several of UmarAyyar's

renowned generals, and that incomparable dagger-wielder is

also a long. I do not know what they are up to or where they are.'

When Anquil heard this, he got very upset and sank to

the bottom of the ocean of contemplation. Then Anquil sum-

moned Kilat Camel-Neck and said, 'You and twenty thou-

sand renowned warriors will have to goto Noshad and install

yourselves inthe residence where we were. Fromthereyou

can send our men out to spy. After that, I will write a report to

Sanawbar Banu, She too is wondering how to capture those

(jyj/ors.Thedayyou arrive send an edict to Sartaq and Umaraz

the prison keeper telling them to take the God-worshippers

out and execute them.' The guebre kissed the ground in ser-

vitude and departed from Anquil.

He rejoined his soldiers, took a lot ofthe booty, fully armed

and armored twenty thousand men, and set out for Noshad.

That day he was on the road, and that night he kept traveling.

The next day, when the prince of the planets stole the golden

capfrom the green-cloaked sky and illuminated the world with

the light of its face, Kilat Camel-Neck came forth and arrayed

his ranks near Noshad. He saw that the people ofthe city were

fleeing. 'What has happened to you?' he asked.

One turned to him and said, "'0 heart, when you ask an

intoxicated narcissus, you ask a head that is asleep in an

enchantingtale.'"

When Kilat heard this, he said, 'At least tell me what is wrong.'

They explained howthe oj/yars had come, broken open the

prison, and taken outthe amirs and kings. Kilat Camel-Neck

sighed deeply, and he turned back to Anquil. He bowed low

before that guebre and told him all he had heard. Anquil was

startled and sighed in desperation. Then he slapped his knee

with one hand and put his other hand to his face and tore out

several hairs from his beard and said,

Every day my heart \s under a different burden, in myeyeisa

different thorn ofseparation ...

The peopleof his assembly were completely dumbfounded

When the champions came to Sanawbar Banu's house, that

moon ofthe heaven of beauty broughtthem breast plates

and implements. When it was daylight they got fully armed

and armored.

Inthe meantimean uproarhad broken out, for Sartaq and

ten thousand bloodthirstyguebres were going around search-

ing house to house to find the men. They came out and killed

him, scattered the guebres, and took the city. They converted

the people ofthe city, old and young alike, to Muslims, and

they confiscated Anquil Demon-Nurturer'streasuryforthe

Sahlb-Oiran and Sa'd Padishah. Khwaja Umar Zamiri.the

incomparable pride of every assembly, and his friends and

commanders thought it best for the champions to stay inthe

citywhiletheysentwordtothe Amir. Whatever bethought

best would be done. Khwaja Uma rand the oyyors set out for

the Sahlb-Oiran. When the courageous Prince Malik Oasim

reached the edge ofthe sea, he summoned all the sailors in

the vicinity, gathered them together, and said, 'Go into the

sea and bringoutthechestof armor.' They entered the sea

at Prince Malik Oasim's command and swam all through

the water, but they could not locate the chest. Finally, they

emerged and said, 'There is a demon called Aflagh hereabouts

Ifyou summon him, he will come and getyour chest out

'

Malik Qasim went, seized the demon, and brought him

back. The demon went into the sea and brought outthe

chest. Putting the chest on the demon's head, Malik Oasim

took it back to the Amir's camp.

Ghaltan Ayyar came to Japu rand brought news to the Amir,

who rejoiced. After that, Umar and the oyj/ors arrived, and the

Amir had the drums of rejoicing sounded He sent the soldiers

who had been in the city to them, and they were ordered to

maintain the city. With hisown handtheAmirwrote some-

thing to Sanawbar Banu, and the next day Malik Oasim came

bringingthe Amir's armor on the demon's head.

Volume 11, text number 41

Brooklyn Museum of Art, New York, 24.47

The narrator of this tale says thus ofthe story ofthe star sur-

rounded by a starry host, the eye ofthe dawn, he ofthe white

banner, the lion warrior ofIran and Turan, unique ofthe age.

Amir Hamza Sahlb-Oiran:

When the king ofthe west, Malik Oasim the quick-tempered,

placed the box ofthe Amir's weapons on the demon's head

and brought ittotheSahib-Oiran, it was afternoon when

hereachedthe Amir, and all the warriors cheered the prince.

They passed the night, but the news was that Tahmasp would

again sound his battle drums. That night the braves were

thinking about battle, and when dawn broke the sound of

battle drums arose from Anquil's court. When the Sahib-Qiran

heard it, he too ordered Alexander's drum. Jamshed's flute,

and Gayomarth's cymbal sounded. When the sound of

Alexander's drum reached land and sea, a great tumult arose

from both armies. That day the brave soldiers were anxious

to go to the battlefield, but when the hosts faced each other,

such a cloud of dust arose between the two iron-clad walls

that a cloud came forth from the army ofthe infidels and

began to fight. Meanwhile, on the sideof the army of Islam

the breeze of victory started to blow and spread. These two

warriors took the dust from the field. When the warriors'

gazes fell upon each other's eyebrows, Anquil's nephew

Sheran Ma Ilk came out into the field and, brandishing his

weapons, called out for a warrior Prince Alamshah the Greek

lowered his head in the Sahib-Oiran's direction, asking for

permission to go to the field. 'My son,' he said, 'you are always

dealing with cruel strangers. Mayyou fare well. May God pro-

tect you.' The prince kissed the ground politely and mounted.

Blockingthe way against that lost guebre, he captured him

after a great struggle. Then came Tufa n Malik, and he too was

captured. Anquil's son Oirtas came out; he too was captured

after much fighting. When it was nightthe drums of retreat

were sounded, and the armies pulled back. The next day

Devparast Elephant-Strength came out and was captured by

Landhaur.The next day Oirmil came into the field. From the

army of Islam came Maalik, who sent his spear into Oirmil's

breast so hard it came out through his back Until night

twenty others were overthrown. The next day Oirtas Blood-

Drinker came out into the field and killed several from Shah

Oasim's army, giving them the honor of martyrdom. Malik

Oasim Khavarsipah came out and cut him in two. The next

day Muhimm b. Sahim came into the field, and here the title

TigeroftheAge... Amir Hamza Sahib-Qiran. Prince Badi'uzza-

man took the field, and they fought until night. In the end

that useless guebre fell captive to the renowned prince. The

next day Mihial b. Afsar came into the field, and from this side

Prince Ibrahim the courageous came out and dispatched him

to hell with a blow of his glistening sword. The next day that

ill-starred guebre Tahmasp son of Anquil Demon-Nurturer

came into the field as a shout arose from both armies. Khwaja

Umar was saying, 'As the demon has come for blood, emerg-

ing from the vestibule of hell,' when Tahmasp brandished

his weapons in such a way that cheers arosefrom both sides.

Then he showed such skill with his battle cleaver that the

Amir applauded him. After that, he called for the Amir. The

Amir armed himself went out into the field, and displayed

such great expertise with the sword and spearthat Tahmasp

'bit the finger ofamazement' because he had never before

seen such displays of prowess by any warrior. Then, after

brandishing his weapons, the Amir attacked Tahmasp. They

fought with spears, then with battle axes, and then Tahmasp

was reachingfor hisizoo-woundcleaver when a riderarrived

and gave the Sahlb-Oiran Solomon's shield, which Asma the

pen had sent. For three days and nights they battled. Inthe

end he was taken captive bythe Amir and a pitched battle

broke out Prince Alamshah captured Anquil, and Zumurrud

Shah tied to the passof Shisan Dev.

TRANSLATION FOR CAT.49

Volume 11, text number 44

MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied Arts/Contemporary Art,

Vienna, b 1. 8770/27

The narrator of this ancient tale says:

Anquil Demon-Nurturer said, 'Winter is near, and the road

to the dam ofthecity ofthe demons will be very difficult. If

you will be patient for a while it will be good,'

The Amirasked, 'What sort ofdam is it?'

'In the time of Solomon the place that is nowthecity of

Afsariya was a desert morethan a thousand leagues in length

and breadth, and at the border of Noshad where Shisan's dam

and Khizr's mountain are now an extremely large river flowed.

When Solomon arrived there he saw the desert and the water,

and it occurred to him to make the water flow into the desert.

He assembled all his helpers and demons and asked, "How can

we raise the water into the desert?" The demon Shisan accepted

the task, and it took him and seven thousand demons five years

to build a dam.'

'What sort ofdam is it?' asked the Amir.

'Amir,' replied Anquil, 'unless you see it no description

will avail

'Tell meanyway,'saidtheAmir.

'0 prince,' he said, 'from the valley through which the water

flows and the place from which the water enters the valley

from the mountaintothesite ofthedam isfourteen leagues

long. The length ofthe dam across the valley is half a league;

and it isfourteen cubits high. It is madeof a combination of

lead, bronze, brass, and granite. The lake behind it is fourteen

leagues long, half a league wide, and four hundred cubits

deep. There are conduits installed in the mountain through

which the water goes to the desert. Now, thanks to Solomon,

that desert flourishes, and there is a great king, Aad Man-

Eater, who rules that territory. Inthe dam they made a hole,

and there is a round ball made of brass and chains affixed to

it. On top ofthe dam is a crank, and the chains are attached

to the crank. If they want to let the water go into the valley,

it takes four hundred men to turn the crank. The ball moves

from the mouth ofthe hole, and the water ofthe lake pours

all at once into the valley. When they want to stop it up again,

the ball covers the mouth ofthe hole, and the flow ceases.'

'Who is on the other side ofthe dam?' asked the Amir.

'0 prince,' said Anquil, 'three persons ofthe demon Shisan's

progeny are left. One is a commander named Kayhur

Demon-Nurturer. It is saidthatthe demon Shisan married a

Zangi woman who was fifty cubits tall, Gahwara Zangi by

name These persons were born of her.'

In short,the Amir spent that winter in thecityof Noshad

He asked for Sanawbar Banu from Anquil. He accepted and

gave a feast for the people

As for Zumurrud Shah, when he reached Shisan's dam,

Tayhur and Kalut came out and greeted him. Zumurrud

Shah crossed the dam, and when he approached the city of

Afsariya, he sent a messenger to inform Aad, and he ordered

that anyone who met Zumurrud Shah was to serve him.

Thusthey did. When he was near he sent a messenger. Aad

Ma n-Eater went out to greet Zumurrud Shah with all his com-

manders and princes, like Hazabr b. Mahabit, Kahraq Blood-

Drinker, Ham b. Kahrab, and others. They escorted him into

the city and gave him a banquet.

Justthen a spy arrived, saying, 'Amir Hamza the Arab has

stoppedforthe winter in thecityof Noshad and has married

Anquil's daughter. Oasim has married Demon-Nurturer's

niece. Inthespringthey intend to come here.' The color drained

from Zumurrud Shah's face and he was perplexed, writhing

likea snake.

When the winter was over the Amir Sahib-Qiran mounted

his steed and set forth for Shisan's dam at the most auspicious

hour. When he arrived at the dam he saw thirty thousand
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bloodthirsty guebres arrayed against his troops. The Amir

was astonished that there were so few men opposing him

and wondered what it could mean. When someone was sent

to investigate, he said. 'It is Kayhur Demon-Nurturer, and

Bakhtak has come,'

The next day the Amir was still at his prayers when he heard

the sound of battle drums. The two armies lined up opposite

each other, and Kayhur entered thefieid riding a rhinoceros

and called outfor Kahraq Demon-Binderto come into thefieid,

Kayhur knocked him from his mount and threw him tothe

ground so hard that his bones were crushed. Adianishan and

Fazlanshah were also wounded

Umar said, 'Amir, he is a mean creature.'

'Yes,' repliedthe Amir.

Oasim came out. Both reached for their swords, Oasim

took a blow from Kayhur and aimed a blow with his sword at

him. Kayhur ducked, and the sword landed on the rhinoceros's

neck, severing its head, Kayhurgrabbedthe legof Oasim's

horse, and anyone otherthan Oasim would have fallen from

the horse. When Oasim sawthis, he leapt from his horse.

Kayhur tore the horse apart, put the horse's leg in his mouth,

and started to chew it. The men on both sides stood still

When night fell they withdrew.

TRANSLATION FOR CAT.50

Volume 11, text number 45

MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied Arts/Contemporary Art,

Vienna, b.i. 8770/52

The reporter of this account thus reveals beautyfrom behind

the curtain:

When Malik Oasim and Tayhur Boar-Tooth separated from

each other on the battlefield, they withdrew The next day, as

the sun illuminated the sky, the sound of battle drums arose

from the infidels' camp. The two armies arrayed their lines

opposite each other, and Tayhur was prancing on his horse on

thefieldof battle when, from the army of Islam, Shersawarb.

Sur entered the field and was martyred. MuzafFarb. Zayqam

came onto the field and was wounded. Akhi Sahman Soldier-

Cap entered thefieid. but he left wounded. Kattara Siyah

posh was martyred. Bahram Lion-Eater was also martyred,

and UmarMa'dlJandi's brothers followed suit.

In short, by evening thirty men had been martyred. The

armies withdrew from thefieid and retired to their camps.

A great uproar arose from thearmy of Islam as the champions

of Islam were buried. The Amir Sahib-Oiran retired to Solomon's

tent, and all the shahs gathered. Many heroes volunteered

tofightTayhur, and each ofthe princes sought permission to

do battle with him. That night the warriors of both sides were

contemplating who would win upon the morrow.

Warriors contemplating one by one in whosefavor the

celestial sphere would turn tomorrow.

On whose head wouldfate place the crown' On whose

shoulders would heaven place the robe of victory?

Who knows what will happen tomorrow and who will

disappearfrom sight?

That night, Tayhur, however, bowed before Zumurrud

Shah and requested a battle drum. That night the sound of

battle drums came from both camps, as the two oceans of

vengeance swelled and billowed. Finally the night was over,

and the next day, when the dawn removed the pitch-black

veil from the cheek of the bride of the firmament and the

world once again put on its luminous garb.

Dawn broke and the sun poked its headfrom the dark sky.

The emperor ofthe sky beat the drum ofbattle.

The two armies moved forth to do battle with each other.

After performing his prayers.the Amir Sahib-Oiran turned his

face toward the divine court.

He rubbed hisforehead on the ground in prayer and besought

assistancefrom Cod.

Afterthat, he put on the armor of the prophets and clothed

himselffrom head to toe in iron and steel. As he placed the

foot of success inthestirrupoffelicityand mounted hisfleet-

footed steed, all the shahs and princestuckedthe hems oftheir

chain mail into their belts of courage and set out for the Amir's

retinue. At the Amir's signal the shahs in ranks mounted and

rode into the field of battle. Once again the two armies drew up

their ranks, and the dust ofthefieid was stirred up.

So much dust was stirred up on thefieid that the warriors

knew notfriendfromfoe.

When the wind swept the field clear ofthe dust, the two

sides looked at each other until Tayhur, mounted on his steed,

entered thefieid. After displaying his prowess, he headed for

the lines ofthearmy of Islam and shouted, 'God-worshippers,

know that the god ofthe east has fated your death at my

hands. Fa re you welH' As hesaid this, from the army of Islam

the world-conquering Amir halted on his steed and said, 'Come

into the field ofcombat and show meyour ayyar's hat. for

after me no one will come into the field,'

In short,the Amir spurred his horse into the arena and

came opposite Tayhur. Through the grace ofthe Creator he

sent that infidel from thefieid bound hands and neck, and he

returned to Solomon's tent, where he took offthe garb of bat-

tle and washed the dust and blood ofthe field from his hands

Afterthat, he ordered a partygiven duringwhich Tayhur was

brought in and offered a chance to convert to Islam. He con-

verted. The Amir ordered that he be given a reward

The next day hesaid, '0 Amir, ifyou permit, ...that I bring my

brother.'The Amir gave him permission. When he went to the

pass he began to curse The following day the Amir went to the

foot ofthe pass, where hesawthatthe pass had been blocked.

He grew angry, but the princes Alamshah, Badi'uzzaman, and

Oasim Ruby-Tunic rantothepassofShisan Dev,andthe

guebres threw down huge rocks, but they held up their shields,

Nightfell; they withdrew, Tayhur turned the crank, and the

rock rolled away from the mouth ofthe hole, and a deluge

ofwater poured down so that all the ground was engulfed

Many men were lost. Of those of name, Hardam Devana

was drowned. Such an uproar arose in the camp that the

Amir imagined that soldiers had attacked the camp. When he

ascertained what had happened, it was only water. The Amir

was informed ofthe drowning of Hardam and was very upset.

TRANSLATION FOR CAT.51

Volume 11, text number 46

Chester Beatty Library, Dublin, 11

When it was night and the Amir Sahib-Oiran was contempla-

tive, an alarm broke out in the camp of the army of Islam.

Kayhur got h\sayyar's paraphernalia together and got himself

across mountain and clifftothearmy of Islam. As black night

fell and the sky once again became a stage for the hosts of

Ethiopia,theoj/j/o/-of the night vengeful ly cut ofFthe head of

the Bahram of theday.

When the sun in thefirmamentgarbed itsefin ambergris-

colored clothing made ofthe brocade ofevening.

That night Kayhur entered the army of Islam in stealth As

his path crossed Bahram Gurd'stent as he was going in full

finery ofthe Solomonic court to his residence, Kayhur sat in

ambush until the guards went to sleep. Pulling out a stake

from the rear ofthe tent, he went in and cut off Bah ram Curd's

head,Takingthe head, hedeparted. His path then crossed

Marzang b, Marzban's tent. Findingthe guards asleep, he went

in and put him too to martyrdom. Taking his head, he left.

When day broke, the entire camp became aware ofthe

situation, and all raised outcriesofmourning.The Amir Sahib-

Oiran was very upset by this disturbing news and. turning to

Umar. he said, 'You thief are you not alive?' Umar summoned

his ayyars and sent them out in all directions, thinking that he

mightfind a clue.

The next night Kayhur Boar-Tooth dressed himself as an

ayyar and entered the camp of Islam, First he came to the

tent of Prince UmarGorzad,Thedastardly one waited until

the guards went to sleep, and then he went into the tent

Hefound the prince lying on his bed He approached Umar

Gorzad, decapitated him, picked up the head, and left the tent

Meanwhilethe Amir Sahib-Oiran had a dream that Umar

Gorzad was hunting on a plain. Suddenly a boar attacked him.

Umar fell from his horse, and the boar took his head in its

mouth and ran away. The Amir cried out and woke up such

that all the people ofthe court were startled, Muqbil ran

forward.The Amir said, 'Muqbil, goto my son UmarGorzad's

tent and quickly bring me news, for I have had a strange

dream.'Muqbil went to UmarGorzad's tent and found the

guards asleep. Shouting at them, he went into the tent and

cried outtothe prince, 'The Sahib-Oiran wants you, 'The ser-

vants woke up and litthe candle and la mp that the oyyor had

extinguished, Muqbil went forward with all trepidation and

beheld the scene. Crying out, he went before the Amir and

began to weep. The Amir realized for certain that his dream

had not been for nothing. Ascertainingthetruth from Muqbil,

he cried out and wailed. All the kings and princes gathered.

Umar also went and came back and told the Amir what had

happened, and all the kings began mourning. At once the sol-

diers ofthe army of China erupted into chaos. They cut their

horses' manes and tails and put black felt around their shoul-

ders in mourning.

Umar Ayyar was very upset and weeping. When he saw

the Amir contemplative, he said, 'O Sahib-Oiran, do not allow

yourself to grieve.'

'Umar,' said the Amir, 'tell someone to bring their heads

so that we can put them in coffins and send them to the city

of Sabayil

'

'Give me permission to cut ofFthe perpetrator's head,'

said Umar, The Amir did not agree, Umar put the point of

his dagger against his breast and said, 'Ifyou don't give me

permission, I will destroy myself 'The Amir gave In, and

Umar departed. No matter how much he searched, he could

notfind anything. Finally, when he reachedthe barrier, he

thought, 'One can get through this way.' When he was near

the barrier, he saw that nearly two hundred fully armed men

were standing with torches, Umar came and got seventy

renowned championsof the Amir Sahib-Oi ran like Oasim.

Badi', Alamshah, Landhaur, Malik, and Tul Mast. When these

came, battle brokeout, Tayhur was on top ofthe barrier

Alamshah split him in two and .,.

TRANSLATIONS FOR CAT.52

Volume 11, text number 47

Cleveland Museum of Art, 76 74

The narratorsaysthat when they captured several ofthose

men, they said, 'Kayhur has seized the palace ofthe God-

worshippers and gone to Zumurrud Shah.' The army of

Islam set out for the barrier When Kayhur sawthis, betook

flight and went to Afsariya.The Amir Sahib-Oiran entered

the barrier with an innumerable host, but the Amir sent

Khwaja Umarto bringthe heads back. However, when Kayhur

brought the heads, Zumurrud Shah, Hurmuz,and Bakhtak

Black-Face were extremely happy. He too had come with five

hundred men, and two days later his brother came and

reported the killing of Tayhur, the seizure ofthe barrier, the

blocki ng of the water, and the [qalam kardan] ofthe [charkh].

A sigh went up from the guebres, Kayhur told this to Zumur-

rud Shah. He ordered Aad Man-Eater to go out ofthe city with

a detachment.

Khwaja Umararrived atthegateof Zumurrud Shah's

court, and there he sawthe heads displayed. Hestolethem

by night and sent them backtothe Amir with Zarhib Ayyar In

full daylight Umar Ayyar stood beforethegatetoZumurrud

Shah's court. He saw Kayhur appear. Umar pulled out a vial

of naphtha and struck him in the face with it. He burst into

flame. Umar escaped as Kayhur burned This caused Zumurrud

Shah and the guebres to flee in fright,

Zarhib broughtthe headsto the Amir, whosentthe bodies

to Sabayil to be buried on the hill ofthe martyrs. Then the

Amir set forth. When he arrivesd, the guebres were informed.

The next day they arrayed battle lines. When they dismounted

the Amir sent a letter indicating that Aad should convert to

Islam. He did not accept. The battle drums were sounded, and

Kb izr went out against Aad. He had martyred seven of Mihrab

Shah's men when Hamza's son Ibrahim stepped forth and cut
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him in two. Tine armies withdrew Aad was very upset over

his champions being killed. He sent Firoz Ayyarto kidnap

Ibrahim, which he did. Zumurrud Shah assented that he

should be killed, but Ibrahimtheforesighted ... prevented

it ... sent Ibrahim and ordered a blockade, but the guebres

sounded the battle drums. .. came forth, and ... came forth

and cut him in two. On the part of the guebres Salasil b.

Sha'sha'a said, 'Tonight I will gotothearmy of Islam He

stationed a thousand men in ambush and went himself to the

vanguard and shouted, come out of the vanguard so that

we can do battle together.' Badr came out and said, . come

forth.' Badi' drove him far back,and the ten thousand men

emerged from ambush and started doing battle. By daybreak

many ofthem had been killed. Then thirty thousand ofthe

guebres' scouts arrived. Badi' prayed, and two thousand men

appeared.Theyouth who was their leader attacked the guebres

and cut Salasil b. Sha'sha'a in two. Defeat befell the guebres.

Theyouth paid homageto Badi'.Theyouth was Farrukhbakht,

and he was hideous. In short, hejoinedthe Amir. The Amir

gave Farrukhbakht a place on Farrukhsawar's seat, and he

gaveSa'id Farrukh-Nizhad [a place] on Farrukhbakht's seat (?).

When the news reached the guebres, they were upset over

Salasil. The next day the battle drums were sounded. When

the armies stood in lines opposite each other, there were

two brothers with Aad Man-Eater. One was named Jang-Fil,

and the other was called Sarab-Fil. These two brothers came

before Aad and were given permission to go into the field.

Many of Aad's soldiers entered the field. One brother took an

elephant by itsfronttwo legs and the other brother held it

by its back legs, and they hurled it into the field. After that

they set out for the Amir's army, saying, '0 Cod-worshippers,

can any ofyou perform such a feat on the field of battle?'

Witnessing this feat, the soldiers were astonished. Suddenly a

cavalier emerged from the army of Islam.

Not a horse but an eagle he spurredforth.

Not a blade but a crocodile he wielded.

And he entered thefield and faced the two brothers, saying,

'What have you done? Two people, one elephant . what

sayyou?'

'tet us see,' they replied.

Prince Sa'id Farrukh-Nizhad grabbed the elephant by the

chain around its waist. As the two armies watched what

was transpiring on the field of battle, that courageous one

mentioned the name ofthe God of the world, seized the ele-

phant and swungitaroundthefield.... The drums of rejoicing

were sounded inthearmy of Islam, but Sa'id Farrukh-Nizhad

slammed the elephant down on the ground so hard that its

body was crushed. The two brothers came forth and sincerely

became Muslims at the hand of the prince.
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The narrator says that when those two brothers sincerely

became Muslim and returned, Zumurrud Shah began to curse

and askedfora warrior. A man named Hizabran b. Mahabat

entered and wounded him. Sa'id Farrukh-Nizhad entered and

cut him in two. Battle broke out. That night they returned.

AmirSahib-Oiran was worried about his son Ibrahim. He

summoned Khwaja Umar and said, '0 champion, haven't you

had any ideas about my son? Have you no news to deliverto me?'

Khwaja Umar said, '0 Sahib-Oiran, ifyou give permission, I

will go and bring news, wherever he may be.'

'I have need ofyou,' the Amir said, 'but ifyou send some

ofyouroyyo/'s, that will be all right ' Umar agreed and imme-

diately summoned two of his ayyars and sent them to obtain

news of Prince Ibrahim's whereabouts. One ofthem was one

of Ibrahim's oyyors named Parran Ayyar, and the other was

hisown.Zarda-Kattun Mazandarani by name. A third was

SonghurBalkhi, and they were dismissed and departed (We

will return to them later in the story.)

When Firoz Ayyar brought Prince Ibrahim to Sadaj in the

Mihratia Fortress, Sadaj Kohl was drinking wine. When Prince

Ibrahim was brought in, he asked, '0 handsomeyoung man,

whocapturedyou?'

'No one captured me through manliness.' heanswered

'I was stolen away from my bed.'

'Wasn't there anyone in Aad Man-Eater's army who could

take you in combat?' Sadaj asked. Then he cried out at his

men, 'Untie this Cod-worshipper's hands so that I can take

him in combat!'

Firoz would not allow it and said, 'Sadaj, you don't know

this Cod-worshipper He is the son of Amir Hamza Sahib-

Oiran.' And he related all the feats he had performed.

Sadaj turned tothe prince and said, 'Ifyou swearthat, if

you win, you will allow yourself to be bound again, I will wres-

tle with you.'

Ibrahim swore he would, and his hands were untied.

Sadaj ran toward the prince, and they grappled. Sadaj was

thrown Firoz began to be worried. Ibrahim gave his hands

to be bound, and heavy chains were placed on his hands and

feet. All the men were astonished. In short, Prince Ibrahim

was imprisoned in a well-fortified place.

The narrator says that Sadaj had a son named Mihrat He set

outtofish inthesea.Aftertwodaysa boat appeared with

a groupof girls, all with musical instruments and singing

When the boats came near each other they Inquired after

oneanother.

'It is Malik Sadaj's son Mihrat,' the girls were told. 'He has

come out to see the sea Who a re you? Have you come to see

the sea? Tell usyour names.

'

'It is the daughter of Malik Kisar from the kingdom of

Samaria,' they said, 'and her name is Khoshkhoy

'

In short, the two left the sea together and went to the girl's

garden, where they reveled. One day the girl's brother, Devran

son of Kisar, came in. The girl hid Mihrat under the throne.

However, Mihrat sneezed, and the brother realized he was

there. The girl ran away. Mihrat was seized, broughtforward,

and condemned to death. The vizier Malyan did not allow it and

ordered him imprisoned instead. When Mihrat's men sawthis,

they got in their boat and escaped, takingthe news to Sadaj Kohi

Hewas extremely worried bythissad news. He imme-diately

summoned his vizier. When the vizier came he explained the

situation to him and said, 'Think up a plan.' The vizier was also

troubled by this worrisome news and sank into contemplation.

After much thought, he saw the best plan of action was, as

he told Sadaj, to go before Fa rid the God-worshipper and see

what bethought was best. He set forth at once.

The narrator says that there was a mountain in that vicinity

called FN Koh.There was a cave in that mountain, and a God-

worshipping dervish five hundred years old lived there. They

went to him, and Sadaj fell in the dust at his feet. When Farid

the God-worshipper realized that he was crying bitterly, he

turned to him and said, 'Become Muslim and release the son

of Amir Hamza the Arab so that you may haveyour wish.' And

hedid so.

They got into battle armor when Ibrahim went hunting,

and alongthe way he saw a dervish (?).
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The adorners ofspeech in the assemblies ofeloquence have

made their ambergris-scented pensflow thus in expressing

this sweet ancient story:

When Khwaja Umar bowed down atthe Amir's feet and

opened hismouth Inapology.theAmirshowed himgreatfavor

and then proclaimed a banquet in his Solomonic tent and

had the drums sounded in rejoicing. Khwaja Umar brought

takman and Tahamtan's Zangisto pay homage to the Amir,

and he was given a place in the Solomonictent. The Amir

showed him great favor, Khwaja Umar received from the

Amir the island of Nardan and its dependencies along with

several other provinces for Lakman They were given robes of

honorand given permission to depart.

Zumurrud Shah the Lost and the black-faced infidels were

summoned to be given advice, but no matter how much he

stressed his points, it was of no use.

What profits advice to the black-hearted? An iron nail will

not go into stone.

'Ifthey had bound me by force of manliness and chivalry,'

said Zumurrud Shah, 'the advice would have had an affect on

my heart. But you, oyyor, bound me through trickery. All this

talk is of no use.'

'Actually,' the Amir said, 'what Zumurrud Shah says is not

untrue. Take the bonds from Zumurrud Shah's and the other

infidels' hands and feet.' As ordered, the men rushed to release

them, and the infidels were released and went to their homes.

The narrator says that the shahs and princes praised and

extolled Khwaja Umar. The Amir gave a sumptuous banquet

for him. DuringtheconversationtheAmirasked Khwaja

Umar what marvels and strange things he had witnessed.

'The best of what I have seen in the world,' said Khwaja

Umar, 'was when I saw Iraj and [the?] sun-worshipper. The

Amir must know that he drove Aas Bronze-Body like canvas [?]

and wounded Prince Nuruddahr Is there now such a cham-

pion that nobody except the Amir could oppose?'

At this time Nuruddahr said, 'I gave him a wound he won't

forget as long as he lives.'

Khwaja Umar said. 'The one thing he doesn't think a bout

isthat wound.'

Nuruddin [Nuruddahr] did not likethistalk at all. When

night fell hemountedaloneand rode toward the city of

Faranghushia in search of Iraj. When he arrived at the city, all

the people there were astonished by his beauty. He asked the

people, 'Is there anything marvelous or strange in this city?'

'There is Iraj's exercise house,' they said, 'which one can see.'

Immediately he went there and found a marvelous exercise

house. When he asked the people about Iraj, they said, 'Iraj

has gone hunting, but his deputy Ud Kayli is here. Just now he

isexercising.'

Nuruddahr saw that Ud Kayli and his followers, each accord-

ing to his ability, were exercising by lifting images of rhinoceros,

elephants, oxen, camels, and other things madeof brass. When

Ud Kayli had finished his exercises he began to boast and

brag, saying, 'Where is Rustam son of Saam and Amir Hamza

Sahib-Oiran and the champions who lay claim to manliness?

Let them come and witness the real men of the worldi'

Justthen Prince Nuruddahr's zeal was stirred, and he

stepped into the field, saying, 'All this boasting and brag-

ging IS not appropriate.'

Justthen Iqbal Shah stood up and said, 'Young man, there

is no objection. Ifyou have any strength, it will be found out.'

When Nuruddahr saw that Iqbal Shah was there, he paid

more attention than before,and hedisplayedallthe things Iraj

had done. The people of the city were astonished and rushed

upon the prince. Iraj's supporters attacked. When Iqbal Shah

sawthat many people had gathered aroundthe prince, hefor-

badethem and said, 'Letthem bringa horseforthe prince
'
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The narrator says that when Ma h us realized that Parran

had gone, bethought long and hard Finally he decided that

Parran Ayyar had come to the city in order to rescue Ibrahim.

'I must go and lay an ambush aroundthe prison.' bethought.

'Maybe I can catch him.'

Having decided thus, he went out and sat in ambush.

When it was night, he saw someone clothed in black using

a lasso to get up over the roof He too went up He looked and

saw Mihrdukht with her nurse Sharifa He left and went to

Oi mar, to whom he explained the situation.

The next night Oimar came with a group of men and sat in

ambush. He saw no one. The next day Oimar ordered Ibrahim
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to betaken toJamshed's Dome, which had nowindowsand

into which no tunnel could be made because it was made of

solid granite. Its doors were of iron, and it was as impregnable

as Ujan, In short, it was ordered that Hamza's son Prince

Ibrahim betaken and put in chains, Kharas Zangi and forty

bloodthirsty Zangis kept constant watch at the gate. When

Prince Ibrahim was taken away and Parran Ayyarfound out

about it, he was worried

Oimar entered the harem and summoned Mihrdukht, say-

ing, 'Aren'tyou ashamed to have goneto a God-worshipper

and dishonored me beforeall the world?' Sharifa managed

toescape, but he had Mihrdukht put in chains ,

Parran and his companions thought about how to rescue

Hamza's son Ibrahim,

When the Sahib-Oiran returned from battle and his sons had

performed valiant deeds, Zumurrud Shah the Wayward had

not done battle for seven days, and the eighth day the battle

drums were sounded, SiqIunAad came onto the field and

defeated twenty men, Hashim entered, and he cut him in two

and threw thirty ofthe Aadites into the dust. The armies retired.

The next day the battle drums were sounded, Ahraq Zangi

came onto the field and martyredfortyfrom thearmy of

Islam, Sa'ld Farrukh-Nizhad entered the field, cut him In two,

and felled thirty more men. The armies retired.

The nextday, when the sun illuminated the world

—

Morning came, and the sun stuck its head outfrom the indigo

celestial sphere: the emperor ofthe sky beatthe drum ofbattle—
thesoundsof battle drums came from the field, and the

hosts of morning appeared. When the battle lines were

formed opposite each other, from the infidels' army came

Tarid son of Sharih, Sa id Farrukh-Nizhad entered the field

and wounded him, Aad Man-Eater entered, wounded Sa id,

captured twenty of Amir Sahib-Oiran's champions, and

retreated When heenteredthecourt,ZumurrudShah

orderedthem killed, but hisvizier, Pesh-Andesh, would not

allow it lest Filhud Aad take him tothecity of Afsariya and

destroy him. He entrusted them to prison to remain in chains

in Hubal's prison. Every night four hundred men kept guard-

In short, when they were brought into the city, a litter

appeared in front ofthem 'It is Aad Man-Eater's daughter,'

they said,

'Who are those people?' asked Sharifa Banu

'They are from Amir Hamza's army,' they said, 'and one of

them is Amir Hamza's son, Isfandyar byname,'

No sooner had thegirl'sgazefallen upon Isfandyarthan she

fell hopelessly in love with him. In vain -for they took them to

prison and turned them overtoTarakthewarden, whom they

charged to take care ofthe God-worshippers' ayyars. He agreed

and put them in chains. We will return to their story later

Meanwhile, when Amir Sahib-Oiran returned from battle

[he?] settled down at the Court of Solomon, When the shahs

and princes assembled,the Amir of the Arabs removed his

battle dress and put on banquet clothes. He summoned

Khwaja Umar and said, 'We have not had any news of our

sons and friends for a longtime. Send out afewoyyc3/-s ' Umar

dispatched Kulbad Iraqi and Sabukpay Eki.

Meanwhile.the infidels were beatingtheir battle drums,

but the next day they did not stirfrom their places into the

field, and both sides drew up ranks. Didfar Khan Man-Ripper

entered the field, and from Harith'stroopcame Abr Khan

Dilavar, who was martyred, Oamar Khan Jangi came onto the

field, he too was martyred. [Didfar Khan] had felled many

when Ha nth Dilavar came onto the field and cut him in two
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The nurse ofthe welcome babe strives to raise such an infant.

When Khwaja Umaroverthrewthisfootsoldierand sat on his

chest, he looked. It wasoneof Fulad'soyj/ors named Haybat,

Umar started to kill him, but he said, 'Khwaja Umar, don't kill

me,for I will render you good service, I will show you the way

intothe castle,'

Khwaja Umar rejoiced and took the oyj/orto the Amir When

the Sahib-Oiran asked him about himself, he said, '0 prince,

ifyou mount I will showyou the way,' The Amir Sahib-Oiran

mounted with a groupof champions with that oyyor in front.

He led them to the foot of a mountain and showed them a

tunnel, Umar went in. The Amir Sahib-Oiran asked for his

weapons. He got himself fully armed. Choosing a group of

champions and stationing another group at the gate of the

castle, he then went intothetunnel himself When became

up in the midst of the castle, outcries arose from the people of

the castle. Fulad Aad was informed and became worried He

summoned hisvizier, Pesh-Andesh,andsaid,'Vizier, makea plan!'

'0 prince,' said the vizier, 'he who is chosen by fortune is

mighty.

The stars and heaven are hisfriends; his market is brisk vuith

goodfortune.

He accomplishes easily every diffculttask to which he turns

his mind-

No one like him has ever put hisfoot in a stirrup: the sun has

never seen another like him.

And now his religion is rightand Zumurrud Shah is in error.

Ifyou become Muslim, you will be saved from all tribulation.'

He agreed and sent Pesh-Andesh the vizier to the Amir to sue

foramnesty The Amir granted it. He came and paid homage,

and he became Muslim in all sincerity. All the people of Afsariya

also became Muslim The Amir sent Pesh-Andesh the vizier to

Aad Man-Eater

In short, he too converted to Islam and became a servant

of God. The Amir Sahib-Oiran ordered the city decorated

and wedded Sharifa Banu to Prince Isfandyar. After that he

entered the army and sent someone to bring news of Zumur-

rud Shah's whereabouts and movements. Someone was sent

to Noshad to bring Sanawbar Banu by sea, for she was preg-

nant. She started out in a boat, butthe heavens rumbled and

an adverse wind arose. The whole sea became so stormy that

the boat crashed against a cliff and sank. Sanawbar Banu got

onto a raft, and her labor pains began. She broughtforth a

son on the raft. She had a jewel from the Amir on which his

name was engraved. She boundthejewel to the infant's arm,

wrapped him up in a piece of cloth, and died three days later.

The child remained on the raft for two more days. The raft

floated until it reached the island of Siquliya, where all the

people were worshippers of water. Siqulshah was the king,

and he possessed three thousand leagues of land. There were

several wise men in attendance upon thethrone, and he

was a worshipperof water and did not obey Zumurrud Shah.

However,therewasafisherman in that city named Iskan-

dar. It was his habitto gototheedge of the sea to fish from

morning till evening, and thus he lived and passed his time.

By chance, one day he was busyfishing when from a distance

his gaze fell upon a raft. When he looked carefully he saw the

raft coming into view, and there was something wrapped in

cloth on it At once he stripped, bound his loins, pronounced

the name of the One God, jumped intothe sea, and swam out.

When he reached the raft, betook hold ofthe raft and swam

back to the shore. When he opened the bundle, he saw that it

was a crying babe. His heart melted. He kissed the child with

love and affection, took it into his arms, and adopted it as his

own child, giving itthe name of his own father, Darab. Then

betook it home and entrusted it to his wife. She was childless,

butshe was very desirous of having children, so she took the

child in her arms, and at once milk flowed into her breasts

Thus she began to raise the child.

Now let us return to our story.
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The narrator relatesthat when the heathen Zumurrud Shah

went with his defeated armyto Antali and A'zam the astrolo-

ger was appointed in Kihraythe astrologer's place, Zumurrud

Shah summoned him and said, 'O prophet, I have been ordered

to spare the people of Antali and to have mercy on them,'

A'zam prostrated himself and said, '0 lord, whateveryou

command will be done
'

Zumurrud Shah said, 'I have ordered that you go before

Malik Zarduhusht and inform him ofthe coming of the lord

ofthe east 'Once again A'zam prostrated himself

Yaqut Shah said, '0 lord, when Malik Zarduhusht is

informed ofyour coming he will come out to greet you, but

you should take precaution against impudent slaves.'

'I have been taking precaution against them for three

hundred years,' said Zumurrud Shah.

Bakhtak said to Hurmuz, 'Prior to this I ordered him exiled

miserablyfrom thecity of Sabayil.'

In short, A'zam the astrologer was sent to Antali, but

Malik Zarduhusht had already heard that Zumurrud Shah

had fled Hamza the Arab's followers and was headed in that

direction. He let his thoughts range fa rand wide and sum-

moned his sorcerers. The renowned among them were

Malaka Zarduhusht, Aghur Brackish-Earth, Oa mis Wind-

Stirrer, Minqar Fire-Scatterer, Sharih Gut-Neck, Sula Jadu,

KulaJadu,Rasum Jadu, Kayd Jadu, Oabih Jadu, Dog-Tit Jadu,

Thong-TitJadu,Oumquma Jadu, Marzban Jadu, Lafa Jadu,

Mukahhal Jadu, Lamtas Jadu, Sammar Jadu, Jammar Jadu.

KalbJadu, KilabJadu, Bozina Jadu, KashifJadu, Fahwa Jadu,

MakkarJadu,Samma'Sihrdan,Batil Drum-Holder, Sammaq

Demon-Brow, and others. In short, seven hundred sorcerers

gathered, and they all bowed their heads before Malik

Zarduhusht, who recounted the story of Zumurrud Shah's

coming. They all accepted, but Malik ordered them to write

letters. One ofthose letters he sent to tahat Jadu on the island

of Khandaq.and another letter he sent to Farubia to Damaya

Jadu. In short, he sent a letter summoning every sorcerer

who was capable of wielding a bow and telling them that

A'zam the astrologer had come. The sorcerers went out to

greet him, but Malik Zarduhusht turned to the sorcerers,

saying, 'What plan have you thought up?'They all replied,

'Whateveryou think.'

'0 sorcerers,' said Malik, 'even though our religion is con-

trary to Zumurrud Shah's religion, and aforetime he tried

to impose his religion on us, nonethelessthis Hamza Sahib-

Oiran says that all religionsotherthan the worship of God

arefalse and that he will put to a miserable death all who are

not worshippers of God. Therefore we must help Zumurrud

Shah and put into action some spells to repel I these people

from the realm ofthe east.' All agreed with this.

They greeted A'zam the astrologer and treated him as an

honoredguest.Then they asked about Zumurrud Shah. A'zam

the astrologer told them what there was to tell, and he described

the Amir Sahib-Oiran in detail. All the sorcerers were astonished

Three days later they gave A'zam leavetodepart.and they sum-

moned Zumurrud Shah. When A'zam came before Zumurrud

Shah, he told him aboutthe sorcerers. He rejoiced, and the next

day he set out for where Malik Zarduhusht had arrived. There

he paid homage to the sorcerers and Zumurrud Shah, and

they camped in a lovely, green meadow and held deliberations

with hi m. However, when it was spri ng, the Am ir set out from

Afsariya. A spy brought newsthat Zumurrud Shah had gone

to Antali. The Amir set out after him in the direction of Antali.

However, Malik Zarduhusht had a daughter named Malaka

Shethoughtto herself, 'I have heard much praise ofthese God-

worshippers. Let me go to their camp. Perhaps I will be able to

accomplish something.'

In short, shecametothe Amir Sahib-Oiran's camp, and

when the Solomonic court came into view, she dismounted

on a hill overlooking it. Most ofthe night had passed, and the

Amir Sahib-Oiran had lam down to sleep when a girl came

down from the roof of his tent. The Amir realized that she

was a sorcerer. He recited a spell against magic. She came

forward and stretched forth her hand to liftthe sheet from

the Amir, butthe Sahib-Oiran seized her arm and leapt up.

Zarduhusht's daughter Malaka was amazed. The Amir

asked, 'Whoareyou''

'They call me Zarduhusht's Malaka,' she replied.

'Come,'said the Amir, 'and become a Muslim ' She con-

verted with all sincerity The Amir said, 'Forswear sorcery 1'
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'You will have need of me,' she said. 'I will forswear it after

the conquest of Antali ' And she obtained permission from

the Amirand departed.
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The narratorsaysthat when Zumurrud Shah held a dis-

cussion with the sorcerers, he turned to Malik Zarduhusht

and said, 'Amir Hamza knows how to cast magic spells and

how to break magic spells. Something must be done to keep

him from doing this.' Malik Zarduhusht sent I blis Wahaldar,

Mashruh Rudagardan, and Lahat the sorcerer to take care of

the Amir, but Iblis said to Lahat, 'We ought to work a spell so

that Amir Hamza will not remember either how to break a

spell orcastone.'Thusthey d id. Then they went to the Amir

Umar Ma'di was in chargeofthe vanguard. They cast a spell

and dispersed him and his thirty thousand men, and they

turned Umar Ma'di into a lion and chained him at the gate

to Zarduhusht's palace. The rest of the soldiers they turned

into animals and let loose in the plains. The Amir Sahib-Oiran

learned ofthis event, and he was on the march when the

sorcerers arrived and arrayed their ranks opposite the Amir.

Every sorcerer appeared to be sixty cubits tall, riding on drag-

ons, and with serpents for whips. Iblis lashed his whip, and

fire leaptfrom his whip, curled around both sides of the army,

and was coming forward in the direction ofthe soldiers.

Shaban-BachchaTayifi threw himself on the fire in a rage

and burned up For two days noone went out onto the field

No matter whattheAmirdid, hecould not remember how

to break a speil. All the Muslims were perplexed and at a loss,

when a person emerged on foot from the midst of the fire and

came into the Amir's view. That person bowed and handed

the Amir a letter. The letter was from Zarduhusht's Malaka,

and it said, 'I am called Aswad Piyada. When anything needs

doing, they referto me.'

TheAmirsaid, 'Piyada, I have forgotten howto break a spell

and cannot remember.'

'Unless Iblis is killed,' he said, 'you will not remember.'

Aswad recited a name, and the fire went away. Iblis went onto

the field, and sodid the Amir. Whatever magic spell Iblis cast,

Aswad broke it. The Amir killed Iblis, and he remembered how

to break a spell.

Mashruh Rudagardan entered the field, and he was killed

Lahat had the drums of retreat beaten, and he fled by night

to Antali When he reached Antali, Shaban-Bachcha Tayifi

had been kept opposite Umar Ma'di. They had built a tower

all around him such that his eyes and mouth showed, but all

the rest was encased in mortar and bricks. Bozina Jadu had put

a goat at the tower cage, and the goat would call the name of

anyone who appeared

When Zumurrud Shah camped in a meadow he received

the news ofthe sorcerers' defeat. He set out for Antal i. The

sorcerers had received permission from Zumurrud Shah to

think up a plan against Hamza. Marzban was with Zumurrud

Shah, They decamped. One station down the road [Zumurrud

Shah] saw a pole and asked [Marzban] about it. 'The sorcerers

have set up seven talismans to block the road so that the God-

worshippers cannot pass,' Marzban said

'How are we going to get past the talismans?' asked

Zumurrud Shah.

'I will send someone and inform them ofyour approach,'

he said. He made a bird of clay, wrote a letter, tied it to the

bird's wing, worked his magic, and made it fly to Antali.

Twodays laterthey sawthat severaljars had appeared.

Zumurrud Shah and all his commanders, horsemen, and

soldiers were sat on thejars, and offthey flew into the sky

toward Antali, The next day when the sun in the orient lit up

the ancient world, several thousand jars appeared in the sky,

and all ofZumurrud Shah the Wayward's horsemen and soldiers

weresittingonthejars.The whole city of Antali was festively

decorated, strange and fabulous shapes were made, and fine

carpets were laid. Then, when Zumurrud Shah stopped at the

gate to Malik Zarduhusht's house, sorcerers gathered all

around Zumurrud Shah to welcome him and escort him into

the palace, where a banquet was given in his honor. Each

ofZumurrud Shah'scommanderswas lodged inthe house

of a sorcerer. Zumurrud Shah set off barefooted to have an

audience with Zarduhusht, and when hearrived he rubbed his

forehead on the ground and lamented greatly, A voice came

from a closed chest, saying, 'Yourvisit has been accepted.'
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The narrator says that one day Oubad, son of Sa'd Padishah,

went out intending to hunt. He was bringing down prey in

every direction when hesawa red deer Takinga lasso from

his saddle ring, he looped it and set out afterthe deer. No

matter how hard he galloped, hecould not catch up with it

Suddenly a dark shape appeared. Prince Oubad saw from the

midstofthe darkness a hand appearing that snatched both

him and his mount away.

Ghaltan Ayyar went out in search of the prince but could not

find him. Despondent, he returned tothe Amir and related his

story.The Amir was extremely worried.

The next day Amir Sahib-Oiran decamped Landhaurwas

riding beside him when a whirlwind appeared on one side

Landhaur looked to his right: hesawa dome. He rode toward it,

hut the closer he got to the dome the stronger the wind became

When he approached begot down from his horse. Hesawa

river of water in front of the dome. No matter how much he

walked up and down the water, he could not see a way to cross

He returned tothe Amir and related the situation. The Amir

ordered several mentogothroughoutthe region; perhaps

they might find some locals. Jheayyars went off in all direc-

tions. After much searching they found two men they brought

tothe Amir. The Amir questioned them. They said. 'We, father

and son, are boatmen. This son of mine is named Laku
'

'There is a certain dome around here,' said the Amir.

'Yes,' they replied. 'We have heard that in the vicinity is a

dome called Jamshed's Dome. The Zahhak put a treasure in

it and bound it with a spell called the wind spell.'

The Amir mounted with his officers. When they were near

[the dome], the wind carried off both man and mount Amir

Sahib-Oiran returned and busied himself with his religious

duties and then went to sleep. He saw in a dream that some-

one said to him, '0 Hamza Arab, you must go five leagues

toward the qibia of the dome. A magnificent mountain will

appear. Ride close to the skirt ofthe mountain. Take the road

and approach toward the dome ofthe wind. When you reach

the dome there will be a brass step attached to the dome. If

anyone tries to place his foot on that step to go up, the step

will turn, catch the person in the middle, and cut him in two.

At the foot of the brass step is a very long pole of iron with a

platform attached to the foot of the pole. You must go upon

the platform. Take a heavy mace in your hand and strike the

pole with it as hard asyou can so that the pole goes into the

earth and renders the brass step null. A road will appear up

the mountain. Enter, and then on the slope of the mountain

will appear a pool with brass pipes arranged along the slope

of the mountain so that the water is brought through the

pipes up the slope. On the pole ofthe dome is a bird. The water

enters intothe bird and pours down from its beak. On the bird's

head is bound a talisman ic seal. When the water reaches that

seal it goes fast. When you reach the pool, you must shoot

an arrow from the edge of the pool so that it goes straight

and knocks off the bird's head. When the bird's head has been

separated from its body, the wind will cease. However, a

demon will come out ofthe dome, holding a mace. He will

hurl the mace at you. Repel it. Afteryou attack him, he will

take a lasso from his waist and throw it at you Grab the lasso

and split the demon with one blow ofyour sword. Go up on

thedome. and there you will find a round stone as white as

milk. Pick it up. Awheel of diamond will appearwith chains

attached to it. The water has been so arranged that it flows

downthesideofthedomeand reachesthe handleofthe

wheel and flows around its base. You must smash the wheel

with one blow ofyour heavy mace. A door intothe dome will

appear. Go in. There will be a deep pit in the dome, and the

Zahhak's treasure is in that pit. However, you must be careful

for the pit is not devoid of black-faced sorcerers
'

In short, Amir Sahib-Oiran came out of his heavy sleep,

summoned the shahs, and told them the story of his dream.

They mounted and headed offfor the dome. When they

arrived, they did as [they had been told]. Amir Sahib-Oiran

came to the edge of the pit.

The depth ofthe pit was a league, as dark and narrow as a

Jew's grave.

The stricture ofnonexistence afoot of it; ...

Not a pit was it, but a catastrophe- a dragon going into the

earth it was.

When Amir Sahib-Oiran stood at the edge of the pit, a

dragon came out and sprayed him with fire. The Amir recited

a speil against magic, and the dragon began to weep and wail.

The Amir killed it. There was Shamsa the sorcerer with a tablet

in his arms. The Amir brought it out, picked up the treasure,

left, and hastened back to his soldiers.
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The narrator says that when Songhur Balkhi entered that

prison, he sawthat it was very dark. Hiding himself in a corner,

he waited until they had ail left and shut the door. When night

fell he went to the edge of the pit, took hisayyar's shirt, and

let himself down intothe pit. In short, he took the bonds from

Ibrahim b. Hamza's and Sabukpay Eki's hands and feet. They

got out of the pit, tore the door of the prison from its hinges,

and departed

Just then Chiras arrived and blocked the way. Ibrahim threw

himoutofthe way and hit the other one so hard that both of

them were squashed. Grabbing his sword, befell upon the

guebres.The night watchmen gotwindofthis and appeared

from all directions. They sent someone to Oimar. and battle

broke out. When Parran Ayyar learned ofthe alarm he arrived

to help with forty braves They got themselves to the door of

the Victory Gate, opened the gate, and sent Songhur Balkhi

toSa'id.

When Oimar learned of this, he ordered Oatas Elephant-Ear

to go quickly. He went. Malik Bahman got news and left his

station. The guebres attacked. Oatas was slain by Ibrahim,

and Sitaithe night watchman and Malikyarthe night watch-

man were killed by Malik Bahman.

Next the guebres attacked just as Sa'id Farrukh-Nizhad

arrived with cavalry and troops and sounded the drums and

clarions. Oimar saw no alternative to fleeing and took flight

toTawariq

When Bihbud the vizier saw this, he ordered the men to

summon Ama ... 's men. When it was day Sa'id came intothe

tent The friends greeted each other and were happy. Parran

Ayyar, Misbah the greengrocer, and Dost the butcher were

brought with those forty ayyars. The prince was very kind to

them. Oimar's cousin had been captured. He was imprisoned

in the very place Ibrahim had been. Bihbud the vizier became

Muslim. Oimar's son, Oubad by name, was captured. He

became Muslim. They gave him his father's place, and they

made Misbah the greengrocer the policechief of the city and

Dost the butcher the overseer of the market, and they gave

their friends much gold. They wrote a proclamation of victory

and sent ittothe Amir with Sabukpay Eki.

When Oimar set out for Tawariq with a group, a long the way

Mahus Ayyar had been sentto Na'imshah. Hearrived They

asked, 'What have you done?'

'They have brought Na'imshah with four hundred thousand

men andforty commanders,' hesaid.

The next day they met. They greeted him and his command-

ers, like Hamvat Man-Thrower, Asamir Man-Thrower, Oartam
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b.Tamtahir, Tamil Blood-Drinker, Mahas Man-Eater, Damir b,

Aad, Khalis Ramli.Sharat Dilavar, and Fil-Kas Elephant-Strength.

In short they paid homage to 01 mar and entered the city of

Tawariq. Mahus was senttothearmy of Islam

Ibrahim was reveling with Khwarmah. Mahus came to the

city of Zibarjadnagar. He saw Khwaja BIhbud mounted on a

horse, Hechased him until heentered hiscastle. Mahus went

up on the roof ofthe house. He looked through a window. He

saw that someone was seated before BIhbud, saying, '0 khwaja.

something must be done so that we may reach Oimar quickly,'

'To go empty-handed is not good,' said Bihbud 'One of the

sultansof Iran must betaken,'

Mahus came down, entered, and told his story All rejoiced

and said, 'Oalmas is in bondage,'

'I know of atunnel,' said Mamud.

In short, he went to the entrance to the tunnel and entered

It along with Bihbud the vizier. Fifty men were languishing

In prison waiting for someone to arrive. After several days he

arrived and released Oalmas, took him to Bihbud, and said,

'I'm golngto bring Khwarmah,' He went, Khwarmah was In

a garden asleep on a throne, so he went over the wall into the

garden, rendered her unconscious and took her to Bihbud

'Oayyar,' he said, 'in one night you have done something

noonehaseverdone,'

'0 khwaja.' he said, 'now one must go,'

'How should we go?' he asked,

'I will put you In a chest, the wife In another chest,

Khwarmah In another chest, the cousin in another. Then I'll

loadthefourchestsand putthose whoare loyaltoyou In a

certain caravanserai,'

Bihbud said. 'That's a good idea,' And they set out to execute

that plan,
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The narrator says that when it was daylight the distressed

Zangis went to Malik Mu'in'sgate and explained the situation

to him

'I hope the ayyars of Iran don't rescue him,' he said, 'He had

better not get awayl Just as Zibarjad Shah said, he should be

sent to Malik Taysun in Aqiqnagar,' Malik Taysun was Malik

Mu'in's father-in-law. It was ordered that Mashrut Jangi and

two thousand menshouldtakehim.

The next day the battle drums were sounded The infidels

lined up, and when the ranks were arrayed. Prince Ibrahim

came into the field with his army and performed valiantly.

When he returned, Ibrahim son of Hamza summoned Zambur

Ayyar and said, 'Co get news of Songhur,' He entered the city,

and oneof Mahus's soldiers collared Zambur, All of a sudden

a man appeared and killed the soldier. He was Songhur Balkhi,

Then became upto Zambur.andthetwoofthem rejoiced In

the sight of each other. After that, he told Zambur everything

that had happened to him from beginning to end. They bid

each other farewell, and he left to take the news to Ibrahim,

Songhur took the news to MalakMah, Word came that

Ghazanfar, who wasthe brother ofthe girl [MalakMah], came,

and when heentered he was drunk. After becalmed down, he

said, 'Sister, can'tyou do somethlngto make Khwarmah meet

with me?'

'Brother,' replied Malak Mah, 'she is smitten with that

Iranian, and as long as he is alive it won't be possible
'

'Sister,' he said, 'We sent Sa id Farrukh-Nizhad, who was

held captive by us, to Mai Ik Taysun in Aqiqnagar, and we will

fix himi'

'We'll tell Mahus and Ma hial to bring him,' the girl said, 'but

you will haveto do somethlngto plant love for me In his heart,'

Then someone came from Malik Mu'ln to say, 'This is no

time to be drinking wine.' He bade farewell to his sister. She

summoned Songhur and told him about Sa'id Farrukh-Nlzhad

and how he had gone to Aqiqnagar.

Songhur said, 'In any case I haveto go.'

'I will accompanyyou.' said the girl. Nothing he could say

would prevent her from going with him, so she set off on a

fast horse together with Songhur, Jaldak Ayyar, and a maid-

servant named Khosh-Khiram,

The next day when the battle drums were sounded Zambur

went before Prince Ibrahim and informed him oftheoj/yors.

He rejoiced. Bayram Taq came onto the field, and he killed

fourteen of Malik Kaysar's men. Sarut came onto the field and

was wounded. Prince Ibrahim came onto the field. When he

and [Bayram Taq] were near each other, the prince extended

his hero's arm and seized him. The armies retreated. Bayram

Taq became Muslim. Mahlal took the news to Malik Mu'in,

and just then a chamberlain came In and whispered in the

earofMuhandls the vizier, saying, 'For two nights nowMalika

Bedarbakht [?] has been suffering,' When they were in private

he told this to Mai Ik Mu'in, who flew into a rage, but no mat-

ter how hard hesearched hecould notfind [,.. ?].

Ibrahim summoned Zambur, Parran Ayyar, and Lulu the spy

and said, 'All my trouble is for the sake of Khwarmah.'

They said, 'The two bastards Mahus and Mahlal may know

[where she is]. Ifwe go into their camp they may try to do her

in. We have sent someone to bring news'

'ketone person go,' said Ibrahim, 'and ask Sher Banu She

may have news of Khwarmah.'

She said to the person who had been sent, 'I don't know, but

I have a woman in my service who has no equal in trickery and

sneakiness. She says that If someone goes with her she will go

intothecity and get word of Khwarmah.'

Zambur said, 'I will go
'

'Then go,' said Ibrahim,

He went to Sher Banu saying that he was going. She said

to summon Mahiya, 'Get two donkeys,' she said, 'Load one

with fruit and the other with supplies. ' Mahiya put her veil

over her head and got on a donkey and set off with Zambur

to Tawariq. When they got there Zambur asked whereto go

'Take me a round the city lane by lane,' she said. Suddenly a

man appeared with a donkey on which sat a woman. The

woman was wailing.

Mahiya said to Zambur, 'Ask what is wrong with her and

where she is going,' He asked.

'lam Ustad Khatun,' she said, 'and lama medicine woman.'

Mahiya went with her
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The narrator says:

When Mahiya said, 'I am looking for Ustad Khatun's house,'

[the woman] joined her. They went together to the gate of

Ustad Khatun's house. Mahiya got offthe donkey and sat in

a hallway Zamburtookthesaddlebagfrom the donkey and

placed it in front of Mahiya, and he also took down the baskets

of fruit. Afterthat, Mahiya went inside Ustad Khatun's house.

She greeted her profusely and said, 'You will forgive me, for I

have brought you only a little fruit,' Ustad Khatun embraced

her and complimented her. Mahiya gave her the baskets of

fruit and said/I have brought my husband too.' So saying, she

put her hand in her pocket, took out ten tangos, and placed

them before Ustad Khatun

'What isthis?' asked Ustad Khatun.

'Should I really tell you what's wrong with me?' Mahiya asked.

'Yes, tell me,' said Ustad Khatun.

'I have been feeling blue for several days,' she said, 'I wanted

to come to town for a few days to get the sadness out of my

heart. When we arrived in town my husband said, "The place

for us to stay is Ustad Khatun's house," So we came here
'

'And you are welcome here,' said Ustad Khatun,

To Zambur she said, 'Your wife has much pain. You stay here

for a few days. You can tour the town and market,' Zambur

agreed to this. She emptied a wooden room for them. When

night came Mahiya went to Zambur and said, 'We have taken

lodgings here. Now one must look for news. Be off with you
'

Zambur went out and set forth.

On the night that Mahus's pupil was killed by Songhur,

Malik Mu'in said to Gharrad, 'You must be watchful and con-

stantly patrol the city. Maybe one ofthe ayyars of Iran will fall

captive to us.' He agreed, and that night he was drinking wine

with hisfriends in the marketplace. When halfthe night had

passed and the men were resting here and there, he and his

friends got up and looked all over the marketplace. Just then

Zambur came into view from afar They lay in ambush, and

when Zambur reached that placethey seized him, tied him up,

and took him roughly before the guebres who were drinking

wine Hetook him forward, sat down, and started drinking

wine. Then he said to Zambur, 'Tell the truth I Who are you,

where doyou come from, and what doyou thinkyou're doing?'

'lama stranger,' he replied. 'I cametothis citytoday. I sold fruit

to someone. She detained me and entertained me. Just now I

set out from there to go to bed when you encountered me,'

Gharrad laughed and said, 'You don't know much about

the city,' When he was drunk he ordered his men to hang

Zambur upside down. No matter how much Zambur cried

and pleaded, the guebre was unmoved and kept drinking his

wine. All the ayyars went to sleep.

As for Mahiya, she saw that it was late and she was wait-

ing for Zambur to return. When a longtime had passed she

got upset. She put on her veil and boots and went outside the

house, looking all through the marketplace until she came to

that place. There she saw that someone was suspended upside

down and a groupof men had been drinkingwIne.The utensils

of the party were scattered, and the participants were lying all

overthe place. She went forward and, recognizing Zambur,

she set him free. Then she drew a knife from her belt and cut

off the headsof all Gharrad's companions. She hung Gharrad

up in Zambur's place and went back home with Zambur

The next day the people ofthe city came and saw what had

happened. Everyone gathered, perplexed by the sight.

When this distressing news reached Malik Na'im, he and

his men gotvery upset A servant went to Ustad Khatun and

said, 'Malaka summons you,'

Mahiya said, 'Which Malaka summons me?'

Ustad Khatun said, 'The daughter ofthe king... has a pain.

Sometimes she summons us. We go and treat her,'

'Ustad Khatun,' said Mahiya, 'how would it be ifyou did me

afavor and took me with you so that I could seethe daughter

of a king? After all, I came from my village to seethe city in

order to get the grief out of my heart. Now that we are staying

in your house, I am at your disposal,'
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The narrators saythat when Mahiya flattered Ustad Khatun

and said, 'Kind lady, I want to seethe beauty of Malik Oimar's

daughter,' Ustad Khatun acted very kind and said, 'Mahiya,

you are like my own daughter. Come with me, I'll takeyou

there and show you things you have never seen before, I will

takeyou into the harem of Malik Na'im, the king ofthe city of

Tawariq, Come now, and we'll gotogetherto Khwarmah,'

'Ustad Khatun,' said Mahiya, 'consider me as one ofyour

maidservants,

'

In short, Mahiya and Ustad Khatun put on their veils and

boots and went outside,

'Let metell my husband not to go anywhere until I get back,'

said Mahiya to Ustad Khatun So saying, she went to Zambur

and said, 'Ayyar, I have good news for you, Khwarmah has

summoned Ustad Khatun. and I am going with her. Let us see

what happens,' Zambur rejoiced,

Mahiya then went with Ustad Khatuntothedoorto

Khwarmah's house. Mahiya was astonished by every article

of royal luxury she sawuntilthey reached thedoorto the harem,

Theeunuchsasked Ustad Khatun whotheotherwoman

was, 'She is my sister,' she told them, 'She too has a hand in

my business.' So saying, she went in, taking Mahiya with her.

When they entered, Khwarmah's mother said to Ustad
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Khatun, 'Khwarmah is in that room, com plaining of a pain

in her side/ Ustad Khatun went into the room with Mahiya

When Khwarmah spied Mahiya, she recognized her and

smiled, Mahiya winked and bit her lip,

'What is the reason for this smiling?' asked Ustad Khatun.

'Lady,' said Khwarmah, 'I have a pain for which no one

knows the remedy and which no one can treat save that

person whom I know.'

Ustad Khatun went forward, put her hand on Khwarmah's

side, and rubbed it. Just then the queen asked Ustad Khatun

who the other woman was. 'She is a druggist,' she said, 'and

shecomesfromthecityofAqiqnagar. She is a relative of mine.'

In short, they werethere until evening. Khwarmah said,

'Khatun, when a bit of the night has passed, the pain in my

side grows worse. Ifthere is somebody who can give me a

massage at that time, I can calm down.'

'My queen,' said Ustad Khatun, 'I have a house full of things,

and I also have guests. I cannot remain here at night.'

'I will stay here,' said Mahiya. This, of course, was Khwarmah's

object. In short, she kept Mahiya there, and Ustad Khatun left.

When itwasnightMahiya remained untilthey werealone

together. Khwarmah said, 'Sister, how wereyou separated

fromSherBanu?'

'My queen,' said Mahiya. 'when they kept you here, Hamza's

son Prince Ibrahim heard that they had put you in chains. He

sent someone to Sher Banu, thinking she might have news

ofyou, but she didn't. Ibrahim was very worried and ordered

the ayyan to come and find out about you. No one agreed to

come. Sher Banu summoned me and told me. I accepted and

have cometoyou.'

'Are you alone, or do you have someone with you'' she

asked

'Zambur Ayyar is with me,' said Mahiya. 'Nowtell meyour

news, and I will tell Zambur Ayyar, and he will send it to

Ibrahim.'

'It was true that they put me in prison,' said the queen. 'But

I sweet-talked them into letting me go.'

Nowthenarratorsaysthatwhen Malik Na'im had not done

battle for several days, one day Muhandis the vizier came

before him and sald,'AstheZangrsson Shahan has been in

your prisonforsometime now. Ifyou release him, maybe he

will bea match fortheGod-worshippers
'

The narratorsaysthat As was Malik Nairn's slave, and he

was extremely domineering. He was always ma king trouble

in the city and killing people. When he ate them, they put him

in prison. Now they summoned him and told him to repel the

Cod-worshippers. He accepted.

The next day the battle drums were sounded and ranks

were formed. The Zangi entered the field and killed several

from the army of Islam Then Ibrahim entered the arena and

cut him to ribbons. The armies retired from the field.

Now, there was Malik Na'im'sson Ghazanfar. He was hope-

lessly in love with Khwarmah. OnedayhesaldtoMuhandis

the vizier, 'I will soon die from love of this girl. After I am dead,

ofwhat use will the girl be? Tell this secret to the malik.'

Muhandistold the father, who grew angry and said, 'Now

is no time for talk of brides and groomsl' And he was much

disturbed to hearthis news.

He grew more emaciatedfrom love every moment- pale, ill,

and miserable.
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The narrator says that when Ghazanfar despaired of his

father, he was unable to say anything. There was a fortress,

Khurramabad byname, and Ghazanfar's mother was in the

citadel, and Ghazanfar and Oalmas's mother was [?] not there.

When he despaired of his father, he went to his mother and

wept and cried until she had pity on him. She had an ayyar

named Tarmas, who was very clever and powerful. Ghazanfar's

mother summoned him, and when he came she said, 'Ayyar,

you must getyourself somehow to the city of Tawarlq in order

to capture Khwarmah and bring her here This son of mine

is goingtodieof grief and pain. I will en noble you in return.

However, you must not bring her by land. Get into a boat

and come here lest something happen on land.' He accepted.

Ghazanfar's mother had a eunuch shesent along with him,

and shegavethem much gold.

The two set forth and traveled until they reached Tawariq.

Tarmas had an ayyar of his own who was Khwarmah's mother's

cook. In short, he went to him/her [?] and put a knock-out drug

in the food and gave it to Khwarmah and her mother. That

night he got into the castle, stole Khwarmah away, and took

her to the eunuch. He put her in a chest, got into a boat, and

set out by sea. However, the next day the men learned of the

event. Mahiya was very upset. She thought that the ayyoz-s

of Iran might have stolen her, but one ofthe kitchen workers

said, 'An ayyar named Tarmas came. In the middle of the night

he went Into the king's harem, and there was a [gulabari]. I

didn't know what it was since ifthe men had recognized him

they would have known that it was Tarmas's work.'

Oalmas's mother said to Malik Na'im, 'Your son has done

such a thing.' When they ascertained for certain that it

wasn't he, he had gonetothecitadel at Khurramabad, and

Malik Na'im also recognized this Tarmas Ayyar, got angry,

and wanted to send someone to the citadel to bring them all

and punish them

Muhandis the vizier said, 'One son ofyours turned out ill-

starred over this girl. Do you want to lose this one too''

MalikOimaragreed and said nothing.

When Mahiya ascertained [?], she wentto Zambur, bade

the [Ustad Khatun] farewell, and set out for the fortress

When they brought the girl, Ghazanfar's mother showed

her respect. Khwarmah was perplexed that she should be act-

ing llkethat. 'You are not a stranger,' she said. 'When Malik

Oimar gives permission, as usual She accepted and told her

son. He rejoiced, and immediately she sent Ihraq Gavmal to

Malik Na'im with a letter, saying, 'Since my son almost died,

we brought her here. Get permission for us to marry him here
'

Mahiya arrived at the gate of the fortress with Zambur

Ayyar. 'We will be a doctor,' he said, 'and you be a geomancer.'

Mahiya put a feed bag around her neck and said, 'We will

treat anyone who Is in pain,' asthey went around the neigh-

borhoods Zambur opened a shop at the crossroads. Someone

took the newsto Ghazanfarthat a geomancer had cometo

the neighborhood. Since he was in love healways wanted to

ascertain news. He summoned Zambur. He came and told

him afewtales. He was pleased and asked him about himself

'0 prince,' he said, 'I have a sister who Is so knowledgeable

about magic that she can turn the earth into the sky.' She

was summoned. Mahiya said, 'If I am acquainted with her,

within three days I can make it so that she will come toyou.'

Ghazanfar rejoiced and sent someoneto Khwarmah, saying,

'A woman doctor has come.'

'I don't need a doctor,' said the queen. 'Mahiya had told me

that I should see her.' They sent Yaknazar When she saw her,

she was happy She asked about her. She said, 'I am a woman

doctor.'

'A doctor like you is of no use to me,' she said.

In 5hort,they spoke for a while. Khwarmah was happy and

said, 'Previously one of Ghazanfar's people came and took

the newsto him.' He was happy, but Khwarmah summoned

Mahiya and said, 'Think of something.' She said, '0 queen,

don'tworry. Tonight we will makehim unconscious and

take you away.' She was happy. Mahiya came and said to

Ghazanfar, 'Good newsl Tonightyou will have your wish.'

To Ghazanfar's motherthey said, 'Until someone comes, let

us converse together.'

In short, when the conversation grew warm, they applied

the knock-out drug. Ghazanfar was thrown into the sea by

his people, and Khwarmah was outfitted. The three let them-

selves down with a lasso and set forth, traveling until dawn

Khwarmah's feet were blistered. Zambur said, 'You stay here

while I go. Maybe I can find a remedy.'
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The narrator says that when Baba Bakhsha World-Traverser

embraced Songhur and Lulu the spy and kissed them on the

forehead, he said, 'Your countenances are blessed.' He sat

them in a good place and broughtthemfood and drink.

In short, they spent that day in each other's company, and

[Baba Bakhsha) asked about the Amir, Umar, and the Amir's

officers. The disciples had gathered on that day. When night

fell they received permission to depart and went to their

chambers In the caravanserai, where they said to each other,

'Both of these appearto bein leaguewith us,'

When they came beforeJaldakAyyarand Khosh-Khiram

and explained the situation, they were uneasy on account of

Malak Mah, However, when the companions emerged from

Baba Bakhsha World-Traverser'sto/riyyo, since Baba Bakhsha

was a far-sighted man, he said to his faithful disciples, 'Com-

rades, these two young men are, of course, among the ayyars

of Iran who have cometo rescue Said Farrukh-Nlzhad.' To all

the disciples he said, 'Whereveryou see that young man, seize

him and bring him to me.'

However, when it was night, Songhur Ba I khi and Par ran

Ayyar decided together that they would go to the prison

gate in disguise so that, perhaps, they might accomplish

something. They set forth. Both wentto the prison. When

the men ceased their comings and goings, and half the

night had passed,they began to circle around the prison. The

prison guards, however, were drinking. When the oj/_yo/'S

cametothe rearofthe prison, they sawfour men dressed In

black. They went forward and asked whothey were. Oneof

the four stepped out and said, 'What persons a re you?' Lulu

the spy recognized them as pupils of Baba Bakhsha World-

Traverser, He acknowledged them and said to the other

youths, 'These two youths are merchants who had cometo

Baba's takiyya. Baba Bakhsha showed them great respect.

They too went forward with great humility and met Songhur

and Lulu. 'Oyouths,' they said, 'you are merchants? What are

you doing at such a time in such a city?'

Lulu replied, 'Comrades, know that they call me Lulu the

spy, and I am among Khwaja Umar's pupils. This one is called

Songhur Balkhi,and he is one of Khwaja Umar's commanders.

When we wentto Baba's to/;/yj/o and heard familiar talk from

Baba, we wanted to acknowledge our acquaintance and show

ourselves to him, but It wasn't possible. Now we have cometo

the prison in hopes of accomplishing something.'

They rejoiced, but no matter how much the six ofthem

circled around the prison that night, they could not do any-

thing. They turned away and wentto Baba Bakhsha World-

Traverser's ta/c/yyo.

The next morningthey went before Baba and met him

After that, they told him what had happened to them, Baba

arose and kissed their hands, saying, '0 commanders, I

had a dream in which I was told to do something to rescue

Sa id Farrukh-Nizhadfrom his chains, and now I am trying to

accomplish that. Now that you have come, praise God, we

can do something together and, with the help of the Creator,

get that young man released from the bondage ofthese

woe-begotten infidels

'

'We need a place in which we can hide him after rescuing

him,' said Lulu.

'Have no worry on that score,' said Baba Bakhsha, 'for it has

occurred to us to hide Sa'id Farrukh-Nizhad in our own takiyya

in such a way that no one will have the slightest suspicion

that he isthere,'

They rejoiced. Baba Bakhsha said, 'Oyouths, what thought

have you had concerning the rescue of Sa'id Farrukh-Nizhad?'

'It occurs to us,' they said, 'that we will go to the shop of

Sha'ban the wine-seller and He in wait until the prison guards

cometo buy wine We will use a knock-out drug. Perhaps we

will be able to accomplish something.'

'Let several of my disciples go along,' said Baba Bakhsha.
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They came and kept Sha'ban busy until the prison guards

came. Sha'ban said to Songhur, 'Go bring wine from that

special vat for the men ofAhsha World-Traverser, who is now

the warden of the prison.' Songhur mixed a knock-out drug

intothe wine and gave it to them. They fell unconscious The

oyyors cametothe prison gateand cutthe guards' headsofF,

rescued Sa id, and took himtoBaba Bakhsha's tcj/;/y_yo. Baba

hidthe prince. Thecompanionswenttothe caravanserai and

informed Khosh-Khiram and Ja Ida k. They rejoiced.

The next day theytookthe newstoTaysun, who ordered

two hundred men to keep guard at the gate. He had an

qyyorwho was called Kajdast Khunrez (Crooked-Hand Blood-

Shedder). He summoned him and said, 'Such a thing has

happened, and the perpetrator must be discovered.'

'It seems to me,' he said, 'that this is the work of Pah lavan

Bakhsha World-Traverser.'
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The narrator relates that when Malik Taysun's son heard that

Kajdast... he said, 'I believethis isthe work of Baba Bakhsha

World-Traverser ' He said, 'It is not his doing,' Malik Taysun

accepted and said, 'You lie in ambush and see whether he

has done such a thing.' Kajdast said, 'I'm goingtomakean

ambush.' This he said and departed. At midnight he crept over

thewallof Baba Bakhsha's garden. This building was under

the ground and located to the right of the garden, and just

then Songhur Balkhi son of Dalv-Avarthe spy came out of the

underground with a candle in his hand. Sa'id also came out

with them. Seeing them, Kajdast said, 'Good.' He brought the

news to Malik Taysun, and he sent a thousand fully-armed

men to bring them all in bound hand to neck. The spy brought

the news to Baba Bakhsha. Baba and forty braves armed

themselves. Sa'id Farrukh-Nizhad and his companions got

armed. Battle broke out. At first many warriors of Islam were

killed by the guebres. Kajdast Ayyar came before Malik

Taysun, and he sent forty long-stirruped [steeds] with Marku'

Dilavar with two thousand men. They fought until day broke

Both guebres were killed by Prince Sa'id Farrukh-Nizhad, and

from the rest ofthe soldiers came pleas for quarter. When it

was night Baba Bakhsha came to Sa id Farrukh-Nizhad, say-

ing, 'I have dug a tunnel that comes out seven leagues from

the foot of Mount La'l.' Sa'id did not approve and said to Baba

Bakhsha, 'All these Muslims will be killed. It is not right.' In the

end Prince Sa'id and hiscompanionscameout, Baba Bakhsha

World-Traverser had dug two pits in the road so that anyone

who came would fall in. They closed the gate and went inside.

The guebres had turned back and gone in front of that house.

No matter howhardthey searched, they were too afraid to

be able to get in. Finally the infidels used all their strength

and broke the door in. There was no one there. They realized

they had gone into the tunnel. Malik Taysun's son came and

ordered some ofthem to go into the tunnel. They went for-

ward and fell into a pit. They pulled them out and proceeded.

Finally they sent men all around to make the news known. ...

but Sa'id Farrukh-Nizhad and hiscompanionscameout from

the skirt of Mount La'l. Baba Bakhsha said, 'There is a fortress

here, and my squire is in it. If someone informs him, it will

be good.' Shahbaz Ayyar went and returned, saying, 'Malik

Taysun's envoy was in this mountain when Prince Sa'id went

and killed the guebres and drove the envoy away.' Shahbaz

came and spoke to Ra'un He was happy and said, 'I renounce

Zumurrud Shah ' He went and called his companions, and

they started reveling. However, Malik Taysun wasthinking

about the envoy when the envoy came and told him what

had happened. Afterwards news ofthem arrived that they

had gone to Ra'un Elephant-Neck's fortress. He got angry

and sent his army to destroy the fortress. Sa'id came out and

killed them, and the guebres sent news. Eighty thousand men

came. Sa'id came back. Battle lines were drawn. Kunas Cat-Eye

came out. Shahbaz Ayyar stepped forth and planted a knife

in his side, bringing him down. Several other champions were

also killed. The next day Abraq came out into the field. Sa'id

cameout and took him He became a Muslim and received

permission logo convert his soldiers and bring them over

He went and told Taysun, 'I have given them [my word].' As'ad,

who was Taysun's son and Baba Bakhsha's squire, got his

weapons, and together they attacked Taysun's camp News

was taken to that guebre. He almost went mad, but As'ad and

Andaq plundered Taysun's camp and wentto Sa'id. However,

when Taysun entered the fortress, word came from Kajdast,

saying, 'Do not grieve, for tonight I will kidnap Sa'id.' He went

intothecampand kidnapped him. However, when he brought

Sa id to Taysun, he said for him to be kept under watch

They sent twentythousand men against thecampof Islam

When they came the Muslims had gone into the fortress They

pulled back. Malik Taysun said, 'Guard Sa'id, and tomorrow

we'll cut his head offinfront of the fortress.' His vizier said,

'He should be senttoKi'al Man-Eater's island, for if a stranger

appears,they will eat him.' They sent a messenger and also

said to Kajdast, 'You go too.' They accepted and went into the

sea. Kajdast came bringing news. The next day they started

fighting and battling
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The narrator says that As'ad, Malik Taysun's son, said, 'Comrades,

no one can be senttoKi'al's island to send reinforcements,

'

Khosh-Khiram said, 'Let Songhurgo and inform Prince

Ibrahim son of Hamza of this. What a pity that there is no one

who can guide me to Ki'al's island,'

Just then one of Baba Bakhsha World-Traverser's ayyars.

who was called Kajrah Ayyar, said, 'Ifwhat you want is to be

guided, I will undertakethis service.'

Khosh-Khiram rejoiced, and she took those oyyors along,

bade her comrades farewell, and set ofi" in the direction of

Ki'al's island, Songhur Balkhi was given leave and departed

tothecityofTawariq

The narrator says that Prince Sa id was brought before Kial,

who had a daughter named Barghal. When she sawSa'id, she

fell in love with him. However, when Ki'al saw Sa'id, he said,

'Bringa skewerand roastthis human!'

'Malik Taysun has sent this one for safe-keeping,' said Barghal

'Then what should be done?' asked Ki'al.

'He should be put in chains in the prison,' she replied

Ki'al saidtoSilaq Man-Eater, 'I entrust him to you. Keep him

in chains.' And betook the prince away and put him in chains

inthe prison

Barghal, however, was beside herselfwith loveforthe

prince Smiling, she waited patiently until it was night. She

went to the prison gate, killed all the guards, rescued Prince

Sa id Farrukh-Nizhad, and took him to her house, where she

said, 'O prince, I havegiven my hearttoyou. Marry me.'

'My beauty,' said Sa'id, 'whenever I see my mother and

father, I will grantyour wish.' Barghal was patient.

The next day the guards wentto Ki'al and said, 'Last night

your daughter came to the prison, killed all the guards, and

made away with the prisoner

'

Ki'al summoned his daughter and asked her about it She

said, 'Yes, when he was brought before you and you ordered

him to be roasted, I was greatly inclined toward him. I kept

you from doing it. Last night I went and took him out of prison,

roasted him, and ate him,' Ki'al accepted this.

Nonetheless, every night she came to Sa'id and repeated her

demand, Sa'id gave her the same answer until the girl got fed

up. The fire of her loveenflamed, she said, '0 prince, when will

you go to your mother and father?'

'My mother and father will not come here,' he said, 'but

ifyou get horses and arms, you and I will escape and get our-

selves tothem sothatyou may have your desire.'

The girl immediately brought horses and arms. The two

mounted and set out, traveling all night. The next day they

dismounted beneath a tree, A voice came to Prince Sa'id's

ears. It was someone saying, 'Thank God.' Sa'id looked up

and saw Khosh-Khiram climbing down from the tree.

'Woman,' he said, 'what are you doing here?'

'I went out in search of you,' she said, 'and one of Baba

Bakhsha World-Traverser's oyyocs, Kajrah by name, was with

me. He was showing me the way. When we arrived here, a

groupofZangis appeared. I climbed up this tree and they

didn't see me, butthey ate Kajrah Ayyar.'

'Yes,' replied Sa'id, 'it has been said

By crookednessyoufall lower and lower.

From all griefyou arefree ifyou are true.

'

In short, they set out together until they reached the edge

of a river. They got into a boat and crossed the water. They

dismounted at the foot of a mountain and camped therefor

the night. However, a panther came down from the mountain

and tore Barghal to bits. Sa'id killed the panther and, the next

morning, laid Barghal to rest in the earth.

Khosh-Khiram and Sa'id both got on horses and set out, but

they did not know where they were going.

'Don't you know the way by which you came?' Sa id asked

Khosh-Khiram.

'No, I don't,' she answered.

Then, trusting in divine goodness, they proceeded until

they came to a gate, one door of which was open and the

otherclosed. Sa'id and Khosh-Khiram entered and saw lofty

buildings and a kiosk. Both entered. They saw two girls

wrestling with each other. One was Malak Mah and the other

was Malik Na'im's daughter. When Malak Mah saw Sa'id, she

almost fainted from happiness. They all greeted each other.

'Prince,' she asked, 'what are you doing here?'

Sa'id explained his situation and asked her about hers.

'I was going tothecityofTawariq to the oyyors,' she said.

'A hag came from behind a tree and worked magic. Grabbing

me by the hair, she took me to her house. Since I was wearing

man's clothes she thought I was a man. When she realized

that I was a girl she put me under this spell. This girl's name

is Sheda Banu The daughter of the king of the birds, Zagh-

Chashm, was in love with her brother. The brother died, and

the sorcerer brought his coffin and suspended it from the ceil-

ing of his house Her brother's hair has held me. He is called

KarkaraJadu,'
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The narrator says that when Sa'id Farrukh-Nizhad learned

about KarkaraJadu from Malak Mah, he stayed there that

night, Khosh-Khiram placed her head to Malak Mah's feet

and told her the story of Kajdast the ayyar. She was happy.

When it was day, Karkara Jadu learned ofthe situation

Disguising himself as a lion, he attacked Sa'id, but the prince

overthrew him,tothedelightof Malak Mah and Sheda Banu.

However, they did not know how to get out. Prince Sa'id said,

'Allthistimeyou have been under his spell were you never

able to learn from the sorcerer how to get out?'

'One day I asked the sorcerer by what means a person who

wanted to get out of his spell could do it,' said Sheda Banu

'He said, "There is a rod with a bird on it. You have to move the

bird's headthedistanceofa barleycorn. The rod willturn and

a waywillappear.'"

The prince did as she said, and a way opened. They escaped

Two days laterthey cametoa mountain that was extremely

high, and atop the mountain they saw a fortress, and at the

foot ofthe fortress were camped aroundtenthousand sol-

diers. The prince asked and was told, 'The fortress is called

Dar al-Hisar, and the warden ofthe fortress is called Sherzad

Shergir, and this is his army.'

The prince put the girls in a safe place and then went into

the guebres' camp, advancing straight to the gate ofthe

court A guebre chieftain was stationed over everyone. Sa'id

wentto him and said, 'Get up so that I may sit on this chair.'

He got up and sat down in a lower place. Sa'id took his place.
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Theguebrewhogot upfrom the chair was called Mikal

Mushtzan. Said glanced at Sherzad, who asked Sa'id, 'Young

man, where have you come from and where are you going?

What isyourname.and what doyou do in this world?' Prince

Sa'idtold him about himselffrom beginningtoendandthen

offered him conversion,

'Young man,' he replied, 'until now I have eaten my bread

by soldiery. When you defeat me at wrestling and can master

an exercise stone I have, I will do whateveryou say.'

The prince stood up, started wrestling with him, and

defeated him Then he went into the fortress and mastered

the exercise stone. He saw a springthere, and when he asked

about It, he was told, 'This spring has the peculiar characteris-

tic that if anyone is sick and about to die, if he washes in the

spring he will not die for a longtime. If anyone has an illness

and washes in the spring, the illness will quickly vanish. How-

ever, if anyone tries to take water from the spring elsewhere,

it turns to blood.' The prince converted Sherzad to Islam, Then

he went down from the fortress and took the girls inside, where

they remained for a fewdays in celebration and revelry.

Then they got several mountsfrom Sherzad, Each onegot

on a horse and set out for Ruby Mountain and Raghun Elephant-

Neck's fortress.

The narrator says that when Malik Taysun dispatched Sa idto

Ki'al Man-Eater's island,they realized that soldiers would have

to be stationed around the fortification. He went into the city

of Aqiqnagar.Tayfur'stwentythousand soldiers and Sherzad

joined him. He stationed the vizier and went to the city. Since

there were no provisions left in the fortress, As'ad said, 'We have

to get out of this fortress. Maybe we can make the soldiers go

away.' He went out with five thousand men, leaving Bakhsha

World-Traverser inside. When Tayfur surrounded them with

his twenty thousand men, battle broke out. Tayfur brought

down the five thousand in a cloud of dust. Sa'id appeared with

Sherzad Shergir and ten thousand men, and they defeated the

infidels. Tayfurwas wounded and fled. However, when Tayfur

entered the city he received word that Malik Na'im and Oimar

had arrived. He went out to greet them, escorted them inside

with honor, and gave them a banquet. Just then Tayfur arrived

to reportthe situation. 'Thought must be given to Sa'id before

Ibrahim comes,' they said. Fourcommanders weredispatched.

Sa'id's army had almost been defeated when Malik Bahman

arrived with a large army and attacked the infidels' camp. The

d ru ms of retreat were sou nded.

The next day Ibrahim arrived with his entire army and they

met each other. The guebres beat the battle drums Mahavan

Elephant-Neck went intothefield and martyred three men

Then Malik Bahman went out and overthrew him Mahavan's

son Mihr went out and was killed. When he had killed thirty-

one men, the armies retreated.
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The narrator says:

The army withdrew, and the next day Mi hr Gold-Belt

entered [the field]. Prince Ibrahim went out and seized him

Mihr Gold-Hat went out and ... him. Malik Taysun withdrew

The prince offered the captives a chance to convert. They

became sincere Muslims. The guebres, however, thought it

would be best to launch a surprise attack on the army of Islam.

ZamburAyyar brought word of this. Sa'id Farrukh-Nizhad,

Malik Bahman, and all the soldiers departed from the camp.

The guebres came. There was battle until day. In the end defeat

befell the guebres, who fled toAqiqnagar.The men of Islam

got a lotof booty. When Malik Na'im and Malik Taysun arrived

at Aqiqnagar, Ki'al Man-Eater's emissary came bringing a let-

ter. The contents were as follows: '0 Malik, the Iranian you sent

seized our daughter and fled with her. Now! am here with the

entire armyto destroy him.' Malik Taysun rejoiced and honored

the emissary greatly. The next day an emissary from Malik

Sharifcamefrom Sharafiya in search of Khwarmah.

'Khwarmah 15 in the hands of the God-worshippers,' he

said. 'Send an army and get her from them.'

Justthen MahusAyyar arrived and bowed his head before

Malik Taysun, saying, 'When the sun rises, the army of the

God-worshippers will come.' Malik Oimar lowered his head

and sank intocontemplation.

Malik Na'im said, 'Malik Oimar, do not worry, for whatever

isfated will cometo be

'

Malik Taysun replied, 'Malik Na im. be assured that I have

summoned so many soldiers that after a few days there will

be no trace ofthe army of God-worshippers
'

The next day when the bright sun illuminated the dark lamp,

the army of Islam had arrived and the two forces had

lined up opposite each other when Ki'al Man-Eater's emissary,

Shahim Mihrang, came before Ma Ilk Taysun and said, 'If I am

commanded to go intothefield, I will teach them a lesson

that will be retold as longasthe world remains.' Mihrang

went out Prince Sa'id went out and killed him. By the time he

had brought down seven men and stirred up a lot of dust, Ki'al

Man-Eater arrived with sixty thousand men. When he saw

Prince Sa'id in the field he went out and strove until nightfall,

when he withdrew and the armies dismounted. Malik Taysun

gavea banquet forKi'al.

The next day the battle drums were sounded. Once again

the armies drew up their ranks opposite each other. Ki'al Man-

Eater went out and called for Sa'id Farrukh-Nizhad. He fought

hard until he wounded Ki'al. The armies withdrew. Malik

Na'im,MalikOimar, and Malik Taysun went to visit Malik Ki'al.

It was midnight when he died of the wound he had received.

The guebres mourned him. Ki'al's men took his coffin and set

outfortheir island.

Malik Taysun said, 'Malik Oimar, is there no oyyor who can

kidnap Ibrahim?'

'That IS ajobfor Mahus,' said Oimar They summoned him

and explained the situation to him

'My lord,' Mahus said, 'I would have been ableto kidnap him,

but nowtheir aj/j/ocs are lying in ambush. I can do nothing.'

Taysun said, 'Malik Oimar, I had an ayyoc called Kajdast. He

would have been ableto kidnap Said and bring him in. I sent

himtoKi'al'sisland.'

'What happened to him?' asked Oimar

'The God-worshippers' ayyoz-s killed him.' Malik Taysun said

'Something has to be done to remove them,' said Na'im.

'What?'theyasked.

'All the soldiers should be ordered to move,' Oimar said.

'Maybe we can removethein.'

The next day the battle drums were sounded and the

armies began to move in vengeance. Fully armed, they lined

up opposite each other. A guebre stepped into the field, and

Ibrahim went out and killed him. The guebres attacked all at

once and battle broke out. Malik Oimar was taken captive

The armies withdrew. Malik Naim was very worried, but the

prince pulled back and entered the court Summoning Malik

Oimar, he offered him a chance to convert. He became Mus-

lim out of fear. Songhur Balkhi lay in ambush until the next

day, when Mahus Ayyar entered Oimar's court and whispered

something into Oimar's ear. When Songhur appeared, Malik

Oimar put Mahus to flight. Songhur withdrew and reported it

to Prince Ibrahim. The prince had Oimar arrested. The news of

Oimar's arrest was reported to Na'im by Mahus Ayyar.
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The narrator says that when the news of the imprisonment

arrived, Malik Timar. Malik Taysun, and Malik Na'im became

very concerned and begantowonder howtheirentanglement

with the God-worshippers would turn out

Namos Ayyar entered and said, 'Malik Taysun, you must

know that Malik Sharif s son Mahabat Boar-Tooth [has come]

from Sharif with fiftythousand mighty, battle-scarred guebres.

We must go out to greet them.'

Taysun rejoiced, and the next morning when the world-

ilium mating sun brightenedthesky with the light of its coun-

tenance, the infidels went to greet Mahabat When Malik

reached Mahabat he wept bitterly.

'Malik Taysun,' said Mahabat, 'do not be upset, for as soon

as I get there I will trounce the God-worshippers. If any more

forces are needed, I'll send a messenger to my father to dispatch

as many soldiers as are needed to crush the God-worshippers.'

In short, they camped at Malik Taysun's gate, and when they

were settled in, Taysun gavea banquet for Mahabat. At that

banquet the ayytjrs of Islam were present when Mahabat

asked MalikTaysunto soundthe battledrums

Malik Na'im said, 'Since you have just arrived and are still

covered with the dust ofthe road, it would be best for you to

rest a moment.'

He did not agree and said, 'Malik Na'im, you have heard it

saidthat

A man who is short-sighted, addicted to luxury, and a

worshipper ofwine will give his religion over to plunder and

lose everything in the world.

When a merchant sits with his beloved and wine, his profit

vanishes and his capital disappears.

Inasmuch as the God-worshippers are guilty of aggression,

how can I sit here at ease''

In short, he ordered the battle drums sounded. The ayyars

of Islam broughtthe news to Prince Ibrahim and Sa'id and

told them much about Mahabat. The next day just as the sun

of the east put forth its head from the blue curtain and bright-

ened the dark world

—

When the sun quaffed a goblet at dawn, it became red in the

facefrom that cup ofvermilion wine—
the two armies reared up in vengeance against each other,

and the battle-scarred warriors and mighty champions, clad

in iron and steel, set out for the field of battle and stood oppo-

site each other. Ranks were drawn up, and dust covered the face

ofthe earth. Cloud and wind began to ram down and sweep

clean the field. When the arena was as bright as the hearts of

the pure, a guebre from the ranks ofthe infidels named Sarad

son of Elephant-Neckcame forth intothefield by Mahabat's

leave and demanded a contest. Prince Ibrahim son of Hamza

went fort:h and took him down. After dispatching another nine

men to hell, Mahabat Boar-Tooth went into the field and stood

opposite Ibrahim, He fought hard, but in the end he was cap-

tured, and Malik Taysun ordered all the soldiers to move in and

surround the prince. Prince Sa'id Farrukh-Nizhad attacked with

histroops, A pitched battle ensued The two sides attacked

each other like two oceans of arrows and axes, and the sound

of battle rosetothesky, Mai Ik Tahamtan entered with his

troops from behind the guebres and began to fight, with war-

riors pulling each other down from their mounts. Just then

Malik Taysun stood against Sa'id Farrukh-Nizhad and was

killed. The infidel army, unaware ofwhat had happened, kept

endeavoring, and Malik Na'im blocked Prince Ibrahim's path.

He was captured, and the infidel army took flight.

Unfaithful warriors in retreat; pillagers occupied with plunder

Captive-takers all taken captive-, archers killed in a rain ofarrows.

The Muslims took much booty, and when they returned, the

captives were offered a chance to accept Islam. Malik Na'im

and Mahabat both became sincere Muslims and sent a mes-

senger to Sharafiya to Malik Sharif, who also came with much

tribute and became Muslim.Thecity of Aqiqnagar wasalso

made Muslim, and a noble ... Baba Bakhsha World-Traverser ...

someone to the Amir. ...the champion who was taken captive

was put in Zarduhusht's pit.' The armies retreated The Amir

summoned the oyyo/- and said, 'Who will go and find out

about Umar?' The Amir accepted and left. That night he tied

a pieceof silktoa dove's leg and sent it off. The dove alighted

at the foot of Castle Ayina. Umar came and grabbed the dove,

takingthe piece of silk from its leg and unfolding it Umayya

madea lasso Umarcamedown and wenttotheAmir.
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The narrator says that when the sorcerers left Bakhtak at

thegatetoZumurrud Shah's court, a chamberlain entered

and told Yaqut Shah that Khwaja Bakhtak had come,

'It is Umar Ayyar,' said Hurmuz,

Sabukpay arose and said, 'Send for him
'

When Bakhtak came In and he saw Bakhtak, he became

confused because Shah Anoshlrvan had ordered Hurmuz

to drag [?] him into Cuttock, He arose in anger, picked up

a mace, and hit Bakhtak on the head with it. He cried out,

'I am Khwaja Bakhtak!'

Sabukpay said, 'He is lying.' Just then a charqabfeWitom

Hurmuz's shoulders. He leapt, picked it up, threw it over his

own shoulders, and leftthe court.

Yaqut Shah said, 'It is U mar's crime. Put him in chains.

'

Bakhtak wastaken awayand put in chains in prison.

When Hurmuz was finished binding Bakhtak, he asked for

h\scharqab.

'Khwaja Bakhtak took it away,' he was told

'Bring him in,' hesaid. When they went for him they saw

that Bakhtak was leaving mounted on a camel. They cried out,

'Hurmuz Is summoningyou.'

Sabukpay said, 'Whatwill Hurmuzdowith me?'

'Wedon't know.'they answered

Sabukpay said, 'Go say that it was Umar Ayyar who took

the charqab'

When the men heard this, they turned around and reported

it to Hurmuz. He realized that it was Bakhtak. They summoned

him and gave him a horse and robe and asked him about him-

self He related his adventures from beginning to end.

Zumurrud Shah said, 'Do you have any idea why we have

put you in Cuttock?'

Yaqut Shah prostrated himself and said, '0 lord, speak.'

'Sometimes he creates a doubt in the heart,' he said. 'That

is why we are punishing him.'

Bakhtak lowered his head in prostration, and all the sorcer-

ers were astonished by this act of Umar's, but Sabukpay came

before the prince and explained. The prince laughed, but when

the sorcerers became aware ofwhat he had done they said,

'This is a bad person to have as an opponent. Let us hope he

doesn't release the champions who are in chains in the city.'

Malik Zarduhusht said, 'Maltas Man-Eater is in the city Who

would daretoenter?'

'A group of oyyars should be sent,' they said, 'in order that

they may be aware
'

Iramzad Naqshband, Samum World-Burner, and Waswas

the spy were sent to the city, but the prince was very concerned

overthechampions whowere in chains Justthen there wasa

commotion at the gate.

'What is happening?' asked the prince.

'Songhur Balkhi hascomefrom Prince Ibrahim b. Hamza,'

hewastold.

'Let him come in,' he said. He came in. He lowered his head

in the prince's sight and said, '0 king, into whatever head

there comes an image ofyour statu re, from every direction

pen's cometokissyourfeet.'

Afterthat he handed the prince a letter. The Sahib-Oiran

ordered gold strewn over his head. The contents were well

wishes from Prince Ibrahim, Sa'id Farrukh-Nizhad, Farhad

Yakzarbi,and Malik Bahman ArjastOuhistani.The rest was

a proclamation ofvictory ofthe cities of Aqiqnagar.Tawariq,

and Zibarjad The prince was elated and ordered a letter

written saying to come quickly. However, the Sahib-Oi ran

turned to Umar and said, '0 brother, we have no news of the

champions. Some thought must be given, and they must be

released from the sorcerers' bondage
'

Umar accepted to go to the city and find out what was

happening. He set off with a grou p of oj/yors toward the city,

and along the way he saw a man riding a pack horse. Khwaja

Umar said to his companions, 'You proceed very slowly while

I go and get news from Antali. This he said and went before

the man and greeted him. Then set off next to him The man

asked, 'Where are you from?'

'From Antali,' answered Umar Then he asked him about

himself

'I am called Mazmahil the surgeon,' hesaid 'My house is

also in Antali. Jamshed Akhtaran summoned me in Akhtam. I

went and joined his service It has been three years since I left

my home, but no matter how I tried to get Jamshed to let me

go, he wouldn't do it. Now, when the God-worshippers' cry

went up, he gave me leave to depart. When the caravan drew

near I longed to converse. For that reason they went on earlier,

but I have sent someone forward.'

Umar put his hand into his breast and gave Khwaja Mazmahil

the surgeon a handkerchief full of raisins 'I had gone to the

village to buy fruit,' hesaid. 'I left my men thereto bring [what

I bought]. I myself set out for home.'

Mazmahil took the raisins, ate them, and fell unconscious

Umar hid him in a placethat was notgenerallytraflicked

and where the army and servants would be safe. He took on

his form, and Yakdam, one oftheoyyrj/'s, disguised himself as

a rein-holder. Umar set out. The rest oftbeayyars wenttothe

villages, bought loads offruit, hired pack animals, loaded

them up, and entered the city of Antali.

Ustad RindaqTawwaf bought the fruit and became acquain-

ted, and Aq-Temur rented a house.
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The narrator continues thus:

When Khwaja Umar[b.] Umayya took on the guise of

Mazmahil the surgeon, he headedforthecity of Antali, but

he did not know in the slightest where his house was. On he

went, riding his horse with that oyyo/- holding the reins, until

he reached thecityand Khwaja Mazmahil's men appeared.

As soon as the news of Khwaja Mazmahil's arrival was deliv-

ered by the merchants, his friends, children, and relatives

went out to greet him. When they saw the khwaja from afar,

they rejoiced, got off their mounts, and threw themselves on

the ground. Khwaja Umar also gototThis horse and ran for-

ward, embracing his friends eagerly. All the food, drink, and

fruitthey had broughtthey placed before Umar.

Khwaja Umar said, 'I am observing Zoroaster's fast.' They

picked up the things and asked 'Khwaja Mazmahil' how he was

'Yes.' said Umar. 'Jamshed Akhtaran had a serious illness.

When he summoned me from Malik Zarduhusht, Malik

sent me. When I went before Jamshed, he was in a bad state

I treated him. He kept me for three years, but now that the

renown of the God-worshippers has spread, he gave me leave

to depart and sent much booty along with me. When the

caravan got near here I headed for my house.'

'Khwaja,' his friends said, 'welcome, for the God-worshippers

are mightily victorious, and all the talismans that have been

used have been broken by the God-worshippers' magicians

In every battle and every encounter they have emerged vic-

torious. The sorcerers have seized several oftheir renowned

champions and imprisoned them in Zarduhusht's dungeon.

They have stationed Maltas Man-Eater in the city, and now

Zumurrud Shah has sent Iramzad Naqshband and a group of

oyyofs to guard the champions lest Umar Ayyar attack.'

'Khwaja Mazmahil' said. 'What sort of person is Umar?'

The men told him what they knew of him. Umar shook his

head, mounted with hisfriends, and went into the city. When

they reached the gate of his house, the men said, 'Khwaja,

we will be at your service. Go home now and rest ' With this,

the servants raced out of the house and fell at Mazmahil's

feet. Umar realized that this was Mazmahil's house. He dis-

mounted. The neighbors came, and there was a huge uproar

in the quarter because Khwaja Mazmahil the surgeon had

come from Akhtam afterthree years.

However, when Umar went into the house, and the people

ofthe household surrounded him left and right. Khwaja Umar

saw that the house was decorated. He rejoiced.

In short, food was brought, but he didn't eat anything That

night he slept in his wife's embrace. When it was day the wife

asked him the reason. 'The water ofAkhtam does not agree

with strangers,' hesaid as he showed her his feet. She was

astonished and sank intothought. 'Don't worry,' said Umar,

'for I will think up somethingfor myself

The next day all the goods and items he had brought from

Akhtam arrived. Umar said to Kulbad Iraqi, who was disguised

as his squire, 'Soldier, the goods have arrived. Be easy of mind.

Take these things to Zumurrud Shah's camp, and tell the mer-

chantsthat Khwaja Mazmahil has arrived and gives these

things to repayyour loans.'

Then, to his 'wife' he said, 'Duringthese three years that I

was in Akhtam I had to borrow a lot. Now I will sell these goods.'

In short, Kulbad took them, and Khwaja Umar borrowed

much from the wife and children and from the merchants

and gave it to Kulbad. whom he sent off. He had it heralded

that anyone who had a pain should come to be treated. People

flocked to him because in Antali all were sorcerers, and tooth-

aches, headaches, earaches, sore eyes and feet were common

There was not a single skilled physician. When they heard that

Mazmahil the surgeon had come, all gathered around him.

In short, everyone who had a pain told him about it. He gave

them medicine out of his oyyar's satchel, and two days later

they all died The Khwaja left Mazmahil's house in the middle

ofthe night, woke [the real] Khwaja Mazmahil up, and gave

him his horse. The man went home, but he was attacked by

the people, who were shouting. 'He gave our relatives medi-

cineand killed them!'

'Friends.' heyelled. 'I have no knowledge of this. I have

just come home after an absence of three years.' But they

dragged him to the house of Malik Zarduhusht and cried

out against him. Zumurrud Shah heard their cries and said

to Bakhtak. 'Summon Khwaja Mazmahil.' When became in.

he wasasked aboutwhatwas happening. and heexplained.

They realized that it was Umar. The merchants also cried out.

'He borrowed a lot of money from us.' It did no good. The

news spread throughout Antali
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The narrator says that when Zumurrud Shah was sorely

pressed by Umar, he said to the sorcerers, 'Can't you think

of some way of dealing with Umar?'

'Of course, lord,'they said. Malik Zarduhushtthe magician

sent many sorcerers into the Amir's camp to work their magic.

They took away most ofthe renowned champions like Land-

haur b. Sa'dan,Sa'd Padishah, Shah Sulayman Farsi, Badi',

and Oasim. When Amir Sahib-Oiran was informed of this

situation he was very disturbed. He summoned Khwaja Umar

and said. 'Ayyar, find out what they have done to the cham-

pionsthesorcerers have taken away.'

Umar said, 'My oyycj/'s are in the city. They will bring what

ever news there is.'

The Amir said, 'You go!' Umar headed forthecity of Antali

He gathered a pile of brush and disguised himself as a brush-

gatherer. When he entered the city of Antali he saw that Shah

Sulayman was cooking. Umar smiled and said.'O master, will

you buy some kindling?' Shah Sulayman shouted at Umar

Umar went on and saw a blacksmith's shop, and there he

saw Landhaur working as a blacksmith. He was astonished

and went on. He saw Malik Azhdar roasting liver, in which

task he was completely absorbed. The Khwaja was even more

astounded. He went on. In short, he saw every one ofthe

Amir's champions doing something totally out of character.

Perplexed, he proceeded. He sawa caravanserai, and on either

side ofthe caravanserai wasa high raised platform. On one

platform Prince Badi'uzzaman and Malik Oasim Ruby-Robe

were seated, sewing caps. On the other platform was seated

Sa'd Padishah, who was sewing saddle cloths. Khwaja Umar

said to himself. 'Let me play a trick on Sa'd.' He put his pile
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of brush down, went forward, and whispered intoSa d

Padishah's ear, 'Ifyou knew how to ply such a trade, why were

you a king?'Sa'd Padishah jumped up and grabbed Umar,

crying out, 'I have captured U marl' Just then Oasim and Badi'

jumped upto help, and togetherthey tied him up. Sa d took

Umar to Malik, who ordered him to be put in chains into

Zarduhusht's black pit, Bakhtak was happy, but the magicians

saidtoZumurrud Shah, 'We have captured all ofAmir Hamza's

champions. Ifyou so order, we will have the drums sounded

and go out into the field to capture him too.' Zumurrud Shah

rejoiced and ordered the battle drums sounded. From the

army of Islam also the sound ofdrums arose.

The next daythe two armies stood opposite one another.

From the host of sorcerers nearly a hundred came out, each in

a fantastic form. Laqda Jadu had a [?] black felt around his neck.

He had overthrown several from Muqbilthe Faithful's troop

when Muqbil came out, and, seeing him from afar, killed him

with an arrow. Saqa Jadu came out and was killed. When seven

ofthe sorcerers had been killed, Malik Zarduhusht cried out

atthe sorcerers, and Mukahhal Jadu came out with a rope in

his hand. Muqbil sawthat he would lose. He tried to pull back

when Mukahhalthrewthe ropearound his neck. Muqbil fell,

pulling him from his mount. A cry went up from the Muslims.

Then MuqbilOadir-Andaz came out. He shot an arrow,

but it did no good. In short, they pulled him down and carried

offtwenty of the Muslims when Sarbirahna Talabi came out

and killed him. Oima brought down eighteen ofthe sorcerers,

and then Marzuban came out with a cup in one hand and a

lasso in the other. He threw the cup to the ground, and all

was darkness. He threw the lasso around Sarbirahna's neck,

but he stood his ground and cried out.Then the Amir charged

in and cutthe lasso with his sword. [The sorcerer] turned

himself into a lion and attackedthe Amir, The Amir lopped

off one of his hands with his sword. He withdrew, and then ...

cameoppositethe Amir riding on a rhinoceros. The Amir

recited a charm against sorcery so that his magic would not

workon the army of Islam. All at once the Amir saw that the

rhinoceros had fallen and was rolling around on the ground

Oaran appeared riding a rhinoceros. That sorcerer rushed off,

wanting to flee to his own troops, but Oaran ran in, grabbed

him by the hair, and dragged him off to the Muslims' lines.

The Amir's men sounded the drums of rejoicing. The armies

retreated

Zumurrud Shah turned to Malik Zarduhusht and said,

'Malik, whydidyou lose?'

Malik said, 'Zumurrud Shah, don't you know that I have

imprisoned all his sons and champions in Zarduhusht's black

pit? We know what will happen to Oaran. Don't worry.'

TRANSLATION FOR CAT.73 AND 74
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The narrator says:

WhentheAmiraskedthegirl what her name was and

whose daughter she was she said, 'I am the daughter of that

old womanyou killed
'

'What was her name?'the Amir asked.

'She was called Saradiq the sorcerer,' she said, 'and she

wasthedaughterofZarduhusht. She named meManut.'

The Amir offered her a chance to convert to Islam She

became a sincere Muslim.

'You can have any of our commanders you want.' the Amir

said. She chose Oubad b. Sa'd Padishah.The Amir ordered her

taken tothe harem.

WhentheAmirsettled in Zarduhusht's palace, heordered

the sorcerers who were in chainsto be brought Hegavethem

a chancetoconvert. Malik Marzban wasyoung. He became

a Muslim, buttheMarzban the Amir had once overthrown

did not become Muslim.The Amir had him and all the other

sorcerers killed. Then he ordered the girl to make a celebra-

tion, and they converted all the people ofthe city. Some have

saidthatthequeen becamethewifeof Marzban Khurasan,

although others sayshedid notaccepttohavea husband.

The Amir gave her a province, and he gave the city of Antali

to Malik Marzban, and he made Khwaja Mazmahi I the sur-

geon military governor of the city because he had suffered

much losson account of Khwaja Umar.TheAmirsent Umar

to Oubad b. Sa'd Padishah, telling him to find out whether

he wanted to marrythegirl who was Zarduhusht's grand-

daughter or not. Umar went and asked. He did not accept,

Azada Nushindokht came and stole Oubad away by magic.

The next daythe world-conquering Amir, who was worried

over Hamid, grew even more worried on this account. Umar

said, 'It is the work of Azada Banu.

.when the daughter of... and Ham id escaped that night,

they traveled for seven days. Then, one night, they let their

horses graze. When the girl awoke she could not find her

horse She went after it. Hamid wondered if it was her sor-

cery He mounted his horse and rose until sunrise. A gazelle

appeared. He caught it with his lasso. A rider appeared. They

grappled, and Hamid pulled the rider from his horse. As he

was a bout to overthrow him, the rider said, 'Anyoneyou

pull upfromthedustyou mustthrow down.' Hamid put

him back on his mount, and the rider's veil fell away. It was

a girl as radiant as the sun. In search of the girl came nearly

five hundred men who bowed to her. 'O youth,' she said, 'our

home is nearby. Be welcome.' Hamid set out. He spied several

tents. The girl went into one ofthem. After a time she sum-

moned Hamid and asked about him 'I am a merchant,' he

said, 'but I have been separated from my companions
'

'Stay with me,' she said, 'until you find news ofyour friends
'

'Tell me about yourself,' Hamid said.

'This is our kingdom of Venus,' she said, 'and my father is the

king ofthis realm. My name is Sun-Cheek.' The girl had a garden

into which they settled. One day a messenger came to say,

'Your mother iscoming.'

'Stand for a time among my servants,' the girl pleaded

with Hamid.

When the mother came she spied Hamid 'A group of

merchants came,' the girl explained, 'and I bought this slave

from them.'

'He is not suitable for you, 'the mother said. Til buy him

from you for double the price you paid.' The girl said nothing.

Sincethe mother had fallen in love with Hamid, she stayed

there and gave a party. However, when the king went into

his harem and could not find his wife, he asked about her

He was told that she had gone to see her daughter The king

had a n ayyar he sent to find out where his wife was a nd to

summon her. When the oyyor got to the garden gate he found

the gate locked. He went overthe wall and saw the mother

and daughter giving a party, and in the midst ofthe assembly

was a handsomeyouth. The oyyo/- waited patiently until it

was time for sleep. Hesawthattheyouth's place was outside.

At midnight the girl left her mother and went to the youth's

embrace. The oyyar waited until it was day, and then he

informed the mother. She asked her daughter, who became

worried. The woman had the ayyar beaten two hundred

lashes. The oyj/o/- went and informed the king, who had two

man-eatingZangishesent. Hamid killed them both The king

was informed. He sent Chaplus, who kidnapped Hamid. When

he was brought before the king he was made to swear 'lam

called Hamid Ruby-Cloak,' he said. '1 am the son of Malik Oasim.

What has that girl done to me?' He was thrown into chains.

The next day when the mother and daughter came before

the king and informed him, the girl grew impatient and said,

'O queen, this Zangi they have entrusted with Hamid is in love

with me. Ifyou so order, I will go kill him and release Hamid
'

With permission she setoff. When she came she rendered

everyone unconscious, cutthe Zangi's head off, and rescued

Hamid. When the king found out about it, he said to Chaplus,

'Co get news.' He found Hamid in agarden.Theguebre

informed on him. Two commanders were sent with twothou-

sand men. When they arrived, Hamid killed one of the com-

manders, and the other became a Muslim.
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The narrator says that Mihrdukht kept traveling, and after

two days she saw several tents. When she went forward she

saw a group of girls of the utmost beauty. They summoned

her. She went forward. She saw a girl who was served by

the others.

A stature like a cypress glowing like a candle in the midst:

the others like moths circling around her.

Mihrdukht bowed The girl asked her about herself 'lam

the son of a merchant,' she said. She asked her name. 'My

name isMihrzad,' she said. 'One night the others decamped.

I fell asleep while riding, and my horse carried me oflFthe road

and far from my friends. I was looking for them when I came

acrossyou
'

Thenarratorsaysthatthisgirl was the daughter of Malik

Khizranshah Citi-Nishan, the ruler of the realm of Nuriya

He possessed nearly three hundred thousand warriors of

renown. The daughter's name was Afsar Banu. When she

had been informed of Mihrdukht's situation, she said, 'Young

man, don't worry. Stay with us until your friends a re found.'

Afsar Banu was the fiancee of Kayhur Shah. She refused to

set eyes upon any man, and Kayhur Shah did nothavethe

courageto say anything about it. Khizranshah had only this

one daughter, and he loved her very much.Oneday she was i

n her garden and Khizranshah Giti-Nishan was seated in his

court when a messenger entered and said, 'Long livethe

king!' He delivered a letterto Khizranshah, and when he read

it he realized that Kayhur Shah's father had written, saying,

'Khizranshah, be it known to you that my dear son Kayhur is

gravely ill. Ifyou could send Afsar Banu to his sick bed, it would

be good for him to gaze upon her beauty in his last moments.'

Khizranshah became very upset and sent the letterto Afsar

Banu. When she was apprised ofthe contents ofthe letter she

rejoiced, although she showed herselfto the people as very

concerned and upset. Several days later Afsar Banu received

news that Kayhur Shah had died, and she went into mourning

When the sad news spread throughout the realm, Khizranshah

also went into mourning. Mihrdukht sawthat Afsar Banu was

really happy that Kayhur Shah had died. After a while the girl's

mother came and took her out of mourning

Afsar Banu summoned Mihrdukht and said, 'I would like

to go hunting. Ifyou come too, it would be good.' The next

day Afsar Banu set out to hunt with a groupof her elite com-

panions, and she took down prey in all directions. Finally two

gazelles appeared Afsar Banu galloped afterthe gazelles,

and Mihrdukht accompanied her as the two ofthem went far

from their people Afsar Banu shot one ofthe gazelles and

dismounted to cut its head off. Mihrdukht went after the other

gazelle, which had escaped, but as hard as she galloped she

could not catch it. Night fell on the plain. Afsar Banu returned

to her people and asked what had happened to Mihrdukht. 'He

hasn'tcome.'they said. Very worried, she went into the garden.

When Mihrdukht had gone very far in the chase, night fell

on the plain. She kept on going until daylight, when she had

reached the edge of the sea. There was a ship sailing by, but

no matter how much she cried out, the ship would not turn

back. However, when she promised her horse to the captain,

he brought the ship around, and Mihrdukht gave him her

horse. Shegotontheship, butthenthesea becameturbulent.

The sea was asfull ofwater as a crying eye, and the people

were in a situation as bad as that ofthe pupil.

The ship struck a rock and broke apart. All were drowned,

but by chance Mihrdukht clung to a piece ofwood floating

on the surface, Aftertwo days she reached the shore. She

thanked God and went onto the island. As she looked around

she spied a rowboat in the distance. There were four young

men and one old man in the boat. When they got out of the

sea and their eyes fell upon Mihrdukht and they realized that

she was a girl, they all desired her and started fighting over

her. Mihrdukht saw that the old man in their midst was saying
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nothing, but was attempting to stop them from fighting

'Friends; said Mihrdukht, 'there is no need to fight I will shoot

an arrow, and I will accept whoever brings it back first.' They

agreedtothis.

The narrator says that Mihrdukht was an extremely good

archer Theyoung men turned to Mihrdukht and said, 'All

right, shoot the arrow.' She shot, and theyoung men ran

off after it. The old man turned to Mihrdukht and said, 'My

beauty, what are you planning?'

'I thought I would get in the boat and escape,' she said The

old man was highly pleased by this Mihrdukht got into the

boat, and they set out.

One oftheyoung men was a better runner than the others,

and when he broughtthe arrow hefound notraceoftheold

man orthegirfso he went out in search of the others. When

they returned and could not find him, they searched the sea

shore

However, Mihrdukht and the old man, whose name was

Baharan, wenttothe island where his home was. When he

took Mihrdukht home, his ill-tempered wifedisliked her.

She rendered her unconscious and put her in a chest. Then

she gave the chest to a slave to sell. The slave put It on his

back and went through the market, saying, 'Who will take a

chance and buy this chest? Whoever buys it will get his wish,

and whoever does not buy will not

'

Volume 11, text number 92

MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied Arts/Contemporary Art,

Vienna, b. 1.8770/32

The narrators have expressed this charming tale asfollows:

That slave tied the chest to his back and wandered through

the market, crying out, 'Whoever buys it will rejoice, and who-

everdoes not buy it will regret.'

The people were astonished, but there was a rich merchant

in that city with slaves with rings in their ears in his service

Among them were four beautiful maids who were without

equals in beauty and comeliness. When the merchant heard

the story ofthe slave, he went out and agreed to pay a thousand

dinars. He took the chest and counted the gold out for the

slave. After that, he took the chest into a chamber and opened

the lid.

A girl he saw unrivaled in beauty, renowned across the

horizons like the sun

Whoeversaw her was stricken and made acquainted with

griefand pain.

Fascinated, restless, and stricken by her. and with one glance

he was charmed.

When the merchant asked her what had happened to her,

Mihrdukht said nothing,

'I bought you for a thousand dinars,' said the merchant.

Mihrdukht asked for a few days' respite There was a room

upstairs where Mihrdukht lived, and the four maids lived

downstars. When they came before Mihrdukht they were

astonished by her beauty and were too ashamed to remain

in her presence. Mihrdukht also said nothing to them and

always watched them and was on her guard against them.

One day the four maids had a thought together, 'If this girl

is going to be in the master's service,'they said, 'we will have

no honor or respect. Ifwe do away with her as soon as pos-

sible It would be in our best interests,' Since the women were

feeble-minded,they decided to put poison in her food. One

day when Mihrdukht was seated upstairs, they cooked some

food, poured poison on Mihrdukht's plate, and took it to her.

She raised an outcry, saying, 'My sisters, I have neither done

anything inimical to you nor had anything to do with you,

good or ill. Why have you put poison in my food? Do you imag-

inethat I will be your mistress? I am only Afsar Banu's maid.

I got separated from heron a hunt, I reached the edge of the

sea and gave my horse to a ship's captain By chance, the ship

foundered, and I clungtoa piece of wood. After two days I

reached an island, There I sawfouryoung men and an old man.

There was an argument over me. I shot an arrow, and theyoung

men went running off afterthe arrow. I got into a boat with

the old man and came to this island An old woman did such a

thing to me and sold me Why do you put poison in my food?'

The maids were very ashamed and apologized profusely.

'Bring me a horse and arms,' she said, 'so that I can be on my

way.'

'Lady,' they replied, 'you be our queen and let us serve you,'

'I have lost ajewel,' said Mihrdukht, 'and I am in search of it

but I cannot find it.'

In short, they brought her a horse and arms Mihrdukht

put on a man's armor, mounted the horse, bade the maids

farewell, and set out in a ship. Two days later she leftthesea,

mounted, and set out in search of a road. Her path lay across

an endless, waterless wasteland.

A wasteland, a plainfilled with terror. At every step a hundred

different affiictions.

The air was like the air ofhell, the ground was rocky, nay

magnetic

Instead ofred tulips in that expanse was ... stained with blood

Mihrdukht had grown very weak, and her horse was

exhausted, but she went on that day. The next day she emerged

from the desert and came to a spring. She let her mount

have its fill of water, and she too rested a bit and thanked God.

However, she was thinking of Hamid and saying, 'O Lord, what

can have happened to Prince Hamid Ruby-Cloak?' She let

her horse graze in the fields, and after a time she mounted

and headed intothe wilderness.

From afar a tall tree came into view, and she headed toward

it. As she drew near, she saw two horses standing at the

base of the tree. She went forward and heard a cry. When she

galloped, shesawayoungman who had thrown an old man

tothegroundandwassittingon hischestand holdinga

diamond-colored dagger ready to cut his head ofTand end his

life. Mihrdukht let out a yell, saying, 'Tyrant! What are you

doingto this wretch?'

Theyoung man looked back, and his gaze fell upon

Mihrdukht. He beheld ayoung woman ofthe utmost beauty,

mounted on a horse, dressed in man's clothing, and bearing

down on him, sword unsheathed. Theyoung man got up

in a hurry and ran toward Mihrdukht, That beauty mentioned

the God ofthe world and brought her sword down across

his chest. He let out a moan and crumpled. The old man got

up, kissed Mihrdukht's stirrup, and apologized profusely

TRANSLATION FOR CAT.77

Volume 12, text number 3

Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, PD 204-1948

The versifier of this nest ofsecrets speaks thusfrom behind the

curtain:

When Prince Hamid Ruby-Tunic .„ '...[iflyou do not appear

atthecourt and exalted threshold, I will rip your ears from

your head!' He left.

Kaus said, 'Prince, an amazing hornets' nest

'

.. but since youareafraid of him I'lldeal with himfirst.'

Kaus rejoiced, and they reveled. However, when Mahval

came to Khizranshah and told about..,. He had a brother

named Tha mud He summoned him and said, 'Take two hun-

dred thousand men, and bring that Iranian and Kaus in, hands

and neck bound,'.,, Mahlal Man-Eater, Mahlal's son Oaran,

Fanaksawar Mashriqi.Taribson of Samsama,and As Dragon-

Capturergot busytendingtotheirarms, Khizranshah entered

the harem and ... had not happened for the Iranians are an evil

group, and this one and that one have broken Solomon's seal.'

'I have dispatched two hundred thousand men,' he said.

Afsar Ban u was extremely clever 'Father,' she said, 'I want

to go too,'

'There is no need for you to go,' he said, but she insisted and

herfatherfinally let her.

Meanwhile, Hamid was out hunting when Sh...izOabar,

whom Kaus had made Muslim, arrived and told of the army

Hamid entered the city, armed himself, and came out with

the whole army. The leader, Samun Lion-Heart, rode out near

them. The next day their army arrived, and behind Samun was

MalikTayhurwithtwentythousand men, and behind him

was Malik Barsam with twenty thousand men, behind him

was Kaus son of Sa'sa'a, Sa'sa'a son of Kaus, Mahamun, and

Shama Barq with thirty thousand horsemen Behind them

wasGhantusthe Mad in the fore. Both sides camped. Hamid

said, 'Someone must be sent on an embassy.' Samun bowed

and acceptedtogo. When the news reached the guebres that

an ambassadorwascomlng,theyall gathered atthecourt.

Afsar also dressed herself as a man and took a seat nextto her

uncle. When Samun came in, he greeted them and was seated

in an honorable place. After drinks and food, they asked him

on what mission he had come. He took out a letter that said:

'Become Muslims, or else I will destroy you!'

'This Iranian isfilled with vain pride,' said Afsar, 'because

he has not yet met anyone who could chastise him properly.

We will show him a thing or two with our blade in combat!'

'Many a person has made such a claim,' said Samun, 'but

theyallfailed.'

'Go,' said Afsar, 'and cease speaking nonsense!'

In short, theygave him leavetowithdraw. When became

back to Hamid ... and said that nexttoThamud Cat-Eye was

seated a boy in whose chin was a dim pie that would put the

sun to shame. He spoke roughly. Kaus said, 'It is not unlikely

that he is Khizranshah's son.'

In short, the next day both armies drew up their ranks on

the battlefield. From the army ofthe guebres came Shersawar

Bakhtari,and he hadfelledfiveofKaus's soldiers when

Ghantus the Mad, a member of Hamid's retinue, entered the

field and squashed him witha blowof hisclub. He bested

twenty-eight men. Malik Thamud Cat-Eye cried out, 'Men,

what has happened to us?' All were standing watching when

Thamud's son, Safam Elephant-Dragger, entered the arena

and stood in front of Ghantus. Ghantus killed that guebre's

horse, and they began to wrestle Thamud feared. Sounding

the drums of retreat, both armies retired from thefield, Hamid

rewarded Ghantus greatly.

The next day battle lines were formed again. From the

guebres Samsama's son Tarit entered thefield and had

bested several of Hamid's men when Hamid took thefield

and cut him in two. Just then Afsar came onto the field veiled.

They fought until noon and were still standing against

each other. Afsar Banu .... When they brought her forward,

she threw off her veil, and Hamid saw

A beautyfar beyond the borders ofhumanity, the like of

which no one had seen among pens or houris.

Losing his mind, befell miserably in love,

TRANSLATION FOR CAT.78

Volume unknown, text number 65

British Museum, London, 1925-9-29-02

The teller of this exalted tale draws onto the stnng pearls of

rubies:

When that battled-tried warrior, that lion of strength, that

all-defeating fighter, Malik I raj Nawjavan the sun-worshipper,

with the strength of his arm gloriously and valiantly threw

Zumurrud Shah the Wayward a hundred and twenty cubits

intothe air, a cheer arose from the entire army, and all praised

the strength ofthat champion ofthe age. The sun-worshippers

beat their drums, and the sound oftheir solar battle-cry

reached the celestial sphere: 'Malik Iraj has thrown Zumurrud

Shah intothedustl'

With the breath knocked out of him, Zumurrud Shah was

bound. Then he put his hand on Malik Iraj's head and face and

praised him, as all of Zumurrud Shah's champions and Malik

Malakut assembled. Zumurrud Shah looked and saw that all

the people ofthe city of Faranghushia were standing on

thetopsoftall buildings, onthe mountains, on thewallsof

Alexander'sgarden,andonthehills,and when their gaze

fell upon that adept warrior,they began to shout, Malik Iraj

bowed his head. When Khwaja Bakhtak saw such strength in

Malik Iraj's hand, he was confused and set out for Hurmuz, to

whom he said, 'Prince, it occurs to me that this warrior must

be from the family ofAmir Hamza Sahib-Oiran; otherwise in

the realm ofthe east such strength did not exist in Tahmasp
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or AlqasorZu'l-Oarnayn, and it is not known who outside of

thatfamily has such strength,'

'Bakhtak/said Hurmuz, 'the world is a vast place 'Just then

Malik Malakutordered four hundred platters ofgold and jewels

to be poured over Malik Iraj's head while Zumurrud Shah

watched -which left Bakhtak dumbfounded. When Zumurrud

Shah saw this thing, he said, 'My slaves, I am completely

astonished that I have created one like Hamza and that I have

allowed wrath to dominate the people ofthe east, for I set

him over them to destroy those people. Now I think I'll call this

young man "son." ' All the champions prostrated themselves.

Malik ordered him to kiss the ground in servitude. Zumurrud

Shah said,'Myson Iraj, I offeryou mycongratulations. Asa

reward I give you thirteen thousand leagues ofthe kingdom

ofthe east.' So saying, he extended his hand, took the ring

from his finger, and gave it to Malik Iraj. Seven times he kissed

the ground, and then heputtheringon his linger. Zumurrud

Shah said, 'My son, know that I have set my countenance,

which lights upthe world, against him in wrath, and I have

made him a prisoner in the handsof his enemy, whose name

is Malik Oasim. However, I grewangry at that enemy and

threw him intothe mawof a dragon. Nowthat he is out, I give

you the lord ofthe orient too
'

When Malik Iraj heard this good news, he kissed the ground

in servitude. All the commanders ofthe sun-worshippers also

kissed the ground and offered their congratulations.

Malik Malakut was extremely happy, and Malik Iraj offered

the city to Zumurrud Shah. Zumurrud Shah entered the city,

which was decorated for a celebration. Since it was near the

boundaries ofthe Darkness, they had used many extraordi-

nary things. Zumurrud Shah passed through the city and set-

tled in Malik's belvedere palace.

Malik Malakut ordered food brought. After that he had

fruit brought in Then he ordered the chamberlains to make

the place ready for revelry, and singers and musicians were

summoned from everywhere there were any. Banquettables

were laid, and beautiful wine-bearers appeared holding pure

wine in china bottles laced with gold. A fine assembly with

beautiful wine-bearers and all the implements of revelry were

prepared, and the singers and musicians began to play and

singasthe banquet began.

From the time Zumurrud Shah the Wayward had left OituI

BartuI and come out of Sabayil he had never seen such a

banquet. He grew very happy, and when he was completely

drunk he shouted out, 'My slaves, I think I will not remain in

the kingdom ofthe east, for I am going to the Darkness to

ennoble those slaves with the light of my countenance, for

I have given the entire orient to Malik Iraj.'

TRANSLATION FOR CAT.79

Volume unknown, text number g5

MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied Arts/Contemporary Art,

Vienna, b.i. 8770/og

He who tuned the harp ofmeaning began his words thus:

When Malik Iraj Nawjavan fought with Prince Badi'uzzaman

until night, he said, '0 prince, I had always heard from Landhaur

b.Sa'dan praise ofyour bravery and courage. Nowthat I have

seen your fist, it is clear to me that you area hundred times

more than what they said.

/ heardyou were a man ofthe battlefield,

When I saw,you were a thousand times more.

Bravo,tomorrowl will docombat with you.' Accepting the

challenge, the prince withdrew.

Landhaur b. Sa'dan met the prince and asked about the

Sahib-Oiran.

'The prince has drawn near,' he said.

The kings all met Badi'.They passed the night. In the morn-

ing the drums of battle were sounded, and they headed for

thefield.

When Amir Sahib-Oiran came near, he said, 'If anyone has

a desiretofight Iraj, there is no impediment,'

No sooner had Karb, Alamshah, Farrukhbakht, and Iskandar

Farrukhliqa turned toface Iraj's army than Prince Nuruddahr

son of Badi'uzzaman and Asad son of Karb arrived with

Iskandar'sdrum, Azhdaha-Paykar's standard, Solomon's tent,

Gayomarth'scymbaLJamshed's clarion, and Hatam's white

seal. The kings greeted them. The prince paid homage to

Amir Sahib-Oiran, and Asad also filled Solomon's tent with

supplies. The Amir praised Asad, Prince Nuruddahr did not

see [his] father. He inquired about him. The Amir said, 'Bakhtak

Iraj left ' He wanted to go, butthe Amir would not allow it,

Asad set out in his father's retinue. He came to a place

wherethecombatwith Iraj wasto be, Badi"s hand sprang

from his shoulder when Karb entered thefield, and hetore

away a piece of chain mail along with the skin from Iraj's

body, Iraj grabbed both of Karb's shoulders and ran back-

wards, Karb'sfoot went into a hole and he was badly injured.

He turned around just as Iskandar Farrukhliqa arrived and

received a blowfrom Iraj. No sooner had Iraj turned around

than Alamshah appeared. Iraj asked Landhaur who it was.

When Landhaur spoke the name of Alamshah, Iraj said, 'I

haveayen to do combat with all ofthe Amir's sons. I want

Ala mshah's opinion, but I see him gone, and I will go forward

to him in truce.'

Landhaur said, 'Very well.' Just then Devchihr came saying

that Alamshah was coming.

Thus it was that Alamshah said, 'Comrades, I am going to

advise Iraj because Iraj said that anyone who loves him should

cometo meet him.'

In short, he met Alamshah, took him into histent, and gave

him a place above himself He asked the reason for his coming

Alamshah said, 'Iraj, the prince ofthe men of the world has

come near, and he is the center ofthe circumference ofthe

men ofthe world. He has been ruling and conquering for ninety,

nay a hundred years now, and his life has come to its end. He

has a desire for Iran also. If he is respected, it will be well.'

Iraj got angry and said, 'Much sincerity and respect have I

shown you, and involuntarily a relationshipof loveforyou has

developed in me. Ifanyoneotherthanyou had saidthese

words, I would have done him in. However, I have a desire to be

a champion If I do thus, what will the men ofthe world say?

When they see me less than him in manliness.

What will the men ofthe world say ofme?

In short, heshowed such cultivation ofthe courtly arts, such

signs of greatness and rule, that Alamshah was astonished

He presented Alamshah with a costly robe of honor and much

else besides and escorted him to the edge ofthe camp. The

next daythe Amir Sahi b-Oiran's army ....A day and a night

the army came. On the fourth day Zumurrud Shah's chariot

appeared.

TRANSLATION FOR CAT.80

Volume unknown, text number 86

British Museum. London, 1925-9-29-01

The narrator of this beautiful tale thus wove his design into

the brocade:

When the demon threw Prince Nuruddahr intothe sea,

St. Ellas the prophet took him out ofthe water. Nuruddahr

wound upon an island.

Meanwhile, the morning after the demon kidnapped the

prince, the men who came every day to gaze upon Prince

Nuruddahr's beauty arrived. Seeing no trace ofthe prince,

they grew anxious. When Khwaja Umardid not see Prince

Nuruddahr at the base ofthe tree, he too grew anxious. The

demon came and said to the girl, 'I tooktheyouth away and

threw him into the sea.' The girl grew extremely upset. When

the demon went out after some food, the girl went to Umar

and said, 'Play something, for I am very upset today,' Umar

asked herthe reason,

'Theyouth you told me about,' the girl said, 'was thrown

into the sea last night by the accursed demon
'

A sigh arose from Umar's heart, and he too was most upset.

The next day, when the shining sun putforth its head from

the window ofthe east and illuminated the dark world with

the light of its world-adorningcountenance, Pahlavan Karb

Dilavar arrived. When he came to the base ofthe tree, he did

not see Prince Nuruddahr He asked the residents ofthe

area where the prince was. They said, 'The demon carried

him away and threw him into the sea,'

When Pahlavan Karb heard this, hegrewquitecontempla-

tiveand said, 'Until Nuruddahrisfound, I shall notstirfrom

the foot of this tree.' Umar was watching from above, and he

saw Karb. Hetoo became upset. When Karb did not seethe

prince, he said, 'As long as he is not found I will not send any-

onetothe Amir.'

Meanwhile, since Prince Nuruddahr had set out with

a caravan, he soon came to an island, where he stopped in

a caravanserai. The ruler of Nay-Rod was Iklil Yellow-Cloak

The brother of Daylam Simat Zangi waged war, and Iklil was

defeated. The Zangis attacked the gates ofthe city. Nuruddahr

came out and killed Daylam Simat Zangi's brother. When Iklil

realized this, he became a Muslim. The princeasked the way

to Seven Mile, came back, and saw Karb. He rejoiced and told

his story. Karb advised the prince. He would not agree and

wept so bitterly that Karb felt sorry for him. Hetoo became a

wanderingdervish and sent someonetothe Amir.

Meanwhile, when hesawthat Nuruddin [Nuruddhar] had

beenfound again, hesetoutfor Nuruddahr. Hewastaken

captive. He was about to kill him. The demon agreed to go

and bring the girl. Nuruddahr let him go. He went and did not

come back. Karb's messenger brought news to the Amir. The

Amir sent Badi'. Badi' came with the army, and the girl's father

who was named Kayvan Buland-Rifatfought a battle with

Badi' and was captured. When offered the chance to become

Muslim, he said, 'I shall become a Muslim when you kill the

demon and rescue my daughter.' Badi' came and advised

Nuruddahr. Hewould not agree. They sent the newstothe

Amir Sahib-Oiran. The Amir set out with Muqbil. The sun-

worshippers gotwindof it. They beat their battle drums.

Arrad Elephant-Strength came intothe field and wounded

several ofthe Amir's soldiers. Hashim killed him. Defeat befell

the sun-worshippers' army when Iraj arrived and wounded

Hashim. A pitched battle ensued. Ta'us Shah andOamhur

were released from captivity. Landhaur had a fever. The army

of Islam (?) Sa'd Padishah sent Umayya tothe Amir Sahib-

Oiran, butthe Ami rand Muqbil came to do battle. Haft Paykar

joined the Amir Sahib-Oiran's retinue. The Amir ... Badi', Karb,

and Nuruddahr...Oneday Umar said to the girl, '...give the

demon a lemon,' She did it, and the demon fell unconscious,

Thegirl released Umar, Umarthrewthedemon down and „,

The Amir Sahib-Oiran with the lasso... did not reach Fars...

TRANSLATION FOR CAT.81

Volume unknown, text number 88

Victoria & Albert Museum, London, I S. 1512-1883

The master poet thus opens the lid of this treasure:

When AnqarutJadu carried Malik Iraj off to the island and

attacked him, when her eyes fell upon Iraj's beauty, she said

to herself 'Khwaja Muzaffar's daughter was right!' With her

knowledge of magic she bound Iraj to a tree. After a time she

appeared to Iraj in the guise of a fourteen-year-old girl and

said.'Oyouth,

How wondeful would it be that my wish be granted to end

my life underyourfeet.

No matter how beautiful you are, however, I do not want so

much as a hair ofyour head Place your arm and imagination

around my neck sothat my head will be exalted tothe skies.

Any servicethatyou cannot perform for him entrustto me,

for I will do it with ease.'

Iraj asked her name 'I am Jawahir Ankut Jadu,' she said. Iraj

averted his face No matter how much she screamed and

yelled and cursed, Iraj said not a word to her.

Anqarut said, 'Now he is angry. Let him sufferfor a while,

and then he will be more cooperative.' And she left Iraj.

When it was morningthe servants cametothegateofthe

court They sawa head hungonthegate They were perplexed

and shouted out so much that Malik Malakut and Zumurrud

Shah became aware. They asked for the head. They put it in a

golden brick and took it to Zumurrud Shah. Iraj's [...?] saw that
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a cry was coming from I raj's house that Khwaja Farah had

torn the clothing from his body and came wailing to the court

He saw the head before Zumurrud Shah. He cried out, and the

people of the assembly began crying, and the army of the sun-

worshippers sat in mourning, and Zumurrud Shah became

very despondent.

He beat his head and cried. What is the result ofinjustice save

weeping?

When Zumurrud Shah's amirs saw their lord like this, they

got upset. Zumurrud Shah thought long. Nothing occurred

to him to remedy the plight ofthe Cod-worshippers. When

/Wallk Malakut saw Zumurrud Shah and his amirs broken-

hearted, he said, '0 lord, be easy of mind, for I will battle the

God-worshippers again to see who will succeed. Moreover,

MalikMlsmar is a mighty padishah who is coming with three

hundred thousand men acrossthesea.'

Zumurrud Shah, who had his head lowered, did not raise it,

but when this news was conveyed to Susan Amir he went to

thecampof Islam to the Sahib-Oi ran. The Amir of the Arabs

was very saddened by this devastating news.

'O Arab,' said Khwaja Umar, 'what a pity, this young

Nuruddahr,' and he began to weep involuntarily. Each of

the kings who had seen Iraj was distraught by his early death

Mourning clouded the Sahib-Oiran's camp. The infidel ayyars

carried the news. Andarut told the story to a neighbor woman,

Thatwomantold her husbandthat Iraj had been killed by

the daughter of Andarut Maqarut. That man went to Khwaja

Farah and recounted this story. The Khwaja ordered Andarut

seized and brought, and he was questioned, [He said,] ' ..threw

into the sea, and he was lost.' Malik Malakut ordered Andarut

to be killed a long with many of his relatives. They went into

mourning.

Anqarut left Iraj that day. When it was night she lit

many candles and lamps and bedecked herself in extraordi-

nary clothes and wentto Iraj. She began to wail and said,

Defiant one. look into myface and gaze upon me with

kindliness.

I am thirsty, you are the water of life. What would it cost

you to sprinkle one drop on me?

Iraj cursed. He got angry and said, '0 sun-worshipper, I will

dosomethingtoyou that will be spoken of ever afterward.' He

spoke a name. Dust arose. When Iraj opened his eyes he found

himself floating on a raft in the middle of an endless sea. He

was dumbfounded,

TRANSLATION FOR CAT.82

Volume unknown, text number 12

Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. 18.44

1

The moneychanger ofpoetry with words like gold draws pearls

onto the string thus:

When Pahlavan Asad Karb ... and left, the infidels kept fall-

ing upon one another and ... came out: they killed, bound, and

wounded friend and foe alike and had no mercy on each other.

The next morning when the bright sun put its head out

through the windowofthe east and lit u p the dark world with

its countenance

—

At the moment ofdawn as this merciless killer came out of

the east with kettle and blade—
when the benighted infidelsopenedtheireyesand recog-

nized each other, they saw that strangers in their midst were

as rare as Cod's love was among them They had killed so

many oftheir own that it was beyond reckoning, Landhaur

b. Sa'dan said, 'Malik Iraj, beware lest you pit yourself against

that madman.' But Pahlavan Asad did not get himself into

the fortress and took off in some direction.

The next day Malik Iraj mounted his horse and provoked

battle He was not able to capture anyone. Fans the keeper of

the castle came out and shouted, 'Malik Iraj, ifyou have laid

siege to this castle on account of Asad, he is not here. Ifyou're

a man, go after himi Whyareyou bothering with uscowards?'

'Malik Iraj,' said Landhaur, '„,

.b Devsar set out and arrived. The shahs who had come

out to greet him got Malik Iraj down from his horse. Iraj asked

about Akhtam and set out in that direction. Khwarshed

and Jamshed of Akhtam heard that Malik Iraj was on his

wayto Akhtam, They sat thinking. Their champions, like As

Elephant-Foot, As Bronze-Body, and As son of Shimsham

wentto Jamshed and Khwarshed and soughttodo battle

with Malik I raj. They were given leave. The champions with

three hundred thousand men got into ships, went across the

water, and pitched camp on the shore of the sea The next

day when the prince of the stars appeared in the azure field

of the sky and the world was once again illuminated

—

At dawn when the Turk who dwells in a tent came out ofhis

fiery home,

he overturned the tent ofnight and nailed shut the demon 's

lip with iron—
that morning Malik Iraj the sun-worshipper's soldiers

got up, and the next day Malik Iraj arrived. Battle lines were

arrayed, but that day it rained and they stayed in their places.

That night the braves of both armies were concerned over

what the morrow would bring. Who knows what will arrive

tomorrow? who will disappearfrom view? on whose head will

the crown of luck be placed? whose bundle ofhopes will be

placed outside the door? That night was spent by the warriors

in worry. The next day when dawn illuminated the world from

the horizon

—

When the king ofByzantium emergedfrom his emerald

throne, he overthrew the hosts ofevening during black night—
that morning the two armies set out, fully armed, to do

battle and headed for the field. When they stood opposite

each other, lines were drawn. As Bronze-Body came onto the

field, blocking Iraj'stroops and askingfora combatant Iraj

cameforth and As struck Iraj's mount with his sword. Iraj

grew wrathful, pulled him down along with his rhinoceros,

and threw him onto the ground so hard that both man and

mount were wounded. When As Elephant-Foot and As son

of Shimsham saw this act of valor, they roared at each other

and, recognizing that it was a good time to retreat, got into

their boat and entered Akhtam. Iraj plundered their camp

and stopped attheedge ofthe sea.

The next day Iraj got in a skiff, but Shimsham's son As

blocked his way. Iraj leapt from the skiff and cut As in two

Then he knocked overthe castle with blows of his mace.

Soldiers came out ofthe water and entered Akhtam. Chaos

broke out in the fortress. Jamshed Akhtami escaped by

another road and wentto Mushtarisar, but Khwarshed,

who had crushed Iraj's letter underfoot, was captured, Iraj

threw him down and rubbed his foot into his stomach so

hard that he died. Ujan captured Jamshed on the sea and

brought him in He capitulated.

TRANSLATION FOR CAT.83

Volume unknown, text number 2

Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, 18 44 2

The teller of this sweet tale thus broughtforth his speech.

When Prince Malik Oasim came out... and went to the bar-

rier atJalandariya, hecametothefoot ofthe barrier ,. and

he saw a river, thanks to the effulgence of which the entire

plain was green and verdant, and a meadow with wonderful

air appeared. The prince ofthe realm of courage, Malik Oasim,

he ofthe rubytunicthe bloodshedder ofthe east, looked up

at the top of the fortress.

Ifone looked to the top of it, the viewer's hat wouldfall off

Opposite the fortress hesawa marveloustree, Underthe

treea throne of rare workmanship had been placed, .The

prince, the lion ofthe battlefield, Malik Oasim the courageous

dismounted from his horse, took the reins from the head

of that demonic steed, and let it graze He sat on top ofthe

throne and viewed the fortress, marveling at the handicraft

ofthe creator. However, from time to time the harsh words of

the Amir Sahib-Oi ran and the words ofthe world-conquering

Prince Badi'uzzaman rang in his ears. His complexion changed,

and he said, 'You see that in the end this Arab took the part of

his own son.' ...

He was saying this when suddenly a ... emerged from the

fortress, and following it were six ... with four Negroes on

their backs. Behind them came a group of eunuchs 'who

gave the world a different splendor.'

While this was going on, people gathered. Some ofthe

eunuchs spurred their horses and yelled at Prince Malik

Oasim, saying, 'Get up! Co to the side!' Prince Malik Oasim

asked them what was happening. 'The daughter ofJahan

Pahlavan is going to the garden,' they said

Prince Malik Oasim wasspeaking with them when a litter

came like a rose beforethe prince. From behind the curtain

the girl saw that her eunuchs were speaking with a youth, a

prince who was so handsomethat anyone who looked at the

arch of his eyebrow would place the new moon on the shelf

offorgotten things and open his mouth in praise, and anyone

whogazed upon hiserectand harmonious stature would

chastizethecypress.

All who saw him were stricken with griefand grew

accustomed to pain.

With one glance all were smitten by him, mad with love,

without consolation.

All it took was one glance on the pa it ofthe girl, and she fell

helplessly in love with him. Turning to her eunuchs, she said,

'Bring that young man to the garden,' but she raised the bot-

tom ofthe curtain slightly, and by chance the prince's eye fell

upon her loveliness. He spied a beauty whose cheeks would

putthesuntoshame.

The hyacinth would be ashamed before her two tresses

Trom her mouth, when she smiled,fiowers could be plucked

by the basketful.

In short, an arrow flew from the arch of her brow and

struck Malik Oasim in his rancorless breast, A sigh arose

from the depths of his being, but just then a eunuch named

Am bar came and said, 'Young man, the queen of beauties,

Sim-Andam,summonsyou
'

The prince said, 'Whateveryou say, 1 shall obey,'

In short, he got on his steed and.together with the eunuch,

went to the garden, SIm-Andam summoned the prince into

the garden. The prince entered. The beauty greeted him, fall-

ing at his feet and beggingand pleadingwith him Shetook

the prince by the hand and led him upon to a dais in the garden,

and there they sat on a carpet I ike two new roses embracing

each other in the meadow of beauty, or like the moon and

Jupiter in conjunction in the constellation of loveliness.

So much was each desirous ofthe other, they sat opposite

each other.

The prince bowed his head at this .... and the girl, having

learned the prince's story, the prince left the garden intending

to take the fortress. When he reached the bottom ofthe moun-

tain the prince said to the girl, 'How can this fortress betaken?'

'0 Malik,' she said, 'I will lead you, for 1 have been in love with

you for a longtime,' And she showed him the picture she had

taken from Gurdmard The prince rejoiced and took her inside

thefortress

TRANSLATION FOR CAT.84

Volume unknown, text number 74

British Museum, London, 1948-10-9-065

Narrators oftales have thus expressed themselves:

When Kulbad and Zardhang sat rejoicingover Farid's luck,

they said, 'Ifwe can find a way, great wealth will appear,

andthedoorsof many triumphs will open to us We will see

comely youths and rare beauties, and with the polish ofthe

eyebrowsof beauties we will eliminate the rust from our hearts,

as little by little we become acquainted with everybody.'

'Well you say,' said Zardhang, 'but let us think. A stratagem

has occurred to my mind
'

'Say iti'they said,

'Master Farid is acquainted somewhat with the art of geo-

mancy. It would be appropriate for him to take a stroll in Bibi

Dilgusha's lane and ... begin to speak with the genii I will go

and steal all Bibi Dilgusha's ornaments, gold, and jewels and

put them in a place where we can find them at our leisure,

and then we can enjoy our wealth.'
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All approved heartily of his plan. One night Zardhang, on

the pretext of a stroll, passed through Bibi Dilgusha's lane

Throwing h\s ayyar's lasso up onto the roof, he got himself up.

No matter what direction he wentto go around the house...

they had the treasury in the middle and patroled it. Spying

the treasury, he turned back to the house, where he fell into

contemplation of how to rob it. Anothernight he went, got

hold of Bibi Dilgusha's jewel box, and ran out. At the base of

a mountain he dug the earth and hid the things there. Then

he turned his attention to Farid ... was in ambush and guard-

ing it lest some fellow steal it and deprive them.

When the world-illuminating sun put its head out, the

treasurer's maid became aware ofwhat had happened and.

pulling her hair and scratching her cheeks, she hastened to

Bibi Dilgusha and informed her ofthe situation Bibi Dilgusha

exploded with anger. She ordered the maids a nd serva nts to

be beaten. No trace ofthe jewels was found. She sent a mes-

senger to Shabahang and ... he inspected every corner ofthe

house. Many men were puttotorture, and uptofive hundred

persons were killed undertorture. Bibi Dilgusha said, 'Let

someone go and summon Mulla Mathun thegeomancer.' An

order was given for every geomancer and astrologer that could

be found to be brought. When their minds were put at ease,

they were brought. In this manner Farid was also brought in.

Asthegeornancers gathered, the first to throw the die was

Mulla Mathun the geomancer, but no matter how bethought

and contemplated, he could not succeed in doing anything.

Each ofthe geomancers in turn threw the die and spoke.

Finally it was Farid's turn. He knelt politely and said to Shaba-

hang, 'First, if these geomancers can find anything, letthem

find it and relieve all our minds of anxiety. If not, I will try
'

Shabahang asked them all to try, butthey all failed to find

anything. With self-assurance Farid knelt, threw the die, and

put some of his opponents to sleep. After a time, he said, 'I

have found It!' And he gave the particulars. Shabahang and

Bibi Dilgusha headed forthe place he had described, and

there theyfoundthegold andjewels. Rejoicingand relieved,

the people of the city let out a cry ofjoy. Everyone praised

Farid, but no matter how manythingsthey offered him, he

refused and said, 'I am a stranger. Why should I keepthese

things? Now I have become acquainted with you. Ifyou would

be so kind, you might occasionally ask after me. I may be able

to render you services to show my gratitude. I wish only your

well-being'

TRANSLATION FOR CAT.85

Volume unknown, text number 89

MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied Arts/Contemporary Art.

Vienna, b 1 8770/13

Narrators unique in storytelling ability explain the tale thus:

When Malik Iraj paid homagetothe Amir, Umayya said,

'Malik Iraj, why areyou heedless ofthe fact that the enemy

are pressingyou from left and right? You should be arraying

your troops because it will not be long before Hamza the Arab

and all his champions and sons will be upon you, and now

that you have captured UmarAyyar, take heed thatyou not

allow him to escape, for he is the mainstay of Hamza's army

Ifyou command me, I will go and keep watch over that thief

and hold him upstairs.

'

'Very well,' said Iraj, who asked that gold andjewels be

broughtand ofl'eredthem, butthey were refused. Iraj

ordered him to go up. Umayya went up and kept watch over

Umar. Finding him to bean extraordinary man, he asked,

'Whoareyou?'

'The caliph ofthe sun, Umar,' he said 'Areyou Umayya or

Oasim son of Umayya''' he asked. When he told him about

himself, Umar rejoiced. Umayya undid the bonds from Umar's

arms and legs, and when it was darkest night Umayya and

Umar let themselves down by lassos and set out for the

HirmanGate

When they entered Shah Sulayman saw Umar and rejoiced.

News was taken to Malik Oasim. He received Umar and asked

about the Amir. Umar said, 'He is near, but the ascendant

of this sun-worshipper is very powerful.'

The next morning, when the men surrounding the tower

looked, they found no one. Withdrawing, they took the news

to Iraj, who realized that it was an oyyor's trick.

When the men of Islam heard of Umar's escape they rejoiced.

However, the next day, when the prince ofthe orient displayed

his beautiful countenance from behind a dark veil and rent

the heart ofthe Hindu ofthe night with the dagger of his disc,

and tears poured over the blackface of night.

The crocodile ofdawn reared its headfrom the indigo river;

the hand ofmorn tore the robefrom the panther ofnight.

There was no more marketfor the muskygoods ofdark night,

and the world was recompensed with the camphor ofdawn

That morningthe sound of battle drums arose from the

army of Ganjabson of Ganjur. In Iraj's camp too the drums

were sounded. The armies faced one another, and when

the field was completely cleared Oahqaha son of Kayahar

emerged from Canjab's camp fully armed, strode up and

down the field, and demanded a combatant. Thawr son of

Hamal came Into thefield from the army ofthe sun-worshippers

and headed offOahqaha. He was wounded. Sutthe archer

came into the field and was killed. Aqrab Blood-Sifter came

out and was wounded. When it was evening, after wounding

around seven men and killing three, he retired. The armies

made camp. The next day the battle drums were sounded,

and when the armies stood opposite each other, Oahqaha

entered thefield, blocking the army of Islam. Just then a cava-

lier rode on to the field and stood in Oahqaha's way. He was

wounded. Sa'dan Iron-Helmet entered, and when he was

wounded, a rider from the right wing ofthe army of Islam

came on to the field and received a blow on his arm from

Oahqaha. In return he struck Oahqaha on the head and split

him in two. It was the champion Asad son of Karb. The armies

retired. Theshahsof Islam applauded him. Ayjil and Shah

Sulayman bragged about Asad to Umar morethan can be

described. Umar asked about Nuruddahr.They said that he

was held captive by Kaysa rang Shah. This upset Umar, but the

next day Ganjur ordered the battle drums sounded When

the battle lines were formed Saffdar son of Nur came onto the

field and asked for a combatant from the oyj/or's troops. Dev

Jahr came out and was wounded. Shabrang Ayyar came out.

He was killed.

The next day too he demanded a combatant from the army

of Islam. Bathu came out and was wounded. Jahansoz came

out and was killed. Then Umar came out and killed SafFdar

with a rock.Thearmies retired

Khwaja Umar Ayyar wentto Malik Iraj's gate in the guise of

a water-carrierwhileeveryone was talking about Umar Ayyar's

exploits in the battlefield

Malik Malakut said, 'I have heard that he steals kings' crowns.

'

Landhaur son of Sa'dan was talking about him when the

banquet was served. Aftertheyfinished eating, Umarstood

up and asked for Malik. As Umar handed Malik the water, he

slapped him on theface, snatched the crown from his head,

and ran from the court. The men ran after him, but he left

them in the dust

TRANSLATION FOR CAT.86

Volume unknown, text number 76

MAK-Austrian Museum of Applied Arts/Contemporary Art,

Vienna, b.i. 8770/15

The narrator relates that when Umar. with strategy and

tactics, burned the dragon, Sa'id presented Umar with their

thousand horses. Umar branded them and then asked how

far itwasto Oitanush Shah'scapital They said itwasthree

hundred leagues. Umar started out on the road and galloped

day and night. In Bedakdasht, where ghouls and demons

wereguardians, Umarcametothat king'scapital. When he

reached Oitanush's court, a voice came from inside the court,

saying, 'Umar the oyyor has come.' Umar was perplexed The

people took Umar Inside, where Oitanush was seated on the

throne, and there was an idol of gold placed on a bejeweled

throne. A voice came from the idol, saying, 'Umar, where have

you come from'' Umar gave Oitanush's daughter's letter,

and it was read out In it was written; 'He rescued me from

the clutches ofthe demon Hamza the Arab This ayyar has

expressed his love for me. I have sent him to you thatyou

may not leave him alive.'

Oitanush rejoiced and ordered Umar seized and killed, but

Baalbek would not allow It, saying, 'Hamza will come here.

Then we will kill him
'

In short, Umar was imprisoned beneath Baalbek'sthrone,

When Oitanush read Amir Sahlb-Oiran's letter, in it was writ-

ten; 'After praising God and extollngthe Prophet, 0 Oitanush,

become Muslim and accept Umar asyour son. Do not regard

him as an oyyor, for he reigns supreme over Bakhtar, Iran, and

Turan. End of letter Peace
'

The narrator says that Amir Sahib-Oiran waited long for

Umar. After two months, he set out for Oitanush's capital.

When he reached the city of Sa'dnasur. he gave Umar's pos-

sessions to the soldiers, and they camped there. The Amir

drew a line around the camp and went himself around the

vanguard until he went upon a hill and dismounted from

Ashqarand wentto sleep. Muqbil was with him. Hetoo

wenttosleep, but Ashqarneighed.The Amirwoke upand

saw a black thing. He was about to mount when the black-

ness threw a rock that hit Ashqaronthe... Ifthe Amir's hand

It would have been smashed. The Amir grew angry. Bidding

farewell to Muqbil, he mounted, forgetting his spear, and

set out after the blackness. All night he traveled. Three hun-

dred leagues hetraversed. Hecametothe mouth of a cave,

from which the sound of glorification came. There was a

curtain of leaves hung [overthe mouth ofthe cave]. A voice

came, saying

The arch ofmy sight isyour nest. Be kmd and alight,for the

house isyours.

The Amir got down from his horse and proceeded. A voice

came, saying, 'OSahib-Oiran, we have waited long for you

Takedownyourthlngs.forintheend all will be well.'

An inscriptionfrom the Messiah on this ancient monastery:

Despair not.for the end is good.

As long asyou are without the door,you see everything as

strange:

Come in, come in.for this house is devoid ofstrangers.

The Amir entered. He saw a wise man dressed in sackcloth.

'OAmir,' he said, 'Baalbek has confounded you, but your

difficulty will be solved at the foot of Oitanush's throne. I was

promised I would see you, and thatyou would bury me.' So

saying, he gave up the ghost. The Amir buried him and then

went to Oitanush's capital. At the gate he spied a bow and

arrow. He asked [a bout them], but no one replied. The Amir

took the bow and arrow and went into the city. At the market

crossroads he spied a platform on top of which was a statue

with a bucket hung around its neck and a bejeweled crown

on its head. The Amir asked about it and was told that a

prince had come to ask for a girl's hand He would have to

take the crown from the statue's head, a deed no one was

abletoaccomplish becausea hand wouldappearandcut off

the attempter's head.

The Amir went to a caravanserai and dismounted.

The narrator says that Baalbek went to the Amir's army The

next day Oitanush came That youth arose They prevented

him. He did not accept and said,

/ will not cease my quest until I succeed:

Either bodyfrom soul or soulfrom body will be separated

In short, [thesuitor] wantedtotakethecrown from the

statue's head when a hand appeared and struck his head and

neck so hard that he died on the spot. A great shout went up

from the crowd Malik Nush wanted to arise. He would not

let him and said, 'I will take It off.' Calling on the Great Name,

he went forward. A hand appeared [on the statue] but it was

unable to do anything. The Amir had just taken the crown

when a demon came. The Amir called for bow and arrow. He

shot an arrow Into the demon's chest so hard that it fell to

the ground and gave up the ghost. The Amir offered Oitanush

Shah a chance to convert to Islam. He converted sincerely.
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A NOTE ON artists' NAMES

Names of Hindu artists written in Arabic script

pose a particular challenge of transliteration. Some

consonants in Indian languages do not occur in

Persian, and short vowels, which are normally written

in Indian names, areomittedwhentheyaretran-

scribed into Persian. The transliteration of all names

thus involves some adjustment to their standard

forms. Krishna, for example, is written in Persian as

K-SH-N, which yields Kishan, a common vernacular

form of Krishna. Bh IS h ma, on the other hand, is writ-

ten as B-H-l-K-M, which is unrecognizable to most

readers. To maintain a senseof the underlying Indian

namesandtostandardizetheirappearance, I have

transliterated them as though they were written in

Devanagari script, the base scriptfor north Indian

languages. Becauseconsonants in Devanagari are

almost autoinaticallyfollowed by a vowel, the result

habitually ends in afinal 'a,' which istypically silent

when the name is spoken. The letter 'w,' which does

not exist in Devanagari, has been rendered consis-

tently as 'v'. Thus, readers will find here Basavana

ratherthan the more commonly rendered Basawan,

Madhava Khurd ratherthan Madhu Khurd.and

Shravana ratherthan the unintelligible Sarwan

GLOSSARY

AH abbreviation for anno hegira, the

year reckoned accordingtothe

Islamiccalendar, which starts

from the date of the Prophet

Muhammad's emigration from

Mecca to Medina in ad 622

Allahu akbar 'God IS great'

amal(-i) 'work (of)', a term used in Mughal

ascriptionsto individual artists

Amir a prince, lord, military officer:

when used alone, refers to Hamza

ayyar a spy, a cunning operative

Baba a term of respect used for an elder

b. an abbreviation of ibn, 'son of

burqa' a woman's veil through which

onlytheeyesarevisible

cadi a judge

Cathay northern China

charqab a robe of gold embroidery

colophon an inscription at the end of a

manuscript providing information

about its scribe, date, and place

of production

dev a demon

Farangi 'Frank', a European

farrashes officers who superintend the

pitching of tents

genie a supernatural creature

guebre the name given to Zoroastrians

in the Hamzanama

houri a virgin of Paradise

jama an article of male clothing; a knee-

length tunic or overgarment

Khwaja doctor

Malik King, a title of honor

-nama a body of writing, e.g., 4/;fac7rnomo

maund a unit of measurement equivalent

to 82.286 pounds

padshah a king

Pahlavan Champion

peri a celestial creature or angel

qibia thedirection of Mecca, to which

prayer is directed

Rum Greece, the Roman empire,

or Europe in general

rupee a unit of Indian currency

saqi a cup-bearer

shah a king

siyalisar a type of Indian crocodile

Solomon the biblical kingwhocommanded

all creaturesontheearth

tal<iyya a place of repose, sanctuary

vizier a minister

Zangi an Ethiopian, a dark-skinned person
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